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Relays in the Bell System
By S. P. SHACKLETON and H. W. PURCELL

Note: Before they can converse people must either be brought together
or virtually be brought into one another's presence by the telephone. Any
telephone system must establish talkinir connections between its subscribers,

and these connections must be built up, supervised and disconnected when
desired. This work is accomplished by the use of relays of various kinds,

and the speed and accuracy of service is largely dependent upon them.
There are completed daily in the Bell System about 42,()()(),()()U telephone
calls. These involve the successful and accurate operation of over one and
one-half billion contact connections daily.

Many kinds of relays are employed in the Bell System, var>'ing from the
simple electromagnetic drop to the sequence switch, the thermionic vacuum
tube and the panel selector. Toda\' a circuit connection between two
subscriliers served by manual exchanges in a large multi-office district

invoUes about 21 relays. When these subscribers are served b)- machine
switching offices, the number of relays in a local connection may be as
great as 146. It not infrequently ha;n-ns that in setting up a toll con-
nection more than v^OO relays are empK -H.

In the present paper the relay developments leading up to, and making
possible the present communication system, are outlined with particular
reference to electromagnetic relays. A few typical circuit applications are
given with a discussion of the requirements imposed upon relays which
influence their design. Several types of relays are illustrated and their dis-

tinctive features are described.

The subjects of relay design, manufacture and maintenance and also
telegraph relays will be dealt with in future papers.

Introduction

IX the vast systems of networks \vhit;li comprise the Bell Sys-

tem one of the most important and varied devices necessary

for giving service is the relay. From its use in small numbers
in telegraph circuits and as a "drop" in I he early magneto switch-

board it has come to be numbered li\ niillions and varies in type
from the simple electro-magnet wliirii operates a single contact to

the vacuum tube and the complete struiUire which cfTi-cts an entire

series of switching operations.

When a small number of stations is inxoKed in a communicating
system complete fle-\ibilit\- of connection may be obtained by means
of simple relays controlling a small nimiber of contacts. As the

number of stations increases the nimiber of .switching operations

becomes so great that the use of simple rela\s which control small

numbers of contacts is not econoinical. The use of power driven

selectors and sequence switches and electro-magnetically operated

switches for completing a series of switching operations has therefore

become necessan,-.

1
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In present day systems the relay is as essential to a telephone

conversation as the transmitter or receiver. Some idea of our de-

pendence on the device may be had from a consideration of the num-

bers of simple relays involved in a typical connection. A circuit

established between two subscribers served by manual exchanges

in a multi-office district will involve 21 relays. When these sub-

scribers arc stT\e(l b\' machine switrhiiii; olTires tlif number of relays

Fig. 1—Relays in a Inc.il mamial (ilTiie
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iiivolvod in a local connection may be 14(). Wluii loll ((imiections

are in\olved even greater dependence is placx-d dm relays to render

service. A New York-San Francisco connection recjuires over 200

relays and very frequently connections are established which require

more than 300 relays. The majority of these relays are normally

available for doing their bit to provide telephone service to any one

of a large number of subscribers. As a matter of fact, approximately

'JO per cent of the millions of relays in the Bell System today are

available for and ma\- be called iipna to serve any subscrilier or user

of the telephone.

A t>-pical manual office ser\ing 10,000 lines would ha\ e from 40, ()()()

to 6-T,000 relay's and their total combined pull if apjilied at one point

would be sufficient to lift ten tons. In the larger machine switch-

ing offices there may be as many as 140,000 relays which require in

some instances power plants capable of handling peak loads of 4,000

amperes at 48 volts.

Referring to Fig. 1, the sjjaee re(|uired for mounting some of the

relays in an office will be seen. This is a picture taken in one of the

New York offices which has o\er 60,000 relays and the racks shown

contain about 22,000 of these. The covers have been removed

from a number of the relays in the foreground. Instead of group-

ing the relays compactly as in a manual office it is the practice in

machine switching offices to mount them in close association with

the related apparatus units. This is illustrated by the photograph

of sender circuit relays shown in Fig. 2.

IXVENTIO.\ OF THE ELECTROMAGNET

Prior to 1820, the electro-magnetic structure, now known as a

relay, was an impossibility because the scientific facts on which it

is based had not been discovered. In the winter of that year. Oersted

of Copenhagen established that a mechanical eflfect could be producetl

on a magnetized needle by a current of electricity. Oersted dis-

covered that a magnetic needle would be deflected from its normal

position when held parallel to a wire conveying an electrical current

and that the deflection would be to the right or left, according to the

direction of current flow. This discovery aroused such interest among
scientists and philosophers that the best minds in Europe were

engaged in speculation and experiment, so that further discoveries

of great importance followed rapidly. Arago in Paris and Davy in

London, working independently, soon observed that, if an electric

current passed through a wire of copper or any other material, the

wire had the power of inducing permanent magnetism in steel needles.
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Oersted's discovery suggested to Schweiger that the mechanical

effect on the magnetic needle would be increased if the current were

made to pass several times around the needle. He made a coil,

elliptical in shape, of insulated wire and suspended the magnetic

Fig. 2^Siii(kr relay cnliinil in madiiiic swilchiiig olVu

needle wiliiiii it. W'ju-ii cuirciit |).l-<>c(1 liirouj;!! the ciiil, liii' icsuil

was as he aiilicip.ilc-ci. .md I he device lu-cinu' kiKiwn as Sriiwciger's

multiplier.

Ampere, the brilliant I'rench scientist, in seeking an explanation for

Oersted's discoxery, e\"olved an ingenious theory of the relation
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bi'twccii ck'ilricil\' and ina,uiK'lisni. Acconliiig to this theory, all

magnetic phenomena result from ilu- attraction or rcpliilsion of

electric ciirri'nts supposed to exist in iron at rii;ht angles to the length

ol tile har. and all the pliem micna ol m.igiiclisin and ek'Clro-mag-

iH'tism an.' thus relciird in om- prinri|)le the action ot electrical

currents on one another, .\mnng other things, he proposed a plan

for the application of electro-magnetism to a s\stem for transmitting

intelligence. This system was to operate !)> the deflection of a number
of needles at the receiving station b\' currents transmitted through long

wires. By completing a circuit the needle was to be deflected and

was to return to normal under the influence of the attraction of the

earth when the circuit was opened. This proposed s\slem of .Ampere's

was never reduced to practice, however.

All these discoveries and results were prior to 1823, and they

resulted in the de\'clopnienl of needle telegraph systems, which were

at one time employed extensi^•ely in Europe. These systems utilized

a coil of wire around a magnetic needle pivoted in the center and with

a pointer attached to the needle, which was suspended over a dial.

Deflections to the right or left signified letters and were produced

by sending pulsations of one pi)larit>-, or alternations of both, as

was rec|iiired.

In \S'2i. Sturgeon, an luiglishman, (lisco\ered that, if a current

of electricity- flows in a coil of wire surrounding a bar of annealed

iron, the latter becomes a magnet, and when the current ceases, the

iron loses its magnetism. Sturgeon bent an iron rod into the form of

a horse-shoe and wound a coil of copper wire around it loosely, with

wide intervals between the turns to prevent them from touching

each other. Through this coil, he transmitted a current. The
iron under the influence of this coil became magnetic and thus, the

first electro-magnetic magnet, now known simply as the electro-

magnet, was produced. This discovery of Sturgeon's is of great

interest to the telephone and telegraph engineer, because it was the

direct step which made the invention of the electro-magnetic relay

possible.

In 1828, Henry, in America, after repeating the experiments of

Oersted, Ampere, Sturgeon, and others and investigating the laws

of the development of magnetism in soft iron by means of electrical

currents, designed the most powerful electro-magnet that had ever

been made. This he accomplished by associating Schweiger's mul-

tiplier with Oersted's magnet. For this purpose he wound 35 feet

of silk insulated wire around a bent iron bar so as to cover its whole

length with several thicknesses of wire.
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First Telegr.4ph Relays

In 1824, Morse utilized the electro-magnetic phenomenon, revealed

by Sturgeon, and produced a telegraph system which was destined

to be the basis of all modern systems of communication. The at-

tenuation of the current from the sending to the receiving end of

the circuit had limited the satisfactory transmission of signals.

Morse overcame this difficulty by constructing an electro-magnet

which would repeat or "relay" the transmitted signals to another

circuit having an independent source of energy. The first electro-

magnet or relay designed by Morse was a cumbersome structure

weighing about 300 pounds, but it e.xerted a tremendous influence

on the art of communication as it served as a stimulus for the devel-

opment of the complex systems of the present day. When this

relay was redesigned its weight was reduced to 70 lbs., but as the

laws of electro-magnetism became more generally understood and

new materials became available, such great changes occurred that

the present telegraph relay weighs about 3 pounds, and one of the

modern telephone relays of latest design weighs but 3.6 ounces.

The General Problem

The needs of the present day telephone and telegraph system have

produced a multitude of devices but none of them is of greater im-

portance than the relay, as it affords the means whereby the engineer

may put ideas into practice. When the limitations of available

relays prevent the satisfactory solution of a problem, requirements

for new relays are outlined and their development is undertaken if

a survey indicates that the aihantages to be obtained warrant the

expense.

This does not mean that compromises are not made in the matter

of using standard designs, for in some instances, it would not be

economical to design a new type. Frequently, a relay is reciuired

to meet certain conditions in the plant for which the demand will be

comparatively limited, and it is obviously uneconomical to spend

time and money developing a new type provided a standard struc-

ture can be adapted to meet the requirements with sufficient precision.

Just as the art of defense in warfare has matched the art of offense,

the art of relay design has kept pace with the demands of the cir-

cuit engineer. Relays are now required to operate on direct, and

pulsating current, and also on alternating current throughout the

entire range of frequencies which are used in communication. There

are fast relays, slow relays, polarized, high impedance, low impedance
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and so on. Conse(iutMUl\'. a ri'la\ di-Nii^iUMl for one purpose ina\ ho

wliolly unfit for any other use. On this account, as the telephone

art has grown, new conditions and new requirements have resulted

in the development and manufacture of a large number of relays.

At first, this undoubtedly ft)llowed previously established precedents,

so that new forms were brought into existence which fulfilled im-

mwliate needs, but did not receive much consideration from the

standpoint of economy, standardization or consistency of design.

At the present time, the Western Electric Company manufactures

for the Bell System about 100 types of simple electro-magnetic rela\s.

These types are subdi\ided into about 3,500 kinds, which differ in

minor ways, such as windings and contact arrangements. In 1021,

the Western Electric Company produced over 4,800,000 of these

relays. These figures serve to indicate the economic importance of

the relay in the present day system but do not giv^e any adecjuate

conception of the dependence of the communication network on

relays of all types.

From a design standpoint it is possible, as has been pointed out,

to attain practically any desired result in an electric circuit, subject

of course to certain limitations as to time, and provided no limita-

tions as to economic application are to be met. The methods and

means for securing the desired operations involve the use of relays

of various types and designs, and may lead to new developments

which are obviously not economical. The relay may be called upon

to perform a single function, necessitating the opening or closing of

a single contact, or it may be required to efifect a complicated series

of transfers or circuit changes. Its operation may necessitate an

accurate synchronizing with other circuit operations involving a

time lag in its operation or release, and other requirements as to

impedance, power, etc., may be imposed. It frequently happens

that the conditions imposed by circuit requirements necessitate a

choice between new features of relay design and a complication of

the circuit to overcome limitations in existing types of relays.

The economic considerations which gov^ern the final application

of circuits in the telephone system are, to a large extent, dependent

on the costs and performances of the various types of apparatus,

particularly the relays. Frequently, there may be a number of

possible methods of accomplishing a given result in an electric cir-

cuit and the most economical method is, of course, desired. This

does not necessarily indicate the least number of relays or the cheapest

but rather the most economical combination, taking into account

reliability of circuit operation and its el?ect on service, cost of equip-
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nifiit and cosi of opi-r.itioii and maintenance. The nmre conipli-

catcd cirniit or llie one neeessitaling additional efiiiipnient ina\- Ik

sufticicnty more relial)le to justify its use.

In consiclerinjj the application of relays in any telephone circuit,

a gi\en problem is iisiialh' presented and the various possible methods

of accomi)lishing the desired end are considered. These nicthods

may involve combinations of relays or of relay parts which <l(i not

exist and may even involve combinations which arc entirely imprac-

tical or uneconomical of application. Any simplifications which ma\

be elTected are considered and in case the design of any apparati:s

may effect appreciable savings in the circuit or otherwise appear

justifiable, this nia>' be undertaken. Such requirements on rela\'

design are, of course, subordinated to any general design cf>nsider-

ations, such as relay structure, etc., which may be governing from the

standpoint of the economic production of the relays themselves.

A few considerations which influence the selection of relavs and

which are very closely associated with the fundamental relav- design

may be considered from the standpoint of their efTect on telephone

circuits and their application in the field. Ii would, of course, be

impossible within the scope of this paper to describe all the relay ap-

plications in modern telephone practice, but a discussion of the relax

reciuirements for a few typical cases will serve to illustrate the ijrin-

ciples invoked. While the first relays used in the telephone svsteni

were telegraph relays adapted for use in signaling, the vast majorii\

of rclavs now in use in the Bell S\stem are designed primarily- for

telephone circuits. The requirements are usually quite different,

particularly as regards the energy available for operation, the speed

of operation and reliabilit\- of coiitacls and in most cases the cost.

Early Tki.i:piu)ni-: Rix.ws

In the first telephone switchboard for commercial service which

was installed in 1S7S, the electro-magnetic devices consisted of a

telegrajih relay and an annunci.ilor for each subscriber's line, ,iiid a

call bell common to .ill liiu>. Of these three the telegniph rel.ix was

the largest and most costly, so the tlesirability of reducing the num-

ber required and of providing a smaller anfl cheaper apparatus unit

was ajiparent. Changes -were soon made in the magneto svstem ih.ii

removed the relay from the subscriber's line and associated c.k h

relay with a group of lines for sui)ervisory purposes. In the early

switchboard, patented in 1S7!), from which the standard switchboard

was developed, ,i modified lelegr.q)h relav' aiijicued as a clearing out
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reluN' lo loiitrol a cliMriiii; nut (Imp. I'liis nimlilu-d ii-lonr.ipli rrla\-

is shi)\vn in Fig. 3 and is of particular inlerest as representing the

first step in the tle\eli)pnient of tiie telei)li()iie rela\-.

In the magneto systems the indicator or drop was of the first im-

portance, so its develoi)meiU was rapiil. It was finalK- arranged in

one extensi\el\- usi'd >\-slcni witli two coils, wliicli were known as

Fij;. 3—Early telegraph relay used as telephone drop

the line coil and the restoring coil. The magneto current from the

subscriber's station energized the line coil to drop a shutter which

was restored through the agency of the restoring coil when the operator

inserted a plug in the associated jack. The early development of

the drop undotiblcdK- influenced the forms of relay structures which

were developed a little later. The analogy between the line and

restoring coils of the magneto system and the line and cutofif relays

of the common battery system is very close. In the latter the cur-

rent over the subscriber's loop energizes the Hne relay which lights

the line lamp. The insertion of the plug in the subscriber's jack

energizes the cutoff relay which opens the circuit through the line

relay and thus extinguishes the light. In addition, the line and cutoff

relays are assembled on a common mounting plate, forming an ap-

paratus unit, although they are not parts of the same structure as

were the corresponding coils of the drop.

The early telephone relays resembled more closeK" in construc-

tion and form the early drop than they did the telegraph rela>-,

although the influence of design work on the telegraph relay appears

in the development of later types of telephone rela\s. The earl\
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telcphune relay shown in I'ii;. 4 lias liule relation with the modified

telegraph relay of Fig. 3. It is much smaller and lighter than the

first relay and, in addition, there is a distinctiv-e structural change
in that the armature is suspended by a reed hinge.

At this time the limiting conditions controlling the operation of

either telephone circuits or the apparatus in them had not been

Fig. 4—Early telephone drop relay

established with much precision, so that the requirement for a relay

was, roughly, that it should do the work required and any arrange-

ment more sensitive and reliable than a previous arrangement was

an improvement. The principle of the reed hinge for an armature

support was sound, in that it pro\ided for a good magnetic circuit

and an easy means for close air gap adjustment and it is now used

extensively with rcla\s of the latest design.

Line, Cutoff and Supervisory Rel.\vs

When the common battery system was dev^eloped, however, it

was found that the reed hinge relay was not capable of meeting the

additional requirements imposed by the new system. The common
battery cord circuit originally suggested is shown in Fig. 5. It is

apparent that the relay shown in the diagram must indicate positively

to the operator the position of the switch hook in the substation set

and must respond to the motion of the switch hook if the subscriber

moves the hook up and down to interrupt the circuit. In addition,

as this relay is in the transmission circuit it must not introduce

objectionable transmission losses. The reed hinge relay could not

meet these additional requirements, and accordingly a new relay

was designed especially for the common battery system that was

the most important single factor in making the new system possible.

In order to obtain an armature that would respond quirkK- to an\-

change in the holding magnetic force all forms of sup|)ort for the

armature were rejected. The relay developed is shown in Fig. ti
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and was first used in the rommoii l)attt.'r\- board installi'd in Wor-

cester, Mass., in 1S9G.

This relay consists of a tul)ular ni.ii;ncl with an iron disc arnialuri'

in the form of a truncated cone. This disc is brought to an (.diic

at its periphery and rests in an annular groove in the cap. \\'lu-n

the armature operates, it closes against an insulated contact stud

G-No 15 Induction Col
H- Common talking batLery.

I ~ Cleahnq-out signals

.

L~An&vyerinq plug.

M-Clearinq plug

Fig. S—Early common liattciy cord circuit

projecting from the core and when released drops away from the

core by gravity and rests against a stud projecting from the end of

the cap which provides the adjusting means for rfgulating the arma-

ture air gap. As the contacts of this relay were enclosed in the case,

the\' were protected from dust and this arrangement proved so desir-

Fig. 6—Early line relay

able that it has been an accepted feature of nearly all relay designs

that have followed. This arrangement had the disadvantage, how-

ever, of not providing a means for determining the value of the

armature air gap or the contact separation. This condition was im-

proved in the next design which is shown in Fig. 7 by making the

cap longer and associating the armature with the magnet structure
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instead of the cap. The knitc ctlgc armalun- hinjif and the graNitv

control of the free armature were the fundamental jiriiuiples re-

tained in the new dcsijfii.

7— I'jirly siipCTMs

The tubular >hield for the return magnetic path was abandoned

for a retinii pule piece which pro\-ided a means for mounting both

the armature and the air gap adjusting screw. The cover prolecti'd

the contacts from dust but it was soon foimd that magnetic intiT-

ference between adjacent relays was res[-)<)n>ible for both faults in

Substation Loop

' WW—»—W/, '

Subscribers Jack

Line Relay

3 Cut Off \ ^

Relay

Line Lamp

ImK. 8—Line aii.l ciUolT ix-la:

X
I'ircuit

operation and crosstalk, so the co\er had to meet the additional

requirement of l)eing an efTecti\e shield. This was eventualK' accom-

plished to best ad\antage by making the cover of copper.

As has been shown two general t>pcs of structtires were now a\ail-

ablc for common baller\- s\-stem rela\s. In one, the arnialure was
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-usiu'iidi'd 1>\' a ri'i'd iiiidiT U'ii>i(in to prox idt' a rrsUiriiii; forci'. In

the DtluT, whicli was niori.' sfiisitixe Ijiit U-ss capable of carrying a

heavy sjiring loatl, the armature operated in a knife edge hinge and

the restoring ft)rce was graxily.

Kach subscriber's line recinired a liie rela\- for ligliting a i.inii) w lien

the substation receiver was reimned troni the hook, a cutoff relay for

renio\ing the line rela>' from the circiiii w lu-n the operator responded,

and a suiier\isor>' rel<i\' for r<mtnillin!^ lamp signals to inform the

Fi.L,'. 9— l.itu- ;iii(l lUtiilT n-lays

operator whether the substation switch hook cc)iil,ict> were open or

closed. The circuit arrangement for the line and cutoff relays is

shown scheinatically in Fig. 8.

The rapid extension of telephone ser\ice necessitated establishing

standards of e.xcellence, and definite requirements for apparatus

units were gradually formulated. At first, the available relays were

adapted as closch' as possible to existing conditions, l)ut as require-

ments became definiteh' established, relays were designed specificalh'

to meet them and careful consideration was given to manufacturing

costs, mounting space, maintenance expense and all other factors of

economic importance. By 1010 se\'eral million of the line and cutofT

rela\s shown in Fig. f) and the super\isi)r\' relay of Fig. 7 were in

service.

The cutoff relay armature was of tin.- reed hinge t\pe, while both

the line and supervisory relays were assembled with the more sen-

sitive knife edge armature. The line relay was eventually wound
with 12,000 minimum turns to a resistance of 2000 ohms ± 5 per cent,

and after considerable service experience requirements were formulated

for a line relay which would lie a satisfactory substitute. These

requirements were as follows: ^

(1) Battery potential. '20 2S volts.
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(2) Maxinuini line resistance, including subscriber's station,

1000 ohms.

(3) Resistance across line to represent maximum insulation leak-

age, 10,000 ohms.

(4) Winding of rela>- 12,000 turns, 2000 ohms ± 5 per cent.

(5) Minimum operating ampere turns =

Turns X Minimum Voltage _ 12,000 X 20 _-_
,

Maximum Resistance ~ 1000 + 2100 " " '

'

(0) Maximum releasing ampere turns =

Turns X Maximum Voltage 12,000 X 28
= 28.2.

Leak Resistance + Minimum 10,000 + 1900

Relay Resistance

Reference to the circuit will show that the line rela\- must release

on a low resistance loop in case the subscriber flashes the line lamp

to attract the operator's attention. Due to residual magnetic ef-

fects, a relay does not release after operation on short loops over

which the operating current is high as quickly as it does after operat-

ing on long loops, with a lower current in the winding. It is, there-

fore, necessary to specify the maximum ampere turns the line rela>-

may receive and adjust it to release inimediatcK- afterward with

the maximum leak across the line.

12,000X28 ,^^„
(7) Maximuni ampere lurns = = 176.8.

In addition

:

(a) The relay must close one set of contacts which controls a

signal lamp as shown in the circuit.

lb) Contacts must carry the energ>- for lii;htini; the lamj) with-

out undue sparking, sticking or wear.

(c) The relay ninsi operate reli,d)l\- on 77.4 ampere turns.

(d) The rela>- niii^t itKmm' on '_'S.2 ampere turns irnmediateK-

after operating on 17().8 ampere turns.

(e) As there is a constant pntential lietween \\inclinj;s, the coil

must be protecti'd from corrosion, >o the materials chosen tor the

construction nf the relay must not contain substances which tend to

encourage or assist electrolytic action.

It was found that the line relay introduced hi,i;li maintenance

charges because of the knife edge armature hinge and the close adjust-

ment required. The armature being coniparati\ely light in weight.
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a slight anuHint of dust or corrosion in the arnialiirc slot lr((iiiiiiily

made the contact resistance in the slot so hii;h thai tlie lini' ]am|) would

fail to light.

The super\isory relay in the cord circuit also introduces main-

tenance charges for the same reason. It had to meet the same re-

quirements as the line relay but, in addition, it required a crosstalk

proof cover that would also adequately protect the contacts from dust.

The solution of this problem was ver>- difificult because the only

means of obtaining relays of increased sensitivity or greater operating

range was to make mechanical refinements, which would increase

manufacturing costs quite out of proportion to the advantages ob-

tained, to discover new magnetic materials of higher permeability

at low flux densities and with a lower remanence characteristic or

to develop an entirely new relay structure. To obtain any advan-

tage from the development of a new structure built from the same

magnetic materials, it would be necessary to design it in such a man-

ner as would enable the engineer to obtain the proportion of copper

and iron required for maximum efficiency, greatest economy, extreme

sensitivity, maximum operating load or any other specific require-

ment which was the controlling factor of a particular design. Ana-

htical studies had shown that smaller relays with less iron could

be substituted for those in use but such a change could not be made
without increasing manufacturing costs because a reduction in core

diameters would increase breakage during manufacture as well as

entail a greater cost of handling the smaller structures.

The Flat Type Rel.w

An anaKsis of the manufacturing costs had shown labor costs to

be greater than material costs in the production of relays so that

any changes which would result in large sa\ings would have to be

of such a nature as to reduce labor charges. This could be accom-

plished only by changing production methods which had already

been established with reference to greatest economy in manufacture

considering the volume of production. The demand for relays,

however, was increasing steadily and it was evident that with in-

creased production the prevailing manufacturing methods would

not continue to be economical. With other pieces of apparatus

manufiictured in large quantities, it had been found that production

costs could be reducerl to a minimum by designing a unit which could

be assembled from interchangeable parts stamped out by a punch
press and formed in bending fixtures to the desired shapes. To ac-

complish this for relays, it was first necessary' to conceive of an
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entirely new type of structure composed of parts that could be made
easily by the punch press method, and it was then necessary to de-

termine the modifications which must be made in such a structure,

in order that the proportions of copper and iron required for any one

of a number of design coiuliiions might be obtained. %
The design of a piinclied t\|)e relay was first attempted in an

etTort to tiiul a heller rela\- than the liru- rela\-, and with the intention.

V>

'f^

/
FIk. 10— I-'irst |iiiik1h(1 fianic relay

if the design were successful, of eniplo\ing thi- same slnuiiirc witli

a different winding as a substitute for the culolT ri-la\'. It will be

remembered that the line relay had a gra\it\' t\()e armature, whereas

the culolT rela\- had a reed-hinged armature so the effort to replace

two rela>s of different construction by a single structure was the

Ijeginning of an attempt to standardize a l\pe of rela\' structure

which could be used universalK .

After some \ears of (le\elopineiU work, .i commercial design was

comi)Ieicil and punched-type relays were producetl as substitutes

for the line .mil cutolT relavs. The structures were exactly alike,
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llio ri'liiNS (lillVring onK in \\iii<lin);s and in tin- nninln-i- of CDnt.icl-

e\irryini; springs with which lhe\' were e(|iiip[H-(l. Tlic (lf\elopnicnt

of these relays resulted in a price reduction for llie line and cutoff

relay luiit of about 2o per cent, and a reduction in ilic nmunting

space occupieil of 40 per cent. The Hat core and (lie manner of

suspending tlie armature on a reed hinge, in order to present the

armature to the pole face, were the distinctive features of the new

••7-J7 Type MOUNT1N&, plate.

Fig. 11— M^ninting jilatc fur strip of punched frame relays

rela>' structure, as will be seen b\- referring to Fig. 10, in which the

line and cutoff relays may be distinguished because they are equipped

with a single pair and a double pair of contacts, respectively. The
method of mounting the relays and protecting a strip of 20 with a

comnu)n dust cover is shown in Fig. 11 from which it will be observed

that the mounting plate, all the mounting details and the cover, are

products f)f the punch jjress.

When it was seen that the dc\eIopment of the new line and cutotT

relays was proceeding fa\'orably, development work was also bcgim

on a similar punched-type substitute for the round core supervisory

relay which has previousK- been described. It was known that the

quantity of iron in the supervisor>' relay was greatly in excess of

the amount required, as the core flux density was far below satura-

tion when the relay operated over the longer substation loops and
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the magnetizing ampere turns were reduced by the high resistance of

the loop. Ad\'antage was taken of silicon steel, a new material at

that time, which had a higher permeability than Norway iron and

less pronounced residual magnetic effects, after saturation. In

addition, it had greater tensile strength and, since the new t\pe

relay core was rectangular in shape and therefore had the stiffness

of a beam, it was possible to make a core of silicon steel of such small

cross section that the flux density was much higher with a small

Fig. 12—-"B" type relay

magnetizing force than it would be with a Nor\vay iron core of the

minimum cross section necessary for structural strength. A super-

visory relay was, therefore, produced which was similar in con-

struction to the line and cutoff relays and occupied the same mounl-

ing space. It was necessary to develop a dust protecting cover for

this new relay which was also cross-talk-proof, in order to prevent

the reproduction of conversation by mutual induction between

adjacent relays. The design of this relay was such that spring ten-

sions and contact adjustments were controlled by screws mounled

in a brass plate at the front of the relay. The increased sensiti\it\'

of this relay over that of the round core type permitted the limits

for substation loop resistance to be increased from 7')() to 1,000 ohms,

and the combined resistance of the windings to be reduced from 12

to '.1.1 ohms, which decreased the transmission loss in the relay about

'M) pi-r ciMii. In addilinn, this new relay was sujierior ii Hasliiui;

ability and al>;i releasc-d on a higher number of ampere turn>. Tlu'
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iiiniiiuiiii; spare was tcduicd 2") |kt roiil. I.ar.nc sa\iii^s also rcsiiltfd

from a reduction in nuiiiiionaiire costs from appro\imalcl\' 5-'>(l(J

per s\vitciil)oarti position per year to a neglivjihle amount, i'lie new-

relay is shown in I'ii;. 12, which shows the adjusting screws in the plate

Fig. 13—"E" type relay

in the front of the relay, the cover and the cover cap. By removing
the cover cap these screws become accessible and the replacement
of the cap does not influence the magnetic conditions or disturb
established adjustments.
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A (iKNER.\L UtII-ITV RkI.AY

The success of ihe punched-type line, cutoff, and super\isor\-

relays suggested ttir usv of this type for a general utility relay which

would carry a load ot eiilier one pair or se\-eral pairs of springs and

permit an almost unlimited numl)er of contact spring combinations

to be made. This was accomplished by increasing the cross section

of the core and armature of the line rela>' as the increase in iron cross

section provided maximum flux with large magnetizing forces. This

relay is shown in Fig. 13 and is now manufactured in large (luantities

with about 3,000 varieties of windings and spring arrangements.

About twenty million such rela\s are ahead\ in ser\ire and the

number is increasing constantK-. Mad it noi Ihtii for the (ie\elop-

ment of this punched-type rcla\', it would ha\e been necessary to

greatly increase the manufacturing facilities o\er those now |)ro\ided

because of tlu' magnitiidt' of tlu' manufacturing operalion on the

old basis.

CiiKiAiN Ri;i..\\ C koii's

Having outlined tiie (le\elopmeiU of tlie nio>i commonly known
relays and given the reasons responsible for major design changes,

it will be interesting to consider uses of simple rela\s in the full meclian-

ical system. In this system the removal of a substation switchiiook

causes a line relay in the central office to operate and associate a line

finder with the calling line, after which a cutoff relay remo\-es the

line rela>' from the circuit as i^> doni- in manual |)ra(iice. A sender

is associated with the calling liiU' and liie lirciiii i> conipleied through

the substation set dial and a rela\- in the sender, known as the pulse

relay, because it reproduces the dial pulses.

A schematic for illustrating \hv principle of this circuit is shown

in Fig. 14. Referring to this figinc. it will be seen that the opera-

tion of the pulse rela\' pro\ides a ground for a slow release relay which

in turn extends the circuit of the stepping switch to the back contact

of the pulse relay. Supjjose thai the digit (> is dialed. Then the

resulting current interruptions consist, as shown in I'ig. II. ol tin

break pt-riod-- and \ru make periods, the final make period being

l)erman(iii .iiid the ninaining nine consisting of api)r()ximatel\- one-

third of the total time of a single pulse. The first break of the dial

opens the circuit through the pulse rela\-, which releases and open?

the circuit of the slow-release relay, but the latter remains ojierated

throiighoul the break period. The piiKv rel.i\- when rele ised, pro-

vitles a ground from its back contact, for the magnet of the stejiping

switch, through the make contact of the slow release relay. The
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str|)|)ini; swilrh m.ii;iK't (>i)i'ialr> the --wihli .iniuii iiic ,iiul holds il

ill a position to aihaiu't.' tin- switcli a siiij^li' sUp when llu- inaL;nft is

ri'liMscd. W'lu'ii the dial ronlarls closi' tlic ( iniiii ,ii;.Liii llu' [)iilsf

irla\' ri'-operates, rck-asiiiv; llu' strppiiii; swiicli. wliich adxanct-s one

sti'p, and rt'ostablishins tin- riniiit Inr the slow -nlt-ase relay. This

i\clc is repealed for each hriak .mil m.ikc piiUr period in order to

advance the stepping; switch o\ er the niinilHi' nl irrniin.ils correspond-

ing to the digit dialed.

The adjustnieiU of substation dials is such that |)ulses are sent at

a rate of speed of not less than einht, or more ih.m IweKe pulses per

second. The break period of iiulix idu.il i)ulses ma\ \-,uy Irom .045

10 th

Step

'^s'-STl^^liJl^T^JlirilJTiniJllITii^^^^^^'^'

n

1 Switch Relay Resistance

Slow Release Retey

Puhe Relay

i SubsUrtKwLoopj—

^

Fis. 1-4

—

t.'iir\e shuwint; inilsiiig impulses

to .100 second and the make period may \'ary from .025 to .050

second. The magnet of the stepping switch must, therefore, com-

plete the movement of the armature in a minimum of .045 second

and the switch must acUance a single step in a minimum of .025

second. In addition, the slow-release relay must remain opcratetl

for a maximum of .100 second ; for if it releases during the break-pulse

period, the circuit to the stepping switch will be opened. These

time values assume that the pulse relay accurately reproduces the

dial pulses and it is e\ident that to accomplish this, its time of opera-

tion and release must be independent of the battery potential, be-

tween the \oltage limits prescribed for the battery, and must also

be independent of the differences l^elween the electrical constants

of different lengths of substation loops. These are difficult require-

ments and a punched-type general utility relay, shown in Fig. 13,

was used for the inirpose as it af)peared to be the most suitable avail-
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able relay. Its time constant, however, is influenced by the electrical

constants of the loop with which it is associated; so that the length

of the loop effects the speed at which the armature operates and releases

and thus causes the relay to introduce some pulse distortion.

An Accurately Adjusiahle 1-lat Type Relay

In order to decrease this distortion a new punched-type relay was

designed which reproduces dial pulses with much greater accuracy.

It will be seen from the picture of this relay shown in Fig. 15 that

the armature is light, that the air gaps can be adjusted closely and

with great precision, and that the reduction in the inertia of the

armature was obtained by changing the position of the supporting

Fig. 1S^"L" type imlsing relay

reed hinge. The core of this relay is of small cross section, so that a

condition of magnetic saturation is obtained with small current

values. With maximum flux on long loops, the increa.se in current

as the length of the substation loop decreases produces very little

change in the total flux. Also, changes in the armature air gap as

the armature approaches the core do not reduce the reluctance of

the magnetic circuit approciabK", so that the armature oix-rates and

releases with little time \ari.itioii irres|)i'cti\'e ot changes in the elec-

trical constants ol the loop.

The slow-release relay, in Fig. 14, is a round-core relax' with a reed

hinge armature, similar in general construction to the cutoff relay

prexiously described in connection with the early manual system. It is

pro\'ided with a cojiper .sleeve on the core which acts as a short circuited

secondary transformer winding ot \er\- low resistance.
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Rl.l.AVS IN I'iNDAMI NTAL SkI.IX TINC; C'llKLIT

For another iiUiTcstiiig fxample of the importance of relay opera-

tion in machine switching circuits assume tiiat it is desired to select

the fourth terminal in a particular group of a final selector bank as this

terminal represents a subscriber's line which has been called from

another station. A schematic illustrating the principle of the funda-

mental circuit for selecting this terminal is shown in Fig. IG. The

calling subscriber, by dialing the numl)er of the called station, lias

Commutator |~ Terminalinq ORfce

Originating Office

Fig. 16—Schematic of selecting circuit

established the circuit condition shown in this figure through the

medium of the sender, so that both the line relay on the final frame

in the called office and the stepping relay in the calling otifice are

operated. The circuit is also closed through the up-drive magnet
of the final frame, and the selector multiple brush is advancing toward

the bank terminal to be chosen. As the selector is driven upward,

the commutator brush making contact with the first commutator
segment, of the particular group desired, places ground on the inter-

office trunk in the called office which shunts down the stepping relay

in the calling office. This releases the stepping relay, which had

established a circuit when operated through the lower relay of the

fourth pair of counting relays and had shunted the upper relay of

the pair so it would not operate. The release of the stepping relay

removed this shunt and permitted the upper relay to operate, locking

both relays through the make contact of the lower relay and trans-
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fcrring llu' start li-ad to the ln\v<.r relax' f)f ihv third jLiroup wliiiii

operates when the start lead is again grounded through the make
contact of the stepping relay. This cycle is repealed for each seg-

ment which the commutator Ijrush passes over until the upper rela\

of the fourth or zero group of counting relays operates and opens thi'

fundamental selecting circuit, thus allowing the line relay in the tinal

frame to release when the commutator brush again removes the shunt.

The line rela\', on releasing, opens the up-drive circuit and the selector

stops with the multiple brush resting on the particular terminal

desired.

There are three differeiii tyjjes of rela\s in this circuit, 'llie line

relay on the final frame is the general utility punched-t\pe relay of

Fig. 13 with the contact spring assembh- and mechanical adjustments

required by the specific circuit cniiditioii. It is exident that this

relay must release quickly enougli to eiuilik- the U])-(lriM' clutch

magnet to release before the selector is driven bevond the desired

terminal or a false bank terminal selection will be made. .An exam-

ination of some of the factors inlluencint; tlu- release time of the line

relay will therefore be of interest.

When the commutator \)vu>\\ made ((inlacl with tlu- inmnuitator

segment both ends of the inter-olVue tiinik were grounded Imt before

the brush left this segment the conden.ser charge on the trunk leads

was dissipated and the distant end of the trunk was opened b\- the

operation of the iijiprr counting relay of the zero group. On K.ixing

the fourth i(iniiniii,iinr segmeiil the i)rush opened the circuit of tlu-

line relay which cnuld not release instantaneously because of its own

time constant, the transient current through its windings for charg-

ing the trulik capacit\ , and the leak current in its windings resulting

from trunk leakagi'.

The time constant is determined by the electrical and magnetic

constants of the rela\- and for a given winding is inherent to its struc-

ture. If the time constant is such that adjustments, for armature

air gap, spring tension and contact separation, cannot be made which

will enable a rela\- to meet all the circuit requirements, .i dilTereiit

t\pi' of rela\- structure ha\ing .i more l,i\i)r.ilile time constant nuist

be used.

The magnitude of the ch.irging current lor the trunk is (k-ti'rmined

li\ ihr trtmk ca|)acity and is in direct |)roiK)rtion to the length of the

trunk which is limited to 12 miles corresponding to a ina.\imiim

capacity of about ().S4 mf. The limiting open circuit resistance of

the Innik is :{l),(ll)() ohms and the standard of maintenance is such

til, It the in>ul.ili"n resistance is not allowed to drop below this \alue.
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III adiliiioii the m.i\iniiini ii->i>t,iiicr of tlu- Iriiiik i> i:{(Ht (ihm>. llu'

linr ri-liiy must lluTi'lori- hi- ailjiisU'd lo oixT.ilt.' "wv lliis rusistancc-

.111(1 in si-rii's with tlic sti'ppinjj n-lay wiu-ii llu- lialltiy potential is

a inininniin of 44 \-olts. It must also he ailjusteii lo release (juickly

i'Uoiij;h to insure the p<)siti\e selection of a particular terminal when
the battery potential is a maximum of 52 \()lts and both the trunk

iMpacit\' ami trunk leakage are maxinuim. These are \cry se\'ere

reciuirements to be met by a rela\- which is produced commercially in

lar.ye (juantities at a small cost; and more sc\ere conditions such as

would result, for example, from increasing the length of the trunk

could not be imposed on this particular rela\' unless the iron struc-

ture were maile frcm s )me new material ha\ing more faxorahle

magnetic constants.

The requirements for the stepping relay, howe\er, are more se\ere

than those for the line relay, for the stepping relay must continually

operate and release as the commutator brush alternately grounds

and frees the trunk in the distant office. Also the insulation resistance

and capacity of the trunk exert a somewhat different influence on the

functioning of the stepping relay than on the functioning of the line

relay. The trunk leakage current resulting from low insulation

resistance interferes with the operation of the stepping rela\-, instead

of its release, so it must be adjusted to operate on a minimum battery

potential of 44 volts and a minimum trunk insulation resistance of

80,000 ohms. The trunk capacity interferes more seriously with

the release of the stepping relay than with the release of the line relay.

When the ground is removed from the latter the trunk is at zero

potential and the charging current through the relay windings is

maintained for a very brief period of time but when the incoming end

of the trunk is grounded to release the stepping relay in the distant

office, the trunk capacity- is fully charged and the discharging current

is sustained for a much longer time interval.

THii Stkppinc Rklav

The time constant of the line rela\' is such that il cannot be given

adjustments which will enable it to meet the more se\-ere require-

ments of the stepping relay, and consequently an entirely different

t\pe of structure, as shown in F"ig. 17, is used for a stepping relay.

This design is of particular interest because it is not used for any
other purpose and is the only relay of its type in the telephone plant.

Many attempts have been made to replace it with some sort of punched

type structure that is more adaptable to the established manufactur-
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ing methods but they have been ineffectual as yet, for the equi%-alent

combination of sensitivity and rcliabihty and a delicate means of ad-

justment is ditificult to attain. In order to satisfy the severe circuit

conditions the stepping relay is adjusted to operate on 10 mil-amperes

and not to operate on 9 mil-amperes, a difference of onl>' 10 per cent,

in the operate and non-operate adjustments.

The stepping relay must reproduce the pulsations of current orig-

inated by the commutator brush with sufficient accuracy to insure

Fig. 17—Stepping relay

the p()siti\e operation of the counting relays, lor any lailure of the

latter will result in false selection. The stepping relay must there-

fore maintain a circuit through its make contact for a sufficient time

to enable the lower relay of any counting pair to operate and must

open the circuit through the same contact long enough to permit the

upper relay of the pair to lock up in series with the lower relay.

Since the stepping relay does not always reproduce the commutator

pulses perfectly and since any pulse distortion must necessarily

reduce the operating time margin for one of the relays of a counting

pair, it is evident that rapid operation and reliability of operation

are essential characteristics for the counting relays. A punciied

type relay similar to the line relay cannot operate with sufticient

speed. The stepping relay would qualify for speed, but a complete

set would rcciuire considiTabli' sjiace and would be iiicon\ iniinl

to mount.
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Till-: (\)iNTiN(. Re;i.ay

The rt'l.iN- dosiKni'tl for a coimliiij; rt-lay is shown in l'"ij;. 18 and

has tho (luahtics of spi'itl and rrhahility that arc reciuired. It is

C(iiii(>p»'<l witli .1 Hk'i' arin.iluri', on a pivot suspcMision, tliat (i|)crati's

Fig. 18—Coiintiiig relay

through a small air gap. The contacts arc mounted on rit;id springs

that cannot be adjusted readily, but which maintain a given adjust-

ment, without change, for a long time. This rela>', like the stepping

ii;. 19 Call indicator circuit

relay, is unique, in that, it is not used for any other purpose in the

telephone system, and in addition all attempts to design a punched

type relay that is a satisfactory substitute ha\e, so far, been un-

successful.

Cert.ain M.vrginal and Polarized Relays

Another interesting and unusual use of relays is the arrangement

at the terminating end of a call indicator trunk from a full mechanical

to a manual office. This arrangement consists of three relays in

series in the manual office, as shown in Fig. HI. One of them is a
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marginal relay adjusted to operate on any current greater than a par-

ticular \alue. The other two are polarized relays, one being adjusli-d

to respond to negati\e pulses only, while the other responds only

to positive pulses.

Kach digit of any number traiismitleil over liie trunk to the manual

office consists of four pulses. The second and fourth of these jiulses are

alwa>'s negative, but either or both of them may be a light or hea\\'

negati\e. The first and thin! pulses may either be positive or

zero, a zero pulse repriseniini; a no current interval. This rom-

i)inalion ol |)ulses is shown in llie following table:

1
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with ilii- coiit.irl r.irryiiiji; s|)ri^l;^.. Main' ol tlio switrliin^; opi-r.i-

tioiis recjuirwl for n-Liyinj' a ciri-iiit from point to point throuj^h an

office can ho pi-rforinctl uiulcr conditions allowing greater latitude in

relay desiijn which has led to tin- dexelopment of se\'eral interesting

and iiiuistial forms of nuMli-contact rela\s in which the armatures

Fii:. 20—tall indicatnr polar relay

indirecth' control grcnips of contact carrying springs. In llic (lc\elop-

ment of the machine switching system the work of establishing cir-

cuits performed by human relays was transferred to mechanical

relays and it soon became evident that the number of individual

relay structures of the conventional type required for such a sub-

stitution would be so great and the circuit arrangements would be

so coinplicated that the cost would be prohibitive.

The 24 cam sequence switch shown in Fig. 21 is an interesting

example of the remote contact control multi-contact relay that not

only performs the functions of a multitude of individual relays but

actually replaces entire circuits which would require large numbers

of relays to control the particular relays that transferred the circuit

from point to point. The relay sequence switch shown in the figure

is assembled with a shaft that may be rotated into any one of 18

positions which are stamped on an index wheel and are indicated by

the position of the wheel with reference to a pointer fixed to the frame
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of the switch. Each of the circuit switching cams is associated with

four brushes and it is possible to so arrange the contact carrying

segments on these cams tliat 6024 ^IjfTe^ent circuit combinations can

be established by advancing the switch successively into each of the

18 positions.

The switch is propelled !>>• a drising disc mounted on a power drixx-n

shaft that re\nl\cs constantK' at a speed of 3() r.ji.ni. The dri\en

disc on till- switth in associatiiin with llie drixiiisj disc rdnstitutes a

Fig. 21—24 cam sequence switch

friction clutch under the control of an electro-magnet which deflects

the driven disc to bring it into relation with the driving disc when it

is desired to advance the switch. The electro-magnet corresponds

to the winding of an indi\idual relay structure and the driven disc

is the armature, the combination of the winding and armature simpK-

serving as a means for controlling the contact relations of a mul-

tiplicity of springs.

Till-: I'owicR I)ki\i:\ .Sklector

The power driven selector shown in Fig. 22 is another example of

an entirely different form of multi-contact relay for transferring the

three contacts of any one of 500 circuits to the contact springs of a

brush that will relay that circuit to any desired point. These 500

circuits are assembled in five groups of 100 each in fi\'e banks that arc

mounted on a frame as shown in the figure. I-"ive brushes, one for

each bank, are assembled on a vertical rod in such relation to the

banks that the mechanical tripping or release, of any brush brings

its springs in contact with the terminals of the bank with which it

is associated. The corresponding springs of each of the lise brushes
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,in- I'oniurii-tl in muliiplc so tli.it in rol.ijiiijj a rircuil it is lun-ssary to

trip only that brush which is prescntetl to the bank in which the

terniinals appear. Bringint; the l)nish sprinij* in contact with a par-

Fig. 22—Power driven sclecti

ticular group of terminals is referred to as a process of selection and

is accomplished by driving the brush rod upward until the desired

terminals are reached. When the circuit arrangement is no longer

desired the brush rod is driven downward to a normal position where
the tripped brush is also restored mechanically to its original con-

dition.
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Till' powtr for flevating and restoring the brush rod is providi-d

1)\ c()iiiiiiii(ni>l\ re\()l\ing motor dri\-cn steel rolls co\ered with cork

and nioimli'd ai liu- base of the frame. The dri\ing of the brush rod.

the tripping of llie desired brush, the stopping of the rod and its

restoration to normal are all controlled by a series of electro-magneis

assembled in a single structure called a clutch which is also moinited

ai the liaM' of tlu' frame directl}- in front of the rolls. When a brush

rod i^ drivin litlier up or down, a clutch armature establishes a fric-

tion contact between a flat strip of phf)sphor bronze fastened to the

lower end of the brush rod and the cork on the revolving rolls. This

clutch is comparable to an indisidual rela\' structure with a mul-

tiplicity of windings and armatures ihat are .so related that e.uli

arnialiire will operate oiiK when its .issnciaied winding is energized.

The liutrli tlui^ does the \\(irk of eilher an exceedingly intricate'

indi\idual rela>- or a whole group ot less comjilicated rela\s. The

clutch windings arc in effect, relay windings that control the posi-

tions of remote contact springs through the operation of armatures

wliiili a.ssociate or disassociate electro-magnetic and mechanical

energy as is desired.

Tiih; Stici'-uv-.Stiu' .Sia.i-x tor

.\noiher t>|)e of multi-contact relay in general use that differs in

form from both the secjuence switch and the power drixen selector

i> the step-by-step selector shown in I'ig. '_'H. It tdii>ists of six semi-

circular contact le\-els assembled in .1 b.ink .md an electro-magnet

which dri\-es a set of six, double eiuKd. rotar\ bnishes oxer the ter-

minal arc by means of a dri\ing pawl and ratchet wheel. Kach time

the magnet is energized and released the driving pawl engages the

next tooth on llu- r.itcliet wheel which rotates to ad\-ance the brushes

a singU' ^tip so th.it tlux make contact with the next set of terminals.

In II successixe steps the six lirushes moxt' through a complete rexolu-

tioii but as they are double-ended all the possible circuit combina-

tions are set up in the first 22 steps and are then repeated.

In this selector the winding of the electro-magnet corrtsponds to

the winding of an indixidu.il rel.ix'. The .irnLiture in oper.iting

elongates a si)ring that i> shown in I'ii;. 2:5 and the eiurg\ .sloieil in

this spring restores the arm.iture to normal and adxances the six

contact making brushes to the next set of contact terminals. Thus

the relay winding antl armature control the iiosition of the contact

springs through the agency of a flexible mechanical link. The rela\

winding may be alternately energized anil reieasetl by current inter-

ruptions from an outside source or the armature may be arranged to
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interrupt the (.inuit ihroujili tlic wiiuiiiij; by Dpeiiin^ .i pair of con-

tacts in the operated position to advance the selector by self inter-

ruptions.

Ri:l.\ys in Toi.i. Circiits

Supervision on all of the longer toll circuits and on most of the

shorter ones is provided on what is known as a ringtiown basis. This

Fig. 23—Stcp-hy-step rotary switch

usuallv- involves a ringup relay at each end of the liiir. w liich operates

in response to 20-cycle signaling impulses. These impulses may be

transmitted over the line from one otifice to the other or they may
originate in the same office as the relay and be impressed on the line

by the operation of a so-called composite ringer in response to signals

of a different frequency. The ringup or drop relay provides the

signal in the toll switchboard. It is usually removed from the cir-

cuit when the line is taken up by the operator and the supervision

is then transferred to the toll cord.

The toll cord supervisory circuit is shown in Fig. 24 and illustrates

a typical condition which has imposed ()articular re(|uirements on

the relays involvetl. The signal receiving relay .1 mav' be bridged
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direclly across the line conductors, in which case its winding must

be of such high impedance that it does not materially affect the

efficiency of the talking circuit. Experience has indicated that with

the windings commonly used on relays there is some chance of suffi-

cient short circuited turns to materially reduce the inductance of

the winding. This may occur in a relay which would otherwise give

satisfactory operation, the short circuited turns merely reducing

Adju5trT>eot—

eD 66wxwr^ turfl*

^":i&.
i &Ie««« Relay Contect

Fig. 24—Toll cord supervisory circuit

slightly the low frequency or direct-current efficiency. For this

reason, the relay winding has been di\ided into two parts, on separate

cores, either one of which has sufificicnt inductance to safeguarti the

telephone transmission.

The incoming 20-cycle signaling current may be of small value and

the portion through the relati\ely high impedance of the relay will

be still smaller so that this relay must be cxtremeh' sensiti\e. The
relay has small moving parts and a comparati\eIy light si)ring ten-

sion. These factors contribute to sensitixe operation but also permit

the opening of the contact on impulses other than those intended for

signaling. Such impulses are usually of short duration and the other

relays of the circuit have been designed to limit their effect to prevent

false signals.

Both relay's " B " and ' (" are of tin- sanu- Ixpe, (icsigne;! to ojicrate

with a slight time lag so that other things being equal ihe\' would l)e

expected to operate at the same time when the circuit is closed at

X and y. Rela\' " B," however, receives, under the worst condition,

150 per cent, of its ratetl operating current, while rela\' " C" receives

105 per cent. This will tend to make relay "B" quicker in opera-

tion than relay "('," >i iliai when the battery and ground are

connected to the circuit, rela>- " B" will operate first and open the

winding of relay "C." This is therefore the normal condition of the
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rimiil iiiul is furtluT insured liy the fact ill, it llic ()|H-iiini; of tlu'\\iM(l-

in^ of " C" (Hxnirs at a hack contact of relay " B" while the locking;

of "C"* occurs only after the relay has pulled up to close its front

contact.

The secjuence of operation and release resulting from this sorii-s

of relay operations atTorils protection against false signals since relay

".1 " must operate continuously until " B" has released and " C" has

o[H>rato<i before the lanip circuit is closed. Relay "B," in addition

to being slow in operation, is al.so slow to release, so that the time

interval thus introducei! tends to briflge over any transient impulses

that may tend to operate the signal.

The slow operation of relays is securetl by means of a copper sleeve

o\er the relay core. Slow operation results from the transient condi-

tion existing during the time between the application of voltage to

the relay winding and the building up of the magnetic field to a

steady state. Slow release results from the transient condition

existing during the time between the removal of the voltage from the

relay winding and the decay of the magnetic field until the magneto-

motive force falls below the armature restoring force. These condi-

tions are more easily seen when the relay winding is considered as the

primary of a transformer and the copper sleeve as a short-circuited

secondary' winding consisting of a single turn having a very low

resistance. The operating current, before it reaches its steady value,

may be considered as an alternating current of one-quarter of a cycle,

starting from zero and building up to a maximum value. Slow oper-

ation of the armature results from opposing the building up of the

tlux in the core. Slow release is due to retarding the decay of the

tlu.x in the core. The speed at which the armature operates or re-

leases is not changed but in the first case the application of the magneto-

motive force required to move the armature is delayed, and in the

second case the removal of the magneto-motive force holding the

armature in the operated position is also delayed. When a voltage

is first applied to the terminals of the winding, the current tends to

build up and establish the magnetic flux at its maximum value in the

relay core. The instant the Hu.x threads the copper sleeve, a \oltage

is induced in the latter, causing a current to How' in it. This current

in the copper sleeve sets up a flux in the same magnetic path which

opposes the flux building up from the current in the relay winding.

Due to leakage, the winding flux is greater than the opposing flux

set up by the sleeve and the resultant flu.x continues to build up until

it reaches a maximum value. This opposition of the winding flux

and the flux prmlured by the induced current in the copper sleeve
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increases the time for Ihe building up of the magnetic force neces-

sary to move the armature from the normal position. It also in-

creases the time for such a reduction in the magnetic force as will

permit the armature to release.

The slow release feature is further secured l)\" oniiuing the sioj)

pins which are usualK' proxidwl between the armature and the jiole

Fig. 25—Sectional view 162 type relay, iperating relay

piece. This lends to delay the decline in tlux through the magnetic

circuit when the current is interrupted. Fig. 2.") illustrates diagram-

matically the structure of these relays.

Ri-:i,.\vs or- the Composite Ringer

A somewhat similar use of rela\s is to be seen in the com[)osite

ringer circuit mentioned al)o\e. Tin- reluN' circuit ol such a ringer

is shown in l'"ig. 2(), in simpliheil form. This circuil is designed to

recei\-e 20-cycle signals from the switchboard and transmit oul on

the line signals of a higher frequency and to recci\e the higher fre-

quency impulses and in tiirn transmit 20 cycles to the switchboard.

In this case, the 20-cyclc relay "A" does not meet the requirement

for high impedance since protection to the telephone circuit is af-

forded by coil " C." \ single core is therefore satisfactory and a

positive make-contact relay is used. In this case, the cliii'f recjuire-

ment is that relay " B" should be slow in operating.
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riu- rli.iin of rolays oporalinR from the lii^^li frwiuency signals

consists of relays /), E and F. Ri-lay "D" imisl be a very sensitive

structure in this case and a pohirized relay with a vibrating contact

has commonly been used. The circuit requirements are such that

the energy a\ailabie for the operation of this relay is seldom more

than a few hundred microwatts and m.w be iiuich less. The cir-

Fig. 2f>—Compiisito riiigcr circuit

cuits are being designetl on the basis of giving reliable operation on

20 microwatts. The operation of relay "/?" releases relay "E"
which in turn operates relay F.

Where such a circuit depends on the operation of a vibrating con-

tact relay, the current through this contact is of vital importance.

Whenever the contact is clo.sed, current tends to flow through the

winding of relay "£." Fig. 27 illustrates the effect of very weak
signaling currents and of currents sufficient to give proper operation.

The current values through the vibrating relay winding and through

the winding of the secondary relay are shown for two different typical

conditions. Also, the average or effective value in winding "£"

is shown.

A circuit feature which has recently been introduced to increase

the sensitivity of relay "D" and to improve the operation of the

secontlary relay consists in the introduction of a condenser and the

operation of the vibrating contact as a normally open contact. The
closing of the contact charges a condenser which tends to operate

the secondary relay by its discharge as soon as the contact op)ens.

By this combination, the effect noted in Fig. 27 is eliminated and

pt)sitive operation of the secondary' relay is secured as soon as the

armature vibrates sufficiently to make contact. The local circuit

embodying this feature is shown in Fig. 28. Referring to this figure

and to Fig. 2(5, relays "£)" and "E" represent the alternating current
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relay and the secondary relay in each case. In the one case, however,

rela\- £' operating when relay "D" operates gives positive release

of relay "E" instead of introducing an uncertain resistance in its

circuit.

This circuit embodies se\eral features which are not common in

relay systems. The operation of relay E' is dependent on the \alues

Current In A.C.Signaling Relay
AA Current in Winding
BB' - through Contoct

Fig. 27—Curve showing signal impulses in a.c. signaling relay

A.\', current in winding

BB\ current through contact

, J,} JliAdjustirnnl

K 115C»cll!« Adiustmeirt
pi fli

tOiAmpereTurrw

-^WWrfAWi gt: Direct Current\^

Fig. 2f^—Circuit for a make contact l.^.i cycle relay

selected for resistancc-s K' and R- and for condenser A'. These \alues

must he such that the current in the relay winding is maintained

during the opening of the contact of relay "D" by means of the dis-

charge current from the condenser. On the other hand A' and R-

must be proportioned to limit the arcing of the contact of "D" at
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till- fri"(iuriu-\- ul till- >i^n.iliiii; im|)ulst's. Tin- iin'iliod of ri'lcMsiiij;

relay "E" l)y short-ciroiiitinn its winding lias .ulvanla^;es over open-

ing the circuit for the purpose under consideration. The arcing at

the contact of relay E' is less se\ere ili.iii wouM he the case if an

inductive circuit were broken.

.\n addetl feature which has been incorpor.Ued in the mechanical

design of relay "D" and which h.is an imp;)rtant bearing on its per-

formance electrically, is an atljustment limiting the armature travel.

This limilatiun of movement prevents a wide deflection when the

relay receives excessive current. Such deflection would tend to

set the armature into vibration ami woukl result in a sufficient num-
ber of impulses to operate rela\' E' and cause false signals.

TnK V.vcif.M TinE

The vacuum tube is used for the relating of energy in a number
of ways. It may be connected in circuit to amplify the received

impulses in which case it sends out energy from a local source with

the same wave shape as that of the received current. In this case

the tube serves to relay the impulses with as little distortion as pos-

sible. In the case of a tube used as a modulator or a demodulator

it is required to combine or separate impulses of different character,

the two operating together to preserve the same impulses at the out-

put of the demcKlulator tube as is received at the input of the modu-
lator. The impulses which are transmitted between the two tubes

have an entirely different wave form and may be amplified any num-
ber of times by means of amplifier tubes without affecting the action

of the modulator and demodulator.

The \acuum tube may also be used as a rectifier to convert alter-

nating current to direct or pulsating current or it may be used as an

oscillator to produce alternating current from a local source of direct

current. In all of these applications of vacuum tubes, the tubes serve

as relays to introduce a fresh supply of energy or a desired wave
form or a combination of the two to serve their purposes in the com-

munication system.

Rel.\vs for TelegR(\ph Circuits

The use of relays for telegraph circuits presents an entirely dif-

ferent set of problems than those usually encountered in the con-

sideration of telephone circuits. Most telegraph relays are used for

repeating signals from one circuit to another rather than for switch-

ing local circuits. While some marginal operating conditions are
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imposed on telephone relays there is not the wide range of operat-

ing conditions to be met under which most telegraph relays are re-

quired to operate. The numbers in\ol\ed are usually much less so

that economies in production play a somewhat less important role

and the cost is not quite such an important item. Similarly the

methods of assembly and mounting afford a somewhat wider latitude

than can be permitted where many thousands of relays must be

mounted in comparatively small space.

Because of the exacting requirements imposed on telegraph relays

and to insure continuity of ser\ice as far as possible, they are usuall>'

made interchangeable to a much greater degree than telephone relays.

They may be connected by means of screws instead of soldered con

nections or they may be inserted in the circuit by means of spring

clips in a connecting block.

In a telegraph system speed of operation and reliability are the

most important requirements and are very large factors in determin-

ing the mechanical design of the relays. The relay must operate

quickly and accurately so as to cause as little distortion as possible

to the signals. In addition it must be extremely rugged and main-

tain its adjustment well throughout long continued operation. A
very ordinary day's work for a telegraph relay requires the reliable

operation of its contacts several hundred thousand times and it may
be called upon to open and close its contacts a million times a da\'.

Where a telephone relay might hesitate and still pull up and perform

its function proi)erl\' or might make uncertain contact at first, such

behavior on the i)arl of a telegraph relay would result in false

impulses and woiilii (|iiirkl\' call for a readjustment or a change ol

relays.

With the exception of some of the alternating current signaling

relays in telephone circuits the energy available in telegraph relays

is usually less than that available for telephone relays. The more

sensitive relays are called upon to operate from line current which

has been attenuated by leakage or by parallel paths and which may
have been limited at the distant station. Systems operating over

open wire lines arc usually restricted to about .075 ampere at the

sending end and in cable the normal current is about .005 ampere.

This difference is not as great in actual operation as would appear

since the open wire system operates on a ground to ground basis and

the cable on a metallic basis. In operating from ground ai one

station to ground at another differences in ground potential and

leakages occur which re(|uire a greater margin than is ni'Ci'ss.iry with

the metallic system.
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If satisfactory tfli-^jr.ipli si-rvico is to l)i' riTuliTiil, partifularK- on

long circuits iiivol\iiig a numl)cr of relayinjj points, it is essential

that the telegraph relays employetl have such operating character-

istics that they intr(xliice as little ilistortion to the signals as possible.

It has been founil that the polarized type of relay fulfills this con-

dition to a greater extent than the neutral type of relay which is

used in local circuits and in some telegraph circuits where extreme

accuracy is not required. The polar relay permits arrangements of

circuits which minimize the effect of poor wave shape and line leak-

age. It also is more easily adapted to variations in current strength

and may be adjustetl to give more accurate repetition of the signals

under all conditions.

A number of important developments in telegraph relays lia\e

leil up to the relay shown in Fig. 29. This relay gives reliable opera-

tion with 4-ampere turns in the winding and by careful adjustment

may be made to operate on a small fraction of that.

Fig. 29—Photograph of telegraph type relay

While the telegraph relay may be called upon to operate on very

small energ\% its contact must be capable of handling much larger

quantities. Due to the speed of operation desired and to the de-

pendence on accurate transmittal of each impulse the contacts must

operate without chatter or vibration. Great care has been taken in

the design of the relays and the circuits to protect the contacts and
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insure good operation. Chatter can be largely eliminated b>- careful

mechanical design and the effect of the arc set up when the contact

is called upon tt) break the current in a circuit carrying se\eral watts

can be minimized somewhat by means of, so-called, spark killers.

These consist of condensers and resistances so proportioned as to

absorb the force of the arc in the charging of the condenser when the

contact opens. They can be utilized still further in niodif\ing the

shape of the transmitted wa\c' 1)\ tlie cliari;ing ol tlie condensiT wlien

the contact is opened.

Telegraph relays and their applications have been referred to in this

paper only in the most general terms because of the variety of their

forms and uses. It is planned to cover this as well as other subjects

pertaining to rela\-s in a scries of later papers.



Some Applications of Statistical Methods to the

Analysis of Physical and Engineering Data

By W. A. SHEWHART

S\ Nni'Sis : Wliiiuvcr wo nuasiirc any i>ti> sical (|ua><tily wc cus-
tomarily olUaiii as many ditTcrciit values as there are observations.
From a consideration of these measurements we must dcterinine the

most /•rohahtc zutliic; we must find out how iiiiiih an oliscrvatioii may
I>c expected to vary from this mi>st probaMc \alue; and wc must learn

as mtifh as possible of the reasons '•.liy it \arics in the particular way
that it <loes. In other words, the real value of physical measurements
lies in the fact that from them it is possible to determine something of
the nature of the results to be expected if the scries of observations
is repeated. The best use can be made of the data if wc can find from
them the most probable frequency or occurrence of any observed
magnitude of the physical quantity or, in other words, the most prob-
able law of distribution.

It is customary practice in connection with physical and engineering
measurements to assume that the arithmetic mean of the observations
is the most probable value and that the frequency of occurrence of
deviations from this mean is in accord with the Gaussian or normal
law of error which lies at the foundation of the theory- of errors. In
most of those cases where the observed distributions of deviations have
been comjiared with the theoretical ones based on the assumption of this

law, it has been found highly improbable that the groups of observa-
tions could have arisen from systems of causes consistent with the
normal law. Furthermore, even upon an a priori basis the normal law-

is a very- limited case of a more generalized one.

Therefore, in order to find the probability of the occurrence of a
deviation of a given magnitude, it is necessary in most instances to find

the theoretical distribution which is more probable than that given by
the normal law. The present paper deals with the application of ele-

mentary statistical methods for finding this best frequency distribution

of the deviations. In other words, the present paper points out some
of the limitations of the theory of errors, based upon the normal law,

in the analysis of physical and engineering data ; it suggests methods
for overcoming these difficulties by basing the analysis upon a more
generalized law of error; it reviews the methods for finding the best

theoretical distribution and closes with a discussion of the magnitude
of the advantages to be gained by cither the physicist or the engineer
from an applicatii>n of the metho<ls reviewed herein.

Introduction

WK ordinarily think of the physical and engincerinf; sciences as

being exact. In a majority of physical measurements this is

practically true. It is possible to control the causes of variation so

that the resultant deviations of the obser\ations from their arithmetic

mean are small in comparison therewith. In the theory of measure-

ments we often refer to the "true value" of a physical quantity; ob-

ser\ed deviations are considered to be pro<luced by errors existing in

the method of making the measurements.

43
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With the introduction of the molecular theory and the theory

of quanta, it has been necessary to modify some of our older con-

ceptions. Thus, more and more we are led to consider the problem

of measuring any physical quantity as that of establishing its most

probable value. We are led to concei\e of tlu' physico-chemical

laws as a statistical determinism to which "ihc law of great num-

bers" ' imparts the appearance of infinite precision. In order lo

obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the laws of nature

it is becoming more necessary to consider not only the average value

but also the variations of the separate observations therefrom, .^s

a result, the application of the theory of probabilities is receiving

renewed impetus in the fields of physics and physical chemistry.

Statistical Nature of Certain Physical Problettis. .As typical of the

newer type of physical problem, we may refer to certain data given h\-

Prof. Rutherford and H. Geiger.'- In this experiment the number of

alpha particles striking, within a gi\en interval, a screen sulxending a

fixed solid angle was counted. Two thousand six hundred and eight

obser\ations of this number were made. The first column of Table I

records the number of alpha particles striking this screen within a

given interval. The second column gi\es the fre(iuenc\- of occurrenci-

corresponding to the difti-renl numbers in the first cdliimn.

No. of .Xlplia ()l)served Frequency
Particles of Occurrence

"i

1 20.5

2 .58.?

3 52.S

4 .x52

5 4(),S

6 27.5

7 1.5'>

8 4.S

9 27

10 10

11 4
12

13 1

14 1

ll is (ili\i(iusK impossible from tiie nature of the exi)eriinent to at-

tril)iilc tile xariatidus in tlie c>l)scr\ed numbers to errors of obserxa-

licin. liistr.id, the xariations are inherent in the statistical nature

of the jjlienomenon under observation.

' Each cl.iss of event eventually occurs in an ai)i)arcntly dctinitc iiroportiun

of cases. The constancy of this proportion increases as the numlier of cases

increases.

" I'liilosofhUal Magacinr, Octol.er, 1910.
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Tho (iiu'stioiis wliicli must lu" answered from a coiisideralioii dI tliese

data arc typical. For example, we are interested to know how a

second series of observations may be expectctl to differ if the same

experiment were re|ieate(l. Tlie largest observed frequency corre-

s(Hinds to four alpha particles, although what assurance is there that

this is the most probable number? What is the probability that any

given numlx^r of alpha particles will strike the screen in the same

interval of time? Or again, what is the maximum number of alpha

particles that may be expcctwl to strike the screen? All of these

questions naturally can be answered providing we can deternune

the most probable frequency distribution.

Statislital Xattire of Certain Telephone Problems. The character-

istics of some telephone equipment cannot be controlled within

narrow limits much better than the distribution of alpha particles

could l)e controlled in the above experiment. We shall confine our

attention primarily to a single piece of equipment. The carbon micro-

phone. For many reasons it is necessary to attain a picture of the

way in which a microphone operates. It is necessar\' to find out

why carbon is the best known microphonic material. In order to

do this we must measure certain physical and chemical characteristics

of the Ciirbon and compare these with its microphonic pro()erties

when used under commercial conditions. In the second place it

becomes necessary to establish methods for inspecting manufactured

product in order to take account of any inherent variability, and

yet not to overlook any ev'idence of a "trend" in the process of manu-
facture toward the production of a poor quality of apparatus. In

the third place it so hapfjens that the commercial measure of the

degree of control exhibited in the manufacture of the apparatus

must be interpreted ultimately in terms of sensation measures given

by the human ear. That is, the first phase of the problem is purely

physical; the second is one of manufacturing control and inspection

and the third involves the study of a variable quantity by means
of a methcKl of measurement which in itself introduces large variations

in the observations.

In one of the most wideh" used types of microphones there are

approximately 50,000 granules of carbon per instrument. Each of

these granules is irregular in contour, porous and of appro.ximately

the size of the head of a pin. If such a group of granules is placed

in a cylindrical lavite chamber about J-inch in diameter and closed

at either end with gold-plated electrodes; if this chamber is then

placed on a suspension free from all building \ibrations and carefully

insulated from sound disturbances; if automalicalh' controlled
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mechanical means arc provided for roiling this chamber at any desired

speed; if all of the air and sorbed gases are removed from the carbon

chamber and pure nitrogen is substituted; if the mean temperature is

kept constant within 2° C ; and if means are provided for measuring the

resistance of the granules when at rest by observing the voltage

across the two electrodes while current is allowed to flow for a period

less than 1/200 of a second, it is found that the resistance (for most

samples of carbon) may be di-tmnined within a fraction of one [ler

f^iJ M^k^^'ipidm^

Fig. 1

cent. If, however, the button is rotated (even as slowly as possible)

and then i)rought to rest, the resistance may difi'er several ohms from

its first value. If a large number of observations arc made aflcr

this fashion, we may e.\pect to find for certain samples of carbon a

set of values such as given in Fig. 1. The 270 observations of re-

sistance reproduced 'n this figure were made on a sample of carbon

at 1^ volts under conditions quite similar to those outlined above.

The observed variation is from approximately 215 to 270 ohms.
The upper cur\c is that of the resistance \s. the serial number of

the readings. There is no apparent trend in the change of resistance

from one reading to another. The lower curve in this figure shows

the frequency histogram of the results. Attention is directed to the
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wide variation in tlu- ohsorxations, and to llu' fact thai tin- frc(|iK"nc"

histogram apfx-ars to be biniodal.' Methods of dcahni^' with such

distributions will he considered.

Samples of carbon having different molecular surface .'•tructures

have ditTerent resistances. To put it in a still more practical way,

if the nuinufacluring process is not controlled within very narrow

limits, wide variations are produced in the molecular properties o\

the carbon. The microphonic properties of these carbons are there-

fore ditTerent. One of the problems with which we have been con-

cerned is to determine the relationship existing between the physical

and chemical characteristics of the carbon and the resistance of the

material when measured under clifTerent conditions. We are obvi-

ously ilealing in this case with problems invoking the measurement

of physical (luantities which cannot be controlle<l e\en in the laliora-
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tor>'. If \vc remove the air and measure tlie resistance at (iiftercnt

voltages, we may expect to find ciianges in the resistance similar

to those indicated in F"ig. 2. Curves 1 and 2 were talcen for increasing

voltages. The return curves were taken with decreasing voltage.

Removal of the air from this particular sample of carbon produces

comparatively large changes in the resistance. The resistance at 1 J 2

volts is se\eral times that at 48 v'olts. These curves were taken

under conditions wherein all of the other factors were controlled. A
sufficient number of obscr\ations was made in each case in order to

establish the probable errors of the points as indicated b\- the radii of

Fig. 3— rVissililc Types of Breathing of Gratuilar Carlinti Microphone.

the circles. If this same experiment were carried on at a difTcrent

temperature, radically different results would be obtained.

If, instead of allowing the current to flow for a short inter\al of

time, a continuous record is made of the resistance of the carbon

while practically constant current Hows through the carbon, the

resistance will be found lo \.ir\ . Tlu- niaxinuini resistance n-aiiu-d

in certain instances nia\- amount lo M'veral limes the minimum \aliic.

In general, this phenomenon is attributed to the effects of gas .sorbcd

on the surface of the material. Transmitters cannot be made of

lavite so that the exixuisions and contractions of the piece parts

thereof augment the changes in resistance. This phenomenon,

termed "breathing," may be, but seldom is, regular or periodic. .\n

exceptional case of bri'athing is shown in Fig. S. This was obi.lined

with a special ty|)i' nl cailidii in .i ((ininu'ici,!! ^tniriurc. The rur\t'>
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thenisflvi-s represent the current through the transmitter and, there-

fore, are in\ersely proportional to the resistance. All five curves

were ohtainoil with the s.inie carbon in the same chamber by varying

merely the configuration of the granules by slightly tapping the carbon

chamber.

All of these effects can be modified to a large extent by varying

the process of manufacture of the granular material. In practice it

is necessary to know why slight changes in the manufacturing process

cause large variations in the resistance characteristics of the carbon.

The same process that improves one microphonic property may prove

a detriment to another. It is in the solution of some of these problems

that statistical methods have been founfl to be of great value in the

interpretation of the results.

Whereas the physicist ordinarily works in the laboratory under

controlled contlitions, the engineer must work under commercial

conditions where it is often impractical to secure the same degree of

control. More than 1,500,000 transmitters are manufactured every

year by the Bell System. Causes of variation other than those intro-

duced by the carbon help to control the transmitter. For example,

variations may be introduced by the process of assembly, or by

differences in the piece parts of the assembled instrument. The

measure of the faithfulness and efficiency of reproduction depends

fundamentally upon the human ear. Obviously all transmitters

cannot be tested. Instead, we must choose a number of instruments

and from obsers^ations made on these determine whether or not there

is any trend in the manufactured product. Xaturally we may expect

to find certain variations in the results according to the rules of chance.

To take the simplest illustration, we may flip a coin 6 times. Even

if it is symmetrical we may expect occasionally to find all heads and

occasionally all tails, although the most probable combination is

that of 3 heads and .3 tails. We must, therefore, determine first of all

whether or not the observed variations are consistent with those due

to sampling according to the laws of chance. If there is an apparent

trend in pnxluct, the data should be analyzed in order to determine,

if possible, whether it is due to lack of control in the manufacture

of carbon or to some other set of causes such as mentioned above.

Because of economic reasons we must keep the number of observations

at a minimum consistent with a satisfactory control of the product.

Here again it has been found that the application of statistical methods

is necessary to the solution of the problems involvcnJ.

Before considering the problem of the measurement of efficiency

and quality of the transmitter, let us consider the schematic diagram
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of the telephone system as shown in Fig. 4. Essentially this consists

of the transmitter, the line and the receiver. The oldest method

of measurement is to compare one transmitter against a standard

in the following way. An observer calls first in the standard and

tlien in the test transmitter, while another observer at the receiving

eiui judges the faithfulness of reproduction. The pressure wave
striking the transmitter diaphragm varies with the observer and also

with the degree of mechanical coupling hctwci-n the sound source

Fig. 4
\

and the diaphragm of the instrument. The judgment of the observer

at the receiving end in influenced by physiological and psychological

causes. Obviously it is desirable that such a method be supplanted

by a machine test which will eliminate the \ariabilitics in the sound

source and in the human ear. I'p to the present time the nature of

speech and the characteristics of the human ear are not known suffi-

ciently well to establish either an ideal sound source or an electrical

meter to replace the human voice and car respectively. The best that

can be done is to approximate this condition. Even though the

meter readings may be the same, the simultaneous observations

made with the ear in general will be different. A calibration of the

machine must, therefore, depend upon a study of the degree of correla-

tion between the average measure gi\en 1)\- tin- machine and that

given by the older method of test.

Thus, we see how special problems arise in the fields of both physics

and engineering wherein it is im[)ossible to control the variations.

In what way, if any, are these jiroblems relateil, or is it necessary to

attack each one in a different manner? We shall see that all of

these problems arc in a wa\- fuii<lamentalK' the same and that the

same method of soluiinn lan be applied to all of them. This is true

because it is necessary to determine in every instance the law of

distribution of the variable about some mean value.
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Wiiv Do W'v. Ni:i:i) to Know tiik I.wv ok Dkviation ok tiik.

nii-i-i:Ri:Nr ()hsi:k\ Aiios-i Anon So\ii; Mi;.\n \ai.i i:'

In all of tlio alH)vi' pri>l)K'ins as in mery physical and enninocrin^

oiu'. certain t>pical ciucstions arise which can he answered only if we
know the law of distrilnition v=/(.v) of the ol)ser\'ations where v

refiresents the fre<|uency of occurrence of the deviations .v front some

mean value. At least three of these queslions are the same for both

fields of investigation.*

Let us consider the physical problem. From a group of n observa-

tions of the magnitude of a physical quantity, wc obtain in general n

distinct values which can be represented by A'l, A's, . . . A'„. From

a study f)f these we must answer the following questions

:

1. W hat is the most probable value?

2. What is the frequency of occurrence of values within any two

limits?

3. Is the set of observations consistent with the assumption of a

random system of causes?

The answers to these questions are necessar\- for the interpretation

of Prof. Rutherford's data referred to above: They are recjuircd in

order to interpret the data presented in Fig. 1 which are typical of

physical and chemical problems arising in carbon stud\'; these same
answers are fundamentally required in the analysis of all physical data.

These queslions can be answered from a study of the frequency dis-

tribution. If this be true, it is obvious that the statistical methods

of finding the best distribution are of interest to the physicist.

Let us next consider the engineering problem where we shall see

that the same questions recur. Assuming that manufacturing

methods are established to produce a definite number of instruments

within a fixed period, one or more of the characteristics of these

instruments must be controlled. We may represent any one of

these characteristics by the symbol A'. The total number of instru-

ments that will be manufactured is usually very indefinite. It is,

however, always finite. Even with extreme care some variations

in the methods of manufacture may be expected which will |)r(i(!u(r

' In (irdcr to caliliratc the machine referred to in a prccciling paiaKrapli
and also to determine the relationships lictwccn the physico-chemical and micro-
phonic properties of carl'on, it was necessary f) study the correlation between
two or more varialiles, luit in each case it was necessary to determine first the
law of distriliution for each varialilc in order to interpret the physical siKniti-

cance of the measures of correlation liccause this depends upon the laws of
distribution. The reason for this is not discussed in the i)resent paper, for
attention is here confined to the method of establishing the best theoretical
frequency distribution derived from a study of the observations.
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variations from instrument to instrument in the quantity A'. After

the manufacturing methods ha\e been estabhshed, the first problem

is to obtain answers to tin- lullowing (|uestions:

1. What is the most probaijlc value of A'?

2. What is the percentage of instrumeiUs iiaxiiig \-.iIuos of X
between any two limits?

3. Arc the causes controlliiii; \\\v product random, or arc ilu'v

correlated ?
^

In this practical case we mu?-l decide to choose a certain number
of instruments in order to obtain the answers to these questions;

that is, to obtain the most probable frequency distribution. We
must, however, go one step further. We must choose a certain

number of instruments at stated periods in order to determine whether

or not the product is changing. How big a sample shall we choose

in the first place, and how large shall the periodic samples be? Obvi-

ously it is of great economic importance to keep the sample number
in any case at a minimum required to establish within the reejuircd

degree of precision the answers to the questions raised.

The close similarity between the physical and engineering problems

must be obvious. Naturally, then, we need not confine ourselves

in the present discussion to a consideration of only the problems

arising in connection with the study of those microphonic properties

of carbon which gave rise to the present investigation. Several

examples are therefore chosen from fields other than carbon stud\-.

However only those points which have been found of practical ad-

vantage in connection with the analysis of more than "iDD.OOO obsi-rwi-

tions will be considered.

The type of inspection priil)lcin ma\ lie illll^^raIld liy thr data

given in Table H.

The symbol X refers to the efficicnc\' of transmitters as determined

in the process of inspection : N represents the number of instruments

measured in order to obtain the average value A'. The first four

rows of data represent the results obtained by four inspection groiijjs

G\, Gz, Gi and 6V The results given are for the same period of time.

The next three rows are those for different machines Mu M-i and .\fj.

The last row gives the results of single tests on 08,502 transmitters, a

part of which was measured on each of the three machines. The third

column in the table gives the standard di-\ iatinns. It \\ ill be obser\ed

"The slKnificincc of this quistioti will liccumc iiuire evident in the cnurse of

the paper. VVc shall liiul that, if the causes are such as to he technically temied
random, we can answer all practical questions with a far greater degree of

precision than we can if the causes are not random.
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Why (Id lliesu \arialions exist? \Vc shall show in llu- course of

the discussion that the normal law is not sufficient to answer these

questions. We shall show also that the variations noted are largely

the result of the method of sampling used at that time. The sig-

nificance of the other factors given in this table is discussed later.

Why Is the .'Xppi.icatiox of the Normal Law Limited?

Why can we not .issunie that llie de\ialions follow the normal law

of error? This is

1 X'-

f - 27^ (1)

... - v.v- 1 • 1 .

w'herc a is the root mean s(iuare error * >

--— and v is tlie lre(iiu'nc\'

of occurrence of the (k'\iaiioii .v from tjie arithmetic mean and n is

the number of observations? If ihe\- do, the answers to all of the

questions raised in the preceding paragraphs can be easily answered

in a way which is familiar to all acquainted with the ordinary theory

of errors and the method of least squares. This is an old and much
debated question in the realm of statistics. Let us re\iew briefly

some of the a posteriori and a priori reasons why the normal law has

gained such favor and yet why it is one of the most limited, instead

of the most general, of the possible laws.

A Posteriori Reasons. The original method of explaining the

normal law rests upon the assumption that the arithmetic mean

value of the observations is always the most probable. Since exjie-

rience shows that the observed arithmetic mean seldom satisfies tlu'

condition of being the most probable we may justly question the

law based upon an a|)parently unjustified assumption.

Gauss first enunciated this law which is often called bx' iiis name.

The fact that so great a m.itJK-matirian ])ro|i()si'(l it led nian\' to

accept it. He assumes that tlie frc(|ueiic>' of occurrence of a gi\en

error is a function of the error. The prol)ability that a given set of

n observations will occur is tiie product of the probabilities of the >i

independent events. He then assumes that the arithmetic mean is

the most probable and finds the ec|uation of the normal law. Thus

he assumes the answer to the first (juestion; that is, he assumes that

the most probable value is always the arithmetic mean. In most

physical and engineering measurements the deviations from the

arithmetic mean are small, an<l the number of observations is not

sufficienth- large to determine whether or not the\' are consistent
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witli ilic .isMiinption of tin- imrm.il law. I ikUt tlu'so coiulition^ this

law is (MTliaps as ^ixxl .m appnixiination as any.

Thi" fiiiKiaiiR-nlal assumptions undiTlyiiin iho original cxpl.ination

wore later i)n)Uj;ht into (iiii'stion. What a priori reason is there for

assuming that the arithmetic mean is the most probahle \'alue? Why
not chcH)se some other mean.'' " Thus if wc assume that the median '

value is the most prohalile. we obtain as a special case the law of

error represented t>\- the following equation :

y^Ae-''''^ (2)

where v represents the frecjuency of occurrence of the (le\iation .v Irom

the median value and e is the Xapcrian base of logarithms. Both

.1 and h are constants. If. however, we assume that the geometric

mean is the most probable, we have as a special case the law of error

represented by the follow ing equation :

y = jle-h'{\ogX-\oga)'
(3)

where in this case ,v is the frequenc\' of occurrence of an observation

of magnitude X, "a" is the true value, and A and /; arc constants.'

Knough has been said to indicate the significance of the assumption

that the arithmetic mean is the most probable value, but. why choose

this instead of some other mean? No satisfactory answer is available.

So far as the author has been able to discover, no distribution represent-

ing physical data has even been found which approaches the median

law. Several examples have been found in the study of carbon

which conform to the law of error deri\cd upon the assumption that

the get^metric mean is the most probable. If the arithmetic mean
were observed to be the most probable in a majority of cases, we
might consider this an a posteriori reason for accepting the normal

law. We find the contrary to be the case.

Furthermore, we find in general that the tlistribution of errors is

non-symmetrical about the mean value. In fact, most of the distri-

butions which are given in textbooks dealing with the theory of

errors and the method of least squares to illustrate the universalit\-

' .\n average or mean value may lie defined as a quantity derived ffdm a

given set of observations tiy a process such that if the observations l]ccame all

equal, the average will coincide with the oltservations, and if the oliscrvations

arc not all equal, the average is greater than the least and less than the greatest.

'If a series of n observations arc arranged in ascending order of magnitude.
the median value is that corresponding to the observation occurring midway
between the two ends of the scries.

* A ver>- interesting discussion of the various laws that may be obtained by
assuming different mean values is given in J. M. Keynes' ".\ Treatise on the

Theory of Probability."
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of the law are, themselves, inconsistent with the assunii)lioii of such

a law. Prof. Pearson was one of the first to point out this fact. He

considers among others an example originally given by Merriman '

in which the obser\ed distribution is that of 1,000 shots fired at a

target. The thcnrctiral n'>rmal is the solid line in I-'i'j "1 and the

HIL

-E^b-ra*^

1-iff. .s

observed frequencies arc the small circles. When represented in this

way there appears to be a wide divergence between theory and ex-

perience. Of course, some divergence may always be expected as

a result of variations due to sampling; and, too, we must always

question a judgment based entirely upon visual observation '" of a

graphical representation of this character. Prof. Pearson uses his

method—which will be discussed later—for measuring the goodness

of fit between the theoretical and observed distributions. He

"

finds that a fit as bad or worse than that observed could have been

expected to occur on an average of only 15 to 16 times in ten million.

We must conclude, therefore, that these data are not consistent

with the assumption of a uni\'ersal normal law.

A Priori Reasons. From the physicist's \iewpoint the origin of

the Gaussian law may be explained upon a moie satisfactory basis.

'"Method of Least Squares," Eighth Edition—I'agc 14.

"This point will he emphasized later:— first, hy showing that these data

al^l'car consistent with a normal law when plotted on prohability paper, and
second, by showing that some frequency distributions appear normal when
plotted even though they arc not. The other data in this table will l>e re-

ferred to later.

" Reference to the original article and a quotation therefrom given in the

eleventh edition of the Encyclof'cdia Brilaunica on the article "Probability."
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It i> til, It wliicll was ()rii;iii.illy sii^^i'sli^d l)\ I.a I'l.uc. It, liow cv ir,

wo accept this cxpl.inatioii, wc inu.st accept the fact that the normal

law is the exception aiul not the rule. Let us consider why this is

true.'-

I'his method of expl.m.ition rests upon the assimipiiim ili.it the

norm.il law is the first api)roximatioii to the freciuencies with which

ditTerent values will be assumed liy a \ariahle qiiantit)- whose varia-

tions are controlled In- a larj;e inimher of indepfndeiil causes .iciinj;

in random fashion. Let us assume that :

a. The resultant variation is produced b\' n causes.

1). The probability p that a single cause will produce an effect A x

is the same for all of the causes.

c. The effect A .v is the same for all of the causes.

d. The causes operate independently one of the other.

I'nder these assumptions the frequency distribution of deviations of

0. 1, 2 ... n positive increments can be represented by the successive

terms of the point binomial \(q+ p)" where A' represents the total

number of observations.

L'nder these conditions if p = q and n = «>, the ordinates of the

binominal expansion can be closely approximated by a normal curve

ha\ing the same standard de\iation. These restrictions are indeed

narrow. In practice it is probable thai p is never ecjual to q, and it

is certain that n is never infinite. Therefore, the normal (iistril)Uti()ii

should be the exception and not the rule.

There is a more fundamental reason, however, why wc should

seldom expect to find an observed distribution which is consistent

with the normal law. In what has preceded we have assumed that

each cause produced the same etTect A .v, and that the total effect in

any instance is proportional to the number of successes.

Let us assume that the resultant effect is, in general, a function ot

the number n of causes producing positive effects, that is, let X =<j>{u).

Thus we assume that the frequency distributions of the number of

causes and of the occurrence of a magnitude X arc respectively

y=f{n)
and

y.=/i(A-)

for two values of «, say n and n-\-dn, there will be two \alues of A',

say A" and X+dX. The number of observations within this inter\al

of w must be the same as that within the corresponding interval of X.

" Bowley "Elements of Statistics," Part II.
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If tin- (listril)utiiin in X is normal such that wi- ha\i>

1
(^-°)'

yi = ;=e 2.72 .

then

I
\,j>(n)-aY

v =
<^V2^

(«)e 2a^ (4)

where a is the arithmetic mean value, therefore, the distribution

of the causes need not be normal; conversely if the causes are dis-

tributed normalh', the observations will not in general be normal.

This idea is of great importance in the interpretation of observed

distributions of physical data.'' To illustrate, let us assume that the

natural causes which affect the growth of apples on a given tree

produce a normal variation in the diameters of the apples. Ob\iously,

the distribution of either the cross-sectional areas or the volumes

will not be normal. '^ If the distribution of the diameters is normal

as supposed, the arithmetic means of these diameters is the most

probable value. Obviously, however, nritlu-r the arithmetic mean

area nor the arithmetic mean xolunic will \>v the most probable,

because in general

II )l
'

As already indicated, tiie de\'ialions tk'alt wilii in liu- present in\esti-

gation were not small. The form of the 1 b-crxed distribution ma\'

be expected, therefore, to depend upon ilu- fimctional relationship

between the obser\-ed (juantitN- and the niunber of causes. We shall

" Kapteyn, J. C.—Skew Fiiqiiency Cur\is— I ironiiiiicn, 1903.

" In the theory of errors this fact is taken into acconnt hy assuming that

the variations are always siiuill. Thus, if the variahle .V can be represented as

a fuiiclion /•' of certain other variables t'l, (':, ... I'm so tliat we have

-V =/((•„ r'„ ... i'm),

we ordinarily assume that we can write this expression in the I'nllowin); form

A' =i-'(<ii -f "1. Os + Hi, ... a„+Un).

A further assumption is made that the u's arc small so that 2nd and higher

powers and products of these can be neglected. L'ndcr these conditions the

distribution of A' is normal and has a standard deviation given by the following'

expression

:

But, thus, we arc led to overlook the significance of the form of /', particularl\'

in those ])ractical cases such as are of interest in the present paper where the

quantities u,, Mi, ... Km arc not small.
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illustr.iti' till- si^iiit'uMiuv of i1u-m- ideas as an .ii<l in tlu- intcrprclalioti

»)f (lata hy ri'foriMire to tlu" ri-sults of our study of the law of rrror of

the human car in nu-asurinj; tho i-fhcicncy of transmitters.

Let us consider the problem of determining the minimum audible

soutul intensity. Let us assume that there are ii physiological and

psychological causes controlling this sensation measure, and that the

probabilitii-s of the causes producing 0, L 2 . . . n elTects are dis-

SMm iHTZrtsrr
X
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logarithms of the intensities is given in the second column of the

table in Fig. G. The smooth line is the normal curve based upon the

observed value of standard deviation. The distribution of the

logarithms of the intensities is normal." The arithmetic mean of

the logarithms is the most probable. Therefore, the distribution

of intensities is decidedly skew, and the geometric mean intensity is

the most probable. Here, then, is an excellent example in which

it is highly probable that the distribution of the causes is random

and normal, but in which the resultant elTect i> nut a liiu-ar function

of the number of causes.''

Can We Ever E.xpect to Find \ Nor.m.-\l Distribl'tion

IN N.\Tl'RE?

The answer is aftirmalive. If the resultant effect of tiie inde-

pendent causes is proportional to their number, the distribution

rapidly approaches normality as the number of causes is increased

ev-en though p=l=Q^-

To show this, let us assume that the \ariation in a physical quan-

tity is produced by 100 causes, and that each cause produces the

same efifect Aa;. Also, let us assume the probability p to be 0.1, that

each cause produces a positive effect. The distribution of 0, 1 , 2, . . . n

successes in 1000 trials is given by the terms of the expansion 1000

(.9-f .l)'"". Ob\iously such a distribution is skew, p is certainh-

not equal to q, and n is far from being infinite. If the normal law

" In fact this is an exceptionally close approximation to the normal law.

This will be more evident after we have considered the methods for measuring
the goodness of fit as indicated by the other calculations given in this figure.

For the present it is sufficient to know tlut approximately 75 times out of 100

we must expect to get a system of observations which differ as much or more
from the theoretical distril)Ution calculated from the normal law than the ob-

served distribution dillfcrs therefrom in this case. The fact that the second
approximation does not fit the observed distribution as well as the normal

—

i.e. the measure of probability of fit P is less—indicates that the observed value
of the skcwness k is not significant.

" These results are of particular interest to telephone engineers. The fact

that the distribution of the logarithms of the intensities is normal is consistent

with the assumption of Fechner's law which states that the sensation is pro-
portional to the logarithm of the stimulus. ITie range of variation (that is,

A' =*= 3 <T ) in different observers' estimates of the sound intensity required to

produce the minimum audible sensation is approximately 20 miles. The range
of error of estimate depends upon the intensity of sound and decreases as the
sound energy level increases. Thus for the average level which prevails for
transmission over the present form of telephone system in a three mile loop
common battery circuit it is less than 9 miles. Even at this intensity, however,
it is obvious that although scarcely any observers will differ in their estimates
by more than 9 miles, 50% of them will diflfer by at least 2 miles. These
results also furnish experimental basis for the statement made in the beginning
of tliis paper: lliat is, the variations introduced in the method of measurement
of transmitter efficiencies are large in comparison with the average efficiency.
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were fitted to such a distribution, would it be possible to detect easily

any great difference i)etween theor\- and obser\ation?

Let us c()ni|)ari' the two distributions. The data are given in

Table III. I-"irsi, the a\'crage \-alue must be the most probable in

order to be consistent with the normal law. It is, because the observed

most probable \-alue corresponds to 10 successes, and the average of

Fig. 7

tlie h\p()ihelic;ilK- obserxed distribution is 9.998. This under ordi-

nary circumslaiucs would be considered a close check between theory

and practice.

The normal dislribulion is sii\en in the third column of the table.

Even though there is a difference between the frequencies given in

the second and third columns, would the average observer be apt to

conclude ih.ii the h\ imihelically obser\-ed distribution is other than

normal? IK- would probably base his answer upon a graphical

comparison sucli as gi\'en in Fig. 7. The solid line represents the

normal curve; whereas the frequencies given in the second colunm

of Table III arc represented by circles. It is obvious that the normal

law appears to be a \'ery close approximation to the terms of the

binomial expansion.

Thus we see that for even a small number of causes the difference

between p and q may be ([uite large, and \et the difference between

the distributions given by the binomial expansion and that given b\-

the normal law is apparently small and not easily to be detected li\

ordinary methods. As ;; increases the closeness of fit does likewise.
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If P is otiual to (/, the nuinlHT of causes must l)e very small iiuloed

l)cfore we are able to tietert the dilTerence between the terms of the

binumial expansion and those given by the normal law. To show

that this is true I have chosi-n a case corresponding to a physical

condition where there are only Hi causes and where p is equal to q.

The data are given in Table I\'.

TABLE IV
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Binomial Expansion (p+q)". We ha\e already seen that the

distribution is approximately normal when p = q and « = » . Following

Edgeworth", Bowley -" shows that if p^q but Wiethe frequency

y of the occurrence of a deviation of magnitude .v is given by the

following expression where k represents the skewness -' of the

distribution

:

-'=^(''"'"£)C'~^(v-iSO]- (6)

This will be referred to as the second approximation.

If p is very small, but pn=\ is finite, we ha\e the so-called law of

small numbers -- which was first derived by Poisson. The successive

terms of the series e^^i 1 +X+ 1 !-••) represent the chances of
^ 2 3 /

0, 1, 2 ... H successes. Theoretically, if we are dealing with a dis-

tribution of attributes,'" it is always possible to calculate the values of

" Camhridgf Thilosoi.hical Transactions, Vol. XX, 1904, pp. 36-65 and 11.M41.
^ Loc. cit.

" In statistical work the practice is followed of using the moments ot the

distribution for determining the parameters of the fre(iucncy curve. The i th

moment *<; of a frequency distribution about the arithmetic mean is by delinition

2yx'

In calculating such moments it is necessary to consider the observations as

grouped about the mid-point of the class interval and unless this interval is

very small certain errors arc introduced wliich can be partially eliminated liy

applying Shejipard's corrections as given bv liim in Hiometrika, \\<\. Ill, pages
308 seq. If A.v be taken as unity, we ha\e

pc=«= ,

Hi = pqn=a- S pqn

^, = pqn{q-p)
--ii^-^t?

lj.,
= 3(pqny-+ t>nq(l-(if'(j)

'

pqn

and if /• is approximately ecpial to cy and « is large we luue crj..
=

'^ -and

'' It is of interest to note that several investigators have derived this law
independently. Thus H. Batenian derives this expression in an appendix to

the article of Prof. Rutherl'ord and H. Geiger previously referred to. This
is, in a way, an illustration of the apparent need of a broader dissemination of

information relating to the application of statistical methods of analysis to

engineering and physical data. It is also of interest to note that this law has

been used to advantage in the discussion of telephone trunking problems.

"'If the classification is based upon the presence or absence of a single

characteristic, this characteristic is often referred to as an attribute.
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/>, (/ >iii(l /( from tlio momoius of ilir ilistrilmtion.-^ ICvcn when p,

q ;uul « are known, the arilhinetic involved in calculating the terms of

the binomial is often prohibitive, and, therefore, it is necessary to

obtain certain approximations corresponding to the three laws of

error; that is, normal, second approximation, and the law of small

nimilK^rs. Tables for the normal law and for the law of small numbers

are reailily available in many places, while those for the second ap-

proximation are i;i\en by Bowley."

ICven under conditions where the binomial expansion does not hold,

Kilgcworth has shown that it is possible to obtain the following general

approximation :

This holds providing the observations are influenced by a large number
of causes, each of which varies according to some law of error but

not necessarily to the normal law.

Gram-Charlier Series. Gram, according to Fisher,''' was the first

to show that the normal law is a special case of a more generalized

system of skew frequency curves. He showed that the arbitrary

frequency function F{X) can be represented by a series of terms in

which the normal law is the generating function <^ {X). Thus

F{X) =co<t>{X)+c,4>'{X)+C2<t>"{X)+ ... (8)

where Co, C\. Cj, etc., are constants which may be determined from the

moments of the observed data. This series is similar to that already

mentioned in the above equation (7) which Edgeworth has obtained

in several different ways. This law is of interest from the viewpoint

of either a physicist or an engineer in so far as it gives him a picture

of the casual conditions consistent with an accepted theoretical

curve. Thus, if either the causes of variation are within a certain

degree not entirely independent, or the errors are not linearly ag-

gregated, the observed frequency distributions may be expected to

conform to an equation such as 8. This equation has been found to

fit a much larger group of observed distributions than the normal law

" See footnote 26.

^ Sec for example Pearson, K.—Tables for Biomctricians and Statisticians—
Cambridge University Press.

" Fisher, Arne—Theory of Probabilities—page 182,
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and the publication of the necessary tables by Fisher -" and Glover "

makes the study of such a curve more feasible. The author finds, for

example, that this series furnishes a much closer fit to the distribu-

tion of shots, Fig. 5, referred to abo\e than any other that he has

tried.

riu'iiri-ticalh' wc should be able to inijiniM' the approximation by

taking a large number of terms of the scries. Such a procedure,

however, involves the use of moments higher than the first four,

and the errors in these moments are so large as to make their use

impractical.

In spite of the uncertainty attached to the interpretation of the

physical significance of fitting any of these curx-es to data, one very

practical observation has been made : that is, if an observed series of

frequencies could not be fitted by a theoretical curve in any of the

ways already mentioned, careful consideration of the possible reasons

for the obser\-ed poor fit have in practically cver\- instance suggested

the cause or causes thereof. We shall relcr to onl\- one j)ractical

example.

The data have already been given abo\e in Table II. It has been

noted that in this instance the variations in the averages of groups

of several thousand observations showed that the difTerences were

significant. If the observed distributions had been normal, it would

have been necessary to assume either that the nu'thods of making

the measurements were different for the differtiu i;rou|)s of observers,

and for the different machines, or tluii the manufacturing methods

were experiencing a trend. Altlimiiih the ()bser\ed frecjuency curves

for the different groups were found to be sniooih, the observed fre-

quencies could not be readih' lilted 1)\- an\ curve previously de-

scribed. This naturally led to a search for the existence of any one

of a number of causes affecting the ob.scrvations which might produce

such a divergence between theory and practice. One !>> one these

causes were found and eliminated and as they were the degree of fit

between the results of theory and practice increased. For example,

it was found that some of the groups of observations were for trans-

mitters assembled from onK iwo or three lots of carbon. Trans-

mitters assembled from one loi ol carbon had a different average

efficiency from those assembled from another lot. jNaturally the

'•• Fisher, Anic—Loc. cit. As imtcil liy Mr. Fislicr, page 214, the values of

<ji (x) ami its first 6 derivatives to 7 decimal places for values of .v up to 4

and i)rogressing by intervals of 0.01 were given by Jorgcnsen in his "Krekvens-
flader og Korrelation."

^{"ilover, J. W.—Tables of Compound Interest, I'nnclions, etc. -1923 Editimi

published by George Wahr, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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rosult.iiit ilistriltiition was a roiiipuuiKl of a few separate but similar

(list ril)iit ions about different averages. When tlie distributions of

the ctVuiencies of the different lots of carbon were determined separ-

ately they were found to be consistent with the second approximation.

Thus, although it may be impossible to concl'ude that the a priori

assumptions underlying a given law of distribution are fulfilled because

the observations are found to be consistent therewith, nevertheless,

the fact that the observeil and the theoretical distributions do not

agree suggests the necessity of seeking for certain typical causes

which may l)e expected to introduce such discrepancies. This point

is of special importance in connection with the study of ways of

sampling product in order to determine whether or not the manu-
facturing process is subject to trends. Thus, if a product is sampled

at two periods, and the distributions of both groups of observations

are found to l)c random about ilifferent averages, it is highly probable

that the difTerencc indicates a trend in the manufacturing methods,

providing the difference between the averages is greater than 3 times

the standard de\iation of the average. When, however, the two

distributions are found to be inconsistent with a random system of

causes, it is quite probable that the condition of sampling has not been

carefully controlled.

Ilypergeometric Series. Pearson has shown several ways in which

a frec]ucncy distribution may be represented by a hypergeometric

series. Thus the chances of getting r, r— 1, ... bad transmitters

from a lot containing pn bad and qn good and where r instruments

are drawn at a time may be represented by the terms of such a series.

More important, however, is Pearson's solution -' of what he calls

the fundamental problem of statistics. He shows, follow'ing the line

of reasoning similar to that originally suggested by Bayes, that if in

a sample of ki = (w+ «) trials, an e\ent has been observed to occur m
times and to fail n times, in a second group of ki trials the chances

of the event f)ccurring r times and failing 5 times are given by the

successive terms of a hypergeometric series. We cannot consider

here the questions underlying the justification of this method of

solution, for, as is well-known, the application of Bayes' theorem is

cjuestioned by many statisticians. We can profit, however, by the

brrwrl experience of Prof. Pearson, for he has apparently accumulated

an abundance of data which are consistent with the theory.

The answer to this problem s of special importance in connecti(jn

with the inspection of product which in many instances runs into

millions yearly. We must keep the cost of inspection at a minimum,

"Pearson, K.—Biometrika, October, 1920—pp. 1-16.
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which means that the sample numbers must be small, and yet we see

from the solution derived from Pearson the significance of the sizes of

both the original and the second sample. Thus, he '" shows that the

standard deviation a is given by the equation

a— *=/>f/(i+f-;). (9)

MiiUimodal Distributions. These occur frotiuently in engineering

work and particularly in connection with the inspection of large

quantities of apparatus. One such instance has already been referred

to in the discussion of the data given in Table II, and another is

illustrated by the data given in Fig. 1. Prof. Pearson '' has developed

a method for determining analytically whether or not the observed

distribution is such as may be expected to have arisen from the com-

bination of two normal components, the mean values of which are

different. The method involves the solution of a ninth degree equa-

tion. As a result, the arithmetic work is in many cases prohibitive.

This method cannot be applied to the data given in Fig. 1 primarily

because the number of observations is not sufficiently great.

Pearson's Closed Type Cunes.^- One of the best known statistical

methods for graduating data is that developed by Prof. Pearson. His

system of closed type curves arises from the solution of the differ-

ential equation derived upon the assumption that the distribution

is uni-modal and touches the axis when 3' = 0. In the hands of Pearson

and his school great success has been attained in graduating data

collected from widely different fields, although primarily from these

of biolog>', psychology', and economics. The choice of curve to

represent a given distribution rests primarily upon a consideration

of a criterion involving two constants, /3i = V ;fe and ^«, both of which

have been defined previously in footnote 21.

In the early study of the distributions of efficiencies of product

transmitters an attempt was made to apply this system of curves.

For example, the Pearson types are indicated in Table II. In no

instance, however, was it possible to obtain a very satisfactory fit

between the observed and the theoretical distributions. Further-

more, the arithmetical work required to calculate a theoretical dis-

tribution in this way is excessive. W'e must also consider what

physical significance can be attached to the different types of curves.

The answer is not definite. Under certain conditions the generalized

"Pearson, K—Philosophical ^faga:illc—\907, pp. 365-378.

"I'carson, K.—Philosophical Mag(i:iiic—Vol. I, 1901, pp. 115-119.

" Eldcrton—Frequency Curves and Correlation.
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I'ciiiatioii of Pearson breaks down to the normal law and the second

a(iproxiniation. These, of course, can be explaineti as previously.

The fundamental equation, however, serves to cover the condition

where the causes are airrelated. Thus, because of the lack of a

clear conception of the physical significance of the observed varia-

tions in the type of cur\'es indicatcxl in Table II, it was not possible

easily to set up experiments to fiiul the causes of these variations.

For this reast>n preference has been given to the use of frequency

distributions derivetl upon a less empirical basis following the original

lines laid ilown by I.a Place, Edgeworih, Kapteyn, and others previ-

ously referred to. Another \ery practical reason for choosing the

latter type of cur\e is that it involves for the most part the use of

only the first three moments of the distribution instead of the first

four required for differentiating between the Pearson types. In

those cases where the interest is less of physical interpretation than

of graduating an observed set of data, preference may go to the more

generalized system of Pearson.

How Can We Choose the Best Theoretical Frequency
Distribution?

We have already briefly reviewed some of the different methods

for obtaining a theoretical frequency distribution from a consider-

ation of the moments of the observed frequencies. We have seen in

Table III that by using different methods we obtain different degrees

of approximation to the hypothetically observed distribution which

in this case corresponds to the terms of the binomial expansion

1000(.I-|-.9)'°''. Similarly from Fig. 5 it is seen that the Gram-
Charlier series is a much closer approximation to the observed dis-

tribution than that derived upon the assumption of the normal law.

In any given case we are naturally confronted with the question:

What is the best theoretical distribution? We shall consider four

methods for obtaining an answer.

The oldest, simplest, and in many instances the mf)St practical,

is that of comparing graphically or in tabular form the theoretical

distribution with the one observed. This method is, however,

inaccurate and (jualitative. It does not furnish us with a quantitative

method of measuring the closeness of fit between theory and practice,

and in certain instances it is absolutely misleading. It is of interest

to see how all of these things can be truly said of one and the same
method. The first two characteristics, that is, oldest and simplest,

are perhaps readily granted. It remains to be pointed out more
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definitely wherein the method is sadly deficient as a quantitative

measure, and therefore often misleading; whereas in certain instances

it may be, nevertheless, the only practical method that can be useil.

Graphical Method. The graphical method itself may be subdivided

into two parts. Let us consider first the plot of the observed and

theoretical frequencies. As an example of the unsatisfactory nature

of this form of comparison, it is of interest to consider certain data
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in till- I'ourih, tiftli. ami sixtli ajlmuiis.^* Ulniously the ilfgrcc of

hi is closfst for tlio s^hoikI approximation, although that between

the normal disiribiition and the observed frequencies is closer than

th.it between the terms of the binon»ial expansion and the observed

fre<|iiencies. To be sure, the normal law is only an approximation

to the [M)int binomial when /> = (/ and k = ». The normal distribu-

tion, however, is calculated about the observed a\'erage G.139, instead

of about the theoretical average 0. If the dice are non-symmetrical,

the average will not be 6, and, therefore, the center of the distribution

will be shifti-d after the fashion observed. The improvement in fit

corres|K)niling to the normal distribution is therefore primarily

attributable to that introducetl by shifting the center of the dis-

tribution indicating that p^^q. However, if p=^q, the second ap-

proximation should improve the fit and for either value of k this is

found to be the case. Thus even though we cannot measure quanti-

tatively the improvement of fit, the qualitative evidence presented

in this figure is sufficient to warrant the conclusion that the dice were

non-symmetrical, and therefore, that the smooth curve is an unsatis-

factory graduation of the data. In fact, by using a quantitative

method for measuring the goodness of fit to be discussed in a suc-

ceeding paragraph, it follows that only 15 times out uf 10,000 can

we expect a divergence from theory as large or larger than that ex-

hibited by the frequencies corresponding to the point binomial.

We have also previously called attention to the fact that in Fig. 7

the eye does not serve to differentiate satisfactorily between the dis-

tribution calculated upon the assumption of the normal law and that

given by the binominal expansion when the conditions under-

lying the normal law are far from being satisfied.

Regardless of these criticisms, such graphical methods cannot be

entirely dispensed with. Thus the graphical representation of the

data given in Fig. 1 shows very clearly that the distribution is prob-

ably bimodal, although with no more observations than are available

it is practically impossible to show that this is true in any other way.

Instead of plotting the frequency y of occurrence of a variable of

magnitude .v as ordinate, and x as abscissa, the practice is often

followed of plotting as ordinate the percentage of the total number N
of observations having magnitudes of x or less.'''*

Any curve 4> (v, .v)=0 may be replaced by a straight line.'" In

"Two values of k were calculated as indicated in the lower right hand corner
of the figure.

"^ HeindlhotTer, K. anil Sjovall, H.—Endurance Test Data and their Interpre-

tation—Advance paper presented at the Meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical engineers, Nlontrcal, Canada, May 28 to 31, 1923.

"Kunge, C.~GrafUual Methods, p. S3.
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this way we can transform the integral curve into a straight line by

choosing an .v-scale proportional to the integral from to x of the

probability curs'e." When plotted in this way, a normal distribution

appears as a straight line on such paper. At first it may appear very

simple to determine whether or not the data conform to a straight

line, but in practice this is not always so easy. Thus, we have seen

that the distribution of shots presented in Fig. 5 is not normal, but

DiSTEIBUTIOM OT TDOO 5HDT5

Fig. 9

when these results are plotted on probability paper we ha\e the

curve given in Fig. 9. The reader should be cautioned that in such

a case there is a temptation to consider that the obser\-ed points are

approximately well fitted by the straight line, although this is not

the case.

Probability paper could be ruled for difterent theoretical distrilni-

tions, but in its present form it serves only to determine whetlier or

not the distribution is approximately normal. Its use leaves much

to be desired in the way of a quantitative measure of the degree ol

fit between the theoretical and observed distributions.

Cakiilation of a, fii = 'Vk, and fi«. Let us consider what informa-

tion can be obtained as to the best theoretical distribution from only

a consideration of the first four moments of the observed frequencies.

Let us consider the values of k and (3; presented in Table V. These

have been calculated for the point binomial (/>+<?)" where p, q and n

have been given different values. For the normal law corresponding

to p = q and m = «, we have k = and /32 = 3. Thus, if in a practical

" Whipple, G. C.—^The Elements of Chance in Sanitation

—

Franklin Inslitulc

Journal, Vol. 182, July, December, 1916—pp. 37-59 and 205-227.
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Ciise we find an observed distribution for which ^ = and /32 = 3, it

is highly probable that the distribution is approximately normal. It

is true, however, that in sampling from a universe in which p = q and

ti= x ^ the observed values of k and /So will seldom be exactly equal to

and 3 respectively. Then wc must ask what range of values may be

expected in these two factors for distributions which are practically

normal. For such cases the variations in k and /So are practically

normal '^ and have standard deviations cr^: = -vl — and "'-3 = \'
"v

where N is the number of observations. Thus, theoretically any

series of observations for which the calculated values of k and 02 fall

within the ranges OiScrt and 3±3(r^^ niay have arisen from a normal

universe. Since, however, the errors vk and ca of sampling are so

large, this method does not furnish a very practical test for distribu-

tion consisting of only a few observations. This is particularly

true since, even for very skew distributions, the values of k and /S^

do not differ much from and 3 respectively (see Table V). If, how-

ever, the number of observations is large, the values of k and ^2 in

themselves often indicate very definitely that the observed frequencies

are not consistent with the normal law. For examjile the calculated

values of k and jS^ given for the inspection data in Table II show

conclusively that in practically every instance the observed data

could not have arisen from a normal universe. So long as we do not

use Pearson's system of curves, all that these two factors indicate

is that the observed data do or do not conform to the normal law

and in this respect their use is limited as is that of the probability

paper mentioned above.

In order to show that the factor ii-> is not in itself a very sensitive

measure of the variability from the normal law, I have considered

the following special case. Let us assume that the observed dis-

tributions can be grouped into two parts depending upon whether

or not the observations cluster about the average A'l or A'2 measured

from a point which is the arithmetic mean of the entire distribution

taken about a common origin. This corresponds to the practical

case such as that indicated by Fig. 1 which as alreadv' [lointetl out

often occurs in practice.

" For a critical study of llic coiiilitioiis iiiulcr which the probable errors of

these constants have a real siRiiificance, reference should be made to a discus-

sion of this problem by Isscrlis in the I'roccedings of the Koyal Society, scries

A, \'ol. 92, pp. 23 scq.—1915. Obviously even for the normal distribution all of

the moments will be skew. This follows from a consideration of equation 4.
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Tlic value »)f fJj for tin- ciiiin- cli--iril)ution is then gi\c-n Ij>- the

following expression

:

Pj= -=^
;t^

+
2-^'.+ 2>.)P2-,

where ^m and jMi refer to the ailjusted /th moments of the obser%ations

alx)iit their resp>ective mean values. Let us assume that X = Xi = X->\

k\=ki = i); i/3j = 2/32 = 3; iMi = 2Aii; 2-^'~2-^-' ^""^ (f\ = <iz where

2^1 ;i"*' 2-^'- '^present the total nimibers of observations in the first

and sifond }jn>ups respectively. It may be shown by substitution in

this etiuation that, if !.Y|=|ffil, /32 = 2.5, whereas, if |;^1 = !iO<t,|, (32 = 1,

approximately. Thus, if the numbers of observations in each of the

two sub-groups are the same and the component curves are normal,

the value of /3; for the entire distribution about the mean of the two

will, in general, decrease as |A'1 becomes large in comparison with

ffi|. Differences in ^32 of this magnitude are difficult to establish.

Furthermore the skewness is zero, and therefore does not indicate

the bi-modal character of the distribution.

Let us consider the case where |a A'i| =IA''2|; 'fei = ^2 = 0; 1/32 = 2(32 = 3;

2>''^''2-^'-' "' = 2Mi- If, a = 10 and lXi|=|<7il then /32 =8+ whereas

if ,.Yi, = |10<7ij, then |82 = 1(K), approximately.'" Thus, for compara-

tively wide differences in the averages, it requires a large number of

obser\-ations in order to increase the precision of /32 to such an extent

as to prove the significance of de\iations in this factor of the magnitudes

noted above.

The skewness in this case is not zero and its significance could be

established with a comparatively small number of measurements. In

any of the above cases a carefully constructed plot would serve to

indicate the bimodal characteristic of the curve better than the study

of the factor fiz.

Pearson's Criterion of Goodness of Fit. A much more powerful

"Here again it shoul<l lie noted that the values of 0- are independent of the

actual frequencies of each of the two groups and depend only upon the ratio

of these f re<iuencies and upon the ratio of IXtl to ai.
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criterion has Ijccn cie\elopeci by Prof. Pearson " in a series of articles

in the Philosophical Magazine. It is true that this test for goodness

of fit cannot be used indiscriminately. In fact the application of this

criterion is subject to numerous limitations clearly set forth in the

original papers by Pearson and in more recent articles on the mathe-

matics of statistics. In the use of the method it is necessary that

these be kept in mind by the individual making the original analysis

of the data. Irrespective of these facts, however, the method itself is

one of the most useful tools available for measuring in a quantitative

way the "goodness of fit" between two distributions. The significance

of the values of P given in Figs. 5, 6, and 8 now become evident.

Engineering Judgment. The fourth very practical and one of the

most useful methods of comparing the theoretical with the observed

distribution is that of applying common sense or engineering judgment.

To quote from a recent article of Prof. Wilson'" we have: "And as

the use of the statistical method spreads we must and shall appreciate

the fact that it, like other methods, is not a substitute for, but a

humble aid to the formation of a scientific judgment." Even with the

use of all the statistical methods known to the art, it remains im-

possible to determine the true nature of the complex of causes which

control a set of observations. We can present plausible explanations,

but we can never be sure that they are right. Sometimes we can

present two plausible explanations and then we must fall back on

engineering judgment or common sense to decide between them. A
striking illustration of this fact is presented in the following paragraph.

Prof. Pearson "- has recently presented measurements of the cephalic

index of a certain group of skulls. The object of the investigation

was to determine if variation had gone on to such an extent as to

indicate the survival of the fitter inside a homogeneous population,

or the survival of two races both of which were in existence many ages

in the past. Pearson shows that, by a solution of a nonic equation.

"If \vc divide the entire range of variation into s equal intervals for which
the observed frequencies are /i, /:, /j and the corresponding theoretical

frequencies are /i , f,', /', Pearson calculates the function

-2 y

from which he is able to determine the probability that a series of deviations
as large as, or larger than, that found to exist could have arisen as a result

of ran<lom sampling. Tables have lieen prepared which give the probability of
fit in terms of the ninnbcr of intcr\als into which the entire range has been
divided and of the value of x.
" Wilson, E. B.—The Statistical Significance of Kxpcrimcntal Data—science

—New Series, \o\. 58, 1493, October 10, 1923, pp. 93-100.

" Philosofhical Magacine, Vol. I, 1901—pp. 110-124.
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ho is al)k' to t'liul two conipoiu'iit (iistril)iilioii?i whicli wlicii .uldcd

togotluT a(ipr()xiiiuitc very closely to the observed freciiiencies, '\'\n-

ol)ser\e<l data are given in the second column of Table W and the

freciiiencies of Prof Pearson's conipoimd curve are given in the third

colinnn of the table. The probability of fit between these two dis-

Irilnitions is seen to be ajiproxiinalely .!)('), which is indeed very

T.MU.K VI

Kowr.KAVE Ski'I-Ls •

Cephalic
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(column 4) bjiscd upon the assumption of the second api>ro.\iniation is

also a very close fit to the obser\ed frequencies, the ])r<jbability of fit

being in this case .69. As a result of these calculations shall we con-

clude that the distribution is composed of two normal components as

indicated in F'ig. 10, or shall we conclude that the distribution is homo-

geneous? In other words, do the skulls belong to two or to only

Fii;. 10

one race? Tlie measure giwn 1)\ the probaliilily of fu is, of course,

in favor of the first alternative. It is hii^hly ])rol)al)le, howe\-er, that

if we had been given the obser\'ed distributioTi without any discussion

of what it meant we would ha\e decided that it probabh- was con-

sistent with the assumption of the random s\-stem of causes such as

might underlie the second approximation.

In other worils, if we had been gi\'en nuTely the above set ol skull

measurements, it is reasonable to suppose we might have concluded

that the distribution was homogeneous. However, when our judgment

is colored l)y the facts which cannot be presented in the arraN- of

observed frequencies we must conclude that it is highly probable

that the obserxi'd d.ita lia\e arisen from a non-homogcncoiis i)op-

ulation.

Statistical methods alone do not answer all of llic (|urstioiis that

aie raised in this problem nor do the>' answer ilieni in nuun others.

There is almost always room for judgment to enter.

Thus, analyzing a group of measurements of some charaiteristic

of a large number of transmitters, it often becomes necessary to

determine whether or not they can be subdi\'ided into normal coin-
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poiioiits as in tlie alH>\e pr()l)lrm. In our c.isi- the suhj^roups corre-

spond to tlitTerent kinds of rarhon. Here, as in the data given by

Pearson, it often has Inx-n foiiiui necess;»ry to base our linai conehision

partly up<in facts not revealed by the data tlieinselves.

The integral curves corresponding to the normal and observed

distributions are given in I"ig. 10 in order to show llial llu-\ do not
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4. Apply one or more of the four methods of comparing the theoreti-

cal and observed distributions to determine which one is

theoretically the best."

An illustration of the method of applying this form of analysis to

inspection data on transmitters is indicated in the schematic chart

Fig. 12. The ohj^'ci df tlie inspection of apparatus in the process

P.r.. auj

Fig. IJ

of manufacture is ol)\i()Usl\- to determine (lie most probable law of

distribution, and from this to determine wliether or not tiierc is any

indication of a trend in the quality of the product. In the light of

what has been said, it is obvious that a complete report of this char-

acter should contain the items called for in Fig. 12. The corrected

" If the oliscrvcd distrihiition could not have .iriscn from a random system
of causes, it may he advisahic to attempt to transform it into an approximately
random one, such as was done in connection with llic data in Fig. 6.
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nidnu-nts anil tin- factors, such as the average, standard dexiation,

k and fii should be given. These factors provide us with measures of

the lack of syninu'trv', and can be used as pointed out in the previous

sections of this paper. Recording this amount of data makes it

possible for anyone interested, either to check the calculations of the

theoretical frwjuencics anti the conclusions derived therefrom, or to

calculate a different theoretical distribution based upon fundamentally

different hypotheses in a way such as has been illustrated already

in the iliscussion of the distribution of measurements of the cephalic

index, as given in Fig. 11.

In most instances, ho\ve\er, it is liighK" probable that the man who
originally prepares the chart is charged with the responsibility of

choosing the best distribution, and, therefore, the chief interest of

those reailing the report is centered upon the conclusions indicated

therein. The graphical representation of the observed distribution

by means of the histogram is hopeful. The comparison of this with

the theoretical curve represented by a solid line shows qualitatively

whether or not the product is changing. The probability of fit gives

a quantitative measure of the degree of fit. The set of curves given

in Fig. 12 is drawn to illustrate a condition which may sometimes

happ)en when, for example, the standards used in the machines have

been changed. This is only typical of the results which may be

expected. Obviously, the form of such reports designed to meet

sf)ecific conditions will vary. That presented above is only typical

of one which has been found to be of value in presenting the analysis

of the results of inspection of certain types of apparatus.

so.me .^dv.^ntages derived from a compar.\tively complete

Statistical Analysis

It has been pointed out that the value of either a physical or an

engineering interpretation of data depends upon the success attained

in deriving the best theoretical distribution. This is the equation

which fits the observed points best, and which, if possible, can be

interpreted physically. The previous discussion indicates the way
in which different causal relationships tend to produce typical fre-

quency distributions, and also the way in which statistical methods

may be used in finding a theoretical distribution which yields a

physical interpretation.

This point has been illustrated by several examples. It has been

shown that by a proper choice of theoretical curve a ver\' close ap-

proximation to an obser\x'd distribution can be obtained. This
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has .ilriM(l\- lu'on iiidicilnl in I'.ililr III. To iMiiph.isizi- tliis point,

howi'vcr, li-t us considi-r oiuv mori> liu- distrihution of alpha particles

given in 'ral)li' I. Tlu-so data tD^ji'ther with \arioiis thi-oreticaM*

distributions are given in Table \'ll.

Let us consider the ilata gi\en in Table I b\ following tin- pro-

cwlure of analysis outlined in the previous section. The factors k

and /3; when Cfunpared with their errors should indicate whether or

not the distribution is normal. .\s shown in Table \'I!, k and /ij

tlifTer from and '•] respect i\ely, by more than '.i times their respective

standard deviations. As has already been pointed out, this is suffi-

cient evidence to indicate that the distribution is not normal. In

order to show, however, that if we follow the next step and calculate

theoretical distributions based upon the assumption of the different

laws; that is, in this case, normal, second approximation, and the

law of small numbers, wc arc naturalK' led to the choice of the best

distribution. This choice is materi.dK' influenced by the measure

of the probabilit\' of ht as recorded in the table. The law of small

numbers is obviousK- a \er\- close a|>pro,\imatiiin to tiie obsi-rxed

frequencies.

One of the ob\ious things to do in this problem, but one that has

not been done pre%iously, is to calculate the N'alues of />, q and «, and

from them the terms of the binomial expansion 2()08(/)+7)". The
prf)bability of fit between the terms of this expansion and the obser\'efl

fre<|ucncies is the highest gixx-n in the table. This increases the

e\idence that the distribution is random. It also does nore. It

serves to establish the facts that the probability p that an alpha

particle will strike the screen is .046, and that the maximum number
of alpha particles which may e\-er be expected to strike the screen

is of the order of magnitude of 84. (irantcd then that we can always

find the most probable theoretical frequency distribution, let us

consider next the influence that the result may have in our determina-

tion of the most probable \'alue, the number of obscr\'ations betw'een

any two limits and the casual relationships go\-erning the distribution.

Let us consider first the dependence of the most prf)bable value upon

the type of rlistribution. In our present work in the study of carbon

the resultant distributions have been in most instances either random
or such that through a proper transformation they could be reduced

to such. F(jr any distribution consistent with the second approxima-

"Thc source ot all distrihutions previously calculated are indicated. The
I'oisson-Charlier series is similar to the tiram-C"harlicr series, except that the

law ol small iiumhers is the generating I'luution. It serves as an admiraMe
method i>l graduating certain classes of skew distrilmtion as illustrated liy this

example and by that given in Table III.
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lion the most probable value is at a distance —— from the arithmetic

mean. Many distributions have been found for which k lies between

.5 and unity, and, therefore, this difference is from }i to ]/2 of the

standard deviation. Thus, the efificiencies of certain standard types

of transmitters are found to conform to such a law, and the difference

between the modal and a\'erage values is of the order of magnitude of

0.4 mile.

Obviously the geometric mean of the sound intensities (Fig. G)

and not their arithmetic mean is the most probable. The difference

between the two is quite large. The difference between the arithmetic

mean and the modal value for groups of data such as gi\en in Fig. 1,

Tables II and VI are quite large. To use again the illustration ot

the alpha particles the observed most probable number is 4 ; whereas,

the observed average ''* is 3.87. Judging from the best theoretical

distribution the most probable number of alpha particles is 3. Choos-

ing the number 3 it is seen that either of the other two numbers differ

from this by approximately J 2 the standard deviation. Such results

are, however, not confined to the work of the present investigation

nor to the examples previously cited as is evitlenccd by the data given

in the last column of Table VIII.

T.ABLE VI II

A' = Number of

Observations
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UK) ohstTvations arc reciuiral. Thus, in Prof. Millikan's *• iletonniiia-

tiou of till' t'loctron cluirgo e only ")8 observations were made. Tin-

values of a, k, and 183 for this distribution arc .128 units, —.11)13 and

2.358. Even though the observe*! distribution is consistent with a

iiornial s\ stem of causes, values of k and ^2 may be expected to occur

which (litTer from and 3 respecti\eh-, as much as these observed

\alues do. In this case e\en if k is real and not a result of random
siimpling, the correction to be added to the average in order to obtain

the most probable value is insignificantly small.

Next let us consider the problem of determining the number of

observations between any two limits. The physicist is ordinarily

concerned with the probable error: that is, the error such that '^ of

the observations lie within the range X± probable error. Its mag-

nitude for the normal distribution is .6745<r, and the errors are dis-

tribute:! symmetrically on either side of the average. It is interesting

to note that the magnitude of the probable error is also .674.5(r for

the second appro.ximation, but that the errors are not distributed

symmctrica!!\- on either side of the average.

Another important pair of limits is that including the majority

of the obser\ations. For the normal law 99.73% of the observations

are included within the range ,V±3cr which, therefore, is often called

the range. Not a single example has been found, however, of a

distribution for which the observed number of observations within

this range is less than 95'^c even though the distribution is decidedly

skew. In fact it is seldom less than 98V(i- If, however, we have a

case such as that represented in Table II where groups of observa-

tions have been taken in what is technically known as diflferent

universes, and then averaged together, the average result is not the

most probable, and the standard deviation of the average is not

inversely proportional to the square root of the number of observa-

tions. Since this point is of considerable importance, it is perhaps

well to state it in a slightly different way. Thus, let us assume that

we have a thousand samples of granular carbon which possess inherent

microphonic efficiencies differing l)\- comparatively large magnitude.

Transmitters assembled from any one of the groups of carbon cover a

range of efficiencies. If we choose a sample of 10,000 instruments,

0.000 from each of two lots of carbon which do not possess the same

inherent efficiency, we cannot expect, for reasons already pointed

out, that the observed distribution will be normal. The average of

these observations will not in general be the most probable value,

and the standard deviation of the average will not be equal to the

"Millikan, R. A.—The Electron—Universily of Chicago Press.
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observed standard de\iation di\ided In- tlu- sciiiarc root of the luiiuber

of observations, in this case 10,000.

VVe have already seen, however, that it is possible to detect such

errors of sampling, since in general the distribution cannot be fitted

by the second approximation or Gram-Charlier series. If the theo-

retical distribution is either normal, second approximation, or the

law of small numbers, the number of observations to be expected

between any two limits can be readily determined from the tables.

Experience has shown that in e\ery instance where it has been possible

to represent the observed distribution in any of these three ways, the

data obtaineii in future samplings iiave alwa\s been consistent with

the results to l)e expected from the lheor\- imderlying these three laws.

It will be of interest to note the data gi\en in columns 3, 4, and 5 of

Table X'lII and to compare the theoretical percentages (last row) for

the different limits with those obser\c<l.

In closing it is of interest to point out further liie significance of

some of the results discussed in this paper in connection with the

inspection of equipment. Here we must decide upon a magnitude

of the sample to be measured in order to determine the true percentage

of defectiNe instruments in the product. If p is the percentage

defective, and q that not defective, then the standartl de\iation about

the average nimiber found in a sample of n chosen from -V instruments

'=^^"(^-:v)-

In practici', ImwA-xfr, we ne\er know tin- inu- x.ilui- ol (> unless we
measure all of the apparatus, and this is inipraciiial. In our calcula-

tions we must therefore use some corrected value. We find, though,

that the average value of p is in most instances the one that must be

used. Assuming that we choose a value of /;. ihr distribution of

defectives in A'' samples of n in number will he represented b\' the

distribution of X'{p-\-</)". If cnu- of the samples is found lo contain

a percentage of defeclixes, which is inconsistent, that is, which is

highly imjirobable as iletermined from the distribution of X'(p+q)",

it indicates that the product is changing.

If, however, we take mto account the efleci of the size of the first

sample in respect to the second as indicated 1)\- Pearson," we see that

the distribution of A" s;im])les may be dilTerenl from ilial given 1)\-

the binomial expansion. In accordance with this ilu'or\-, if in a tirsi

sample of 100, 10' i of the sani|)le i> found lo possess a gi\en al iriliute,

*• Pearson, K. Luc. cit. 1-uut note 31).
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llu- (li>iril)Utii>ii of till' iKTCi'iit.i^i's to !«• i-xiK-cli-d in 1,000 Mich

-Kiiiipli-s is iiulioatod l)\- llu- last rolumii of fri'(iui'iu;ics in 'I'aMi- III.

In onliT to show i;ra|)hifall\- how lliis (listrii>ution ditlVrs from that

I

Fig. 13

rorri'spoiKJini; to the hinonii.il expansion these two sets of frequencies

are reproduced in Fig. 13. The ditiference between them is a striking

illustration of the signifirance of the size of the samples used in con-

nection with the inspection of equipment, providing we accept Pear-

son's results.



Deviation of Random Samples from Average

Conditions and Significance to Traffic Men
By E. C. MOLINA and R. P. CROWELL

THK traffic executive deals with questions which lead him into

the consideration of problems of widely differing natures. At

almost every turn he is confronted by the fact that his decisions and

programs in relation to these different phases of the work must be

based on records which are seldom continuous and in most cases are

merely "samples." These sample records are assumed to measure

the characteristics of the entire volume of facts or data of which they

are taken to be representative. In the use and analysis of these

records there are a number of perplexing questions which come to

his mind if he allows himself the luxury of a little theoretical speculation.

Practically all of his information regarding the efficiency with

which his office is run and on which he must base his plans for con-

tinued efficiency is obtained from the peg counts. These peg counts

are records of the number of calls handled and are taken on two or

three days out of each month. At the same time that the calls are

counted, the number of employee hours used in the handling of the

traffic is counted. The results of these peg counts are used to repre-

sent the performance of that office for the month. When the inquiring

traffic man meditates a little on the subject of these peg counts he

soon begins to wonder how nearly representative they are of his every

day performance. He can—and sometimes does—think up a number

of things which will explain any poor results which show up.

One of the means taken to insure the accuracy of the peg count is

to observe the counting of 25 to 50 calls each by as many of the oper-

ators as possible, with the idea of determining how accurately the

operators count. In this way from 1,500 to 3,000 observations are

made on the accuracy of the operators' counting, in a period of two

or three days. The traffic man occasionally questions whether he

can rely on the results of this comparati\ely small number of checking

observations to give him an indication of the accuracy of the count

as a whole.

In order that comparisons may be made of the performance of

different offices and the cost of handling different kinds of calls, it

is the practice to translate all the work done into terms of traffic units

(representing the relation of the labor value of the different opera-

tions to a fixed value arbitrarih- selected). In order to do this, at

longer intervals than the regular peg counts, the traffic is counted in
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more detail. From certain classifications and subdivisions of these

supplementary counts, coetlicients or equating factors are tieveloped

which are appiieil to the regular counts to develop units. The specu-

l.itive tratTic man jxjnders over these and wonders how representative

the supplementary counts are of the every day distribution of traffic.

This sfK'culation leads him also to question the labor values which

have been assigned to the different operations and which have been

furnished him for the purpose of equating his traffic. He knows that

because of the impossibility of making continuous stop watch obser-

vations on his operators, he has to accept the results of such observa-

tions made on a considerable number of calls handled in a similar

manner at some time in the past and probably in some other place,

as being representative of the work involved in handling those types

of calls at the present time in his office.

After thus puzzling himself over peg counts and similar records,

the traffic man may turn his attention to some of the service problems

and begins to scrutinize with considerable skepticism the records

which are maintained of this feature of his work. Among the most

valuable records of the way in which the service at his office is being

handletl, are the records developed as a part of the central office

instruction routines. These are observations taken on ten calls

handled by each of the operators on the force, periodically. He looks

over the latest detail sheets and observes that the results of these tests

on two particular operators show that the one he considered a very

careful and methodical girl has made a high proportion of mistakes

while the operator whom he thinks is the more careless shows an

absfjlutely perfect test. Because of his other knowledge he suspects

these records and decides to check them up by examining the sum-

maries of similar tests taken for some months past. These sum-

maries show figures which bear out his original estimate of the ability

of the two operators, which relieves his mind but leaves him still

puzzled as to why the averaging of a series of figures which are not

representative, makes the summary more nearly representative.

There is another set of figures which the traffic man consults in

connection with the quality of the service and which causes him a

good deal of worry. These are the figures obtained from central

office speed of answer tests, tests of the speed of answer to recall

signals, etc. The speed of answer tests, for example, are made by

an employee in the central office who causes signals to appear and with

a stop watch determines how long it takes the operators to answer

each signal. The signals used in making these tests are distributed

in all parts of the switchboard and the number of tests made in each
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hour is roughly proportional to tin- aiiinunt of iralitic. haiullrd. Tlu-

results of these tests arc summarized in such a manner as to show the

percentage of tests which are not answered within 5, 10 and 20 seconds.

The traffic man who gives this matter thought, is concerned to know
how much reliance he can place on the results of these tests as being

representati%e of the percentage of slow answers appK^ing to all the

calls handled in the office.

The speculative traffic man 1)\- this time is in a frame of mind

which either leads him to tlouht all figures or to feel that there must

he something in the figures which he cannot explain hut which makes

certain of them quite representative, although there are certain

others about which he does not feel the same way. He is sure that

some of them are representative because decisions and programs

based on them produce the results desired. He is also sure that

some of them are not representative because they imply things which

he knows are not so, as a result of observation. Just how far he can

rely upon the figures which he is using, and where to draw the line

is a question which only long experience or an understanding of the

reasons which lie behind the taking of these records can solve. It

will probabK' be of interest to discuss, from the purely theoretical

angle, certain simple traffic data with the idea of noticing how the

application of a certain mathematical ]iroce(lurc- can aid in drawing

accurate conclusions from them.

The tN'iic of traffic prohleni which will lie consiiitTcd ma\' be slated

as follows:

A groui) of .')(),()()() calls originated in an exchange area. An unknown

number of iJuin were deia>x'd more than 10 seconds. ()l)siT\a-

tions were made on 'MK) of the calls and of these 9, or 3 per cent., were

dela\ed more than 10 seconds. With this information is it a safe bet

that the unknown percentage for the entire 50,000 calls is below o?

Or better yet, are we justified in betting !)9 in 100 that the unknown
percentage for the .")(),000 calls is below 5? Or again, nia\- we bet

8 in 10 that the unknown percentage is between ().') ami .').^ It is

taken for granted that the obser\er is justified in belie\ing that the

calls under consideration fulfill the conditions -of ranilom siimpling

such as that each call is independent of e\ery other call, or that an

appreciable ntnuber of the calls is not due to the occurrence of some

unusual e\enl,- the opi-ning of the first game of the wcirld series,

for exami)le.

Assuming that the reader is unfamiliar with the theory of proba-

bility, a digression becomes necessary and in order that he inay enter

into the s()iril of the tiieory the reader is re<iuested to forget for the
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present the teleplume prohlem. Of course, only a bird's-eye view

ol the the<)r\- will lie ^iven liere. Se\eral lacuniT; will he encountered;

the tilling in of an\' one of tlu-ni would call for a volunu' of not ver\'

small dimensions.

InirodicHON I'o Tiir: TiU'Dkn oi "A 1'(>sii;ki(>ki
"

i'KOHAHIUTY

The prohlem U> he dealt with helongs to the class of problems which

^ave rise to that branch of the Theory of Probability which is known
as "A Posteriori Probability" or "Probahilit\' of Causes." It is

frequently referred to as the Theory of Samplinj;.

To bring out certain of the ideas involved it will be helpful to

consider what may appear as a very extreme example from the traffic

man's point of view, hut which is nevertheless typical of the type of

prohlem in which a consiileration of a posteriori probabilit>- enters.

\Vc are told that at a student gathering a particular young man won
7 out of 15 times. Our informant refuses to di\ulge what is going

on at the gathering. What prnh.iliiliiio should we assign to the

following hypotheses ."

1. He threw heads 7 times out of lo throws with a coin.

"2. He threw 7 aces out of 15 throws with a G face die.

3. He won on points 7 rt)unds in a fifteen round bout.

4. The aggregate of all other hypotheses.

A little careful consideration will make it clear tliat witii reference

to each hypothesis (or aggregate of hypotheses) two essential ques-

tions must be answered before we can determine the a posteriori

probability. Consider the six face die hypothesis; we must know:

1st —What is the relative frequency or probability with which

gambling with a 6 face die is indulged in at student gatherings?

2nd—Given a six face die, what is the probability of throwing an

ace 7 times in 15 throws?

Quoting Mr. .-\rne Fisher' we may restate these two (piestions as

follows:

1st —What is the a priori existence probability in favor of the ti

face die hypothesis?

2nd—What is the productive probahilil\' for the observed event

given by the hypothesis of a (i face die?

' Arne Fisher—The Mathematical Theory of Probabilities—2nd Edition—.Art. 41.
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In most problems of this type the determination of the productive

probabihty for each hypothesis is a question of pure mathematics.

But when we proceed to evaluate the a priori existence probability

for each hypothesis or cause, common sense and guessing must fre-

quently be resorted to. The history of the applications of a posteriori

probability is so full of parado.xes resulting from appeals to common
sense that to some high authorities the whole theory is a fallacy.

Prof. George Chrystal ^ closes a severe attack on Laplace's Theorie

Anal>'tique with the statement
—"The indiscretions of great men

should be quietly allowed to be forgotten." Nevertheless, the writers

will assume the Laplacian view of the subject, especially as it has been

defended by such authorities as Karl Pearson and E. T. Whittaker.

The above typical problem has been introduced because its mere

statement leads us immediately to the conceptions of existence and

producti\e probabilities with reference to different possible hypotheses.

But, it is not our intention to bring any notoriety on the young man
by answering the questions raised. Moreover, the hypotheses made,

differ qualitatively, whereas, our telephone problem inv'olves various

hypotheses which differ only quantitatively. We, therefore, proceed

to another typical problem, a solution of which will give us at once

the solution of the telephone problem.

A bag contains 1,000 balls; an unknown number of these are white

and the rest not white. Of 100 balls drawn 7 are found to be white.

What light does this information throw on the value of the unknown
number of white balls? What is the probability that there are 70

white? Is it a s;ife Ix-t that the number of white balls lies lictween

60 and 80?

Two cases of tliis problem may be considered:

Case 1. After a ball is drawn it is replaced and the bag is shaken

thoroughly before the next drawing is made.

Case 2. A drawn liall is not replaced before another ball is drawn.

These two cases become essentially identical if the total number

of balls in the bag is very large compared with the number drawn.'

In the following discussion Case 1 is assumed.

The information at hand is that 100 drawings resulted in 7 whites.

Obviously the bag contains at least one white, but we are free to

choose between 1M)9 possible hypotheses.

• TraiiSiictions of the Acturial Society of Edinburgh—Vol. II, No. 13—On Some
Fundamental Principles in the Theory of Probabilities.

' ¥oT the application to practice herein contemplated it is thouglit that the number
of balls in the bag should be at least ten times the number drawn.
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1—The bag contains 1 white and 999 not white.

2—The bag contains 2 white and 998 not white.

3—The bag contains 3 white and 097 not white.

A'—The bag contains K white and {l,OO0-K) not white.

997—The bag contains 997 white and 3 not white.

998—The bag contains 998 white and 2 not white.

999—The bag contains 999 white and 1 not white.

Let Tr(A') be the existence probability for the A"th hypothesis.

By "existence probabiHty" is meant the likelihood that the bag

contains exactly A white balls when the circumstances of the drawing,

but not the actual results of the drawing, are fully taken into account.

Its exact value may often be in doubt either because we do not have

complete knowledge of the circumstances preceding the drawing

or because we are not able to deduce its exact value from this knowl-

edge. It is obvious, however, that there must be some such value

and we must, therefore, introduce a symbol to represent it.

Let 5(7, 100,A) = productive probability for the A'th hypothesis;

by this is meant the probability of obtaining the observed event (7

white in 100 drawings) if the bag contains A white balls and 1,000-A

that are not white.

Then the a posteriori probability in favor of the A'th hypothesis

(meaning thereby the probability in favor of the A'th hypothesis

after the 7 white balls were drawn) is *

W{K)B{7,100,K)

2 W(5)B(7,100, S)

Now to say that the bag with a total of 1,000 balls contains A white

balls is equivalent to saying that the ralio of white to total balls is

pk=K/lOOO

and that the ratio of not white to total balls is

54 = 1-/>^ = (1000-A)/1000.

' This is the celebrated Laplacian generalization of Bayes' formula. No attempt
to demonstrate it will be made here. The subject is dealt with at length by Laplace
in the Theorie .Analytique des Probabilites and by Poisson in the Recherches Sur
L:i Probabilite des Jugemcnts. .A beautiful and relatively short demonstration
is given by Poincare in his Calcul des Probabilites.
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We iiia\-, therefore, rewrite (1) as follows:

w'{pk)B'{i,\m, Pk) .„.

^W'iPs)B' {7,100, Ps)
s = l

wiiere It". IV are the forms assuiiied liy the functions \V, B, respec-

tively, when the ratio p<. is used instead of the number K.

The interpretation of the terms of the expansion of the binomial

(p+ g)""' tells us that

B'{7,\()0,p)= 0^)p'{\-py'=(^^)pV

where ( - ) i^ 'I symbol for the number of combiii.itions ol lOO

things 7 at a time.

Substituting in (2) and canceling from numerator and denominator

the conunon lactor I - ) gnes

p w'(p,)p,m-p,r' .

2 ]v'(ps)ps'n-p.)'-"
1

I""rom ['A) we obtain tor (lie a posteriori |)rob,ibilil\- thai the ratio ol

white balls does nol exceed A'; 1 ,()()(),

/'(A->A'.,) = 2A-.
1

Likewise, the a posteriori probabilit\- that the ratit) is not less than

A' i/ 1,000 is

P[K<K,) = ^Pk.

Finally, the a [josteriori probai>ilit\ llial the lalio is not less than

A',/1,000 or greater than A, 1, ()()() is

K, %w'{p.)p,'{i-p,r'

/^(A-,<A'^A%) = 2/'*=|5 W
"' '^n-'(p^p,-(\-Psy'
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SoilHON ni nil. Til ii'iioMc !'k(iiii.i.m

<)li\ ioiisly till- tcli-phoiu- prolilt-m is analogous to thi- |>n)l)l(.'ni of tin-

has containinj; an unknown ratio of white lialls. The corri-spondinj;

clt-nients in tlu- two proMt'ins ma>' l)e talnilated as follows:

1st — l.O(M) lulls in l)ai{ versus .")(),000 calls originated.

Jnd -UK) halls drawn versus 'MW rails ol)ser\e(l.

;{rd -7 white halls drawn \-ersus !) calls delaved Tiiore than 10

seconds (i.e., defective with reference to .i particul.ir char-

acteristic).

4th—To the \W^ (Tossihle hypotheses with reference to the iniknown

per cent, of white halls correspond 40,000 possihlc h\-p()th-

eses with reference to the unknown per cent, of calls

delayed more than 10 seconds.

'I'he prohlems differ in that a hall dr.iwii from the hat; is retnrnei!

l)cfore another drawinjj is made, whereas an ohservetl call is coni-

parahle to a h.dl heing drawn and not returned. With the iiumhiTs

in\oKe<l, however, the discrepancy may he ignored.

A formula of the same form as (4) will, therefore, gi\e the answer

to our question. We may, however, suhstitute definite integrals

in place of the finite summations since the difference hetween any
two consecutive piossihle values for the unknown ratio is very small.

The integrals together with some desirahle transformations of them

will Ix- founfl in the apjx-ndi.x to this article. We will mention here,

however, that the transformations made inxoKe an arhitrary assump-

tion as to how the a priori existence prohahilit)' for the difTerent

hypotheses varies. As stated ahove in connection with Prof. Chrystal's

views, this is the phase of the subject which lends itself to consider-

ahlc difference of opinion. The reader who contemplates using the

curves emhodied in this article should read the ai>[)endix with s[)ecial

reference to the assumptions made.

The attached cur\es Fig. 1 show graphically the conclusions to be

<lrawn from the mathematical anaKsis. A glance at the right hand

end of the curves will show that they are associated in pairs. The
upper curve of a pair slof)es df)wnward from left to right while its

mate slofx-s upward.

Consider the pair of cur\es marked .Q'.i. Vor the abscissa 'M)0

they give as ordinates the values .0(i25 and .014. The interpretation

of these figures is as follows: if 300 observations gave 3 per cent, of

calls delayed then we may bet

1st—99 in 100 that the unknown percentage of calls (Ul.uid is )iot

greater than 6.25.
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2nd—99 in 100 that it is not less than 1.4 per cent.

3rd—98 in 100 that it lies between 1.4 per cent, and G.2.5 per cent.

Lilcewise, considering the curves marked .06 if 1,000 observations

gave 6 per cent, of calls delayed, then we may bet

1st—99 in 100 that the unknown percentage of calls delayed is not

greater than 8.05.

2nd—99 in 100 that it is not less than 4.4 per cent.

3rd—98 in 100 that it lies between 4.4 per cent, and 8.05 per cent.

It is obvious from the shape of the curves that a few hundred obser-

vations do not give more than a vague idea as to the unknown per

cent, of calls delayed. On the other hand, the gain in accuracy

obtained by making more than 10,000 observations would hardly

justify the expense involved. The number of observations which

safety requires in any particular problem must be determined by the

conditions of the problem itself. If we are willing to take a chance

of 9 in 10 or 8 in 10 instead of 99 in 100 or 98 in 100, respectively,

the curves of Fig. 2 will give us an idea of the range within which

the unknown percentage of defectives lies.

APPENDIX
Case No. 1

—

Infinite Source of S.vmples

An inspection of ;; samples has given c defecti\es. The observed

frequency is then c/n. Let p be the unknown true frequency and pi

the frequency of delayed calls which has been arbitrarily chosen as

being the maximum permissible.

The a posteriori probability that p>/'i is

f'"w{x)x'il-x)'--'dx

/ W{x)x'{l-x)'-'dx
Jo

re W (x) is the a priori existence probability that p=x. This

iiula is unmanageable if the form of W (.r) is unknown,

ssumc first that IF (.v) is a constant b for o<x<g, where g>pi.
n

where W (x) is the

form I

Assui

Then

PV il-x)»-'dx

P= !12
;

(2)

jTV (I -x)"-'dx+f ~^.v'(l -xy-'dx



nr.riATiox or /> i.v/'ou v n/z'/./r.? m

\ii\\ .i-^unu- lli.it

is lU'uligihli' rnmp.irtil with

and also assimu- that ?, c and (m — f) arc such that a|)pr<)ximati'K-

Jx^(l-x)'-'dx =J x-'(l-x)"-'dx.

1 lu-ii, tiiially.

£\x'{l-x)''-'dx

/ .v-(l-.v)—rf.v
^^" '>''''

This well known formula niii^lit ha\e i)t'en obtained by assuming

ab initio that 11' (.v) is independent of x. It should be particularly

noted that this independence is not identical with the assumptions

made alx)ve. In the applications which are here contemplated the

values of pi, c and n are such that g need be but a small fraction of

the range o to 1.

In the "Theorie AnaKticiuc" Laplace transforms (3) so that it

can be evaluated in terms of the Laplace-Bernoulli integral

-4- re-"di,V
where k is a function of pi, c anfl n. This transformation is most

valuable when pi is in the neighborhood of 1/2. For small values of

pi the transformation which converts the binomial expansion to

Poissf)n's exponential binomial limit is more appropriate and gives,

writing (w pi) =ai,

P = ~J""ye->dY = P{c+ \,ai). (4)



Photomicrography and Technical Microscopy in

Its Application to Telephone Apparatus

By FRANCIS F. LUCAS

Note—The following paper may be considered as introductory to the

subject of photomicrography. Doubtless everyone is casually familiar

with photomicrographs of the crystalline structure of various metals.

The application of this branch of the optical art to the study of metals

is very important in the design and manufacture of telephone apparatus
but its importance in telephony is more far-reaching than in the study of

metals alone, \arious of these applications are suggested by the illus-

trations reproduced in the .Appendix of this article.

—

Editor.

Introdictiox

BY photdniicrograpliy is meatit the adaptation of photography

to microscopy, or the art of photographing a magnified image.

The scope of the art embraces the reproduction of images ranging

from natural size up to magnifications of several thousand times,

the degree of magnification being expressed in terms of diameters.

It will be seen that the image is not always magnified but in some

instances may be at a 1 :1 ratio or when large subjects are being

photographed, at an actual reduction in size. Such low-power work

is often spoken of as gross photography but so far as the equipment

and technique of treatment is concerned it is low-power work.

Low-power work may be considered as treating with magnitudes

from 1 to about 30 diameters. Medium-power work deals with

magnifications from about 30 to about 500 diameters, and high-power

work extends from 500 diameters upward. The limit of useful

magnification is a much disputed question. It is sometimes contended

that 1,500 diameters represents about all that is worth while, but

the fact that very few pictures are published which exceed 1,500

diameters in magnification would lead to the conclusion that either

the limit is from 1,000 to 1,500 or else the art has not been developed

to the state where substantial gains result by going higher. This

matter will be considered at greater length below.

Gkxkral Discission of App.xr.vti's

The reason that photomicrography is grouped under three classifi-

cations according to magnification, is because the apparatus used in

each case is quite different and because the preparation of the stibjcct

and its treatment also diflfer. In fact for low-power work the micro-

scope often may be dispensed with entirely, the lens being secured

directly to the camera; in other cases, the microscope serves only as a

100
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ciiUM'iiii'nt siip(>t)rt lor a li-iis. In tin- truatmeiit of most tr.iiis-

[Kirt-nt mounts an illuminating ili-\ice termed a substage condcnstr is

neressiiry, the microscope then forms a very necessary adjunct to

low -power work.

Medium-power work always rei|uires the use of a microscope, and

because rigidity in mounting anil accuracy in adjustment are \ery

necess.iry to correct rendering of the image, some sort of a stand is

pro\ided on which the microscope and a suital)le illuminating train

are mounted. Usually this stand takes the form of a narrow wooden

or metal table supported by substantial metal legs. The table

carries an optical bench which in practice is a metal bar or rail of

special and rugged construction upon which the optical parts, the

illuminant and the camera are mounted and are capable of adjust-

ment so that they may be aligned optically. The description neces-

siirily, meets generalized conditions. There is, however, a great

similarity in the product of different makes of equipment and they all

follow the same conventional lines, improvements in one make quite

often being met by similar changes on the part of other makers.

There is no very well defined line between medium-pow-er and high-

power apparatus so far as the stands are concerned, but when it

comes to real precision apparatus the choice in equipment is limited

to possibly two or three makes. The difference is to be found in the

quality of the optical parts and in the general stability of the assembly.

A skilled technician may produce remarkable medium-power results

with quite ordinan,' apparatus but no amount of training and skill

can make good in high-power work for the actual shortcomings of an

objective. Given a really good objective the skilled operator may
use an inferior type of stand and secure very fine results, but he will

be working under a considerable handicap and his work will not be

consistently good because lack of the right sort of apparatus is apt

to introduce variations in illumination, focusing, or adjustments

which will prove ruinous to good definition.

Thus far consideration has been given to apparatus capable of

yielding a magnified image of some tangible sort of a specimen, but

there is an entirely different form of microscopic equipment which

reveals the presence of particles beyond reach by all other known
means of microscopic vision; reference is made to the ultra-microscope.

This instrument is not ordinarily provided with photographic ap-

paratus although with certain classes of work and under favorable

conditions it is possible to reprotiuce the image photographically.

Both liquids and solids may be studied by this means but in each

case the specimen must be capable of transmitting light.
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The Compound MicROscoPii

It is obvious that a complete technical discussion of the instrument

and equipment used in photomicrography is not within the scope of

this paper nor would it be of interest to many readers. In order to

appreciate the possibilities of technical microscopy as an aid in the

Bvrpuce

A tagn ififd Virfua/L^

Fig. 1—Optical Diagram of the Compound Microscope.

solution f)f definite engineering problems relating to telephone ap-

paratus it is necessary, howe\er, to consider more in detail the equip-

ment used.

The optical system of the compound microscope is shown diagrani-

matiralh- in Kig. 1, and in Figs. 2 and 3 arc pictured two modern

re]iresentati\e research t>pe microscopes. In the diagram three

parallel pencils of light are shown reflected upward into the condenser

which b\- ])roper focusing is caused to illuminate a transparent object

(suitably prepared and mounted as described later) placed in |)osi-

tion on the microscope stage. As shown the objective would form
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.III iiuiTltd rial iiiia^f of tlir nlijiTl Oi at Oj luit tin.- rays art' iiilt-r-

i-fptcd by the lower lens of the eyepiece hefori' the real image is

fortiied. The lower e>epiece lens in coinl)iiiatio!i with the upper

Kig. 2— Researih \\\x- i.l micro
sco()c by Zeiss. Large barrel for

photo- micrography; revolving
mechanical stage, and sliding ol)-

jective changers.

Kig. .V -Kesoarch type of micro-
scope by Spencer Lens Co. Large
barrel for photo-micrography: a
large revolving stage with grad-
uated circle, and a removable

mechanical stage.

eyepiece lens forms a magnified \ irlual image (^4 of the real image Oz.

There are two magnifications of the object and the resulting final

magnification is the product of the magnifying powers of the objective

and the eyepiece.

It should be noted that the objective produces an enlarged image

of the object and that the c\epiece further magnifies this image;

from this it is evident that if detail is lacking or if the image is not a

good likeness of the object, the eyepiece will not make up for the

shortcomings of the objective. The objective, then, becomes perhaps

the most important part of the whole outfit. N'o one objective will

serve for all purposes because of the limited range throughout which

each particular objecti\e is most useful; hence it is necessary to have

a whole batter>- available so that the iil>irr-ti\e may be selected to

suit the requirements of the work.
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Objectives are divided into four general classes: achromatic, senii-

apochromatic, apochroniatic and monochromatic for use with ultra-

violet light. These objecti\'es do not consist of single lenses but are

composed of two or more lenses very accurately centered and perma-

nently' mounted in a metal holder. The component parts of the lens

system are chosen with regard to their ability to correct or compensate

@o®
Fig. 4—.A baltt-ry of low-power K-nsi-s. Those lenses are used without evepietes

Each lens is equipped with a diaphragm for stopping the aperture.

for certain errors which are always characteristic of a simple lens.

The value of an objective depends on the degree to which these im-

perfections have been overcome.

The difference in quality between the first three classes of ob-

jectives is primarily a matter of correction for chromatic and spherical

aberrations. Chromatic aberration is the inability of a lens to focus

sharply at the same point the different colors which go to make up the

incident light and the inability to bring two rays of incident light of

the same color to the same focus is termed spherical aberration.

The achromatic objectives have the chief optical defects corrccttd

in a sutticient degree for the physiologically most effective rays (yellow-

green) of the visible spectrum, while in the case of the apochroniatic

objectives the correction of the image defects extends approximately

evenly over the entire range of the visible spectrum from the red

to the violet regions.

In the achromatic lenses the fusion of the chromatic rays becomes

less and less complete for rays belonging to the extremes of the visii)le

spectrum under the ordinary conditions of illumination with white

light, and this imperfection becomes more apparent when higlil\

magnifying e\epieces are used. There are also residual imperfec-

tions in the fusion of the ra\'s so that the colors of ol)jects are not

rendered with absolute precision in their finer shades. In the apo-

chroniatic objectives the fusion of the rays is so perfect that the>' may
be used in conjunction with high-power eyepieces, and because of

this perfect fusion the natural colors of the object are rendered with
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ijriMt prt-risiDii. Tlu- somi-.i|)<Kliri)iuatic ohjirtives contain fluorilc

c'li'iiicnts anil ihi-so objectives occupy a position in (|uality intcr-

tuetUate l)et\veon the achromatic and apochroniatic types.

Objectives are classilieil and listed according to llieir optical char-

acteristics such as primary ma^nitication, numerical aperture and
focal leni;th and as to whether they heloiijj to the "ilry" or the "iin-

gfTtfurt

fIffffSf

Fig. 5—A battcrj- of medium and high-power objectives jnd eyepieces.

mcrsion" series. The term "dry" signifies that the objecti\c when
properly used is separated from the specimen by a stratum of air.

In the case of the immersion objectives some one fluid for which

medium the objective has been computed, such as water, glycerine,

cedarwood oil, etc., is used to connect the front lens of the objective

with the specimen. The fundamental difference between the dry

and the immersion objectives is one of resolution, where by resolution
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is meant the ability to see separate and distinct lines as individual

units when these lines are spaced very close together. Resolving

jiower or the number of lines ])er inch resoK'ed is expressed numerically

by the equation

in which A' is the nuini)cr nl lines per inch, N.A. is the numerical

aperture (defined below) and X is the wave-length in inches. An
objective of high resolving power when correctly used will resolve

Front len& i^ai

immfrsion obirrtivf—

.

Front /*»«,T ofa dry lens

n'l.fzo

Mounting- Stediu

Surface of the conden^r-

Fig. 6—Diagram illustrating numerical aperture and the superior light gathering

powers of an oil immersion objective.

lines spaced 100,000 to the inch, whereas an objective of inferior

resolving power under the same condition will not be able to dis-

tinguish the lines as distinct units.

As will be seen from Fig. 6, an immersion lens has greater light

gathering power than a dry lens of corresponding focal length. This

light gathering power is expressed as numerical aperture which term

in reality supplies a measure of all of the essential qualities of the

objective. The magnitude of the innnerical aperture is expressed by

the eqtiation

N.A. = n sin V,

n being the refractive iiTclex of the medium conlainetl between the

cover-glass and the front lens of the objective, and U tiie semi-apertua.

angle of the system.

For a gi\en magnification ami under cimiparable conditions the

resolving power is directh' proportional ti_ the numerical aperture.

The brightness of the image is proportional to the square of the
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iimmTiral .i|K'rtiiri'. As tlu' iiiiimTic.il .iiuTtiirc increases the depth of

()fnctration (i.e., tlie power of the objective to resolve detail simul-

taneously at different depths or distances from the objective), and

the flatness of the field both decrease, but usually when high resolution

is desired flatness of field anfl (lenetration are not of great concern.

The value of the numerical aperture varies from about 0.10 in the

ver>' low-fK)wer achromatic objectives to 1.40 for the oil immersion

apochromats.

The eyepieces for use with the achromatic objectives are general!)-

of the Hu> gens type but those for use with apochromats are termed

compensating because of certain corrective measures which they

apply to the beha\ ior of this type objective. High-power achromatic

objectives and the semi-apochromats may also be used to advantage

with the compensiiting eyepieces. The magnifying power of eye-

[)ieces ranges from about 4 times to 20 times although another class

termed orthoscopic eyepieces may be procured with a magnifying

power of 28. These latter eyepieces are generally used with low-

power objectives only. A special type of eyepiece known as a pro-

jection eyepiece of low magnifying power is used for certain classes

of work when photographing with a long bellows extension. These

eyepieces have correction collars which must be set to correspond

with the bellows extension used.

Il.lAMINATlOX

The color of the light used and the illumination of the specimen

play a most important part in photomicrography and the behavior

of the finest objective will appear very ordinary unless critical il-

lumination of the specimen is attained. The illuminant is usually

some form of arc lamp or metal filament, gas-filled lamp. Both

types have their advantages and while many statements may be

found derogatory to the use of arc lamps, as a real source of light,

the author has found that a smoothly operating automatic arc lamp

equipped with suitable carbons is capable of yielding results of the

highest order. What is needed especially for medium and high-

power work is a pioint source of light (or approximately so) of great

brilliancy; capable of being smoothly and uniformly controlled so

that the luminous end of the positi%e carbon will not fluctuate back-

ward and forvvard within wide limits. Most automatic arc lamps

are designed for a certain direct current value, usually about five

amperes and unless the current rating is closely adhered to in practice

the operation is apt to be irregular. Sputtering and irregular feeding
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of the carbons are due to lack of proper adjustment of apparatus or of

current and voltage or to the use of an unsatisfactory grade of carbons.

It may be of interest to know that the type of automatic arc kimps
used in the Bell System Laboratory are so steady and uniform in

their ()]X'ration that they occasion no concern except for the usual

maintenance. Since very small diameter carbons must be used to

appro.ximate the point source of light condition, these lamps will

operate continuously with one set of carbons for about thirty minutes

^ % t • A
6

Fig. 7—Condensers and illuniiiialors used in microscopy

only. Frequently exposures are made at high powers (6,000 to 9,000

diameters) lasting from 45 seconds to 3 minutes, during which time

the carbons may feed several times and no ill effects result, so perfect

is the operation.

Critical illumination is nothing more than bringing the rays of

light from the source of illumination to a state of proper focus and

optical alignment so that the surface of the specimen under exami-

nation will be uniformly and brilliantly illuminated. This matter

of securing uniform illumination is by no means the simple operation

that the designation implies since usually an optical train consisting

of the light source, condenser, diaphragms and an object illuminating

de\ice of some sort must all be brought into exact optical alignment

with the optical sN'stem of the microscope.

For very low-power work or for gross jjliotography of specimens,

a gas-filled, metal filament lamp with a suitable condenser and mounted

on a portable pedestal which may be adjusted to all angles is very

useful. In this case the optical train is dispensed with and the light

thrown at the proper ant;le on the specimen to be photographed.
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(•rt'.it brilliancy is not retiiiirccl for this work but rather a difTusrd

lii^ht. obtaini'il by nu-ans of intcrjiosing j\ ground glass screen in the

ilUnninaling beam.

The object in photomicrography is to record as clearly and as

faithfully as possible the structural characteristics of the specimen.

This is accomplisheil by a rentlering of contrast between the structural

elements of the specimen antl by intensifying or diminishing this

contrast to suit the particular characteristics which^iare to be re-

produced to best ailvantage. This cooli'ol of contrast is obtained

by control of the color of the light used for illumination.

.•\ s[x?ctroscopic analysis of the light of the arc shows a continuous

siH'Ctrum consisting of three dominant color portions, blue-violet,

green and red which pass by gradation to each other; the blue-violet

passes by blue and blue-green to green, and the green by yellow and

orange to red.

If an object absorbs some constituent of the white light falling

on it then the reflected light will be deficient in this color and as a

result the eye will experience the sensation of color.

The effect on the color of the residual light by blocking out a narrow

band at different positions in the spectrum is shown in Fig. 7a.

BLUE VIOLET
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of the specimen show little contrast, either within the specimen itself,

or between the specimen .and the background. Therefore, to re-

produce an object faithfully or to accentuate faintly revealed char-

acteristics, careful consideration must be given to the color of the

light used when photographing the specimen. For the purpose of

separating white light into well defined bands, light filters are used

and their function is to filter out rays or bands of rays of certain

given wave-lengths. These filters consist of colored gelatine films

mounted between Hat pieces of glass or of litiuids appropriately

colored and contained in rectangular vessels of glass with flat and

Fig. *)— llilgc-r wiivf-length spcftrometer. The camera is inU-rchangeaMy mounted
with n reading telescope.

parallel side walls. Tin- "W'ratten M" series of gelatine and glass

tillers is |)rol)al)ly the best known and most wiileh' used. The selec-

tion of a light filter for a given specimen is usually by experimental

methods. Successive filters are inserted in the illmninating beam and

the resulting image stiiiliiil fni- rendering and definition. However, two

simple rules apjily generally; if a color is to be rendered as black as

jjossible, then it must be jihotographed by light of wave-lengths within

the alisorption bind of the sjiecimen; when contrast is desired within

the sjMjcimen itsill'. ilie object should be photograi)hed by light of a

wave-length which il transmits. The first rule is of use when it is

desired to secure contrast between the object and the background ; and

the second for better rendering of detail within the object.

S|)ectrometcrs are axailabU- for determining the characteristics

of filters; for determining the tr;iiisniissioii s(iectriMii of a inicro-
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Fig. 7a—The effect on the residual color of arc light \>y lilockiiig out narrow
l>an(ls at different positions in the spectrum.

Fig. lit— Direct color photography of the >ptctrum of arc light and with the

Wrattcn A, B, C and D filters respectively interposed in the heam.
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scopic mount ; ami fur stiKl\iny; tlie I'lTcct of ilycs or stains on ct-rtain

types of transparent mounts. For tlie purpose of filter studies the

Hiiger wave-length spectrometer constitutes a very useful accessory.

This instrument is illustrated in I'ig. it, and in Fig. 10 is shown hy

direct color photography the residual light from an arc lamp after

passing through various filters. The s(K'ctrometer is adapted for

either direct vision work or photography, a camera and telescope

l)eing interchangeable. Instruments for ol)servation with spectro-

scopically deconifxiseil light constitute what are known as spectro-

scopic eyepieces and are ver\' useful for certain classes of work, since

they replace the usual microscopic e>epiece and may be used with

any objective. Precision instruments of this type are capable of

miMstiriiii; the transmission or absor|)lion spectrum of \ery minute

Kig. 11—.\ six'ctroscopic eyepiece by Zeiss. This instrument replaces the usual

eyepiece of tlie microscope when it is desired to make observations with sjjectro-

scopically decomposed light. It yields an image of the transmission spectrum of the
object with a supcrimposetl .•\ngstroni scale and if desired the transmission spectrum
of the staining reagent may also l)e brought into the field of vision. The staining

reagents are placed in glass vials.

bodies such for example, as a single bUxjd corpuscle, which state of

perfection is said to be attained by the Zeiss instrument, illustrated

in Fig. 11.

The wave-length of the light used in photomicrography also has

other useful functions to perform and for some classes of work these

take precedence. Mention has been made of the correction of objec-

tives for al>erratif)ns which are inherent in the simple lens. When
an objective, not fully cf)rrected, is used for photomicrography at

the higher magnifications, color distortions as.sert themselves and

result in faulty performance of the objective unless filters are used
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to exclude light of wa\'C-lengths other than that for which the objective

has been computed.

In high-power photomicrography of metallurgical specimens, the

purpose, of course, is to attain the maximum of resolution and here

the wave-length of the light used plays an important part. As

mentioned above the resolving power of an objective may be increased

by decreasing the wave-length of the light used. Assuming that a

Wratten "F" filter is used whose transmission band is from 0,100 A.U.

to the red end of the spectrum, then an objective of 1.4 X.A. should

resolve about 109,000 lines per inch. If a "C" filter is used whose

spectral transmission is from 4,000 A.U. to 5,100 A.U., the s;ime

objecti\e should resolve about 158,000 lines per inch. In other

words, by using the shorter wave-length light,' it is possible to effect

a theoretical improvement of about 45% in the resolution. In

practice, these theoretical values are not fully obtained because of

other complications entering into the problem.

Polarized Light

Polarized light is oftentimes a very useful aid in the study of trans-

parent objects. By combination with suitable selenite plates color

comliinations arc de\cloped in the specimen and between the specimen

and the background which facilitate identification of substances,

comparison of known and unknown substances, and the study of

their structure. In the field of crystal studies, polarized light is

indispensable and it furnishes evidence of a very substantial nature

in the field of micro-chemistry. The problem has been presented on

occasions to identify the nature of some substance, resulting from

the corrosion of some small telephone part. The evidence in these

cases could easily be placed on the head of a pin but by the use of

polarized light in conjunction with micro-chemical methods, it has

been possible to form some sort of a qualitative estimate of the nature

of the substance. Polarized light is obtained by means of a nicol

prism contained in a suitable mount which is clamped in a ring beneath

the sub-stage condenser. The illuminating beam from the microscope

mirror is thus polarized before it reaches the condenser. A second

nicol prism called the analyser is either contained within a special

eyepiece or the analyser takes the form of a mount which may be

placed above the usual eyepiece. Both polarizer and analyser are

' Rc'KanlinK tliu use of iiUra-violet light sci- Higli-Powcr Photomicrography of

MflalhirKical Specimens, !•'. 1". Lucas, Trans. Am. Soc. for Steel Treating; Vol. IV,

p. Oil, 1923.
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iiiouiitcd so that tlu->' lu.iy hv revolved. P"xtinction angles arc

read from a siiitahl>- graduated circle usually forming a part of

the anahzing eyepiece.

l'Ki;r.\R.\IION OF SciXIMKNS

Specimens, to be investigated or studieil by microscopic methods

nuist have a preparatory treatment in all cases except, perhaps, for

%ery lo\v-[Mnver work. Many samples recjuirc the preparation of

transparent sections: that is, a specimen of the object a few thou-

s.inilths of a millimeter in thickness so that it is transparent or at

least translucent; studies of woods, porcelains, papers, fibers, tissues,

insulating componnils, etc., are usually mailc with transparent sections.

Fig. 12—.-X sliding microtome for cutting microscopic sections. The work is held in

a clamp and a ver>' heav>' section razor, flat on one side and hollow ground on the
other is operated backward and forward on a slide rails. The return movement of

the razor operates the elevating mechanism to which the work is attached so that
the latter may l)e raised to cutting position hy predetermined increments.

Hard specimens such as porcelain arc prepared by grinding, softer

materials such as wood sections are first prepared by suitable softening

processes and then are cut in an instrument called a microtome, a

form of which is shown in Fig. 12.

Delicate structures require strengthening before they can be cut;

these are embedded in paraffin, cclloidin or glycerine gum. For

successful results gradual and thorough impregnation of the parts

is required and this operation may take several weeks. After the
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sections arc cut, tliey must be further prepared by being stained,

dehydrated and cleared after which they are finally mounted in

Canada Balsam or similar mounting medium between a glass micro-

scope slide and a cover glass. Mounts of this kind are permanent,

but when it is not desired to retain the mounted specimen for record

or future examination, temporary mounts are often made in which

llu' iiiouiitint; iiudiuni is some liquid such as water or glycerine, or

l-"ij!. It l'.(|iii|mu-nt I'cir tin- preparation ami proliniiMary examination of opatpK-

spriinuMis.

in some cases, may be the staining medium itsell. An enl.u-ged \icw

of a permanenth' moimted trans\ersc radial and t.mgenti.d sections

of Douglas Fir wood is illustrated in Fig. IH.

The iireparation of metallurgical siiecimens is ai (nm|)lishc(! iiy

(lifTerent methods and if a six'cimen is to be exann'ned at extremely

hi^;h powers, the utmost in skill and refinement of methods is ncces-

s;ir\-. The usual method of jirocetlure is first to file a flat surface

on the specimen, after which the surface is gradually brought to a

semi-polished cf)ndition by rubbing the specimen on a sheet of French

emery paper, placed on a plane surface. A coarse grade of paper

is first emplo\ed and by gradual steps, finer and finer grade papers

are used, the rubbing on each successive paper being in a direction

at right angles to the preceding paper and continued until the scratches
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Imk. 13—An cnlarKCfl view oi a spt-ciincn prepared fur micrnscopic examiiiatinii.

The cover glass shown by the circle measures y^ inch in diameter. The mmints
are transverse, radial and tangential sections of a wood specimen ami wen-
stained to make their structure visilde under the microscope. The appearanri
of a transverse section of Douglas Fir at 100 di;mi'tirs !•; •.hnwti in the

lower illustration.
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of the prtri'diiii; oiKration lia\c all liccii rtninvid and fiiur mu-,

estahlislKil ii) tlu- luw direction. This is contiiuii-d to the 000 i).ipir,

aftiT which the s|Rrinien is further |X)lished on a polishing ni.u hine

having; a bro.idcloth covered lap capable of being revolved at varying

speeds to about 1,200 rpm. This lap is kept moistened with water

and tine aiunduni is used as the abrasive. This operation gives a

Fig. \S—Ticneral view of the Lal)oratory lor Technical .Microscopy.

semi-polish and when properly carried out, leaves the specimen with

numerous very fine scratches. The final operation is carried out on

another lap covered with ver\- fine broadcloth anil with an exceed-

ingly fine abrasive such as the finest jeweler's rouge or magnesium
o.xide. For high-[K)wer work magnesium oxide is the only polishing

medium which has been found to yield a satisfactory surface. The
technique for the development of surfaces at high powers has been

worked out in our laborator>- so that it is now possible to study metal

structures with great clearness at high powers. E(|uipment for

grinding and polishing specimens is shown in Fig. 14.

Metals, after polishing, as a rule, do not show their structural

characteristics, but must be treated in some way to etch the polished

surface. This etching of>eration is a simple matter for low-power

work, but as the magnification is carried higher and higher, the

problem becomes increasingly difficult.
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Bei.l System Photomicrographic Laboratory

A general view of the Laboratory situated on the fifth floor of the

building at 463 West Street, New York City, is shown in Fig. 15.

Some of the equipment is more fully illustrated in detail views.

It consists of two metallurgical equipments, one of which is the

large Zeiss metallographic outfit shown in the foreground of Fig. 15.

This equipment is of precision quality and is used for all classes of

Fig. 16—The Martens stand of the large metallographic outfit. The vertical illum-

inator is shown between the barrel of the microscope and the objective.

work involving opaque specimens. The optical parts consist of a

full complement of Zci.ss apochromatic objectives and compensating

eyepieces for medium and high-power work. For low-power work

a full set of Zeiss micro-planar lenses and a Tessar lens are used.

The maximum bellows extension of the camera is 155 centimeters

and the plate holders are designed for 24 x 30 centimeter plates and

all smaller sizes by employing suitable kits. The illuminating train

consists of an automatic arc lamp, a condensing system, and cooling

cells, mounted on an optical bench and capable of adjustment to

meet the conditions of the work.

Illuminators of conventional t>pes, for vertical and oblique light

may be assembled on the Martens t>"pe stand. This stand is a

departure from the construction of the usual form of microscope

stand. It is much more rugged and is arranged for use in a horizontal
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|X)sition only. In precision work a stand must be stal)le and siil>-

stantial and the construction throughout has been arrangetl with this

thought in mind. The microsiopc is eiiuippeil with a movable stage

for rough focusing and this is fitted with a revolving mechanical stage

so that the specimen while under examination may be moved about

at will for the purpose of study or exploration. To facilitate focusing,

Fig. 1".—.A vertical photomicrographic camera for transparent specimens.

gear is provided so that the operator may sit at the ground glass

screen and by means of a wooden handle, focus the microscope. A
ground glass screen for viewing and for rough focusing and a clear

glass screen for fine focusing with a magnifier are provided to be

interchangeably mounted with plate liolders on the camera back.

A second metallurgical outfit of Bausch and Lomb manufacture

shown in Fig. 14, is used for preliminary examination of specimens

while in the course of preparation and for photographing some metal-

lurgical specimens at medium powers. This outfit is also arranged
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for pholomicrography and has a 5 x 7 camera of rather short bellows

extension. The objective equipment is of the achromatic type.

For transparent work a Zeiss \'ertical camera outfit, Fig. 17, equipped

with the con\entional Zeiss research type microscope is used. The
camera has a bellows extension of 80 centimeters and uses 5x7 or

smaller plates. It is fitted with ground and clear glass focusing

screens similar to the large Zeiss metallurgical outfit. The illuminanl

is a 500 watt metal filament nitrogen filled bulb with the filament

mounted so that a large circular area of illumination is presented, or

if desired, the filament assembly may be turned sideways and a single

rig. 18

—

.\ 500 wall metal filament, gas-filled lamp for use in pliotomiorograpliy.

filament strand is thus presentcil to the ojitical train. In niediinn

and high powers, this approximates a jioint source and lor the lower

powers the large circular arrangement of ihi.' Iihinunl pro\'ides a

relatixely large area of illumination wliirii is quite desirable. Tiie

lam[) is illustrated in Fig. 18. The iliiniiinating train consists of

condensing and cooling units adjustably moimled on a substantial

optical bench as in the case of the metallographic outfit. The ob-

jectives consist of a full set of apochromats and also se\eral achromats

of low power. The niicro-planars are also used with this equipment.

The Ultra-Microscope

The ultra-microscope is an instrument for re\ealing the pre.sence

of very minute bodies present as colloids in transparent solids or

liquids. The presence of these particles is made ajjparent by the

light rays which they intercept and dilTract upward into the micro-

scope objective. It is a matter of common obser\ation that dust

particles are seen in an intense beam of light such as sunlight but

otherwise their jiresencc remains concealed. This principle of il-

lumination is made use (jf in the ultra-microscope as described below

and accordingl>' dilTers considerably from the con\enti(in.il arrange-

ment of compound nncroscope and illuminant.

The appearance of ultra-microscopic particles in fluids and trans-

parent solids as seen by means of the ultra-microscope is, without a
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iluiil>t, OIK' III tilt' must lasciiLitiiiK ami spritaciilar (Ictnniistratiniis

within the scope of tfihniral microscopy. A bcakir cont.lining

water with a drop or two ol glue or soap, or containing Inn/ol with a

few drops of a ruliher solution stirretl into it, or e\en some rather dirty

l(M>kini: oil which has seen ser\icc in some machine, ilo not constitute

I
rig. 19—A small photomitrcjgraphic camera (Icvtluiicd li\ tlic writer and used

extensively in the lalx)rator\' for photographing on film, or on plates. It is ;ised

when a large numt)cr of small specimens are to be reproduced or when a large field

is unnecessary.

interesting exhibits as viewed in the beakers, but placed in suitable

cells for ultra-microscopic examination, these licjuids come to life and

display the cf)lloidal particles coming into vision as tiny illuminated

particles, only to burst into rings of light and pass away into the dark

background. The constant irregular motion is the Brownian move-

ment and the smaller the particle the more lively it moves. Conglom-
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crate masses of panicles merely float through the field of vision and,

compared with the individual particles, appear exceedingly sluggish.

Fig. 20 gives a general view of the Zeiss ultra-microscope as originally

devised by Siedentopf and Zsigmondy. The equipment has been

superseded to some extent by the later Siedentopf cardioid ultra-

microscope. The latter is a very powerful light-concentrating device

I-ig. iO—The Slit ultra-microscoiic for transparent solid or liquid specimens.

and U)v this reason it is |)riniarily .ulajjlcil for iIk' exaniinatioii of fine

colloidal solutions and dilute precipitates as well as for the observa-

tion of micro-chemical and photo reactions. For transparent solids

and for the precursory examination of liquids and for rapidly passing

in review several fluids in succession, the original arrangement retains

marked advantages. The cardioid ultra-microscoi^e will be described

more fully later on.

Fig. 21 shows diagrammaticali>- the path of the rays within the

preparation in the presence of ultra-microscopic particles and will

serve to make dearer what is to follow. In the original form of ultra-

microscope (Fig. 20) the horizontal incident rays which go to furnish

the illumination do not enter the microscope, the latter being set up

vertically and hence the background appears dark. The only rays

to enter the objective of the viewing microscope are the diffracted

rays which come within the aperture of the objective.

At one end of the base board is an automatic arc lamp mounted

on slide rails so that it may be brought in line with either of two

illuminating trains mounted on optical benches.
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One of these illiimitiating trains functions with a microscope which

has mounted on its objective a clamping device for holding Biltz

cells in which the iitjuids are placed for examination. The other

train serves another microscopn; on the stage of which is mounted a

siH-cia! object stage capable of being raised and lowered and provided

®

11

Fig. 21—Illustrating clifTraotion of light impinging upon an ultra-microscopic particle.

Illuminating rays represented by solid lines and diffracted rays by dotted lines.

with a plate at the top to receive the specimen to be examined. In

this case the specimen, if a hard solid, has been previously prepared

to have two ground and polished surfaces in planes at right angles to

each other and is mounted so that one faces the illuminating train

and the other the objective of the viewing microscope. Plastic

substances or certain liquids not suited to the use of the Biltz cells

are placed in a special glass cell having a deep cylindrical recess

faced with a quartz window toward the illuminating train. Various

cells for ultra-microscopic examinations are shown in Fig. 22.

Placed next to the arc lamp is a fixtxl diaphragm and then a small

projection lens which is corrected chromatically and spherically and

brings the image of the positi\e carbon of the arc lamp to a focus on

the adjustable slit. The slit is provided with a drum bearing a scale.

The divisions of the scale embrace 50 parts and a complete revolution

of the drum opens the slit ,'j mm. so that each division of the scale

advances the slit l/lOO mm. The slit is fitted with two jaws at right
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angles to the principal slit, one being adjustable by a milled screw head.

The function of these jaws is to limit the length of the slit. The slit

head may be gi\en a quarter turn so that it may be set horizontally or

vertically, which is necessiiry in order to calibrate the instrument as

explained later. A projection lens next in order toward the micro-

scope projects the image of the slit into the image plane of a hori-

zontally mounted objective which is mounted on a stand witii cross

Fig. 22—Ccllb il for ilu- rx.uniiiatiiiH of lliijils willi llie iikr.i-micn

slides so that the objective which serves as an illuminator nia\' be

moved horizontally in two directions, at rigiit angles to each other.

The mo\-enient of the cross slides is controlled by screw adjustment

but for coarse adjustment in the direction of the illuminating train a

sliding sleeve adjustment is made. By this means the illuminating

objective can be centered with respect to the obser\ing microscope

objective. In the correct position the front lens of the illuminating

objective is about 1 mm. from the mount of the obser\ing objecti\e.

The Biltz cell has a rectangular cross section which permits of

accurately adjusting the cell in position. A thistle funnel at one

end is for the reception of the liquids; the other end is provided

with a piece of rubber tubing which has a pinchcock to pre\'ent the

escape of the fluid. The rectangular section of the cell has two quartz

windows, one of which normally faces the illuminating objective and

the other the obser\'ing objective. The ceil is attached to the observ-

ing objective by means of the clamp mentioned and the cell is focused

in the proper position in the beam of light by racking the microscope

draw-tube upward or downward in the usual manner by the coarse

and fine adjustments. The obser\ing objective is a special water

innnersion objecti\'e which makes contact witii the iii)per winilow

of the Biltz cell through the medium of a drop of distilled water.
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nii.mtitativf in\fsti>;alii)ns an- in.idi- 1>\' CDimtiii^ ilu- visil)le

partirli-s in a givon volume- of tlie tluid and ihc nianniT in wliirh so

novel an in\t'stigatii>n ran Ir' acconiplislu-d by optical int-ans >^liuuUI

prove of general interest. One nietliod consists in the use of the

f\-epiece niicroineter which is substituted for the ordinary eyepiece

of the observing microscope. The eyepiece micrometer is ruled into

stjuares and the dimensions of these are found by calibration with a

stage micrometer. The depth of the stratum is measured by turning

the slit head through a right angle and thus a solitl is blocked out in

till- path of the light rays, whose length and breadth are defined by

the rectangular area of the niicrnmcter e\epiece and whose depth is

Vig. 2i—Illustrating the adaptation of micrometry to the ultra-microsco|)e for the
purpose of counting particles per unit volume.

that of the light beam and may be read from the known dimensions

of the eyepiece micrometer. Fig. 23 shows the cross ruling of the

eyepiece and the pencil of light which traverses the field. The length

of the side of each square as seen through the water immersion objec-

tive with a tube length of 160 mm. has an approximate value of 9 ft

as referred to the object, which value is sufficiently accurate for

ordinary measurements. Where more exact measurements are

requireii, the ruling is calibrated for the eyepiece and objective by

means of a stage micrometer in the manner to be described under

the subject of micrometry.

For studying the behavior of particles in polarized light the eyepiece

is fitted with an analyser. In a measure, as the particles decrease

in size they become more strongly polarized in degree towards the

plane which passes through the axis of the illuminating and diffracted

rays, i.e., the principal plane of difTraction. The analyser also serves

to distinguish unpolarized from polarized light.

The apparatus for examination of solids is identical in so far as

the illuminating train is concerned with the apparatus for liquids

just described. It differs only in the character of the specimen or

of the cell used and, while flesigned primarily for transparent solids,

it may be used with a suitable cell for licjuids also. When liquids

are being examined, there is no need for searching the specimen since
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the particles are in constant motion, but when solids or semi-solids

are being examined it may be desirable to do so. The mechanical

stage of the microscope on which is mounted the adjustable specimen

stage allows any layer in the specimen to be brought into accurate

focus and hence various strata of the specimen can be examined one

Fig. 24—Cartlioid ultra- microscope.

after llic other. As prc\iously stated, tlie specimen must 1)C pro-

vided with two polished surfaces at right angles to each other to

correspond to the quartz windows of the Biitz cell.

Since the observation of ultra-microscopic particles in polarized

light supplies useful information respecting their form and color, a

polarizer is provided with a hinged stand so that it may be swung out

of the optical train. The analyser, as previously mentioned, is

fitted over the eyepiece of the microscope.

The cardioid ultra-microscope illustrated in Fig. 24 differs only

in two important features from the ordinary form of microscope.

The illumination of the fluid under examination is obtained by a

dark-ground condenser njounted in the sub-stage condenser collar

and to which Zeiss has given the distinctive name "cardioid con-

denser." A diagram of the condenser and the paths taken by the

rays is illustrated in Fig. 25. Since the aperture of the rays brought

to a focus by the condenser exceeds 1.0, it follows that no light can

emerge from the condenser if there be a stratum of air above the

condenser. It is therefore necessary to connect the object slidi-
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or cell cliamher and tlie top of the contlcnscr by a stratum of immersion

fluid free from air bubbles. Cedar oil or pure water is uscti for this

purpose. The chamber for the cardioid condenser is illustrated in

Fig. 22. The chamber is made of quartz glass and consists of a

circular disc having on one side a circular groove and an optically

plain central portion within the groove about 2 n below the plane

outside the grcwve. A drop of the fluid to be examintnl is placed

on this depressed central portion and a cover glass of quartz placed

over it. The excess fluid is expelled to the annular groove and a

stratum about 2 /i in thickness is retained in the central portion of

the chamber for microscopic examination. The cell is assembled

in the metal mount which has a clamping ring and a recessed member

Fig. 25—Diagram of the rays in a cardioid condenser.

to receive it. The ver>- brilliant illumination resulting from the

cardioid condenser would cause glass to fluoresce and for this reason

a quartz cell is used. Moreover, glass is more liable to be affected

by corroding agents than is quartz.

The utmost care must be taken to prepare the cell chamber. This

includes washing with alcohol and water; dipping in boiling sulphuric

and chromic acid solution; washing in tap water; rinsing in distilled

water and then in redistilled alcohol; drjing in a hot air current and

finally cooling under a bell jar; all of which is necessary to insure

absolute cleanliness.

An automatic arc lamp is used as a source of illumination and the

image of the crater is projected by a projection lens onto the mir-

ror of the microscope from which the rays are reflected upward into

the cardioid condenser.
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The objecth'e used with the cardioid condenser is a special apochro-

mat 3 mm. 0.85 N.A. glycerine immersion lens which constitutes a

homogeneous immersion lens for cover glasses of fused quartz. This

type of objective is necessary because the success of the obser\ation

is then largely independent of impurities and slight blemishes on the

upper surface of the co\'er glass, moreover, the lens confers a greater

immunity from the effects of \arying cover-glass thickness and the

immersion fluid precludes the entrance of dust which would gradually

cloud the image.

Slit ultra-microscopes are not arranged for photography because

in the case of liquids the ijarticles are in a rapid state of motion and

the illumination is insufficient. Sinct' in transparent solids the

particles are stationary-, the image seen in the slit ultra-microscope

may be reproduced by making a lengtlu' exposure. With a small

photomicrographic camera develojied h\ the writer the image seen

in the slit ultra-microscope for .solids has been reproduced and, b>-

instantaneous photograph)-, the mo\ing particles in liquids as seen

in the cardioid instrument. P'xcept for pur|)oses of evidence or record,

there is Htlle tn lie i^aiiu-d !)>• pluilni^rapliint; with the ultra-microscope.

i)\RK-('.K(H Ml ll.t.rMtNAIIdN

The dark-ground illuminator constitutes .iiKitiu-r aid to micro-

scopic investigation. This, in realit\-, is a soil nl' ultra-microscope,

since the objects are viewed b>- diffrarlcd light much in the .same

way as in the cardioid type of eciuipnuiit. This method ol illumina-

tion is accomplished by stopping out the axial rays and allowing

those of greater aperture to strike the specimen at an angle. The
usual form of condenser may be made to yield dark-ground illumina-

tion by the simple expedient of inserting a central stop in the path

of the light rays just below the sub-stage condenser in a ring provided

for such purpose. Better results are attained by use of dark-ground

illuminators which are special condensers designed with this object

in mind. Dark-ground illumination furnishes valuable means for

bringing into view objects which arc smaller than about 1 fx. Kxamples

of such objects are furnished by fibers, fine crv-stalline needles, fissures,

edges, rods, bacteria, etc. I'nder dark-ground illumination methods,

these objects are easily seen and studied, whereas with transmitted

light, they can be seen with difficulty unless rendered distinguishable

b>' staining. Certain bodies with laminar markings are also suitable

subjects for dark-ground studies and in this case the markings are

distinguishable more by reason of dissimilarities in refraction than

by dilTerences in coloring.
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Mi^r^)HU•try |>l>i>s ,111 iinpiiitaiit part in tiiliiiir.il tiiiirostopy

iM-caus*' tlu- ilinu'iisions of miiTo-ronstitiR'nts in a sj)ccinuMi are lu-lprul

for purpose's of identification or for forecasting physical projiertics.

In mctallojjraphy the measurement of grain size is assuming importance

for certain alloys and in some casi-s, specifications are so drafted as

to define this characteristic.

For measuring objects under the microscope, the e\epiece contains

a glass disc on which fine divisions have been ruled. In some cases,

these rulings take the form of a cross-section composed of small

squares or rectangles. The reading of each division of the eyepiece

micrometer is calibrated for each objective b>- comparison with a

stanilardized stage micrometer. These stage micrometers are glass

microscope slides on which known units of length ha\e been accur-

atel\- ruled, such as 1 mm. di\ided into one hundred iiarts or 3 nmi.

di\ided into tenths and one-tenth divided in hundredths of a nmi.,

etc. The stage micrometer is focused in the same way as a micro-

scopic sju'cimen and adjusted into position so that the rulings of the

eyepiece micrometer arc superimposed on them. It is then possible to

evaluate the eyepiece rulings in terms of the standardized stage

micrometer, after which the latter is removed and the specimen to be

examined substituted in its place. Thereafter, the image of the eye-

piece rulings will be superimposed on the image of the specimen and

measurement can proceed. For precision work, a very accurately-

made eyepiece micrometer is used, a typical form of which has a

thin glass plate upon which is ruled a cross and a double line. This

is mounted on a slide immediately below a stationary micrometer

scale and can be moved by means of micrometer screw. The cross

is accurately set by the micrometer screw to coincide with the par-

ticle to he measured, the double line serves to count complete revolu-

tions of the screw with the aid of the scale which is seen in the field

of vision. The screw carries a drum which has .50 divisions and

each division corresponds to a displacement of the cross through a

distance of 0.01 mm. so that a complete revolution of the drum dis-

places the cross 0..50 mm. The actual readings of each interval of

the drum head must be accurately calibrated for each objective by

means of a stage micrometer. A group of instruments for use in

micrometry is illustrated in Fig. 2(5.

Applications of Photomkrocirai'iiy

In closing, attention is directed to the photomicrographs comprising

the Appendix of this paper, each of which was taken in connection with
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some definite engineering problem involving telephone apparatus.

As the useful range of microscopic vision is extended farther and

farther into the realm of higher magnifications, a more exact knowledge

of materials is obtained and the effect is learned of physical and

chemical forces acting to destroy or to build.

It has been conceded quite generally that about 1,.500 diameters

of magnification represents the limit of useful magnification. As
previously stated this is a much disputed question. Laboratory

studies, painstakingly carried out over a period of se\-cral years, have

^r
Fig. 26—Various types of eyepiece and stage micrometers used in connection witli

the microscope to obtain the dimensions of microscopic objects.

accomplished impro\cmetits in technique and in precision of adjust-

ment of the equipment which ha\e shown that remarkable resolution,

depth of penetration and clearness can lie attained in the case of

metallurgical specimens, at extremely high powers. There seems

little reason to doubt that our knowledge of metals can be augmented

very materially by studies of their structures at high powers.
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Moreover, it seems probable that the finest high-power objectives

are of a quahty be\ond our ability to use them to best advantage

lierausc of our incomplete knowledge of how best to prepare sf>ecimens

for examination at high powers.

it is impressive to evaluate magnification in terms more readily

comprehended. For instance, the cross section of the average metal-

lurgical specimen ma\- be consideretl as a square whose side measures

one-half inch. If we magnify this specimen 100 times, obviously

we have an area measuring 50 inches on the side, but if we magnify

it 10,000 times, then we have the equiv'alent of an area about 415

feet on a side or roughly, about four acres. An average picture at

6,000 diameters is 6 inches in diameter and therefore by a reverse

order of reasoning, the actual area of the specimen under observation

iucomes 1, 1000 inch in diameter.
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Fig. A

(b) Meteoric Crystals. The figures arc sections through an octahedron anrl

were developed hy suitably etching a polished surface of the meteorite. Their
perfect form is indicative of very favorable conilitions of growth and is a cor-

roboration of the octahedral crvstallinc form of the meteorite. Magnitication
3500 X.
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FiK. A
(c) A cast steel of 0.5% carbon in \\liicli the Widnianstiitten or clcavaKC

structure has developed somewhat similarly to that shown in the meteorite. The
physical characteristics of the steel arc dependent on the structural arraiiRemcnt

of its constituents, in this case pearlite (dark) and free ferritc (light). By
suitable heat treatment this coarse structure may be refined and the physical

properties of the steel greatly improved. Magnification 100 X.

Fig. A
(d) The same steel as illustrated in "C" but after being refined (heated to

1000°C; air co(dcd ; reheated to 650°C, and again air cooled.) Magnification
100 X.
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Fig. C. Distril)Utiiin of I'llKr jianiclis in snft riiMur insulation as re-

vealed by a transparent section. The section was cut in a microtome liy "Hash-
ing" the rul)I)cr with licjuid air which hardened it just sufficiently to cut prop-
erly. The specimen was photographed by ])olarizcd light and with sclcnite

plates to secure contrast between the particles and the embedding rublier com-
pound. Note agglomeration of the particles into large masses. The ideal con-
dition of distribution would be attained when each individual iiarticle is

surrounded by rubl)er. MagnilKalinn 720 X,

Fig. D. Colloidal particles as seen through the ultra-microsccpc.
(a) Polymerized particles in a phenolic resin solution. Taken with the

cardioid ultra-microsco))C and the Lucas I'hotomicrographic canura.
Instantaneous exposure was necessary because the particles were in

constant motion. Magnification, 220 X.

(b) Coloring matter in glass. The glass was colored saffranin and was
transparent to the eye or with any other method of microscopic vision

but with the slit ultra-mfcroscope the colloidal coloring matter becomes
visible. y\lso taken with the Lucas photomicrographic camera, a tiine

exposure being necessary. Magnification, HKl X.
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Fig. E. Paper fil)irs liy 97 X. \<ite the surface markings: the gradation
in cnlor and the aiipcarance i>f nmii<hiess possessed by some of the fillers. The
photograph was taken with a modern medimn-power apochromatic olijective.

Microscopic examination of textile and paper fibers atTords a means of

iilcniification second to none. The fibers arc recogni/.cd by characteristics

pecuhar to each and by color reactions to different stains. Cotton, for example,
appears as a flat ribbon-like fiber twisted spirally; linen is round and shows
"joints" and cross markings. The specimen illustrated consisted mostly of linen

with a small proportion of cotton added.

Fig. F. Electrical porcelain by p(darizrd light, magnification 100 X.

The quality of the porcelain may be judged to a considerable degree by a

microscopic examination. The degree of vitrification is indicated by the round-

ing of the sharp corners on the quartz grains; whether or not the porcelain is

homogeneous may be determined by the uniformity in distribution of the un-

dissolved particles, and fissures, cracks, or voids are readily seen. All of these

factors influence the physical characteristics of the porcelain.
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Fip. G. Season cracking of aliiminiiin bronze ratchet wheels,
(a) Ratchet wheel at magnification 2% X.
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Fig. G

(b) Showing a large crack, at magnification of 23 X.
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Fig. G
(c) Iiitcrfrystalliiic natiiix nf the cracks and the severely worked condition

of the metal as indicated liy several groups of slip hands traversing each
crystal grain.

These ratchet wheels developed radial cracks while in storage or in service.

Some of the cracks were so large as to be plainly visible to the nnaidcd eye and
others were of microscopic dimensions. They resulted from the metal being
severely Cold-worked at the time the [larts were machined and then left in a

strained condition. The intercrystalline nature of the cracking is shown in "c"

which is characteristic of season cracking. This illustration also shows the

crystal grains traversed by several groups of slip bands, indicating the severity

of the Cold-working.
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Fig. H. Manila hemp rope is used extensively in tcleplmne work and the

til>cr from old rope is used in paper for cable insulation which finds its way
into the plant.

Microscopically the fiber is identified by certain characteristics, prominent
among which are the silicified tabular cells known as stcgmata. If the fiber is

burned and treated with dilute acid the stegmata remain behind, resembling
strings of beads.

Manila hemp makes the best cordage but it is somewhat difficult to dis-

tinguish the fiber from that of sisal which produces inferior cordage. The
presence of the silicious skeletons of the stcgmata and the color of the ash

(grayish-black in the case of Manila hemp and white in the case of sisal) aid fn

the identification of the fiber.

(a) Manila Hemp Fillers, magnification ,^0 X.

f
(b) Ash of ^(anila Hemp, magnification 450 X.
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I-"in. 1. A hirllKT illiistiatiiin of low-power iiholoniicidKra|iliy in llu-

study of telephone parts:

(a) Intermediate pinion of calHni; dial. Diameter of i>ivol .050 inch.

.Maunifieation, 14 X.

(b) The eflfect of laboratory wear tests on small shafts. Magnification, 4 X.
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Fij;. J. (a) Fatilly |.ack hanUnin;.' cf car ulucls idr lull ticket dislrilnitini:

system. The olijcct of pack liardcning is to impart a highly carhiiri/cd

wearing surface to the otherwise soft steel part. The interior remains
soft and ductile. Lack of uniformity in hardening or insuflicient depth
of the carburizcd zone causes soft spots which result in unequal wear.
The magnification is 11.2 X.
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Fig. J

(b) Showing inappreciable depth of carbiirized zone, and a large non-
metallic inclusion in the steel. Inclusions of this sort denote poor
quality or dirty steel. Magnification, 100 X.

Fig. K. Steel of 1.5% carbon lualnl tn S2.i° C. and iincnched in oil. Tliis

medium-power photomicrograph at 100 X really tells very little about the steel,

except that it possesses a fine structure.
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Fig. K. (cotilinued.) At 21 7U X the specimen is seen in the process of licing
converted to spheroidized cementite. The ccmentite (iron-carhide) which is the
lisht constituent is in the process of transforming from a laminated form to
small globules. Grain boundaries are still marked by accumulations of ccmen-
tite but this is spheroidizing. In the light patches stratification of Ferritc and
ccmentite is just visible.
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Fig. K. {continued.) I'ndir liiv;ln;r niagiiificatiini cnu- of these patclHS shows
clearly the remaining vestige of laminated structure anil the commencement of

spheroidization. Magnification 900U X.



I'in. I.. Dirtirt lUituchrt'im C"h.i npn lurtion ,,i a staiiuil spcciinoii of
Siiiiihcm Yellow Pine showing sap-stain Inngus niycclinni. Magnification 100 X.

This particular fungus is harmful to the extent that it causes a discoloration
of the sapwood, which assumes a blue color in place of the usual straw-yellow.
\\'cK)d-destroying fungi differ somewhat in their appearance from the one
illustrated.

S^^^
Fig. M. Direct colr.r pliotuniicr'^Kfaphy Ij ihc autochromc process of a

radial sectif>n of mahogany wood. Magnification 50 X. Mahogany is one of
the best of cabinet woods and finds wide application in the telephone plant.





A Clock-Controlled Tuning Fork as a Source

of Constant Frequency
By J. G. FERGUSON

Notk: The art of electrical conimunication employs such a wide variety

of methods for the transmission of intelligence that it utilizes alternatin);

currents whose fre<iuencies cover the entire range l)ctwecn a few cycles per
second and several million. With the increasing use of these methods, it

iK'comes more and more imperative that determinations of the frequency
of any alternating current may Ik made with extreme accuracy. In piir-

ticular, recent developments in carrier current telephony and telegraphy
over wires have placed exceedingly rigorous limits on the frequency adjust-

ment of certain typxrs of apparatus. It is many times necessary to hold
such c<)uipment as oscillators or filters to within 0.1 [x;r cent, of given fre-

quency values under commercial o(x"rating conditions. This means that
calibrating devices usetl in the manufacture and maintenance of such cir-

cuits must be reliable to 0.01 percent, and that the primary standard should
be good to at>out 0.1X)1 per cent, or one part in KK),000.

1 he present pajx-r discusses one of the methods recently developed in

the Bell System Lalwratory for obtaining a source of practically constant
frequency with which other frequencies may be compared. It consists of

a clock-controlled tuning fork making 50 vibrations per second and, as is

shown, the maximum deviation of its frequency from the mean is less than
one part in 50,000.

A study has also been made of means for improving the constancy of the
control clock an<l a new type of clock mechanism consisting of an electrically

actuated (x^ndulum, the impulse of which is controlled by a photo-electric
cell, is suggested.— lii>lTOR.

Introduction

THE art of clock making is of such long standing that there have

been few improvements of note in the last fifty years tend-

ing to increase accuracy. The average rate of oscillation of a good

clock when taken over a sufficiently long period of time as, for in-

stance, a day, can be held constant to about one part in 1,000,000.

This accuracy is sufficiently high for all ordinary requirements in the

measurement of time, including the field of electrical cominunication.

However, in electric measurements, the problems which present

themselves ordinarily require the accurate measurement of intervals

ven.- much shorter than a second which is usually the smallest interval

registered by the a\^rage clock. In solving these problems, we are

therefore forced to the alternative either of designing a clock to have

a period very much shorter than those of existing clocks or of using

some form of short pcricxl oscillator whose uniformity can be con-

trolled by the second impulses from a clock.

The first method has been admirably worked out as described by
other members of the staff of this laboratory.' In this system a

' Paper by J. VV. Horton, N. H. Rickcr and W. A. Marrison, presented at the
annual convention of the American Institute of Electric Engineers, June, 1923.

145
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hundred cycle fork is kept in constant oscillation by a regenerative

method, the conditions being so controlled that the mean period of

the fork compares favorably with that of a good clock.

The attraction of the second method lies in the possibility of obtain-

ing a sufficiently constant standard of frequency with nothing more

than a good clock and standard auxiliary apparatus easily capable of

application to any oscillating system. Such an outfit could be made

available in cases in which the expense incident to the installation

and maintenance of more elaborate equipment would not be justified.

Requirements of a Clock-Controlled FREyuENCV Stand.vrd

It is a comparatively simple matter to control or operate a fork, or

other oscillating system, by means of periodic impulses from a clock,

so that the total number of oscillations will be some definite multiple

of the number of impulses from the clock. However, the present

requirements are more severe than this. It is necessary to have the

oscillator operated so that each oscillation will be sensibly equal in

magnitude and duration to every other oscillation. In other words,

it is not sufficient that the clock and the oscillator keep in step over a

given period of time, but the instantaneous frequency of the fork must

not depart appreciably from the mean frequency. This requires a

form of control which will not be to any extent discontinuous, but

which M-ill change uniformly in proportion to the divergence of the

oscillator from the clock. Such a form of control in turn requires

that the frequency of the oscillator itself be sufficiently constant when

uncontrolled, to reduce all momentary fluctuations and rapid fre-

quency changes to a minimum. This requirement is best satisfied 1)\-

an oscillating system having a low decrement. Since a mechanical

system is usually far superior to an electrical system in this respect,

and since the most available mechanical oscillator for the range of

frequency in tjui-stion is a fork, our choice natur.iHy falk on tliis torni

of oscillator.

A good fork maintained in continuous operation by some electric.d

means, such as regeneration, or a make and break contact and a dri\-

ing magnet, is a comparatively simple system and is capable of a high

degree of constancy.' It therefore satisfies all of the requirements

for our purpose, but there remains the devising of some control which

will be proportional to the divergence of the fork from the clock con-

trolling it. In order to use any such control it is practically neces-

sary to integrate the oscillations of the fork so that we may obtain a

•H. M. Dadourian, Phys. Rev. 1.^, page 337, 1919, "On the Characteristics of

Electrically Operated Tuning Forks."
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tinu' ititiTN.il i"(|ii,il to till" iuiiiiIht of cycles of the fork wliich \vc

(loin- to m.iko ciiiial to the tinu- iiitiT\al lii-twucn successive clock

impiilsi's. This is readily accomplished In' means of a phonic wheel

or synchronous motor operated l)\' the fork. This motor may he

coiinecte<l to any form of g;ear train in order to i;et the necessiiry

inteRration.

The re<iuirenients so far oiilli;KHl do not limit llu- fre(|iieiicy of the

fork in an>- degree except that we must be able to integrate its periods,

and if a nurhanical means is used as outlined, this probably sets an

up{H>r limit on the frequency at 400 or 500 cycles. However, prac-

tical considerations will generally make the most siitisfactory fre-

cjuency considerably lower than this, since it is an easier matter to

compare unknown frecjuencies with a low frequency standard rather

than with one of hii;Ii frequency.

Method of the Control of the F\)Rk hv the Ci-ock

The fork used in the system described below is of the same type as

that tested by Dadourian. It is operate<l by a driving magnet and

make and break contact, and was originally designeil for use in mul-

tiplex printer telegraph circuits. It can be adjusted to operate at

50 cycles and is designed to drive a synchronous distributor which

rotates once for every 10 cycles of the fork. By means of a 5 to 2

retluction gear and a contact operated by it, an impulse may be

obtained once every 25 cycles of the fork. If the fork oscillates at

exactly 50 cycles per second, the time interval between the impulses

will be exactly one-half second, and this time interval will be shorter

or longer, according as the speed of the fork increases or decreases.

The control system used is designed to affect the frequency of the

fork in proportion to the difference between half second intervals as

measured by the clock and the time required by the fork to complete

25 cycles. Fig. 1 shows the details of this control. F"ig. 2 is the

schematic diagram. Referring to Fig. 2 the contact marked "Fork"

is the contact obtained every 25 cycles froin the fork and the con-

tact markefl "Clock" is that obtained every half second from the

clock. Each of these contacts is adjusted to remain close<l for a

period of approximately .05 second when operated.

The control operates as follows. When the clock contact closes,

the relay operates and locks until the fork contact closes and short-

circuits the winding of the relay which then releases. During the

time that the relay is operated, the condenser C is charged through

the resistance ri by the battery Bi. The voltage of this battery is

such that when applied to the grid of the vacuum tube, it will^just
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reduce the space current lo zero. The condenser C continuously'

discharges through the resistance ra. The niejui potential on the

condenser is thus applied to the grid of the vacuum tube and modifies

the space current, which, in turn, is passed through the damping coil

^iih-L-ih-—iK-*l •h-^l'l'h^h--*H

Fig. 1—Clock Control of I'ork Kric|iRMuy

of the fork. A stable cimdition is rtMched when the condenser dis-

charge each second is exactly equal to the charge. Any \ariation in

the condenser potential varies the current through the damjiing coil

and changes the frequency of the fork. Now if the period, during

which the relay remains operated, increases, the mean potential on

the condenser will gradually increase. This will increase the mean

negative grid potential, reducing the mean space current through the

tube anil through the damjiiiig winding, thus reducing the damping on

the fork and increasing its fre(iuency.
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This niflhod o{ coiitri)! is slow yil sonsitive to wry slikjlu rli. lilies

in frwiuency.

The method vf conirollinj; the l"re(|iienry of llie fork by a (lamping

wimlinR was found to tK> the most simple and salisfactor>- nu-lliod.

rhe amoimt of variation of frequency wiiich this winding will produce

under extreme ixjnditions should be slightly greater than the maxinuim

variation to which the fork is subjectcnJ in operation when uncon-

trolliHl. This has been found to be about .05%, when temperature

CUOC»^

r=«|ih-l-H|ih-i(-i-ih--iH -,|,|,|_l_,^.._,p_J

Fig. 2^Clock Control of Fork Frequency. (.Schematic Diagram)

v'ariations are held to within a few degrees. The only requirement

for the coil is that the current available from the vacuum tube must

be sufficient to produce the necessary control. This requirement is

easily met. It has been found possible with the equipment described

to obtain an effect at least 10 times greater than neccssar\-.

The change in frequency of the fork due to the current in the damp-
ing winding is a combination of several effects. The current will

increase the decrement of the fork, due to the losses induced in the

metal of the fork while vibrating in a magnetic field. This will cause

a decrease in frec|uency. The magnetic force acting on the tines of

the fork, even though it be assumetl to cause no losses in the fork, is

unsymmetrical, having a greater effect at the ends of the swing of the

fork. This unsymmetrical force may also be shown to cause a de-

crease in frequency. Again there is a change in frequency due to the

change in amplitude alone. For the type of fork here used this

change may Ije an increase or decrease, depending on the range over

which the change occurs.

It is obvious that when the control is operating, the voltage of the

condenser and hence the space current of the vacuum tube, will

fluctuate each half second. Since it is only the mean value of space
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current that is used to control the fork, it is important that this

fluctuation be reduced to a small amount. This may be done by

using a large capacity C or a large resistance Ri. However, the

effect of increasing the capacity or resistance is to increase the time

re(|uired for the control to change, when compensating for changes in

the fork frequency. Accordingly the values chosen must be a com-

promise. If we assume that the control is capable of giving a max-

imum change in frequency of .1%, and we allow a fluctuation in this

control of 5% each half second, this will cause a fluctuation in fre-

quency of 5%, of .1%, or .005%. However, the inertia of the fork

prevents it from following such a rapid fluctuation in damping cur-

rent and hence the actual change in fork frequency is very much

smaller than just indicated.

The fact that non-cumulalivc fluctuatitjns in the control as great

as 5% have only a negligible effect on the fork frequency is an im-

portant point. Such fluctuations are likely to arise through hunt-

ing in the synchronous motor, irregularities in the time of operation

of the relay, etc., and since their effects average one another out,

there is no danger of their being transferred to the fork.

The ratio of the charging resistance to the discharge or grid leak

resistance is not a governing factor, except that the charging resistance

must be less than the discharge resistance. The phase position of

the fork to the clock under normal conditions is also go\erned by the

relative values of these resistances. For the present circuit ri has a

resistance one-half that of ro, and these resistances and the condenser

are of such values that it takes approximately 15 minutes for the fork

to come into the correct phase relation with the clock when started

under the most unfavorable conditions.

While this method of control will hold the fork frequency for an

indefinite period in synchronism with the clock, it is possible that the

phase relation of the clock to the fork may change. This change

may be periodic, that is, it may take the form of an oscillation about

the mean phase ])osition, or there may be a gradual change due to

changes in the various constants of the control occurring over com-
r,

parati\el\' lung inter\-als. l-"or instance, an\- change m the ratio —

.

such as might occur with temper.it iiro, will change the phase relation

between the fork and the clock.

Chronograph records show that there are no phase changes greater

than one cycle f)f the fork over periods as large as 8 hours. To de-

termine the possibility of hunting, that is, of oscillation of the fork

frequency around its mean value, the phase relation was actually dis-
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turlHil aiul a chronograpli record taki-ii of tlic rt.a(ljiistim-iit. This

will i^ivc the [x^rioil of tlie oscillation, if any, and the amount of

damping.

Fig. 3 shows one of theso records. The chronograpli was con-

ncctinl in the circuit as shown in Fig. 1 and a record was taken over a

pericxl of alxnit 20 minutes after starting the fork. This record

shows the length of time in each half second that the control relay was
operateti. At starting this period is about .11 second. After about

8 minutes it becomes a maximum equal to .2 second and there is no
appreciable change over the next 5 minutes, showing a permanent
condition has been reiiched. Accordingly we may conclude from

this recoid that any oscillation about the mean value of the control

Fig. 3—Chronograph Record of Fork After First Starting

is almost if not quite critically damped. Several other records

taken with even greater phase displacements bear out this conclusion.

This practically precludes hunting after the phase angle has been

once adjusted.

Accuracy of the Clock-Controlled Fork

The accuracy of the fork has been checked in two ways For long

periods of time, chronograph records have been taken at inters'als

over a period of 8 hours and the maximum variation of the fork from

the clock in this period has been found to be less than .02 second, or

one cycle. Smaller periods of tim.e cannot be measured accurately

on the chronograph used. If we are dealing with periods of time of
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more than 15 minutes, this gives an accuracy as high as one part

in 50,000.

For small time intervals, an entirely different method for measur-

ing the constancy of the fork must be used. Two methods are avail-

able. We may either compare the high harmonics of the fork directly

with some high frequency which can be held extremely constant over

short periods of time, and observe fluctuations in the relati\"e values

of these frequencies, or we may compare the fundamental frequenc\-

of the fork with a high frequency by some means which will enable

us to measure the divergence from an exact integral multiple rela-

tion in terms of the higher frequency.

To explain in more detail, we may pick out the one hundredth

harmonic of the fork by means of a filter and amplifier and compare

it with a 5000-cycle frequency obtained from a constant frequency

oscillator by some method of detection which will allow us to count

the difTerence in cycles. By this means we may observe variations

in the relative rate of the fork and the oscillator to an accuracy of

about one-tenth of a cycle over a period of a few seconds, and this

gives us a comparison to an accuracy of 1 part in 50,000. The prin-

cipal objection to this method is the difficulty involved in separating

the higher harmonics of any alternating current wave obtained from

the fork. For instance, the separation of the hundredth harmonic

from those immediately above and below it would require a circuit

so selective that it would probably be very difficult to construct and

cumbersome to operate.

If we had means to determine when some high fr^iuency such as

5000 cycles was an exact multiple of the 50 cycles and to measure the

difTerence in terms of the 5000-cycle wave, we would be able to obtain

the same results, and avoid the above difficulty.

A device which will allow us to do this is the low voltage cathode

ray tube developed by Johnson'. The two frequencies to be compared

are connected to the two pairs of plates of the tube and the combina-

tion of the two deflections causes the luminous spot to trace out a

path which repeats itself indefinitely if one frequency is an exact

integral multiple of the other, and a stationary figure is produced.

In this way any frequency which is a multiple of the fundamental

50 cycles may be accurately determined. As the method of com-

parison is an electrostatic one practically no power is used.

I'or the t>pi- of lube used, a deflection of about 1 centimeter is

obtained for a potential difTerence of 10 volts between plates, and

'
J. B. Johnson, Bell System Technical Journal Nov. l')22, "\ Low Voltage Cathode

Ray Oscillograph."
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freiiia-ncies luuiiiK ratios as IurIi as UK) to 1 may be readily coin-

partxl. For ratios of the order of 100 to 1 the lower frefiuency is

preferably stepptxi up to a high voltage to give an c<iuivalent deflec-

tion of as much as 25 centimeters, thus giving a spacing between

cv-cles for the high fre<.|ucncy of approximately 0.5 centimeter. Of

course, the whole 25 centimeter deflection is not shown on the screen

but this is unnecessarj'. The value of the ratio cannot be at once

determinetl by this means, there being no appreciable dilTerence

between the figure for a ratio of 100 to 1 and 99 to 1, but this ratio

may be readily determined liy aimparing each frequency separately

with an intermediate frwiucncy such as 500 cycles.

Having determined the ratio between the high and low frequencies,

it is possible, by drawing a reference line across the screen, to de-

termine whether or not they are keeping step with one another. Thus
for a comparison of 50 cycles against 5000 cycles, if we get a motion

of 2 waves in 10 seconds, this represents a deviation from exact syn-

chronism of 2 parts in 50,000.

Comparisons made in this way between the 50-cycle fork and a

vacuum tube osc:illator giving a constant frequency of .5000 cycles

show no deviation in the mean period of the fork greater than 1 part

in 50,000 for observations extending over several minutes. If devia-

tions greater than this were observed, they might equally be ascribed

to the auxiliary- oscillator but the fact that they do not occur means

either that the fork is constant to better than 1 part in 50,000 or that

both frequencies varv- in e.\actly the same way which is ver>" im-

probable.

The above method of comparison does not require a sine wave of

current from the fork. In fact it has been found advantageous to

have a somewhat distorted wave since an unsymmetrical figure on

the luminous screen of the tube is more easily observed. This is

due to the fact that one-half of the figure moves across the screen in

one direction while the other half moves in the opposite direction.

In order not to confuse one half with the other, it is highly desirable

that they be dissimilar in shape and this is accomplished by using a

distorted wave as the lower frequency. Sufficient distortion is

secured by mounting an ordinary telephone receiver in close prox-

imity to one prong of the fork as shown in Fig. 1 and amplifying the

e.m.f. thus obtained as much as necessary- to obtain the desired voltage.

By means of the simple control system described above, it has

been possible to obtain a fundamental frequency so free from fluc-

tuations as to be constant over short or long periods of time to ap-

proximately one part in 100,000.
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ACCLRACY OF THE ClOCK

So far wc have not considered the possibility of error in the clock

as a factor. Of course, the fork cannot keep better time than the

clock which controls it.

The clock used at present was made by L. Leroy and Co., Paris,

electrically driven and beating half seconds. The drive consists of

an electric circuit including a single primary cell mounted in the

clock, a driving coil and a contact which is closed by the escapement

wheel for approximately .1 second in each second. Attached to the

lower end of the pendulum is a steel bar which moves into the driv-

ing coil as the pendulum oscillates. The electrical impulse is so

timed that the driving coil gives the pendulum a slight pull as it is

entering the coil. This impulse is sufficient to keep the pendulum

oscillating. An additional contact on the clock is used to furnish

an electrical impulse for timing purposes.

Time records of the clock have been kept over a period of several

months and the rate has been found to be constiint to about one-half

second a day, which is better than 1 part in 150,000. Since this

accuracy is not verj' much greater than the precision with which the

fork keeps in step, any further accuracy will require refinements in

the clock itself. With this object in view, an investigation was made
of the possibility of obtaining greater accuracy from the existing

clock.

Errors are of two kinds. First, if the timing contact is obtained

by the operation of the escapement wheel, there may be a cyclic

variation in the length of time between successive impulses extend-

ing over one revolution of the wheel, (1 minute) even though the

pendulum keeps perfect time. This has been found to be the case

in some of the best clocks in the country. This error can be over-

come by taking the contact direct from the pendulum. The con-

tact we are using at the present time is of this type obtained from

the pendulum by means of a photo-electric cell.

The optical system is shown on Fig. 4. Light from the source A
is concentrated on the mirror, which in turn reflects it on to the photo-

electric cell. When the pendulum passes through the center of its

stroke, it momentarily cuts ofT this beam of light. This causes a

large increase in the resistance of the photo-electric cell, the change

taking place almost instantaneously.

Referring to the diagram of connections on Fig. 4, the potential

of battery B is disided almost equally between the photo-electric

cell and the grid of the tube if the grid leak is made approximately

equal to the resistance of the cell when exposed to the light. This
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kIvcs a iH-gativo |X)ti-nlial to tlu- j;rul sutVicii-nt to cut oft all space

current, ami tlio relay Ri remains unoperatwl. When the ix-ndulum

cuts olT the li^ht to the photo-electric ceil, the resistance of the cell

rises imniediaielv and the jjrid voltage tlrops to a very small value.

Enough space current will pass now to operate the relay /?. and a

OPTICAL SYSTEM

Fig. 4—-Circuit for Obtaining Electrical Impulses from Standard Clock I'sing Photo-
electric Cell

signal is transmitted of the same duration as the time the light is cut

off the cell by the pendulum. There is no appreciable time lag in

the photo-electric cell or vacuum tube.

The principal requirement in setting up this circuit is to obtain

a vacuum tube ha\ing a resistance between filament and grid includ-

ing wiring, which is under all conditions considerably greater than

the minimum resistance of the photo-electric cell. If this resistance

drops much lower, the circuit Ijecomes inoperative even though no

additional grid leak is used.

The only irregularity introduced in this system is in the operation

of the relay, and as this is a fast operating relay this error will be
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less thiin the accidental irregularities in a contact obtained from the

escapement wheel even excluding errors due to eccentricit\-.

This method of obtaining an electrical impulse from a clock is of

great \alue as it may be ap]>lied to practicalK' an\- clock which may
not have any other method of producing impulses.

The second type of error is due to \ariations in the rate of the clock.

Two fundamental requirements in the design of an accurate clock

are that the impulse delivered to the pendulum be symmetrical about

the mid-point of its swing and be not subject to irregularities in

magnitude or duration, and that the pendulum be free at all other

parts of its swing. These requirements arc fairly well met in the

l"ig. S—Circuit of Pli<)to-t'!c<tric ("ell Urixc of St.iiulard Clork

present clock. However, the magnitude of the impulse depends on

the constancy of the voltage of the driving ceil which is a single

primary cell of rather small size, and the duration of the impulse may
be somewhat variable due to the possible eccentricity of the escape-

ment wheel and due to the method of operation. The pendulum

too, is not entirely free from constraint at any part of its swing.

These errors may all be avoided or at least considerably reduced by

the use of the impulse obtained from a photo-electric cell to drive the

clock and by the use of a more constant source of primary voltage.

The use of this t\'pe of dri\'c has accordingly lieen investigated in

connection with this clock. It is obvious, since the driving impulse

is one of attraction between the coil and the bar carried by the pen-

dulinn, that it must be exerted only once per second, that is, when the

|)en(hilimi is entering the driving coil and not when it is returning.

The circuit used is shown on Fig. 5 and operates as follows:

When the relay R2 operates the first time in the second, it closes

the circuit through the winding Wx of the relay Ra and through relay

Rj. This operates the relay Ri and closes the circuit through the

driving coil of the clock. The current through the one winding of
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Ki is not sutVirli'iit tn n[MT.iif it. As soon as tin- ri-la\' R-i roli-ases,

nirront will pass throut;h all the windinjjs on lM)th rt'la\s which in

turn rlosi-s the relay R*. This opens the circuit through the driv-

ing coil of the clock. The impulse given to the pendulum is, theri--

lore, the duration of the operation of the relay /?:, or the time during

whii'h the light is cut off the photo-electric cell during the swing of

the pendulum to the left. When the pendulum swings to the right

and the rela\' R-^ o(H>rates, Ri is short-circuited and releases, Rt being

held up by winding H'l. When /?; releases, it releases /?< bringing

the circuit back to normal. Since the circuit through the driving

coil c)f the clock is closet! only when the relay R3 is dosetl, and the

relay Ri is released, there is only one impulse per second given to

the pendulum.

During a periotl of operation by this nnithod covering several days

the clock gave as satisfactory performance as with the mechanical

ilrive, but while the present gear train is connected to it, no appreci-

ably Ix-tter ix'rformance can be obtained than at present, and ac-

cordingly it is proposed to carry out further work along this line

with an axperimental pendulum having no mechanical connections.

By using a good compensiited pendulum and mounting it suitabh' in

a constant temperature hermetically sealed case, it appears probable

that a photf)-electric cell dri\'e would produce a more constant rate

of oscillation than the l)est clocks of existing types. The advantage

of this tyf)e of drive over other types is the fact that the pendulum

is absf)lutely free from all mechanical constraint at all parts of its

swing. The problem of supplying an uninterrupted current for the

light and power could readily be solved by the use of duplicate ap-

paratus.

The general method outlined in this paper for synchronizing a fork

with a clock has a ver>' wide field of usefulness, and is not limited to

the particular application described. For instance, in place of the

clock we may substitute another fork and distributor, and we are

thus enabled to hold 2 forks with their distributers in exact syn-

chronism by means of an impulse transmitted at a constant time

interval of aljout once every half-second.

By substituting the field coils of a motor for the damping wind-

ing on the fork, we are able to hold the sp>eed of the motor in syn-

chronism with the clock, the only requirement being a step down
gear on the motor to furnish the desired contact.

The general principle involved is not dependent on the use of a

vacuum tube, and if other means of control based on this principle

be adopted, very large powers may be controlled in the same way.
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By KARL K. DARROW

Note: Dr. Darrow, the author of the following article, has made it a
practice to prepare abstracts and reviews of such recent researches in

physics as appear to him to be of special interest. The results of Dr.
Darrow's work have been available to the staffs of the Bell System lab-

oratories for some time and having been very well regarded, it is thought
that such a review, published from time to time in the Technical Journal,
might be welcomed by its readers.

The review- cannot, of course, cover all the published results of physical
research. The author chooses those articles which appear significant to

him or instructive to his readers, without attempting to pass judgment
on the scientific importance of the different papers published. It is not
intended that the review shall always assume the Siime form; at one time
it may cover many articles, at another be devoted to only a few, and it

may occasionally treat of but a single piece of work.
The present installment, which is Number II, is devoted very largely

to the subject of atomic structure.

—

Editor.

WE know quite definitely that an atom consists of a massive

positively-charged nucleus with a certain number of electrons

in its vicinity; but of the arrangement of these electrons in the strict

geometrical sense we know very little^indeed, we do not certainly

know even whether they are in motion or not. Apparently there

are many possible arrangements for each kind of atom; one of these

is a permanent arrangement, in the sense that when once established

it is not changed so long as the atom is not disturbed from outside;

the others are transient. In addition to the arrangements of the

electrons in the neutral atom, there are the arrangements of the

remaining electrons when one or more of the normal quota arc lack-

ing. When an atom changes over from one of these arrangements

to another, it must take in or give out a definite quantity of energy.

Another way of saying this same thing is that to each distinct ar-

rangement of the electrons there corresponds a distinct value of

the energy of the atom. These values of the energy of the atom

are directly or indirectly measured, often with great precision; they

are the data of experiment. The \'ery precise statements, or at

all events \X'ry definite statements, which are fninuntly made about

the "structure" of the atom, usually refer imly lo these energs-

values and the relations between them.

The simplest question that can be asked aboiii ilie arrangement of

the electrons is, whether they all occupy identical positions—being,

for example, evenly distributed o\er the surface of a sphere or the

circumference of a circle, with the nucleus at its centre. If this is

true, the same amount of energy will be requiretl to remove any

158
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electron from the atom as to remo\e any ollu-r. In the extreme

opjxisite case there would be as many diflerenl amounts of energy

recjuiretl to remove an electron from the atom as there were electrons.

Now, when radiation of a definite fre<iuency v falls upon a group of

atoms, any particular atom will cither ignore the radiation, or else

will absorb a definite cjuantity of energy liv from it. (The letter /;,

.1% iisii.il. denotes Planck's constant, G.SOlO"" ergs-seconds.) it

Fig. 1

follows that if an electron is extracted from an atom by this rtidiation

and the work W required to extract it is not exactly as great as the

amount liv, the difference will be turned over to the electron as kinetic

energy-, and the speed v with which it departs from the atom will

be given by the equation

and W can be determinetl by measuring v. We can conveniently

refer to W as an "extraction-energy" or "extraction-potential." If

all the electrons occupy identical positions, W will be the same for

all, and the emerging electrons will all have the same spctxl. If they

occupy various p>ositions or "levels" as is more commonly said, there
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will be as many different electron-speeds represented in the emerging

electron-stream as there are levels,' and from these speeds the extrac-

tion-energies characterizing (or indeed defining) the levels can be

deduced.

The apparatus in which the test is made is of the type shown in

Fig. 1. At 5 there is a long narrow rod or tube of the material being

tested, irradiated by X-rays proceeding from a source at the left. A
magnetic field, directed normally to the plane of the paper, sweeps

Fig. 2

the emerging electrons around in circular arcs, some of which pass

through the slit; a few such arcs are sketchetl. The slower the electron,

the more highly curved the path in which it travels; and the speed

of the electron can be deduced from the curvature of the path. In

P'ig. 2 electron-paths of this type are reproduced from a photographic

film, which was laid parallel to the plane of the paper, in the posi-

tion of the rectangle marked I in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows arcs which

appeared on a film laid in the position of the rectangle marked II.

' Of course there may be reasons why electrons in particular positions cannot
often or at ail be extracted by radiation, even though there is plenty of energy
available.
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Tlu'so tlistiiu-tly-sopar.iti-tl arts show ili.it llii- rmiri;iiii; i-U-ilr(jii.-. fall

into several distinct groups, each cliaracterized 1)\ a particular spc-eci.

Ill l"ig. 4 wo sec the traio of the electnui^ nii films laid normalK' In

X- V
» wm

Fig. 4

tlie plane of the paper, along the top of the block marked "VU" in

Fig. 1. The appearance of the films at once suggests a line-spectrum.

The lines, indeed, are the signatures of special electron-speeds instead

of special radiation-frequencies; hut these two f]uantities, being

interconvertible, are not so profoundly different in their nature as
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used to be supposcil. Imitaling de Broglie's term "spectres cor-

pusculaires" we ma\- ctill these "electronic spectra." But it must

be rcmemliered that tlie>- depend not onl\- on the iirojiertics of the

atom, but on the incident radiation as well.

Maurice de Broglie has undertaken an exlensi\e stud>' of these

electronic spectra. His most recent apparatus, similar in general to

the arrangement illustrated in Fig. I (with the photograjihic plate

laid normalK" to the iilanc of the arcs) is impro\ed in various respects

and enlarged to permit of using a plate 24 cm. wide and electron-paths

of 26.cm. radius. InfortunateK', the ideal condition of atoms irradi-

ated b\- radiation of a single frecjuency, is unattainable. This is not

merel\- because actual X-ra\' sources emit \er\- mixed radiations

intense at several distinct frecjuencies and perceptible at e\er>- fre-

quency over a wide range. This difficulty could be partly remeilied

b\- appropriate filters. There is another difficulty and an inevitable

one; the atoms from which electrons are extracted by the radiation

promptly emit radiation of new frequencies, which extract other

electrons themseKes. In tin- language of the opening paragraph, the

arrangement of electrons which results when an electron is extracted

is not a permanent one: the remaining electrons redispose them-

sehi's in one arrangement aftc-r another, e\entually arri\-ing at the

permanent one; to each successiw arrangement corresponds a new

and lower value of the energy of the atom, and the energy-differences

\E are successively sent out in radiations of fretiuencies \E h. Thus
there are several freciuencits at work i-xtracting electrons from the

atoms; and in the electronic spertnim, larli le\el is represented 1)\-

as many lines as thiTc are tre(iuencies.

The uppermost s|)ertrum ol I'ig. .") is sketched by dc Hroglir Ironi

photograi^hs made with the electrons emitted by silver atoms irradi-

ated with the characteristic X-rays of tungsten.-' The electron-speeds

corresponding to llii' lines increase from left to right. There are

four of these tungsten ra\>. luo forming the Ka doublet, while the

other two, known as Kji and Kb, ha\e higher fretiuencies. The foiu'

lines marked 4 and o in the electronic spectnnn are matle by electrons

extracted b>' these four radiations from a singk' lexel. This is the

A'-le\el, the deepest or innermost lr\ il in the .--iKer .itoni. the elec-

trons removed from it having lost more energy during the remo\al,

than an>- others observed,—about :i.4(V10" ergs apiece. The two

following doublets, marked li and 7. ,nc nia<lc b\- eU-ctrons extracted

by the Ka frequencies from Iwd <lislincl lc\il> of tlu' silver atom,

= S()im- pholonriiphs iiiiiv Ik- M'um in the Jounuil de Physique, voliiniL' 2 of 1V21.

They were taki'ii Uofori- tlii' lati-si iniprovuiiKMits were made in the apparatus, and
.|(. not <h<i» .,1. nine h r|,iail as the sketches; or perhaps the repro<Uirt ions are imperfcci

.
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known as the L ami .\f levels respectively; the electrons from iluin

have more energy left o\er after escaping. Line 8 is due to Kd ix-

trarting electrons from the L-level. The electrons ejected from the

.\/-level l)y Kfi, and those ejecte<l from the L and the M levels 1)\- Kb,

are presumably moving too rapidK" to be received on the plate. At

the other end of the s|)ectrum the three lines 1, "2, :5 .ire (hie to electrons
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electrons, ninety-two, tlian an\- other element). The complexity of

the spectra results from tiiis richness of electrons, but the electrons

extracted from the L and M levels of gold In- its own radiations can

be identified.

It is not necessary to proxide an X-ray tuht- ti> su[)pl\' tlu' primary

radiation; this can be supplied from the nuclei of radioactive atoms

mingled with the atoms being tested, or, by examining radioacti\-e

substances, we can discover electronic spectra excited by radiations

originating at the nuclei of the atoms themselves. Actually these

were the earliest electronic spectra discowred ; the first to be observed

were photographed by von Baeycr, Hahn, and Meilner in 1910, years

before the interpretation was made (the frequencies of the nuclear

radiations were not then known). The figures 1, 2, 3 and 4, used to

illustrate this article, arc taken from a paper by J. Danysz, describing

work performed in 1911 at the laboratory of Madame Curie in Paris,

upon the electrons or bcta-ra\s emerging from atoms of radium B and

radium C. The grouping of these electrons, as we now know, results

from their being extracted from the various le\els by the several

nuclear radiations and the inevitable secondary radiations which

they produce in their own atoms. The large number of distinct

groups (Rutherford and Robinson distinguished sixteen from radium

B and forty-eight from radium C) is \ery likely due to several co-

operating causes; there are several frequencies at work, the atoms

have large numbers of electrons, and extractions probably occur

exceptionally often where the radiations originate so close to ilie

electrons. The earliest electronic spectra produced from non-radio-

active atoms were excited by nuclear rays from radioactive sub-

stances, and the earliest rule discovered was that these spectra were

very similar to the spectra of the radioactive atoms themselves; being

indeed identical when the excited atoms are isotopes of the atoms

which emit tlie exciting rays. In a complete account of this topic,

many other names would be mentioned, notably those of (". D. llllis

and R. Whiddington.

A recently-published and relatively simjile case is that of the

radioactive atom, uranium A'l, of which the electronic spectrum is

shown in Fig. G (from an article by Frl. Meitner). This displays

three lines made by electrons of which the speeds indicate that they

are extracted from the L, M and A^ levels of the atom by a single

radiation, having itself the frequenc>- of the natural A'a-radiation of

the atom. This radiation was itself delected and identified l)\- ap-

propriate means. Faster electrons which were also observed, cannot

have been derixed from an\- such source; tiie\' proh.ibK- came frnni
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the luirk-us, ;iiul st>n\e of them ejrct floctroiis from tlie A.'-li'\rl of tlic

atom, thus producing the neci-ssai^' condition for the ^n-radiation

and all the others to be emittetl. These electrons from the A'-level

Wf)uld escape with too little energy to he registered in the apparatus.

The ciueslion of the ultimate origin of these fastest electrons is, how-

ever, still under debate by the leading authorities on the subject.

1-ig. 6

Imagine now that a beam of X-ra\s iiukiiliii!; all frecjuencies is

directe<l ag.iinst a thin sheet of metal atoms, and that the transmitted

beam is dispersed into a sf>ectrum projected against a photographic

plate in the usual manner. Rays of frequency v can extract electrons

from a particular level when ht> exceeds the value of W for that level,

but not otherwise. Advancing along the spectrum in the direction

of increiising frequencies, we should expect to find a sudden sharp

weakening of the transmitted rays wherever the frequency becomes

equal to one of the values W/k which characterize the various levels.

-Some of I,, de Broglie's classical photographs are shown in Fig. 7

(borrowetl from Millikan's book, "The Electron"). The second

picture from the top represents two spectra of an X-ray beam trans-

mitted through molybdenum, one spectrum stretching away to the

right from the central dark band, the other to the left. The fre-

quency decreases as the distance from the dark band increases. Com-
ing inwards toward the band, we see that the plate very suddenly

becomes whiter at a certain critical frequency; this is the frequency

at which hv becomes equal to the IF of the /l -level. Similar spectra

of beams transmitted through cadmium, antimony, barium and mercur>'

are presented below the molybdenum spectrum; the corresponding

absorption-etlge is discerned in each, its frequency rising with the

atomic number of the element.* This is by far the most delicate and

accurate method of determining the various extraction-energies,

* The topmost picture shows the spectrum of the team before it encounters the
absorbing layer; the various strong Hnes in it, and the absorption-edges impressed
upon it by the silver and bromine atoms in the photographic (ilm, recur more or less

clearly in the absorption-spectra, but have nothing to do with the atoms in the
absorbing layer.
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although by itself it merely shows that particular transformations of

X-ray energy- become possible at particular fretjuencies. The elec-

tronic spectra, although much less accurate for purposes of measure-

ment, are neetled to show how this absorbed X-ra>' energy is used.

These absorption-sijectra show that the levels in the atom are much
more numerous than the electronic s|)ectra with their lower "resoK-

ing power'" can re\eal: lor example, ilurr are tiiree /,-!e\eIs ,iiid live

U Nil, -+7

'KtMor^OtaKlyv I

^ntL-»«x>«^ Tyl • SI

Bo.Ti.u.iitv yi'Sfo

^.bsofl|vti»>\iK.

Fig. 7

..^/-levels. 'Pile ti\e .l/-le\els of tiioriuni (iispla\- iheniseKes (Hot

as clearly as might be desired) in Fig. S, wiiicii consists of absorption-

spectra photographed by P. A. Ross at I.eland .Stanford I iiixersitv-.

I'.acli spectrum extends from low fre(|ucn(ies ,it the left to a niax-

inunn iimiting-fre<|uen(\- at (lie riiiht. the limit dt|)endiiii.; on tile

\ollage applied to tlii^ X-r,i\- tube and nut on the properties of the

absorbing atoms. .\s the limit ing-rri(|niiu\- is increased b\' increas-

ing the xoltage. the absorption-edges resulting from electrons being

extracted Irnm the li\e .l/-le\-els succe.ssi\el\' ajipear. Along with

each new absorption-edge tluri' appear oni' or two new emission-

lines, emitted by the thorium atoms during the rearrangements

which follow upon the extraction of an electron.'" These correspond

' .Nctualiy these lines were not cniitled liy the same atoms as absorbed the A'-rays,

hut by thorium atoms in the target of the .V-ra>- tube whence the primary .V-rays

came; the preliminary elcrlron-exiractions were performed in most cases by swift

electrons. There is no reason to supposi- that the agency ctTectinR the electron-

extraction has anything to do with ihe subse(|uenl rearr.ingenients of the atom.
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Ik ilic svf>in(l.ir>- r.uli.itions of sil\i.T and liii, wliicli wc loiuul to

pnxlniv liiu's of ilu-ir own in \\\v I'lwtronic spectra of llu-so domonts.

Tlu-si- rcl.uions Itctwi-cii al)sor|)ti<>n-i'(l_nt's and einission-liiu-s make

LJ
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forming tlic atom consists mainl\- of data about their energy-values.

We have a key to the arrangements themselves, and this is pro-

vided by the deflections of electrons as they pass throiigii the

atoms. .An electron shot directly at an atom will be deflected by the

combined actions of the nucleus and the atom-electrons; and by

postulating a particular arrangejnent of the electrons \vc could, in

principle at least, calculate the deflection. This may be likened

to the performance of an astronomer who, observing a comet ad\ancing

into the solar systein from outer space, calculates the path which

it will follow through the system under the influence of the sim and

the major planets, and the direction along which it will depart. The
astronomer has the advantages of knowing exactly where the mem-
bers of the solar system are, and of being able to follow indi\idual

comets. We do not know where the members of the elcctron-s\stcm

are, and cannot shoot a single electron at an atom and discern its path.

The latter disadvantage is not as serious as it may seem. By
projecting an enormous number of electrons in parallel directions

against an atom or a la>er of atoms, and measuring the fraction which

are de\iated through a given angle or range of angles, it is possible

to test a particular atom-model. Assume that the atom po.ssesses

spherical symmetry; tlu-ii Uic deflection suffered by an oncoming

electron will dejiend onU on a single \-ariable, the minimum distance

p from the centre of the atom to the line (extended) along which

the electron approaches at first (before the deviation begins). Des-

ignating by </) the angle between the initial and final directions of

motion of the electron (i.e., the amount of the tleflection), we ha\e

<A=/(» />=/-' (0) (1)

liic lunclion / (k'|)cndiiig on the particular aloni-niodcl. Su|)|)(ise an

enormous number N of electrons directed normalK- against a thin

layer of metal atoms, in which Q atoms lie side by side. The number
of electrons which will approach the la>-er along lines passing some
atom-centre—any atom-centrt>—at distances greater than a gi\'cn

value /> and less liian a slighth' greater gi\cn \alue /)-f-r//>, is

<IX = XQ-2wl>-,lp (2)

This is likewise tiie number of electrons which will i)e deflected through

angles lying between <t>=fip} and <)>+d4> =f(p+dp) =f{p) + (dj/<lp)dp;

which thcrefori' nia\' lie written as

(IN = NQ • 2Trp{(lp, 'dj)(lf = I'\<i,)d<t>. (4)
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riu' expressions for p and dp'df arc to 1k> taki-n from equation (1).

The I'inirtion

F(4>) = .\Q-'^^f>i<lp/''<>) (5)

represt-nts the (iistribiitioH-in-ani'lc of the dcflecteil electrons. If it is

ialrulate<l for any particular atoin-nuxlel and then determined by

ex(XTiment, the comparison l)ct\veen calculation and data afTf)rds a

test of the atom-model. .An instructive comparison can be made

e\en if the value of XQ is unknown, since the form of the F-vcrsiis-(i>

curve, as well as the absolute height of its ordinatcs, (le[iend?- iii)(in

the atom-model.

Tor electrons or other charged particles of charge e and mass m,

streaming with uniform spceil f^ against a group of much more massive

nuclei each l>earing a charge E, the functions / and F assume the

forms

/(/>) = 2 • arc cot (w U"-p V£) (6)

Fi4>) = NQir{eE/m L-)- cot il<f>) coscc=(^<^). (7)

This case, insignificant as it may appear, suddenly assumed the

greatest importance when, in 1913, Rutherford, Geiger and Marsden

established that the distribution-in-angle of alpha-particles (particles

of twice the charge and alx)ut 7,500 times the mass of an electron)

deflected by metal atoms is of precisely the form (7). This means

that around each atom-nucleus there is an empty space so wide that

full-speed alpha-particles passing close enough to a nucleus to be

dertectetl through 5° or more, undergo almost their entire deflection

within it; hence, most or all of the electrons surrounding the nucleus

must lie beyonil this vacant central region. From the data of these

classiciil experiments, Rutherford and his collaborators deduced that

the radius of the empty region encircling the gold nucleus is at least

3tiXlO '- cm. After the war, the problem was again taken up in

Rutherford's laboratory- in Cambridge. J. Chadwick gave 14X10"'*

cm. as .1 minimum value for the radius of the vacant space around

the platinum nucleus. Last year P. M. S. Blackett made a statistical

study of the deflections of comparatively slow alpha-particles, using

the C. T. R. Wilson expansion-method, which was described in the

last issue of this Journal. Paths of some of these deflected particles

are shown in Fig. 9. By using these slow-moving particles, which

begin to turn in their Cf)urscs while still much farther away from the

nucleus than the minimum distance at which fast alpha-particles

begin to respond to its repulsion, Blackett was able to search farther
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out for the outer boundary of the empty space. The deflecting atoms

were atoms of argon, each consisting of eighteen electrons surrounding

a nucleus; atoms of oxygen with eight electrons apiece, and atoms

of nitrogen with se\en (the latter two kinds of atoms not being dis-

criminated in the stud\' of liie data). Rlackett concludi-d that the

/p '

4

J

V^:--..

5 s

r
Fig. 9

u
10 TT

empt\' space in the argon atom extends out at least to a dislanci- ol

10"* cm. from the nucleus in the argon atom, and to a distance ol at

least oXlO"'" cm. in the nitrogen and oxygen atoms.

We now pass to the case of electrons deflected !)> atoms. Since the

electron is so very much lighter than the ali)ha-parlicle, and yet is

half as strongly charged, it will be much more seriously deflected

by a nucleus than an al|)ha-particle, aiiiiroaching along the same

line with the same speed, would be. This contrast is \-ery strikiiigiv

illustrated b>' two results published last summer. Harkins and

R\an. photogra[ihing the p.iths of eight\- thousand alph;i-parli(ie>
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through air. loiiiid i>iil> tlinv inst.uici-s of di-lkrlions cxrivdiiiu !1()°;

(". T. R. Wilson, ph<)t()v;r.i|)liin^; tlu- paths of 503 fast olL-ctroiis through

air. found forty-four instanivs of di-Hi-rtions i-xcccding !K)°. Wliili-.

in i;i-neral, it would he liardK- fair to make such comparisons without

allowing for the relative energies of the two kinds of particles, the

<!ilTerencc iti order of lu.igniliide is so great that we ma\- accept it as

t\pica!.

.Mort^)ver, the ekrtron will he deflected hy the atom-electrons

as well as by the nucleus, and will not disarrangt- the atom-electrons

so hadly on its wa\- through the atom-s\stern. TIicm' dclleclions

Fig. 10

will he superposed upon the deflection produced hy the nucleus, and

will modify the distrihution-in-angle function F from form (7) into

s<jme other form. Such modifications ha\-e been suspected by several

investigators; for example, by Crowther and Schonland in their

stufly of the deflections of ^ery fast electrons hy metal atoms. It

has been argued by Wentzel, howex'er, that the distril)ution-in-anglc

function observed in their experiments departed from the form (7)

not because the atom-electrons were interfering with the fast electrons,

but l)ecausc some of the deflecterl electrons had been de\iati-(l h\'

several atom-nuclei in succession.

C. Davisson and C. H. Kunsman, in the laboratories of the Western

Electric Company, made the first definite attempt to produce elcctron-

deHet tions under conditions in which the distrihution-in-angle function

would disclose the influence of the atom-electrons. To do this it

was desirable to use, not the fast electrons from radioactive atoms

which previous experimenters had employed, but slow electrons of

controllable spectl. .A diagram of their apparatus is shown in Fig. ID

and a photograph in F"ig. 11. The electrons proceed from a hot

filament at Fi. strike the metal target at 7", and are detlecteil through

various angles; the shielded collector ZJ,, swinging from one angle to
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another, successively receives the electrons deflected through tlie

various angles. The electrons depart from b\ with very low speeds

and receixe the speed U through acceleration by a \oltage ajiplied

between Fi and the c\lindcr surrounding F\\ thereafter the>' nio\e

with constant spc-cd in an (•(luipolcnlial icninn, lliniugii the \ariiiu>

Fig. 11

slits siiown in liie diagram around (', an<I against the target. .Xniong

the electrons which emerge from the target, there are some which

have been dedectcd !)> indixidual atoms in the wa\' we ha\c lnvii

describing, but \ery man\' more which li.ivi- liiJicr undergone st-\eral

deflccti(jns in succession or else were nm in the incident beam but

have l)een dislodged from their places in the target metal by liu-

primary electrons. If these latter were allowed to reach the col-

lector, the distribution-in-angle funciicm nl the once-dellectcd electrons

would be blurred and conceali-d b\ the unwanted electrons. As,
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lio\vi'\'cr, they have not so iiuicli niern\- as tlio primary or ilu- tincc-

deflectetl electrons, they am be kept a\va>- from the collector by lower-

ing its potential to a value such that only such electrons as have,

s;iy, \W(, of the energy of the primary electrons can reach it. Thus

the filament may be at potential zero, the target at otH) voli^; if the

collector is also at 500 volts, the (listrii)uti()n-in-anglc fimciion of the

Fig. 12

electrons it receives has nothing in common with the function F
characterizing the once-deflected electrons; but when the collector

is loweretl to .50 volts, the distribution-in-anglc function which it

records assumes a new and characteristic form.

Some of these angular distributions are shown in Fig. 12 (for mag-

nesium) and Fig. 13 (for platinum). The latter curves were obtained

first, with a platinum target; then the target was overlaid with a

thin film of magnesium, formed by sublimation without opening

or altering the tube, and the sharply-contrasted curves of Fig. 12

replaced the others. The distribution-in-angle of the engineering

electrons is plotted, naturally, in polar coordinates; the direction

^ = 0°, i.e., the direction of motion of the primary electrons, is indi-
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cated by the arrow and the lettering. Such a symbol as "100 10"

indicates that the corresponding curve was taken down with the

target at 100 volts and the collector at 10 volts (the filament always

being at zero potential). The reason for this has been explained

above; the family of curves in Fig. 12 illustrates the point.

These arc examples of the curves from which the arrangement of

the atom-electrons is to be inferred. The sinuous and serrated curves

for platinum, entirely different from the smoothly rq^nded curves

M
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form a single iioiiit-charnc (12 — n)e, and the remaining (12 — «)

electrons lie on the spherical surface, which encloses the "empty
space" nuMitionetl al)ove. The functions / anil /•' assume the forms

fip) = 2 arc cot4^^-^ (fia)

VR'-P'

AX.) = .Vy. cot (A,) cosec^ (i«) j-;;^.(|y^^|^. (7a)

in which ju = \nii'-R cE\ the SNinhols ha\e tile s.inK' nu-atiingsas in ((>).

anil (7), with which these erjuations become identic.il if R is made
infinite.

This "limite*i-field" distribution-function has some odd character-

istics. At very high speeds large deflections naturally are rare, hut

as the s[iee<l is lowered they become relatively more frequent; the

1,500-volt, 1,000-volt and 750-volt curves for magnesium illustrate

this. This tendency gains rapidly as U is decreased; at a certain

critical value, given by m= 1. the deflections arc uniformK- distributed

in all directions'; at a lower critical value, given b\- n = \, all the

electrons are turned through 180° and return on their tracks. As
the speed is still further decreased, the condition of uniformly-dis-

tributed deflections is again approached, and we have the extraor-

dinary- feature of the average deflection decreasing as the energy

of the electrons goes down.' In the family of curves for magnesium
there appears \ery clearly an intermediate velocity at which 180°

deflections are peculiarly frcfjuent; the curves spread outward in the

direction = 180° whence the primary electrons come, as the energy-

of the primaries rises from 24 to "o volts, and retract themselves

again as the energy rises beyond 100 volts. This is a particularly

important feature of the curves.

To make an adequate test of the new expression for /•', it is neces-

sary to apply certain corrections to the curves presented, particularly

a correction required because the distance travelled by the deflected

electrons within the target metal varies with 4>, so that the percentage

which goes astray, owing to loss of speed or otherwise, varies simi-

larly. A curve exempt from this correction can, however, be ob-

' .Meaning that the number dellectefi per unit solid angle is independent of *.

which means that the distribution-in-angic function is of the form const. Isin ^i.

' It may be recalled from the last number of this Journal, page 110, that H. .A.

Wilson used this property as an explanation of the anomalous variations of elcctron-

mean-frce-paths with speed in various gases.
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tained in a certain manner.* On slud\ing this curve, it is found that

the critical speed at which 180° deflections arc most frequent is too low.

This indicates that an incident electron approaching an atom is

accelerated toward it, by virtue of the total charge of the electrons

on the spherical shell not quite compensating the nuclear charge;

the speed U which figures in the equations is therefore greater than

the measured speed with which the electrons are fired at the target.

(This interpretation also serves to explain the lobe observed on the

lowest-speed curves for magnesium, and suggests the reason for the

lobes of the curves for platinum.)

The curves are satisfactorily explained, if we build the magnesium

atom in this manner: a nucleus of charge \2e, two electrons so near

it that the central charge is efTectually lOe, and a spherical shell of six

electrons with a radius of 1.28*10~' cm.; the other four electrons

much further out, perhaps dispersed and wandering through the

metal. The only arbitrary assumption made is that about the two

deep-seated electrons; the radius R of the shell and the number of

electrons upon it are prescribed by the curves, once that assumption

is made. If we assume three deep-seated electrons, R becomes

1.15"10~' cm. and the number of electrons in the shell drops to five.

The shell must be the L-level, and the deep-seated electrons con-

stitute the X-level.'

The energ\- required to remove the loosest or outermost electrons

of the atom is generally determined, as is well enough known, by

smiting the atom with an electron instead of with one of the radiation

quanta used in extracting the inner electrons.'" Usually the quantity

measured is simply the energy which the striking electron must have,

in order to convert the atom or molecule into a positively-charged

ion; the negative charge removed from the atom is assumed with-

out proof to be a single electron. On the other hand, J. J. Thomson

* Imagine an electron incident at angle on the target surface, and deflected

through angle <t> (in the plane of incidence; by an atom which it meets after pene-

trating a distance d in a straight line. If it continues in a straight line from the

(loint of deflection until it emerges, it travels a distance x = d (l-|-cos 8 'sec (\f/-6)),

where ^ = 7r— 6. This distance x will be the same for any two values ^i and ^2 of ^,

such that ^t 1
4-^2 = 29. Insofar as the number of deflected electrons emerging with

speed suflicient to reach the collector depends on x, it will be the same for both

values of if/. The curve representing the ratio of the number of electrons reaching

the collector, for two such angles, plotted versus U, is exempt from this correc-

tion, and can be directly compared with a theoretical curve.

' Or we could assume that there were no deep-seated electrons, and give seven

electrons and a radius 1.54' 10~' cm. to the shell; but then we should have nothing

to serve as a A'-level.

'"Generally the frecjucncy required to extract the outermost electron with a

(|uantuni lies in the Juost iiu-oiuenieiit region of the spectrum for praclicil work.
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anil tii.iiu- olliors lia\i- measured the charm's " of iniii/.ed atcinis in

(liM-harKe-lul)es, and found them sontelimes single and sometimes

multiple elect ron-eliar^rs, hut have not measured the minimimi energy

re<|uiriHl to produce a (larticidar kimi of ionization. H. i). Smyth.

.It I'rinceton and Ca\endi>h. was the first to cond)ine hoth methixis;

he ionized atoms by electron-impacts in a rube designe<l for determin-

ing ionization-poteiitials in the accepted manner, and after further

accelerating the ions drew them through a channel into a second

tulK' where they were deflected in a magnetic held so that their charges

could Ik- measured. The difficulty to be surmounted is that in the

first tul>e the pressure of the gas must be high enough to yield a satis-

facti>r>- number of ions, and in the second tube it must be low enough

not to interfere with the arcs described by the ions in the inagnetic

field. At first he sent a beam of mercury vajior rushing transverseh'

across his first tube from a boiler into a liquid-air trap: b>' first sending

the atoms down a long tube with a system of dia[)hragms and so

stopping the obliquely-mo\-ing ones, he was able to prevent atoms

from straying out of the beam in the critical zone. Later he attacked

a more tlifficult case, that of nitrogen; the gas was continuously fed

into the first tube and a powerful pump drew it out befori' it could

difTuse seriously^ into the second tube.

While it is interesting to have direct cont'irm.iiidii iliat tlu- first

and easiest ionization is the extraction of a single electron, Smyth's

most important results refer to the later ionizations. Mercury
atoms that had lost two electrons appeared in the second tube when
the bombarding potential attained 10 \T)lts, nine volts more than

the fir>t ionizing-potential; at a much higher voltage, triply-charged

atoms were detected, or at least suspected. In nitrogen, the earliest

ionization, at about It) volts, docs not involve dissociation, but at a

potential 8 volts higher, a doubly-ionized single nitrogen, atom makes
its appearance, and a little further along, Smyth delects an ion which

may be a singly-ionized nitrogen atom or a doubly ionized molecule

(the two possibilities cannot be discriminated by this method, but

the second seems improbable). Valuable knowledge about the rela-

tions between ionization and dissociation—between, that is, the

removal of an electron from a molecule, and the breaking of the bonds

that hold the atoms of the molecule together—may be expected from

experiments of this type.

Something more is to be said on two of the topics of the last article

in this series. A. H. Compton's discovery that scattered X-rays

consist of two distinct radiations, one with the fre(|uency of the

" Actually, the charge-mass ratios.
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primary rays and the other with a slightK' lower frequency, was
mentioned in that article; he has since published an account of a

series of nieiisurements made, not on the wave-length but on the

absorption-coefficient (in various substances) of the scattered rays,

and finds it altered from that of the primary rays in the sense and

more or less in the magnitude to be expected from the wave-length

measurements of the lower-frequency rays. The largest alterations

and the best agreements with theory are obtained with light atoms

and high-frequency rays. In the frequency-range of the visible

spectrum, the scattered ray of lowered frequency, sought for by P. A.

Ross in light of the wave-length 54{)1.\ scattered by mercury vapor,

is altogether lacking. The transparency of krypton and .xenon atoms

to slow electrons, discovered by Minkowski and Sponer, has been

confirmed by Ramsauer with his original (and better) method. The
transparency of argon atoms has also been \'erified by O. \V. Rich-

ardson and R. N. Chaudhuri, by a method sutliciently different from

the others to rank as an inde[)(.'ndent test.
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High Frequency Amplifiers

By H. T. FRIIS and A. G. JENSEN

IN this papiT. ii simplilU'd inallienidtiral trt-.itment of the thec>ry

of hii;h frec|iuMuy aiuphticrs is presented, and the theory is verified

by experiment. This method of mathematical analysis provides a

ERRATA
ISSUE OF JANUARY, 1924

On page U)2, hne 11 from bottom of page, and on
page 163, line 4:

read Kt instead of Kb.

On page 173, line 3 from bottom of page:

read emerging instead oj engineering.

at its natural frequency, i.e., the transformer inductance and dis-

tributed capacity must be in resonance. We have therefore, next

treated the simplest type of resonance circuit amplifier, namely, a

single tuned circuit amplifier, and it is shown that exactly the same

method can be used for a choke coil amplifier or a close coupled

transformer am|)lifier. Finally, it is shown that a loosely coupled

transformer amplifier can l)e treated like two coupled tuned circuits.

Considering a low frequency transformer-coupled amplifier, in

Fig. 1 (a) there is shown an amplifier tube I with its output trans-

former 7 working into another tube II and in Fig. 1 (b) is given the

corresponding equivalent circuit. The equivalent circuit is obtained

by the theorem, that the plate circuit of a vacuum-tube may be

181
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treated as an ordinary a.c. circuit, consisting of the external impedance

in series with a resistance Rp, and in which tlie imjiresscd enif. is

/ifj, Rp being the internal plate impedance of the tube, y. the amplifica-

tion constant of the tube and Cg the voltage applied to the grid.

In Fig. 1 (b) Cp is the plate to filament capacity of tube I, and the

input impedance of tube II is represented by a resistance Rg in parallel

with a condenser Cg.

The maximum amplifiralion wliich can l)e olHained by this amplifier

is gi\eii b\- the well-known exi)ression

A'
^^\Rp

but this maximum am|)lil'i

and

at ion can onh' be obtained when

coLi> >Rp,

0)7.2 > >Rg,

wL\ (11L2

(1)

(2)

Rp R.

Large reactances o> L\ and w L« can only be obtained at low fre-

quencies because at higher fre(|uencies the effects of internal tube

capacities and the distributed capacity of the coil become large. This

may best be illustrated b\- means of the tabic gi\en below:

Coil

No.
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At lii^liiT lRM|iii'nrics suflirii-iiil\- liigh inipcdanrfs ran otiK- he

obtaiiu'tl by workiiij; at the natural frccimniry of llu" iransforniiT, and

to illustrate this we shall in the followini; i;i\e some results of experi-

ments made with ordinary tuned circuit aniplitiers, choke coil ampli-

fiers and loosely coupled transformer amplifiers at high frequencies.

Tl'NED riR(l IT ANT) ClIOKI'; ("(HI. .XmI'MI" IKRS

In E'it;. 2 there are shown to the left two dilTereiit wa\s of conned iiig

up a tuned circuit amplilier, and to the right are gi\cn the corre-

sptinding etiuivalent circuits. The injiut imjiedance to the next

tube is assumed to be a pure resistance Rg. thus neglecting the grid-

TUBE CIRCUIT
r

Pr^¥T^r^
cJo^L

R=R,+R2* R^. I- = L, + L2i-2M,

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

^9 lui- >'l'"-2 U.-U
Co'

C ' R

'

ojo = 2 1tjo, Jo~^^5onani: frequency

Fig. 2—Schcm.Ttic of Tuned .Amplifier Circuits

filament capacity and the grid-plate capacity of this tube. The
effect of the grid-filament capacity, however, will only be to detune

the circuit a little and can, therefore, he compensated for by retuning

the condenser C (or Ci and C;) and the effects of the coupling through

the grid-plate capacity of the second tube will be treated specially

later.

Fig. 2 gives the well-known formulas for the equivalent series re-

sistance R' of the circuit at resonance and for the impedance of the

circuit Za-h measured between points a and b at resonance.
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From this \vc then get in Case (A)

and, assuming that Rp> >Uo (L^+ M),

L2+M

Hence, defining the voltage amplification K of the first stage as the

voltage impressed upon the grid of tube II divided by the voltage

impressed upon the grid (^f tube I, we ha\e

e, "wo^Lo+ My'+RpR' ^^

In order to find the stci)-up ratio, which gi\es maximum amplifica-

tion w'e have to soKc for L2+ .I/ in the ecjuation 6K &{L2+ M) =0,

which gives

Rp= ^7 =Za-b, (.Oj

and by inserting this in ('([uation (4) w'e get

^ VRpVr'

From etjuation (o) it is seen that the condition for maxinunn xoltage

amplification is exactly the same as the well-known condition for

maximum power amplification; namely, that the external impedance

Za-b inserted in the jilate circuit must be etiual to the internal tube

impedance Rp.

By repeating the calculations gi\en above for Case (B) in Fig. 2,

it W'ill be found that this condition again holds good, and also it will

be found that the expression for Kmax is the same.

As already' mentioned the resistance R' in the formulas ,ii)o\e

includes the etjuix^alent series resistance introduced in the tuned circuit

by the impedance of the input circuit of tube II, but in many cases

this extra resistance will be negligible as compared to the resistance of

the coil itself, and equation ((>) thus gives us the very interesting
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iiil'orin.iiioii th.il llu- in,i\inuini .iinpliru.uioii (il>t,iiiKil>U' willi .1

tiiniHl liriiiit aniplilicr is proimrtion.il to llio ratio oj the inductive

reactance to the Siiiiare root of the resistance. In the case of an ordinary

selective rircnit siuh as a tuned loop antenna the output voltage

develojxtl is pro|)ortional to the ratio of the inthictive reactance to

the first pcnver of the resistance. This does not mean that low resist-

ance is less desirable in ainplilier coils than in ordinary tuned circuits

but it does mean that tiie penally exacted 1)\' increasim; ilu' resist-

ance is not as great.

In order to test the formulas given 1)\- eciuations (.")) and (0) a

series of experiments have been carried out.

For measurements of the maximum amplification of a tuned circuit

ami)litier a circuit as shown in Fig. 3 was used.' The grid of the am-

jj_H'IH-l'T ' • '['['hj^

Fig. 3—Method of Measurement of Tuned .Amplifier

plitier tulie I is connected up to a known resistance, through which is

passed a known current, and the voltage across the tuned circuit is

measured by ineans of the tube-voltmeter II. The inductance Li/.j

is made up of a single layer solenoid closely wound with 17;i turns of

solid wire and its value was 1.()3X10"' henries.

Keeping the frequency and the input from the oscillator constant

the circuit is tuned to resonance by means of the variable condenser

C and the lead from the plate to the coil is then moved along the coil

until a point is reached which gives maximum deflection of the tube-

voltmeter. During this process it is necessary to retune the circuit

for each new fKiint tried. Having thus obtained the right step-up

for a certain frequency we then measure the amplification for different

frequencies and get the amplification curves shown in the upper half

of Fig. 4. On the lower half of Fig. 4 are given the number of turns

(Lj) across the plate of the amplifier tube and also the capacity of

the condenser C for each of the four cases shown.

' For a more detaile<l description of the method of measurement, see section en-

titled "Measurements" lielow.
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In order to calculate the maximum amplification from formula (6)

it is necessary to know the resistance R' of the circuit, the voltage

amplification factor ^i, and the internal plate impedance Rp of the

amplifier tube. R' was obtained by running resonance curves for the

circuit with the tubes connected up as usual, but with no filament

current in the amplifier tube, in which case Rp may be regarded as

being infinite.

These resonance curves are shown in tJie lower jKut of I'ig. 4, and

the resistance is then calculated from the well-known f(]rnuiia

R' = 2n{f,-f.^L, (7)

in which /i and /j are the frequencies, for which £ = £tojx,' v2.

The resistance R' may also be obtained from the amplification

curves as these can be regarded as resonance cur\-es for the timed

circuit with the resistance Rp across part of the coil, and since tills

KiK- 4— ICx|iiiiimnl.iI Aniplifu-aliiin .ind R( sonanrc Curves of TuiumI Cirriiil .Amplifier

part of the coil is chosen so as to give Za-b = Rp, the equi\alent

series resistance shoidd ha\e increased to exactly twice the \alue

found in formula (7). By comparing the widths of the amplification

cur\es in I-"ig. 4 with the widths fif the corresponding resonance curves

it is seen that (his actually was the case.

The internal plate impedance Rp and the aini)lirK-,ui()n factor m

were obtained from the slope of the static characteristic of the ampli-

fier tube used (a Western Electric 215-A or "peanut" tube).
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The results of the calculations are given in Table II and the raicu-

lated values of Kmax are seen to agree very well with the measured

values given in the last cohniin.

T.xniE n
Z. = 1.63X10-' henries. R, = Uflm ohms, n=(\\
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As a final clieck of furimila ((J) by means of this tuned circuit, liie

maximum amplification was measured at 170,000 cycles with different

values of extra resistance, Rtxi, inserted in the circuit between c and d

in Fig. 3. The results of these measurements agree v'ery well with

the formula as will be seen from Table III. For i?„(=160 it was

found necessary to connect the plate across the entire coil in order

to get maximum amplification and thus a further increase of J?„(

beyond KiO ohms will make it impossilile ii> obi.iin inaximuni amplifi-

cation with this circuit.

T.\BLE III

/=170,000 cycles, L = 1.63X10-' henries, /?p = 22,OO0 ohms, ai=61.
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as a cliokc inil <>r auti>-tiaii>l(>rmi'r (willumi aii\- i-\tr.i rniidriisiT).

This, howevir, will tl(.|H-iul upon the kind of wire used in making the

coil. The loil usvtl in the nu-asiirenients al)o\e was made of No. 28
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coils made of stranded wire and with smaller inductance, hut with

larger distributed ca|>acil\-.

In practice, it is not important to go to extremes in order to reduce

the distributed capacity by one or two nixf. because the coil will

always be shunted 1)>- the tube capacities, which are of the order of

10 fjLfif. It may be mentioned that the distributed capacity of the

coil used in the above experiment is 3.5 /i/x/. This means that the

constructional details of such a coil are not very important, and the

coil may be made as a single layer coil or as a coil wound in one or

several sections of rectangular or square cross-sections, but in all

cases it will be found that coils of the same inductance will have very

closely the same resonance frequency pro\idcd that the same tubes

and leads are used in all cases.

Some experiments made with a choke coil (or auto transformer)

at about 50,000 cycles show tiiat tlic Inrmulas given al)o\e ma\' be

also used here.

The coil used in these experiments was wound on a core of iron

dust and made with square cross-section. The total inductance of

the coil was .33 henries and provisions were made so that the plate

of the amplifier tube could be tapped across any part of the coil.

The circuit diagram was the same as that given in Fig. 3 with the

exception that the condenser C was omitted. The maximum amplifi-

cation curve for this coil, used as a choke coil, is given by Fig. 7,

curve A. The step-up ratio necessary to obtain maximum amplifica-

tion was 1:16; i.e., the plate was connected across 1 Itl of the total

number of turns.

The resistance of llie coil is obtained from a reson.nice curve as

before

:

R' = 27rL(/, -/.) = 27r X .33 X 1300 = 2700 . ,hms,

and inserting iliis in formula ((>) gi\"es:

0.1 2rX54800X.33 ..

^ \/22,000X2700

while liie lApiTlnunl i;a\t- It..").

Un I'ig. 7 are also given the amplification curxes B. C and P for a

step-up of 1:4, 1:1 and 1:48, resijectiveh'.

In the two cases B and C, the selectivity of the circuit is determined

almost entirely by Rp, the resistance of the circuit itself being negligi-

ble, while in case 1) the selecli\il\' is pr.icticalK' delermincd b\' the

resistance of the coil itself.
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It is seen that the .impliru.itinii (-iir\e C for a step-uji ratio of 1:1

is extremely tlat as compared with the ainpliliratioii ciirxe shown in

Fig. o for a choke roil working at SoO kilocycles.

In connection with these experiments with tuned circuits and

choke coils it may be mentioned that in order to .separate the DC
plate voltage from the PC grid voltage, it will often he found of afl-

4$
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curves can be computed by means of the well-known formulas for

current and voltage conditions in two coupled circuits.

Before going into the details of these experiments, it is worth

while to consider briefly the general relations in\'olved as indicated

by the curves obtained with two coupled circuits, each tuned to

52,000 cycles. These curves are shown in Fig. 8. The coils used
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( .i|>,n itiM-ioiiplinj;: / =.',.,/ =/q y\ rinC"

wIrtc fo= —>^— . k = 'r =coct'tiiieiU of rmipliin;.
• Vlc ^

V\a\\i\)1 tluis (li-moiistrated llu- ^fiicral shape (it tlu- <un|>lificatii>ii

rur\e< for a two coupled tuned circuit ani]ilit"ier, the action of a loosely

coupled transformer amplitier for high frequencies will be treated.

The transformer used in this experiment was made up of two

>imilar pancake coils, 2" diameter, wound with 210 turns of solid

wire. Fig. shows the circuit diagram. Curves .'I and B in Fig. Ida

>ue3

Fig. 9— .Mothoil of Measurement of Loosely Ccupled Transformer Amplifier

show the measured amplilication cur\es for a 3 8" distance between

the windings. The coupling condensers C were omitted but even

then there was some capacity coupling left due to the distributed

capacity between the coils. The curves A and B correspond re-

spectively, to an aiding and an opposing action of this capaciti\e

coupling. Interchanging the leads to either coil changes the amplifi-

cation cur\e from one type to the other.

The self inductance and mutual inductance of the coils were meas-

ured at low frequency and found to be:

L = 2.1X10-' henries. .l/ = .n.^Xin ' henries.
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The resistance of the coils was measured as described before l)y

taking resonance cur\es at different frequencies. The distributed

capacity of each coil was 14X10"'- farad (including tube capacii\).

By means of these values, the curve C was calculated.- The unknown
capacity coupling makes it impossible to predict the exact shape of a

transformer coupled amplifier from the constants of the circuits.

However, the calculated curve C (calculated for inducti\'e coupling

only) will give a general idea of the shape of an experimental cur\e A

.

Curves A and B, Fig. 10b, show the amplification curves for the

case of capacity coupling alone. A is the experimental and B the

calculated curve and they are seen to give fair agreement. The
coupling capacity was 21X10"'- farad and tiie distributed capacity

of the coils was 19.3X10"'^ farad, the increase, as compared with the

case of inductive coupling, being due to the ground capacities of the

coupling condenser.

In connection with this type of amplifier it ma\' be mentioned that

a higher amplification naturally can be obtained if the plate of the

amplifier tube is connected across a part of the primary circuit onK
,

maximum amplification corresponding to the circuit impedance

being equal to the plate impedance. However, the same effect will

take place here as was shown for the tuned circuit amplifier, namely,

that the band width will decrease with increase in amplification.

Using transformers at their natural frequency instead of coupled

tuned circuits with outside condensers will give broader bands or

higher amplifications corresponding to the single tuned circuit

amplifier.

'The following two fortmilns hnvc been used for (.uliiilaling tlu' amplifuMtion of

the circuit shown in Fig. 9.

Inductive Coupling,:

1.1/ 1 1

Amplification =
e, Z uCIi^{l-u'L>C)+R'+j{uL'+Ii,R<o,C)— \''<"+(-i)' '"=«( + ("#))."'-'="'-("#)(-'- -t)-

Capucilive CoupHna:

. ..^ . R+ jwL
.Amplification =n . , .,

.here .,=/.„(, -.V7.C+2^-o,^Z.cf, - ^^,^,) -,R{^,-[.).

B=RRM-{i+'^) -
,,,(S..'L^) +"^('4)-;;;^"
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The i-xpt'rimenls so far have sliow ii, ili.it w iili mii- stai;i' cif ,iiii|)lil"ira-

tion ami witlt llu' ainpliCicT wurkiiii; into a dftcclDr tnla- witlidul

grid cdnilt'iiscr and leak, it is always jiossibk- to calculali.' iho amplitlca-

tion curve from the constants of the lubes and of the coils, ri'nardless
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words, in a multiple-stiige amplifier is it possible to get the total

amplification curve from the curve for the amplification per stage by

multipKing them together?

The answer to this question is that the total ampliticaiion of a

multi-stage amplifier will, in general, be lower than the value obtained

by multiplying the amplification values per stage, and the reason

for this is to be found in the input impedance of the tubes. So far,

we have assumed the input impedance of the tube after the amplifier

to be high as compared with the impedance of the tuned circuit (or

transformer) and this is correct for a plate cur\ature detector, in

which the impedance of the load in the plate circuit is negligible

at the frequency of the amplified current but if the next tube is another

amplifier it is only true at lower frequencies. It has been shown ^

that the input impedance of a vacuum tube can readily be calculated

by means of the constants of the tube and the output impedance.

For the tubes used in the foregoing e.xperiments we have the fol-

lowing approximate constants:

Cg_p = Gr\A to plate capacity =3X10~'' farad

Cg =Grid to filament capacity = 5X10"'^ farad

Cp = Plate filament capacity =5X10 '^ farad

Rp = Plate impedance =20,000 ohms

/i = Amplification constant =6.

The outinit inii)edancc including the plate-filament cajiarity will

be assumed to be a resistance equal to the plate impedance.

If the input impedance is represented by an apparent resistance

R'g in parallel with an apparent caparit\- Cg, we get for R' g and

C'g the values given in Table I\'.

T.MILE IV'

R' =
o,'R,Cl^ (m+2)

C'. = C,-f2C,_,
M+2

u^RlCI-, +i

Frequency
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From lliis t.il)lc it is sei'ii thai tlu' i-lTi'il of tin- in|)iit iiiipi'cl.iiKe is

nckjli^ilile at frfqui-iu-ics up to alK)iit KM).(100 cvik-s, l)iit for fri.'(|iU'iic-ies

in iho broadcast iiij; range, tlie injnit iiniH'<i.iiu-e will introdure an

apprcriabic loss in the ])ri'caling circuit, which will result in a drop

in aniphtication la-low the value obtained for a single stage amplifier.

It is stH-n that the input impedance R'j. for broadcistiiig fre(|uencies
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The values of R'g and C'g given in Table IV' were calculated on the

assumption of a pure resistance load R in the plate circuit. If the load

in the plate circuit is an impedance Z = R-\-j x, it will be foimd that

the sign of the apparent shunt resistance R'g will depend upon the
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As an illustration of the I'lTect i)f this "feed back" action, tiu-re are

Riven in Kig. 12 some curves obtained for a two-stage high freqiienc\-

antplitier with loosely coupled transformer stages. The input circuit

to the amplilier consisted of a loop antenna circuit tuned to the fre-

quency of the induced signal.

Curve .4 shows the straight high frecjuency voltage amplification

of the set, as measured with resistance input to the grid of the first

high frequency amplifier. (Same as curve shown in Fig. 11.)

Curve B gives the actual resistance of the loop used with the set.

Curve C gives the resistance introduced in the loop due to "feed

back" action from the first stage.

Curve D gives the resulting apparent resistance of the loop (Curve

B+ Curve C) and

Curve E shows the "feed back" amplilication of the set. (Curve

B: Curve D.)

Curve F shows the total amount of amplification obtained by the

set which is the product of the orrlinarx- voltage amplification (Curve

DM
|Cb

(a)

iCg-p

I-6MWWV—

I

I WMAM
- (b)

Fig. 13—Schematic of Balancing Condenser .\riion

A) and the "feed back" .uiijjlific.itioii (Curve E) and it is thus seen

that the feed back action makes the total amplification vary irregu-

larly in a very undesirable manner, and also makes the set "sing" at

certain frequencies.

In order to avoid this, it is necessary to provide some means of

balancing out the effect of the grid plate capacity of the tubes, and

Fig. 13 (a) shows how this may be done.* The filament of the tube

See Patent No. 1,183,875 issued to R. V. l,.'Hartlev. and Patent No. 1,334,118

iwued to C. VV. Rice.
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is connected to the middle of the coil, the grid to one end and the plate

is connected through a small balancing condenser to the other end

of the coil. In Fig. 13 (b) is given a schematic diagram of the circuit,

which shows that the effect of Cj, upon the coil circuit is just opposite

the effect of Cg-p, so that the circuit can be regarded as an ordinary

bridge circuit. It will, therefore, always be possible by proper ad-

justment of the condenser Cb to neutralize the effect of the feed-back

action as shown by curve G in Fig. 12.

The same kind of an arrangement can be used between the different

stages in a multi-stage high frequency amplifier, and it is thus seen

that by proper use of such balancing condensers, it will be possible

to obtain for a multi-stage amplifier a total amplification which is

practically equal to the product of the amplifications per stage. This

is true for a multi-stage tuned circuit coupled amplifier but for trans-

former coupled amplifiers, where it is more difficult to obtain a 180°

phase difference of voltages, the advantage of the balancing con-

denser is not so great.

Of course, this favorable result [)rcsupposes that the wiring of tJie

amplifier is properly done and the different stages shielded carefiilh'

from each other so that no external coupling exists between them.

What has been said about amplifiers in the preceding sections can

be summarized as follows:

With a given type of amplifier the same general shape of the am-

plification curve is obtained regardless of the fi(.(|iK ika- range at

which the amplifier is designed to operate.

Thus, a low amplification over a wide frequency range will be

obtained by using loosely coupled transformers or choke coils without

any step-up, while a high amplification o\'er a narrow range of fre-

quencies can be obtained by using choke coils or tuned circuits with a

proper steji-up. In this last case, it will be necessar>' to use a small

tuning condenser across the coils in order to make the frequency

range of the amjilifier wider, and the higher amount of amplifica-

tion is, therefore, obtained only by a sacrifice of tuning facilities of

the set. In a multi-stage amplifier it may, however, often be foimd of

advantage to use a combination of low amplification stages and high

amplification stages so that, for instance, one tuned circuit stage with

high steji-up and variable condenser is used in connection with one

or several stages of choke coils or loosely coupled transformers with

low amplification and a wide frequency range. The maximum amplifi-

f '
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i-.itioii iil)t.iiiH-(l witli .iii\ kiiul (if .111 .iiiiplitiiT will, in j^iiitral, lie

higher at the lowi-r frtviueiuics. diU' to the Itiwcr loss .iiid the lii^ilu-r

ratio of L over C obtainable.

The width of the freciiiency band for a dioke coil aniplit'ier will be

smaller, the higher the frequency due to the decrease in o> L with

increasing frequency, and at broadcasting frequencies it will, there-

fore, in general be found a(l\'antageous to use loosely cou])led trans-

formers rather than choke coils, whenever a wide frequency band

is desired. In addition to giving a wider frequency band, lower

fre<|uency amplitiers ha\e the ad\antage of a smaller grid-plate

feet! back action.

.\MI'l.IFIlATIO.V MkASIRKNIKNTS AT Hll.H I-'REQfENXIES

111 order to make a thorough study of radio freciucncN' am[ilifiia-

tion, it is necessary to ha\e a dependable method of measurement.

Such a method developed in our laboratory and used very successfully

will be described here.

In order to obtain an accurate comparison between ditTerent types

of amplifiers, in which any type of resonant coupling is used, it is

essential that these amplifiers be operated from a resistance input and

not from an input containing a tuned circuit. With a tuned circuit

it is not only very difficult to obtain an accurate measure of the

voltage impressed upon the amplifier but considerable regeneration

may occur between this input circuit and the output circuit of the

first amplifier tube. There is, naturally, also a feed-back action

in connection with a resistance input circuit, but its effect is negligible

when the resistance is only a few hundred ohms. When the charac-

teristic of a radio frequency ainplifier with a resistance input has been

accurately determined, its characteristic when used with a tuned

circuit input may be determined as will be described later.

A schematic circuit diagram of the apparatus as used is shown in

Fig. 3. To the left is shown the input apparatus which consists of

an oscillator, a sensitive thermocouple and a potentiometer. The
drop across the resistance R\ of the potentiometer is used as the input

to the amplifier stage I. The output of the amplifier stage is meas-

ured by the tube voltmeter II shown to the right in Fig. 3. The tube

voltmeter II may be a low frequency detector in the case of amplifi-

cation measurements of an actual receiver set.

It is necessary first to calibrate the tube voltmeter or detector II

which is done by disconnecting it from the amplifier and connecting

it directly across the potentiometer R\- Ri. Rt is then adjusted to.
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say, 500 ohms and the current through it adjusted to some convenient

value, such as 1 milliampere. This voltage of .5 volt will be sufficient

with most tubes to give a change in the plate current of 30 to 40

microamperes.

The tul)e voltmeter is then reconnected to its normal place in the

circuit and the resistance R* is connected to the input of the amplifier.

Keeping the current constant at the value of 1 milliampere, the re-

sistance i?4 is adjusted until the change in the detector plate current

is the same as before. It is immediately apparent that the amplifica-

tion will be the ratio of the known voltage on the grid of the detector,

that is .5 volt, to the voltage on the input of the amplifier, as indi-

cated by the product of the resistance i?4 and the current through it.

The current having been kept constant, the amplification is the

quotient of the 500 ohms used when calibrating the detector ami the

resistance value obtained with the amplifier included.

Considerable precaution must be observed to make sure that no

energy is getting into the amplifier circuit except that which ma\' be

measured by the voltage drop across the resistance Rt. This neces-

sitates the most careful shielding especialh' when the ani])hficati()n

is more than 50 times.

With the measuring apparatus described a ilependable input \(>lt-

age as small as 1 millivolt can be obtained. The maximum amplifica-

tion which can be measured directly is, therefore, of the order of 500

limes when the output voltage to the detector is of tiie order of one

half of a volt.

For the measurement of higher am|)litication liie following indirect

method may be used.

The amplification is artificially decreased in some manner such as

reducing the number of stages in the circuit and this reduced amplifica-

tion is measured in the usual manner. The input current is then

reduced and the input resistance increased keeping the plate current

of the detector constant, the voltage impressed on its grid being

determined by the previous calibration. The amplification is now
increased to its normal value and the input resistance decreased until

the detector plate current has its original value. The ratio of decrease

in input resistance will thus give the increase in amiilification and the

total amplification will be the [jroduct of this and the smaller amplifica-

tion as first measured.

The smaller current through the input resistance, which is oljtained

by this method and which will generally l)e less than can be determined

by the most sensitive thermocouple, will reduce the ])ick-up to a

sufficiently low value to give satisfactory results. In this connec-
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tioii it may 1)0 iiotfd tliat an exiflli'tU test for the pri'soiicf of iiruU-sir-

al>lf pick-up is the closing of a switch {S) placed at the input of the

anipiitier. With this switch closed there should he no appreciable

input to the detector.

Direct high frequency' amplification measurements require input

units made up of very carefully constructed attenuation boxes or

potentiometers and well shielded oscillators. Such units have been

developed in connection with field measurements and are described

in a pai)er on "Radio Transmission Measurements," by Messrs.

Bown, Knglund and Friis and "Note on the Measurements of Radio

Signals." ' by Knglimd.

On the right in Fig. 3 is shown, as mentioned before, the circuit

diagram of a "tube voltmeter" such as is used in many high frequency

measurements. The tube voltmeter is essentially a plate current

curvature detector. The grid is made negative by means of the grid

battery £c, so that the normal plate current of the tube is very small

(of the order of 50 microamperes or so), and this plate current is

further balanced out by means of the potentiometer arrangement

Rt. Ri. so that the plate current meter reads zero when the input to

the tube voltmeter is short-circuited. This arrangement has the

advantage of making it p)ossible to utilize the entire scale of the

meter and to obtain the measured voltage from a single reading

instead of the difference of two readings. Such a tube voltmeter

built with an "N" tube will give a deflection of 1 microampere for an

input voltage of about 1/5 of a volt, and the calibration will stay

remarkably constant for several months and is independent of the

frequency at which it is calibrated. The values of the resistances in

the resistance boxes used at high frequencies may, therefore, be

checked by using the boxes for calibrating a tube voltmeter first

at 60 cycles and afterwards at, for instance, 1,200 kilocycles. If the

two calibration curves obtained are exactly identical, then the resist-

ance has not changed appreciably within this frequency range.

In measuring the amount of "feed-back" amplification in a receiving

set, it is not possible to use a method as direct as described above.

The "feed-back" or regeneration in a set is, as already mentioned,

due to the coupling between the grid circuit and the plate circuit of

the tubes through the grid-plate capacity, and will depend upon

both the load in the plate circuit and the nature of the input circuits.

If. for instance, it is desirable to measure the amount of "feed-back"

amplification due to the coupling between the loop circuit and the

• Proc. Inst. R. E., Vol. 11, No. 1, Februarv-, 1923. Proc. Inst. R. E.. Vol. 11.

No. 2. .April, 1923.
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plate circuit of the first amplifier in a high frequency amplifier set,

it will not be possible to measure this with a resistance input to the

amplifier since in this case the "feed-back" has no appreciable effect.

In order to get the correct value for the "feed-back" amplification,

the set must be connected up to the same loop with which it is going

to be used and the measurements can then be made in the following

way.

A resistance box is inserted in llu" iiiiddle (if the loop and a tube

voltmeter is connected across half of the loop in addition to the

receiving set as shown in Fig. 14. With the filament circuit of the

set open, a strong high frequency cmf. is induced in the loop and the

loop circuit is tuned until the tiilic \oltmeter reads a maximum.

#
TUBE VOLT-

METER

RECEIVING 5ET

Fig. 14—Method of Measuring "Feed Back" .•Xniplifuation

A "feed-back" action in the set will then iiroduce a change in tiie

tube voltmeter reading when the filament current is switched on.

If the "feed-back" action is positive, i.e., if the resistance introduced

in the loop is negative, then the tube voltmeter reading will increase,

and in order to bring it back to its former value, the resistance of the

loop is increased by an amount R' by means of the resistance box.

If, on the other hand, the "feed-back" action is negative, the resistance

of the loop must be decreased in order to obtain the former value of

the tube voltmeter reading.

R' represents the equivalent series resistance introduced in the

loop circuit by the "feed-back" action, and the apparent resistance

of the loop is, therefore, R — R', where R is the actual resistance of the

loop. The voltage impressed upon the grid of the first tube is in-

versely proportional to the apparent resistance of the loop, and the

amount of "feed-back" amplification is, therefore, defined as the ratio

K' = R/{R— R') where R' must be taken with the proper sign. This

ratio is seen to be a direct measure of the increase (or decrease) in

input voltage due to the "feed-back" action in the set and the total

amount of amplification in a set at a certain frequency will then

be given by the product of the ordinary voltage amplification factor

K and the "feed-back" amplification factor K'.
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111 ili'tiTiniiiink; A"', it is neccssiiry to kimw tlie .ictii.il ii>i>t,in( c R
of the loop and this may be conveniently obtained 1)\' the reactance

variation niethoil using a tube voltmeter across half of the loop as the

voltage indicating device. It has been found that the loss introduced

by such a tube voltmeter is negligible, a fact which can be easily

checked by connecting two similar tube voltmeters across the loop

and determining the maximum reading of one of them. When the

other one is then disconnected and the loop condenser slightly re-

adjusted so as to again give maximimi reading of the first tube \(ilt-

meter, it will be found, that the two rcadiiii;'^ oljiaiiicd are exactly

the same.

The tliscussion of the two types of amplification measurements of

high frequency amplifiers may be summarized as follows:

The ordinary voltage amplification K is defined as the ratio of the

amplified signal voltage impressed on the grid of the low frcquenc>'

detector and the signal voltage impressed on the grid of the first

amplifier tube. This amplification is measured by using a resistance

input to the amplifier and includes the effect of "feed-back" action

between the stages in the amplifier. This "feed-back" action between

stages can naturally be analyzed by a method similar to the one used

to determine the "feed-back" action between the amplifier and its

tuned input circuit.

The "feed-back" amplification A" is defined as the increase (or

decrease) of signal voltage due the "feed-back" action between

amplifier and its tuned input circuit. The "feed-back" amplification

depends upon the selecti\ity of the input circuit and will only vary

slightly from unity when the resistance of this circuit is very large,

while large variations, as shown in Fig. 12, may be found when a

selecti\e input circuit is used.

The total amplification is defined as the product of the ordinar\'

amplification A" and the "feed-back" amplification K'

.



Design Characteristics of Electromagnets

for Telephone Relays

By D. D. MILLER

Note: The electromagnets described are confined to relays, although
the principles involved apply as well to selector magnets, clutch magnets
and electromagnets in general. A treatment from the viewpoint of the
telephone engineer is given of the important considerations which deter-

mine the design of the magnetic parts of relays and the economics of the

winding dimensions. A knowledge of these factors as well as of the general
considerations which are discussed is of great importance in the selection

and application of relays to the telephone system. The operating and
economic importance to the Bell System of the great number of relays

required in the operation of the plant has been described in a previous paper.'

lNTR()in(HON

ELECTROMAGNETS or rela>s its generally used in telephone

switchboards are simply switches which are controlled electro-

magnetically. These switches may be required to open or close a

number of separate and distinct circuits simultaneously or in a certain

sequence. In many cases it is essential that the relay switch be

opened or closed very quickly as this time may have a direct influence

on the amount of apparatus required and consequently the first

cost of the plant. The operating time of the relays also has a direct

influence on the time retiuired to establish a telephone connection.

The above statements are particularly evident in automatic systems

where selector apparatus is required to establish a connection between

parties but is released during the conversation. It follows that the

number of selector circuits and relays therein depends upon the

amount of trafific and time required for the selectors to establish the

connection.

To establish a telephone connection between two parlies in certain

automatic telephone systems, requires the opening and closing of

about 2,000 electric .switches of which 1,200 are operated by simpler

types of electromagnetic relays. In a typical manually operated

system a call is completed by liu- ()|)eiiing and closing of about 112

switches of which 70 are operated b>- rela>s. It is therefore evident

that the relay switches must operate both quickly and reliably and

maintain a high degree of stability throughout a long period of scr\ice.

In controlling the various circuits in telephone systems by relays,

the character of the circuits determines the construction of the rC'lay

switches. If large currents are to be controlled the relay switch

' Relays in the Bell Svslem, S. I'. Sl,ackK-lt)ii .m.l II. W. I'mcrll, Hell .Svslem Tech.

Journ., Vol. 3, p. 1, iy24.
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construction ilitTcrs nialori.ilU in rii^jgctlness from tlie construction

where relatively small currents are to be controlled. In the opera-

tion of the relays larger amoimts of power, of course, are retjuired

for those having the more rugged construction. It is also evident

that more power is recjuired for fast operation than for comparatively

slow operation. Fast operation of relays is also dependent upon

trrr:^\^

Y\%. 1— Spring Combinations Flat T\(x- Relay

circuit arrangements which are effective in lowering the electrical

"time constant" of the circuits in which the relays operate.

Electromagnets in telephone systems are designed and used for a

great variety of conditions. The more common uses are for relay

operation on direct current battery of 20 to 28 volts or 40 to 45 volts.

Such relays perform a great number of switching functions, a few of

which are shown in I'igs. 1 and 12. Other designs are used for oper-
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ation on alternating currents, ranging from 16 cycles ringing fre-

quency to voice frequencies of 2,000 c>'cles per second. The load or

work required of these relays and electromagnets \aries from a fraction

of a gram controlled through a few thousandths of an inch to 25 pounds

controlled through a distance of ^4 of an inch. Some rela>s are

operated where the annual power charges are negligible while in other

designs annual power charges may be controlling. The technical

considerations which determine the design features, therefore vary

throughout a wide range as to the proportioning of the magnetic

parts and the design of the windings. Other general design character-

istics that must be carefully considered are as follows:

1. Operating capability of the structure

—

(a) Switching conditions or circuit control required of the relay.

(b) Design of contacts required to safely carry the energ\' re-

quired by condition (a) throughout the estimated "life"

requirements of the switchboard.

(c) Capability of the structure with respect to the input power

to satisfy condition (a).

2. Determination of winding test suited for the circuit.

3. Temperature limitation of the wintling under extreme contiilions.

4. Ease of adjustment.

5. Permanence of adjustment

—

(a) For a period of service operations representing the "life"

of the relay in the switchboard.

(b) Under extreme weather conditions.

6. Size and mounting facilities.

(a) When used for additions to old eciuiiJUienl where it should

mount in the same space as the apjiaratus it replaces.

(b) Economy of space for new equipments.

(c) Stability of mounting.

7. Terminals—arrangement and distribution lor most ad\antageous

electrical connections.

8. Insulating materials.

(a) Windings.

(b) Switch control of contacts.

9. Cover design.

(a) Protection from dust.

(b) Effect of cover on operation and protection from stra\' Ihix.

10. Speed of operation and release.

11. Transmission efficiency with respect to voice frequencies.
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12. Mochanical ilosij^n fo.it iiros with special reference to manu-
facture.

13. Electro-nicdianical erticii.'ncy.

14. First cost and annual charges.

.\s it is not within the scope of the present paper to discuss in

detail all of the above characteristics the following have lx;en selected

as f)erhaps the more important and the most interesting:

1. The design of the magnetic parts for various telephone switch-

board requirements.

2. Methods of calculating windings and the determination of

temperature characteristics.

3. Considerations which determine the spool dimensions.

4. Discussion of designs used extensively in the telephone plant.

Design of M.xc.netic P.vrts

The fundamental requirements of an electromagnet or relay are

generally the load or pull, the distance through which the load must

be moved and the time limits of operation. The last requirement,

of course, is reflected in the load or pull requirement as an added pull

or force of acceleration.

The fundamental constants of design are the flux leakage coefficient,

the core flux density and the flux density in the pole face or area where

the pull is e.xerted. If the designer is given data which fix these

constants the remainder of the work is usually a comparati\ely simple

matter of calculation.

The leakage coefficient has been determined experimentally through-

out a range of designs where the load to be controlled varied from

1 gram to 5,000 grams. The results show that the leakage depends

almost entirely upon the armature air-gap reluctance and the ratio of

the core length to the core diameter. The leakage flux is defined

as that percentage of the total core flux which does not cross the

armature air-gap, and consequently can not be utilized for producing

traction. The per cent useful flux is then the ratio of the flux crossing

the armature air-gap to the total flux in the relay core. The curves

in Fig. 2 for single spool electromagnets and Fig. 3 for double sf>ooI

electromagnets give the per cent useful flux for various air-gaps and

core lengths which are expressed in terms of the core diameter. In

cases where the core is round and the pole face area is equal to the
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core section these data may be used direciK-. If, linwcxer, tlie pole

face area differs from the core section, the air-gap used in looking

up thejeakage in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 should lie reduced to a \alue which,

k>
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ohl.iin a low first rost. Ki-frrrin>j to MaxwcH'-; formula for trarlion

or |)ull

P =
8ir980

the pull P is proportional to the square of the armature air-pap flux

density B, conse(|uently the total flux required will be less the greater

i

"
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four per cent of the total ampere turns required to saturate the core

while on a relay which controls five grams the same assumptions
show over oO per cent of the total ampere-turns required to saturate

the core. Where small forces such as fi\e grams arc in\olved, we
are almost in\arialjK- concerned in niaintainint; a high efficiency
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various designs it is founii that tlic most eftuieiU core (lesion is ob-

tained by choosing a core flux licnsity at the maximum pcrniealjihty

of the core iron. If this reasoning is applied to a 5,000 gram relay

a saving of approximately five per cent core energy' results over

working at a high density but the core section is increased in the
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give the requisite mechanical strength for winding or mounting. It

may, therefore, be necessary to use a very low llux density in these

instances in the core design.

The best flux density and area for the pole face as regards electro-

mechanical cfificicnc\- is obtained by making the air-gap reluctance
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ally of no pracUral valuo, and consiHiiii-nt!\-, \Try low pole fac-c den-
sities are generally rhoseii.

As a result of the alx)ve considerations as well as the experience
gaineil in designing a great nutnher and ^ariety of relays and electro-
magnets, the curves in Fiv;s. 1, 5, 6 and 7 have been drawn which show
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magnetic materials which ha\e a high pernieatiiHt\' ami a low coercive

force, but not necessarily capable of working at high densities. A
relatively high permeability reduces the energy- required to saturate

the core although due to the reluctance of the air-gaps there is obvi-

ously a limit beyond which no practical gain results due to increased

P

f
F̂ig. 8

permeabilities. The most importani single reeiuiremeiit of a magnetic

material for relays controlling light loads, is a low coercive force. A
low coercive force reflects the ability of the magnetic parts to return

to practically the same state of magnetization after repcatetl applica-

tions of magnetomotive forces. The effect of residual magnetism, if

large, may cause sticking or holding forces of the same order of mag-

nitude as the load requirements. Vacuum annealed silicon steels

of comparatively high silicon content and certain nickel steel alloys

which have low coercive forces are of great value for electromagnets

which must control cfticientK- lighl loads of the order of one to fifty

grams.

\\lM)IN(; FORMUI..\K

Before discussing the economics of the winding dimensions it is

necessary to develop and carefully consider the winding formulae

and the factors which determine the temperature characteristics.

Fig. 8 shows the one-half cylindrical section of a spool. Since a

given wire ocrujiies a similar space in both A and B we need only to

consider winding space A. If rf in Fig. No. 8 represents the diameter

of the wire o\-er the insulation, it is evident that each wire may occii|n-

one of two positions with respect to adjacent wires. In the uniform

layup each wire occupies an area d", and with ilie c()m[)lcte inter-
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im-shiiig of layiTsoiu- wirt- Dcriipics an area .8(5(1 (/-'. In icliial winding

praiiiio a roniliinatioii of ilio two layups is ohtaimd wliirli gives

.".•() (P scjuare ini-lu-s as the space occiipii'd !)%• one wire. The area

.'.10 (P may l)0 taken as indicating perfect wiiidiiii; so that if the total

wintling space or area is represented by .1 .md ihc toi.d turns by

.V, wo have under the liest conditions

^=.90rf2

The coinparaii\e merit or elViciencv' of any other winding ma>- there-

fore be expressed as

.90«f=Xl00 = per cent efficiency.

.\s each size of wire and insulation winds with a sonu-w liai dittcront

etTiciency, the variation in the value A/N is generall\ (Ktirmined

experimentally for each gauge of wire. Thus

^-K = C,cP. (1)

The constant Ci is often designated as a space factor constant and

may include the insulating or interleaving paper used throughout the

winding. The following are representative values of K for enamel

.Hid silk insulated wire of Western Electric Company manufacture.

Values of K

B. &S.
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Referring to Fig. 8 the space or area available for winding is

A =LA. (2)

From equations 1 and 2 the total turns possible arc

The total resistanco of the winding is the product of the resistance

of the mean turn Rm and the total turns .V,

Ri = RmN.

The length of the mean turn for a round core, Fig. 8, is

2Kt+I)=^^^^+^)-

and if r is the resistance per unit length we ha\e

Rm = Tr{Ci+ A)r,

whence the total resistance is

R,^w{C2+^)rN;

or substituting the value of A^ from equation 3,

K.

For a core of rectangular cross section equation 3 holds for the total

number of turns and it will be found that the equation for total

resistance is

where p represents the perii)liery of thu core in inches.

Tempi;r.\tire Ch.\r.\cteristics

The critical circuit conditions with respect to the rela\' winding

specify either constant wattage, constant voltage or constant current.

The constant \'o!tage circuit is one in which a change in resistance

of the relay winding materially affects the current How. The con-

stant current circuit is one in which a change in resistance of the

relay winding does not materially affect the current flow. An ap-

proximate constant wattage condition is one in which a resistance
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such as a liiir in series with llie relay is e(|iial to tlie resistance of the

rela>- and wliere the resistance external to the relay ^vin(lin^; does not

chani^e appreciably with temperature variations.

The temperature formulae for the constant wattage condition are

developed as folU>ws:

Let Q he the ciuantity of heat in calories supplied to the winding

per seconti, and Q dt be the amount supplied in a small increment of

time. Let S lie the product of the specific heat and weight of the

total wire on the spool expressed in calories. Let T he the tempera-

ture (litTerence between the winding and the surrounding air. S d T
is then the amount of heat used in raising the temperature of the

wire by the amount d T. Let p be the average dissipating constant

throughout the temperature range. It depends upon the radiating

surfacx; of the winding, metal conducting parts of the structure and

external convection of heat by the air. Given the constant p, p T dt

represents the calories dissipated during the interval dt.

The total heat supplied during the time dt is partially used in

raising the temperature of the wire, ami partially dissipated, con-

sequently

Qdt^SdT+pTdt. (6)

If heat is continuously supplied the winding in the form of electrical

energy, the rate of dissipation ultimately equals the rate of supply.

This is true for temperatures that do not fuse the wire or permanently

alter its resistance characteristic. LMtimatelv

SdT^O
and

Qdt = pT„dt.

If the final temperature reached is designated as Tm then

Q = pT,„ (7)

and from equations 6 and 7

pT„dl^SdT+pTdl,

-Ut= '''
r„-T

and integrating gives

|/=iog(r„-r)-t-c.
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Observe ilial wlien t = o the value of T is also zero and C= —log T„.

Hence

7-=r„(i-r'') (8)

Equation 8 shows that the transient relation between temperature

rise T and time is exponential and ultimately the temperature rise

is T=T„.
The final tenii)erature 7„, reached 1)\- the winding may be deter-

mined b>- writing equation 7 in the form

"^" = 4^6 (21)

where E I represents the constant wattage applied to the winding

and 4.186 is the Joule equivalent. If the room temperature is Tr

and the ultimate temperature rise ?"„, it is evitlent that the final

temperature of the winding is

Tj^Tm-^-Tr,

EI
^^=086p + ^'-

B\' introducing a new constant A'l which re[)resents the ability of

the structure to dissipate heat and also includes the factor -;—,-/,i
4.1bb

we have

'

Tf=^ + Tr, (9)

in which .4 i is the area of the winding but docs not include the ends.

The value of A'l can be readily determined by obtaining an experi-

mental curve between E I and Tm. This is obtained by gradually

increasing E I but holding the wattage constant for each value long

enough for the final temperature rise to take place. The value of

Tm is calculated by observing the change in resistance of the winding.

The constant current and constant voltage characteristics are

determined in a similar manner with the important e.xception that

the quantity of heat Q supplied per second is not constant but varies

in accordance with the change in resistance with temperature. Thus

for constant current conditions 4.180 Q dl = P R clt and for constant

voltage conditions 4.186 Q dl = ^ dl, where R= —^.ri'-i— for cen-

tigrade degrees and Ro is taken at 0° C.

' For single spool relays Ki = 50 to 60, and for double spool relays A'i = 35 to 50.
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riic slops by wliiili tin- sdliitlnn tilting tliOM- i-oiiditioiis an- i>l>iaiiioil

will not be given \nH tin- results, stated in pratticil units, are iinliidi'd
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to its temperature limit in a constant voltage circuit, would overheat
in a constant wattage or constant current circuit. A relay properly
designwl to work at a safe temperature under a constant current
condition, would be unnecessarily large and expensive in a constant
voltage or constant wattage circuit. It is, therefore, evident that

"
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in turn may bo taki-ri as a measure of the effective ampere turns. The
determination of the leakage lUix invdives reasonable assumptions

from experience of tlie armature air-gap in terms of the core diameter.

If the electromagnet is to be ofXTated on a definite voltage the

assumption of a definite railiating surface to dissipate a certain input

I
—

r

V as eu iM ^ ic
^ - zc

Si/r ///tf//£'ST COST

\̂/////\
4 - c

3
V-/ lOCil /N -/7SC

Fig. 11

wattage will fi.\ the resistance of the coil. Copper windings of electro-

magnets in telephone systems are generally wound with wire which

varies from Xo. 20 B. & S. to Xo. 39 B. & S. gauge. The resistance

generally varies throughout a range of '2 ohm to 2,000 ohms. Various

gauges of wire wind with diflferent efficiencies due to variations in

the space factor but a number of different gauges may be assumed

and the calculations carried out which give the relation between the

winding depth and the effective ampere-turns. With a constant

radiating surface a variation in the winding depth causes a variation

in the length which, of course, is reflected in the leakage flu.x. The
results of a number of calculations on various windings are shown in

Fig. !). In Fig. 10 is shown the relation between the volume of wire

on the spool and the per cent loss in efficiency due to a variation in

the depth of winding which, with a constant ' radiating area, causes

' The radiating area is taken as the surface only of the coil and the ability to

dissipate through the ends and otherwise is reflected by the heating constant A',.
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a corresponding change in the length of the coil. Fig. 11 shows the

relative dimensions of three designs of spools taken from Figs. 9 and 10.

Some very interesting information can be obtained from Fig. 11

in regard to the relation between the volume of wire, as reflecting

the first cost, and the ampere turn operating efficiency. Design "A"
contains a volume of copper of 3.65 cubic inches, while in design

"B" the volume of copper has been reduced to 2.00 cubic inches

although the loss in eff^ective ampere-turns is only 10 per cent. In

design "C" the volume has been reduced to 1.10 cubic inches with a

loss in efficiency of 30 per cent.

Obviously the design "C" is the cheapest in first cost because of

the small copper volume and will also give the lowest annual charge

where the time of operation is very short and the charge for power

relativ'ely low. Where the magnet is required to operate very often

and the price of power is high the design "A" will prove the most

economical. Design "B" may be considered as intermediate between

designs "A" and "C".

In the above considerations of sjkioI dimensions the examples

given should not be taken as an accurate generalization but simply

as a method which, with a given set of requirements, should enable

reasonable first approximations to be made. Thus, if annual power

charges are controlling, a relatively short and deep spool will give

the best results, although there may be exceptions where for instance,

the operating current is reduced to a holding value and where the

leakage is relati\ely small due to the fact that the armature is oper-

ated. In such a case and unless operating efficiency is also of prime

importance the design "A" would be more expensive than necessary

in first cost. Other cases often arise where the input wattage is

very small but the operating requirements are very exacting so that

the most efficient winding is required and the first cost is relativeh'

unimportant. In this case a larger volume than "A" can be used to

advantage. These examples may be used as a guide therefore, in

determining spool dimensions which are later refined as the design

is completely worked out. The illustrations of designs gi\-en in the

latter part of this paper show how accurately certain final design

dimensions can be worked out to give the minimum annual charge.

Discussion of Di;si(;ns Used E.xtknsivei.v

IN Tin: Tki.fphone Pl.\.nt

To an\' one familiar with telephone systems it is ob\ious that it is

impracticable to design all the relays required at maximum elficiency

and economy for each particular condition that arises. Sucli a pro-
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riHluri" woiiUI ii»\t)lve endless etiuipmeiit chanjjcs as well as the larRC

•iiul iinnecessiiry manufacturing expense of making an excessive

numher of t>|H"s of relays. Much of the relay engineering work of

the past few years has therefore been directed toward the standard-

i/alion of rela\- desii;ns which would he tlexihle. reriahle and economical

'=!C-12

-X-A[)jL>jTi\jONUT

as a whole in the telephone plant rather than the most cfticieiU in all

respects for any specific condition. The flat or punched type relay

manufactured by the Western Electric Compan\- represents largely

the result of this effort.

The flat relay is essentially a punch press product manufactured

\early in large quantities and in about 3,000 varieties of windings

and switching or contacting arrangements. The punch press method

produces parts which are exact duplicates and therefore interchange-

able which is particularly advantageous both for assembly and re-

placements or repairs. All the springs as well as the core and arma-

ture are punched and formed in bending fixtures to the required

shapes. The mounting plates are also punched and designed to

permit of uniform and economical mounting of the relays.

A number of these relays are shown on a punched mounting plate

in Fig. 12. Referring to the figure it will be seen that the relays are

insulated from the mounting plate by phenol fibre insulators "A,"
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which are securely fastened to the mounting plate by means of metal

eyelets. The armature "B" is hinged at the rear by the use of a thin,

steel reed, securely riveted to the armature. The switching arrange-

ments which the armature controls arc in the form of nickel siKer

springs "C" with thfc contacts "D", at the front and in i)lain \ii\v.

Fig. 13

^EkL-
Fig. 14

The springs and contacts are mountetl vertically which is particularly

effective in keeping the contacts clean. The contact points are made
from platinum or a recognized equivalent, and are designed in the

form of points and discs to facilitate alignment and adjustment.

Two designs of contacts have been standardized; one size being

used for the customary electric currents and wear conditions en-

countered in manually operated systems and a larger size for the

somewhat more severe conditions of wear frequently encountered in

automatic systems. All contacts are electro-welded on their respective

spring supports and the two sizes are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14,

respectively.

The springs and their associated contacts are designed in twenty-

six switching arrangements as shown in Fig. 1. A single relay may
be provided with one of these switching arrangements or any one of

these twenty-six arrangements may be paired with any other arrange-

ment. Thus on a single relay there may be chosen any one of 377

switching or contacting combinations. The 377 spring combina-

tions provide a great flexibility in circuit design and permit of uniform

and efficient equipment layouts.

In manufacturing the rela\s the spring asseml)lies are clamped

together under high compression before tightening the screws which

hold them together. This insures that the s|)rings retain their posi-

tion and adjustment throughout a long period of time. The arrangement
of the springs is such that definite stops or sui)ports are provided

for each spring either on the front spool head or on the armature.

In tensioning or adjusting the relay springs against their supports,
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>iittitiiiit tension is set up in the springs to insure a pressure of at least

15 jjranis between all contacts at the lime of closure.

The ainoiuit of current and [lower required to operate each relay

is dependent Ufion the tension and nuniher of s()rinKS that must be

nio\ed antl the tlistancc through which this mo\ement takes place.

Relays or electromagnets operate most efficiently with the arma-

ture air-gaps set at the minimum required for the s;itif factory opening

and closing of the contacts. Consequently a method has been care-

full%- worked out for these relays in which the armature travel is

set in accordance with the requirements of the particular spring

condiination by the adjustment of the friction lock nut "X" shown

in Fig. 12. This setting of the armature insures a normal separa-

tion of contacts of approximately .010 inch and at least .005 inch

"follow" after closure of the contacts. The "follow" allows for a

certain amount of contact wear as well as insuring a slight wiping

action which gives a certainty of contact closure. The electrical

operating current requirements are figured and specified on the basis of

obtaining 20 grams pressure between all contacts; this margin being

allowed so that no undue hardship will be experienced in maintaining

the minimum requirement of 15 grams.

The insulating materials used throughout have been carefully

studiwi and the best materials known to the present day art have

been used. Thus the wire used in the winding is insulated with a

high grade enamel and the insulating papers on the core are prac-

tically inert from an electrolytic corrosion standpoint. The coils

are covered with a serving of cotton, treated with unbleached shellac

which acts as a seal against moisture and protects the winding from

abrasion. The phenol fibre used on the spool heads and spring insu-

lators is much superior to hard rubber in regard to its ability to with-

stand a wide temperature range without appreciable expansion or

contraction.

Ff)r this reason it is permissible to work these relays at higher

temperatures without danger of fire hazard or deterioration of the

insulation than relays insulated with hard rubber parts. These

higher temperature limits permit a wider usefulness of the relays in

circuits as well as economy in construction as the size of the coil

often depends on the necessary area for radiation and this area is

fixed by the permissible temperature range.

Where the relays are to remain operated a considerable length of

time throughout the day the annual power charges become important

and the design of the winding and in some cases the size of the spool

must be altered to give the minimum annual charge. The group of
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curves in Fig. 15 show how nearly correct these relays have been

designed for conditions where the operating ampere-turns are 260

and the rcla\s remain operated from 150 to 000 minutes per day.

—[—
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Ollu-r ill-signs of relays iisi-tl i-xtonsivoly in the tele|)li<>ne plant

are the relays that control the sii[K'rvision of a tclephf)nc connection

and the alternatinK current relays which ojHTate on ringinR currents

of If) to 20 cycles frwiuency.

Rela>s which are us^hI for sujierx isor>- purposes and alli-riiatinj;

current relays are generally constructetl of silicon steel instead of

the customary Norway or niaumtii- iron. The silicon steel is very

^C:iKt EXTCN5ID\

Fig. 16

satisfactory for these relays Ixjcause of its comparatively high permea-

bility, low coercive force and small hysteresis. The high permeability

is advantageous for relays that are required to operate on a very small

energy- input and the low coercive force is very efTective for obtaining

a quick and positive release of the relay armature, particularly where

a leak current exists due to faulty line insulation. A great improve-

ment in many of these relays can be obtained by the use of certain

nickel-iron alloys which have been recently developed and arc known
as "Permalloy."

A relay for use on ringing currents is shown in Fig. 16. The arma-

ture "A" of this relay is attracted to the bifurcated extensions of the

core "B." One of these core extensions is completely surrounded

by a part of the copper spool head "C." This arrangement is known
as pole "shading" or phase splitting and is used to produce a sub-

stantially steady pull on the armature when the relay is energized

by single phase alternating current.

Referring to Fig. 17 the theorv' of ofxjration is shown by consider-

ing the vector diagram in connection with the schematic drawing

of the relay core and armature. When an alternating current is

applied to the winding we can assume that an alternating flux 2 <t>m is

generated in the core. This flux di\ides into two approximately

equal parts in the two bifurcatefl extensions of the core. If these

two fluxes can lie flisplacefl in time phase it is evident that the arma-

ture will Ix: attracted by one of the bifurcated extensions of the core,

while the flux, and consequently the attraction of the other, is passing
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through zero. This may be explained by the vector diagram in which

Ri represents the induced voltage in the short circuited copper ring

due to the alternating flux <>„. The current in the copper ring I2

lags behind the voltage £» as shown and the flux due to this current

Fig. 17

is 4),. This flux ^^ has a magnetic path through the bifurcated pole

pieces and armature as shown by the arrows. F"ollowing out the

arrows it will be seen that this flux adds to the flux <i>„ in the upper

part and subtracts in the lower part of the two core extensions.

The vector addition and subtraction of these two fluxes results in

two vectors <j>m-\-<i>r and (t>m
—

<t>r, each of which represents a flux that

crosses an air-gap to attract the armature. These two fluxes difi'cr

in time phase as represented by the angle "B" so that a substantially

constant attraction results on the armature. The operation of the

relay under these conditions is very much the same as that of a direct

current relay as no vibration or chatter of the armature or contacts

occurs. The minimum effective alternating current ampere-turns

required for operation are 70 to 100 ampere-turns.

Such a relay, of course, operates on direct current as well as on

alternating current and in fact the direct current sui>er\isory relays

are quite similar to these relays in mechanical design.
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Kij;. IS shows the (losign features for the supervisory and rinRinR

frf<|ueiH-\- relays. In this figure the winding; has been omitted so

as to show dearly the unusually small core. This construction is

especially efficient in circuits where the relay receives at times a

rA-!>«i^ iDs'-UCT SCRIW

C-<Ei"-^<.C- b'K'NO scr^"

Fig. 18

very small amount of energ\- for operation and must also release

reliably against a leak current immediately after operation by a com-

paratively large amount of energy. The small core saturates mag-

netically on a relatively small current or energ>' so that excessive

energy" does not store up additional magnetism which would retard

or prevent the release of the relay.

Referring further to Fig. 18 the micrometer screws "A" and "B"
are used to adjust the back and front contacts respectively, and to

fix both the unoperated and operated positions of the armature.

The screw "C" is used to control an armature restoring spring which

is in the form of a flat spring riveted to the armature. These

relays are generally provided with individual cov ers which are efifective

in preventing cross talk of telephone voice frequencies when used

as supervisory relays in telephone switchboards.



A Dynamical Study of the Vowel Sounds
By I. B. CRANDALL and C. F. SACIA

I MROIACTION

'
I

""HE stuch' of the vowel sounds presents a problem which has
' interested scientists and scholars in varied fields. A knowl-

edge of their nature is of fundamental importance not onh- in com-

munication engineering but also in acoustic science, phonetics and

vocal music. From the earliest theories and the rough experiments

of Willis (1829) and Helmholtz (1859) to the later measurements

of D. C. Miller (1916) steady progress has been made toward the

accurate determination of their characteristics.

Further progress in this study has been made possible with im-

proved facilities now available in the telephone research laboratory.

It has been felt that there was need for more accurate records of

the spoken sounds and the development of impro\ed transmitters,

amplifiers and other devices has made possible recording apparatus

of greater accuracy, range and power than any heretofore used.

In this paper will be given the results of an analysis of spoken

vowel sounds based on a set of accurate oscillographic records. The
recording apparatus was designed to record the wave forms of the

different speech sounds practically free from distortion over the

frequency range from 100 to 5000 cycles. A brief description of

this apparatus is given in the appendix. The emphasis in the present

paper is placed on the composite frequency characteristics of the

sounds as repealed by a i)arliriilar inelhnd of anaKzing the records so

obtained.

.Analysis of tiiic 1).\t.\

Tlic iliirliin Miwel sounds inxestigated are shown arranged in

a triangle in I'ig. 1. The tlii)iuhongs on, K', _v and long / are not

included. Fight records of each sound were taken, four by male

and four by female speakers. In speaking these sounds the only

constraint imposed on the speakers was that the sound should be

completely uttered within an inter\-al of one second. The recording

mechanism was so arranged that the whole of the .sound from begin-

ning to end was recorded in one continuous graph. In practice the

average duration of these .sounds w.is about 0.30 second. Each

record shows a sequence of growth and decay in amplitude some-

what as follows: first a period of rapid growth in amplitude lasting

about .04 second during which all components are quickly produced

232
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aiul rise lu-.irK to ni.ixiiiuiin anipliliiili'; >c('iiiiii a iiiiilillr prriiMl it)

which thf gi-iuTal amphtuiU' is iK-arly loiislant l)ul with varying

phase rt'lations l)t'twevii tlu- ditTiTeiU components and lasting about

0.17 second, and linally a periml of gradual deca\- lasting about

.Oy second in which all the coni[)onents disappi'ar. A typical record

so obtained is shown in {'ig. 2.

A brief descriiuion of the inethud of inechanicalh anal>/,ing si:ch

a record is given in the appendix. The essential p)oint of the analysis

is that the whole record from start to finish is taken as the unit for

analysis and the data obtained are therefore the a\er.ige charac-

teristics of the sounds throughout their duration.

It is usual to exhibit the properties of a vowel sound in a spectrum

diagram showing the amplitude of the component vibrations as a

function of their pitches or frequencies. For each vowel sound there

are, in addition to fundamental tones, certain characteristic regions

of resonance which may be at high or low frequencies. It would

be possible from the results of this analysis to present the sound

spectra of each vowel showing the relative amplitudes for the dif-

ferent frequencies as present in the original air vibration' but this

treatment has been modified to take into account the relative im-

portance of the various pitches in hearing. Using the data available

' In previous publications (Phys. Rev. XIX, 1922, p. 228, Fig. 7, and Belt System
Technical Journal, \'o\. I, .\o. 1, p. 124,) data have been given showing the actual
distribution of energy in average sjx^ech. The tremendous concentration of energy
in the lower frequencies is somewhat misleading unless account is also taken of

the much reduced sensitivity of the ear in this region.
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on the rolati\e sensitivity of the car at different frequencies- we

have multiplied the acoustic amplitude at each frequency by the

corresponding ear sensitivity factor and the results obtained are

taken to be the effective amplitude frequency relations which are

characteristic of these sounds.

The data from the four male records and from the four female

records of each sound are separately composited and the resulting

curves are shown in the diagram (Fig. 3). This compositing process

was somewhat laborious because the analyses of the separate records

were made not with reference to predetermined frequency settings,

but rather for those critical frequencies which best determined the

shapes of the spectrum curves. The individual curves were there-

fore plotted, and the average ordinates were then read off for small

intervals of pitch. These ordinates were then averaged for each

group of four analyses. These average ordinates (after being cor-

rected for the calibration of the recording apparatus) were then

multiplied by the ear sensitivity factors for the corresponding fre-

quencies, and the curves so obtained were plotted on the musical

pitch scale according to the usual practice. The final spectrum

diagram thus shows the relative importance of the amplitudes of

all the components of each vowel for male and female speakers.

The amplitude units are entirely arbitrary; it is only the shapes,

not the sizes of these curves which have any significance. The order

in which these curves are arranged is based upon the \<)\\el triangle

in Fig. 1.

Characteristics ok the V'owel Sounds

The results.of the analyses, as given in Fig. 3 show the essential

dynamical properties of these sounds. Consider first the sounds

numbered I to VI, which include those vowels usually designated

as having single regions of resonance. Progressing through the

sequence from I to VI this region of resonance rises in average fre-

quency and becomes narrower in range. The rise in average fre-

quency is of course a well known characteristic. There is also, at

least with the male voices, a somewhat scattered and less well defined

high frequency range of resonance, perhaps not essential in speech

but more highly developed in wcll-traint>d singing voices.

The sound a (No. VI) is as it were the center of gravity of the

vowel diagram and occupies the key position in the phonetics of

•See this Journal Vol. II, No. 4, October, 192.V The paper on audition, by H.

Fletcher shows a cut of the "Threshold of .^udibihty" curve from which these data

wer« obtained.
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most laiii;uages. Now consider the soquence from this sound to

No. XIII at the i-nd of the diagram; these sounds include most of

those which are known to have two characteristic regions of resonance.

The main region of resonance now divides into two parts which

gradually recede from each other as we follow the diagram down-
waids. (Sound X (er) is difficult to fit into the diagram in an exact

fHisition, but it is evident that it beUmgs in the series of douMy-reso-

ii.mt vowels.)

Contour lines (nearly vertical) have been drawn on the diagram

to indicate the progressive changes in regions of resonance. View-

ing the diagram as a whole it is important to consider not only the

location of the resonant ranges but al.so their extent, and their relative

separation from other resonant ranges in order to arrive at the essential

characteristics of the vowel sound. In other words the indi\idual

vowel characteristic depends not only on the absolute pitch but on

the relative pitches in case there is more than one region of resonance.

It is only in this way that we can explain what is a matter of uni-

versal experience in using the phonogr.i()h ; namely that moderate
variations from normal speed in recording and reproducing speech

leave the vowel sounds still intelligible.

It is expected to deal in a later publication with the semi-vowel

sounds /, w?, «, m which seem to be related to the general diagram of

the vowel sounds, and on which a preliminary report has already

been made'.

The more interesting features of the original records as such will

also be dealt with in a subseciueiit publication.

APPENDIX

Recording and Analysis of Vozcel Sounds

Recording App.\r.\ti;s

The apparatus usetl in recording consisted of a contlenser trans-

mitter, an amplifier, and an oscillograph, in which important modifica-

tions were made. The vibrator was given great stiffness and damp-
ing so that the frecjuency response of the vibrator was nearly uni-

form up to 5000 cycles. Instead of the usual 12 inch film, special

film 51 inches in length was used. This necessitated a much larger

film drum. Furthermore the desired length of the record was about
four times the circumference of the film drum, so the shutter was
arranged to stay open during four revolutions while the vibrator was

' Phys. Rer. 2.?, 19i4, p. 309—"Prt-Iiminary .Analysis of Four Semi-Vowel .Sounds."
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given a slow uniform rotation about its vertical axis. With the

film on the drum, the record thus had a helical form. In this way
records of the requisite length were obtained.

The condenser transmitter was of the l\pe dexelopcd !)> E. C.

VVente, its characteristics combining with those of the amplifier and

oscillograph vibrator in such a way that the combined amplitude

response for the whole system was fairly uniform up to 5000 cycles,

while the phase lag was approximately a linear function of frequency

over the same range. This apparatus was therefore well adapted to

the production of faithful records of the vowel sounds. The photo-

graphic equipment permitted the use of a time scale as great as six

meters per second on the record (i.e. 2 inches = 0.01 sec.)

Tr.\NSFORMATIOX of RECflRDS FOR .-\naI.VSIS*

The oscillograms taken with the abo\e apparatus were line records;

in order to analyze these wave forms by the photo-mechanical method

outlined below, it was necessary to transform the line record into a

black profile. This was accomplished in the following steps:

(1) A positive print of the wa\e form on the original record was

made on motion picture film.

(2) The emulsion of the positi\e print was then cut through to

the base along the line of the wa\e by means of a stylus.

(3) The entire strip was blackened (on the emulsion side) with

printer's ink.

(4) The eniulsidii on one side of tjie wave was stri|i]ie<i Iroiii the

base, thus leaving the prolile.

(5) The beginning and end were joined to form an endless belt.

Pii(iiii-Mi;( iiANu Ai. .\nai.vsis ok TiiF Prki'arkd Rkcori>s^

The principle of the photo-mechanical analysis is as follows: The
motion of the strip past the image of an illuminated slit causes fluc-

tuations in a beam of transmitted light which in turn, produce volt-

age fluctuations in the circuit containing a selenium or photo-electric

cell. This \oltage is then analyzed by means of a tuned circuit,

an amjilifier and a rectifier. The frefiuenc>' of any component

selected in this manner is determined by the tuning frequency di\ided

by the ratio of speed transformation (analysis speed divided by the

original speed of recording). The measured amplitude of the selected

* Phys. Rev. 23, 1924, p. 300 It is planned to i)ublish a more (ictailed descrip-

tion of this apparatus later.
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given a slow uniform rotation about its vertical axis. With the

film on the drum, the record thus had a helical form. In this way
records of the requisite length were obtained.

The condenser transmitter was of the type de\cl<)ped by E. C.

W'ente, its characteristics combining with those of the amplifier and

oscillograph \ibrator in such a wa\' tluil tlie combined amplitude

response for the whole system was fairly uniform up to 5000 cj'cles,

while the phase lag was approximately a linear function of frequency

over the same range. This apparatus was therefore well adapted to

the production of faithful records of the vowel sounds. The photo-

graphic equipment permitted the use of a time scale as great as six

meters per second on the record (i.e. 2 inches = 0.01 sec.)

Transform..\tion of Records for Ax.vlvsis*

The oscillograms taken with tiie abo\c apparatus were line recortis;

in order to analyze these wave forms by the photo-mechanical method

outlined below, it was necessary to transform the line record into a

black profile. This was accomplished in the following steps:

(1) A positive print of the wa\e form on the original record was

made on motion picture film.

(2) The emulsion of the positi\e print was then cut through to

the base along the line of the wave by means of a stylus.

(3) The entire strip was blackened (on the emulsion side) with

printer's ink.

(4) The emulsion on one sidt' of llu- wa\e was stripped from the

base, thus leaving the profile.

(5) The beginning and end were joined to form an endless belt.

Piioto-Mechankal .Analysis of the Prepared Records*

The i^rinciple of the |)hoto-mechanical analysis is as follows: The
motion of the strip past the image of an illuminated slit causes fluc-

tuations in a beam of transmitted light which in turn, produce volt-

age fluctuations in the circuit containing a selenium or photo-electric

cell. This voltage is then anah'zed by means of a tuned circuit,

an amplifier and a rectifier. The frequency of any component

selected in this manner is determined by the tuning frequency' divided

by the ratio of speed transformation (analysis speed divided by the

original speed of recording). The measured amjilitude of the selected

* Pliys. Rev. 23, 1924, p. 309 It is phinned to publish a more detailud descrip-

tion of this apixiratus later.



Fig. 2—00 as in pool; spoken by M. B.—male, low pitched. Plate No. 2: made from film record No. 157-A.
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r<)ni(H)ru'nt is tli-tt'rmiiu'd liy tlu' rortitu-r oiKpiit, the sensitivity factor

of the seleniuni cell and tlie .irea of ilie fre(iiiency resfX)nse curve oi

tlie tuning; apparatus.

Since the wave form of a vowil mhiiuI i> not ,i true periodic func-

tion, it is representetl analyticalK' l)\' a I'Ourier Integral, not by a

Fourier Series. The continued repetition of the motion of the wave
past the sHt, however, builds up a peri(xiic function consisting of

a fundamental and a series of harmonics. The magnitudes of these

components bear a simple relation to those of the infinitesimal com-

ponents of corresponding frequencies in the Fourier Integral. It

is this series of harmonics which is measured by the above method,

hence the problem of analyzing the aperiodic function represented

in the record is solved by means of the related periodic function.



Humidity Recorders
By E. B. WHEELER

DIKING recent years, the study of atmospheric conditions and

their bearing on various industrial problems from the stand-

point both of their efifects on human efificiencN' and on manufacturing

processes, is a matter that has received much attention, and the use

of air conditioning systems, which have been developed in the last

few years, has resulted in greatly improved working conditions, as

well as in increased outputs of manufactured products of better

quality than obtainable when air conditioning was not employed.

It is not so well appreciated, perhaps, that atmospheric conditions

have a material efifect upon the operation of intricate electrical and

mechanical apparatus, such as those found in telephone systems.

Water vapor, and both gaseous and solid impurities in the air,

hasten oxidation and corrosion of metals and also reduce the value of

the insulation afforded by insulating materials. These effects usually

are greatly accelerated if the temperature is high and if the materials

are subjected to differences of electrical potential. Telephone ap-

paratus and equipment consist of combinations of materials which

are subject to both of these effects and, in general, the parts are small

and the materials used in making them must be carefully chosen

with regard to the necessary physical and electrical properties required

for proper functioning of the apparatus. Therefore, the severe

atmospheric conditions, which may be encountered in service, either

must be eliminated by the use of air conditioning systems or the

apparatus must be designed to withstand those conditions.

Accordingly, in order that the problem may be handled intelligently,

accurate information must be available showing the character of the

atmospheric conditions which exist in typical localities where tele-

phone equipment is installed, so that the effects of these conditions

on proposed designs may be studied under carefully controlled similar

conditions in laboratory "humidity rooms." An outline of some of

the work which has been done in an effort to obtain such information

may therefore be of interest.

The first recourse would seem to be the data recoaletl b\ the \ arious

stations of the United States Weather Bureau. However, since

these data usually represent periodic observations of outdoor con-

ditions which are olitaincd primarily for meteorological purposes,

it was found that while they indicate the general climatic conditions

of different localities, they can not be taken to represent typical

conditions in central office buildings, and therefore it has been

238
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ni'cessiiry to devise nictluHls by which \vc mij;ht si-curt- such

information.

The subject of hygrometry has long been one of llie problems lu

which various investigators have given attention and the results of

their work are a matter of record.

Thus it has been recognized ' that, because of its ease of manipula-

tion and its accuracy if suitable precautions are observed, the venti-

lated psychrometer is a suitable instrument for use in humidity

measurements.

Consitleration of the various types of hygrometers, commercially

available, indicated however, that none would be suitable if reliable

continuous records were to be secured. The use of simple wet bulb

—dry bulb hygrometers would require practically constant attendance

if frequent observations were made, and the results would not be

accurate unless arrangements were made to circulate the air o\er

the wet bulb. A pen recorder of the circular chart type to record

wet and drj- bulb temperatures had been used during one summer
in a telephone central office where the humidity conditions were se\ere,

but the results secured were not considered reliable because of the un-

satisfactory method used to ventilate the wet bulb, as well as the

sluggishness of the recorder due to pen friction on the chart.

Considerable experience in the laboratory with a recording hair

hygrometer also had shown that, in addition to the inaccuracies to

which hair hygrometers are commonly subject, the friction in the

lever mechanism and between the pen and the chart made the instru-

ment too erratic to be considered of possible use in the work being

undertaken. Accordingly, a study was made to determine the

possibility of developing apparatus which would overcome the troubles

inherent in such recorders.

Development of a Recording Hygrometer

A promising method, developed by D. T. May of the Bell System
Laboratories and operated successfully in the laboratory, consisted

in the use of accurate and matched mercury thermometers, the stems

of which were contained in a camera which would enable the heights

of the mercury columns to be photographed upon a roll of sensitized

paper. Arrangements were made for shifting the paper between

' I'. S. Weather Bureau Psychrometric Tables for Obtaininf; the Vapor-Pressure,
ReJative Humidity and Temperature of the Dew-Point from Readings of the Wet
and Dry Bulb Thermometers, by C. S. Marvin.

Proceedings of the Physical Society of London, Feb. 15, 1922. The Measurement
of Atmospheric Humidity, by Sir Napier Shaw.
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exposures, and a small exhaust blower was provided for circulating

the air over the wet bulb. The whole apparatus was controlled

electrically by a clock and was arranged to record the wet and dry

bulb temperatures at any desired time interval. When the com-

plete record roll had been exposed it was removed and upon develop-

ment showed the thermometer readings from which the corresponding

humidities could be found in the psychrometric tables. While this

t\pe of recorder would no doubt have enabled accurate informa-

tion to be obtained, it had two inherent objections. These were,

first, the bulkiness of the complete equipment which had to be placed

at the location where the conditions were to be determined and.

WWvvWW
WtT BULB D«y BULB

THUMOMtTtft TnCRMOMCTCR

rig. 1— IJridge Circuit of Difference Recorder

second, the thermometers could not be read because their stems

were within the camera box, and therefore, the humidities and tem-

peratures measured could not bo ascertained initil the record had

been developed.

t Accordingh', at this time, consideration was gi\en to a type of

mechanism which would produce a visible record upon a chart con-

tinuously a\'ailable for observation by the operator. It was found

that the Leeds & Northrup automatic recorder had been in com-

mercial use for some time for the measurement of furnace temperatures,

by means of thermocouples in conjunction with an automatically

adjusted potentiometer circuit. The same t\pe of recorder also had
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been used for recording temperatures and differences between two

temperatures by means of resistance thermometers and a Wheatstone

bridge arrangement. As it seemed feasible to adapt this instrument

to meet our requirements, the double Wheatstone bridge circuit

shown in Fig. 1 and the auxiliary' wind tunnel equipment with resist-

ance thermometers shown in Fig. 2 were developed. Fig. 3 is an

illustration of the Leeds & Northrup recorder used.

This recorder was arranged to measure the resistance of the dry

bulb thermometer and the difference between the resistances of the

dry and wet thermometers, and to record these values upon a chart.

Referring to the circuit diagram Fig. 1, it may be seen that, by means

of a relay whose operation is controlled by the commutator on the

recorder mechanism, the two Wheatstone bridges, one containing the

dry bulb thermometer, and the other containing both the dry and

wet bulb thermometers, may be balanced alternately by the recorder.

After a sufficient interval has elapsed in each case for the bridge to

become balanced the siphon pen is lowered into contact with the

chart by a cam mechanism and the point of balance thus recorded.

The record thus produced consists of dotted curv'es showing the

successive indications of dry bulb temperature and difference be-

tween dry and wet bulb temperatures.

In order to secure the desired accuracy and sufficient sensitivity

to follow the changes in temperature, the resistance thermometers

used consist of platinum wire wound on mica cards and encased

in flat nickel silver tubes with hard rubber ferrules. These are

attached to a brass junction box in which is terminated the four

conductor cable leading to the recorder mechanism.

The thermometers are enclosed in slotted brass tubes through wliich

the air is drawn by a small blower driven by a universal motor.

Mounted below these tubes is a shallow, covered water tank having

a slot in the cover beneath the wet bulb thermometer through which

the wick projects into the water. The desired water le\'el in the

tank is secured by an inverted water bottle, the neck of which projects

into another opening in the cover of the tank.

The wind tunnel equipment^ containing the resistance thermometers

may be placed at any desired distance from the recorder mechanism,

as the resistances of the thermometer leads have no effect upon ilic

measurements provided they are equal. Leads consisting of a four

conductor rubber insulated lead covered cable from 50 feet to 100 feet

in length have been used.

'The wind tunnel and cqiiipniciU is (|iiilc siinil.ir in opiT.itiiin to tin- "disl.ince

hygrometer," Sci. Am. June 6, l')14, p. 468.
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As one of ilu- (lilVuiiltii's i-iuoiintcrril in llio use of ilu' wi'i hull) iIrt-

moim-ter consists in the graiiual rlonninR and drying up of the wick

due to the accumulation of impurities left in it from the evaporatiotv

of the water, together with the dust which settles from the air whic h is

drawn over it, special care must be taken to guard against troul)le

from this source. The cotton fabric used for the wicks which cover

Fig. 4—Ventilated Psychrometer

the wet bulb must be treated to remove all traces of grease, with

subsequent thorough washing to remove all traces of corrosive material.

.After this, the wicks should Ix; handled only with thoroughly cleaned

hands before they are placed on the thermometers. These wicks

should be changed daily. Pure distilled water must be used in the

tanks and they must be cleansed occasionally because they become

contaminated by the impurities washed out of the air as it bubbles
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through the water. By rigid observance of such precautions no

difficulty should be experienced in securing accurate records by means
of this recorder.

L.'\BORATORY TeSTS

Several of these recorder mechanisms were built and after having

been adjusted to operate satisfactorily, each wind tunnel equi[iment

connected to its associated recorder was placed in a laboratory room
controlled by air conditioning equipment, and given a run to test its

operation under the range of conditions which might be expected to

occur at the localities where the recorders were to be installed. During

this test, the readings given by the recorder were compared with

those obtained with a \entilated psychrometer. Fig. 4, equipped with

accurate wet and dry bull) thermometers. Table I following gives a

summary- of the readings obtained in calibrating one of the recorders,

while P'ig. 5 shows a typical 12 hour record obtained in one of the

laborator\- rooms.

T.ABLE 1

Ventilated Psychrometer
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room." in wliich the apparatus was located, was iindor a thcriiiostatic

control which allow-ed a temperature \ariation of approximately
±0.5° F. However, the calibration of the resistance thermometers

and the sensitivity of the bridges in which they arc placed is such

that temperatures and temperature differences are recorded wiih an

accuracy of ±]^° F.

]-'ii;i.i) Trials

In order to determine just what combinations of temperature and
relative humidity pre\ail in wideK- separated localities of the United

States, certain cities were selected in wiiich nioislure troubles with
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From the data aicunuilatod in those cities, comprehensive informa-

tion has l)cen <ibtaine<l as to the (hiration of conditions of average

and maximum se\erity which occur during; the iumiid months. It ii»

of interest to compare the vahies of the central otlice conditions of

temperature and relative humidity otitained from tlie recorders, with

the corrcspondini; W'ealliiT Bureau observations. The curves given

in Fig. t) show a typical comparison from (lata obtained at Sa\annah,

Ga., during May, 1922. Study of these curves shows that the indof)r

tem(H'rature averaged somewhat higher than that out of doors, and

that the indoor relati\e humidities were seldom higher than 75%,
although the outdoor humidities often were higher than 8.5% for

considerable lengths of time. The Weather Bureau data indicate

very definitely when rain storms occurred and also periods of high

humidity, due perhaps to foggy weather, although such perifKJs are

not well defined by the humidity curves showing the indoor conditions.

Since for a gi\en absolute humidit>', the relative humidity \'aries

inversely with the change in temj)erature of the air, obviously it

should be possible to keep the relative humidity in a central office

building lower than that of the outside air by keeping the windows

closefl during periods of sudden temperature changes, and by the use

of heat in switchboard sections. This latter remedy for humidity

troubles has been successfully applied for several years to switch-

boards installed in some localities. Also the effects upon the indoor

humidity and upon the performance of central office equipment, of

closing the windows of central office rooms has been the subject

of considerable investigation.

In the study of this method of reducing relative humidity, it is

very desirable to have records which will show continuously the dif-

ferences existing between indoor and outdoor temperatures and

relati\e humidities, and in particular to study the effects on the

indoor conditions when sudden changes in atmospheric conditions

occur such as rain storms when the relative humidity outside reaches

10()%. It was found that the automatic recorder described above

would lend itself admirably tf) the study of this problem and that

by the use of a simple relay switching mechanism on the recorder,

two wind tunnel equipments could be operated with one recorder,

enabling temperatures and differences between dry. and wet bulb

temperatures to be recorded alternately on the same chart for both

indoor and outdoor conditions.

A recorder of this type was operated during the summer months

of 1921 at the West Street laboratories of the Western Electric Co.,

Inc., to record the conditions in a well ventilated laboratory room
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Fig. 7—Reconl fruiii DoiiMi- RlcokIci- (Dnipariiig liiduur and
UiiUloor Coiulilions
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.iIhuii 'J.') ItH-i \ 27 It'i't .mil li.ivinj; two windows i-,nli in llic cist ami

south walls. Tlu' wind tiunu-l i't|iii|)infnt was installed at a luinlit ui

six fivt iijH)H a pillar in the center of the room. About ten |x,'ople

nornuillv work in this hmmii. The outdoor conditions were ohtaincc?

!)> mountinj; a winil tunnel wiuiiinient in a standard Weather Bureau

instrument shelter placed at the top of a tower, 14 feet lii^h, which

stands f)n the roof t)f a three story l)uildinj( far enouj^h away from

walls and other obstacles to jwrniit free circulation of the air.

Fi>;s. 7 and 8 show two typical 12 hour records upon which the

ind(M)r and outdoor relative humiililies have been plotted from the

curves of temiK>ratures and temperature differences recorded by the

instrinnent. A stutl\- of these recorils indicates that large ilifTerences

often exist between the indoor and outdoor conditions and that the

indoor conditions are nuich less severe than might be expected when

the outdoor humidity is high. This difference is particularly notice-

able when the windows are closed, but as soon as they are opened the

indoor temperature decreases and the humidity generally increases

to practically the siime value as that of the outside air. Pig. 8 is

of particular interest in showing the rapid decrease in the outdoor

temperature and increase in relative liuniidit\- due to a thunder-

storm.

The analysis of the records obtained from a number of recorders

which record temperature anti difference between dry and wet bulb

temperature recjuires c(»nsiderablc labor in obtaining the correspond-

ing relative humidities from the psychrometric tables and, obviously,

periodic values only can be taken unless some rapid mechanical

method of doing this is employed. Such methods have been developed

and uschI successfully for this purpose.

.-\ Ni-.w DiRix r Ri;.\i)iNc; Himiditv Riccordiir

A nuich more satisfactory type of recorder is one which, in additif)n

to tracing the temperature curve, traces a curve of the relative

humidity. The only instrument of any prominence that has been

used in this way is the recording hair hygrometer, the objectionable

features of which have already been mentioned.

An improved t\pe of direct reading humidit\' recorder which has

lieen developed by E. B. Wood, of the Laboratories of the American

Telephone and Telegraph Company- and the Western Electric Com-
pany, employs the Leeds & Northrup automatic recorder mechanism,

to which has been added an electrical mechanism which will be de-

scribefl, together with the principle upon which its operation is based.
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Fig. 8—Record from Double Recorder CoiniKuing Indoor and
Outdoor Conditions
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This nn\cl iiii|)n>\fiiu-iil (Ii|hii(U. lor its tipi'iMlioii, <>ii tlic .ipproxi-

niiitc liiu'iirily and coiuiium iiiuiMc tion dl tin- (ndiiMiv Imriiidity

curves as shown in biij- '•'•'

1 1 is appari-nt that each of tlu- linniidity curves is in elTecl a straiKlit

line and that, with an accuracy sutVuient for practical purposes, these

curves, representing; huniidilies of from IW.J to liW/'i, converge at a

point (a) whose coordinates are (h, c). Assuming that the humidity
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these two resistances will indicate directly the relati\e humidity
corresponding to the dry and wet bulb temperatures. The circuit

arrangement by means of which this is accomplished is shown in

Fig. 10, and the mechanism of the recorder emi)lo\ing it, is shown in

Fig. 11.

The recorder circuit contains three Wheatstone bridges with one

battery and galvanometer which are transferred in rotation from
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I'hc liahmciiiR of this bridge acrordinjjly acconiplishrs the result

aireiui>' deserihcd of detenuiniiiK llie ratio of the resistances R\ and ^2

of these two sHde wire arms, and consequently, the relative humidity

corrcsjxinding to the dry and wet bulb tcm[icratures previously

Fig. 11— Direct Reading Recorder

measured on their rorrespf)nding bridges. In the operation of the

recorder, a period of about 20 seconds is allowed by the commutator
to balance each bridge thus completing a cycle every 60 seconds.

The recorder is equipped with two pens one of which is associated

with the slide wire of the "dry bulb i)ridge" thus recording the dry

bulb temperature, while the other pen is associated with the "humidity
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Fig. 13—Outdoor Temperature and Relative Humidity
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bridge," thus recording the values of humidity directly. Inasmuch as

successive operations of the recorder consist in the restoration of the

balance of each bridge, if different from the last position of balance, it

is evident that the pens will trace continuousK- the \arialions of

temperature and relali\e humiility.

A recorder of this type with its associated wind tunnel mechanism

has been used for some time to record the conditions in a laboratory

"humidity room." The temperature record gi\'en by this recorder is

accurate to ±i.t°F. as in the case of the difference recorder. Tlio

accuracy of the humidity record differs for various points on the scale,

depending upon the values chosen for certain resistances in the recorder.

When the recorder is adjusted for very close accuracy (±3-2% relati\'e

humidity) for relali\e humidities above 90%, the accuracy for lower

values of humidity decreases until at 50% the maximum \ariation

from the true value may be as much as 2y>% relatixe humidity.

If desired, the adjustment ma\' be made to transfer the jioinl of

greatest accuracy to any selected lower \aliie of humidity. Experi-

ence with this model has suggested changes which should considerably

improve this accuracy over the whole range of humidities. Fig. 12

shows a typical 12 hour record of conditions in the "humitlil>- room"

while under automatic control of an air conditioning e(iui|5meni.

This recorder also was used during the summer months of lil23

to record outdoor conditions with the wind tunnel equipment installed

in the Weather Bureau instrument shelter mentioned earlier. During

this period of 4 months' operation, it required no attention sa\'e an

occasional oiling of the mechanism and maintenance of thi' wi-t l)u]l)

equipment, and |)ractically continuous records were sciuied. I'lie

records are of particular interest for observation of the xarialions of

temperature and humidity which take place during cJianges in

weather conditions such as rain storms. Figs. 1,S and 14 are

reproeluctions of typical consecutive 12 hour recf)rds obtained for

outdoor conditions.

I'roni consitleralioii of ihc iiuniiditx- recording apparatus wiiicli lias

been developed and i he rouits wliiili ha\e been obtained with ii . ii nia\

be stated that both the difference recorder and the direil re.iding

recorder are satisfactory instruments with which accurate data may
be obtained. However, the\' are instruments which, in common with

other types of apparatus that lui\e been dewioped to measure

humidit\-, require careful alicnlion of the wind timnel etiuipiiKMit

in order to secure reliable roiills; also the recorder mechanism itself

reciuircs the attention of an opiTator skilled in its maintenance.
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Fig. U—Outdiwr Ttinix-rature and Relative Humidity
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While the mechanism of the direct reading recorder is more com-

plicated than that of the difference recorder, it is a more useful instru-

ment, both because the humidities may be read directly, thus saving

the labor of interpretation of the records, and because the records are

more significant. The direct reading recorder, furthermore, may
be used to control the functioning of air conditioning apparatus at

any desired conditions, at the same time that it is actually recording

these conditions. Accordingly, it should prove particularly useful

in maintaining proper humidity in apparatus and operating rooms.



A Reactance Theorem
By RONALD M. FOSTER

Synopsis: The theorem yivcs itu- most kcikt.iI form of the driving-point

impetlancc of any network coiii(x>sed of a finite niiniter of self-indurtances,

mutual iniluctanrcs, and cap.icitics. This impedance is a pure reactance
with a nun\ber of resonant and anti-resonant frequencies which alternate

with each other. Any such imjH-dancc may l)e physically realized (pro-

vide<l resistances can lie made ntKli.nihly small) by a network consisting of a
nunilvr of simple resonant circuits (inductance and capacity in series) in

parallel or a numlx-r of simple anti-resonant circuits (inductance and capac-

ity in parallel) in series. Formulas are given for the design of such net-

works. The variation cf the reactance with frequency for several simple
circuits is shown by curves. The proof of the theorem is based upon the
solution of the analogous dynamical problem of the small oscillations of a

system atxiut a [xisition of equilibrium with no frictional forces acting.

AN imijortant theorem' gives the drixinvj-poini imiK'dance - of

an\- network composed of a finite numlier of self-inductanrcs,

mutual inductances, and capacities; showing tiiat it is a pure reactance

with a number of resonant and anti-resonant fre(|uencies which

alternate with each other: and also showing how any such impedance

may be physically reahzed by either a simple iniraliel-series or a

simple series-parallel network of inductances and capacities, pro-

vided resistances can be made negligibly small. The object of this

note is to give a full statement of the theorem, a brief di.scussion of

its ph>'sical significance and its applications, and a mathematical

proof.

The TiiKdREM

The most general driving-point impedance S obtainable by means of a

finite resistanceless network is a pure reactance which is an odd rational

function of the frequency p 2t and which is completely determined,

except for a constant factor II, by assigning the resonant and anti-

resonant frequencies, subject to the condition that they alternate and

include both zero and infinity. Any such impedance may be physically

' The theorem was first stated, in an equivalent form and without his proof, by
George A. Campbell, Bell System Technical Journal, November, 1922, pages 13, 26,

and 30. By an oversight the theorem on page 26 was made to include unrestricted
dissipation. Certain limitations, which are now being investigated, are necessary
in the ^eneml case of dissipation. The theorem is correct as it stands when there is

no dissipiition, that is, when all the R's and G's vanish; this is the only case which is

considerefJ in the present paper.

.\ corollary of the theorem is the mutual equivalence of simple resonant compo-
nents in (larallel and simple anti-resonant comp<ments in series. This corollary
had lx!en previously and independently disj-overed by Otto J. Zolx'l as early as
1919, and was sut)sequently publishefl by him, together with other reactance theorems.
Bell System Technical Journat, January, 102.?, pages 5-9.

•The driving-point impedance of a network is the ratio of an impressed electro-

motive force at a point in a branch of the network to the resulting current at the
same point.
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constructed either by combining, i>i parallel, resonant circuits having

impedances of the form iLp-\-{iCp)'\ or by combining, in series, anti-

resonant circuits having impedances of the form [/C/J+f/Z,/>)""']"'. In

more precise form,

PiPl-p') . . {Pin-2-P') '

^^>

where II>0 and 6 = po<pi<p2-^ ... <p2n-i^pin=^ -^ The induct-

ances and capacities for the n resonajit circuits are given by the formula.

i--,^=(^Ka='.' 2«-i). (2)

and the inductances and capacities of the w + 1 anti-resonant circuits

are given by the formula,

^^=z;^ = (5(#rF))-^-^'=''''''-
••'"-'• '"^' (3)

U'hirh includes the limiting values,

iip]pi . . pl„-\

Formula (1) may be stated in se^•eraI mutually equivalent forms.*

This particular form is the driving-point impedance of the most

general symmetrical network in which every branch contains an

inductance and a capacity in series, with mutual inductance between

each pair of branches. This includes as special cases the dri\in^-point

impedances of every other finite resist anceless network.

'Since the impedance 5 is an oclil fuiulion of the frequency, resonance or anti-

resonance for p = P implies resonance or anti-resonance for p=—P. In enumer-
ating the resonant and nnti-resonant frequencies it is customary, however, to ex-

clude negative \alues of the frequency. Thus, in the present case, we say th.it

there are n resonant points (pi, p , pu-C> and m + 1 anti-resonant points

ipo = 0,p2.p, Pu-2.p2n='»).
* The expression for S given by formula (1) may he written in the mutually equiv-

alent forms,

r ,-

///'?-/>' ) (M-p') • • (pi..-.-p')it' „, r....(/>i-^') . . (/'i.-,-/>') -it'

L-"'^ /.(/'5-/'=)...(/^.,-.-/") J ""' l-"'^>?-/") . .
. (/'?n-,-P')J

If the constant // and all the p/s of these formulas are restricted to finite values

greater than zero, the four cases, obtained by separating the plus and minus ex-

ponents, are mutually exclusive, but together they cover the entire field. If ^i is

allowed to be zero, either the first or the second pair covers the entire field. I'inally,

if in addition p-n-i or />j„ 2 is allowed to become infinite, while IIpi„^\ or ///"L-s 's

maintained finite, any one of the four expressions covers the entire field. Some-
times one, sometimes another way of covering the field is the more convenient.

Formulas (2) and (.3) apply to all of these expressions for 5 provided the p/s include

all the resonant points and all the anti-resonant points, respectively.
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Physical Discussion

The variation of the reactance X = S/i with frequency is illustrated

by the curves of Fig. 1 in all the typical cases of formula (1) for n = 1

and for « = 2. For ever>' curve the reactance increases with the

frequency,' except for the discontinuities which carry it back from

a positive infinite value to a negative infinite value at the anti-reso-

nant points. Thus between every- two resonant frequencies there is an

anti-resonant frequency, no matter how close together the two resonant

frequencies may be. The effect of increasing n by one unit is to add

one resonant point, and thus to introduce one additional branch to

the reactance curve, this branch increasing from a negative infinite

value through zero to a positive infinite value.

That formula (1) includes several familiar circuits is seen by con-

sidering the most general network with one mesh, that is, an induct-

ance and a capacity in series, with the impedance iLp+itCp)"^.

This expression is given immediately by (1) upon setting n = l, II = L,

and Pi = l/vLC. Since L and Care both positive these constants

satisfy the conditions stipulated under (1), thus verifying the theorem

for circuits of one mesh. This general one-mesh circuit includes as

special cases a single inductance L by setting II = L and pi=0, and a

single capacity C by setting 11 = and pi = oo such that Hp\=\/C.

In Fig. 1 the reactances shown by the curves on the right are the

negative reciprocals of those on the left. Fig. 1 also shows networks

which give the several reactance curves, the networks being computed

by means of formulas (2) and (3). The networks are arranged in

pairs with reciprocal driving-point impedances and with the networks

themselves reciprocally related, that is, the geometrical forms of the

networks are conjugate,' and inductances correspond to capacities

of the same numerical value and vice versa. This relation is a natural

consequence of the reciprocal relation between an inductance and a

capacity of the same numerical value, these being the elements from

which the networks are constructed.

For M = l, formulas (2) and (3) give identical networks, as illus-

trated by the reactances A, B, A', and B' of Fig. 1, each of which is

realized by a single network. For the reactances C and C the two

formulas give distinct networjcs, ci and Cj, c[ and Cj, respectively, these

• This has been proved by Otto J. Zobel (loc. cit., pp. S, 36), using the formula
for the most general driving-point impedance given by George A. Campbell (loc.

cit.. p. 30).

• For a further treatment of conjugate or inverse networks, see P. A. MacMahon,
EUctricinn, April 8, 1892, pages 601, 602, and Otto J. Zobel, loc. cit., pages S, 36,
and 37.
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two being the only networks with the minimum number of elements

which give the specified impedance. In general, however, there are

four ways of realizing a given impedance when n=2, as illustrated

by D and D' of Fig. 1 ; formulas (2) and (3) give only the first two

A

4
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networks, rfi ami th. di aiul rf-, respectively. The total niiinher of pos-

sible ways of realizing a given impedance increases \er\' rapidly for.

values of w greater than 2; for « = :?, there are, in general, '.i'2 distinct

networks giving a specified impetlance.

l"orinidas (2) ami (H) are to he used for determining the constants

of the circuits which have certain specified characteristics, whereas

most network fornnilas are for the determination of the character-

istics of the circuit from the given constants of the circuit. The ap-

plication of these formulas is illustrated !)>• the following numerical

problem

:

To design a reactance network which shall be resonant at fre-

quencies of HHH). 3000, .5000. and 7000 cycles; anti-resonant at

2000, 4000, and (iOOO c\cles, as well as at zero and infinite frequen-

cies; and ha\e a reactance of 2.")00 ohms at a frequency of 10,000

cycles.

By formula ( 1 ) the reactance of such a network must be

V = _ ;.W-^) (Pi-P^) (Pl-P") (P':-P') M^
P iP]-p') iPl-f-) iPl-f-) •

^ ^

where pi, pi, pi, and p^ are determined by the resonant frequencies

to be 1000X2F. 3000X2;r, .50OOX2;r, and 7000X2;r, respectively;

p2, pi. and pi are determined by the anti-resonant frequencies to be

2000 X27r, 4000 X2jr, and ()000x2;r, respectively; and 11 must be

made equal to 0.0.59() in order that the reactance at />=10,000X2t
may be 2o00. The variation of the reactance with the frequency

is shown by the curv-e of Fig. 2.

A network having this reactance may be constructed by com-

bining « = 4 simple resonant circuits in parallel, or «-|-l =5 simple anti-

resonant circuits in series. These two networks are shown by Fig. 2.

The numerical values of the elements are determined as follows:

Applying formula (2) we have

J _ 1 _jj(Pl-Pl)(Pl-pi)(pi-f,) no,„
' Cvpi "{Pi-Pi){pi-M).iPi-p',)

'

r - 1 _ rAP'^-Pl) (PI- t^iP'.- Pi) _r,ono
' C,pi {pi-pi){pi-PD(Pi-pl)

'

T - 1 _rTiPi-pi)(P\-p^:)(P',-pl) _r.n..
' C,pi '\pi-Pl)iPi-pi.){pi-pD

"-''^

'^'~C.pr'\p]-pi)iPl-P':)(Pi-p:)~^-^^^-
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and applying formula (3) we have

!X10-«,Lo=o°,Co =M^ =

C2 =
1 -pl(pl-pD(Pi-pl)

Upl H{pi-p^{pi-Pi){pi-pi){p^-pi)

1 _ -pm- PI) (Pi- Pi)

^ =0.0461 XlO-«,

L,p] II{p]-p\) iPi-pl) ipl-pl) ip^-pi)

1 -PI(PI-PI)(PI-PI)

-. =0.0523X10-^,

- = 0.0725 X10-«,
L,pi H{p\- PI) {p\- Pi) ipl- PI) (/>?- Pi)

C8 = 0, Ls =H = 0.0om.

These formulas gi\e the numerical values of the inductances in henries

and the capacities in farads. The entire set of numerical values is

shown in Fig. 2. It is to be noted that the anti-resonant circuit

corresponding to po = consists of a simple capacity since the induct-

ance is infinite and thus does not appear in the network, whereas for

pa= 0° the anti-resonant circuit consists of a simple inductance, the

capacity being zero and thus not appearing in the network.

Mathematical Proof

We shall first prove that the driving-point impedance S, as given

by (1), may be physically realized by either a simple parallel-series

or a simple series-parallel network of inductances and capacities, pro-

vided resistances can be made negligibly small.

The rational function 1/5 can be expanded in partial fractions,

J_
S

JHip JHstp iIhn-\P

where II.

P\-P
fpj-pHW

-p- ' '

pi„-i-

(j = l,3, . . . ,2h-

Hcncc S is ccitiai to the impedance of the parallel combinatioii nf liie ii

circuits ha\ing the impedances (pj— p'^)/{illjp) = illr^p+ [iilljpf'')p]\

that is, M simple resonant circuits in parallel, each circuit consisting

of an inductance and a capacity in series, with the numerical values

given by (2). Furthermore, these numerical \alucs of the inductances

and capacities gi\en by (2) are all positi\e, an even number of negative

factors being obtained upon substituting p = pj, since in every ca?e

Pi — Pj+i- Hence the network defined by (2) has llu- impedance S
as given by (1) and is physically realizable.

i
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Likewise, by expandiiiR 5 in partial fractions, il can be shown that

the network detinetl by {'S) lias the innKnlance 5 as given by (1) and is

l>li\sically realizable. »
'
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The electrical problem of the free oscillations of a resistanceless

network is formally the same as the dsnamical problem of the small

oscillations of a system about a position of equilibrium with no fric-

tional forces acting. The proof of formula (1) may be derived from

the treatment of this dynamical problem as gi\cn, for example, by

Routh."

In any network the driving-point imix'dance in the qth mesh, Sq,

is equal to the ratio A/Ag, where -1 is the determinant* of the net-

work and Aq the principal minor of this determinant obtained by

striking out the ^th row and the 5th column. The determinant of a

network has the element Zjk in the jth row and ^th colunm, Zj^

being the mutual impedance between meshes j and k (self-impedance

v:henj = k), the dclcrniinaiil including )i in<lc[H-n(lcnt nieshes of the

network.

Hence the determinani .1 lias ilic element Zjk = iLjkp+{iCjkp) ',

where Ljk is the total inductance and Cjk the total capacity common
to the meshes 7 and k. Upon taking the factor («/>)"' from each row

and substituting —p-=x, the expression for A may be put in the

form A ={ip)~"D, where D is a determinani \\\\h LjkX-\-l/Cjk as the

element in the jth row and the A'tli column. This is of exactly the

same form as the delcrniinant giwn \ty Roiith '' for the solution of

the dynamical problem; it is pro\ed there that this determinant,

regarded as a poKnomial, has 11 negative real roots which are separ-

ated by the «— 1 negatixe tea! roots of e\ery lir.si prim-i|)al niinur

of the determinani.

Hence, we may write D = £(.vi+.v)(.V3+.v) . . . (.T2„_i+.y), where

Xi, X3 Xin-i are all positive and arranged in increasing order of

magnitude, and where E is also positive since D must be posit i\e for

x = 0. The determinant D^ may be expressed in similar manner since

it is of tile same form as 1) but of lnwii- (uder.

' K. J. Routh, ".Advanced Rigid nynaiiiics," si.\lh edition, 1905, pages 44-55.

In the notation of the dynamical proljlem as presented here, the coeflicients A,,,

correspond to the inductances, l/C,^ to the capacities, p (ilir) to the frequency,
and 8',

<t>', etc., to the branch currents in the electrical proMeni.

A complete proof of formula (1) has been worked out for tlie electrical problem,
without depending in any way upon the solution of the corresponding dynamical
problem. This proof has not been published here in view of the great sim))litication

made by using the results already worked out for the dynamical problem.

•A complete discussion of the solution of networks by means of determinants
has been given by G. A. Campbell, Transiictions of the A. I. E. E., 30, 1911, pages
873-909.

» The determinant given by Koulli (Inc. cit., p. 40) has the element A,i,p"--^-C,i,.
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I'lic (lii\ iiik;-|>(>int imiH'd.iiur is given l)y

.\ -
:x,

- ^'P^
I),

- ^'P> £,(.V,+X) . . . (Xj,-2+x) '

where O^Ai ^.v.^.vj^ . . . ^Xin-i^Xi„-\, since the roots of D are

separated by the riKits of D^. Upon substituting .v=— />- and inlro-

ducing the notation n = E R^ and p\, p\. . . . , p\n-\=X\, Xj, .... .rj,_i,

resiH-etively, we see that formula (1) is completely verified as the

most general ilrixing-point imjiedaiKc obtainable b\- means of a finite

resistanceless network.



Some Contemporary Advances in Physics— III

By KARL K. DARROW

ELECTROMAGNETIC waves of every frequency from 10* to

10^° exist; they can be generated and perceived; their frequencies

in nearly every instance can be measured; their actions and reactions

with matter can be studied. This brief statement is the synthesis

of a great multitude of inventions, experiments and observations upon

phenomena of extraordinary div-ersity and variety. When Herschel

in 1800 carried a thermometer across the fan-shaped beam of colored

light into which a sunbeam was resolved by a prism, and observed

that the effect of the sunbeam on the mercury column did not cease

when it passed beyond the red edge of the fan, he proved that the

boundary of the spectrum beyond the red is imposed by the limita-

tions of the eye and not by a deficiency of rays. Almost at the same

time Ritter found that the power of the violet rays to affect salts of

silver was shared by invisible rays beyond the violet edge of the beam.

Maxwell developed the notion of electromagnetic waves from his

theory of electricity and magnetism, and described some of the prop-

erties they should have; and the light-waves and the infra-red and

ultra-violet rays were found to have some of these properties, while

the outstanding discordances were explained away by Maxwell's

successors. Hertz and many others built apparatus for producing

Maxwell's waves with frequencies far below those of light, and ap-

paratus for detecting them, with consequences known to everyone.

Years after X-rays and gamma-rays were discovered emanating from

discharge-tubes and disintegrating atqms, Laue proved that these too

are waves, lying beyond the visible spectrum in the range of high

frequencies. Radiations emerging from collapsing atoms and radia-

tions diverging from wireless towers; waves conveying the solar heat

and waves carrying the voice; rays which disrupt atoms by extracting

their electrons, rays which alter atoms by rearranging their electrons,

rays which almost ignore atoms altogether, were successively dis-

covered or created; and all these radiations were brought into one

class, and identified with light.

This enormously extended electromagnetic spectrum was inter-

rupted until lately by two regions unexplored. They were known
as the gap between the X-rays and the ultra-violet, and the gap be-

tween the infra-red and the Hertzian waves, according to the names by

which the various explored regions of the spectrum commonly go;

but to understand why they remained unclosed for so long, and what

kinds of rays are being found within them, it is necessary to consider

268
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how iiTtain properties of the waves vary along the spectrum. Enough

is known about the origin of eiectrotnagnelic waves to justify using

it as a basis of ciassitiration. Classifying the rays, therefore, by

mode of production, we can distinguish at least four sharply-contrasted

types: first, rays emitted from atomic nuclei in process of disintegra-

tion; second, rays emitted from atomic electron-systems in process

of rearrangement; third, rays due to atoms vibrating to and fro about

their positions of equilibrium as constituents of molecular groups or

of space-lattices; and finally, waves generated by oscillating electrical

circuits.' For each of these classes there is a region of the spectrum

which is particularly, although not exclusively, its own.

The rays emitted from disintegrating nuclei lie at the topmost end of

the frequency -scale; they overlap the rays of the second class, but do

not approach either of the gaps. The rays resulting from rearrange-

ments of the electron-systems surrounding atom-nuclei e.xtend over

an enormous range. The minimum wave-length of this range is

.1075A, the X-frequency of the uranium atom; it is and will almost

certainly remain the definitive limit, unless someone should succeed

in discovering a substance further up the periodic table than uranium,

or in removing some of the deepest electrons from the electron-system

of some heavy- atom. As maximum wave-length we might take

that of a line 4050OA lately recognized by Brackett as belonging to

atomic hydrogen; but this is certainly not the definitive limit. Emis-

sion-bands due to atoms vibrating within molecular groups are found

in and beyond the "near infra-red" (and indeed in the ultra-violet

around 3000A, if we include bands of "compound" origin, resulting

from processes occurring together which if happening separately

would produce rays of the second and third types, respectively);

while the "residual rays," which are ascribed to atoms vibrating within

the gigantic molecular group which is a crystal lattice, extend as far as

0.152 mm. (residual rays of thallium iodide). Between 0.1 mm.
and 0.4 mm. rays have been discovered emanating from the mercury

' This classification is obviously not an exhaustive one. Continuous spectra have
been omitted—thermal emission spectra of solids, and continuous X-ray spectra,
which may be as<rihcd to random accelerations of free electrons. The continuous
bands in gas spectra, of which one has just Ix^en e.xplained by Gcrlach (ZS. f. Phys.,
18, pp 2.?'>-248; 1923) and others fjy Bohr (Phil. Mag. 26, p. 17; 1913)'. can \x
included in the second class by a slight generalization; and so, probably, can some
fluorescence and phosphorescence sf>ectra, at least if we extend "atomic electron-
systems" to include "electron-systems of grouped atoms." There is also the possi-

bility of rays due to changes in rate of rotation of molecules, not compounded with
changes in oscillation or electron-arrangement.

' Meaning an atom with a large nuclear charge, which would have heaviness, or
more properly massiveness, as a secondary characteristic. A short and simple
adjective to descritte where an atom stands in the scale of nuclear charge, i.e. in

the periodic table, would be very welcome.
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arc, which probably belong to the second or third class, but it is not

certain which. If we gather all these classes together into a single

great class of natural rays, extending from .02A or 2.10""' cm. to

4,00(),000A or 0.04 cm., the\- may be contrasted with the artificial

rays generated by man-made electrical circuits, King entireh" beyond

the long-wave limit of their range.

^

One of the two lacimae in the spectrum, extending from 0.4 mm. to

7 mm., separated the range of natural rays from the range of artificial

rays. To close this gap it was necessary literally to in\enl new rays,

by designing oscillating electrical circuits which would generate fre-

quencies which perhaps had ne\'er existed before in nature. The other

lacuna, extending from 13A to 1200A, lay by contrast in the very

centre of the range of natural rays, and precisely where we expect to

find the frequencies resulting from certain peculiarly interesting and

important processes in the electron-systems of atoms. These pro-

cesses, it appears, are not in all cases easy to incite by the usual

methods of stimulating atoms to radiate; but this difficulty is only one,

and probably the least serious one, of the three hindrances which com-

bined to delay the exploration of this region. A second impediment

comes from the limitations of our devices for measuring wa\o-Ienglh,

every one of which is una\'ailable over a certain sector of the region,

extending roughly from 13A to loOA (limits which may later be forced

somewhat closer together) ; but the most conspicuous obstacle is

the extraordinary obstructiveness and opacity of e\ery kind of matter

to these rays.

The ability of eleclroniagnctic wa\es to penetrate matter varies

enormously from one part of the spectrum to another. At the upper-

most end of the frequency-scale, the rays penetrate every sort of

matter with astonishing ease. A layer of lead 8 mm. thick is required

to remove half of the energy of a ray of wavelength .025A; and even

this, it is probable, is not absorbed in the strict sense of lieing con-

verted from radiant energy into another form, being merely deffecled

or scattered out of its original direction of motion.'' With rays of

greater wave-length, a true absorption is superposed upon the scatter-

ing, and increases very rapidh', about as the third power of the wave-

length. The absorbed energ\- is used in extracting electrons from

' The distinction between natural and artificial rays is striking, but I fear not

quite exact, since lightning-discharges and the causes of "static" offer instances of

natural sources of radio fre<|uencies. Also the selective absorptions of certain

substances in the Hertzian range strongly suggest natural emission-frequencies.
Still the distinction is not yet unsound enough to l)e dangerous.

' If A. n. Compton's theory of X-ray scattering is eventually triumphant, it will

be neces.sary to admit that some radiant energ>'' is transformed into kinetic energy
of moving mas-ses when scattering occurs.
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the (let'iKT levels of atomic electron-systems, as I described in the

secoml of these articles. The absorption in any particular substance

does not increase with an uninterrupted upward sweep; there are

occasional setbacks, each of which occurs at a critical frequency

where the radiation ceases to be able to extract electrons from a par-

ticular le\el. But though the lower-frequency ra\s cannot extract

the deeper electrt)ns of the atoms, they more than make up for it

by exjH'llinji the outer electrons in greater and greater abundance; and

when waNc-length 13A is reached, they can remove only the outermost

electrons or shift them from one orbit to another,'" but they perform

these actions so often that the beam is rapidly absorbed (even at O.oA,

0.01 mm. of lead is sufficient to abstract half its energy).

Beyond 13A there is a region of well-nigh total eclipse. All we
know about it is derived from a few measurements by Holweck.

Accoriling to him, rays of wave-length 40.-\ lose half their energy in

tra\ersing half a millimetre of air at atmospheric density; at lOOA,

the siime proportion is consumed in a twentieth of a millimetre of air,

or in a quarter of a millimetre of hydrogen, the most tenuous of all sub-

stances; and even these are not the most absorbable rays. A sheet

of celluloid, .0001 mm. thick, which absorbs only 8^^ of the energy of

a beam of wave-length 40A and 'id^'c at lOOA, abstracts 9^% of the

energy at 250A. It actually absorbs 97.3% of a ray of wave-length

308A; but this may be the least penetrating radiation of the entire

scale, for the transmission apparently is a little greater at 400A

(although Holweck seems to distrust the reliability of the last result).

It must be admitted that the various beams of radiation on which

these measurements were made are not monochromatic, but comprise

each a continuous range of wave-lengths extending down to the quoted

value, which is the minimum. Since the beam is in every case filtered

through as many absorbing layers as possible before the final measure-

ment of transmission through the celluloid sheet is made, and those

remove preferentially the longer waves, it is probable that each

datum refers to a finite, yet comparatively narrow, band of wave-

lengths with its lower end at the specified value.*

*Some of the absorbed encrg>' may be utilized in other ways, l)Ut there is no
known alternative mechanism.

* The curve of Fig. 1, taken from Holweck's article, shows his data for the absorb-
ing power of celluloid plotted (logarithmically) against wave-length. .Ml the points

refer to wave-lenglhs l)ctween 40.-\ and 400.^ except the one marked "a," which
refers to the rays emitted by gaseous hydrogen liombardetl by electrons of energy
between 1,? and 38 volts (the transmission is the .same for every Ixjnibarding-voltage
within this range*. It is prolably a sort of "weighted-mean" value for the various
r.idiations of the Lyman series and possibly the secondary spectrum of hydrogen,
and the value 1 UO.A which Holweck assigns as its effective wave-length is probably
as good as any. The straight line on the left relates to nitrogen.
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Whether or not Hohveck's measurements are accurate enough to fix

the point of greatest opacity, it is certain that somewhere between

300A and 1200A the eclipse begins to pass off. Fluorite commences

to transmit at about 1200A, quartz and gelatine at about 1800A (each

^
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question that matters; and radio-frequencies penetrate great tliick-

nesses of rock or brick more readily than the thinnest slieet of metal

foil.

To explore the region of the spectrum in wliich the absorbing-

power of matter is at its greatest, it is necessary to make a high

vacuum over the entire path of the rays from their source to the

receiver (photographic plate, ionization-chamber, or electrode for

photoelectric emission). This necessity can be escaped only if the

obligation of measuring wave-lengths is evadcfl, for then the path may
be very short; the receiver may be brought quite close to the piece

of solid substance or the stratum of gas in which the rays are excited.

If the wave-lengths are measured, it must be done with a ruled or

crystalline diffraction-grating, which enforces a lengthy path (often

as much as two metres). No solid windows can be interposed in it

to confine a diffusing gas to the region where the ra\s are excited (the

only exceptions yet developed are Holweck's .0001-mm. celluloid

windows, which when stretched over and sustained by a fine-meshed

gauze are said to be able to support a o-cm. pressure-difference l)etween

their two faces). The excitation must therefore take place, whenever

f)ossibIe, in vacuo. This is simple enough when dealing with the rays

excited from solids by electron-bombardment, and originating from

displacements of electrons deeper down in the atomic system than the

valence-electron; for the bombardment can be carried on in vacuo.

But the arcs and sparks which are commonly used to displace the

valence-electrons of free atoms or molecules, and so produce the fre-

quencies for which these are responsible, are usually operated in an

atmosphere composed of a comparatively few of the atoms being

studied, mingled with a large amount of air or some other permanent

gas. \'et it has been found possible to operate both arc and spark

discharges "in vacuo,", that is, without the atmosphere of permanent

gas; though they differ in various ways from the like-named and

familiar discharges in air, and do not display quite the same spectra.

Vaniiim arcs, when once ignited, can be maintained with a moderate

voltage between electrodes of various metals; the mercury vapor

lamp is the familiar example, but arcs of such metals as magnesium,

aluminium, and lead were developed as early as 190.5. The name
"vacuum arc" is, of course, a misnomer; the discharge occurs in an

atmosphere of the vapor of the metal, but this congeals as soon as it

starts to diffuse away from the discharge, and does not impair the

vacuum in the light-path. The condition for an easily-maintained

vacuum arc is that the vapor-pressure of the metal involved be com-

paratively high. Yet arcs between carbon electrodes in vacuo seem
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to be easy to maintain, though the vapor pressure of carbon is im-

measurably small ; one is led to suspect the gases inevitably occluded

in this element.' Saunders produced waves as short as 978A with an

arc in calcium \apor, and Simeon waves down to 375A with a "carlxin

vacuum arc."

These vacuum arcs are started either by heatini; the electrodes to

produce a momentary high vapor-density, and appKing a transient

high \()ltage between them; or by touching them together and drawing

them apart while the moderate voltage is applied. If the latter

method is tried when the voltage is too low to maintain an arc, there

is a transitory flash, the breakspark; its spectrum in the \isible region

has been noticed by von Welsbach, who finds the relati\e intensities

of certain lines strangely altered from what they are in the ordinary

spark; but according to McLennan and Lang, it yields no rays of

wave-length inferior to 2()00A.

The vacuum spark or hot spark cnipUixcd 1)\' Miliikan and his

associates is an altogether different affair; it is a brilliant spark which

occurs between electrodes a millimetre or so apart (the limits 0.1

mm. and 2 mm. ha\e been assigned) in an extremely high vacuum,

when a transient potential-difference of the order of several hundreds

of thousands of volts is laid across them. This is a mysterious phenom-

enon, which has been studied by several scientists, without satisfactor\'

conclusions. Whatever the vacuum spark really is, there is no doubt

that it exists, and that wave-lengths are found in its spectrum which

are shorter than any hitherto observed in any spectrum of arc or

spark; and it is likely that the.se high-frequency rays are not excited

at all in the ordinary electrical discharges of relatively low \oltage,

-SO that the high vacuum provides the conditions for stimulating as

well as for transmitting them. The least wa\'e-length yet measured

with an optical method (ruled grating), which is LSGA, occurs in

the sjiectra of some of these sparks.

Most difficult of all is oln-iousK' llic iiniblriii lA deli'cting the rays

emitted by the atoms or molecules of a permanent gas, which must

of necessity occupy the entire path of the light from the place where

it is excited to the place where it is recei\"ed, unless intercepted by

a solid partition which would intercept the desired waves also. If

the dischariii-tiibc coiilaining the luminous gas communicates only

li\ a n.irrciw >lii wiiii the chamber containing the diffracting and re-

ceixing ai)paratus, it is practicable to connect a ]K)werful pump to

" The iiiininuim niainlaiiiinK voltage for arcs in vacuo is given l)y Simeon as

follows, for electrodes of the following materials: C.W to 40 volts, A'n M) to 40, .1/ SI)

to 100, .SV 9.5 to ID.S. The distance l)etwccn the electrodes is described as "slight,"

the degree of vacuum before arcing is not stated.
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a hrainh-tube ofx-ninj; near tlie slit into tlif latter chanilier. and so

inaint.iin in it a o>nsi(leral>ly lower density of gas than is required in

the discharge. Hopfield has succeeded in maintaining an atnirts-

phere of one kind of gas in the discharge-tube, and an atmosphere of

another and a more transparent kind of gas in the chamber; the two

gases are pre\ented from mingling i»y the same pumping-arrangement.

As for the measurement of wa\e-lengths from 12()()A down to about

1IK)A, it must be made with a concave diffraction-grating, which

separates rays of different wave-lengths and itself focusses them at

different places; for the rays cannot penetrate the prism of a prism

spectograph, or the lens which is commonly used' to focus the beams
diffracted by a plane grating. Rowland of Johns Hopkins, the first

great master of the art of making diffraction-gratings, ruled them both

upon plane and upon concave surfaces. The plane grating was so

much the more easily ruled, that the conca\e grating fell into desuetude;

but it l)ecanie invaluable as soon as Lyman began to work in the region

where the lenses extinguish the light. One might have anticipated that

it would refuse to diffract rays the wave-lengths of which are only one-

twentieth, one-fiftieth, even one one-hundredth of the spacing between

its lines; but as Lyman and Millikan advanced farther and farther

beyond the earlier limit of the ultra-violet, the concave grating proved

itself competent to an extent which would probably have astonished

its inventor. In one of Millikan's articles we may read an account of

the ruling of new gratings by Pearson of Chicago; the spacing of the

lines was by no means unusually small (about .500 per mm.) but they

were ruled "with a very light touch so as to leave a portion of the

original surface functioning in the production of spectra"—partly

so that successive rulings might be nearly alike, but chiefly because

if just half the original surface could be left intact, a large proportion

t)f the total radiant energy would be diffracted into the first-order

spectrum (this is the only usable one, because the higher-order images

forme<l by the small wave-length rays encroach on the first-order

images of the rays of greater wave-lengths). The arrangement of

apparatus in experiments with the concave grating has varied little

from the form which Lyman originally gave it. In Fig. 2 (from an

article by McLennan) one sees the cross-section of a large tubular

air-tight chamber, containing the grating at L (it is mounted on

a carriage Q sliding on rails O, P), the slit at 5 and the photographic

' There is no apparent reason against using concave mirrors instead of lenses,

unless the multiple reflections consume too much of the light. Luckiesh mentions
an instrument designed with focussing mirrors of nickel (Houston, Proc. Roy. Soc.
Edinb., 1912), which, however, were found inferior to quartz lenses in the range
in which it was tested.
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plate at C. The rays are excited at the centre of a tube 1' communicat-

ing by the slit with the grating-chamber. In this instance the source of

light was a vacuum-spark between the electrodes sketched ; had it been

a vacuum arc or a glow-discharge in a permanent gas, the tube might

have been difTerent in appearance, but would have been sealed onto

Fig. 2—Vacuum spectrograph with concave grating. {Proceedings of the Royal Society.)

the chamber at the slit in the same manner. The distance SL and

LC are each one metre, and the sum of them constitutes the major

part of the light-path (Lyman has reduced the sum to 40 cm. by

using a more curved grating).

The extension of the explored or explorable region of the spectrum

from 1200A onward to 136A does not entirely close the lacuna; but

it brings into the accessible range every one of a certain very im-

portant class of rays—the rays emitted by a free atom when its

\'alence-electron has been displaced and is returning towards or to

its normal position. The reason for distinguishing one electron of

the atomic electron-system above the others as the valence electron

(the name is chosen rather for its meaninglessness than for its mean-

ing) lies in the existence of line-series in the spectra. Magnificently

regular series of rays are observed in the spectra of the atoms of

hydrogen and of ionized helium, each of which has an electron-system

consisting of a single electron in the inverse-square field surrounding

the atom-nucleus.' Series which resemble these, though tiicy are not

arranged according to so elegantly simple a numerical law, are found

in the spectra of the elements of the first column of the periodic table

(Fig. 3) and suggest forcibly that one of the electrons of the atom

of lithium, or sodium, or potassium lies so much farther out than all

the others that it moves by itself in a field which is almost identical

with the inverse-square field of a nucleus of charge e (the resultant

of the fields of the nucleus and the inner electrons approaches such a

' This inverse-square field seems to be assured by the experiments on deflections

of alj)ha and beta particles by atom-nuclei, quite apart from the successes of Bohr's
special assumptions about atomic structure and radiation.
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tifld as the dislaiue from tlicm increases). The same ar^;iiment

apphes to elements of the second, third, and foiirtli cohimns, though

with diminishing force, for the series become more difficidt to trac<?

and ilepart greatly from the archetype. In the crowded and com-

plic.ited spectra of elements sucli as neon, argon, and iron, it is very

)

I

<

7
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Now all the line-series observed in the spectra of excited atoms

and all which there is any reason to imagine as existent but undis-

covered, lie entirely at wave-lengths greater than 136A; indeed most

of them lie in the already-accessible region beyond 1200A, but a

few of the most important are in the newly-opened range. Hydrogen
is entitled to first mention, being the leader of the procession of

elements as well as the most completely understood of them. The
visible spectrum of (atomic) hydrogen consists of the archetype of

all line-series, the Balmcr series, extending from B.'iGH.-X to SOoOA,

the freciuencies of its lines being efiiial to tlie niiml)(.'rs of tlu' series

(A) ''^r.-\)-^ih:-\)'<^-W

and so forth, in wliiih R is a certain constant (/? = 3.2!1 • 10'''). Ac-

cording to Bohr's theory, this means that the energy-values" of the

consecutive orbits of the valence-electron (in this case the only elec-

tron) are gi\'eii In' tlie numbers of the succession

(B) Rh\Q. -.^y- -^'(p)' -»(=)•

and so forth, and the consecutive rays of the series are emitted when

the electron drops into the first of these orbits from the second, third,

fourth and consecuti\e orbits. Most pcojik', on looking at the suc-

cession of numbers (B), would instincli\'el\' cnni|)]ete it by adding a

term —Rh at the beginning; and if there is truly an orbit of which

the energy-\'alue is — Rh there must be an additional line-series, '-

the frequencies of its lines being ecuia! i(i the ntinilnTs of tiie series

(C) R\('-!) ^^(l-i.).^(l-|..)' -Hi ..forth.

The first three lines of this series should lie at iL'lli.V, ll)2ti.\ and 'J~2.\.

They were discovered by Lyman in 1913, and the series bears his name.

" The cncrgy-v.'iliic of an orl)it is the energy of the atom when the valence-elcrtron

is in this orbit; the energy of the atom being set equal to zero, when the \alence-

electron is removed to infinity. It ff)llows from this hist convention that the energy-

vahie of an orl)it, with sign reversed, is equal to the energy which must lie imparted
to the atom to remove the valence-electron completely from the atom when it is

initially in the orbit in (pieslion. Thus the energy-value of the orbit which the

valence-electron normally inhabits is equal to the ionizing-potential of the atom,
when it is expressed in appropriate units and its sign reversed. The practical ad-

vantages of this convention are so great that we endure its annoying and confusing

consequence of making all the energy-values of non-ionized atoms negative.

" The existence of this scries was anticipated long before Bohr's interfirelation of

the Balmcr scries, being suggested by the form of the scries itself.
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Helium follows hytlroKt'n in tlif procession of elements. Its spec-

trum includes several line-series. The frequencies of the first four

members of one of these series, the principal series of the singlet or*

parhelium spectrum, are as follows (all the numbers in the successions

P. E. F. G. and // should be multiplied by 10'^):

(D) 1.4.")7, .").nSl, 7.">()7, <S.:«)0

Subtracting each from the frequeiUA' of the scriis-liniii , wliicli i;,

D.BIW, we obtain the succession of numbers

(E) (O.GO*)- 8.152), (<1.()()<)- 3.628), (<).(1()'.)- 2.012), ('.l.dO'.t- 1.3()<))

which suggests a succession of orbits, ha\ iiig ihc tnllnw ini; c(insecuti\c

energy \alues":

(F) -9.()()<ty/. -8.1.")2;/, -3.628//, -2.012/;, - l.:}0()/;.

The consecutive frequencies of this series arc emitted when the \aience-

clectron falls from the second, third and consecutive orbits of this

succession into the first one. One would suppose that the \alence-

electron normally abides in this first orbit. But if this were so the

energy required to ionize the atom would be O.OOi)/; • lO", equivalent to

3.96 volts; and waves of the frequencies gi\en by (D) could displace

the electron and be absorbed thereby. But the ionizing-potenlial

of the atom is about 25 volts and the frequencies (E) do not appear as

dark lines in the absorption-spectrum of helium. Therefore there

must be still another orbit much deeper down, with a much higher

(negative) energy-value, than any listed under (F). In 1921-22

Lyman discovered (with his highly-cur\ed grating and shortened

light-path, and pumping arrangement for keejjing the pressure low)

a new series of lines of wave-lengths 584.4A, 537.1.A, 522.3.-\ and

515.7A. Their frequencies are

(G) 51.34, 55.85, 57.44, .58.18

which may be written as the successif)n of numbers

(H) (.59.49-8.15), (.59.49-3.64), (.59.49-2.05), (.59.49-1.31).

Comparing these with the succession (E) we recognize the same set of

subtrahends," and accordingly identify the common quantity .59.49'10'*

" It is customary to designate the orbits by their energy-values divided by he,

or 19.68- Itr".

" It would not be neccssarj- to call attention to this if we could calculate the
frequency of the series-limit, which would give the energ>-value of the new orbit

immediately: but the four discovered lines are hardly sufficient for such an extra-

polation (there are fourteen gf the other series to use for calculating its limit).
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as —\/h times the energ>-\alue of an additional orbit. If thisorl)it

is the permanent home of the valence-electron, the energy required

to ionize the atom must be +59.49/; • 10", equivalent to 24.5 ^olts.

When the new lines were discovered, the accepted value was 25.3

volts, largely because of a certain measurement by Franck. After

the publication of Lyman's discover>% Franck re-examined his method

and data and found them compatible with the value 24.5 volts; and

\ery recently C. A. Mackay has ascertained that the ionizing-potential

of helium is 14.1 \oUs greater than that of mercury, which is quite

definitely known to be 10.4. One could hardly desire a better illus-

tration of the confluence of measured values of the energies of atoms

and measured values of their radiation-frequencies, when both are

interpreted according to the contemporary theory of radiation.

These newly-discovered waves must be the shortest in the spectrinn

of helium; the atom cannot emit a ray of wa^e-kngth less than tiie

series-limit 504A, calculated by the equation

/!v = /ic/X =energy-\alue of the deep-lying orbit =59.49- lO'V;.

The\' are much shorter tJian the waves of the L\inan series of liydrogen,

which Bohr's theory, together with the obser\-ed value of ionizing-

potential of atomic hydrogen, justify us in declaring to be the shortest

waves emitted by that atom. Furthermore, it is almost certain that

they are shorter than any waves for which the \alence-electron of

any atom is responsible; for the ionizing-potential of helium is greater

than any other measured ionizing-potential, and there is no reason to

believe that any of the yet unmeasured ones exceed it. Its nearest

rivals are the ionizing-potentials of the inert gases which share the

last column of the periodic table. The experimentalists have not

agreed very well in their estimates of these, although all agree that

the values are comparati\ely high. Hertz, the latest to make measure-

ments upon neon and argon, gives 21.5 \olts for the first and 15.3

volts for the second. Both, therefore, should emit some ra>'s King

below 1200A, but above 575A and 8()0A, respectively, and resulting

from transitions of the \alence-eIectron. Dcjardin gives 12.7 volts for

the ionizing-potential of kr\pton and \ery lately 10.9 Nolts for that of

xenon. In the other columns nf ilif periodic table, the \alues of

ionizing-potential are pre\ai]ingl\ lower lii.in in tiie ((ijunm of inert

gases. The value 10.4 \i)lts (for mercur},) is the highest among
the metals; se\eral of the non-metallic elements appear to ha\'e

ionizing-potentials between 12 and 17 \-olts, but for some of these

it is difficult to tell whether the obser\ed value pertains to the atom
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or to a moleculo. Tlu- oxiK'rimental material is al)un<lanl" cnongli

to k;ive practical certainty that "valence-electron rays" Ix-low lOOOA

occur in the six'ctra of only a few elenu-nts, and Ik'Iow oOOA in none.

Nevertheless, Millikan and Bowen, photographing the spectra of

all of the first twenty elements (neon and argon excluded, and chro-

mium and copper added) down to the extremity of the region ac-

cessible with the concave grating, discovered great numbers of lines,

of which they attribute dozens or scores to particular elements (for

example, some forty lines ascribed to potassiimi, though its ionizing-

potenti.il of four volts corresponds to a minimum wave-length exceed-

ing 2,")0()A). Some of these may be lines of compound origin, resulting

from two simultaneous changes in the electron-system of the atom,

one being a transition of the valence-electron and the other a re-

arrangement of the other electrons. (Saunders mentions such lines

in the s|)ectra of elements of the second column of the table.) Others

are due to rearrangements of internal electrons following upon a dis-

placement of one of these. Many others are attributed to displace-

ments of the valence-electrons of ionized atoms. Of this new field

of research, the spectroscopy of ionized atoms, I wrote briefly in the

first article of this series. In the more easily accessible regions of

the s()ectrum, F'aschen had discovered ra\s of doubly-ionized aluminium

and Fowler rays of trebly-ionized silicon."' Millikan and Bowen go a

step further by identifying certain rays of quadruply-ionized phos-

phorus: indeed they believe that, under the \iolent excitation provided

by their vacuum-spark, the waves emitted by atoms which have lost

all but o.ne of the electrons from their outermost electron-shells (the

three just specified are in this state) are especially abundant and

intense.

'* In the pcrlotlic tabic of Fig. i the ionizing-potentials of the eleineiUs arc given
along with their atomic nunil}crs. Overlined figures are values calculated from
series-limits and confirmed by direct experiment; starred values are data of experi-

ment, for elements of which the series have not l)een worked out; the remaining
values are calculated from series-limits and have not been verified. The data are
from the cited sources, from Frxite and Mohlcr, and from Saunders' graphic tabula-
tion l.SViVncf, volume 50, pp. 50-51, January 18, 1924;). Interesting variations
with atomic numlier are observe<l which yield bases for estimating the values for

still other elements by interpolations.

""It might l)e mentioned that the spectrum of silicon was first selected for in-

vestigation on account of its astrophysical interest. The lines representing suc-

cessive stages of ionization of this element ap|H'ar in stars which there is every
reason to Udieve arc at successively higher tem[)eratures. The complete series-

data for the four spi'ctra |trcbly,- doubly-, once- and non-ionized atoms] and the
ionization-|K>tentials de<luce<l from them, may Ik- exixxted to find an important
application in fixing the scale of stellar temperatures . . . .-Ml the series predicted in

(these four) sjKttra of silicon; in the spectra of doubly-, once-, and non-ionized
aluminum, of once-ionized and neutral magnesium, and of neutral sodium, have
been actually produced and have been found to have the character and constants
expected."—A. Fowler.
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The "valence-electron" rays emitted by ionized atoms should lie

at lesser \va\e-lengths (roughly }/i as great) than the \alence-electron

rays of neutral atoms, and therefore should be particularly at home
in the region newly opened to exploration. The highest frecjuencies

emitted by the ionized-helium atom are perfectly calculable from

Bohr's theory; they are the frequencies of the Lyman series, quad-

rupled, and the wave-lengths therefore lie between 304A and 230A.

They have not been reported, but Lyman in 1919 obser\ed two lines

in the spectrum of violently-excited helium, near the positions 1214.9

and 1640. lA calculated for the first and third lines of the next helium

series (having the frequencies of the Balnier series, quadrupled). The
place of the second member of the series was obscured by an alien line.

Fig. 4- Spictriini of a vacuum spark ln'twc'ci

Joiirnat.

)

arbon electrodes. {Aslrophysical

The once-ionized lithium atom, judging from the example of neutral

helium, should display higher frec|uencies than any other once-ionized

atom, and they should be arranged in recognizable series, somewhere

near the extreme limit of the explorable range as it stands at this

moment. Tlu'\' liaxc nni, howe\er, been reported; Millikan says

that his plates >lio\\ no liiliium lines of an\' sort from 17()()A down

at least, to 370A, if not fartiier.

As an example of a speclruiu ixlcndiiii; far inio tlic ni\vl\-con-

quered field, a plate representing the spectrum of a vacuum spark

between carbon electrodes is reproduced from one of Millikan's

articles as Fig. 4. The actual spectrum is in the middle; it is drawn

out for better intelligibility, at the side. Most of the marked lines,

including the extreme line at 3()0..5A and the strongest line at 1.33oA,

are attributed to carbon; some to other elements, particularly the
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(>ni> at 1215.7 whiih is llu- first liiu- of the I.\iiian series of IndroKcn.

The iiilerpretalioii of spectra like this is not a simple matter of (iiittiiiB

eleetnxles of the desired substance into the tiihe aiul asrriltiiig to if

all the lines which come out on the plate. It appears that impurities,

e\en when present in what might he considered small proportions,

contribute their own rays to the spectrimi in great abundance and

intensity. Millikan found that all the lines present in the six-ctrum

of the vacuinn spark between magnesium electrodes were also present

when ahmiinium electrodes were used, and vice versa, and finalK'

assigned them all to ox\gen. Lyman foimd it extremely difficult to

decide which lines Ix-long to hydrogen and which to helium, since the

spectra of glow-discharges in these gases have so many lines in common.
Helium has a pronounced habit of encouraging excitation of the rays

of whatever other gases are mixed with it, since the helium atoms

require so much energy to displace their valence-electrons that free

electrons shot into helium gas are liable to bounce harmlessly from

one helium atom to another until they strike and excite an atom
of another variety. Even if one can be sure that all the rays in a

spectrum belong to a single element there remains the problem of

assigning them to neutral or variously-ionized atoms. It is clear

that the completion of the spectroscopist's task is deferred by this

extension of it to what the Germans call the unforeseeable time.

We return to the consideration of the lacuna in the spectrum, which

extends from 13.-\ up to a boundary which by the use of high vacua,

concave gratings, and violent excitations, has been forced from r200A

down to 136.-\. This wave-length 136A stands for the moment as

the lowest which has ever been actually measured with the ruled

grating; and in spite of the unexpected and fortunate adequacy of

the instrument down even to this point, little more can be demanded
from it. The reason is, that the substance on which the rulings are

made must eventually cease to reflect the rays on account of its own
looseness of texture. Being a congeries of atoms themselves separated

by finite distances, the metal will not behave as a continuum towards

waves of a length not very large compared to its own atomic spacing.

Below 13.A waves are not reflected. Little is known of the rate at

which the reflecting-power dwindles away to zero between 136A and

13A and this little we owe again to Holweck. He directed a beam of

radiation (it was a mixed beam, as was previously made clear, and the

wave-length-value is merely the minimum wave-length in it) against a

polished bronze mirror at the very oblique incidence of 73. °8; the

reflected beam had one-third the intensity of the incident beam at

wave-length 1'23A (practically the extreme wave-Jength of Millikan's
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experiments), but only 10% at GOA and only 3% at 40A. The per-

formance was much better at a still more oblique incidence; on the

other hand Holweck thinks that it gets rapidly worse as the incidence

is made more nearly normal, and if this is true the outlook for the

concave grating, with its condition of almost normally-incident light,

is most unpromising.

Below the boundary 13A, the atomic constitution of solid sub-

stances turns from a hindrance into an advantage, and crystals serve

as natural diffraction-gratings of incomparable fineness—too fine,

indeed, for our convenience in this part of the spectrum, since the

boundary is fixed by the smallness of the distance d between suc-

cessive layers of atoms in the diffraction-grating. Rocksalt, one of the

standard crystals, for which (/ = 2.814A, has been used successfully

up at least to 4A (by Fricke) and the rest of the way to 13A has been

explored with crystals of gypsum ((f = 7.58A) or sugar ((/ = 10.oOA);

in this region it was necessary to evacuate the light-path, precisely

as in the region beyond 136A. The only possibility of a new advance

depends on the utilization of crystals of still greater inter-atomic

spacings. Holweck mentions a crystal with a formidable name, for

which ff = 19A, and do Bniglie and Friedel found that the oleates of

sodium, potassium and ammonium prcsenttxl spacings of the order of

40A between consecutive molecule-layers. If these substances can be

adapted for use in crystal spectograjjhs, the boundary of the explored

region may be pushed far beyond its present place. It may be found,

howe\er, that the crystal absorbs the ra\s before they go deeply

enough to be diffracted.

As for the region between 13A and 13GA, no one has ever measured

the wave-length of a radiation lying within it; but there is a method

which indicates the existence and something about the wa\e-lenglhs

of rays which almost certainly belong in it. In apjilying this method

the photographic plate is replaced by a metal electrode (usually of

platinum) which, when irradiated by rays of any wave-length (less

than a certain critical one which always lies far above this range)

emits eIectron>. Vtw this reason it is often known as the photoelectric

method. alth()iii;ii ihc suhslitulion of one kind of receix'er for another

is iinl ii> niii^t (li^tiiu'iis I' ili,ir.utiTi>i ic. .\ target made of the sub-

stance to i>e sluilied is si'.ded in in a I iilic, ii|)p(>sili' a source of electrons

(generalh' a filament for lIuTiniunic rmi^simi
) ; the photosensitive

electrode is placed somewhere in the tui)e where w!iale\er ra\"s are

excited at the surface of the target will fall direclh' upon it. It is all-

important to i)rotect this electrode from electrons and inns, negative

or positi\e. proceeding from target, lilanuiit, or anxwhere else.
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I'sually tlu- iIiTtnulc is siret'iKHl hy a family of gau/cs, with tlieir

potentials ailjustfd as is iiuliiatcd in Fij;. o (with the paths of intruding

ions of lK)th signs, ini-liuling those excited from the outer gauzes

themselves, mapjKni out to show how they are rebuffed). Naturally

Kigs. 5 and 6— Morton's apparatus for determining excitation-potentials by the
"photoelectric method. " (Philosophical Magazine.)

the arrangement of potentials in front of the electrode must be such

that the emitted electrons are all drawn away from it, not driven

back onto it. The rate of emission of electrons, the photoelectric

current, may lie measured with an electrometer connected either to the

sensitive electrode or tfi a gauze so placed as to gather in all the

electrons emitted from it. Figs, o and G, the latter of which shows a
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completely equipped tube with filament at F, a row of targets which

can be moved consecutively into place at T, and the photosensitive

electrode at A with its gauze shields in front of it, come from the work
of Horton, Andrewes and Davies. A tube designed and used by

E. H. Kurth is shown in Fig. 7; the filament is seen in perspective at

C, the target at 7", and the sensitive disc at D\ the family of di\erging

straight lines represents a set of metal laminae, which being charged

Fig. 7—Kurth's apparatus for (litermiiiiiig cxiitatioii-potenllals. (Physical Review.)

alternately to potentials and +135 volts gather in any ions which

start up towards the disc. The method can also be adapted to gases,

and this application has an interesting and important history; but

as nearly all the data respecting gases refer to wave-lengths superior

to 120()A, they fall out t)f the province of this discourse. Foote and

Mohler, however, [jenetrated to 2()A with the apparatus of Fig. 8,

filled with oxygen. The rilanuni is al A\ the electron-accelerating

voltage V is api)lit<i liiiwicn .1 and ihe gauze B, so that the target

is essentially a thin la>er of gas en\eloping B\ the photosensitive

electrode is the gauze C, the photoelectric current from which is

gathered in bN' the |)lalc /' (screened against positive ions b\' its high

potential).
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The art of tletcctinR radiations by this inothod consists in givinn

various values to the "Ifomharding \-oltagi'" V l)clwecn target and

fdanicnt, which is the measure of the energ;y of the electrons im|)inging

on the target; nieasurinR the photoelectric current /, which is the

measure of the intensity of the rays; plotting / (or better the ratio of «

to the current of bombarding electrons) \ersus V; and examining the

cur\e to see whether it displays sudden changes of slope. If it does,

Fig. 8—Mohler and Foote's apparatus tur <litcriiiining excitation-potential:
gases and vapours. (Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards.)

one infers that at the corresponding voltages new radiations suddenly

burst forth. The method therefore consists in finding critical bom-
barding-voltages, that is, critical electron energies which just suffice

to excite particular sorts of radiation; it is a method for discovering

excitation-potentials. Three excellent instances of such abrupt changes

in slope, or breaks as they are frequently called, appear in the (i, V)

curve determined with an aluminium target by Horton and his as-

sociates (Fig. 9). Very many such curves appear in the literature,

with more or less conspicuous breaks; some are as striking as these

in the figures, some require a good deal of care and experience to locate

them properly, and some, one is driven to conclude, are visible only

to the eye of faith. But it is hardly possible to doubt that such a
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corner as the three here reproduced marks liie entree en schie of a

new ray or set of rays."

But a determination of an excitation-potential is not a measurement
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()(>triili.ils .111(1 I'xcili'il ltr(Hiriuifs. Tin- (iiii'stion is ot IukIi impnrl-

.iiu-e, not simply hivaiisc we arc inliTested to know wlifthcr soini- of

tin- excited rays really lie in the hitherto unpenetrated ran^e, Imt

primarily because excitation and emission are among tlie fimd.imcntal

qualities of atoms. Kxcitation-potentials exceeding lOOO volts

generally produce rays of which the wave-lengths are less than 12.^

and can Ik' measuretl with the crystal spectrograph, so that a rule o"-

law can l>e deduced from the two sets of measurements. Kxcitation-

potentials inferior to 2.t volts generally produce ra\'s of which the

wa\e-lengths are greater than oOO.A and can be measured with optical

apparatus, and again a law can be deduced from the two sets of data.

But the law is not the same in the two cases; this is because excita-

tion, in the former case, consists in displacing a deep-lying electron,

while in the latter case it consists in a displacement of the \'alence-

electron. We are forced to the disconcerting conclusions that excita-

tion-potentials between 1000 volts and 2.5 volts inxoKc electrons of

an intermediate type, and that the still-unverifiable law connecting

them with the frequencies of their excited rays is not identical with

cither of the laws in the accessible regions of the spectrum.

The law for excitation-potentials invoking displacements of the

valence-electron is twofold. Kach atom has at least tw-o such excita-

tion-potentials. One of them is its ionizing-potential. When the

accelerating-voltage of an electron-stream playing against a multi-

tude of free atoms forming a gas is raised just past the value T',- at

which an individual electron has just enough energy to remo\-e the

valence-electron of an atom, there is an outburst of radiation. This

comprises rays of many frequencies—probably all those which we
have called valence-electron rays—and they are emitted as the

valence-electrons descend step-by-step along their ladders of orbits.

All these frequencies conform to the relation

(1) hy<eVi.

The other excitation-potential is the resoininct' potential of the atom
(there may be more than one of these "'). When the accelerating-

equal to e\',h. The heterogeneous lieams used by Holwcck in the experiments
previously cited consisted chiefly, if not entirely, of this continuous spectrum. .\11 the
excitation-potentials mentioned in these (Kiges, however, relate to individual rays or
groups of individual rays characteristic of atoms.

"This question is still incompletely solvefl, in spite of much labor. .At one time
it was supjiosed that the valence-electron could Ik- raised either altogether out of the
atom, or else to the dee|)est-lying of the transient-sojourn orbits lor to either of the
two deepest-lying orbits, if there arc two complete families of orbits such as the
mercury atom possesses); but not to any of the other transient-sojourn or "virtual"
orbits. This restriction would apply only to displacements caused by impinging
electrons; quanta of appropriate frequencies can lift the valence-electron to any of
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\oltage of the electron-streiim is raised just past the value V, at

which the incii\idual electron has just enough energy to raise the

valence-electron from its normal to one of its transient-sojourn orbits,

there is an outburst of radiation. This comprises rays of a single

frequency, emitted when the valence-electrons return in single leaps

from the orbits to which they were momentarily raised to the orbits of

their normal habitation. This frequency conforms to the relation:

(2) hv = eVr.

The law for excitation-potentials involving displacements of deep-

lying electrons bears a certain resemblance to the first of the fore-

going laws. When the accelerating-voltage of an electron-stream

playing against a multitude of atoms assembled in a solid or liquid

is raised just past the value Ve at which an indi\idual electron has

just enough energy to extract a certain deep-lying electron, say a

X'-electron, there is an outburst of radiation comprising many fre-

quencies, all conforming to a relation resembling (1), to wit:

(3) hv<eV,.

But it would he misleading to assuine that the processes resulting

in (Ij and in (3) are identical. In the first place, it is not certain that

the deep-lying electron need be completely extracted. Suppose it

possessed a set of transient-sojourn orbits in the outskirts of the

atom, their energy-values differing from one another and from that

of the "orbit at infinity" (the state in which the electron is quite

detached) by amounts less than the 25 volts which is the maximum
difference between the energy-values of any valence-electron. Then
there might be several excitation-potentials, differing from one another

by 25 volts at most; but this difference would be so inconsiderable a

fraction of the value of the extraction-potential Ve, which ranges

from more than 100, ()()() \olis for the A'-electrons of uranium to about

1100 volts for those of lu'oii. that tliey would be difficult to dis-

tinguish. Indications of nuilliplc excitation-potentials have, how-

an immense number of orbits of a certain set, but not to transient-sojourn orbits

of certain other sets. Lately it has been affirmeci that impinging electrons of the

right energy ran lift the valence-electron to any one at all ol its transient-sojourn

orbits, even those to which ir cannot be lifted by ([uanta; but this rule, if it is the

true one, has not yet been illustrated by any extensive set of experimental (lata,

though llert? has latcl\- intimated in a brief note that he has assembled such a set

by experiments on helium. Franck and Knipping detected excitation-potentials

corresponding to the lifting of the valence-electron of helium from its normal orbit

to several distinct P-orbits; but I gather from a later paper by Franck that nobody
has been able to reproduce the result. Olmstead and Compton discerned excitation-

potentials corresponding to the lifting of the electron of hydrogen from its normal
orbit to each of the next six transient-sojourn orbits.
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ever, l)een (lisi'criUHl ii) the "fine structure" of the K absorptioii-eclRes

of the huliter elements (notably the elements from sodiiun to potas-

siimi). In the second place, the process of emission is difTerent in

the two cases described by equations (I) and (-i). In the former

case, the rays were emitted as the valence-electron (or another re-

placing it, which comes to the same thing) redescended its ladder of

orbits: but when a deep-lying electron is extracted, the resulting

rays are emitted because of rearrangements of the other internal

electrons of the atomic electron-system, which occur irrespective of

whether the departed electron quickly returns to the atom, or remains

a long time away.

I will now risk the making of a distinction \vlii( li may e\entuall\-

turn out not to be the most natural or practical, \>y reser\iiig the

name deep-lying electrons for those electrons which lie entireh' witiiin

at least one completed electron-shell of an atom, and designating

the others (exclusive of the valence-electron, which has already been

set apart from the rest) as the shallmv-lying electrons. It follows from

this definition that the first nine atoms of the periodic table, up to

fluorine (inclusive) possess only shallow-lying electrons; the next

eight (.Ve to CI) have one set of deep-lying electrons, the K set; the

next eighteen (.4 to Br) have at least four sets of deep-lying electrons,

the A' set and three L-sets (the last three can be grouped as one). It

follows also that ever>- instance in which an excitation-potential has

been measured, and the wave-lengths of the excited rays have also

separately been measured, is an instance in which a deep-lying electron

is involved. For example, the excitation-potentials invoking extrac-

tion of the AT-electrons have been measured from the top of the

periodic table down to the twelfth element {Mg), over which range

they decline from 11.5,000 volts to 1100 volts; the excited waves

have been measured over the same range and down to the eleventh

element (A'a), over which range they rise (for the principal ray) from

.\0.\ to 11.88A. At this point, and just before the A'-clectrons pass over

into the categorv- of shallow-King electrons at the ninth element, the

wave-lengths enter into the inaccessible range. The wave-lengths of

the rays excited when one of the L electrons is displaced have been

measured from the top of the table down to the twenty-ninth element

iCu) where, arriving at 13. .'iA, they tf)o pass into the immeasurable

class.

The general conse(|uence of all this is, that the excitation-potentials

involving shallow-lying electrons must be below 1000 \olts; that,

conversely, the excitation-potentials observed between 2h \olts and

1000 volts are chiefly those of e.xcitations which consist in displace-
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ments of sliallow-hing electrons; and fnially, that the wa\'c-lcngths of

the excited rays lie below 13A, many of them in the inaccessible range,

some in the range newly opened to exploration. This is a most un-

fortunate coincidence, for instead of being able to apply laws which

prevail in other ranges to compensate for our inability to measure

wave-lengths in this range, we have to expect distinct laws within

it. Must shallow lying electrons be extracted altogether from the

atom if they are to be displaced at all or ha\e they certain transient

sojourn orbits to some or all of which they may be raised by electron-

impacts? Do the emitted rays result from a step-by-step return

of the displaced electron? or from a return in a single leap? or from

a rearrangement of the remaining electrons? or from a compounding

of changes of the two latter types? So long as the emitted wa\e-

lengths are not measured, these cjuestions cannot be answered with

confidence.

Some little can be inferred fnmi numerical relations among excita-

tion-potentials. McLennan and Clark, for example, observed three

excitation-potentials of lithium, at 37.0, 31.8 and 12.0 volts. The
first two of these voltages stand nearly in the ratio of the first two

frequencies of the Lyman series in the h\drogen spectrum, which

suggested to the discoverers that the processes involved in the excita-

tions were the raising of a X-electron to the first and second of a

pair of transient-sojourn orbits, standing in the same relation to the

normal orbit of the iC-electron as the orbits of energy-values —Rh/A
and —Rfi/9 stand to the normal orbit of energy-value —Rh in the

hydrogen atom. Tliat is to say, they conceive these excitation-

potentials to be ((imij.iiable to resonance-potentials, and the K-
electron of litliiuni to beiiaxe liku a \alence-electron. They also

found excilalion-polenlials of ber\llium at 20.3 and 10.0, and of

boron at 27.92 and 23.45. The ratio of each pair of numbers is about

equal to the ratio of the first two frequencies of the Balmer-series,

suggesting that these are resonance-potentials of an L-electron; the

details of the analogy may be left to the reader to work out. Each

of the latter elements disiilayed additional higher potentials, to be

associated with the X-electrons. Rollefson lately disco\ered seven

excitation-potentials of iron in the range between 160 and 264 volts,

expressible by a formula {a — b «-') if the integer \alues 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

and 12 are successively gi\eii to ;;. If the.sc se\en potentials corre-

spond to ele\ations of a certain shallow-King electron to seven tran-

sient-sojourn orbits, the extraction-iiotcntial for this electron can be

calculated b\- an extrajiolation (so also in the cases cited from Mc-

Lennan and Clark). Rollefson interprets certain other excitation-
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potentials as corrcs[K)n(linjj to elevations of certain decp-K ini; clci -

Irons to transient-sojourn orl)iis.

Some assistance in identifying the e\cilation-|)<)teniials of the iivjiit

atoms can he obtained by plotting the recognized excitation-potentials

of the heavier atoms, and also the fre(|ucncies of the ra\s excited;

plotting curves representing them as functions of atomic number;
and extra[M)laling the cur\es into the range of low atomic numbers.
Ihe l)est procetlure is to plot the square roots of the excitation-po-

tentials and the emission-frequencies, as then the curves are luarK
straight lines (Moseley's law). Some of iIhm' lines are shown in
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Fig. 10—Ciir\cs representing square roots of emission-frequencies of heavier atoms
as functions of atomic numlxjr. (Physical Revidv.)

Hg. 10 itrom Kurih;. Since the atomic numbers are laid off (contrary

to usage) along the axis of ordinates, the lowest-lying line represents

the highest recognized emission-fretjuencies (the A'/3 and Ky fre-

quencies, which actually are slightly different, but are not indicated

separately upon the graph). The next line, marked Ka, represents

another particular emission-frequency. Excitation is the same for

every ray of this group, and consists in extracting one of the deepest-

lying or K electrons of the atom; and the excitation-jxjtential for the
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entire group, the A' e\cilati(jii-p()tentiiil, is also represented by a

straight Hne, the A' line, which may be taken as coincident with the

lowest-lying line in the graph, provided that we translate frequencies

into potentials by the relation \' = lii'/c (both frequencies and
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since this Rraph was piiblislicd, and in Fig. 11 I have set down all the

exp)erimontal \aliies known tt» me which ha\'e been given for excita-

tion-fK>tenlials of the first eight elements, omitting those which are*

so small that they obviously do not belong to the K class.'" The

Fig. 12—Emission-frequencies of heavier and excitation-potentials of lighter elements,

correlated with L electrons. (Proceedings of the Royal Society.)

^ The data are from various sources, as follows. The dots for hydrogen and
helium represent the observed ionization and resonance potentials of these atoms.
The dots for Be, B. C, N and O arc at values of excitation-potentials given by Mohler
and Foote from experiments on gaseous compounds of these atoms. .Ml the other

data except Molweck's are values of excitation-[X)tentials for solids. The crosses

for Li and Be stand for the excitation-potentials observed by McLennan, the circles

for the extraction-potentials of the K electrons which they infer from these data.

The cross for B represents three values lying so close together as to Ix indistinguish-

able ffrom .McLennan, Hughes, and Moltsmark) and the cross for C also three

coincident values (Kurth, Richardson and Baz^oni, HoliveckV The circle for B
is at the potential corresponding to a discontinuity in absorption, observed by
Holweck. The triangle for C is a value observ-ed by Hughes, and the cross for a
value from Kurth (obtained with oxidized copper). No data for for iV« are avail-

able. .At .V(i measurements on the wave-length of Ka and at Mg measurements
on the K absorption-edge commence.
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lower of the continuous straight lines coming downward from the right

is the prolongation of the K line from the heavier elements downward;

the upper is the prolongation of the Ka line. The fact that these inter-

sect pro\es that linear extrapolation from the range of heavier atoms

is unjustifiable.

Re\-erting to the graph in Fig. 10, iliu pmlikMii of properly extra-

Fig. 1.^— K.xcitation-potciitials currclaU-il witli .1/ electrons. (Philosciphkal

Magazine.)

polating the L and M curves is clearly not so simple as it was for the

K curve; since they extend over shorter segments and do not come so

far down into the range of light elements. In Fig. 12 (from McLennan
and Clark) the circles for the elements from number 3 to number 17

represent observed excitation-potentials which they attribute to

displacements of /, electrons; those for the elements from number 30

to number ()'.) represent ihe highest ami the lowest recorded emission-
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frcqufiuifs of the /.-series for tliese elements, frequency being trans-

lated into eciuivaienl \oltage by the same relation as above. As

for the excitation-potentials of the heavier elements, few measure-

ments on potentials of the L class have been made, and very few

indeed upon potentials of the M class—not nearly enough for an

extrapolation. The deficiency is partially compensated by calcu-

lating the L and .Uexciiation-pntcntialsfrom the /sT, Land iUemi.ssion-

frequencies—an elaborate process, requiring a good deal of care in

measuring and properK- interpreting the various emitted rays. In

this manner the potentials for the group of five M levels have been

estimated for the various elements from the ninety-second down to

the fortieth, and Horton has attempted to link onto them certain

excitation-potentials which he and others observed when bombarding

elements between number 20 and number 30 with electrons (Fig. 13).

The curves must be supposed to bend, somewhere between the thirtieth

and the fortieth elements; it is in this region that the M electrons

pass from the status of deep-lying to the status of shallow-lying

electrons. The excitations and emissions involving the shallow-

lying electrons of the heavy atoms form a complicated system, of

which the study has scarcely been begun, and will certainly prove

perplexing. When research in this field is completed, each of the

excitation-potentials and each of the emission-frequencies of every

kind of atom will be entered upon curves, each of the curves corre-

sponding to a definite and definitely-pictured process of rearrange-

ment in the atomic electron-system, and extending over all the atoms

of the periodic table which can be theatres of that process. This

achievement may be reserved for a later generation.
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An Electrical Frequency Analyzer'

By R. L. WEGEL and C. R. MOORE

SvNorsls: An .ipiMr.itus has Ik.-cii (li-vcli>|>i'<l by means of which it

is possihli- to measuic and olitain a permanent record of the frequency
components of an electric current wave. The device has two frequency ran-

ges: 20 to 1250 cycles and 80 to 50(X) cycles; the amount of power required

docs not in general exceetl 500 microwatts; and the time nccessar>' for

making a record is about 5 minutes. An attachment is provided which
permits of the making of simultaneous harn\onic analyses of two complex
waves in the s;ime length of time.

In principle, the pr<x'css consists in feeding the complex wave to be
analyzed into a seleitive network, the essential feature of which is a
sharply tuned circuit whose frequency of tuning is controlled by varying
the capacitance in small steps with a pneumatic apparatus similar to

that in a player piano. A maximum of res|X)nse of the circuit occurs at

each fretjuency of tuning which coincides with a component of the com-
plex wave. An automatic photographic recorder of the response to each
frequency of tuning is provided by means of which the frequency and
magnitude of each com|)onent of the complex wave may be obtained.

For convenience of operation, an automatic control apparatus is pro-

vided, so that it is only necessary to connect the complex source or sources

to be analyzed and press a starting button. The completed record of the

analysis is delivered after the machine has passed through the entire range
of frequencies.

The application has so far been principally to problems in the com-
munication field such as the analysis of performance and distortion at

audio lre<iuencies of vacuum tube and mechanical oscillators and ampli-

fiers, analysis of complex telephone waves and speech sounds, and the

effect on a complex wave of transmission through electrical and acoustic

apparatus. In the power field many applications are obvious, such as

for example, quantitative comparison as to frequency content of the

voltage and current supplied to and delivered by transformers, voltage

and magnetic flux studies in generators and motors, commutation, and
the effect of wave-shapes in power transmission line problems and con-

trol apparatus.

Introduction

THE harmonic analyzer described in this paper consists of a

variable tuned circuit into which the complex current wave
to be analyzed is introduced, and an automatic recording apparatus

to register its response as the frequency of tuning is changed.

The first recorded use of a tuned circuit as an analyzer was by

Pupin in 1894.- He analyzed power waves by measuring the response

of circuits tuned to each of the harmonic frequencies. It has been

the practise for a number of years to determine the frequency char-

acteristics of currents and voltages on power circuits and noise on

telephone lines by means of a variable resonant circuit which includes

a telephone receiver for listening.

' Presented at the Midwinter Convention of the A. I. E. E., Philadelphia, Pa.,

February 4-8, 1924.

' Resonance .-\nalvsis of Alternating and Polyphase Currents, Trans. .A. I. E. E.,

Vol. XI, p. 523.
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During the recent war a rapid automatic method was de\eloped

for varying the tuning of a circuit in such an analyzer in connection

with the analysis of sounds radiated by submarines. The anaKzer

described in this paper is in principle the same as this apparatus

but includes such impro\ements as were found desirable b\' experience

to increase the speed, dependability and convenience of use. The
present apparatus is capable of recording the frequency and mag-

nitude of each component in a complex wave between 20 and 1250

Fig. l^Schcnialio .Analyzer Circuit

cycles or 80 and 5000 cycles in about five niiniiics. This analyzer

does not measure the phase of the various components but has the

advantage that the frequencies need not be simple multiples of the

fundamental as is the case with graphical analyzers. With this

apparatus it is possible to measure cjuile accurately component

frequencies as close together as about fifteen cycles at the lower end

of the range and about 200 cycles at the upper end of the range, and

to detect components as close together as three to five cycles at the

lower end and fifty cycles at the upper end of the range.

rKiNciiM.ics ()! ()i'i:K.\ri()\ oi' Till'. .\^Al^vl.R

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the essential elements of the

analyzer circuit. The wave to be analyzed is introduced at the

input terminals from which it passes to an input equalizing network

and to the variable tuned circuit. The tuned circuit consists of a

variable condenser of cajKicitance C and a coil whose inductance

is L and resistance R. The value of the capacitance C is \'aried in

small steps by an automatic device to be described in the next section.

The inductance £, consists of four identical windings on a toroidal
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core which, by means of a switch, may be thrown in scries or in

parallel, thereby chaiiyinj; the value of the inductance in the ratio

of U) to 1. With the same range of capacitance values this change

in intluctance gives the two frequency ranges of tuning, 20-12.50

c>cles and 80-5000 cycles. By means of the high-ratio trans-

former T the response of this circuit is applied to a vacuum tube

amplitier-rectifier and registered by means of the recording meter.

This circuit arrangement will analyze a complex wave by virtue

of the selective shunting of current by the tuned circuit from the

input network. The impeilance of the source of the complex wave

is in practise maintained high in value at all frequencies compared

to that of the input network so that the input wave-shape is inde-

pendent of the small changes in impedance of the analyzer due to

the var>ing of condenser C. The current fed into the analyzer trav-

erses two paths, the input netw'ork and the tuned circuit. The

impedances of these paths are respectively,

{Ri+jwLi)/jc^Ci
' Ri+jwLi+ 1/jwCi

and Z = R +ju}L+ 1 /j(^C.

The transformer T introtluces into the tuned circuit a small resistance

and inductance, both of which are negligible. The input network

impedance Zi varies gradually from 0.4 ohms for direct current to

about 10 ohms at 5000 cycles. The values of the elements are:

/?i = 0.4 ohms, Li = 0.075 milhenries, Ci = about 15 microfarads.

Impedance Z of the tuned circuit depends on the setting of the vari-

able condenser C. The resistance R of the iron-core coil, varies

with frequency; its values for the parallel connection are 0.7 ohms
for direct current, 1.5 ohms at 2500 cycles and 4.2 ohms at 5000 cycles

The value of the inductance L for the parallel connection is 23.4

milhenries and is practically constant with change of frequency.

For the series connection both R and L are sixteen times as great.

The capacitance is varied from about 200 microfarads to about

0.05 microfarads. It will be seen that for each capacitance value

there is a frequency, /,= l/(2irV LC), for which the tuned cir-

cuit impedance, Z, is R. For other frequencies Z is much greater

due to the reactance. An incoming current of frequency /r is, there-

fore, largely shunted through the tuned circuit while current of any

other frequency passes through the input network. In this way
if the capacitance C is varied gradually the tuned circuit will shunt

selectively from the input network the successive components of

the complex wave.
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The s[HH-ial fi-atures of design of this an.ilyzer circuit can Ik; better

explaineil \i\ reference to a typical recoril made by the apparatus.

Fig. 2 is the reooril of analysis of the current from a buzzer which'

vibrates with a frequency sliglitly under KiO per se<:ond and gives

an irregularK- sli.iped vva\e which is shown in tin- accomjianying

oscillogram. In taking this record the windings of the tuning in-

ductance were in parallel so as to give the fre(iuency range 80-5000

cycles. The vertical scale gives appro.ximatcly the r. m. s. current

in milliampi>res at each frequency (as read on the horizontal scale)

at which a {)eak occurs. It will be seen that a peak occurs at each

multiple of the frequency of the buzzer. The r. m. s. v^ilues of input

current at the corresponding frequencies as read from the peaks on

the record are: 160, 1.6 milliampercs; 320, 1.6 milliamperes; 480,

1.2.1 milliamperes; 640, 1.2 milliamperes; 800, 1.4.") milliamperes;

i)6(). 1.2") milliamperes; 1120. 1.2 milliamperes; 1280, 1.1 milli-

amperes; 1440, l.Oo milliamperes; KiOO, 1.0 milliamperes; ITtiO,

1.0 milliam[X'rcs; etc. The root square sum of all components
shows that 4.7 milliamperes was the effective value of the complex

current fed into the anahzer.

The fact that the 80-5000 cycle records read directly the current

at each frequency component is due to the special design of the

input network. A small correction is still necessary but can be

neglected except where maximum obtainable accuracy is desired.

If the input network were a pure resistance the higher frequency

components would produce relatively lower peaks because of the

falling off of etTftciency with frequency of the amplifier-rectifier cir-

cuit and the increase in resistance of the tuning coil. The input

network was designed empirically so that with constant input cur-

rent the voltage drop across the input terminals increases with fre-

quency in such a way as to compensate for these high-frequency

losses. The tests to determine this were matle by taking records

of single frequencies of known amounts.

It will be seen that the frequency scale is gradually contracted

as the upper end of the record is approached. Owing to the in-

crease in resistance of the coil with frequency, the sharpness of tuning

of the analyzing circuit decrea.ses with frecjuency. Each peak on
the record corresponding to a single frequency is a plot of the res-

onance curve of the variable tuned circuit. The sizes of the capa-

citance steps are so adjusted that a sufTficient number of points,

necessary to trace a resonance peak at all frequencies, is recorded.

The length of the record and the time required for an analysis are

determined by the number of points needed.
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When peaks on the record are so close together as to overlap

greatly, the reading on the scale is untrustworthy. If, instead of

a rectifier and direct-current meter, an alternating-current meter

giving deflections proportional to total r. m. s. values, were used,

it would be theoretically possible to determine the component fre-

quencies and amplitudes making up any composite peak, provided

the number of frequencies could be determined. This procedure,

however, would be impracticable. An examination of the theory

of the rectifier shows that the problem of separation of the com-

ponents of a composite peak is in general indeterminate. The rec-

tifier however resolves adjacent peaks somewhat better than an

alternating-current meter.

The analyzer has been most used in the analysis of audio-fre-

quency currents for which the higher frequency range, 80-5000

cycles, is more useful. For the investigation of power problems the

lower range w'ould ordinarily be more suitable. In order to sim-

plify the change from one frequency range to the other the tuning

inductance only, is changed, leaving the mechanism for varying the

capacitance in steps the same for both ranges. Since the inductance

change in going from the high to the low-frequency range is in the

ratio 1:16 and the change in the frequency range 4:1, the abscissas

on the low-frequency records have one-fourth the value of those on

the high-frequency records.

Since the smallest frequency divisions at the lower end of the

high-frequency records are 20 cycles, these divisions on the low-fre-

quency records are 5 cycles. There are, therefore, four times as

many steps of tuning in the same frequency inter\-al on the low as

on the high-frequency record. The low-frequency record is there-

fore not of minimum practicable length. Since the same input

network is used with the 20-1250 range as with the 80-5000 range,

the low-frequency records are not direct reading in input current,

but must be used with a calibration. Our use of the low-frequency

range, howe\er, has been so limited as not to juslif>' the preparation

of additional equipment for this use of the anah'zer.

The apparatus is equipped with a device which permits of making

simultaneous analyses of two complex waves. The principal reason

for making such double records is to reduce errors in comparing two

sources which may vary with time. The device may also be used

simply to save time. It operates b\- roiniecling alternatcK' to the

analyzer the two complex wa\es in such a way that the record for

each wave is traced b\' points re])resenting alternate tuning con-

denser settings.
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nKS( RIPTION

Tlu' im-cliaiiism of llic analy/cr is sd tlcsiniU'il that to take a ri-cord

it is only necessary, after starlinj; tlie ainplit'ier and connecting to

a 1 10-volt power source, to attach the leads from ihesource or sources

to be analyzed and press a starting button. The completed record

is then automatically delivered in about ,t minutes after which the

apparatus returns to the starting condition rc.uh- to repeat tiic

Fig. 3—.Arrangement of Pneumatic and Electrical .Apparatus

operation. This is accomplished by means of pneumatic apparatus

operating in conjunction with a photographic recording device.

The pneumatic arrangement is a modification of a piano player

mechanism in which a paper roll of standard dimensions is used.

By proper perforation of the roll special pneumatic relays are operated

in proper sequence to switch the condensers of the tuned circuit,

flash frequency lines on the record, stop the mechanism after a record

has been completed, rewind the piano roll, and perform other func-

tions necessar\' to leave the analyzer in the starting condition. Elec-

trical relays for switching the tuning condensers were not foimd prac-

ticable on account of the disturbances induced into the analyzer circuit.

The photographic recording apparatus consists of the camera

motor for mo\ing the sensitized record paper at a constant rate

proper arrangement of lenses and lamps for illuminating the mirror
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galvanometer and tracing the scale and frequency lines, and suitable

baths for de\eloping and fixing the record. The record is drawn
through the mechanism by means of two motor-driven rubber rollers,

which also serv-e to remove excess solution.

The development of the pneumatic switching apparatus was carried

out with a view to making use of as many standard piano player

parts as possible. However, it was found necessary to make some

DIAPHRAGMS

A\R COMPAtrrMEETTS

Fig. 4— Piifiiniatic Relay

modifications in method and apparatus; in particular a new pneu-

matic motor element (air relay) for switching the condensers at the

requisite speed had to be developed.

Fig. 3 is a schematic drawing showing the principal features of

the analyzer. In this drawing the vacuum pump is shown driven

by an electric motor, and connected by means of pipes to the auxiliary

and main headers and relays. This pump maintains in the headers

an absolute pressure of about 4 or 5 H). per square inch. The player

piano roll E operates the entire mechanism by passing over the

tracker bar in the usual manner. The air motor and tracker bar

equipment are substantially as supplied by the manufacturers except

that the reversing mechanism is arranged to be operated electrically

instead of by hand.

The essential features of the air relay which was developed for

this analyzer may be better understood by reference to Fig. 4. A
cylindrical casting is arranged to mount two flexible diaphragms and
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two I'lul pl.itos in such a way as to form at each imuI of tho ryliiulcr,

compariiiu-nts, one sitle of each of which is a diaphragm. Wlicn

assoml)li'il the two cliapihragms face each other and are connectedt

together by a circular spring made of steel strip. In use the two end

compartments are partially evacuated thus causing the diapiiragms

to pull apart, straining the spring. When distended the diaphragms

lie against the inner faces of the end plates which are shaped as

shown. Obviously if air be allowed to enter either of the compart-

ments the diaphragm belonging thereto will be pulled toward the

other diaphragm by the spring. Passing through the circular spring

is a lexer pivoted at one end and carrying on the other end an insulated

metallic sleeve. This lever is not attachetl in any way to either

diaphragm and will of itself remain in position where last placed.

Switch points are mounted in such a way that the sleeve may be

forced in or out between them by the action of the diaphragms.

This relay has proved very satisfactor\' in scr\ ice and is particularly

fast in its operation.

Connections between the tracker bar, main IkmiIit, .uk! tlu' pneu-

matic relays are made by means of rul)ber tubing. As shown in

Fig. 3 each of these rehus reciuires two rubber tubes leading to the

main header and two from the header to the tracker bar. These

tubes are connected to the header by means of stop cocks D so con-

nected that the direct passage of air from tracker bar to relay is

practically unobstructed liut the passage leading from the junction

to the header may be made as small as desired by turning the finger

valve. As adjusted, the opening to the header is small compared

to the size of the tubes so that if air be permitted to enter one of the

tube lines (as at the tracker bar), the diaphragm of the relay a.sso-

ciated therewith is immediately released. When the tube is closed

again, the entrapped air is soon rcmo\ed through the small opening

leading to the header thus restoring the diaphragm to its original

position. The relay lever, how'ever, does not follow the diaphragm.

This arrangement possesses the advantage that small openings

only are necessar>- in the player piano roll, and that the opening

which connects a condenser into the circuit is not in line on the roll

with the opening which tli.sconnects this condenser. Also at the

beginning of an analysis by suitable perforations in the roll all air

relays can be set simultaneously in the off position (condensers

disconnected), thus making sure of the initial conditions. The
apparatus is so designed that all the openings causing condenser

circuits to close are on one side of the roll and those causing them
to open are on the other side.
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As before mentioned the tuned circuit is made up of inductance

L, having some resistance R, and a bank of condensers designated

by C. The function of the "Condenser Relays" is to connect into

the tuned circuit any one or any combination of the 25 fixed con-

densers, thus tuning the circuit in small steps over a wide range of

frequencies. The input is fed into this circuit as shown at A, and

the degree of resonance, that is the response of the circuit at any

A'icw of Analyzer Ready for Use

a—Input and tuned eircuits

b—Amplifier-rectifier

c—Camera motor

g—Reversing key

d—Recording meter
c—Control box
/—Starting button

particular freciiicnc>- of tuning, is measured by incans of the small

transformer 7', the amplifier-rectifier and the recording meter.

In addition to operating the tuned circuit a few of the air relays

are used to operate the control circuits, mark frequency lines on the

chart, etc., uses which re<iiiirc(l slight modification as indicated

schematically in Fig. 3. In two of these control relays only one

diajihragm is used, and the swii( li le\c'r and diaphragtn are fastened

together by means of a flexil>le link. It has already been noted
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that the analyzer is equipped to trace two curves simultaneously

on a single record. This is accomplishctl by means of air relay B
which is so arranged as to connect two sources of input alternately

to the analyzer. These input connections are alternatcti rapidly

and are effected by appropriate punching of the roll.

The above covers the essential features of the aiialvzcr but there

Fig. 6—View of .\nalyzer with Relay .Side Uncovered

a—Input and tuned circuits

b—.Amplifier-rectifier

c—Camera motor
d— RecordinR meter
e—Control Im.x

(—Starting button
-Main header

h—Condenser relays

I —Holding relay

j —Frequency lamp relay

k—Main control relay

/ —Plate battery

-.Air motor

remain a few details having to do with assembly, control, etc., that

may be of interest.

Fig. 5 shows the analyzer as completed and ready to operate. The

apparatus is assembled on a two-deck, structural-steel table equip-

ped with castors for convenience in handling. Much of the equip-

ment is inclosed for protection against moisture and dust. The

recording meter, camera motor, amplifier-rectifier, control relays,

and input and tuned circuits are placed on the top. Below are
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mounted the batteries, the vacuum pump with its motor, and the

tracker bar with paper roll mechanism. The arrangement is clearly

shown in Figs. 6 and 7 taken with the protecting panels remo\-ed.

In Fig. 6, a is a moisture-proof box containing the input and tuned

circuits. The inductance coil is placed in the center of the upper

half of this bo.\ together with the switch for connecting the^windings

\'ic\v of Analyzer with I'limp Side Uncovered

a— Input and tuned circuits

B— .'\niplificr-rcrtificr

c—Source-alternating relay

d—Recording meter
E—Paper roll

/ —Plate battery

n—Pump motor

Q— Reversing solenoid

/ —Series-parallel coil switch

I' —Vacuum [)unip

-Tracker har

in scries or parallel. The smaller ca|)acitaiices are of mica and are

arranged around the coil and switch assembly in such a way that

they may be connected with a minimum length Oi lead to the air

relays which are' located on one side of tlir box. The larger capac-

itance units are made up of paper condensers and are placed in the

lower half of the box. The metal linetl box h contains the amplifier-

rectifier, and at d is shown the recording meter. Box e contains the

control circuits with the necessary relays. The method of mount-

ing the air relays, main vacuum header (attached to underside of
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table top"), air motor, etc., is also clearly shown in this figure. I-'ach

air relay is cquippc<l with two rubber tubes leading to adjustable,

cocks on the header which in turn are connected to the tracker bar.

The three-control relays are also shown in Fig. 6. The vacuum
pump is shown at v in Fig. 7. The piano roll E moves over the

tracker bar w and is reversed by means of solenoid Q. In boxes

/ are placed the plate batteries for the amplifier-rectifier.

The control apparatus by means of which the analyzer becomes

practically an automatic machine will now be described. Referring

again to Fig. 3 it will be seen that there is provided an auxiliary

header and an electrically operated slide valve. The functions of

these devices will be discussed presently.

The machine is started by pressing the starting button which

should be kept closed for a few seconds while normal vacuum is

being established in the headers. The air motor then starts and

the paper roll £ begins to tra\'el across the tracker bar. Perfora-

tions in the roll are so made that when the roll is in its initial position

an opening allows air to enter chamber N of the holding relay. As
soon as the paper starts, however, this opening is closed, chamber N
is exhausted, and contacts K close. This short-circuits the starting

button which the operator may now release, and the machine is in

full operation. It will be noted that the closing of the contacts of

the starting button or contacts K puts into operation motors which

drive the vacuum pump and the camera apparatus. Simultaneously-

recording meter lamp H and scale-line lamp / are lighted. The
latter illuminates the record through small holes in an opaque scale

strip thus marking horizontal lines due to the motion of the record.

As the roll E traverses the tracker bar, appropriate perforations

control the condenser relays so as to switch the proper condensers

into and out of the tuned circuit. Proper perforations also control

the frequency lamp relay which flashes frequency lines on the record

by means of Lamp G. Relay F is inserted in order to make the

flash of short duration.

The tracker bar-paper-roll apparatus was received as a unit from

the manufacturer and was installed after making modification in

the reversing mechanism as mentioned abo\-e. This was done in

the interest of automatic control. The paper roll is kept in its proper

course over the tracker bar by means of an automatic adjusting

device such as used in practically all high grade player pianos.

As the paper progresses over the tracker bar a point is finally

reached where the last condenser connections are made and it be-

comes necessary to rewind the roll and to restore the entire mechanism
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to its st.irtiiis; condition. Tliis is .iix'oini)lislK<i 1)\- iihmiis of a per-

foration at till- t-nd of tlu' record which admits air to chamber M of

the main control rel.u', thus closing contacts /. Kehiy .S then operate^

since its circuit to ground is completeti tiirough contacts P. Oper-

ation of rchiy 5 opens contacts T thus disconnecting lamps // and

/, and closes contacts U and 1'. It will be seen that the closing of

contacts. {' operates the reversing mechanism, and rewinding of the

roll begins immediately. The closing of contacts V operates the

slide valve thus releasing the vacuum on the main header, allowing

the roll to be rewound with minimum mechanical drag.

It may be noted that means are also provided for rewinding the

roll from any point in its forward travel by admitting air manually

at the reversing key. This will cause the main control relay to

operate so that rewinding will begin. Vacuum is kept on the aux-

iliar\- header during the rewind so that control of the analyzer may
be maintained to the end of the operating cycle.

When the paper has been completely rewound perforations allow

air to enter simultaneously chamber of the main control relay and

chamber A' of the holding relay. This action opens contacts J and

A', thus bringing the entire mechanism to rest in its initial starting

condition.

Applic.\tions

To show the variety of problems in which the analyzer is a useful

means of investigation, a few illustrative records have been made
and will be discussed. These records were taken in each case to

illustrate the use of the analyzer and are not parts of investigations

to which they are related. They cannot, therefore, be taken as

representative of the performance of the apparatus tested.

One of the uses of the analyzer has been in the study of the per-

formance of microphone buttons. Fig. 8, for example, illustrates

the character of the distortion in a button when driven at an excessive

amplitude. The button was mounted so that its movable electrode

could be dri\en at a single frequency by a very heavy reed at its

natural frecjuency so that the motion was very nearly sinusoidal.

The frequency of the motion was a little less than 450 cycles cor-

responding to the second peak on the record. The amplitude of

motion was 0.001 centimeters or 0.0004 inches which is of course

much greater than normally obtains in a transmitter. The circuit

consisted simply of the button and a battery in series with the ana-

lyzer so that the record is an analysis of the current fluctuations in

the button. The record shows two series of frequencies generated
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|)\ ilu' Imdon; .i prim.iry series h.niiin for its fiiiul.iincntal llie

driving li"i'(|iK'iu-\-, I'lO CNcles, and a sul)si(liary series, ha\iiin for

its fniul.imenlal hall ihe (lri\inn fre(|ueiu-y or '22") cycles. The even

harmonic components of the secondary series coincide, of course,

with the freciuencies of the primary series. The primary series can

be accounted for by the fact that with such large amplitudes the

changes in resistance are not a linear function of the amplitude of

Tt* af* 1014 iin

:5"

i"M
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pii-ki'il up by a coiult-nsor transiuittc-r.' Tlio rcverl K-ration in the

room probably had a larfje (.(Tcct on the rliarartor of this record.

With such a stiurcc of fn.'t|ui'ncy the analy/.cr may be used to study

the acoustics of nnims. Fij;. 10 is a record of the same noise as in

I'ig. 9 but as picket! up l)y a common l>'pe of telephone receiver

placed in the same position as the condenser transmitter. A com-

parison of Figs. 9 and 10 will sliow tlie inadaptability of such a receiver

for use as a transmitter. The receiver, owing to the resonance of

its diaphragm, is seen to be relatively sensitive in the region of 600

to }S00 CNcles and insensitive at most other frequencies. When this

instrument is placed against the ear, as when used as a receiver,

the diaphragm resonance is damped so as to give more nearly uni-

form response.

B>' nu'ans of the calibration of the condenser transmitter and its

amplifier, it is possible to make an anaKsis of the absolute intensity

of a sustained sound in the air. This method has been used to study

the frequency characteristics of musical instruments. I'ig. 11 shows

the analyses of three low-frequency organ pipes. These are plots

of r. m. s. pressure change in the sound wave as obtained from the

analyzer records. Kach vertical line corresponds to a peak on the

original record. The upper chart shows the almost pure tone given

by a 64-cycle Bourdon pipe. In the case of the cello pipe, also hav-

ing a fundamental of 64 cycles, the third harmonic is seen to be more

prominent than the fundamental or second harmonic. The third

chart is for a 128-cycIe trombone pipe which was found to be rich

in harmonics. The pressure in the single components of the cello

and trombone pipes is less than in the case of the Bourdon pipe,

and a larger scale of ordinates is therefore used.

To illustrate the use of the attachment which permits the making
of two simultaneous analyses, a few double records will be presented.

\n electric wave filter which has been used in the study of telephone

quality was connected to the buzzer source whose output is shown
in F"ig. 2. Simultaneous analyses of the current delivered to and

transmitted through the filter are shown in Fig. 12. This filter is

designed to pass all frequencies below 1000 cycles and to suppress

all others. The input is represented by a more or less continuous

series of peaks along the entire length of the record. The peaks

corresponding to the output coincide rather closely with the input

* "A Condenser Transmitter as a Uniformly Sensitive Instrument for the Ab-
solute Measurement of Sound Intensity." E. C. U'ente, Physical Reeiru;, July 1917.

"The Sensitivity and Precision of the Electrostatic Transmitter for Measuring
Sound Intensities." E. C. Wente, Physical Review, May 1922.
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pt-aks for all friHiuiMuii-s hi-Iow lOOO cncK's and ari' iint (Iclcilahli-

for till- liiglu-r fr»'(|iK-iicii's.

l-"ig. i;} is a cloiiMi- ri-coril showing (lu- anaKsis of the wave from*

a buzzer as fetl into a common type of loud speaking receiver and

the acoustic output as picke<l up hy a condenser transmitter placed

in front of it at a distance of al)oiit lo inches. The analysis of the

input current wave to the loud speaker is shown by the comparatively

continuously decreasing series of peaks. The acoustic output is

represented by the scries having maxima in the ncighborhoocl of

SOO cycles and 2200 cycles. This record cannot be taken as an

adequate analysis of this loud speaker because of probable reverbera-

tion etTects in the room.

The analyzer has thus far not been used in the study of power

problems. A few illustrative records have been taken, however,

on transformers and generators and will be shown as suggestive of

the use of this method of attack in such problems.

Fig. 14 is a double record showing applied voltage and exciting

current of a small 110-volt, 60-cycle transformer operating at normal

voltage and frequency under the no-load condition. The presence

of the well known third and fifth harmonics in the exciting current

is clearly shown. Because of the rise in the calibration curve of

the analyzer at the low end of the lower frequency range, a scale

of ordinatcs is not shown on this record. Instead, the values of the

analyzer current at each frequency are noted on the record. The
circuit used in making this record is drawn on the figure. A com-

putation of the components of the exciting current from the record

and constants of the circuit shows that at 60 cycles the current was

175 milliamperes, at 180 cycles, 65 milliampercs and at 300 cycles,

17 milliamperes. The total r. m. s. exciting current was therefore

187 milliamperes.

The operation of this transformer under full load is shown in V'lg.

15, where, as before, the primary voltage and current are analyzed.

The transformer load consisted of a pure resistance. It will be noted

that the third and fifth harmonics have become very small com-

pared with the fundamental. The analyzer currents at each fre-

quency are again noted on the record. In obtaining the analysis

of the current it was necessary to further shunt the analyzer. The
primary currertt was 310 milliamperes.

Problems relating to commutation may also be conveniently

studied qualitatively and quantitatively by means of the analyzer.

The use of an apparatus which will indicate the source and measure

the extent of parasitic frequencies is obvious. Information has
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Inn-n iihtaituti on a small niachinc direct-driNi-n li\' a ,'i-li- P-i <)0-ryrlc

siiijilo-phaso motor. Dat.i of importance rciatini; to the generator

tested are as follows: •

Capacity of (ienerator '.i k\v.

Number of Poles 2

Speetl . .
172")- ISIM) r. p. m.

Voltage r2o

Field Shunt-connected

Diameter of Commutator 2.75 in.

Number of Commutator Bars 38

Number of Armature Slots 19

Size of Brush ^8 in. square

Yoke Ring type

Records obtained from this machine when operating under no-

load and half-load conditions are shown in Figs. 16 and 17, respec-

tiveK-. The corresponding speeds are approximately 1800 and

1750 r. p. m. In order to show what frequencies the machine gi\'es

out over the entire range 20 to 5000 cycles each figure is made up of

two parts: a portion of a 20-1250 record and a complete record over

the range 80-5000 cycles. On each figure is drawn the circuit con-

necting the d-c. generator to the analyzer. It will be noted that

a large condenser is inserted to prevent the passage of hea\\' direct

current through the analyzer.

The consideration of these records leads to the conclusion that

there are at least three independent major causes of alternating

voltage operating in this d-c. machine. The fundamental frequencies

due to these causes are 30, 60 and 570 cycles. It will be noted that

the 30-cycle peak occurs only on the no-load record under which

condition the average speed is practically 30 revolutions per second.

•Sixty cycles and a series of its harmonic overtones are seen to be

present under both conditions of load. Under load the 60 cycles is

augmentetl whereas its harmonics are reduced. No harmonic o\'er-

tones of 30 cycles except such as might cf)incide with the harmonics

of 60 cycles are found in either case. This indicates the existence of

independent causes of the 30 and 60-cycle frequencies, that the 30-

cycle cause protluces an almost sinusoidal \oltage, and that the 60-

cycle cause unfler no load produces an irregidar wave which becomes

smoother as the machine is loaded.

The no-load record. Fig. 16, show.s 570 cycles with no harnu)nics

while the load record. Fig. 17, shows 570 cycles with a complete series

of harmonics. This indicates that at no load the cause of 570 cycles
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feeds a relatively smooth wave to the line while under load this

cause feeds an irregular wave to the line. The fact that 1140 cycles

is about as strong as the fundamental and that its harmonics are

stronger than alternate ones which are overtones of 570 only, sug-

gests the likelihood of a fourth cause having a frequency of 1140

cycles. .Small irregularities at frequencies other than those already

mentioned occur in the record. These are more prominent under

load than at no load and indicate the presence of small, more or less

irregular pulses, which increase with load. All of the above fre-

quencies may be accounted for by a consideration of the construction

and operating condition of the machine.

The generator was driven by a single-phase, 4-pok', ()0-c>ck' motor

which may give rise to torque fluctuations once per revolution, or

30 times per second. Under no load this may produce considerable

corresponding fluctuations in speed while under load conditions the

generator acts as a damper, eliminating these oscillations.

The 60-cycle peak may be due to any one or some combination

of a number of causes, e. g., eccentricity of generator armature, non-

uniform winding, non-uniforni thickness of mica separators in com-

mutator, high mica between one or more pairs of segments, etc.

The records show that for this particualr machine in its present con-

dition (new) at normal speed the 60-c\cle voltage de\eloped increases

considerably with load indicating strongly that the cause is largely

influenced by an I R drop somewhere in the machine. The most

likely causes therefore appear to be commutator eccentricity, irri'gular

spacing of the segments, or high mica.

The peak at 570 cycles may be accoimted for by c\clic \ariation

of flux entering the armature core as the teeth pass the pole faces.

At no load the speed is approximatcK- ISOO r. j). ni. The number

of teeth being 19, it is ob\ious that there will lie .')7() lliutu.itions of

air-gap reluctance per second. Under no-load conditions the record

shows a comparati\-ely pure wave form for this cause. This is to

be expected because of the comparatixeK- uniform distribution of

flux under the pole faces at no load. .\s the machine is loaded,

however, the field is distorted and shifted gi\ing rise to an irregular

wa\'c form of voltage which is responsible for at least a part of the

large harmonic content shown b\- the load record.

The presence of 1140-cycU' pi'ak which is present only uii(kr the

load condition ma>' be due to the cyclic \-ariation of xoltage produced

by the commutator bars leaxing the brushes. Inasnuii-h as the speed

is roughly about 29 re\olulions |)er second the frequency with which

bars leave brushes is about 1100 cycles. This frequency is present
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uiulor tlu- \om\ condition only, thus indicating that it is due to an

/ R drop at the brush contacts or to an c. in. f. de\'i'lopc<i in the short-

circuited coil with the brush off the magnetic neutral.

The very small irreRularilies on the record shown particularly

between peaks above "joO cntIcs on the load record are probabK- due

to slight chattering of llie l)rushes.

It is of interest to note that the .sfi cailetl frequenc>' of comnuita-

tioii does not appear in either of the records. I'or this machine tiiis

frequency at no load is approximately 346 cycles per second.

From these records it is possible to determine the r. ni. s. value

of the alternating voltage at any frequency of interest. This is

computed from a knowledge of the circuit constants and analyzer

impedance. We thus obtain for the 550-cycle peak (Fig. 17) a value

of O.S \dlts and for the 60-c>'clc peak a value of 1.1 volts.

In general the records taken by means of the anaK^zer on this

commutating machine, confirm quantitatively the well known fact

that such machines may give ri.sc to frequencies in ilie audible range.

Consideration of the records indicates that llicsc fretiucncies nui>'

be divided into two classes: F"irst, those pertaining to and controlled

by design, and second, those caused and controlleil b\- the plnsical

condition of the machine at any particular time. It is also interest-

ing to note that the driving motor may produce an appreciable effect,

particularly unfler the no-load condition.

Si MMARV

In the abo\e paper there has been gi\en a short statement of the

theory and construction of an automatic, recording, electrical fre-

quency analyzer, together with illustrations shf)wing its use and

limitations in various fields.

This apparatus has been found \er\- useful in liie laboratory in

.the investigation of many different types of problems chiefly because

of the speed with which records can be made and harmonic analyses

obtained without computation.

In conclusion the authors wish to express their appreciation to

Mr. C. E. Lane and Mr. C. E. Dean, of the Western F^lectric Com-
pany, Inc., for their assistance in the building of this machine and

the preparation of this paper.



Certain Factors Affecting Telegraph Speed'

By H. NYQUIST

Synopsis: This paper considers two funclaineiital factors enteiing

into the maximum speed of transmission of intelligence by telegraph.

These factors are signal shaping and choice of codes. The first is con-

cerned with the best wave shape to be impressed on the transmitting

medium so as to permit of greater speed without undue interference either

in the circuit under consideration or in those adjacent, while the latter

deals with the choice of codes which will permit of transmitting a maxi-
mum amount of intelligence with a given number of signal elements.

It is shown that the wave shape depends somewhat on the type of

circuit over which intelligence is to be transmitted and that for most
cases the optimum wave is neither rectangular nor a half cycle sine wave
as is frequently used but a wave of special form produced by sending

a simple rectangular wave through a suitable network. The impedances
usually associated with telegraph circuits are such as to produce a fair

degree of signal shaping when a rectangular voltage wave is impressed.

Consideration of the choice of codes show that while it is desirable to

use those involving more than two current values, there are limitations

which prevent a large number of current values being used. A table of

comparisons shows the relative speed efficiencies of various codes pro-

posed. It is shown that no advantages result from the use of a sine wave
for telegraph transmission as proposed by .Squicr and others- and that

their arguments are based on erroneous assumptions.

Signal Shaping

SK\'KRAL different wave shapes will Ih' assumed and roniparisnii

will be made between them as tn:

1. Excellence of signals delivered at ihf distant entl oi the circuit,

and

2. Interfering properties of the signals.

Consideration will first be given to the case where direct-current

impulses are transmitted over a distortionless line, using a limited

range of frequencies. Transmission over radio and carrier circuits

will next be considered. It will be shown that these cases arc closely

related to the preceding one because of the fact that the transmitting

medium in the case of either radio or carrier circuits closely apjirnxi-

mates a distortionless line. Tclcgrapli\- i>\vv i)rdinar\- land liiu

-

'Presented at the Midwinter t"i)iuiiiliciM of tin- .\, 1. K. E.. I'hil.idclplii.i. I'd.

February 4-8, 1924, and reprinted from ilu- jourii.il of llu .\. I. K. K. \'ol. 43, p.

124, 1924.

' A. C. C'rehore and <;. O. .S(|uier. ".\ I'radic.il Transniilttr Ising the Sine

Wave for Cable Telegraphy; and .Measurements with .Mlernating Currents upon

an .Atlantic Cable." A. I. K. K. Trans.. Vol. X\ll, 1900, p. 385.

(i. (). Squier. "On .\n Cnbroken .Mternaling Current for Cable Telegraphy."

Proc. Phvs. Soc, Vol. X.WIl, p. .S40.

C. O. Squicr. ".\ .Meth(Kl of Transmitting the Telegraph .Mphabet Applicable

for Radio, Land Lines, and Submarine Cables." Franklin Inst., Jl., \'ol. 195, May
1923, p. 633.
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eniplDvinK ilircct currents will next be considereil. This will he fol-

lowetl by .1 consiileration nf the more coniplicaied case of trans-

mission over lonvj submarine caiilcs.

It will be shown that the waves prmluceil i)y sending rectangular

signal elements through suitable electrical networks which round

them off before they are impressed on the transmitting medium are

probably l)est in most cases. C'omparsion will be made between

waves shajied by sending rectangular signal elements through suitable

networks and waves made up of half cycles of a sine wave, bringing

out the inferioriiN' of the latter.

niRi;( r-C I RRi.NT Ti:i.ii(iRAiH Transmission Ovkr a

DiSTORTIONLKSS LlNK

Before proceeding with tliis discussion two terms, which will be

used in this paper, and which are considered to be of fundamental

importance, will be defined—-"signal element" and "line speed." It

is usually possible, especially when sending is done mechanically,

to divide the time into short intervals of approximately equal duration,

such that each is characterized by a definite, not necessarily constant,

voltage impressed at the sending end. The part of the signal which

occupies one such unit of time will be called a "signal element."

For example, the letter a in ordinary land telegraphy will be said to

be made up of five signal elements, the first constituting a dot, the

second a space and the next three a dash. The "line speed," as

used in this paper, equals the number of signal elements per second

di\ ided by two. In ordinary land telegraphy the line speed is equal

to the dot frequenc\' when a scries of clots separated by unit spaces

is transmitted.

The discussion will first be limited to the case of direct-current

telegraphy over a distortionless line. This case is the simplest, and

in addition the results will aid in understanding the more complex

cases. It may aid in obtaining an understanding of this case to

assume that the distortionless line is made up simply of series and

shunt resistances.

A distortionless line, such as the one which has been assumed,

will transmit all frequencies with equal efficiency from zero upward.

In considering applying direct-current telegraph to this line, it will be

assumed that the telegraph circuit will have assigned to it only a

limited range of frequencies from zero upward, the remaining fre-

quency range being assigned to some other uses, such as ordinary

telephone and carrier telephone and telegraph. It will also be as-
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sumed that the direct-current telegraph circuit is worked at as high

a speed as the frequency range assigned to it will permit.

A number of different wave forms which might be employed to

make up the telegraph signal elements will next be examined, con-

sideration being given first to the waves which will be received at the

distant end when the different wave forms are impressed at the trans-

mitting end and second to the interference which will be produced

in the higher range of frequencies which has been assigned to other

uses.

Three forms of voltage waves which will be considered are shown

in Fig. 1. .1 in that figure shows the simplest form of voltage wave,

L.=TR/8

C, = 2/JT2PTR

C2= T/4R
f = Carrier Frequency

Fig. 1

A—Rectangular Voltage Wave
B—Half Cycle of Sinusoidal Voltage Wave
C—Rectangular Voltage Wa\c Modified by Being Passed through Network

Shown at D or E.

namely, the raclangular ff)rm which is protlucctl \i\ ap|)King a battery

for a given intcr\al of time and tiien substituting a short circuit

for it. C in the figure is the wave produced by transmitting the

rectangular voltage wave A through an electrical network which is

the one indicated by the letter D in the figure. (Other forms of

networks might also be selected which would produce similar results.)

B in the figure is a wave which has the shape of a half CNcle of a sine

wave. In what follows this wa\e will be referred to as ihe "half-

cycle sine wave."

In considering the waves which will be received when the abo\e

waves are applied at the transmitting end, use will lie made of the

following general principles, which have been stated b\' Malcolm,'

for the case of a submarine cable circuit and discussed for the general

case in Appendix A.

' H. W. Malcolm. "Theory of the Submarine Telegraph and Tiitphone Cable."

The Klectriiinn Printing & Piiblisliing Co., London, .\larih l')17.
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When a telcj;raph circuit is worked at a line speed as higli as will

be permitted by the availal)le fretiuencN- range, the shape of the

received signal will be practically independent of the shape of the

transmitted signal, and further, the magnitude of the received signal

will be approximately directly proportional to the area included

within the impressed voltage wave.

The area included within the impressed voltage wave being of

principal importance so far as the wave received at the distant end

is concerned, the areas under the three \oltage waves shown in Fig. 1

will next be examined. The areas under waves A and C will be found

to be substantially equal while the area under the wave B is only

alxjut ().() as great. Consequently, it should be expected that waves

A and C will be about equally good from the standpoint of the received

signals, while wa\e B will be poorer, producing received signals only

about 0.6 as great in magnitude. If the maximum voltage (or power)

impressed at the sending end is limited to some given value, the rec-

tangular wave is seen to be the optimum, siTce this wave has the

maximum area. While the area shown under curve C is approxi-

mately equal to that under the rectangular wave, the efTect produced

when a number of signal elements of the same polarity and magni-

tude are sent in succession is such that the maximum voltage trans-

mitted will exceed slightly the corresponding voltage for the case

of the unmodified rectangular wave due to overlapping of adjacent

signal elements.

The above comparison of the three waves of Fig. 1 from the stand-

point of received signals holds not only for signal elements, but also

for complex waves comprising a number of elements. Since for the

speeds under consideration the received currents for different shapes

of signals applied at the sending end are substantially of the same
form, differing, at most, in magnitude, it follows from the principle of

>uperposition that any complex signal, whether built up of elements

of one shape or another at the sending end, will produce substantially

the same wa%e form at the receiving end, the differences in the shapes

of the elements at the sending end producing differences principally

in magnitude of the received waves.

Consideration will next be given to the relative interference which

the different wave forms of Fig. 1 will produce in the frequency range

assigned to other circuits. Since interference into other circuits

results from having the telegraph signal elements contain frequencies

which spread into the ranges assigned to other circuits, it is evident

that the wave will be the best from the standpoint of interference

which contains the least amount of these outside frequencies. By
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making use of a method which is discussed in Appendix C, the fre-

quency components of the three waves illustrated in Fig. 1 have been

computed and are shown in Fig. 2. The frequency marked 12 T
in the drawing cciuals the line speed. T in this connection has the

same \alue as in Fig. 1. The letters in this figure refer to the corre-
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best from tfu- slan(l(x>iiit of interference, since it ccmtains tlie least

amount of these hiiilier fret|tiencies.

l-rom the preieilinn it is roncliulecl that fur tlie r.ise uiuier con- ,

sideration, the wave form C in l'"ig. 1 prodiired hy sending a rec-

tangular shapetl signal element through a suitable network is the

most suitable. This wave form is almost the optimum from the

standpt^int of the received signals while from the standpoint of inter-

ference into other circuits it leaves little to be desired.

I ARRIKR .\ND R.\I)IO

The results for the distortionless line are particularly applicable

to the cases of radio and carrier telegraphy because in these cases

we have a transmitting medium which is substantially distortionless.

We may again make use of I'ig. 1 to illustrate three possible voltages,

it being understood that these cur\es represent the envelope or outline

of the transmitted currents which are in reality of a frequency con-

siderably higher than the signaling frecjuency. If now we limit con-

sideration to the case where the carrier frequency is located in the

middle of the transmitted frequency band, then, this case becomes
very similar to the direct-current case and what has been said about

the received wa\e shape being independent of the transmitted one

and its magnitude being directly proportional to the area under the

transmitted voltage cur\e still holds. One important difference is

that, whereas in the direct-current case the network shown at D,

F"ig. 1, is used in the alternating-current case having the carrier

located in the middle of the free transmitted range, the network

shown at E, Fig. 1, is used. A further difference is that in the case

of radio where verv' high frequencies are involved, it may not be

practicable to construct the required networks. In that case, how-
ever, it is practicable to produce the corresponding direct-current

wave and utilize it to modulate the radio wave.

What was said about interference from the circuit in question

into other circuits in the direct-current case above also holds for the

case of radio and carrier with the difTerence that whereas F"ig. 2

shows a band of frequencies extending from zero up, the corresponding

curve in the case of radio and carrier consists of two such bands.

The complete curve for radio and carrier is substantially symmetrical

with respect to the ordinate corresponding to the carrier frequency,

and the right-hand portion is similar to the curve shown in Fig. 2.

It will be obvious that the rectangular wave and the half-cycle sine

wave are both objectionable, as voltage waves to be applied to the
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transmitting medium, because they contain frequency components

which may easily extend into the range allotted to neighboring carrier

bands. For this reason it is customary in carrier telegraph practise

to make use of a transmitting filter to cut off these interfering fre-

quencies. The voltage impressed on this filter is substantially

rectangular in outline but after passing the filter it has a shape which

is approximately similar to curve C in Fig. 1, and which, therefore,

produces less interference than a half-c>cle sine wave.

L.\ND Lines

The case of land lines is somewhat different from the case discussed

previously because it is not economically desirable to utilize the full

frequency range av'ailable. In other words, the great expenditure

for terminal apparatus that may be proper in the case of submarine

cables and long distance radio circuits is not warranted. In land

circuits the highest frequencies transmitted are considerably greater

than the required line speed. When this is the case, it is usually

possible and desirable to make use of the available range to increase

the steepness of the received w^ave. A steep wave front results in

prompt operation of the receiving relay and this in turn results in

minimum distortion. If a half-cycle sine wave were to be employed

instead of the usual rectangular wave or if a network were to be

employed which were to round off the wave to the extent indicated

in I'^ig. 1, the received wave would necessarily lose a great part of its

steepness and as a consequence the response of the receiving relay

would be less positive and the signals would be distorted. It will, of

course, be understood that by means of suitably proportioned net-

works the wave can be rounded just enough to meet the interference

requirement, still retaining sufficient steepness to insure prompt

operation of the receiving relay. Therefore, rounding by means of

networks is preferable.

If it should be desirable and praclical)le to utilize the frequency

range to its fullest, what has been said abo\c about a distortionless

line holds without any substantial modification and it would, in

that case also, be more advantageous to use a wave rounded by means

of suitable networks than to impress on the line a wave of the half-

cycle sine form.

SuBM.\RiNE Cables

In the case of submarine-cable telegraphy, there is a limitation on

voltage which has not been emphasized in the simple direct-current

case discussed above. The voltage which may be impressed on the
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cahli- is limited to a lUruiiti- v.iliio. Mon-Dvir, for (ritaiii reasons, llic

cable has an iiuiK-dancu associated wiili it at the sending end wliich

may make the voltage on the cable dilTer from the voltage applied

to the sending-cnd apparatus. Inasmuch as the limitation in thTs

case is voltage limitation at the cable, the ideal wave is one which

applies a rectangular wave to the cable rather than to the apparatus,

because it insures that the area under the curve should be the maxi-

mum consistent with the imposed limitations. It would be possible

to make the transmitting-end impedance approximately propor-

tional to the cable impedance throughout most of the important

range. This would insure that the wave applied to the cable would

have approximately the same shape as the wave applied to the ap-

paratus. It would probably be desirable for practical reasons to

make this impedance infinite for direct current.

In connection with the submarine cable a special kind of inter-

ference is particularly important, namely, that due to imperfect

duplex balance. For a given degree of unbalance, the interference

due to this source may be reduced by putting networks either in the

path of the outgoing current or in the path of the incoming current.

These facts, together with the frequency distributions deduced above

for each of the several impressed waves as exhibited in P'ig. 2, make

it apparent that the beneficial reaction on the effect of duplex un-

balance, which can be obtained by the use of a half-cycle sine wave

instead of a rectangular wave, can be obtained more efTectively

by the use of a simple network, either in the path of the outgoing

or in the path of the incoming currents. Hither of these locations is

equally effective in reducing interferences from duplex unbalance,

but the location of the network in the path of the outgoing current

has the advantage that it decreases the interference into other circuits,

whereas the location in the path of the incoming current has the effect

of reducing the interference from other circuits.

Before leaving the matter of submarine telegraphy, it may be well

to point out that it is common in practise to shorten the period during

which the battery is applied so as to make it less than the total period

allotted to the signal element in question. For instance, if it is

desired to transmit an e the battery may be applied for, say, 75 per

cent, of the time allotted to that e and during the remaining 25 per

cent, the circuit is grounded. The resulting voltage is shown in

Fig. 3F. From the foregoing, it is concluded that this method is less

advantageous than the application of the voltage for the whole period,

because while the shape of the received signal is substantially the same

in the two cases, the magnitude, being proportional to the area under
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the voltage curve, will be less. A cursory examination of the litera-

ture does not disclose that anything has been published on the experi-

mental side either to confirm or to oppose this result.

Choke of Codes

A formula will fust be derixcd b>' means of which the speed of trans-

mitting intelligence, using codes employing different numbers of

current values, can lie compared for a gi\en line speed, i.e., rate of

sending of signal elements. Using this formula, it will then be shown

that if the line speed can be kept constant and the number of current

values increased, the rate of transmission of iiiulligence can be ma-

terially increased.

Comparison will then be made between the theoretical possibilities

indicated by the formula and the results obtained by various codes in

common use, including the Continental and American Morse codes as

applied to land lines, radio and carrier circuits, and the Continental

Morse code as applied to submarine cables. It will be shown that the

Continental and American Morse codes applied to circuits using

two current values are materially slower than the code which it is

theoretically possible to obtain because of the fact that these codes

are arranged so as to be readily deciphered by the ear. On the other

hand, the Continental Morse code, as applied to submarine cables,

or other circuits where three current values are employed, will be

shown to produce results substantially on par with the ideal. Taking

the above factors into account, it will be shown thai if a given tele-

graph circuit using Continental Morse code with two current \alues

were rearranged so as to make possible the use of a code empkning
three current values, it would be possible to transmit over the re-

arranged circuit about 2.2 times as much intelligence with a gi\en

ninnber of signal elements.

It will then be pointed out why it is not feasible on all telegraph

circuits to replace the codes employing two current values with others

employing more than two current values, so as to increase the rale

of transmitting intelligence. The circuits, for which the possibilities

of thus securing increases in speed appear greatest, are jiointed out,

as well as those for which the possibilities appear least.

TlIEOKKTICAL POSSIHII-ITIES UsiXG Coi>ES \VHII Dll IKRENT

NuMKERs OF Current V'.m.ies

The speed at which intelligence can be transmitted over a telegraph

circuit with a gi\en line speed, i.e., a gi\en rate of sending of signal
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elements, may be clelermined approximately hy the follnwiny; formula,

the derivation of which is given in Appendix M.

Where \V is the spx-etl of transmission of intelligence,

m is the number of current values,

and. K is a constant.

By the si>eed of transmission of intelligence is meant the number of

characters, representing ditTerent letters, figures, etc., which can be

transmitted in a given length of time assuming that the circuit trans-

mits a given number of signal elements per unit time.

Substituting numerical values in this formula gives the following

table which indicates the possibilities of speeding up the transmission

of intelligence by increasing the number of current \alues.

Relative .Amount of

Intelligence which can
be Transmitted with a

Nllmlx^r of Current Given Number of

\'alues Employed Signal Klcments

2 100
3 158
4 200
5 230
8 300
16 400

This table indicates that there is considerable advantage to be

secured in going to more than two current values where the circuits

are such as to permit it and where the line speed is not lowered as a

result. The limitations will be outlined below. It should also be

noted that whereas there is considerable advantage in a moderate

increase in the number of current values, there is little advantage in

going to a large number.

Codes Now in Common Use—Co.mp.vrison with Iue.vl

In the case of printer codes, the theoretical results derived corre-

spond closely to practise, as will be obvious from the method of

deriving the formula.

In order to compare the theoretical possibilities indicated by the

formula with the results which are obtained when non-printer codes

are constructed, several codes were assumed, and for each one the

number of signal elements required to produce an average letter
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was ciedurcd. The method of doing this is set forth in Ajipendix D.

This work resuUed in the following table:

Relative Number
Signal of Letters for a

Elements Given Number of

per Letter Signal Elements

American Morse (two current values) 8.26 74
Continental iMorse (two current values) 8.45 73
Ideal (two current values) 6.14 100
Continental Morse (three current values) 3.77 163

Ideal (three current values) 3 . 63 169

The column in the above table headed "Relative Number of Letters

for a Given Number of Signal HIements" makes possible direct com-

parison with the results predicted from the formula as gi\en in the

table which preceded. It will be noted that the ideal three-current-

value code gives an increase in the number of letters for a given

number of signal elements as compared with the ideal two-currenl-

value code which is in fair agreement with the theoretical ratio of

1.58:1. It will also be noted that the Continental three-current-

value code which is actually in use in the case of submarine cables

appears to come quite close to the ideal. In the case of the Conti-

nental and American Morse codes, however, w^here only two current

\alucs are used, the results fall short of the ideal, the ratio between

the results actually obtained and the ideal being approximately 1.4:1.

The reason for this is that a certain proportion of the possible speed

is sacrificed in order to make it possible to read the signals by means

of a sounder instead of recording them. For instance, the dash has

been assumed to be approximately three times as long as the dot. If

the signals were mechanically formed at the sending end and recorded

at the receiving end, it would be possible to make use of markings

1, 2, 3, etc., signal elements long, as well as corresponding spacings.

The ideal codes were so constructed.

It will be seen that the figures deduced for the Continental Mt)rse

and the American Morse are substantially identical for two current

values. This result probably does not correspond with practise;

it is thought that the difference in speed between these two codes is

considerably greater, say on the order of 10 or 15 per cent, in favor of

the American Morse. The discrepancy is due partl\- to the fact that

no account has been taken of figures and punctuation marks in the

present comjjutations and partly to the fact that the assumptions as

to relative lengths of space is not strictly in accordance with jiractise.

From the foregoing, it is seen that there is a two-fold gain in chang-

ing from the two-current-vahic American or Continental Morse

codes to the tliroe-current-\altie Coniinenlal code. In the first
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place, there is a theoretical increase in the ratio of l.():I which ac-

companies the chalice from the l\vo-current-\alue to the three-current-

value C(Hle. In the second place, there is an incidental increase in tlie'

ratio of 1.4:1, due to the fact that the present two-currcnt-valiie codes

are lonjjer than would l>e necessary, if receiving were done l)y means

other than the ear. The total increase in going from the two-current-

value Continental or American Morse codes to the three-current-

value Continental ccxie is, therefore, in the ratio of 1.6X1.4:1 or

2.2:1, provided the line speed is the same. In this connection it

should be noted that in the case of the American Morse, the ratio

is prohahly somewhat less than this for the reasons pointed out above.

LiMlT.ATiONS IN APPLYING CoDES WITH MoRK TII.W

Two Current Values

Certain inherent limitations which have to do with how much the

numl)er of current values can be ad%antageously increased are as

follows:

1. l-"luctuations in transmission ct"ticienc\' of the circuit,

2. Interference,

3. Limitations on the power or voltage which it is permissible to

employ.

In addition it may be stated that, in general, whenever more than

two current values are employed it is neces.sary to make the sending

and receiving means more complicated and expensive. There may
be nothing to gain, therefore, in using codes other than those made
up of two current values where the telegraph circuits are cheap.

Considering now the features which limit the number of current

values which can be employed, it is believed that the importance of

the first factor will be obvious. If the line is subject to fluctuations

so that the stronger currents at certain times become less in magni-

tude than the weaker currents at other times, it will be impossible

to discriminate between the different current strengths making up

the code, particularly if the fluctuations are rapid.

In connection with interfering currents, it is evident that these

may Ijc of such polarity as to add to or subtract from the signaling

currents and it is consequently necessary to separate the various

current values employed sufficiently so that one current value with

the interference added may be distinguished from the next larger

current value with the interference subtracted.

The spacing between the current values being determined by the

interference and fluctuations in transmission efficiency, it will be
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seen that llic maxiimim iiiiinbcr of riirrent \aliies which can he

employed is determined 1)\' the maximum powir which it is per-

missible to use.

In the case of land line tcletirai)h circuits operated with cUrect

currents, it is well known that cjuadruplex circuits are much more

seriously affected by fluctuations and interference than are circuits

employing only two current values. (A quadruplex telegraph circuit

employs four current values for transmission in one direction.) In

general, it may' be said that the possibilities of improxing ordinary

direct-current operated telegraph circuits in this manner do not

appear particularly promising.

In the case of wireless transmission over great distances all three

of the above factors are important in limiting the number of current

values which can be effecti\ely employed. In the first place, as is well

known, large variations take place in the efficiency of the transmitting

medium so that the received signals vary considerably in magnitude

from time to time. Secondly, the interference, at least at certain

seasons, is great enough to make it difficult to distinguish between

the current values e\cn when the usual method which employs only

two current xalues is employed. Thirdly, the recei\ed power is

limited because of the great attenuation suflered by the wireless

waves.

In the case of carrier transmission, it may be tliat there will be a

field for the use of more than two current values. The relative

cheapness of the line circuits, however, will tend to limit the amount

by which it will be economical to increase the cost and complexity

of the recei\ing apjiaratus. Moreover, it should be borne in mind

lliat no allowance has been made for the effect on the line speed of

increasing the number of current xalues, this being considered outside

the scope of the jiresent paper.

Changing an existing network of ti'legrapii tircuils so as to employ

a code with three instead of two current xalues would require new

types of telegraph repeaters as well as new sending and receixing

apparatus, and new operating methods. It is considered to be out-

side of the scope of this pajier to go into a discussion of the details of

this matter.

".Si NIC W.wi-:" SvsTKMs

Considerable interest and discussion has been created by sug-

gestions which have been made to use so-called "sine wave" systems

of telegrajihy. In xiexx- of this, a brief discussion of these systems

is given below.
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A briff analysis of what are the fuiulami-nt.il features of these

systems will be given and, based on the results which have been de-

velojx'd in the preceding discussion, comparison will be made of thei^C

systems with systenis based on other principles. A jiarticular effort

will be made to dear up what appears to be fundamentally incorrect

assumptions which underlie the arguments which ha\e been advanced

in favor of these "sine wave" systems.

Crehore-Sqiiier System. The use of a sine wase en\elope to im-

prove the characteristics of telegraph signals was advocated by Crehore

and Squier.* The words "I'nited Stales" formed by means of a

wave of this type are shown in Fig. 3</. The code employed is the

same as the ordinary Continental Morse, the only difference being

that the signal elements consist of half-cycle sine waves.

In what has preceded, it has been shown that a half-cycle sine

wave has a smaller area than a rectangular wave rounded off by pass-

ing through an electrical network and, consequently, the sine wave

is inferior to the latter from the standpoint of the received signals.

From the standpoint of interference into other circuits, it has also

lieen pointed out that the half-cycle sine waves contain more high-

frequency components than properly rounded off rectangular waves.

Consequently more interference into other circuits will be produced

with the wave made up of signal elements consisting of half-cycle

sine waves.

Sqitier System Applied to Submarine Cables. A more recent sug-

gestion of Squier * gives the wave shown in Fig. 3a. This wave
resembles the one advocated by Crehore and Squier in that each

signal element consists of a half-cycle sine wa\e. As has been pointed

out, there is no advantage gained by this.

The difference between the two systems lies in the fact that the

wa\e in Fig. 3a uses three absolute values and crosses the axis once

every half cycle. The code is the same as the Continental, a space

being indicated by a half-cycle sine wave of one unit am[)litude, a dot

by a half-cycle sine wave of two units amplitude and a dash by a

half-cycle sine wave of three units amplitude.

By referring to the figure, it will be seen that the resulting wave

resembles a continuous sine wave, except for the fact that successive

half cycles differ in magnitude. For this reasf)n, the code ma>' be

termed an "unbroken-reversals" code.

In considering the application of this code to submarine cable

telegraphy, it is convenient to make use of an analysis which is carried

' Crehore and Squier, loc. cit.

' Squier, loc. cit. Proc. Phyi. Soc.
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out in F"ig. 3. Fig. 3a shows the words "United States" written in

the code advocated by Squier. Fig. 3fr shows a constant sine wave

whose amplitude is equal to the amplitude of a dot in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3c

shows the result obtained by subtracting the wave of Fig. 'ib from

the wa\e of Fig. 3(i. On coinixuing this last wave with the wa\e

_i\

Fig. 3

a—Unbroken reversals code (space = 1 unit, dot = 2 units, dash = 3 units)

b—Constant sine wave, 2 units

c—Wave resulting when substracting b from a

d—Sine Wave code: note similarity between c and d

e—Rectangular wave, unmodified
/—Rectangular wave, modified by grounding apex one fourtli of the marking

time in addition to the spacing time

shown in Fig. Zd, it will be seen that the two waves are electrically

equivalent. They differ only in having the signal elements permuted.

It is thus evident that the wave shown in Fig. 3a is made up of two

components; one being the inert component shown in Fig. 36 which

transmits no intelligence, and the other the intelligence carr\ing

coniiX)iient illustrated in Fig. '.\c.

The fact that the component shown in Fig. Ab docs not carry in-

telligence from the sending station to the receiving station is made

clear when we consider that its value at any moment is predictable

and that the component can in fact be produced localK'.

The net effect of this component is to reduce the voltage a\ailable

for intelligence transmission to one-third of the total voltage. For

example, if it is permissible to apply 60 volts to a particular cable,

40 volts out of these would be used up in transmitting the inert alter-

nating-current wave and only the remaining 20 volts would be useful

for the transmission of intelligence.
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Radio and Carrier Telegraphy. Stiiiicr has also advoratetl " that

the combination of sine wave envelopes, unbroken rc\ersals and a

three-current-value code i)e aiiplied to radio and carrier telegrapiu'. •

The advantages and limitations in applyinj{ codes with more than

two current values have been fully discussetl alnne, and do not need

to be gone into further here. It will be evident thai the combining

with these of sine wave envelopes and unbroken re\ crsals does no good.

The matter of using sine wave en\ elopes was discussed above, the

discussion pointing out that waves with sine-wave envelopes are

inferior to waves produced by sending rectangular shaped signals

through suitable networks, both from the standpoint of the received

signals, anil from the standpoint of interference into other circuits.

The "unbroken re\ersals" bring in again the use of an inert com-

ponent. Due to the fundamental difference between cable telegraphy

on the one hand, and radio and carrier as usually practised on the

other, the inert component in the latter case is somewhat smaller

than in the former. In the code advocated by Squicr, the current

which may be subtracted without greatly affecting the intelligcnce-

carrjing capacity of the signals, is about one unit in value, which is

the current corresponding to a space. When this current has been

subtracted, the space current is reduced from one unit to zero, the

dot current from two units to one, and the dash current from three

units to two. This subtraction having been carried out, it is seen

that the maximum intelligence-carrying component is approximately

two-thirds of the maximum current actually employed. (This

figure of two-thirds compares with the figure of one-third for the

submarine cable.)

In the case of radio, the amount of power which must be radiated

from the transmitting station is of particular importance. Since

with the system advocated by Scjuier about two-thirds of the maximum
voltage which is radiated is effective in transmitting intelligence, it

is evident that about twice as much power must be radiated as would

be requiretl if the inert component were not transmitted.

Incorrect Assumptions. Two incorrect assumptions are made in

the papers referred to and underlie a considerable portion of the

arguments advanced in favor of the systems advocated by Squier.

One of these is that a wave, whose elements are half-cycle sine

waves, lends itself to tuning. It is true that in the case of the "un-

broken-re\ersals" code a certain amount of tuning can be secured,

but this tuning applies only to the inert unvarying component in the

wave, which carries no intelligence. The fact, shown in l-"ig. 2, that

•Squicr, loc. cit., Franklin Inst., Jl.
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the intelligence-carrying component contains no outstanding narrow-

range of frec]ucncies to which tuning can be applied should make

obvious the error in this assumption.

The other assumption is that a \va\e, which is ideal for the trans-

mission of power, is also ideal for the transmission of intelligence.

As a matter of fact, the transmission of intelligence inherently involves

rapid and unpredictable changes in the current, whereas the trans-

mission of power is best brought about by steady current, either

direct or alternating. These two conditions are, of course, incom-

patible.

.APPENDIX A

Use has been made of the following two principles:

1. In a telegraph circuit in which the line speed is near the maxi-

mum, the shape of the received dot is substantially independent of

the shape of the impressed dot, and

2. The magnitude of the received current is approximately |)ro-

portional to the area under the transmitted voltage curve.

The following general discussion of these principles has been fur-

nished by J. R. Carson.

Let the arrival curve, due to suddenh- imijrossetl unit battery be

denoted by A (/); then the received signal 5 (/), due to the elementary

dot impressed signal / (/) is given by '

S(t)= ffix)A'(l-x)(lx (I)

the upix'r limit of integration being / for t<T and 7" for t^T. The

latter case will alone be considered since the conclusions arrived at

in this case are conser\-ative.

Expanding .1' (/— .v) in (1), we get

S{t) = [>1 ' (/)
- ^'^A "(/) +~A '"(/)

. . ]/ /(-vW.v (2)

rxj{x)dx

where //2 =

,//(.v)..v

-,//f.v)./.v

'J. R. Carson. "Theory of the Trnnsient Oscillations of Electrical Networks

and Transmission Systems." A. 1. E. E. Trans., Vol. XXXV'III, 1919, p. 345.

".1— J 2
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It follow;; at oiiii' tluit, |)r(i\ idrd

i
and provided the duration T of the signal is sufficienth' short, the

arrival dot is given approximately by the leading term

.4'(/) f /•(.vV/.v

.md that this approximation becomes increasingly close as the speed

of signaling is increased, i.e., as the duration 7' of the dot is decreased.

The conclusions from the foregoing may be stated in the following

propositions:

I. If the speed of signaling is sufficiently high the arri\al signal

representing the elementary dot is independent in shape of the form

of the impressed signal, and is proportional in amplitude to the time

integral or "area" f)f the impressed signal.

It will be evident, however, that if no restrictions arc imposed on

A' (t) and/(0. the foregoing proposition requires, in general, that

the duration 7" of the dot shall be so small as to make the series expan-

sion rapidly convergent from the start. This, however, requires a

speed of signaling \en,- considerably greater than that actually neces-

sary in practise in order that the foregoing proposition shall hold

to a g(X)d degree of approximation, at least for the types of impressed

dot signals specially considered in the present paper. To show this,

it is necessary' to establish two less general propositions, valid for

the types of impressed signals under consideration.

II. If the impressed signal / (/) is e\er\'where of the same sign,

then a value r exists, such that 0</t/ <T/2, and such that

S{l+ T/2) =A'{1+ t) rf{x)dx (3)

This proposition follows from the mean \alue theorem.

III. If/ (/) is everywhere of the same sign, and if further it satisfies

the conditions of symmetry,

/(.t)=/(r-x),(.r<r/2)

then a value t exists, such that 0<r<7" 2 and such that

5(/-|-r/2) = l;'2[A'{t+ r)+A'{t-T)]£j{x)dx (4)

This last equation also follows from the mean value theorem. Fur-

thermore, the conditions stated in proposition III are satisfied by
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the rectangular wave, the half-cycle sine wave, and the rectangular

wave extending through part of the dot provided the reference time

/ = is properly chosen.

Returning to proposition II, let us write

5,-(/+ 7'/2) =A'{t+ To+rj)rfj(x) (Ix,

the subscript j indirating the particular t\pc of impressed dot signal,

and To the \alue of t for any type of signal, taken as reference. Then

Sj(l+T,2) = [.-1 '(/+ roi + ^A " (/+ ro) + . . 7^jJ{j{x)dx (2a)

Now, the condition that proposition I shall hold to a good degree of

approximation is that the expansion (2a) shall converge rapidK'.

Since the maximum possible value of tj is T 2 and since in practise

it is much smaller than T/2, the required convergence obtains for

much larger values of T, that is, slower speeds of signaling than that

required in the expansion (1). Furthermore, for the three types of

signals specifically under consideration t\, to and tz differ from one

another by quantities \cr\- much smaller than T '1 in all actual trans-

mission systems.

If the conditions of proposition III are introduced, the approximation

is still closer and proposition I is valid for still lower signaling speeds.

In order to arrive at quantitative ideas of the minimum signaling

speeds at which the foregoing proposition is valid, it is necessary,

of course, to specify the arrival cur\e of the transmission system

under consideration. An application of the foregoing analysis to

representative transmission systems both with and without a "cut-off"

frequency has shown that it is \alid to a \er\' good degree of approxi-

mation for speeds considerabK- Inwir tiian the highest attainable

under practical conditions.

.XIM'F.NDIX B

Use has been made of tiu- liniiuiia

ir = A' log ni

where 11'= the speed nf ti-.inMnission <>{ intelliijeiue

A" =a constant

and w =thc niunber of current \alues emplo\ed.

The assumptions which imderlie this formula and its derivation will

now be given.

Let us assume a code whose characters are .ill of liu- sanu- duration.

This is usually the case in jirinter codes, if ;/ is the number of signal
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elements (ler character, then the tdtal iniinher of characters wliicli

can l>e construed equals ni". In order that two such systems should

be e(iuivalent, the total nunil)er of characters tli.it cm lie disiin-

guisluxl should be the same. In other words,

»i"=const. (1)

This i-<iii,iti(>ii m.i\' also be written

n log in = const. (2)

The speed with which intelligence can Ix; transmitted over a circuit

is ilirectly proportional to the line speed and inversely profwrtional

to the numlwr of signal elements per character provided that the

relations above are satisfied. Hence, we may write

ir = .'; ./ (3)

where s is the line speed. Substituting the value of it deri\ed from

the etiuation alxjve, this equation becomes

const,

which may also he written

ir = A' log in (5)

In applying this formula to practical cases it will be found im-

f)ossible to comply strictly with the condition expressed by equation

(1). As an example, consider the comparison between a three-

current-value code where each character is made up of three signal

elements, and a two-current-value code where each element is matle

up of five signal elements. It is obvious that the speed with which

characters can be transmitted in the former case is five-thirds the

speed in the latter ca.se for a given line speed. In other words the

ratio is 1.67:1 whereas the formula gives the ratio 1.58:1. It should

Ix! noted, however, that the former code pos.sesses only 27 characters

whereas the latter possesses 32. In other words one character of the

latter code represents the transmission of more intelligence than one

character of the former. Thus the figure 1.67 for the relative speeds

of transmission of characters and the figure l.-iS for the relative speeds

of transmission of intelligence are not incompatible.

It will Ix; noted that the formula has been deduced for codes ha\ing

characters of uniform duration and that it should not be expected

to be anything but an approximation for codes whose characters are

of non-uniform duration. To establish the formula for the latter

case it would be necessary- to make an assumption as to the relati\'e

Irequencies of the various characters. It seems reasonable to sup-
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pose that the formula will give a fair approximation to the facts in

this case also, but it should not be expecled to be accurate.

APPENDIX C

The deduction of the curves gi\en in Fig. 2 from ihc cur\cs given

in Fig. 1 requires some explanation. Looked at casually, it would

seem as if an isolated dot would not possess any frequency character-

istics whatsoever. Nevertheless, if a voltage, such as any of those

represented in Fig. 1, is applied to a network capable of being thrown

into oscillation, the network will respond to the voltage by oscillating.

Suppose, for simplicity, that the network consists of an inductance,

a capacity and a very small resistance in series, the response of the

network to the application of any of the voltages illustrated is that

it oscillates at constant frequency and gradually decreasing ampli-

tude. Further, the response varies when the natural period of the

circuit is varied.

There are two ways of looking at this iilu'iiiinu'iion. We ina\' say,

on the one hand, that the oscillations of the fretjucncy in question

are manufactured by the network out of the \oltage applied and that

the frequency does not exist in the original voltage. On the other

hand, we may say that the original \oltage contains components

at or near the resonant frequency and that the circuit responds to

these components, because it offers them a small impedance, while

it does not respond to other components because it offers them a large

impedance. Hither of these views is permissible, but it is con\eiiient

for the purposes of this paper to use the nomenclature of the second

view and to consider the applied voltages to be made up of an in-

definitely large number of frequencies. The problem of determining

the response of oscillating networks is then sohcd by deducing the

frequency characteristic or the response characteristic of the im-

pressed voltage. This characteristic may be determined 1)\' means

of the Fourier integral, whose computation is described in any stand-

ard textbook on the subject. The following is intended to outline

the considerations, from a i)h\sical staii<l|)(iiiU, which lead to estab-

lishing this integral.

To deduce the freciuency characteristic of an isolated dot, it is

simplest to start with a long series of dots which are uniformly spaced.

If such a series of dots is considered to extend indefinitely, it is possible

to analyze the resultant wave into a Fourier series by well known

methods. Now, suppose that such a Fourier series has been ob-

tained for a given spacing of the dots. The next step is to increase
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tlu> spaiiiiK botwiH'n tlu- dots. The ri-sult of this is to iiureasi- the

nuniluT of Kourior compononts in a given frtHjucncy ranjje aiul to

decrease the niagnitiule of each. If this process of increasiiijj; ilie

space between the dots is continued indefinitely, we approach the

coniiition of an isoIate<l dot. Moreover, as we approach this condi-

tion, the nunil)er of conijionents in a given frequency range increases

indefinitely and the magnitiide of each decreases indefinitely. This

limiting result is known as the Fourier integral for the \va\e in question.

.\ri'l.\|i|\ 1)

A table has been given in the paper in which the relative efficiency

of various ccnles in transmitting intelligence is listed. The deriva-

tion of that table will now lie given.

The comparison will include the following codes based on two

current \alues: American Morse, Continental Morse, and the so-

calleti "ideal" two-currcnt-value code. It will also inckKle the fol-

lowing codes based on three current \alucs: CoiUim-iUa! Morse
and an "ideal" three-current-value code.

The assumption is made that the text is made up of fi\e-letter-

words, no allowance being made for punctuation. The following

table gives the length of the spaces assumed in terms of signal elements.

Ordinary Special

Spaces Spaces in Spaces Spaces
Within "Spaced" Between Between
Letters Letters Letters Words

American Morse ftwo current values') 1 2 3 4
Continental .Morse (two current values) . . 1 — 2 3
Continental Morse (three current values). . — —

1 2

It is assumed that the dashes in the two-curreiU-\ulue codes are of

three signal elements duration, e.xcept for the letter / in American
Morse which is assumed to occupy five signal elements. It may be

that in practice, the dashes are somewhat shorter than has been

assume<l but the resulting error is not great. In connection with the

relative spacings between letters and words assumed for the Conti-

nental and American Morse codes, it is also questionable whether

they accord strictly with practise. It may be that these spacings are

on the average more nearly equal than the table indicates. However,

this assumption affects only the relative speeds obtainable with the

American Morse and the Continental Morse and does not materially

affect the comparison between codes based on two current values on

the one hand and ctxles based on three current values on the other.

The term "ideal" has been applied to two codes which will next

be explained. These ccnles are constructed on the same principles
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as the Continental and American Morse codes with an effort to make
them as brief as possible without making the reading too difhcuh. It

is thought that the two ideal codes chosen are comparable in the

matter of ease of reading. In constructing the two-element code, two

steps are involved. In the first place it is assumed that the markings

and spacings of any integral numlx;r of signal elements' duration can be

used so that in addition to the values for markings and spacings as-

sumed above, there may be dashes of two, four, etc., units duration.

With these assumptions the 26 shortest characters that can be con-

structed are next made up. It is found that one character is of 1 unit

duration, 1 of 2 units, 2 of 3 units, 3 of 4 units, 5 of 5 units and 9 of ti

units duration. The remaining 5 characters arc taken of 7 units

duration each. The second step is to ascril^e the 26 letters of the

alphabet to these characters in such an order that the most frequent

letters correspond to the shortest characters. It is most efficient

to use the same spacing as was assumed abo\i' for the Continental

two-current-value code, with the addition that spaces of longer

duration than three units may be employed within a letter.

The matter of constructing the ideal three-current-value cotle is

similar. First, the 26 shortest characters are constructed. Two
characters can be constructed having a duration of 1 unit, four char-

acters having a duration of 2 units and eight characters having a

duration of 3 units. The remaining twelve characters are taken 4

units in duration. Next, the most frequent letters arc assigned to

these characters in the order of their duration. It is best in this

case to use the same assumptions as to spacings between letters and

words as was used above in connection with the threc-current-value

Continental code. The use of spaces within letters is not economical

in this case.

A frefjuency table given by Hitt ' was used to determine the relative

frequency of the various letters. The average duration per letter

was computed from this table and corrected for spaces between words

and letters. The resultant average duration is as follows:

Siunal Ele-

ments per

Code Letter

American Morse (two current v.ilucs). ..

.

8 26
Continental Morse (two current values) 8.45
Ideal (two current values) 6. 14

Continental Morse (three current values) .V 77

Ideal (three current values) .? 03

•Parker Hitt. "Manual for the Solution of Military Ciphers." Army Service

Schools Press, Port Leavenworth, Kansas. Second edition, p. 7.
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I'hi- Aiuiitory Maskin;^ of Our Pure lone By Anolber and Us Prob-

able Relation to the Dynamics of the Inner Ear.^ R. L. W'ec.ix and
(.". K. Lane. The authors iisod an air damped tt'lcphotu' receiver

supplicti with variable currents of two frequencies and determined

the amount of masking by tones of frequency 200 to 3500 f<jr fre-

quencies from 150 to 5000. Except when the frequencies are so

close together as to prixlucc beats the maslcing is greatest for tones

nearly alike. When the masking tone is loud it masks tones of higher

frecpiency Iwttcr than those of frequency lower than itself. If the

masking tone is introduced into the opposite car the effect occurs

onl\- by virtue of coniiuction through the bones of the head.

It is shown that combinational tones result when two tones of

sufficient intensity are introduced simultaneously, these combina-

tional tones being due to a non-linear response of the car.

A dynamical theory of the cochlea is given which ascribes pitch

discrimination to a passing of vibrations along the basilar membrane

and a shunting through narrow regions of the membrane at points

depending on the frer|uency. This view of the action of the ear

offers an explanation of the masking effects.

Distribution of Radio Waves from Broadcasting Stations over City

Districts.- Ralph f^owx and (•. D. ("iILLETT. This is a description

and analysis of the results obtained in a radio transmission survey

of the cities of New York and Washington, D. C, and contiguous

territor\-. Measurements of the field strength of radio signals from

stations WC.\P at Washington and WEAK at New York were made
at a large number of points. Based on these data, curves are drawn

showing how different kintis of territory cause different attenuations

and showing radio shatlows caused by mountains and by large masses

of steel buildings. In order to visualize the phenomena, the data

have also been plottetl on maps, contour lines of ecjual signal strength

Ix-ing drawn. These contour maps illustrate graphically the non-

uniformity of transmission in city areas and show the nature and

extent of the "dead spots" and shadows.

' Phviical Rnint; II, Vol. XXIII, p. 266, 1024.

' Presented to the Institute of Radio Engineers, J.miiary 16, l'>24. at N\-« York.
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Measuring Methods for Muiiilaiiiing, the Transmission Efficiency

of Telephone Circuits.' V. H. Best. The circuits iiivoKeci in the

transmission of speech in a modern telephone plant, particularly

those designed for long distance operation, necessarily involve a

considerable amount of complexity. The use of telephone repeaters

the development of long toll cables, the application of carrier sys-

tems and other developments associated with these, while increasing

the efficiency and economy of telephone toll circuits have also in-

creased their complexity and have required the development of

more effective means of insuring that the circuits are maintained

at all times in good condition and adjustment.

Maintenance of the transmission efficiency,' of the telephone plant

is conducted by a special force, using methods and apparatus that

have been developed for this purpose. This paper gives a brief

description of the transmission characteristics of some of the com-

mon type of telephone circuits, outlines a general method for measur-

ing their transmission efficiency and describes several of the most

modern types of transmission measuring sets, together with a brief,

mention of the oscillators which supply the power for testing.

A Primary Standard of Light Follou'ing the Proposal of Waidncr

and Burgess.- Herbert E. Ives. The primary standard of light

proposed in this paper consists of a black body constructed of plat-

inum; the light from which, at its melting point, constitutes the

photometric fixed point desired. The platinum black body consists

of a cylinder of highly polished platinum with a narrow slit for observ-

ing the interior. Studies of the optical properties of reflecting cyl-

indrical enclosures show that at certain angles of observation the

interior is practically "black." The platinum cylinders are heated

electrically and the light from the interior is observed by throwing

an image of the slit on to a photometer field. Two .scries of observa-

tions were made, one l)y a visual photometric method, the other

by a photoelectric cell giving a plu)tographic record by means of a

string electrometer. The two methoils of observation ga\e prac-

ticalK- identical results, >'ielding a final value for the brightness of

the black body at the melting point of platinum of 55.4 candle power

per scjuare centimeter. The advantages of this proposed standard

over the present imsjitisfactory fiame standards are discussed.

High Quality Transmission and Reproduction of Speech and Music,^

W. H. Martin and Harvey Fletcher. Radio broadcasting has

' Joiirn. .\. I. E. K. Vol. XLIII, p. IMh l''i4.

'Journal Franklin Institute, Vol. 197, p. 147. p. 359, 1924.

» Journ. .\. I. K. K. Vol. XI. Ill, p. 1M^, 1024.
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drawn attention to the prol)lenis involvcti in obtaining hiKh ciiiality

in systems for the electrical transmission and reprodiirtion nf sound.

This pa|HT gives the general re(|uiremenls fur such systems, dis-»

cusses briefly the factors to be consiileretl in design and operation

and indic.ites to what extent the tlesirixl results can be obtained witli

the means now available.

It was pointed out in this paper that broadcasting stations and

connecting lines can be made practically perfect but that most of

the loud s|)eaking apparatus now extensively used for reproduction,

causes tlistortion. At the time of reading this paper the authors

demonstrated a lalmralory model of a new loud speaker of unusual

design. This apparatus reproduces all frequencies from the lowest

to the highest of the audible range with approximately equal facility.

This results in reproduced music which the ear can scarcely dis-

tinguish from the original.

Telephone Transformers.^ \V. I.. Casper. After outlining the

varied sets of conditions which ditTerent types of telephone trans-

formers must meet, this paper discusses the design and construction

of transformers to handle efficiently the range of frequencies ordinarily

present in speech. Two winding transformers only are dealt with,

and the three most common impedance combinations of the two cir-

cuits connected by the transformer are considered; namely, both

circuits comprised of resistances, one circuit a resistance, and the

other a positive reactance, and one circuit a resistance and the other

a negative reactance.

The efficiency with which energ\- is transmitted is measured b\-

comparison with an ideal transformer, and the transformer is studied

by supposing it replaced by an equivalent T network. The varia-

tion of transformer losses with frefjuency is discussed and charac-

teristic curves are shown for transformers of ditTerent mutual im-

pedances. Characteristics are also given showing the operation

of the in-put transformer associated with the vacuum tube.

The mechanical construction of the common battery repeating

coil, telephone induction coil, and of certain types of transformers

for vacuum tulje circuits, are shown. These transformers are all

constructed so as to give the desired accuracy of speech transmission

under their respective circuit conditions.

Radio Telephone Signalinii—Lmc Frequency System.- C S. De.m-

AREST. M. L. .Almqcist and L. M. Cle.ment. The system described

'Journal of the .American Institute of Electrical Kneineers, Vol. XLIII. p. 197,

1924.

» Journ. -A. I. E. E. Vol. 43. p. 210, 1024.
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provides a means whereby aiiN- one of about seventy-five radio stations,

operating on the same \va\'e length, may be called without signaling

the remaining. Obviously this is an important improvement in the

radio art for in many cases it permits a radio station operator to

pursue other duties which would be impossible if he were retjuired to

listen in at all times.

The engineering problem presented, being remarkably similar to

many telephone problems, was solved in a very similar manner.

When it is desired to signal a station, an alternating current of a

ver>' definite frequency is impressed on the transmitter. This mod-

ulates the power radiated similar to the way the undulations of the

voice modulate the power when speech is transmitted. The station

to be signaled is determined by the code transmitted. This code

consists of a definite grouping of dots and spaces and dashes.

At the receiving station this modulated power is detected in the

usual manner and results in an alternating current identical in nature

to that used in transmitting the code. A special alternating current

relay of high selectivity and sensitivity, in conjuction with a more

common direct current relay system, converts the code into a series

of direct current impulses. These impulses pass into a selector like

that used in common train dispatching circuits. The mechanism

of this selector will be unlocked and a local ringing circuit closed

if the code is that for which it has been set. Thus it is seen that

the code is received by all stations but only one selector of the sys-

tem will operate to ring its local annunciator bell. The number of

stations which can operate in the same system is determined by the

number of possible combinations on the selector. At present this

is set at seventy-eight but this may be readily extended to include

more than two hundred.

Because of the high selecti\it>' of the allernating current relay

and its associated direct current rela\' system, the apparatus is

particularly free from interference such as the operation of nearby

spark or I.C.W. Stations. In fact, tests show that the signaling sys-

tem will continue to function satisfactorily long after interference

is so bad as to make conversation impossible. As designed, the

signaling system may be made an integral part of a standard radio

system without altering the apparatus already in use.
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Electrical Tests and Their Applications in the

Maintenance of Telephone Transmission

By W. H. HARDEN

Introduction

THK installation and maintenance of the circuits in a telephone

plant employed for the transmission of speech retiuire the use of

various testing schemes to insure a high grade of commercial service.

Circuits are engineered and installed to meet the established standards

of transmission in the most economical manner and this ha\'ing been

done the next step is to provide an adeciuate testing program. A
number of the electrical tests required in this program include well

known lal)orat<)r>' methods adapted so that they can be readily ap-

plied in the field, while others have been developed for particular use

in telephone maintenance work.

Standartl types of test boards and porlabli- testing arrangements

are as a rule made up of simple circuits designed electrically and

mechanically in a manner to facilitate read\' connection to the o. cr-

ating circuits in the plant. It has been found by experience that

many of the transmissif)n maintenance requirements can be taken

care of by direct current testing methods and the simpler alternating

current tests. With the advent of vacuum tubes, some of the more

complex circuits such as repeaters and carrier called for the develop-

ment of testing apparatus to meet the additional maintenance require-

ments. Fortunately, the vacuum tube furnished the means whereby

new testing devices have been provided which can be applied as

quickly and readily to maintenance work as the simpler methods.

In what follows is given a discussion of the more important electrical

testing methods together with the application of these methods in

maintaining the transmis.sion efficiency of the various types of tele-

phone circuits now in general use. Direct current testing methods

arc covere<l first and later alternating current methods are considered.

A typical toll connection is used to illustrate the general scheme of

applying the various electrical tests in everyday installation and

maintenance work.
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DlKIXT Cl KKKNT TeSTS

The ti'sts imolxiiij; iht- use (if direct currents and \oltages pro\idc

means for checking some of the electrical characteristics of telephone

circuits and insuring to a certain extent that these circuits will give

satisfactory speech transmission. The application of these tests to

the telephone plant reduces to a minimum the amount of alternating

current testing required and lengthens tlu- inicr\a! at wliirli allcr-

nating current tests need be made.

Wlieatstone Brid'^e Measurements. The various arrangements of the

Wheatstone bridge for direct current measurements and the principles

invoK'ed are well known and are therefore not discussed in an>- detail

in this pa[)er. Howe\er, due to the importance of such measurements

in tin- maintenance of telephone circuits and in trouble location work

a brief discussion of the general apjilications of the bridge is given.

(c) Varley Loop to locale grounds (d) Murray Loop to locate grounds

Fig. 1 shows four arrangements commonly t'mpl()\ed in muline

testing and trouble location. Diagram (a) of this figure gives the

bridge circuit for obtaining loop and single wire resistance measure-

ments. Diagram (b) shows the circuit for Varley loop measurements

to determine resistance unbalances in a pair when a third wire is

not available, while Diagrams (c) and (d) show thc\'arle\- and Murra\-

bridge circuits used in locating groimrls. Various other arrangements

of the bridge circuit are, of course, used where such arrangements will

facilitate the listing work. For a condition of l)ridge balance indi-

cated 1)>' no (leHeclion of the gaKanometer the \alue of the resistance

being measured is gixcn l)y ilu- well known bridge ratio formulae. In

diagram (a) of l-"ig. 1. tor e\am|)ir. /^v= ,. K-
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The testing circuits shown in Fij;. 1 arc comnionlN' used in tht; day

by day maintenance of the telephone plant. Resistance and resistance

balance measurements are nuuie periotiicalK' on (oil circuits to guard

ag;iinst series resistance imi)alances such as might be caused l)y high

resistance joints. The \'arle>' and Murra>' tests are constantly em-
ployed in directing linemen in clearing trouble such as crosses and

groimds. The Wheatstone bridge is therefore an important feature

of toll li-sl boards where ke\s are pro\ided to furnish a means for

([uickK seltiiii; up llu' (iilTiTciit bridge lest circuit arrangements

desired.

The \'arle\' or Murray tests used in connection with pole line

diagrams in locating troubles provide a means whereby the test !)oard

men can direct the movements ol linemen to the best advantage.

I nit resistance \alues with temperature corrections are available for

different types of circuits. If a gixxl circuit of the same type and

gauge over the same route is available, the unit resistance can be

determined directly by a loop measurement of this circuit. The
resistance values obtained by measurements on circuits having crosses

or groimds can then be used to determine the distance to the trouble

and the lineman sent to this point. By making measurements care-

fully and using the most accurate imit resistances available, troubles

can be located and cleare<l in the minimum amount of time. In

trouble location work on cables where the cable needs to be opened

to repair the trouble, bridge measurements are made to give the ap-

proximate distance to the fault. More e.xact locations can then often

be made by using an exploring coil test set by means of which the

cable repairman listens by induction to a tone sent out from the cable

terminal and determines in this way when he passes the point of

trouble.

Leakaiie or Insulation Resistance Measurements. An important

factor in the maintenance of telephone circuits is to insure that there

arc no resistance leaks between conductors or Ixjtween conductors

.ind ground. It is also important to insure that insulated conductors

will not ha\e the insulation broken down by the voltages which are

met with under service conditions. Two types f)f tests now use<l

extensively in the plant are described below:

(1) Voltmeter Method. This method is the one commoidx- used in

determining the leakage l)et\veen wires and to ground particularK'

1)11 toll circuits involving open wire and on subscribers' circuits. .As

>hown in Fig. 2 the testing arrangement consists of a Noltmeter in

series with a battery connected to the conductors under test. Diagram

(a) shows the connection for testing the leakage between wires and
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Diagram (b) the connection for ground leakage tests. Since the

leakage resistance measured is relatively high, the most accurate

results are obtained by using a high resistance voltmeter and a fairly

high test voltage. In practice, a l()(),0()0-ohm voltmeter is generally

used with a test battery of from 100 to 150 volts. A test voltage of

200 is also provided in circuit with a milli-ammeter and protecti\e

resistance for use in checking the strength of insulation of central

office wiring and subscriber's lines.

00 2 ©0

?
fal Leakage Between Wires (b) Leakage to ground

Fig. 2

Considering the circuits shown in Fig. 2, the voltage of the battery

E is equal to the IR drop over the voltmeter plus the IR drop or the

drop due Xo leakage over the remainder of the circuit back to the

battery. Designating the insulation resistance being measured by X,

the voltage of the test battery b>- K, the deflection in volts of the

100,000-()hm \-oItmeter by D and the current flowing by /, tlien

K = D + XI.

D= 100,000 /,

and „ ,,.„,.,.. //i-/^>
A' = 100,000f -^V

In practice, tables are provided from which the insulation resistance

or leakage can be read directly for various deflections of the voltmeter.

When expressed in terms of insulation resistance, the most conxenient

unit of measurement is the megohm. If expressed in terms of leakage,

the unit used is a reciprocal function of the megohm known as the milli-

micromhf). The results of measurements for complete circuits are

generally reduced to api)l\' lo a unit leiigih of circuit such as a mile

so that the testing resulis on (iniiiis of (lilTrmu lcnt;iiis will l)c com-

parable.

The open win- lull riicuils in the lrlc|iliiiiie |)lant are tested period-

ically by the method just described. The leakage of circuits is ma-

terially increased by defective or broken insulators and by contact of

the wires with foreign objects such as trees, particularK- unfier damp
weather conditions. Troubles of this kind are detected \)\ careful
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liMkaK*.' im'.isiiri-mi'iUs and routiiu' li>sts, tluTt'fori', bwoine very useful

in indicating whoii ri-ini-dial iniMsuri's, such as line inspwlions and

irit: trinuninR work, should he undertaken.

If o|HMi wire telephone circuits are so siluaicil ili.it cont.ul wiili

ft>liai;e j;rowth will occur during the growing season low values ol

insulation resistance are certain to result even under dry weather

conditions. This is illiistratiil 1)\- the curve of I'ig. 'A which shows

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Sept Oct Nov Dec

Fig. 3

re>ult> of nionthh- il.i> time (lr\' weather insulation nieasiirenu-nts

on a number of toll circuits over a period of a year under conditions

of this kintl. The monthly testing periods are plotted as the abscissa

while the ordinates show the percentage of circuits which measure

10 megohms per mile or more during these monthly testing periods.

This curse indicates the need fcjr periodic insulation resistance tests

and the use which can be made of such tests in instigating clean-up

work.

(2) Me^i^er Melhod. The \-oltmeter method is not applicable for

accurately testing the higher values of insulation resistance such as

are encountered in telephone cables. Conductors in cables require a

Very high insulation and in practice values of 500 megf)hms or more

per mile are specified. The laboratory galvanometer method of test-

ing very high resistances, which is the same in principle as the volt-

meter method, can, of course, be used, but is not sufficiently rugged

for field testing. To take care of cable testing work in the plant a

method known as the Megger niethotl is employed. Fig. 4 gives the
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scheni.ilic circuit arraiigeinciU of the "Kvershcd" megger which is

the commercial form of instrument now used for this work. This

circuit is contained in a small portable box so that it can be readiK-

used at office frames or carried out on the line.

Circuit Arrangement or"MESGER" Testing Set

_Guard

A- Curreni Coil

B - Brushes
.

C - Compensaiina Con

D - Generator

Line Larin

P - Pressure Coil

Q - Current Circuit Ballast Resistance
R - Pressure Circuit Ballast Resistance

Fig. 4

The circtiit of I'ig. 4 consists of a high potential direct current

generator, hand dri\en by means of a crank handle. This generator

is arranged to provide a maximum potential of 400 volts which is the

potential now employed in measuring insulation resistance on cable

conductors. The potential furnished by the generator is impressed

on two coils in an indicating tlevice, one of these coils being in series

with a fixed resistance antl the other in series with the circuit imder

test. When the circuit luider lest is not connected to the megger the

full current from the generator flows thru the first coil of the indi-

cating de\ice whii'li for \h\> cniidition causes the pointer to go to the

"Infinite" i)osiiiiin. \\ lun .i circuit is connected to the megger

"Line" and "Kartli ' terminals some curreni flows through this circuit

due to its leakage and through the second coil of the indicating device.

This causes the indicating (le\'ice to move the pointer toward the

"Zero" position, the amount of the movement depending on the

leakage in the circuit under test. The indicating device is calibrated

in megohms no that (he results of insulation tests can be read directly.
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Current h'hm: and \'oltai^f Measurenifnls. Ti'sis |o (Irii-riniiu- ihc

amount of <liriHt rurri-nl llowiii^; ii) idi-phoiu' rimiits iiuoKc ilu-

simpli" arraiiijtMiiciU of an ammeter or milli-amiiu'liT in series with a

(I.e. generator or liattery and the eircuit uiuler test. The amount of

current flowing; is, of eourse, a function of the resistance of llie circuit

.ind the voltajje applied. In tesliiiK arrangements where it is neces>

Fig. 5

3

•<\ry to know the hatter>' or generator potential, voltage readings are

made by using ordinary voltmeters ha\ing the prt)per range and

resistance. Direct current and voltage measurements can best be

described by considering two of their applications in the telephone

plant.

Fig. 5 shows a simple test circuit proxide.l in llu- 1 ical test desk

wherein- central office battery is supplied through a regulating rheostat

,

a standaril cord circuit and a meter. Knowing the voltage ol the

central office battery and the resistance in the test circuit, the reading

of the meter when circuits such as a subscriber's loop or trunk con-

ductors are connected and shorted at the distant end gives a means

for determining the direct current resistance of these. Tables are

generally providetl for use at the test (.lesks by means of which different

readings of the meter for difTerent conditions of measurement cm be

converted directly into resistance values. The rheostat in the test

circuit .is pro\ided primarily for adjusting the current supplied to

subscribers' loops and instruments to the same value for different

lengths of loop. Talking tests as mentioned later in connection with

substation maintenance can then be made from the instruments to

the test man in the central office under the same current supph' con-

ditions for different lengths of loop at the time substations are in-

stalled or when these are reported in trouble. The arrangement shown

in Fig. 5 is useful in detecting high resistances in circuits when a

W'heatstone bridge is not available. High resistances in the main

frame protector springs and heat coils of lx)th subscribers' lines and

toll circuits are also determined by a current How methcKl, a special

fK)rtable testing set, however, being designed particularK' for this

piir[x>se.
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Direct currents and voltages are ver>' important factors in the

operation and maintenance of amplifier circuits such as telephone

repeater and carrier apparatus. The battery supply arrangements

for a single tube amplifier are shown in Fig. 6.

It is necessary in order to insure efficient amplitication without

distortion to regulate the currents and voltages to fairly close limits.

In practice provision is made for quickly reading the voltages of grid,

filament and plate batteries as shown by the voltmeter connection

(\') in the figure. The plate current is read by the milli-ammeter

M and the filament current bv the ammeter A. The filament current

Filament + Plate

Battery Battery

Fig. 6

is regulated to meet the operating limits by cutting resistance in or

out of the circuit with the rheostat R. The same applications of

current and voltage readings apply to the more complicated amplifier

circuits, although wherever practicable automatic regulating devices

are jiroxidcd which reduce the amount of manual testing work to a

minimum.
Capacity Mcasiiremenls. There is little occasion in transmission

maintenance work to make accurate direct current measurements of

capacit\-. .\ simple (I.e. test, however, has been provided for use

I)rimaril\ mi siilisirilurs' Iciojis fur cliecking the condensers in the sets.

jroof

Fig. 7

As shown in Fig. 7 tlu- circuit consists of a 100,000-ohm voltmeter

in series with a grounded KlO-volt battery connected to one conductor

of a subscribers' loop, the other conductor of the loop being grounded.
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\\ hen iho hattery is cuiinecltti a lurnnl will How inoim-niarily in the

cirruil charging the condenser ('. This will produce a throw of the

voltmeter neeilie, the amount of the deflection depending in)on the

cafKicity of the condenser C and the capacity between conductors.

If the lip and riii^; connections of the loop are reversed the \oil-

Fig. S

meter needle throw will be in the opposite direction from that ob-

tained in the first condition. The capacity of the conductors in the

loop is relatively small as compared to that of the conden.ser C so

that by knowing the throw which should be obtained under the test

conditions for known values of capacity a fairly g(K)d check of the

condensers in subscribers' sets is provided by this method of measure-
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ment. Different dertotiioiis of the xoliineler needle will, of course,

be obtained depending on whether the loop tested is a single party,

two-party or tV)ur-part\ line and also on whether 1 m f "r 2 ^ f- con-

densers are provided in the substation sets. These oin(iitinii> nui>t

l)e known by the testnian if he is to properly interpret liie testini;

results and detect missing or defecti\e condensers.

Standard Types of Testboards. Pictures of two of the latest tyi)es of

toll and local testboards are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.] These boards

provide circuit arrangements for making most of the direct current

tests which have just been described and also some of the alternating

current tests described below. The wiring of the test cirruits to keys,

jacks and plugs and the provisions made for picking u]) \arious tele-

phone circuits for test greatly facilitate routine maintenance work

and the location of troubles which occur in service. Modifications

and various arrangements of the tests described above have been

provided for in these boards to meet different operating condilion-

which may arise.

The test board shown in Fig. 8 is designed iirimarily for lestmg

toil circuits. The vertical section of the board provides jacks for
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Ifrniinatiii^ tin- tnll riniiiis .md ilu' appar.iuis ,iss;K'iaU'<I willi iliciu.

such as phantom aiul siini)U-\ coils, composite sets. etc. The 100.(KM)-,

ohm \oltmeter ami the W'healstoiie bridge ami keys for ol>taiiiii)){

various testing arranj-emeiits are mounted in the horizontal shelf and

connections are made to the toll circuit and ecjuipment jacks 1)\-

means of the cords and plu^s located at the back o( the shelf. The
tek'vjraph instruments are used on order wires lo distant test boards

and the meter shown in the vertical section of the board is for measur-

ini; the voltage and current in telegraph circuits.

The test board shown in Fig. 9 is designed primariK- for testing

the local plant, although tests on toll circuits can also be made from

this boartl. One transmission feature pro\ided in the board is an

artificial line which when cut in circuit with a 500 ohin subscriber's

Uxjp, gives an oxerall eciui\alent of approximately 30 TV. This

line is terminated on keys by means of which it can be connected

as a trunk circuit and used in talking tests on subscribers' loops at the

time of their installation or when subscribers' stations are N'isited in

connection with trouble complaints. Jacks are pro\ided in the

vertical section of the board for terminating certain test trunks and

other test trimks are terminated on keys. A Wheatstone bridge is

not normally mounted in this t\pe of test board, but where required,

a portable bridge is supplied which is generally kept in one of the

flrawers of the board when imt in use.

.\i.ti:rnatin<, ("iRRi;\r 'I'i;sts

While the direct current tests just described tell a great deal about

the physical and electrical condition of telephone circuits, it is %'ery

necessary in maintenance work to consider also the alternating current

characteristics. The transmission of speech is, of course, funda-

mentalK' a problem of the transmission of alternating currents of very

small \alues. The inductance and capacity as well as the resistance

and leakage of circuits, therefore, become important items in de-

termining the efficiency of telephone circuits and means must be pro-

vided for testing these characteristics under operating conditions. In

principle, alternating current testing mcthotls do not differ materially

from direct current methods and their applic.ition in the telephone

plant is not difticuh.

Alternating Current Bridge Measurements. These measurements

employ Wheatstone bridge arrangements, the direct current source

of power being replacetl by an alternating current source and the

condition of bridge balance being obtained by some alternating
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current detecling ciexice, generally an ordinary telephone receiver.

Four important bridge measuring methods are used extensi\ety in

telephone testing work as described below:

(1) Alternating Current Capacity Tests. The bridge circuit ar-

rangement for measuring a.c. capacity is shown in Fig. 10.

Two arms of the bridge consist of fixed and equal resistances A
and B connected by a slide wire resistance, the position of the con-

tactor on this slide wire determining the total amount of resistance

Kig. 10

in each of the two arms. The fi.xed resistances in A and B are simply

extensions of the slide wire and can be cut out of the circuit when not

required. The third arm of the bridge consists of standard con-

densers C, and the fourth arm the circuit whose capacity Cx is to be

measured. A source of alternating current generally an 800 or 1,000

cycle o.scillator is connected to the terminals of the arms ^4 and B
while the telephone receiver is connected to the slide wire contactor

and to the junction of the standard condenser and circuit under test.

A balance of the bridge is obtained when there is minimum tone in

the receiver, for which condition the common bridge formula Cx A C

applies. The slide wire is caiii)rate(l to read the ratio B A directly.

For field testing work the above circuit arrangement is made up

in a portable box and a portable oscillator is used so that the apparatus

can be readily carried about as required. The commercial form of

bridge provides three values of standard condensers which can be

used to cover measurements from about .500 micro-microfarads up to

1.5 microfarads. This bridge linds its application in the plant in

measuring the capacity of short lengths of non-loadeil cable, bridle

wire, switchboard wire, etc. .Such measurements are of particular

importance in connection with the install, ii ion of 22 t\pe telephone

repeaters to determine llic iiropcr x.iiucs nl Imililing out condensers

to use in the line and b.ilancing circuits.
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AnothtT iist> whiih is iiKule of alternatinn rurri-iU capacity nuasiirr-

nK'iUs is in conneotitm with tlu' ojh-ii location test provided at toil

test boards. The essential features of tin- cirniit arrangement are

shown in Vi^. 1 1.

The ordinary Murray eonneiiioii of tlie lest hoard i)riilv,'e is used,

the four arms of the liriil^e consisting; of one fixed l,0()()-ohm resistance

.1. a variable resistance R. a standard 1 ftf. condenser C and the open

L"« i/^f Tmi

DoS'Slance Laf^p 1 I Repeating CopI

Kii;. 11

condenser imder test C'x. Ordinary 20 cycle ringing current is used

as the measuring current and the galvanometer or voltmeter con-

nected through a reversing relay so that it will always read in one

direction. For the balanced condition of the bridge as indicated on

the gaKanometer the relation ('v= . t" holds. Substituting the nu-

merical values for A and C in the abo\ e formula Cx then equals y-r^-

The above test (jrovides a means for determining the approximate

distributed capacity of a circuit up to the point where it is open.

With previous measurements on known lengths and similar types of

circuits available and assuming the distributed capacity propor-

tional to the length of circuit, this test provides a simple means for

determining the approximate distance out to the open. In practice

fairly gotxi results are obtained on loaded or non-loaded open wire

circuits up to 200 miles in length and on loaded or non-loaded cable

up to 40 miles in length. The degree of accuracy with which opens

can be located by this method depends, of course, on ha\ing good

unit capacity measurements for the different types of circuits in\ol\ed

in the testing work.

(2) Capacity Unbalance Tests. If the electrostatic capacities between

wires and between wires and ground in telephone circuits are not
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prtjperly l)alaiu'(.'il iidsslalk belwccn circuits will resiiil. The ftTects

of capacity uni)alaiices of this kind are particularly serious in pro-

ducing side to side and phantom to side crosstalk in quadded cable

circuits unless great care is taken in splicing the various pairs and

quads in consecutive lengths so that the resultant unbalances will be

a minimuni. This is to be expected since in cables the electrostatic

capacities between conductors and between conductors and sheath

are lii,t;h as conipartd to open wire cinuits and an\- irregularities in

construction ma>' i^roduce \er\- aiijireciable unlialance conditions

between these capacities.

Fig. 12 shows the direct electrostatic capacities in a ciuad which,

if the>- do not have the proper balance relations will produce ex-

cessive crosstalk. The conductors of one pair are designated "white"

and "white mate" and of the other pair "black" and "black mate."

The particular arrangement of the conductors in the figure to form

the arms of a Wlieatstone bridge is used since this arrangement is

employed in the capacity unbalance measuring circuit described later.

Neglecting second order effects, side to side crosstalk is prfxluced

b\- unbalances in the direct rapacities between conductors in ac-

cord, iiuc will) ihe loilowiiig it'lalion.

C'apacitN unl),ii,ince= Ci +G— (C2-I-C4).

In i)hanloni lo si(U' crosstalk the imbalance relations of liie direct

capacities of liie condiiclors lo gromid (sheath and "bmuli '1 in ad-

dition to llu' direct capacities between conductors become imi)ortant.

Again neglecting second order elTects. llu' imbalance relations pro-

ducing cros>l,ilk Ix'lwern ihe ph.mloni .md llie "while" side is

Capacity imbai.ince = 2 [(^'1 + <^'.; - l<-'.i-(-C'4) -|-^. ( fir- Cmi/))-
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Similarly llio unlialanre relatidiis priHluciin; crosslalk hrlwcrii itu'

phaiUoin and the |)lark" side is

Capacity vinhalame = 2 (G+ C, - {C\+ G) + A (Cp - Cnxt)]-

The factor 2 enters into the last two fornuila> since the difference

in ilirect capacities have about twice the effect on phantom to side

crosstalk as they do on side to side crosstalk.

The capacity unbalances gi\'en above are measured on each cjuad

in every loading section and give a measure of the side to side and

phantom to side crosstalk due to capacity unbalance in the cable.

Such measurements are usually made at three points in every loading

section and the c|uads are spliced at these points in such a way that

the capacity unbalances in the two directions will tenfl to neutralize.

In this connection particular care is taken to neutralize the phantom
to side unbalances since these are usually higher.

For making capacity unbalance tests a special portable bridge

known as the capacity unbalance test set was developed which has

been in general use since the introduction of quadded cables in the

telephone plant. Fig. 13 .shows the schematic circuit arrangement

of this bridge for measuring the capacity unbalance as indicated above

between sides of a quad.

The two conductors of each side circuit of the quad are connected

to opposite cf)rnprs of the bridge, these being designated as "white

and "white mate" and "black" and "black mate." The diiect

capacities between these conductf)rs then become the arms of the

bridge. An oscillator is connected through a transformer to the

"white" and "white mate" terminals of the bridge and a \ariable

air condenser is connecte<l to these same terminals. .A telephone

receiver is connected through a transformer to the "black" and "black

mate" terminals. The variable air condenser is adjusted until a

minimum lone is observed in the receiver, this adjustment adding

capacity to one side or the other f)f the bridge. The variable con-

denser is calibrated to read the unbalances directlv in micro micro-
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farads, the direction of the unbalances being indicated b>- red and

black scales and arbitrarily designated as (+ ) and ( — ).

Fig. 14 shows the circuit arrangement of the bridge for measuring

the capacity unbalance between the phantom and "white" pair.

The oscillator, variable condenser and receiver are connected as

before, the "black" conductor and its mate however, being strai)ped

together at one of the remaining bridge terminals and ratio arms

Ri and i?2 each consisting of 2,000 ohms resistance, being connected

as shown to the fourth bridge terminal. For the condition of minimum

tone the variable condenser reading then gives a measure of the

capacity unbalance between the phantom and the "white" pair, that

Black mate --V Conden

is a — b. Tlie capacities a and h take into .ucount in this case the

capacities of the "white" and "white mate" conductors to ground in

addition to the direct capacities between wires shown in Fig. 13.

The unbalance between the phantom and "black" pair is obtained

in the same manner as shown by interchanging the "white" and

"black" conductor connections to the bridge. The test set reads

only half the capacity unbalance as defined in the above formula for

phantom to side unbalance.

In practice the testing arraiigenieiit just tlescribcd is used to lest

unbalances of all quads in a cable in each direction. .\t any splicing

point where the tests are made the three unbalance measurements

in each direction for each ([uad are carefully recorded and the splices

then made by combining ( + ) and ( — ) values so as to neutralize each

other as mucii as possible thereby reducing the resulting capacity

imbalances and the crosstalk in each direction to a miniinum. Both

the bridge and oscillator are readily portable and designed for out-

door use. The bridge is equipped with keys, binding posts and leads

to allow connections to be quickly made to the cable conductors and

the various conditions of unbalance measured.

(3) Impedance Tesls. The various bridge arrangements for capacity

measurements are essentially impedance measuring devices, the im-
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jHMl.inre of niiuli-nsfrs iK-ini; lU'ij.itive reaclancc. In telephone cir-

cuits and etiuipnienl where inductance is involved such as in loading-

coils, transformers, retardation coils, etc., the effective resistance

as well as the inductance becomes a factor which must he taken

aci'ount of in brid^je testinj" work. For measuring effi-ctive resistance,

inductance and inifxtiance. bridges ha\e been developcfl which

are similar to capacity bridges except that standard condensers in

the balancing arm are replaceil by standard inductances and re-

sistances.

There are two general tNjx^s of bridges in use in the telephone plant

designee! to measure imix-dance; one type for testing equipment made
up mostly of inductance, such as loading coils, and the other ff)r

testing the imr)edancc characteristics of various types of eciuipmenl

and circuits gencralK-'wiihin the operating range of frequencies.

Recp

The circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 15 is for an impedance

bridge designed primarily for measuring impedance of ecjuipment

having positive reactance characteristics. As in the capacity bridges

two arms are made up of fixed resistances A and B, connected by a

slide wire resistance. The imfjedance to be measured makes up the

third arm of the bridge and the standard impedance consisting of

known values of inductance and resistance is the fourth arm. To
obtain accurate measurements requires that the standard impedance

be approximately the same order of magnitude as the impedance

measured and the phase angles of the two must be very nearly the

same. X'alues of standard inductance are. therefore, chosen which

are known to \te fairly near the \alues of the unknown inductances

and a variable resistance R is provided which can Ik; switched in

series with either arm of the bridge and adjusted until the resistance

com{K)nents in the two arms are equal. The bridge is balanced by

adjusting the slide wire resistance and the resistance R until a mini-
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imim loiu' i^^ lu'ard in the rcci-ixcr. For llio condition shown in l-is^. l.")

wln'n tin- hridin' is balancetl L, = W ^s and Rx='^ {R+ R,). TheB B

shdi- wire is cahbrated to read the ratio —- directly and tables of values
3

for L5 and Rs at various frequencies are supplied for use with the

roniniercial form of bridges. The \aluc of R is read dirertK' from the

dial rheostats on the bridge.

In practice this form of bridge finds its principal ajiplication in

measuring the inductance and resistance of cable loading coils when
trouble is experienced which necessitates opening up the cable and

loading coil pots. It is also used to measure the unbalance between

windings of coils as, for example, between the line windings or the drop

windings of repeating coils. For measurements of the latter kind

one winding is connected in place of Lx and the other in place f)f Ls

and the unbalance between the two w-indings is then given by the

slide wire ratio. A further use of this scheme is in checking the cor-

rectness of loading of short cable circuits and a special bridge has

been designed for this purpose. A pair which is know'n to be properK'

loaded is used as the standard and ail other pairs of the same lengtii

and loading are checked by connecting them one at a tinK- inio ilu-

iniknown arm of the bridge.

Circuit under Test

K. 16

Tlu- form (it bridge designed to nicasurc ihc impedani'e character-

istics of circuits and equipment at aiu desired fre<|uenc\- or at a num-

ber of frequencies is shown in Fig. Ki.

The fixed resistances A and B, geiur.ilK of !,()()() ohms each, make

up two arms of the bridge, the circuit under test the third arm and a

variable resistance and a variable inductance standard the fourth

arm. The variable inductance L is arranged so that it can be switched

in series w'ith the circuit under test when the characteristics of this

circuit are such that its capacitive reactance predominates. I'or a

<
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condition i>f balanre indicated !)> ininiimmi time in the receiver, tlie

effective resistance of the circuit is ^;i\cn ditcciK 1)\ the value of lh<;

variable resistance R, and the inductance by the value of L. For any

particular frequencN'/ at which a measurement is made, the reactance

of the circuit can be computed from tiic \.i!ue of /, and lAprc^xd in

ohms by the formula

Reactance = 2jr fL.

The impedance of the circuit expressed in ohms ise(|ual in the vk icui.il

sum of the eflfective resistance R and the reactance. This relation

is made use of in practice when it is desired to express the impedance

of circuits in roimd numbers without reference to its component

parts. Generally, howe\'er, in the practical applications of impedance

measuring in maintenance work, the resistance and inductance com-

ponents can be used directly to the best advantage without combining

them or expressing the inductance readings in terms of reactance.

One of the most important applications of impedance measurements

is the determination of the characteristic impedance of telephone

circuits at the various frequencies invohed in the transmission of

telephone currents. Measurements of this kind, when applied to

equipment circuits such as telephone repeaters, balancing networks,

etc., and to the line circuits themselves, tell a great deal in regard to

the efficiency of these circuits for the transmission of speech. They
are ver\' important, therefore, in checking up the installation of

certain circuits in the plant and making sure that the jiropcr im-

pedance relations are obtained.

Fig. 17 shows the results of impedance measurements on a loadci!

19 gauge cable circuit within a range of frequencies from 'M)U c\cks

to 2.3(K) c\cles. The effective resistance values and the values of the

reactance comp<inents are indicated by the cur%'es. The inductance

values are negative which means that the circuit tested had capacitive

reactance throughout the range of frequencies used. \\'hen the meas-

urements were made the distant terminal of the circuit was terminated

by an impedance approximating the characteristic impedance of the

circuit in order to give the effect of an infinite length of line. If the

above circuit is used for 2-way telephone repeater operation it is ncces-

sar\- that the repeater balancing networks ha\e impedance character-

istics similar to the lines which they balance in order that the maxinnmi

repeater gain with gcxxl quality be obtained.

Measurements such as described above, in addition to giving a

picture of the effective resistance and reactance of circuits at different

frequencies, also provide a means for locating the irregularities and
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troubles whirli tend to change the normal impedance characteristics.

The omission of loading coils or the reversal of one loading coil wind-

ing, the installation of intermediate apparatus or of emergency cable,

etc., cause impedance irregularities which are very detrimental to

telei)hone repeater operation. The effect of these irregularities on an

aliernatiiig current is to reflect some of the current back towards

the sending end, this reflected current either adding to or subtracting

1800 r

1600 t

1000
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ina<k'. till" vtlmity of prop;>Kati()n is approximately 54,700 miles per

sccoiul. The average dilTerenre in frequencies between peaks on the

curve is al>out SSO c\cles. AjipKinR lliese tinures in the aliove formula*

gives the distance out to the irregularity as 70 miles. In this case

the ninth and tenth loailing coils were missing, which gave a very

close ciieck to the compniefi 70 mile figure. A great deal of use is

Fig. 18

made of measurements of this kind in locating trouliles which alTect

telephone repeater operation and in directing the work of liiieinen in

clearing these troubles.

A further use which can be made of a bridge similar to the one just

descriited is in the location of impedance unlialance conditions which

tend to increase crosstalk and noise between circuits. This is a

fairly recent development and a description of it will be included in a

paper to be published later.

(4) 7V5/5 of Balance of Apparatus. Certain t\pcs of equipment

assfx-iated with telephone circuits are made up of apparatus which has

to be closely balanced with respect to the various parts in order that

the equipment when connected to telephone circuits will not cause

unbalances in these circuits. Any unbalances introduced in this

way will increase noise and crosstalk in the same manner as impedance

unbalances in the line circuits themselves. Cord circuits, phantom
repeating coils, compf)site sets, etc., are examples of the types of

equipment in which unbalances in the apparatus may affect noise and
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crosstalk conditions in the telephone circuits to which they are con-

nected. The capacity bridge and the impedance bridge previously

described can be used to test apparatus unbalances.

Composite sets for superposing telegraph on telephone circuits are

particularh' important in respect to balance and in order to provide

a means for (juickly checking the balance conditions in these a special

form of bridge has been designed. This testing apparatus is known
as the composite set bridge and is of particular advantage in that it

provides for Cjuickly testing the balance conditions of \arious parts

of the set as well as complete sets. Tests can be made for example

of I lie balance of the telegraph branches complete or of the condensers

and coils in these branches separately. Tests can also be made of the

balance of the grounded branches or of the series line condensers

of the set.

To illustrate the operation of this bridge, F"ig. 19 shows the arrange-

ment for testing the balance of the series condensers in a composite

set. Two arms of the bridge A and B consist of fixed resistances

connected together by a slide wire resistance. The series line con-

densers of the composite set, Ci and d, then become the other two

arms of the bridge. When a source of alternaHng current is con-

nected as shown, a condition of minimum tone in the receiver ob-

tained by adjusting the position of the contactor on the slide wire

indicates when the bridge is balanced. The slide wire is calibrated

to read the jjercentage unbalance of the condensers C\ and Cj directly.

Crosstalk and Noise Measurements. Circuit unbalance conditions,

such as described in some of the previous tests, are often very detri-

mental to telephone transmission in that they cause crosstalk between
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ririiiii>. Also foreign nirri'iUs, iiidiuiMl from sii[)|)ly liiu-s, priMluce

noiso which has much the same effect as inserting a transmission loss.

The ma^niluile of noise produced in this \va\' is de|H'ndent amon^
other thinijs, on the balance conditions of hoth the suppK' and tele-

phone circuits.

The determin.ition of tlu' m.ignitude of crosstalk and of noise

currents can be made by relatively simple measurements. In practice

crosstalk tests, which also gi\e an indication of the balance conditions

of circuits, can be made more quickly than impedance unbalance tests,

although they do not give a location tlirectly of an\' troubles which

may e.xist. The usual procedure then is to make noise and crosstalk

tests on circuits, and in those cases where the measurements indicate

that impro\ement is desirable some of the direct current or alternating

current methods previously described are applied to locate the cause.

The simplified circuit arrangement of the test set commonly u.sed for

measuring crosstalk between two circuits is shown in Fig. 20.

.An alternating current .source generalK' of conijilex wa\e shape to

simulate voice currents is connected to a switch in the set so arranged

that its voltage can be impres.sed either on a telephone circuit known
as the "Disturbing Circuit" or on a measuring shunt known as a

"Crosstalk Meter." The other side of the shunt is connected through

a Wheatstone bridge arrangement to a second telephone circuit known
as a "Disturbed Circuit." Shielded transformers are used in the set

as shown for connection to the circuits under test, these transformers

l)eing designed to give the proper impedance relations re(|uired by

the different types of circuits .net with in practice. The Wheatstone

bridge arrangement is primarily for the purjKise of allowing any noise

currents which may be present in the disturbed circuit to be impressed

on the observing receivers either when these are used to listen to the
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cross-talk through the shunt or directly to the crosstiilk from the

disturbed line. Errors which might be introduced should line noise be

present for only one condition of the test are in this way eliminated.

Measurements are made by first impressing the alternating current

tone on liie disturbing circuit and then on the meter and adjusting

the shunt until the annoying efifect of the tone heard in the disturbed

circuit is judged to be the same as that heard on the meter. The
crosstalk meter is calibrated in crosstalk units, one unit being defined

as the ratio of one millionth between the current at the terminal of

the disturbed circuit and the current at the terminal of the disturbing

circuit, pro\iding these currents are transmitted into like impedances

and distortion of tlie speech sounds is not involved.

Fig. 21 shows the sini|)lilied cinuit of a noise measuring set arranged

to measure metallic noise on a telephone circuit. As in the case of

the crosstalk set, a shielded transformer is used to connect the set

to the circuit under lest which can be adjusted to give the proper

impedance relations. Willi liu' swilcji thrown tow.uds "liiu'" ilu'

receiver is connected lo the ciriiiil undtT test ant! anN' noise on this

circuit ol)ser\i(i. When the >\\ili]i is thrown towards "shunt" an

artificial noi.se ciurenl prudiuti! by .i xibrator is impressed on the

receiver through a shunt. H> aiiernalei>- throwing the switch from

the line under test to the sluml circuit, the shunt is adjustetl until the

interfering effect of the noise on the line and from the shunt are

judged to be equal. The reading of the shunt which is calibrated in

noise units gi\'es a measure of the amount of noise in the circuit under

test. In the commercial form of instrument used in the plant, the

circuit is arranged so that both metallic noise and noise to ground

can be readily measured. Where noise is present on circuits, instru-

ments are also available for anaKving ihe wave shapt', thai is, de-
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tennining which frot|uencii's making up the noise currents predomi-

nate. For both noise and crosstalk measurements, definite rules

must l)e followed in terminatinjj the distant ends of the circuits under

test in order to reduce terminal impedance irrejiularilies.

'2\-Circuit Balance Tests. In describinjj the use of the bridge for

locating; im[H'dance irregularities, mention was made of the effect of

such irregularities on telejihone repeater operation. Since the making

of imiK'<l.ince runs on circuits invokes a considerable amount of time

and expense, a simple and (juick balance test, known as the 21-circuit

test, was devisetl in which the telephone repeater is made to function

as the testing set. The gain which can be obtained from a 21 or 22

type telephone repeater with good quality depends to a large extent

on the degree of balance, within the frequency range in\'olved, be-

tween the impedances of the telephone circuits and the impedances

of the corresponding balancing networks. The use of this balance

relation is illustratetl in the simplified circuit of Fig. 22 which shows

a 22 type repi-ater connected to make a 21-circuit balance test between

the "Fast" line and its balancing network.

TnwN»- *^Tn%v-*-~-—

,

S^^ort Of
^4«l»wo^l(

West

Output
Trar^former

West

Ne

11«.

The line under test and its balancing network are connected as for

normal repeater operation, while the "West" line is opened. The
"West" line network terminals are either shorted or the network
left connected, the principle of the test being the same in either case.

The 3-winding transformer, when connected for normal repeater oper-

ation, as shown for the "Fast" transformer in Fig. 22, simply gives a

Wheatsione bridge relation, the input of the "West" amplifier being

connected to the balanced points of the bridge. The proportion
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of the currfiit delivered to the transformer from the "East" amphlier

which jiels t(j the input of the "West" amplifier depends, therefore, on

the degree of liridge balance furnished by the line under test and its

network. When the :i-winding transformer is ojiened on the line side

with either the network terminals shorted or witii the network con-

nected, as shown for the "West" transformir its action is the same as

a repeating coil.

An internal path for currents which may produce repeater "singing"

or a sustained tone, is established if the gain of the two amplifiers is

just greater than the sum of the losses within the repeater circuit, that

is, the losses through the transformers and any other equipment in

the circuit. Theoretically, if the line and network were perfectly

balanced and there were no internal unbalances in the repeater, it

could not be made to sing since, due to the balance relations of the

"East" 3-winding transformer, there would be infinite loss from the

output of the "East" amplifier to the input of the "West" amplifier.

This ideal condition is, of course, not met with in practice, since it is

not practicable to design repeater circuits for perfect balance or to

construct artificial networks which will exactly balance the working

lines at all frequencies invoked. The amplification which can be

obtained in any instance without singing, then depends to a large

extent on the balance between the lines and networks. In the test

circuit shown in Fig. 22 the gains of the two amplifier elements are

increased until singing or a sustained tone is observed and the total

gain required for this gives an indication of the balance between the

"East" line and its balancing network. In liie same way the balance

between the "W'est" line and its network cm be determined by con-

necting this in the regular wa>' to tlic "West" 3-winding transformer

and disconnecting the "East" line. In making the tests in either

direction the "poling" of the repeater circuit is reversed in order to

give the lowest value of singing point which might occur imder service

conditions.

In practice the tests described aliow iia\i' become of considerable

use and importance in the installation and maintenance of telephone

repeaters and the circuits associated with them. Methods are avail-

able for computing the estimated singing points which circuits and

equipment should gi\e with telephone repeaters under operating con-

ditions. These comi)ulations allow toll circuits and eciuipment to be

engineered intelligenlh' with respect to the gains which the repeaters

may be e-\])ccted to gi\e with good quality. .Micr iii>iallation, the

21-circuit tests furnish a means for checking com|)ulcd or estimated

singing points. When the estimated singing points cannot be obtained
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with tlu- "il-cirruit tt-sts, this is an indiiatioti of halancf troiiblr vvliich

imisl hi' lotatcil t-ithcr by an inspoition of tin- riiciiits or lialanrinp

eqiiipint'nt or by rt-sortin^j to inipi'daiu'c iiUM>iiifmfiits as di'scrihi'd

previously.

Anothi-r mcth(xl of di-tt-rnunini; im(K'dance irregiiiaritii-s which

is maik' use of in sonic of the larger oltices is to measure the trans-

mission loss through the 3-wiiuiing tr.msformer with the hnes and

networks connecteil as for normal repeater operation. As stated

previously the loss tlirough the transfornier to currents from the

output of one ampliher to the input of the other gives a measure of

the balance conditions of the line and network, the loss increasing as

the balance becomes more perfect. By this scheme the losses through

the 3-wintling transformers can be measured ovei a range of frequencies

as in line impedance measurements and a loss curve obtained which

can be used to locate irregularities in the same manner as described

for line impedance curves.

Transmission Efficiency Measurements. If all or a part of the tests

already described were applied to the various transmission circuits

in the telephone plant, most troubles which might effect speech

transmission could be delected and assurance given that the circuits

were projx^rly installed. Such a procedure would be costly and im-

piacticable and for this reason it is necessary that means be provided

wheieby a measurement of a circuit's efHciency for the transmis-

sion of voice currents can be quickly made.

The transmission of voice currents can be measured in terms of a

standard and expressed in units in much the same manner as the

transmission of any electrical currents. A telephone circuit, for

e.xample, extending between any two ofifices is said to have an equiva-

lent of so many units of transmission, the number of these units de-

pending on the electrical characteristics of the component parts of

the circuit." Transmission measurements, as far as volume etificiency

is concerned, involve determining by means of suitable testing ap-

paratus the number of transmission units of loss or gain which a

particular circuit or piece of equipment causes. As it is desired to

obtain a measure of efficiency at a frequency comjiarable with the

combinetl frequencies of the voice, a frequency of 1,000 cycles for the

testing current has been chosen which experience has shown gives

results approximating fairly closely those (obtained by using a com-

bination of the fre(|uencies within the voice range. Measurements

can also be made at other frec|uencies within the voice range or at

' See the article in this issue. The Transmission Unit and Telephone Transmission
Reference Systems, by VV. H. Martin.
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frequencies oul-side of this range where desired, for example, at ringing

current frequencies or carrier current frequencies.

KfticiencN' tests of transmitters and recei^ers present a somewhat

different problem and for these it has been found most convenient to

make direct comparisons between the instruments under test and

standard instriniients.

A discussion of the ajiplicalion of transmission testing ai)paratus

in maintenance work for measuring losses and gains is gi\en below.

(1) Measiirenients of Transmission Losses. In its simplest form a

transmission measuring set involves an arrangement of apparatus

whereby a volume comparison can be made between \oice currents

transmitted over a circuit of unknown efficiency and then o\er a

standard circuit of known etificiencv.

"
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l),ilaiux'" niotluMls and tin- otIuT "\isii,il" methods, tliat is, ,in .im-

plitiiT and di-ttvlor arraii.m'int.'nt.

Fig. 24 shows the schiMuatir ririniit arranvifim-nt for an oar lial-

anro ti>st set ami Fig. 2"), that for a .set employing visual methods.

I'ig. 24

^^ :;*^=
=^;

Fig. 25

A description of this apparatus and its de\clopmeni has been gi\cn

in a pafXT In- Best.- In brief, one subscriber's set of the circuit in

Fig. 23 has been replaced by an oscillator while the other subscriber's

set has been replaced b>' a receiver and resistance arrangement in the

circuit of Fig. 24 and by an amplifier and detector in the circuit of

Fig. 25. The artificial cable of Fig. 23 has also been replaced by dis-

tortionless resistance network standards in Figs. 24 and 25. \^arious

resistances and coils are also provideti to meet practical testing re-

quirements such as adjusting the measuring current, and reducing

retlection losses.

For field testing work, the cimiiis shown in I'igs. 24 and 25 are

mounted in compact form in portable boxes which can be readily

carried from office to office or wherever required. Portable oscillators

for supplying the measuring current are also pro\ided so tliai rom-

' F. H. Best. Jour. .1. /. E. E., Vol. XI. III. No. 2., Fel)., 1924.
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plete testing equipment is available, by means of which, a large

volume of transmission testing in central offices and private branch

exchanges can l)e done in the most convenient manner. Tests using

these instruments can be made as readily on the transmission circuits

in machine switching offices of both the step by step and panel types as

in manual offices. The ear balance set of Fig. 24 requires no ex-

ternal source of direct current power and only a three dry cell battery

is required for operating the oscillator. It is, therefore, used to the

best advantage in testing private branch exchange switchboards and

magneto .switchboards where the power necessary to operate visual

types of sets is not readily available.

The visual type of set of Fig. 25 is pariicularK- suited lor testing

in the larger common battery central offices since it i)ermits measure-

ments to be made more quickly and acrnrate1\- than in the caso of the

Fig. 26

ear balance sets. Tiiese larger oftices also ha\e readih' axailable

the 24-\<)It batteries re(|uired to operate the \isual reading sets.

P'ig. 26 shows a picture of one of the latest types of portable \isual

reading measuring sets, set up reach" for operation at a central otlue

switchboard position.
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III ortler to jjivo a general pirturo of tlio kinds of troiil>lo found wiili

this transmission tostinj; e(|uii)nK'nt tlu- followiiij; lal)lr shows a Irouhlt^-

classitication which is particularly useful in anaKv.in^ testing results

and instigatini; any riHiiiircd romedial iiHisuns.

Classijicalion of Troubles Found

Ph\sicai defects. Wroni; l\ pe of i>(|iiipiiU'Tit or

Opens. circuit.

(irounds. Missini; e<iiiipnienl.

Crosses. High resistance.

Cut Outs. Low insulation.

Hlectrical <lefects. Wrong routing.

Incorrect wiring. Bridged conductors.

The above classification includes all of the common types of troubles

which, if not kept out of the plant, will be detrimental to service.

The item of physical defects is a class of trouble which is not de-

termined directly by transmission tests but is discovered by the

maintenance forces during the course of their testing work. It rep-

resents any unsatisfactory conditions found in the circuits which,

while not causing trouble at the time, may very likely do so later and

should, therefore, lie corrected. The next four kinds of trouble shown

in the table \iz: opens, grounds, crosses and cut-outs while detected

b%' transmission tests can also lie found and cleared by the every-

day maintenance work without the use of transmission testing ap-

paratus. The remaining classes of trouble listed can, it has been founii,

be detected and eliminated most efficiently by the use of transmission

testing sets. Classifying troubles and identifying them with the

important circuits in the exchange area plant such as cord circuits,

operators' circuits, trunks, etc., has proved very valuable in trans-

mission maintenance work. The results of the work when analyzed

in this way are a very great aid in supervision and assist materially

in keeping the plant in good condition.

The visual reading circuit of Fig. 2't is also designed in a form

for (x-rmanent installation particularly for use in testing toll circuits.

.\ picture of a t>pical installation of one of the latest t>'pes of sets

and its as.sociated oscillator is shown in Fig. 27.

From 40 to rtO instruments of the general type shown in tlu- picture

are now located at important toll centers throughout the country.

They are constantly used to check the overall transmission efficiency
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of loll circuits iind in locating and clearing any transmission troubles

which occur in service. Tests are made either liy looping two circuits

together at the distant terminals and measuring the loop loss or by

testing single circuits straight-away between toll centers equipped

with measuring instruments of this t\pe.

In general, transmission testing apparatus (juickly locates kinds of

troubles which cannot be readily detected by other routine testing

methods. Transmission tests also ser\'e as a means for checking

geniTal maintiMiancc ((indilions and for injuring that other routine

testing work is carried (Ui in an effective ni.iniur.

As an illustration of the effect of some of the kinds of trouiilo

which transmission tests detect, Fig. 28 shows the transmission circuit

arrangement for a t\pical toll connection and below transmission

level diagrams are given for the normal transmission condition and for

conditions where common kinds of troidiles are present. The le\i-l

diagrams show how I lie normal overall transmission e(|uivalent is

increased when oiU' or a number of transmission troubles are present

in the various circuits going to make up the connection between sub-

scribers. As indicated some troubles are more severe than others.
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but an\- 1)1 tlicni tciul to produce conditions which may be very

detrimental to service. These diagrams ilkistrate therefore, how

important it is to maintain the telephone plant so that troubles of this

nature will not be i)resent.

(2) Measurements of 'rmitsiuissioii Gains. The transmission gains

of ami)lilier circuits .ire measured in inuch the same way as trans-

mission losses. A gain ma\- be considered as a negative loss and is

expressed in the .same transmission units. In measuring the gains

of amplifier circuits designed for two \\a\ operation, it is necessar\-

to pro\ide the proper balancing conditions in order to prevent "sing-

ing." This is done by connecting the amplifier circuit between two

artificial lines of the proper impedances and balancing these lines b\'

networks. The simplest measuring circuit now in use consists of an

arrangement whereby the repeater or amplifier under test is con-

nected between two artificial lines with .balancing networks and tone

is supplied by an oscillator at the ui ininal of one line while the termi-

nal of the other line is equipijcd with a reccixer and a measuring shunt

calibrated in transmission iiiiit>. The reixater and the shimt are

then alternateh' cut in and oiii oT tiic circuii and the shunt adjusti'd

until equal \oliimr of tour i^ oIimtxciI in tin- recei\er. for which

condition the sluml reading i;i\es llie gain ol tile repeater.

A visual nu-tliod for nieasuriiig repeater gains is proxided b\- sub-

stituting an amplifier detector circuii for the shunt and receiver.

This is essentially what is done in the transntission measuring circuit

shown in Fig. 2."). The type of set designed for permanent installa-

tion which enii)lo\s this circuit is arranged so that amplifier gains

up to about 20 Tl' can be measured when a repeater is connected

in place of the lines under test and the necessary repeater balancing

reciuirements taken care of. The gains of repeaters connected in

toll circuits are often checked in this \\a>- wiieii owrall transmission

tests are made on these circuits.

To meet practical testing reciuirements at the larger repeater and

carrier stations where a considerable amount of gain testing work is

done, a visual reading measuring set especially designed for testing

am]5lifier gains has lieen de\eloped. The measuring circuit employed

in this gain testing setTias been described.' The equipment going

to make up these sets, that is, the measuring shunts, artificial lines,

amplifiers, meters, etc., is mounted in compact form on standard

jjanels which can lie installed at convenient locations near repeater

and carrier etiuipment. A panel mounted 1,000 cycle oscillator is also

»A. B. Clark, Bell System Tccliiiiait Jounuit, \oliimo II. .No. I, Jaiui.ity, 1923.
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pruvitlotl to sup()ly measiiriiin rurrcnt, although other types of oscil-

lators giving the necessary output and pro[x;r wave shapn; can be used .

if desiretl.

In practice, it is necessary to maintain the gains of the ainpiiliers

in rejx-ater and carrier circuits to fairly close limits since these ampli-

fiers form an integral part of toll circuits. Measurements of gains

are also made in connection with the 21 circuit balance tests previ-

ously descril)etl. Another important application of gain tests is to

check the gain frequency characteristics of repeaters to determine

that all frequencies within the voice range are l)eing properly ampli-

lie<l. r^y varying the filament current between limits, a test of the

vacuum tul)es for filament activity is obtained by gain measurements.

(3) Measurements of Transmitter and Receiver Efficiencies. Trans-

mitters and receivers are used in the telephone plant principally in

operators' sets and subscribers' sets. In the former, the transmitters,

receivers and operators' circuits are readily available to the main-

tenance forces and therefore can be inspected and tested in a routine

manner. In the case of subscribers' sets, however, the equipment

in service is not accessible and tests must be made on the instruments

liefore installation or at times when they arc removed from service.

Talking tests can also Ixj made from the instruments at the time

installations are made and an\- particularly unsatisfactory- conditions

found in this wa\-.

The difficulties incident to testing transmitters and receivers arc

due to the fact that in transmitters, the efficiency depends on the

ability to convert sound energy into electrical energy and in receivers,

the ability to convert electrical energy- into sound energy-. Obviously,

a simple form of transmitter test and one which has until reccntly

IxHJn generally used is to talk alternately into the transmitter under

test and then into a standard transmitter and observe the difference

in volumes at a receiving set. In the same manner, a simple receiver

test is to listen alternately to a receiver under test and then to a

standard receiver connected to a talking station. This method is

slow and also of limited accuracy due to inherent changes in a speak-

er's voice and to the possibility of the distance of the speaker's lips

from the transmitter varying. To take the place of this method
transmitter and receiver testing machines have been developed which

will Ix- descrilied in a paper to Ix; published later.

Oscillators. Practically all alternating current testing work recjuires

the provision of an external source of measuring current. For this

purpose oscillators of various types have been dev-elof)ed which are

designed electrically and mechanically to meet various test circuit
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requirements as to wave shape, volume of current, etc. One of the

earliest forms of oscillators known as the "substation howler" was

made by coupling the receiver and transmitter of a subscriber's set

together mechanically and taking off the alternating current gener-

ated by means of an induction coil in the howling circuit. This type

of oscillator, which was subject to large variations in volume and

produced a very poor wa\e form, has now been replaced b\- other and

improved types.

Oscillators now in use in the field can be divided into three general

classes, those employing vibrators, those employing motor generator

equipment and those employing vacuum tubes. The principles of

these oscillators are briefly described below by considering one com-

mercial type in each class:

(1) Oscillators Employing Vibrators, l^'is,'. 2(1 shows the circuit

arrangement of an oscillator of this t\pe which is designed fur pro-

ducing a single frequency alternating current.

H>-»d2<>—>^

Fig. 29

The current generating element consists of a metal reed R, resting

against the diaphragm associated with the carbon button C. The
receiver spools M, are so arranged that when they are energized by

the battery an attractive force is exerted upon the reed which draws

it away from the carbon button. This action decreases the pressure

in the carbon button with a corresponding decrease in the current

from the batter\-, which in turn decreases the attractive force of the

receiver so that the pressure of the reed against the carbon button is

again increased. This cycle of change in current and pressure is

repeated at the natural fre(|uency of vibration of the reed so long as

dirt'ct current llow s front the batterN'. The alternating currents set

11]) n this way arc passed tlirough a circuit resonant at the natural

l)eriod of \ibr.ition of the reed, llH-ri'by gixing a current of good \\a\e

form.

This (larticular form of vibrator oscillator is iisi-d principalK' in

transmission testing work where portable "ear balanc-e" methods
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an- i-mploNoil. ll may, liowcNrr, In- usod lor dtlu-r kinds of iiK-asiiri--

im-nts whiTc siiiglo frixiuonry rurrrnts of fairly j;oo<l wavf form aro.

ri'<|iiiri'<l. Other forms of vibrator oscillators are availahle, par-

tirularly for use in capacity and capacit\- unbalance tests and cross-

talk and noise tests.

(2) Osiillators Employinii Motor Gnicrtilor Equipment. This tyjK'

of oscillator is illustrated iiy ordinary ringinj,; and trouble tone ma-

chines anil the low fre()ucncy alternating currents generated by these

machines are often used in tcstboard work. The circuit for an oscil-

lator of this tyjKN particularly designed for producing l.OOO-cycle

alternating current with good \\a\e form, is shown in Fig. :}().

A C Output

24Volts

Fis. 30

In this circuit the field of an electromagnet is varied by a laminated

core or rotor resembling a spur gear driven by a small 24-volt d.c.

motor. The speetl of the motor is automatically regulated and the

electromagnet and rotor so designed that a l.OOO-cycle current is

generated. Harmonics which are inherent in the oscillator are

eliminated by the use of a filter. This oscillator can be operated on

the regular 24-volt central office battery and is compactly mounted
to make it readily portable. It is particularly adaptable, therefore,

for supplying the measuring current required to operate portable

visual transmission measuring sets and is now generally used for

this purpose in the telephone plant.

(3) Oscillators Employing Vacuum Tubes. Fig. 31 shows the sim-

plified circuit arrangement of a vacuum tube oscillator.

The Oscillating vacuum tube in this generator has its plate and grid

inductively connected together in a tuned circuit. Closing the fila-

ment battery circuit starts this tube oscillating, the freciuency of the

oscillations l)eing controlled by the inductance of the plate and grid

coupling and the variable condenser C. The current thus generated

is amplified by other vacuum tulx's to the values which are required

in the alternating current testing work. The circuit of Fig. 31 shows
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only one amplifying vacuum tube, but additional amplifiers may be

added to meet the requirements of particular kinds of testing work.

One of the latest forms of oscillators of this type is shown in Fig. 27

set up for use with one of the permanent types of transmission meas-

uring sets.

Vacuum lube ()S(ilicit(H> lia\e been tle\el(iiK-<l which will generate

measuring currents of any desired frequency within the range of 100

cycles to 50,000 cycles, thus covering both the voice and carrier

Fig. 31

range. These oscillators liaxe become in<lis]XMisabk' in ti'siing and

maintenance work. They are used extensi\ely in making both single

frequency transmission tests and transmission loss and gain tests

within the range of frequencies mentioned above. They are also

used in making line impedance and impedance unbalance tests and

in determining the characteristics of telephone repeater and carrier

circuits.

Specific Applications of Electrical Testing Methods. In describing

the various electrical tests above, considerable has been said regarding

the applications which are made of them to insure satisfactory tele-

]>hone transmission. In order to give an o\erall picture of these

ajiplications the toll connection for which transmission level diagrams

are given in Fig. 28, is shown in simplified form in Fig. 32, with \arious

tests listed underneath the different sections of the circuit la>out.

Only the sections of the circuit making up the first part of the con-

necti(jn are shown since corresponding tests will ajiply to the circuits

making up the second.

The tests listed in Fig. 32 are not intended to give a testing i)rogram

but rather to show the various electrical testing means which are

a\ailable for use in installation and maintenance work. Just what

tests should be made, the fre(iuonc>- of making the tests and the

limits to work to, to insure a high grade of transmission depend on

the types of circuits and equipment involved and their relative im-
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porlaiuc- ill the system as a whole. These matters are iDMii'd in

routine instriulioiis which are develojied by experience and wbirli

take into account local conditions and service recjuirements.

In conclusion, it may be stated that telephone systems in their

present development have at their disposal means for carrying on an

adeciuate transmission maintenance program in an economical manner.

Furthermore, studies and trials of new methods are continualK-

being carried on with a \iew to obtaining further impro\ements

and increased economies in transmission testing and maintenance

work.

#
I

I



A Generalization of the Reciprocal Theorem
By JOHN R. CARSON

THK Rivi(>r<>i-al Tln'ori'm, an iiiltTcstinj; and extremely im-

portant relation of wide applical)ilit\'. which was disro\cred l)y

Lord Rayieiijh, is stated 1)\- him in the lanyjiiajje of electric circuit

theory as follows:

"Let there lie two circuits of insulated wire A and B, and in their

neij;hlM)rhoo<l any comWinalion of wire circuits or solid conductors

in communication with condensers. A periodic electromotive force

in the circuit A will give rise to the same current in B as would be

excited in A if the electromotive force operated in B." '

Before proceeding with the generalization which is the subject of

this paper, Rayleigh's theorem, in the following modilied form, will

first be stated and proved

:

I. Let a set of electromotive forces Vi' .... V„', all of the same fre-

quency, acting in the n branches of an invariable network, produce a

current distribution Ii . . . . I„', and let a second set of electromotive

forces Vi" .... V\" of the same frequency produce a second current

distribution I \" .... /„". Then

%Vjij'=%vri;. (1)

To |)ro\e this theorem we start with the efjuations of the lu-twork

^Z,kIk=V,. j=\.2....n. (2)

and obser\e that, provide<i the network is invariable, contains no

internal source of energy or unilateral device, and provided that the

applied electromotive forces V\ . . . Vn are all of the same frequency,

say w'It, the mutual impedances satisfy the reciprocal relations

Zjk = Zk,- Consequently if (2) is sol\-ed for the currents, we get

I,= %\jkVk. j=l,2...;;, (3)

and the coefficients aI.so obey the reciprocal relations Ajk = Akj-

Now consider two independent and arbitrary sets of equi-periodic

applied electromotive forces, I'l' .... V„' and l'," .... !'„": then

' Raylfigh, Thcorv- of Sound, Vol. I, p. 1.S5.

393
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in accorclaiu'c with (3), tht- iMrrcspnuliiii; (iisirilnitiim-^ nf network

currents // . . . .
/„' and /i" .... /„" an: yiwii 1)\

// = 2-'l.,*lV, j^],2...>:. (4)

//'=2--l>A.n.". (5)

/r = l

Now l<irm the product sum .^1/7/: !)> nit'aii> of (4) it is easy to

show that, since Ajk = Akj,

Since this is symmetrical in the two sets of applied forces V\' .... V„'

and Ki" .... Vn", it follows at once that

which proves the theorem.

Now if we analyze the foregoing proof it is seen to dejieiid on ihe

assumption, first that the network can be described in terms of a set

of simultaneous equations with constant coefficients, and secondh"

on the reciprocal relation in the coefficients, Zjk = 'Lkj- In other

words, it is assumed that the currents flow in linear, invariable cir-

cuits, and that the system is what is called quasi-stationary.- What
this means is that the network may be treated as a dynamical system

defined by n coordinates, the n currents l\ . . . .l„ being the \-eloci-

ties of the n coordinates. More precisely stated, the underlying

assumption is that the magnetic energy, the electric energy, and the

dissipation function can be expressed as homogeneous quadratic

funclioiis of ihi- following form

H'=A2 2-^*ftC^*. lj = ddtQj,

and

where the coetlicii-nls L,k. S,k. Rjk are I'onslants. Subject to tiiese

assumptions, which, it may be remarked, underlie the whole of electric

circuit thcor>', the direct application of Lagrange's etiuations to the

(juadralic functions T, W, D leads at once to the circuit equations (1)

and the recijirocal relation Zjk = Zkj. This is merely a very brief outline

of Maxwell's dynamical theory of quasi-stationary systems or networks.

* See Theoric der Electrizilat, .Abraham u. Koppl, Vol. I, p. 254.
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Now in \ie\v of the fori-^oin^; assuni|iiions and ri-slrictions wliitli

underlie all the pr(M)fs of the Reciprocal Theorem, known to the.

writer, it is by no means obvious that the theorem is valid when we

have to do with currents in continuous media as well as in linear

circuits, and when, furthermore we have to lake account of radiation

phenomena.' The proof or disproof of the theorem in the electro-

magnetic case is, howe\er, extremely important. The writer there-

fore, ofTers the following generalized Reciprocal Theorem, subject to

the restriction noted below.

II. Let a distribution of impressed periodic electric intensity

F' =F\x. y, z) produce a corresponding distribution of current in-

tensity u' = u'{x, y, z), and let a second distribution of eqni-periodic

impressed electric intensity F" =F"{x, y, z) produce a second distribution

of current intensity ii" = u"(.v, y, s), tken

((F'-u"hW = j\F"-u')dv, (6)

the volume integration being extended o\er all conducting and

dielectric media. F and U are vectors and the expression [F-U)

denotes the scalar product of the two vectors.

The only serious restriction on the generality of this theorem, as

proved below, is that magnetic matter is excluded: in other words it

is assumetl that all conducting and dielectric media in the field have

unit permeability. This restriction is theoretically to be regretted,

but is not of serious consequence in important practical applications.

F'ROOF of tiENER-^LIZUD ReCIPRUCAL THEOREM^

In order to prove the generalized theorem stated above it is neces-

sary to discard the special assumption of quasi-stationary systems

underlying Rayleigh's theorem, and start with the fundamental

eciuations of electromagnetic theory. These ma>' be formulated as

follows:

div B = 0.

div E = 4irp.

curl E=-i|B,

curl B = 4Tru + -^E.

where c is the velocity of light.

' The theory of quasi-stationary systems expressly exiludes radiation.

* In the following proof it is necessary to assume a knowledge on the part of the

reader of the elements of vector analysis; the notation is that employed by .'\hraham.
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It will be noted that there are only two lieUl vectors, E and B.

instead of the usual four vectors E, D. B, H, where D = kE and

B = iiH, and that the constants of the medium k and /u do not explicitK'

appear. This formal sim()lification is effected !)>• taking as the current

densii\'

u = u + -|7+ curl M

where u is llic condiiclinii currc-iil (Kmisjix , P i^ the pnlarizatinn,

defined as

P = ^-^E,

and M is licfmi-d

47r u

The equation of continuity

1 ad,vu=-^--p

iheii dcLerniines the charge density p.

The advantage of this formulation is thai E and B tan now he

expressed in terms of the retarded scalar and \ector potentials <l>

and A. as follows:

E=-
. ^.'^-v*.

whcTt

B = curl A.

*=/^Ji:i^)dv,

u{t-r/c)
,r

The notation p(7 — r V) and U{t — r,c) indicates that p and U are taken

not at time / but at time l — r/c in e\aluating the integrals. It will

be obser\ed that with p and U defined as above, all effects arc trans-

mitted with the velocity of light, indeix'ndently of the characteristics

of the medium, a point of view in accordance with the modern dexelop-

meiit of electromagnetic lheor\'.
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III tin- appliiMtion of the precinling filiations In our prolilcm, it

will Ik- assuiiH'il that M is i-Ni-rywhero zero, so that

-
, 1 3P

c dt

k— 1

li will ill- .issimu-(l lu-llur that Ti = ctE and, siiux' P = £,
4,r

-i'-'-^H)'
aiul is t iK-rt-forr a linc.ir fuiu-tion of E. a anfl k are in j^LMUTal poiiil

functions of tlie tncdiuni. The reason for setting M = (), is that it

apjx-ars essential to the following proof that U shall he linear in E;

that is, that the current density at an\- point he proportional to the

electric intensity.'

With the foregoing ver>- brief review of the fundamental equations,

wi- are now prepared to pro\e the generalized rcciiirocal therorem.

Assuming a periodic stead>' state, so that 3 '9/ = ;w, we start with the

vector equation

E = F--'-/l-v<i> (7)

where

* = /;exp(-'^r)pdv.

Here F is the impressed intensity: that is, the electric intensity which

is not due to the currents and charges of the system itself. Also by
virtue of the assumption Af =0,

whence (7) can be written as

-U + -J ^.^-^r)u.W=rp, (8)

where G = F — '^•i>.

' The c|uestion as to whether the generalized theorem itself, and not merely the
foregoing proof, is rcstrittefl in general to the case where Af is everywhere zero has
not as yet received a conclusive answer. There are reasons, however, which cannot
be fully entered into here, which make it appear probable that the theorem itself

is in general restricted to the case where the current density contributing to the
retarded vector potential is linear in the electric intensity and the two vectors are
parallel. Subject to the hy[x)thcsis and assumptions of quasi-stationary systems,
however, the restriction Af =0 is not necessary-. The writer hopes to deal with these
questions in a future paper.
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Ec]uation (8) is a vector integral equation '^ in U. The nucleus or

kernel of the equation, exp( — r) /r, is s\'mmetrical with respect toanv
^ c '

'

two points {xijiZx) and {x^y^i^-i}, the distance between which is r. By
virtue of this s\mmetr\- the following recijirocal relation is easily

established."

If u' — u' (.v,_y,s) is a function satisfying equation (8) zi'licn G = G' =

G' {x,y,z) and u" = u" {x, y, z) a second function satisfying, (8) when

G = G" = G" (.V, _v, s), then

)\u'-G"hW = }(u"-G')iW. (9)

Coiise(|ucMUl\' since G =F— V<i>

)"(
u' • F")fW - }\u" F')dv =

J" -j {u' r*") - (u" v*')(iv. (10)

Tlu- prodf (if ilic theorem is now reduced to showing that

)'] (u'-v*")-(""-V*') |dv = ().

Now integrating 1)\' parts

( itt' V*")ilv = — I
*" 'I'v "' <1^ •

= —
I

<!> p (Iv.
c •

since, from the eiitiatioiis of conlimiitN', dix' U= p. Hut from
c

tin- fimdamc'iital Ticld ciiiiations:

4;^p'=-v-*'+('^)"'^'

whence

J"-{
(u'-r'i'")-(w"-v'i''i [<i\ = ,'- (""').!

i
'i>'v''*"-*"r'-'*'{-<iv,

and 1)>- ( ireens Theorem, the right hand xolimu- integral is equal to

till' surface integral

AttXc/J I dn dndn dn

the surface being any surface which totally encloses the volume, and

9 '9m denoting differentiation along the normal to the surface.

'The forimilution of the clertroni.ignctic field equations in this form is ol lon-

sidcralile importance. The inlegral equation furnishes a basis for developing eleetrir

circuit theory from the fumianienlal field equations. In addition it leads to the

solution of problems in wave propagation which can not be directly solved from the

\va\e equation itself.

Perhaps the easiest way to prove this proposition is to regard the integral equa-

tion as the limit of a set of simultaneous e(|uations, a point of view which forms the

basis of Fredholni's researches on integral equations.
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Now if the surface Ix; taken as a sphere of radius R, centered at or

near the system, it is easily shown that if R is taken sutTicienth' large

dn dR c '

and the surface integral \anishes. l"onse<|uenily we ha\e established

the generalized reciprocal theorem

j\u' •F")dv =)"(,«" -F'jdv.

The Reciprocal Theorem I has long been employed in electric

circuit theory, and has proveil extremely useful. As an example of

the practical utility of the generalized theorem II it may be remarked

that it enables us to deduce the transmitting properties of an antenna

system from its recei\ing properties. The latter may sometimes he

approximately deduced (|uite simply, as in the case of the wave

antenna, whereas a direct threoretical iletcrmination of the former

presents enormous difficulties.



The Transmission Unit and Telephone

Transmission Reference Systems'

By W. H. MARTIN

Synopsis: C'onsideralion is given to the method of determining and
expressing the transmission efficiencies of telephone circuits and apparatus,

and of the desirable qualifications for a unit in which to express these effi-

ciencies. The" transmission unit " described in this paper has been selected

as being much more suitable for this purpose under present conditions than
the "mile of standard cable" which has been generally used in the past.

'^r^ 1 1 1-2 "niilf of stanciaril cable" has been uswl in telephone en-

A gineering in this country for over twenty years, and during that

time has been adopted in other countries, as the unit for expressing

the transmission efficiency of telephone circuits and apparatus. In

the present state of the telephone art, this unit has been found, how-

ever, to be not entirely suitable and it has recently been replaced in

the Bell System by another unit which for the present, at least, has

been called simply the "transmission unit." Before considering the

reasons for such a fundamental change and the relati\'e merits of the

two units, it may be well to review briefly the general method of deter-

mining the efficiency of such circuits and the apparatus associated

with them.

The function of a lelei)lume lirciiii is to reproduce at one terminal

the sj)eech sounds which are impressed upon it at the other terminal.

The input and output of the circuit are in the form of sound and its

efficiency as a transmission system may be expressed as the ratio

of the sound power output to the sound power input. For commercial

circuits, this ratio may be of the order of 0.01 to 0.001.

In the operation of the system, the sound power input is con-

verted by the transmitter into electrical power, which is transmitted

over the line to the recei\'er and there reconverted into sound power.

The efTect of inserting a section of iiiu- or piece of apparatus or of

making any change in the circuit can lie determined in terms of the

variation which it produces in the ratio of the sound power output

to the sound power input, or, if this latter is kept constant, in terms of

the ratio of sound power (iiii|)iii after the change to that obtained

before the change was made, li should be noted particularly that

the change in the output power of the system is the real measure

of the effect of any part of the circuit on the efficiency of the system

and iliai the ratio of the power leaving any part to that entering it

is not necessarily the measure of this effect. For example, a pure

' Reprinted from the Jouni. A. I. E. E., for June, l'>24.
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ri-artaiuv plarwl in serii-s iK-twwn the transmitter and the hne, may
ihange the (xiwer dehvered to the hne l)y the transmitter and hence

the oiit()ut of the receiver, the maijnitude and direction of the channt.-

iK'inj; determined by the impedance relatif)ns at the point of insertion.

The ratio of the jxjwer leaving the reactance to that entering it is,

of course, imity, as no jxmer is dissipated in a pure reactance. In

other words, the transmission efticiencN' of any part of a circuit cannot

he considereti solely from the standpoint of the ratio of output lo

input power for that part, or the power dissipated in that part, but

must l)e defined in terms of its effect on the ratio of output to input

(K)wer for the whole s\stem.

By determining the effect of separaleh' inserting the main- pieces of

apparatus that may form parts of typical telephone circuits, an index

can Ih" estai)lishetl for each of ihe^e parts of its effect on the efficiency

of the circuit for the conilitions of which the circuit tested is typical.

Similarly, the power dissipated in unit lengths of the various types of

line can be determined b\- noting the change in power output of the

receiver caused by increasing an\- line h\ a unit length. Such indices

of the transmission efficiencies of the various parts of a circuit ob\i-

ously have many applications in designing and engineering telephone

circuits. These indices could be taken as the ratios expressing the

change in the output power of the system. This, however, has cer-

tain disadvantages. For example, the combined effect of a number
of parts would then f)e e.xpressed as a product of a number of ratios.

Likewise, for the case of a number of parts n of the same type in

series, such as a line n miles in length, the effect would be expressed as

the ratio for one part or one mile of the line, raised to the nth power.

In many cases, these ratios and the powers to which the>' would

need to l)e raised would be such as to make their handling cumber-
some. If, howe\er, these indices are expressed in terms of a loga-

rithmic function of a ratio selected as a unit, the sum of any number
of such indices for the parts of a circuit is the corresponding index for

the power ratio giving the effect of the combination of these parts.

The "mile of standard cable" is such a logarithmic function of a

[xiwer ratio. The new unit also meets this important recjuirement.

DlCIIMTIO.N OF THK Tr.VNSMISSION IMt

The "transmission unit" (abbreviated TV) has been chosen so

that two amounts of power differ by one transmission unit when they

are in the ratio of 10°' and any two amounts of power differ by A'

units when they are in the ratio of lO-^'"". The number of trans-
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mission units corresponding to the ratio of any two powers Pi and

Po, is then the common logarithm (logarithm to the base 10) of the

ratio P] 'Po, divided by 0.1. This may be written N= 10 logio P\ P-i.

Since .V is a logarithmic function of the power ratio, any two numbers

of units, jVi and A'^2. corresponding respectively to two ratios, Pa/Pb

5L3ni3rd Corrnlon Standard Cwr>mon
Batitcry Sub-station Adjustable length of Standard Cable SattcrySjb-stat'on

"Set
-^

Set

Fig. 1

and Pc/Pd, may be added and the result A^+ A's, will correspond

to the product of the ratios, PJPbY.PclPd-
From the above it is seen that the measure in transmission units

of the ratio of two amounts of power P\ and P-i is .V, where

log
Pi

iV=
log 10«'

In other words, the transmission unit is a logarithmic measure of power

ratio and is numerically equal to log lO"'^.

The reasons for the selection of this unit and the method of ap-

plying it, can probably be best brought out by a consideration of the

practise which has been followed in determining and oxprassing the

efficiencies of telephone circuits and apparatus in ti'rnis ot "Tuiles

of standard cable."

Standard Referenck ('ik( i it

Fig. 1 sliiiws what lias been designated the ' stamhud reference

circuit." It ((insists of two common liattery telephone sets of the

type standard in the Bell System at the time this circuit was adopted,

connected through repeating coils or transformers to a \ariable length

of "standard cable." This cable is an artificial line having a resist-

ance of 88 ohms and a capacity of 0.054 microfarad per loop mile

which is representati\e of the type of telephone cable then generally

used in this countrw
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For a given loiuliioss of sjx^^ch souiuls cntoring the transmitter at

one end of the circuit, tiie louilness of the reproduced sounds given

out by the riTeixer at the other end can be varied by ciianging the

amount of standard cable in the circuit. Also, the amount of cable in

the circuit can Ix; used to express the ratio of the power of the re-

proflucetl sounds to that of the impressetl sounds. Due to the dis-

sipation of electrical power in the cable, this ratio and consequently

the loudness of the reproduced sounds become less as the amount
of cable is increased and greater as the length of cable is decreased.

This circuit then became the measuring or reference system for

engineering the telephone plant and the "mile of standard cable"

iK-came the unit in which the measurements were expressed. This

circuit was usetl to set the service standards in designing and laying

out the telephone plant. Thus, the reproduction obtained over this

circuit with a length of cable of about twenty miles was found suitable

and practicable for local exchange, that is, intra-city service, and that

corresponding to about thirty miles for toll or intercity service.

Any telephone circuit was rated by its comparison with the standard

circuit. This comparison was on the basis of a speaker talking alter-

nately over the circuit to be measured and the standard circuit and a

listener switching similarK' at the receiving ends, the amount of cable

in the standard circuit being adjusted until the listener judged the

volume of the sounds reproduced by the two systems to be equal. The
number of miles of cable in the standard circuit was then used as the

"transmission equivalent" of the circuit under test. The effect of

any change in the circuit under test on the efficiency of that circuit

could then be measured b>- determining the variation in the amount
of standard cable required to make the sounds reproduced by the

two systems again equal and the number of miles of standard cable

reciuired to compensate for this change was used as the index of this

effect. In this way the relative efficiencies of two transmitters or

receivers could be determined. Likewise, the power dissipation per

unit length or the attenuation, of the trunk in the circuit under test

could be equated to miles of standard cable. Since in each case,

the standard cable is used to adjust the volume of the reproduced

sound, "the mile of standard cable" corresponds to the ratio of two

amounts of sound jwwer, or as this change in sound power is pro-

duced by changing the power deli\ered to the telephone recci\er, to a

ratio of two amounts of electrical power.

If the addition of a mile of standard cable to a long trunk of the

standard circuit causes the power reaching the end of the trunk to

decrease by a ratio r, then the insertion of two miles will decrease
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the received power by a ratio of r- of that obtained before tlie two

miles were inserted. A number of miles of cable, w, inserted will

reduce the received power to a ratio r". Thus the power ratio cor-

responding to any given number of miles of cable is an exponential

function of the ratio corresponding to one mile, the exponent being

the length in miles. The length in miles is, therefore, a logarithmic

function of the power ratio.

In an infinite length of uniforni liiu- ha\ing resistance, inductance,

capacity and conductance of R, L, C and G per unit length, the at-

tenuation a per unit length, of a current of frequency/ flowing aJong

the line can be shown to be equal to the real part of the exprt'ssion

a +j b = V(R+J2TrfL) (G+j 2 Tvf C).

For the standard cal)le line, since L and 6' are zero

a = Virf R C,

and since R = SH oiiins aiul (' = (). ().")t micrDfarad per mile the curri'iit

attenuation per mile of standard cable is

a = 0.00386VTT

If It' and 1/ are tlu' ciurents, res|X'cti\el\', at the beginiiini; and

end of a mile of line, then

// /.;'—-f" or a=logr // I/.

Similarly if I , and /•. arc the currents, at jxiints 1 ,ind 2. ri'>i)ecti\'el\-,

at the beginnint; and end of a section of / niili's

I [ I" — ^" and / a /, /-

I'Or this case, the effi'Ct of iiisiTtiiig the section of / miles into the

line on the current at point 2, or at any point be\ond 2, is that the

currents at the jioint before and after the insertion are in the same

ratio as I\ /-j. Furthennore, .since the impedance of the line looking

toward the receiving end is the same at points 1 and 2 (aiul at any

other points), then the ratio of the powers at the two poiiits is (-([ual

to the stpiare of the current ratio.

Tluis ilic ]ii)wer attenuation is repre.scnted In'

Simil.irU lor a line, lenninalcd in a lixed iniped.mce which ma\'

be dilTerent from the characteristic impedance of the line, the ratio

of the powers received before and after a change in the length of the
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line is i-(|iial to tho s(|uarc of tlu- ratio of tlir rorri'spoiidin^; rnrri-iits.

On the basis of this relation, anil berause it is in jjeneral more con-

venient to measure or compute currents than powers, liic ciirrcnt

ratio has often lK>en used in (letermining the e(iui\alenl ol an\ piece

of apixiratus or line in terms of standard cable. It should be noted,

however, that such a current ratio can be properK- used as an index

of the transmission efficiency of a part of a circuit only when it is

et)ual to the square root of the ratio of the corresponding [lowers.

.Also, of course, the voltage ratio can In- siinilarK' used wlicii il meets

the s;ime reciuirement.

Limitations in Isi-: ok .St.vndard ("Ani.h; I'nii

.As has been shown ab(>\e, the attenuation, either of currcMi or

piiwer, correspontling to the mile of standard cable is directly pro-

portional to the square root of the frequency of the current under

consideration. This means that the standard cable mile corresponds

not only to a certain \-olume change in the reproduced speech sounds,

but also to a distortion change. For comparisons between the stand-

ard cable circuit and commercial circuits with talking tests and as

long as most of the commercial circuits had distortion comparable

to that of standard cable, this two-fold effect of standard cable was

desirable. At present, however, many types of circuits are being

used which have much less distortion than standard cable. .Also, the

use of voice testing has been largely given up in the plant and it is

now the general practise to determine the efficiency of circuits and

apparatus on the basis of measurements and computations for single-

fretjuency currents, a correlation having been established between

these latter results and those of %-oice tests. These factors have

made it tiesirable to have a unit for expressing transmission efficiencies

which is distortionless, that is, is not a fimction of fre(iuonc>-.

(JlAI-IFICATIONS OI" A NlCW I'MT

The consideration of a new unit for measuring transmission efficiency

brought out the following desirable qualifications:

1. Logarithmic in Character. Some of the reasons for this h;j\-e

alreadv been discussed. In addition, the application of such a unit

in measurements of sound make a logarithmic unit desirable, since

the sensation of loudness in the ear is a logarithmic function of the

energ>' of the sound.

2. Distortionless. The advantages of a unit which is independent

of frequency have l)een referred to above. In expressing the effi-
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ciency of the transmission of the higii freciuoncies involved in carrier

and radio circuits, such a unit is parlicuhirly desirable.

3. Based on Power Ratio. This is desirable because the power

ratio is the real measure of transmission efficiency. As pointed out

above, the current ratio can be used only when it is equal to the square

root of the power ratio. Having the unit based on a power ratio

does not, of course, require that measurements or computations l)e

made on a power basis.

In considering the conversions between sound and electrical energy, it

is obviously advantageous to ha\'e a unit based directly on a power ratio.

4. Based on Some Simple Relation. This is desirable in connection

with the matter of getting a unit which may be widely used and may
find applications in several fields.

5. Approximately Equal in Effect on Volume to a "Mile of Standard

Cable." One reason for this is the practical one of avoiding material

changes in the conceptions which have been built up regarding the

magnitude of such things as transmission service standards. Also, the

sound power changes which can be detected by an ear are of the

order of that corresponding to a mile of standard cable. In measuring

telephone lines and apparatus with single-frequency currents, it has

been found that an accuracy of about one-tenth of a mile can be

obtained readily and is sufficient practically.

6. Convenient for Computations. This refers to the matter of chang-

ing from computed or measured current or power ratios to trans-

mission units or \ice versa.

Properties of the Transmission Unit

A consideration of the above qualifications and of the various

units suggested, led to the adoption of the power ratio of lO"'^ as the

most suitable ratio on which to base the unit of transmission effi-

ciency. The transmission unit is logarithmic, distortionless, is based

on a power ratio and its relation to that ratio is a simple one. Its

effect on the transmission of telephonic power corresponding to speech

sounds is about 6 per cent less than that of one mile of standard cable.

Regarding its use in computations, it has the advantage that the

number of units corresponding to any power ratio, or current ratio,

can be determined from a table of common logarithms.

For a power ratio of 2, the logarithm is 0.301 and the corresjionding

number of units is, therefore, this logarithm multiplied by 10, which

is 3.01 T U. F"or a power ratio of 0.5, the logarithm is 9.099 — 10 =
— 0.301 and the number of units is —3.01 T U. A power ratio of 2
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rfprt>s».'jits :i gain of 3.01 units, and a (H)\ver ratio of 0.5 corrt-sponds

to a loss of H.Ol units. If the alH)vi' ratios were for current, tin;

lo>;aritluns wouKI Ik? nuiltipliofl h\ 20. Thus a current ratio of 2

(•orri's(M)n(ls to a gain of ().()2 units and a current ratio of 0..") corre-

s[X)nds to a loss of ().{)2 units.

It will l)e noted that the T U is Inisi-d on the same ratio It)"' as

the series of preferred numbers which has Ijeen used in some Kuro()ean

countries and has Ikh^u proposed here as the basis for size standardiza-

tion in manufactured articles.- In common with this series, the T U
has the advantage that many of the whole numbers of units ccjrre-

spond approximately to easiK- remembered ratios ;us shown in tin-

following table.

APPROXIMATE POWER RATIO
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New Telephone Transmission Reference System

With the standartlization of the distortionless unit of transmission

it is desirable also to ado])! for a transmission reference system a

telephone circuit which will be distortionless from sound input lo

the transmitter to sound output from the receiver. This system will

consist of three elements, a transmitter, a line and a receiver. Each

will be designed to be practically distortionless and the operation

of each will be capable of being defined in definite physical units so

that it can be reproduced from these physical \aiues. Thus the

transmitter element will be specified in terms of the ratio, over the

frequency range, of the electrical power output to the sound power

input, this ratio being expressed in transmission units. The receiver

element will be specified likewise in terms of the ratio of sound power

output to electrical power input. The output impedance of the

transmitter and the input impedance of the receiver elements will be

UOO ohms resistance. The line will be distortionless with adjust-

ments calibrated in transmission units and will li,i\r a iharacter-

istic impedance of 600 ohms resistance.

Such a reference system is now being constructed. The trans-

mitter clement consists of a condenser type transmitter and multi-

stage vacuum tube amplifier. The receiver element consists of an

amplifier and specially damped receiver. Each element is adjusted

to give only negligible distortion over the frequency range.

It is proposed when this system is completed and adjusted that

it will be adopted as the Transmission Reference System for telephone

transmission work. Other secondary reference systems, employing

commercial-type apparatus will be calibrated in terms of the primary

system and used for field or laboratory tests when such commercial

type systems ari' needed.



Practical Application of the Recently Adopted

Transmission Unit

By C. W. SMITH

THK purpose of this i)aper is to outline the practical consider-

ations iinolveil in tlie use of the transmission unit (al)l)re\iatecl

/T), which was recently adopted liy the Hell System to rei)lace the

mile of standard caMe in transmission engineerinj; work. A descrip-

tion of the TU, together with a discussion of the considerations whidi

letl to its adoption has been given 1)> Mr. Martin in another article

in this issue.

Ki-KixT oi" AooPTiNci THI-; TU .\s Ri:(..\ri)s Tr.wsmission

St.\.NI).\R1)S

The transmission standards in general use var\- from 18 miles of

standard cable to about 30 miles of standard cable, dejiending upon

the Icxality and the class of service such as local and toll. It has

become customary among telephone people interested in standards

of service to associate certain figures for transmission standards with

the corresiX)nding standards of service which they represent, it is a

distinct advantage, therefore, to retain the same figures for the same

standards of service when changing to the new unit. The zero of

reference was so selected, therefore, that 24 TU is equivalent to 24

miles of standard cable in volume reproduction. This means that if

one talks with the same loudness over a circuit of 24 TU as over a

circuit of 24 miles of standard cable, the volume received from each

will be the same. As the attenuation corresponding to the TU is

only about 6 per cent, less than the attenuation corresponding to the

mile of standard cable and 24 miles represents the mean between

the highest and lowest standards in common use, transmission stand-

ards on the new basis are ver>' little diflferent numerically from the

same standards on the old basis. The former 18-mile standard is

equivalent in transmission to 17. (j TU and the 30-mile standard is

equivalent to 30.4 TU. The same numerical values can, therefore,

generally be used for transmission standards in the new system, as

in the old, since the greatest differences encountered will be 0.4 TU.
It is also true that a given transinission loss specified in miles will

correspond ver>' closely in numerical value to the same loss expressed

in TU. People not directly engaged in transmission work, therefore,

may generally disregard the slight difference which exists in con-

sidering transmission losses expressed in TU as compared with stand-

ard cable.

409
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I'sii OF THF. TU IN Transmission Studies

In makinj; transmission studies it lias previously been the practice

to express the transmission efficiency of limiting subscribers' loops

in terms of the resistance of a 22-gauge loop which would have the

same total transmitting and receiving loss, thus a 400-ohm loop

meant a loop which had the same total transmitting and receiving

loss as a loop of 22-gauge ASA cable having a resistance of 400 ohms.

At the time of changing from miles to TU, it was decided to abandon

this method of expressing limiting loop losses in the Bell System and

to express them directly in TU; thus a 5 TU loop means a loop whose

total transmitting and receiving loss, taking into account the effici-

ency of the subscribers' set, is 5 TU. The following table gives a

number of limiting loops expressed in TU and their equivalents in

ohms of 22-gauge cable as defined above, assuming the use of the most

efficient type of subscriber's set now available.

Limiting Loops Limiting Loops
Expressed in TU E.\pressed in Ohms

3 312
4 350
5 387
6 424
7 461
8 499
9 537
10 573
11 610

Conversion from Miles to TU and Compltation

OF Transmission Equivalents

During the transition period in the adoption of the TU it will

freciuenlly be necessary to convert transmission data which are

expressed in miles, to TU. This is easily accomplished by multi-

plying by a conversion factor and in the case of the transmission

efficiencies of subscribers' sets by also correcting for the difference

in the reference zero which was brought about for reasons referred

to above. Two units both known as miles have been in common use

as a measure of transmission; they arc the standard cable mile and

the 800-cycle mile. A different conversion factor is required for each.

The attenuation constant of standard cable for the complex currents

used in the transmission of speech varies appreciably with the length

of cable considered, since for long lengths the higher frequencies are

attenuated to such low values as to have very little effect on the

received volume. The best average figure is 0.122, although this

value has yet to be determined more precisely by careful laboratory

tests. The attenuation corresponding to one 7U for currents of any
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fri'tiiu'tiry is 0.11."). The ratio of the elTect on voiimic of tlic luilu of

122
^taiulanl cable to tl»e TU is, therefore, '.-r. or 1.0(5, and equivaicntfc

O.llo

obtainetl by comparison with standard cal>le by means of talkini;

tests can therefore be con\ertod to 77' in' miiltipiyinj; !>>• tliis factor,

as previously indicated.

The SOO-cycle mile whicii has been commonly used in e.xpressinj;

computed transmission losses, has an attenuation of 0.10!) to currents

of any frequency, and therefore data expressed in 800-cycie miles are

converted to TU I y niultiplving bv / ,
' or 0.95.

O.llo

For making talking tests the field has been supplied with arliticial

cables which were slightly different from standard cable, having a

capacity of Mfif. per mile instead of .054 /jf- Miles of this artificial

cable may be converted to TU by multiplying by 1.12.

The conversion of subscribers' loop losses to TU is somewhat more

complicated as the zero of reference for subscriber's set efficiencies

is slightly different on the new basis. In the Bell System, therefore,

complete data on subscribers' loop losses in terms of the new unit were

made available for engineering work at the time the TU was adopted.

The transmission equivalent of a line per unit of length in TU may
be obtained by multiplying the attenuation constant of the line

computed in the usual manner by a conversion factor. Calling the

computetl attenuation constant of the line per unit of length a, the

number of TCwill be given bv the expression: TU= = 8.69a.
O.llo

In finding the total loss which a short line or a piece of equipment,

such as, for example, a repeating coil will cause when inserted in a

given circuit, the current in the receiving apparatus is usually com-

puted for a convenient voltage applied at the sending end of the

circuit, first with the repeating coil in the circuit and then with it out,

the applietl voltage remaining constant. Calling these currents

/i and /j respectively, the current ratio —! may be converted into

TU by the expression

Loss in rL'= 20 logio y.

Tr.\nsmission M.\intenance

The transmission measuring sets used for checking up the main-

tenance ' of the plant from a transmission standpoint, have previously

' See an article in this issue " Electrical Tests and Their .Applications in the Main-
tenance of Telephone Transmission"—\V. H. Harden.
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been calibrated in 800-c\clc miles, and as the TU is of the same

nature as this unit, no ditilirulties are encountered in arranging the

sets to read directly in TU.

New sets will be manufactured on this basis, but ii will, of course,

be desirable in order to avoid frequent con\-ersion of data from one

unit to the other, to arrange many of the sets which are already in

use in the plant to read in TU. It is not planned to convert the sets

which depend upon ear comparisons, such as the- 1-A and 1-B trans-

mission measuring sets and the recei\er shunts used in some cases

for checking up repeater gains, as tiie tlifference wlien measuring

small values is not great and these sets arc generalh' used for a class

of work where the required precision is not sufficient to warrant their

conversion to the new basis. Visual reading sets, however, such as

2-A, 3-A and 4-A transmission measuring sets and the 2-A repealer

gain set, give results which are accurate to about 0.1 TU and are

usually used for work where a fairly high degree of precision is re-

quired. These sets can be changed to read directly in TU at a com-

paratively small expense as it is only necessary to change the cali-

bration of the measuring dials and slide wire potentiometers and the

values of certain of the resistances associated with them. The cost

of making these changes will be reduccKJ by the fact that it is i^lamied

to make certain other desirable changes which will effect inipro\e-

nii'iits in the operation of the sets at the same time. Complete loss

data in terms of TV wiiirji are nece.ssary for checking measured

eiiiiix alents, have liccn ])rci)arcd and will replace the data formerly

iisi'd.

In toil line inaiiitcn.iiirc wmk. record cards are kept which show

tin- l,i\i)Ut of till! ciriiiits and liic transmission losses of the com-

ponent parts of each circuit together with the total loss which should

be obtained by test if the circuit is not in trouble. In changing o\er

from miles to TV these record cards will lie re\ ised to show losses

in the ni'W iniit.

("KOSSr.M.K ("oMI't r.\tI(INS

In h.indliiig certain t\pes of crosstalk pri)l)lcms, it has beiMi Idiiiid

con\enient to express crosstalk in terms of transmission units rather

than crosstalk units. Miles of stantlard cable have previously

been used in such problems. 77' can be used for this purpose as well

as miles and it is somewh.ii sim])lir to make the conversion from

'Sec a paper liy I'. II. Best, "Measuring MetluKls for MainlainitiK the Trans-

mission Kfficiency of Telephone Circuits." Joiirn. A.LE.E ., Vol. XI. Ill, 1924.
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rrtisstalk units to 11' than from crosstalk units to mill's. Crosstalk

tnav Ih! ronwrti-ii from rrosstalk units to 77' as follows;

lr..»ialk in 77' = -JO I
No. of Crosstalk UnitsN/No. of

10«

Till- nuntlivr of J'i' rorrt-spondinj; to crrlain nunihiTs of crosstalk

units arc whole numhcrs and ari- therefore, easy to remen)hcr as

shown in the following; table.

( rosstalk in Terms
of Tl' Loss Crosstalk I'nits

8U t(K)

60 1,(MM)

.14 (.Approx.'i 2.000
40 lO.OtK)

20 100,000

("oNCI.fsioN

From this discussion the conclusion tna\- Ik- drawn that the adop-

tion of the TU in place of the mile as the imit of telephone trans-

mission can be readily accomplished in its jiractical application in

the plant. During the transition period, before complete lists of the

new data ha\-e been compiled, and before the measuring apparatus

in use has all been changed to the new basis, frequent conversions

between miles and TU will be necessan.'. These conversions can

easily be made by multiplying by the proper conversion factor.



Impedance of Loaded Lines, and Design of

Simulating and Compensating Networks
By RAY S. HOYT

Synopsis: A kn()\vk<li;e of the impedance characteristics of loaded lines

is of considerable iinporlance in telephone engineering, and particularly in

the engineering of telephone repeaters. The first half of the present paper
deals with the impedance of non-dissipative loaded lines as a function of the

frequency and the line constants, by means of description accompanied by
equations transformed to the most suitable forms and by graphs of those

equations; and it outlines qualitatively the nature of the modifications

produced by dissipation. The characteristics are correlated with those of

the corresponding smooth line.

The somewhat complicated effects produced by the presence of dis-

tributcfl inductance are investigated rather fully. In the absence of

distributed inductance a loaded line would have only one transmitting

band, extending from zero frequency to the critical frequency. Actually,

however, every line—even a cable—has some distributed inductance; and
the effect of distributed inductance, besides altering the nominal impedance
and the critical frequency, is to introduce into the attenuating range above
the critical frequency a series of relatively narrow transmitting bands

—

here termed the "minor transmitting bands"—spaced at relati\ely wide
intervals. The paper is concerned primarily with the impedance in the

first or major transmitting band; but it investigates the minor trans-

mitting bands sufficiently to determine how they depend on the distributed

inductance, and to derive general formulas and graphical methods for

finding their locations and widths—an investigation involving rather

extensive analysis.

The latter half of the paper describes various networks devised for simu-

lating and for compensating the imiiedance of loaded lines; it furnishes

design-formulas an<l supplenientary design-methods for all of the networks
depicted; and outlines a considerable number of applications pertaining

to lines and to repeaters.

T
Introduction

lliC iJicsfiU paper on periodically loaded lines (of the

series type) is to some extent a sequel to a previous paper

on smooth lines.'

The reader may l)e reminded that the transmission of alternating

currents over any transmission line between specified terminal im-

pedances depends only on the propagation constant and the char-

acteristic impedance of the line. In this sense, then, the character-

istics of transmission lines may be classed broadly as propagation

characteristics and impedance characteristics. In telephony we are

concerned primarih- with the dependence of these characteristics on

the frequencN', o\er the telephonic frequency range.

Prior to the apjilicalion of telephone repeaters to telephone lines the

propagation characteristics of such lines were more important than

' " Impedance of -Smooth Lines, and Design of Simulating Networks," this Journal^ •

.Xpril, 1"»J3. Two t>p<)graphical errors in that article may here be noted; p. 37'

formula for G/C», affix an exponent ^ to the last parenthesis; p. 39, value for C,'

replace comma by decimal point.

414
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their impedance characteristics, because the recei\cd energy depended

much more on the former than on the latter. Indeed, the object of

loading was to improve the propagation characteristics of trans-

mission Hnes; the effects on the impedance characteristics were inci-

dental, and of quite secondary importance.

The application of the two-way telephone repeater greatly altered

the relative importance of these two characteristics, decreasing the

need for high transmitting efficiency of a line but greatly increasing

the dependence of the results on the impedance of the line. As well

known, this is because the amplification to which a two-way repeater

can lie set witl-.out singing, or even without serious injury to the

intelligibility of the transmission, depends strictly on the degree of

imf)edance-balance lietween the lines or between the lines and their

balancing networks. In the case of the 21-type repeater the two

lines must closely balance each other throughout the telephonic

frequency range. In the case of the 22-type repeater, which for long

lines requiring more than one repeater is superior to the 21-type,

impedance-networks are required for closely balancing the impedances

of the two lines throughout the telephonic frequency range. Such

balancing networks are necessary also in connection with the so-called

four-wire repeater circuit.'

In Parts I, II, and III of this paper there is presented in a simple

yet fairly comprehensive manner the dependence of the characteristic

impedance of periodically loaded lines (of the series type) on the

frequency and on the line constants, by means of description accom-

panied by equations transformed to the most suitable forms and by

graphs of those equations. Also, the dependence of the attenuation

constant on the frequency is presented to the extent necessary for

exhibiting the disposition of the transmitting and the attenuating

bands and thus enabling the characteristic impedance to be described

with reference to those bands, and the important correlation between

the characteristic imfjedance and the attenuation constant thereby

exhibited; for the characteristic impedance by itself is not fully

significant.

Parts I\' to \'III, inclusive, relate to the simulation and the com-

pensiUion of the impedance of periodically loaded lines by means of

' For the fundamental the<>r\ of loaded lines, reference may be made to the original

papers of Piipin and of C'amplicll (Pupin: Trans. A. I. E. E., March 22, ISW and
.Mav 19. 1900; Electrical IVorU, October 12, 1901 and March I, 1902. Campbell:
PhU. Mag.. March, 1903).

' Regarding the broad subject of repeaters and repeater circuits, reference may be
made to the paper bv Gherardi and Jewett: "Telephone Repeaters," Trans.
.^. 1. E. E., 1919, pp. 1287-1345.
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the simulating and the compensating^ networlcs for loaded lines

devised by the writer at \arioiis times within about the last tweKe
years. Of course, the impedance of any loaded line could be simulated,

as closely as desired, by means of an artificial model constructed of

many short sections each having lumped constants; but such structures

would be very expensive and very cumbersome. Compared with

them the networks described in this paper are very simple non-periodic

structures that are relatively ine\pensi\e and are quite compact:

yet the most precise of them ha\e pro\ed to be adequate for simulating

with high precision the characteristic impedance of any periodically

loaded line, while even the least precise (which arc the simplest)

suffice for a good many applications. The compensating networks

also are of simple form. Design-formulas are included for all of the

networks depicted; and certain supplementary design-methods are

indicated. Finally, a considerable number of i)rartical a])i)lications

are outlined (Part \'III).

I'.XKr I

lMI'ltI).\N( !•; OI'" L()AI)i:i) I.IN'ICS

—

GIvNICKAI, t"oNSll)i:UA 1 IIINS

Before jiroceeding to the more precise and detailed treatment of

the impedance of periodically loaded lines in Parts II and III, it

seems desirable to furnish a background liy outlining broadly the

salient facts. For this purpose the loaded line will be comjxired with

its "corresponding smooth line," that is, the smooth line having the

same total constants (inductance, capacity, resistance, leakance).

Comparison icith the Correspondin" Smooth Line

At sulhcientK' low fre(|uencies the impedance of a periodicalK'

loaded line approximates to that of the corresponding smooth line; '

but at higher frecjucncies departs wideh'. Moreo\'cr, the impedance

of the loaded line depends very much on its relative termination

—

fractional end-section or end-load ("load" is here used with the same

meaning as "load coil" or "loading coil").

To bring out simply and .sharply the contrast between a periodicalh-

loaded line and the corresponding smooth line, the effects of dissipa-

tion will at first be ignored, although the contrast is somewhat height-

eneci thereby.

It will be recalled tli.il the .il lemi.il inn cimst.inl. the |)iiase velocity,

and the characteristic impedance of a n(in-dissi]).iii\e smooth line are

' Defined in the second paragraph of I'.iii l\ .
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independent' of frc<|uenr\'; such a line hiuins a transniitling band
(that is, a non-attenuating hand) extending froni zero frequency to

infinite frequencies, and a characteristic impedance which is a pure

and constant resistance.

In contrast, the corresponding characteristics of a non-dissipative

periodically loaded line depentl very greatly on the frequency; such a

line has an infinite sequence of alternate transmitting and attenuating

bands* wherein the impetlance \aries enormously with frcfiuency,

while at the transition frequencies its nature undergoes a sudden

change. In this connection it may be remarked that, because of its

special practical importance in being the upper boundary frequency

of the first or principal transmitting band, the lowest transition fre-

quency is termed the "critical frequency" to distinguish it from the

other transition frequencies; though in its essential nature each

transition frequency is a "critical" frequency. In the ordinary case,

where the distributed inductance is small compared with the load

inductance, each transmitting band is ver\- narrow compared with the

succeeding attenuating band. In the limiting case of no distributed

inductance there is only one transmitting band and one attenuating

band, the former extending from zero frequenc>' to the critical fre-

quency and the latter from the critical frequency to infinite frequencies.

The characteristic impedance of any non-dissipative transmission

line is or is not pure reactance according as the contemplated frequency

is in an attenuating band or in a transmitting band. For in an at-

tenuating band the line cannot receive energ>', since it cannot dissipate

any energ>" and cannot transmit any energy- to an infinite distance;

while in a transmitting band the line must receive energy, because it

does transmit. Thus, at the transition frequency between an attenu-

ating band and a transmitting band the characteristic impedance

undergoes a sudden change in its nature; the frequency-derivative

of the impedance (namely, the derivative of the impedance with

respect to the frequency) is discontinuous, so that the graph of

the impedance has a corner (salient point) at a transition frequency.

Moreover, at certain of the transition frequencies of a non-dissipative

periodically loaded line the impedance is zero, and at others is infinite.

The mid-point impedances are pure resistances throughout every

transmitting band. (The "mid-point" terminations are "mid-load"

and "mid-section," that is, "half-load" and "half-section" respectively.)

' Except for slight change of the inductance, and even of the capacity, with
frequencj-.

• For distinction, the first (lowest) or principal transmitting band may be termed
the "major" transmitting band; the others, the "minor" transmitting bands.
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Clearly the characteristic impedance of any dissipative line cannot

be pure reactance at any frequency; for the line receives at its sending

end the energy dissipated within itself. Also, the presence of dis-

sipation renders the frequency-derivative of the impedance continu-

ous at all frequencies; that is, it rounds off the corners on the graph

of the impedance. Dissipation prevents the impedance from becoming

either zero or infinite at any frequency; and in general it prevents the

mid-point impedances from being pure resistances in the trans-

mitting bands.

In the neighborhood of the transition frequencies of the loaded line,

the effects of even ordinary amounts of dissipation may be very large,

thus preventing the impedance from attaining the very extreme values

of the non-dissipative line; but with that exception it may be said

that the contrast between a loaded line and the corresponding smooth

line is merely softened or dulled by the presence of ordinary amounts of

dissipation: The impedance of the smooth line is no longer pure

resistance, and it varies somewhat or even considerably with the

frequency.' The impedance of the loaded line no longer varies quite

so rapidly with the frequency nor attains such extreme values; but,

except at low frequencies, it continues to depart widely from

the impedance of the corresponding smooth line, and to vary

much more rapidly than the smooth line with frequency, besides

varying greatly with its relative termination (fractional end-section

or end-load).

Non-Dissipative Loaded Lines

Except in the neighborhood of zero frequency and of the transition

frequencies, the characteristic impedance of an efficient loaded line

is dependent mainly on the inductance and capacity, only relatively

little on the wire resistance and load resistance, and very much less

still on the leakance. The present paper is confined mainly to non-

dissipative loaded lines; it deals first with the limiting case of no

distributed inductance, and then with the case where distributed

inductance is present. By the neglect of all dissipation the number of

independent variables is sufficiently reduced to enable a compre-

hensive, though only approximate, view to be obtained of the char-

acteristic impedance of loaded lines. Such a view is a valuable guide

in engineering work even though in most cases it may be necessar\

,

for final calculations or verifications, to resort to exact formulas

(Appendix D) or graphs thereof.
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Notation and Terminology

The meanings of the fiinclainental symbols employed in this paper"

can be readily seen from ins|K'ction of Fig. 1. Thus, C and L denote

the capacity and the inductance of each whole section between loads,

and L' the inductance of each whole load; the ratio L L' is denoted by

X. Figs, la and lb represent inlinitely long loaded lines terminating

K-Jj
„,

i: ^ L ; L (a)

K--^, <t'l' ^ h ^ l: (b)
'

' ^TTTi ^- (Twin (
Tmy

i _

Z-t 2'=f W-a- W.-a:

Fig. I—.A N'on-Dissipative Infinitels- Long Loaded Line Terminating at : (a) ir-Section,

(b)<r'-Load

at a-section and a'-load respectively; the ratios a and a' will be termed

the "relative terminations." A' and A'' denote the corresponding

characteristic impedances, and // and //' the characteristic admit-

tances. Stated more fully, K denotes the ir-section characteristic

impedance, and K' the a'-load characteristic impedance; similarly

for the admittances // and //'. The "nominal impedance" and the

"nominal admittance" are denoted by k and /;, respecti\ely; that is,

k = 1/A = a/(L+Z,')/C= V'(1+ X)LVC, (1)

the nominal impedance of a periodically loaded line being defined

as equal to the nominal impedance of the corresponding smooth

line.' Z = A'-fjF and Z' = A''+ JF' denote relati\e impedances

and W=U-\-iV and \\" =U'+iV' the corresponding relative ad-

mittances, as defined by the equations

Z = Kfk, Z' = K';k, lV= n/h, \V' = H'/h; (2)

the real components being A', A'', U. U', and the imaginary compo-

nents Y, F', I', V, resjjectively. By (2),

ZW = Z' II" = KII = A' 'II' = 1

.

( 2. 1

)

r denotes the relative frequency, namely, the ratio of any frequency

f=2u/2r to the critical frequency /c; that is, / '=J'fc = ui uc- i denotes

the imaginary operatorV— 1.
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Besides depending on the frequency /, the quantities K, II, Z, W
and K', 11', Z', W depend on the relative terminations o- and c'

respectively (Fig. 1). This dependence will not usually need to be

indicated explicitly, but in case of such need the subscript notation

will be found convenient. Thus, Ka will denote the a-section char-

acteristic impedance (Fig. la); and Ki-a ihe "complementary char-

acteristic impedance," that is, the characteristic impedance of the

same loaded line if beginning at the "complementary termination"

—

namely, (l — o-) -section. As an application of this notation we maN'

note here the relations

Ko = Ki , Ih = Ih', A-, = AV, //.=//o'; (2.2)

the first two relations subsisting because of the coincidence of the

points (T-section and cr'-load for a = and c'=l, and the second two

because of the coincidence for a = l and a' = 0.

FART II

Impkd.wce of N'oN-Dissii'ATivE Loaded Lines without
DisTRiRiTKD Inductance

Traiisi)!!tli)ig Band mid Attouialinfi Band

As already stated, a periodically loaded line without distributed

inductance (Fig. 1, with L=0) has only one transmitting band and

only one attenuating band; the former extending from zero fre-

quency to the critical frequency ft, and the latter from the critical

frequency' to infinite frequencies. The formula for /r is

f,= \/-Ky/T'C. (3)

L' denoting tiie inductance of each load aiul C' the capacity of each

line-section between loads.

From the energy considerations alreach- adduced, it is known tiiat

the characteristic impedance must be pure reactance througiiout tlie

attenuating band, but cannot be pure reactance anywhere in the

transmit ting hand.

Formulas for the Relative Impedances

The impedance of e\en a loailecl line wiliioul distributed inductance

(Fig. 1, with L = 0) depends on no less than four independent variables

—namely, the frequency /, load inductance L', section-capacity C,

and one or the other of the relative terminations a and a' . But it is

found that these quantities enter in such a way that the relative
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innK'darici's Z = K k and Z'=K' k and the relative admittances

U'=// h and \\" = ll' h depend on only two ratios, -namely, the

relative frequency r = f f^, and the appro()riale rcl.it i\e termination

ff or ff', — as expressed by the equations'

^ ^ 2 ^ 1 \/i^r''+i(l-2a)r
^ (4jW v/r^+«{2ff-l)r l-4ff(l -<r)r'

" v/l-r«+j(l-2a')r

In particular, for a = 0.5 amd a' = 0.5, respectively,

Z'.i = \/W'.i = y/\^-. (7)

Equations (4) and (5) are not restricted to values of a and a' less

than unity. On the contrary they are valid for any (real) values of

these quantities—though values much exceeding unity are of infre-

quent occurrence in practice.

Miscellaneous Properties and Relations

Some of the most useful and interesting simple facts deducible from

equations (4) and (5) are noted in the ne.\l five paragraphs:

In agreement with the general conclusion already reached from

energ\- considerations, equations (4) and (5) show that each of the

relative impedances and relative admittances is pure imaginary in

the attenuating band (r>l). In the transmitting band (0<r<l),

each is seen to be comple.x for all values of the relative terminations

(a and a'), except that each degenerates to a real \alue when the rela-

tive termination becomes O.o.

Throughout the transmitting band (0<r<l), a certain conjugate

property is possessed by each of the quantities Z, W, Z' . W—namely,

each changes merely to its conjugate when c is changed to \—a, as

is readily seen from (4) and (5); that is,

Z„=Z,-a. Wc='Wx-c, Z'„='Z\.a. W',= W\-,, (8)

the bar over a symbol denoting the conjugate of the same symbol

without the bar. Thus, complementary characteristic impedances

are mutually conjugate throughout the transmitting band.

At all values of r,

\V,+ \\\-a = 2Wj„ Z\-VZ\-, = 2Z' .,; (9)

•The equations were written in this sequence because, in practice, section-termi-

nation occurs much more frequently than load-termination.
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although relations of this form do not hold for Z and for W. Each
of the relations (8) and (D) can be inferred also from simple physical

considerations.

Equations (4) and (o) show that IV and Z' are alike in form, and

also W and Z, when a and a' are regarded as corresponding to each

other; in fact, when a = a'

,

zz' = WW = wz' = w';z=KK'jk'=iiir, h- = \. (lo)

Besides, there is the set of perfectly general relations (2.1), which,

of course, continue to hold when a — a'.

Equations (4) and (5) show also the existence of the following more

special relations, holding when the relative terminations {a and a')

have the values and 1, as indicated by the subscripts:

ZoZ, = Zo'Zi' = IFoH'i = Wo'W^ = 1

,

(11)

|ZoI=|Zi!=|Zo'l = lZ,'| = |H'o|=|WM = |W| = ll^i'! = l. (12)

Graphical Representations

Graphical representations of the relative impedances Z = X-\-iY

and Z' = X'+iY', based on equations (4) and (5), will be taken up

in the following paragraphs. Evidently it will not be necessary to

consider also the relative admittances W= U-\-iV a.nd W' = U'+ iV
explicitly, since these are of the same functional forms as Z' and Z
respectively—as noted in connection with equation (10).

One graphical method of representing the dependence of Z on r and

a is by means of a network of equi-r and equi-a curves of Z in the

Z-plane; likewise the dependence of Z' on r and a', by means of the

equi-r and equi-a' curves of Z'. The analytic-geometric properties

of these curves, as deduced from equations (4) and (5), may be formu-

lated as follows, for any (real) values of a and ct' but for r restricted

to the range to 1

:

(a) r fixed, a \aried: Z moves on the circle

(A' - l/2\/r^')=+ P = 1/4(1 -r"),

of radius l/2\/l-r- with center at Z = l/2\/l — it"-

(b) (T fixed, r varied: Z moves on the curve

{X^+ Y^-X^- P/(2(7- l)-=0.

(c) r fixed, a' varied: Z' moves on the straight line

X'=Vl-r\
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whirh is parallel to the .\"-axis at a distance VI - r- tlurefrom.

(d) a' tixed, r varied: Z' moves on the ellipse

(x'/iy--[-(Y','i2a'-\]r- = i,

whose center is at Z' = () and \ hose semi-axes aloriR tlu' A and

y axes have the lengths 1 and 2a'— \ resjH'ctively.

For values of r. a, a' each between and 1, these facts are exhibited

^jraphically in Fig. 2. This is a complex-plane chart of the equi-r

Fig. 2—Comple-x-Plane Chart of the cr-Section Relative Impedance Z = X-^iY and
the<r'-Load Relative Impedance Z' = X'+iY'
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and the equi-er curves of Z, and the equi-;- and the equi-a' cur\'es of Z'

.

The equi-r and the equi-cr curves constitute a curvilinear network

superposed on the rectangular background of Z =X+iY\ for any

assigned pair of values of r and c the value of Z can be obtained by
finding the intersection of those particular curves of r and a, and at

that point reading of? the value of Z on the rectangular background.

Similarly for the evaluation of Z' by means of the network of equi-r

and equi-o-' curves.

For the ff'-range and the a-range contemplated in Fig. 2—namely,

0<ff'<l and 0<(r<l—the Z'-realm and the Z-realm are distinct;

their mutual boundary (drawn dashed) is the unit semi-circle, that is,

the semi-circle of unit radius hav^ing its center at the origin. The
Z'-realm is the region inside; the Z-realm is all the region outside,

extending to infinity in all directions through the positive real half of

the complex-plane.

If the ranges of a' and a are extended to include values exceeding

unity, the Z'-realm and the Z-realm will cease to be distinct but will

overlap. The Z'-realm will expand upward, beyond the unit semi-

circle, and ultimately will fill the region of unit width extending

upward to infinity; the Z-realm will expand into and ultimately will

fill the lower half of the unit semi-circle. Hence for values of a' and a

exceeding unity it is preferable to employ individual charts in repre-

senting Z' and Z.

In the language of tuiutii)n-theor>' it ma>- be said that, when a' = a,

the Z'-realm and the Z-realm are inverse realms with respect to the

unit semi-circle. The straight lines and the circles are inverse curves;

the ellipses, and the curves characterized by the equation (A"--(- F^)^ —

X"^— Y^/{2a— l)'- = are also inverse curves.

For r = it is seen that Z' = Z= 1 for all \alues of a' and a.

For values of r equal to or greater than unity, Z' and Z are pure

imaginary, for all values of a' and a. For r = l, Z' lies somewhere on

that part of the imaginary axis constituting the vertical diameter

of the unit semi-circle, its position thereon depending on the par-

ticular value of a' contemplated; while Z lies somewhere on the

remainder of the imaginary axis. When r approaches infinity, Z'

approaches infinity and Z approaches zero, along the imaginary axis.

Another graphical method of representing the relative impedances

Z = X-{-iY and Z' =X'+iY', based on equations (4) and (5), is by

means of the Cartesian curves of the components X, Y and X', Y',

with the relative frequency r taken as the independent \ariable and

the relative termination {a or o-') as the parameter.
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In this way, Fig. 3 rcpri-scnls .V and }", and Fig. 4 reprcsLiits A'

and 1', all to the same scale. In each of these fiRures the r-rangejs

to 1.5, thus including the entire transmitting band and a portion of

the attenuating banil half as wide as the transmitting hand. In the
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X, regarded as a function of r, has a maxinuiin witliiii tlif trans-

mitting band (0</-<l) is

{V2- 1)/2\/2 < (T < (\/2+ 1)/2\/2,

that is, approximately,

0.14G<<r< 0.854.

For values of a outside of this range, X has no maximum within

the transmitting band; but X has then its largest value at r=0,

decreasing from 1 at r = to at r = \. When a = 1/2, Crit. r = l;
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wlu-ii a raiini's from 1 2 to cilhiT of its extri'iiu' values appearing In tlie

foregoing inequality for a, ("rit. r decreases from 1 to 0.
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quencies. The critical frequency will be denoted by/t; also by /i

—

particularly when regarded as the first transition frequency. The
relati\e frequency will be denoted by r, that is,

r=f/fc=f'U (13)

Evidently ri = 1. General formulas for all of the transition frequencies

are furnished a little further on. For the case of no distributed

inductance (L = 0), there is only one transition frequency—the

critical frequency—and it has the value expressed by equation (3).

When necessary for distinction, the critical frequency for the case

of no distributed inductance will be denoted hy f/, also by/i'; thus,

/c'=/i'=l/^VlT. (14)

The ratio of the critical frequency of any loaded line to the critical

frequency of the same loaded line without distributed inductance

(L=0) will be denoted b>- p; that is,

P=Mc'=h/h'. (15)

p can be evaluated by means of formula (22).

It is convenient to employ the term "compound band" to denote

the band consisting of a transmitting band and the succeeding at-

tenuating band. It is shown in Appendix A that, for any specific

loaded line, the widths of all the compound bands are equal; though

the transmitting bands become continuallN' narrower witii increasing

9 2-g- (n-i)-9 n^

Dq,) D,2 D2_3 Dn.,n Dn^n+i

,., -tD attenuating band
n transmitting band-*

D»ia)"VLC
n'" compound band

Hjj. (j S(.il<- .Shouiiiy I Ik- Disposition of the Transmitting and the Attenuating
Bands of a IVrioilicaliy Loaded Line (Kig. 1) with Distributed Inductance

frequency, while the attenuating bands become continually wider.

These facts are represented on the D-scale in Fig. 6, D being propor-

tional to the frequency /. Fundamentally D denotes the quantity

itoVLC; but, by the substitution of \ = L L'. and of r and /> defined

by (13) and (1.5), D can be written in the following four identically

equivalent forms:

D = ia)V'IC=Ja.\/XZ7C = r/>\/x = /-£>,. (16)
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It is of swnie interest to note that D = koivLC is equal to one-half the

"phase constant" ("wave-IenRth constant") of each section of hre

(L. C) ttetweon loads. In Fig. (5 the compound bands are numbered

1, 2. 3 u, . . . Thus Dn denotes the transition value of D
within the Mth compound band; that is, D„ is the value of D at the

transition point between the nth transmitting band and the «th

attenuating band. Dh.h+\ denotes the transition value of D between

the «th and (n + l)th compound bands; and hence the transition

\alue of /) between the «th attenuating band and the (w + Dth trans-

mitting band. The corresponding values of/ and of co would be cor-

resp<)nding!\- subscripted. By (16),

P, = ia.„\ LC"=iw„v'xZ7r = r„/>\/X = r„Z?i; (17)

and similarly for D„^i„ and D„„^x. In particular, /?i = /)v X, since

ri = l. As shown in Appendix A,

/>,-!« = («-l)jr 2. D„„+, = «7r/2. (18)

Thus the £>-width of each compound band is jr 2, that is,

D„,n+\-D„-t„ = rr 2: (19)

and hence, by (16), the /-width has the value

fn.n+i-fn-\„ = l 2VZX' = 1 2VxITC = 7r/,', 2v/xT (20)

If T„ denotes the Z?-width of the «th transmitting band,—that is,

r, = /?, — D„_, „, — then the /-width has the value

/«-/,-!., = r„ 'TrVLV=T„'wV>^L'C=T„fi/y/\. (20.1)

With regard to the wth compound band it will be noted that there

are two kinds of transition points—namely, the internal transition

point Dn. and the boundary transition points Z)„_i„ and D„„^i.

This distinguishing terminology- will be found convenient in connect-

tion with the transition frequencies also.

As indicated by Fig. 6, the w-idths of all the compound bands are

equal; but with increasing n the width of the nth transmitting band

continually decreases toward a width of 0, while the wth attenu-

ating band continually increases toward a /5-width of ir/2; so that

the infinitely remote compound bands are pure attenuating bands,

the infinitely remote transmitting bands being vanishingly narrow.

The situation of the critical value Dn of D within the wth com-

pound band has no such simple expressions as have the boundary

points Dn-\,n and Dn,n+\'' for Z?„ is a root of a transcendental equation

and can lie expressed only by an infinite series of terms or of opera-
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tions. In Appendix A a power series formula has been derived for

D„ in terms of \ = L/L' and Z?„_i„ = (k — l)ir/2; if, for brevity, the

somewhat cumbersome (though expressive) symbol D„_i„ is denoted

by d,„ this power series is

+s-A-i)a)'-(S-3i+£)(s)'+--<->
valid for m = 2,3,4, . . . but not for w = l. For m = 1, so that D„ = Di,

it is shown in Appendix A that the appropriate formula is
'

n -./x/',_A4-iA^_i^'_-^8ix^ + ,ii229^ \ r22^1^1 VA\^i 6-^360 5040 604800"^ 119750400 /' ^
'

Since, by (16), p = Di/'VX, the series for p is the series in the paren-

thesis; see also (23-A) in Appendix A. Alternati\e series-formulas for

evaluating Di and D„ are derived in Appendix A—formulas (23-A)

and (23.1-A) for Di, and (20.2-A) for /)„. It may be observed that

D„-d„<\fd„, that Di<V\, and that 1-/)<X (5.

The smaller X, the more convergent are these formulas. Formula

(22) is highly con\ergent, even when X is as large as unity or even

somewhat larger. The convergence of formula (21) depends very

much on d„ and hence on n: when n is large, (21) is satisfactorily con-

vergent even for fairly large \-alues of X; but when w is small, (21) is

satisfactorily convergent only for rather small values of X.

As a supplement to or as an alternative to formulas (21) and (22)

there will now be given a widely applicable formula of successive

approximation for D„, valid for all the \alues of ;; -including » = 1

—

and suitable even for large values of X. With l\ — d„ (the /)-widlh

of the wth transmitting band) denoted by r,„ this fi)rinula ((ieri\c<l

by Newton's general method of approximation) is:

,, Xt„'+X sin T„' cos T„'—d„ sin^ t„'

X-|-sin- r„'
(22.1)

wherein t„' is some approximate known \ahie of t„, and t„" is a more

accurate approximate value yieldeil by the formula. t„", in turn,

is to be used in the formula to compute a still more accurate ap-

|)nixinialc \alin- r„" '; and so on, through as many cycles as may be

' From the sequence of signs in this formula, namely —I

h, the sign of the

next term is not evident. A similar remark applies to formulas (23-A) and (23.1-A)

in Appendix A.
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lufcssiiry—usually not luoro than two or thn-f, tliinii;li ociM^ion.illy

four. First-approxiniatioii values for t„ are:

r,'= ,- ( 1 — , ,,
) wlu'ii ;/ • 1,

Urn \ (In/

r„'= VX (1-X 6) when «= 1,

as can Ik* seen from (21) and (22) resixTtiveK'. When « = 1, t„ = /5i

since «/i = by the first of (18).

A

Fig. 7—Graphs of 1 —p Representing the Fractional Lowering of the tVitical

Frequency by Distributed Inductance

D„ having been evaluated, the transition frequency /„ i)etween

the wth transmitting band and the //th attentiaiinj; band is calculable

immediatciv from
Dn Dn DnSx

/.=
irVXC Wkl'C \/x'

(23)
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derived from (17) supplemented by (14). Formula (23) is valid

also when w = 1, with Di evaluated from one of its appropriate formu-

las; the resulting formula for the critical frequency /, =/t reduces to

/,=/, = /,VX, w\/LC = p,w\/L'C = pfc' = pfi, (24)

because Di=pvk,by (16); it is seen that (24) is consistent with (15).

For use in (24) and for certain other purposes to be met later, Fig. 7

gives graphs oi l—p, calculated by (22) and also (22.1), for a wide range

of X. Up to the present time the largest value of X occurring in prac-

tical applications in the Bell System is about 0.12; Fig. 7 covers

1.0
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imiiu'dialolv from (20.1): and/, from (2'.V), sim'c /?„ = r„+ (M— Dir 2.

Ill (larlicular. tho Rraph for « = 1 is a graph of Di; hut Di—and hence

/i ran lie evaluated much tnore precisely liy means of I'ig. 7 dcscrihecf

in the preceding paragra|)h.

The boundary transition frecjuencies /„.| „ and /„„+i of the wth

compound band (any compound band) depend on only one para-

meter (besides w)—namely, the product LC. The internal transi-

tion frequency/, depends on two independent parameters (besides n)

namely, the product LC and the ratio \ = L/L'. Hence, fixing LC
fixes all of the lH)undary frequencies of the compound bands; fixing

LC and X fixes all of the transition frequencies—boundary and in-

ternal. Fixing any one l)oundary frequency fixes LC and thereby

fixes all of the remaining lioundary frequencies; fixing any two transi-

tion freciuencies of which at least one is an internal transition frequency

fi.\es LC and X and therein' fixes all of the remaining transition fre-

quencies—boundary and internal.

The relative widths of all the transmit ting and attenuatiiii; hands

tiepend on only one parameter—namely, the ratio \ = LL'. Hence,

fixing X fixes the relative widths of all these bands; fixing the ratio

of the widths of any two bands not both of which are compound
bands fi.xes X and thereby fixes the relative widths of all the trans-

mitting anrl attenuating Imnds.

The effect of increasing X, when L'C is fixed, is to lower the critical

frequency fc=f\, the critical frequency approaching zero when X

approaches infinity. But for even the largest values of X met in

practice the critical frequency is not much lower than for X = 0; the

fractional decrease (// —fc)/fc' produced in the critical frequency by

increasing X from to any value X is exactly equal to 1 — /> and hence

for any ordinary value of X is, by (22), closely equal to X 6 (which

is only 0.02 for X = 0.12). It is interesting to note that the nominal

impedance—defined by equation (1)—is increased about three times

as much as the critical frequency is decreased; for the fractional

increase in the nominal impedance is exactly vl -f-X— 1, and hence

approximately X 2.

.-\ll the transition fretiuencies are reduced by increasing X, when L'C

is fixed. The transition freciuencies l)ounding the compound bands,

and hence the widths of the compound bands, decrease in direct pro-

portion to an increase ofV X. But the values of the internal transi-

tion frefjuencies do not decrease so rapidly; for the ratio of transmitting

band width to attenuating band width increases with increasing X.
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The effect of adding distributed inductance L to a loaded line

(L', C) having originally none is to replace the previous single com-

pound band of infinite width by an infinite number of compound
bands each of finite width. The larger L the narrower are the com-

pound /-bands, and the further to the left they are situated. Although,

as already noted, increasing L decreases the critical frequency, it

increases the relative width of each transmitting band—namely, the

ratio of the width of each transmitting band to the compound band of

which it is a constituent. Thus, when L becomes very large (so that

LC and X become very large) there are within even a moderate fre-

quency-range a very large number of compound bands whose trans-

mitting constituents are \-cry wide compared with the attenuating

constituents.

The effect of applying lumped loading to a given smooth line (L, C)

is to introduce into the previous transmitting band of infinite width

an infinite number of attenuating bands whose upper boundary points

are equidistant and whose widths continually decrease toward the

lower frequencies. When the inductance L' of the loads is con-

tinually increased the attenuating bands continually increase in

width as a consequence of their lower boundary points moving down-

ward to lower frequencies, so that ultimately the attenuating bands

fill the entire frequency scale from zero to infinity. An alternative

but equivalent statement regarding the effect of applying lumped

loading is that the previous pure transmitting bands, each of D-

width equal to w/2, become compound bands whose attenuating

constituents continually increase in width when L' is increased.

(The four preceding paragraphs are based on the last five para-

graphs of Appendix A.)

In Fig. 6 the transmitting bands are represented as being relatively

narrow compared with the attenuating bands. In e.xisting loaded

lines this is indeed the case, but it is not an inherent relation: for any

number of the transmitting bands can be made wider than the associ-

ated attenuating bands by so designing the loading (lumped or smooth

or both) as to secure a sufficiently large \alue of the ratio \ = L/L'.

(However, for any fi.xcd loading and hence a fi.\ed value of X, there

is some frequency beyond which the transmitting bands are narrower

than the associated attenuating bands.)

There will now be gi\'en two examples illustrating the relations rep-

resented in Fig. 6, and illustrating also the apjilications of certain

of the foregoing formulas and grai)hs.

The first example pertains to a heavily loaded open-wire line of

No. 12 N. B. S. gauge, having loading coils of inductance L' = 0.241
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lu'iiry at a sparitig of 5 = "..SS niilos. The liiu' has a capacity of

.(M)S;{oX U) " farad anil an inductance of .OOIJd? henry, each per mil9;-

whence, for each line-segment l)otween loads, (=.0(5.58X10-'' farad

and A = .0280 henry. Therefore X = ().12. With X known, the internal

transition frequencies f„ (with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .) can be readily

ewihutiil from (2.S) through the values of /)„ obtainable from Fig. 7.1.

However, when particularK- high accuracy is desired for the first

transition frequency /i—the critical fre(iuenc>—this can be attained

by resort to formula (22) or to (22. 1 ), or else to Fig. 7; it is thus found

that 1-/> = .0196. whence /> = 0.9804, and then/i = 2479 cycles per

sect>nd, by (24). The /-width of each compound band is 114(i4, by
(20). The following table shows the locations and widths of the first

five (n = l, 2, 3, 4, r>) transmitting bands and associated attenuating

bands of this loaded line. The numbers in the columns headed /„-!.,

and /, are the transition frequencies constituting, respectively, the

lower and upper lxiundar\- points of the transmitting bands; and the

numbers in the column headed /«—/„-i.» are therefore the widths of

the transmitting bancLs. The next to the last column shows the rela-

tive widths of the transmitting bands, referred to the first or principal

transmitting band—whose width is /i — 0=/i = 2479, the critical fre-

quency being 2470. Similarly, the last column shows the relative

widths of the attenuating bands.

/-... /.-/- (/.-/-,.,)//, (/,..+,-/-)//,

.3396
()72<)

(«77
.02.53

.0190

1 1 .4()4

22.028
34.392
4.5,856

2,479
1 1 .OOti

23.203

34,.577

45,995

2,479
532
275
185
139

.000

.215

ill

.071

3.625
1 no
4. .514

4.551
4.569

It will be observed that the transmitting bands decrease rapidly in

width at first, then more and more slowly; and that the associated

attenuating bands are relatively very wide. For instance, the second

transmitting band (0.215) is only about one-fifth the width of the first

(1.000), anfl the second attenuating band (4.410) is more than twenty

times the width of the second transmitting band (0.215).

The second example pertains to a hypothetical, though not neces-

sarily impracticable, loaded line. Before lf>ading, the line is the same
as in the first example; but it is very lightly loaded—namely, with

loading coils of inductance L' = .0578 henry at a spacing of i= 15.76

miles. Hence, C' = 0.1316X 10"* farad and L = .0578 henrv. Therefore
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X= 1. Tlu- following tabic sliows the locations and widths of the first

ei^jht transmitting bands and attenuating bands. The critical fre-

quency is /i =3140, and the /-width of each compound Ijand is 5732.

R
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I'lif Rflatixr Impedamfs

TIk- torimilas lor the impedances and adniiltanres of a non-dissipa

live poriixlically loaded line (Fig. 1) with any amount of distributed

inductance L will next be set down, and discussed somewhat, with

piirticular regard to the transmitting and the attenuating bands of

the loaded line.

As before, it is convenient to deal with the relative impedances

Z, Z' and the relative admittances 11', W defined by equations (2).

Special attention is given to the particular \alues Zb, Z' >, W i. W t,

corresponding to mid-point terminations.

It is found that Z,Z', W, W can be expressed in terms of three

independent quantities—namely, the relative frequency r = f/Jc, the

inductance ratio \ = L, L', and the relative termination a or <t'. For

most applications the quantity r = f'fc is more significant than any

other quantity proportional to the frequency /, and on that score it

would be desirable to employ it explicitly in the formulas for the

impedances and admittances. However, the formulas are rendered

considerably more compact b>- employing the quantity D defined by

equation (16). Whenever desired, D can be expressed in terms of r,

X, and p by means of (16); and thence in terms of r and X by means

of (22).

Because of their special importance the formulas for the mid-point

relative impedances and relative admittances will be set down first.

From Appendix D these formulas are found to be

_ J_ _ i J^ i \+D cot D
'~Wi ~ \X+1\X-I> tan D'

(25)

1 |(X+£>cot£>)(X-£>tanZ?)

''=w:r\ Mx+T) "• ^^^^

=v
X^+2X£)cot2£)-D»

X(X4-1)
(26.1)

From these formulas it can be verified that Z.j and Z' s are pure

imaginary throughout every attenuating band, and it can be seen

that they are pure real throughout every transmitting band.

A study of equations (25) and (26) brings out also the following

facts regarding the variation of Zs and Z's in the transmitting and

the attenuating bands, with increasing frequency:

In the first transmitting band, Zs ranges from 1 to », but in all

of the other odd transmitting bands it ranges from Jc to <^, through

finite intervening values; in the even transmitting bands it ranges
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from to 0, through finite intervening vahies. In the odd attenu-

ating bands it ranges from — /oo to —iO; and in the even attenuating

bands it ranges from -|-/0 to +/20.

In the first transmitting band, Z' o ranges from 1 to 0, but in all of

the other transmitting bands it ranges from =0 to 0. In all of the

attenuating bands it ranges from -\-iO to +f^-
These facts are illustrated by Fig. 8, which gives graphs of Z i, and

Z'.s over a range of three compound bands, as functions of r=f/fi =
D/D\, with X = 0.12; also with \ = 0, for comparison. On the scale

there used, the curves for the two values of X are indistinguishable
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throuKluml tlu- first Iraiisinitiing luiiul (()<r<l) aiul a CDiisitliT.iMe

part of the surri'i'ilini; altrnuatiii^ liaiul; hut depart widely beyond.

The exact forimilas for Z. Il'.ind /.'. If" for any lerminalions a and a'

(an he written in the forms

Z=l ^ ^.» cot (2g- l)D+Vx7(iTx)
(27)

W' cot (2a-l)D+iZ.6V(l+X)/X
'

Z' = l.^Z'.+i^^^. (28)
" \/X(l + X)

These equations are not restricted to values of a and c' less than

unity; they are valid for any (real) values of these quantities. When
\ = 0, they reduce immediately to (4) and (5) respectively.

From (27) and (28) it is readily verified that Z and Z' are pure

imaginary throughout ever>' attenuating band, and it can be easily

seen that they are complex througliout every transmitting band;

because Z 5 and Z'j are pure iniaginar\- throughout every attenuating

band, and pure real throughout every transmitting band.

It is seen from (27) and (28) that, throughout every transmitting

band, each of the quantities Z, IV, Z', W changes merely to its con-

jugate when <r is changed to l—a. Thus the conjugate property

expressed by equations (8) is not limited to loaded lines without

distributed inductance but holds when there is any amount of dis-

tributed inductance. Thus it continues to be true that complementary

characteristic impedances are mutually conjugate—throughout every

transmitting band. For Z' and W, these facts are readily seen from

physcial considerations also; though not so readily for Z and W.

From physical considerations, as w'ell as from equation (28), it is

readily seen that Z' continues to possess the property expressed by

the second of equations (9); on the other hand, IF no longer possesses

the property expressed by the first of (9).

We shall now return to the important formulas (2.5) and (26) for

the mid-point relative impedances in order to discuss them for small

values of X such as occur in practice, and particularly for a frequency-

range not greatly exceeding that of the first transmitting band. For

this purpose it is advantageous to write these formulas in the following

forms, notwithstanding some sacrifice of compactness:

1
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For the discussion of these it should be recalled that D = },u}\'\L'C

and r=D/Di = f/fi=f/fc; also that Di tan £>i = \, whence Di is approx-

imately equal to v X when X is small.

Equations (29) and (30) are in such form as to exhibit the manner

in which Z j, and Z'.s approach their simple limiting values for X = 0,

represented by equations (6) and (7) respectively. For when X

approaches 0, D cot D and D tan D approach 1 and D- respectively;

and for values of X even larger than the largest (about 0.12) occurring

in practice, D cot D and D tan D respectively are at least roughly

equal to 1 and to D'^ throughout even more than the first transmitting

band.

The expression for Z j, reduces immediately to 1/V 1— r^ when X is

zero. When X is not zero, Z,& is less than 1/V 1 — r- for all values of

r in the first transmitting band (0<r<l); when r increases from to 1.

Z.5 increases from 1 to oo.

The expression for Z' 6 reduces immediately to V 1 — r- when X is

zero. Even when X is several tenths, Z'.6 is very closely equal to

V 1 — r^ for all values of r in the first transmitting band; when r in-

creases from to 1 , Z' 5 decreases from 1 to 0.

Effects of Distributed Inductance; the "Sinuihitive Loaded Line"

The abo\e-described relations are exemplified in l-"ig. it, which

gives graphs of Z ^ and Z' i, over the first iransniilling band and part

of the succeeding attenuating band, as functions of r, with X as para-

meter equal to 0.12 and to 0. It is seen that the curves of Z.s for the

two values of X do not difTer much in the transmitting band (0<r< 1);

and that the curves of Z'.s for the two values of X are indistinguish-

able—on the scale there used.

In order to indicate more precisely to what extent the forms of Zj

and Z' 5 are affected by the presence of distributed inductance, as

specified by \ = LL', Fig. 10 has been prepared. This gives a graph

of the ratio of the values of Z •, for X = 0.12 and X = 0; and likewise

of Z'.6. That is, formulated in functional notation, it gives graphs

of Zi{r, X)/Z.6 {r, 0) and Z'.t (''. M, Z'.s ('", 0). From these it is seen

that, in the transmitting band, the mid-section ratio (first ratio) and

the mid-load ratio (second ratio) do not difTer from unity by more

than four per cent, and one-tenth of one per cent., respectively.

These observations—particularly the second—suggest that, at least

over the whole of the first transmitting band, the impedance of a non-

dissipative periodically loaded line with small distributed inductance
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cm l)f rather closely siiiuilated by a peri<)(lii-all\' loaded line without

ilistributed inductanie but with suitably chosen load-inductance Ln

and sect ion -capacity ('i. Ilie Mti!il\' of this observation resides
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For mid-section or for mid-load termination the simulation of the

effects of distributed inductance described in the preceding para-

graph can be made exact at two different frequencies simultaneously,

and the requisite values of the load-inductance Lo' and section-capac-

ity Co of the simulating loaded line thereby determined. This simulat-

ing loaded line will be termed the "simulative loaded line" corre-

sponding to the two particular frequencies contemplated.

In many applications a suitable simulation can be attained by

imposing the conditions that the simulating loaded line (Lo', Co) shall

have the same nominal impedance k and critical frequency fc as the

actual loaded line (L', L, C). The particular simulating loaded line

so determined will be called the "principal simulative loaded line";

evidently its load-inductance W and section-capacity Co are deter-

mined in terms of k and Jc and also in terms of L', L, C by the pair of

equations

* = \/(L'+L)/C= W/Co, (31)

/, = p/tVi7C = 1/ttVWCo, (32)

of which (31) corresponds to (1), and (32) to (15) and (14) combined

or to (24). The solution of the pair of equations (31) and (32) is the

pair of values

Lo' = L'{Vl+ \)/P= k/7rfc, (33)

Co = C/pVl+ \ = l/Tfck. (34)

In conjunciiun with (22), these formulas show iliat Lo'>L' and Co <C;
in fact they show that Lo'/L' = l+2X/3 and Co/C=l — X/3, as first

approximations; precise values of these ratios can be readily calcu-

lated by substituting for p the power series contained in equation (22).

The simulative precision of the "principal simulative loaded line"

depends on the value of the relative termination (o- or a'). The
simulation is far more precise for mid-load termination (a' = 0.5)

than for mid-section termination ((7 = 0.5); this can be seen by de-

veloping in power series the functions involved; for X = 0.12 the fact

is illustrated by Fig. 10 already cited. The simulative precision for

other terminations will not be discussed here, beyond remarking that

the "principal simulative loaded line" terminating at a'-load could

not exactly simulate the actual loaded line terminating at ff'-load,

even if the sinmlation were exact at 0.5-load ; for the excess-inductances

(ff'— 0.5)Lo' and (a' — 0.5)L' are not exactly equal, the former being

slightly the larger—as shown by equation (33). However, the small-

ness of the impedance-departure between the "principal simulative
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Ii),uli<l liiif" .uu\ tlie arlual loaded line when botli lines terminate at

tiiid-ioad ran l)e iilentically preserved for any other loail-point termina-

tion of either line by so choosing; the load-point termination of the

t)thcr line that the excess inductance of its end-load beyond iiaif load

has the same \alue. This fact should be kept in mind wlicn designing

sinudating and compensating networks, particularly such as pertain

to a loaded line that terminates with a fractional load; also when

choosing the relative termination a' of the fractional load.

Some idea as to the simulative precision of the propagation constant

r=A+iB of the "principal simulative loaded line" can be obtained

from Fig. 22 in Appendix A. For the present purf)ose the graphs

for X = can be regarded as pertaining exactly to the "principal simu-

lative loaded line" corresponding to any non-dissipative periodically

loaded line having any amount of distributed inductance, while the

graphs for X = 0.r2 are for any non-dissipative loaded line having

the particular inductance ratio X = 0.12. Of course, A is zero in the

range 0<r< 1.

P.ART IV

Nktwdrks for Simli_\ting and for Compensating the Impedance

OF Loaded Lines—General Considerations

The remainder of the paper relates to the simulation and the com-

pensation of the impedance of periodically loaded lines by means of

the simulating and the compensating networks devised by the writer,

as mentioned in the latter part of the Introduction.

The term "compensating network" requires at least a tentative

detinition. The compensating networks dealt with in the present

paper are of two types: reactance-compensators, and susceptance-

comfiensators. For the present they may be defined—rather nar-

rowly—with reference to the first transmitting band of non-dissipative

loaded lines, as follows: a reactance-compensator is a network that

neutralizes the characteristic reactance of the line and hence simu-

lates its complementary characteristic reactance; a susceptance-

compensator is a network that neutralizes the characteristic sus-

ceptance of the line and hence simulates its complementary character-

istic susceptance.

As actually worded, this division (Part I\') of the paper pertains

mainly to the simulation of loaded lines; but with appropriate slight

changes of wording most of it pertains also to compensation. Com-
pensation is dealt with explicitly in portions of Farts \' anrl \'1II of

the paper.
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The simulating and the compensating networks were de\ised from

purely theoretical studies of the characteristic impedance and ad-

mittance of periodically loaded lines as dependent on the frequency

and on the relative termination, in somewhat the same way as the

previously described ' networks for smooth lines were devised from

purely theoretical studies of the characteristic impedance of smooth

lines as dependent on the frecjuency.

Building-out Structures, Basic Networks, and Excess-Simulators

Although the characteristic impedance of a periodically loaded

line depends greatly on its relative termination {a or a'), yet there is

no need of attempting to devise various independent networks cor-

responding to various relative terminations of the line. For any net-

work that will simulate the line-impedance at any particular relative

termination can be "extended" or "built-out" to simulate it at any

other relative termination by merely supplementing the network

with an "extension network" or "building-out structure" in the

nature of an artificial line structure corresponding as closely as may
be necessary to the portion of actual line structure included between

the two relative terminations contemplated. Simulation can be

attained also by building-out the line instead of the network, or by

building-out both the line and the network to any common relative

termination; but in practice these alternatives are not usually per-

missible, the usual requirement being the simulation of a given fixed

line. (In present practice, the line is terminated usually at mid-

section [(r = 0.5], or as closely thereto as practicable.)

The term "basic network" will be used to denote a network which

simulates the characteristic impedance of a non-dissipative periodically

loaded line without the network's containing in its structure any

building-out elements. Regarding the loaded line, the particular

relative termination to which the basic network pertains will be

termed the "basic relative termination" of the loaded line, and will

be denoted by <7(, or ai,' whenever a sj'mbol is needed for it. (For the

kinds of basic networks thus far devised, at, and at' lie between about

0.1 and about 0.2, that range ha\ing been found to include the rela-

tive terminations most favorable to the design of those kinds of

basic networks.) The foregoing terms, when used in connection with

a dissipative loaded line, will be understood to refer to the corre-

sponding non-dissipative loaded line. A considerable number of

kinds of basic networks will be described in Part \' supplemented

by Part VI.
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Tlu- amount by which tin- rharactt-ristic impcilance of ain- [u-ri-

o<licaIly hiaded Hue exceinls the impedance of the corresponding non-

dissipati\e loaded line will he termed the "excess impedance" (or,

more fully, the "excess characteristic impedance"); and a network

for simulating; it will be termed an "excess-simulator." Excess-

simulators for loaded lines will be considered very briefly in Part V'll.

(In passing, it may be noted that the foregoing defmition of the

"excess impedance" of a pericxlically loaded line properly includes

the definition already gi\en ' of the excess impedance of a smooth

"i Excess- - Basic I

•r l-l network I

'^'Hsimulator

Buid«ig-out H Cxcess-
Structurt - simulator H

Basic

networ(
(b)

•J511

Cxcess- HBuWing-outt-r
structure l-l

Basic

network

•ffluiWinq-out H"
structure t—

I

Eicess- HBuMmg-out H Basic I

^^^
Simulator H slructura N network I

KIg. II—Abstract Di.igr.im?; of Complete Networks lor Sinuilating t haracteristic

Impedance of Loaded Line

line: for the "nominal impedance" of any smooth line was defined '

as the impedance of the corresponding non-dissipative smooth line.

A similar statement is applicable to the terms "excess simulator"

and "basic network" previously defined ' for smooth lines.)

The foregoing considerations and definitions have prepared the

way for Fig. 11, which indicates in an abstract manner how the im-

pedance of any loaded line having any relative termination can be

simulated by combinations of basic networks, excess simulators, and

building-out structures.

Fig. 11a corresponds to the simple but unusual case in which the

loaded line has the basic relative termination: its impedance then

can be simulated by the corresponding basic network and excess

simulator, without any building-out structure.

When, as usual, the given line does not have the basic relative

termination, there are available the two natural alternatives repre-

sented by Figs, lib and lie. Fig. lib shows the whole network

of Fig. 11a built-out to the relative termination of the given line by

means of the requisite building-out structure, which for the highest

precision must be dissipative to correspond to the actual line. In

Fig. lie the basic network is built-out to the relative termination of

the given line with a non-dissipative building-out structure: and then

the resulting network, which simulates the impedance that the actual
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line would have if non-dissipative, is supplemented with an excess-

simulator such as to simulate the excess impedance of the actual line.

Since the excess impedance depends somewhat on the relative

termination it can be simulated more easily at certain relative termi-

nations than at others. This fact is utilized in the arrangement

represented by Fig. lid. Here the basic network is built-out to

some relati\e termination that is particularly favorable for the design

of an excess-simulator; the excess-simulator is applied; and then is

applied the building-out structure, which for the highest precision

must be dissipative to correspond to the actual line.

The simulation-range of the basic networks described in this paper

is a little less than the first transmitting band of the loaded line; but

after a basic network has been built-out, its simulation-range may
extend a little way into the succeeding attenuating band, omitting

the immediate neighborhood of the critical frequency. The com-

pensation-range of the compensating-networks is somewhat less than

the first transmitting band of the loaded line.

PART \'

Networks for Xox-Dissip.xtive I.o.mjed Lines without

DiSTRIRUTED InDUCT.VNCE

In this Part will be described a considerable number of kinds of

"basic networks" for simulating the characteristic impedance of non-

dissipative loaded lines without distributed inductance; and two

types of compensating networks for such lines. The modifications

necessary when the lines have small distributed inductance will be

indicated in Part \'I.

The various kinds of basic networks here described ma>' be regarded

as of two different types corresponding to the terminations of the

loaded lines to which the>' pertain; there ma\' be se\cral \arieties of

each type. The two t>'pes correspond to fractional-section and to

fractional-load terminations rcspectixely; that is, to the relative termi-

nations Ok and (Ti resi>ectively. (It has been stated already, in Part

IV, that Oh and <Jb' lie between about 0.1 and about 0.2.) It

will ajijiear below that these two types are inverse types, in the sense

that the impedance of a network of one type is of the same functional

form as the admittance of the corresjionding network of the other

type, when the frequency is regarded as the independent variable.

In particular, for equal relative terminations {ab = ab'), the ratio

of the impedance and the admittance of any two corresponding

inverse networks is indepeiulent of frequency. This corresponds to

the relations Z/W' = \ and Z'/W=\, holding for the loaded line
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itself, aiTording to equations (4) and (5). Hence the two types of

networks will sometimes be distinguished as impedance type and

.idmittance type. More s|)erifirally, the siinuialiiiK networks of the

two tyytes will lie distinguished as impedante-simuiators and ad-

mittanre-simulators, respeitisely ; and the compensating networks as

reactance-compensators and susceptance-comiu-nsators, respectively.

By being built out to the recjuisite extent, either type of network

evidently can be employed with a loaded line terminating at any

[loint in cither a section or a load: but, depending on such termina-

tion, one tyi>e will reciuire less building-out than the other, and hence

will be somewhat preferable on that score. For instance, fcjr simu-

lating the impedance of a loaded line terminating at mid-section

(a = 0.5), a basic network of the fractional-section type of termina-

tion will require less building-out than one of the fractional-load

type of termination.

The Basic Xeluvrks

The \arious basic networks mentioned will now be described briefly,

by aid of circuit diagrams which show the forms of the networks

and which include explicit design-formulas for the proportioning.

Mutually corresponding networks of inverse types will be described

together or in sequence, in order to exhibit clearly their correlation.

In the design-formulas the requisite values for the network-elements

will be expressed in terms of the load-inductance L' and the section-

capacity Cof the given loaded line; but when desired they can instead

be readily expressed in terms of the nominal impedance k and critical

frequency /'i. by means of the relations

L' = k,wf„ C=\,vkfc.

Of course, the design-formulas involve also the relali\c- UTininatinns

a and a'

.

Figs. 12 and 13 show two rather simple nclworks vvliicii simiii.ile

very well, over most of the transmitting band, the a-section cliaracter-

' wvvwvww 1

L,-(i-a)t,

KIk. n - lni(H?dance- Simulator for a
Lciiled Line Terminating at cr-Section,

with <r in the NeighlxjrhocxJ of_0.2

F-'ig. 1.' — .Vlniitt.incf -Sirnulalor for a

I.oiiclecl l.inc TcTMiinatinK at u'-l-oad,

with a' in the .\oighlK)rhootl of 0.2
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istic impedance and the u'-load characteristic admittance, respec-

tively, of a non-dissipative loaded line, when o- and a' are in the

neighborhood of 0.2. The theoretical bases of these two networks

and of their proportioning are outlined in Appendix B. (See also

Patent No. 1124904 and No. 1437422, respectively.)

Figs. 14 and 1.5 show two networks which are considerably less

simple than those of Figs. 12 and 13 but possess a subsiaiitialK- wider

r-VMM/V.
When a- 0.14.

W-2.02t

C;.0.I07C

Cj-0.265C

I'ig. 14— Impedance - Simulator for a
Loaded Line Terminating at <r-Section,

\vith<r about 0.14

Fig. 15— Admittance -Simulator for a

Loaded Line Terminating at cr'-Load,

with a' about 0.14.

frequency-range of sinuiJaliou ; for them the best \-alue of a and of c

is about 0.14. The theoretical bases of these two networks are in-

dicated below in the descriptions of the networks in Figs. 20 and 21,

respectively. (See also Patent No. 1107693 and No. 1437422, re-

spectively.)

F"ig. 16 shows a network called a reactance-comjiensator, for a non-

dissipative loaded line terminating at <r-section. When proportioned

ULs-l-i-ali:
Ci-li-CTiC

Fig. 16—Reactance-t"oni|Knsator for a

Loaded Line Terminating at a-Section:

Reactance-Simulator when 0<a<l/2
Reactance-Neutralizer when l/2<a<l

r-'ig. 17—.Susccptance-Compensator for

a Loaded Line Terminating at a'-Load:

Susceptance-Simulator when 0<ff'< 1/2
Susceptance-Neutralizer

when 1, 2<ff'<l

in accordance with the design-formulas there gi\en, this network

possesses the following two-fold propcrt\- with reference to the a-section

characteristic reactance of the loaded line: When <r has any fixed

value between and 1 2, the network exactly simulates the <r-section

reactance, and exactly neutralizes the (1 - (t) -section reactance; or,

what is equivalent, when a has any fixed value between 1/2 and 1,

the network exactly neutralizes the a-section reactance and exactly

simulates the (1
—

it) -sect ion reactance.
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KiR. 17 sliows a network r.illfd a susct'ptancf-rDinpensator, for a

non-dissipativr loaded line terminating at ff'-load. When propor-

tionetl in accordanie with the design-formulas there given, this net-

work possesses the following two-fold property with reference to the

ff'-load characteristic suscei>tance of the loaded line: When <t' has

any fixed value between and 1 2, the network exactly simulates

the a'-load susceptance. and exactly neutralizes the (1— (r')-load

susccptance; or, what is equivalent, when a' has any fixed value

between 1 2 and 1, the network exactly neutralizes the a'-load sus-

ceptance and exactly simulates the (1— <T')-load susceptance.

It may be noted that the resonant frec|uency/r of the compensators

in Figs. 10 and 17 is never less than the resonant frequency /, of the

loaded line; for when <t = ct' the two types of compensators ha\e the

same value of /„ and

fr/fc=l/2V^{r^.

This ratio has a minimum value of unit\-. when (r= 12; and becomes

infinite when a = and when a=l. It is ecjual to 1.2.5 when c = 0.2

and when <t = 0.8.

The compensators in Figs. 10 and 17 are e\idently in\cr.se networks;

the theoretical principles underlying them are outlined together in

Appendix C. (See also Patent \o. 124.3(Xi6 and No. 1475997, re-

spectively.)

With (T and a' each in the neighborhood of 0.2 or of 0.8, the tr-section

characteristic reactance and the a'-load characteristic conductance of

a non-dissipative loaded line are simulated pretty well by the con-

stant resistance Ri and the constant conductance d' of Figs. 12 and

13, respectively, as pointed out in Appendix B.

„C4

When O-0.l4or0.86.

D . i/TF •
1

1
"IS" ^' 014 or 066.

u-0.1201: cT T' I ci-Qi2oc
C4-I-28C n^ ? 114-128 C

Fig. 18 — Ri'sistani-e- Simulator for a Kig. 19—COnductancc-SiniuIator for a

Loaded Line Terminating at <r-Section, Loaded Line Terminating at (x'-load,

with a atxjut 0.14 or about 0.86 with a' about 0.14 or al)Out 0.86

Simulation of the a-section resistance and of the a'-load conductance

can be accomplished over a substantially wider frecjuency-range than

in the foregoing paragra{)h, by means of the networks of Figs. 18^ and

19, respectively; for them the best value of a and of a' is about 0.14.
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These networks must not be confused with those of Figs. 14 and 15:

they are like the latter in form but differ in the values of certain of

their elements, as will be seen on close examination; they differ also

in their functions, the networks of Figs. 14 and 15 simulating the

ff-section impedance and the <r'-load admittance, respectively, whereas

the networks of Figs. 18 and 19 simulate merely the resistance and

the conductance components of these, respectively. In Fig. 18 the

reactance of the LiC4-portion neutralizes that of the i?2i^2C2-portion

;

and in Fig. 19 the susceptance of the L/C4'-portion neutralizes that

of the G2'C2'L2'-portion. (See also Patent No. 11()7693 and No.

1437422, respectively.)

B>- combining the resistance-simulator of F"ig. IS and the reactance-

simulator of Fig. Hi there results the iniiieclaiice-sinuiJator of J-'ig. 20.

|-^VVWlV^-|K!!<«rs Whena=O.I4

U C; C4

R,-YiI7c ,

Whena-0.I4,

•0.3601:

U- 01201: (-^ i L U- 0.107 U

a-l28C 1^, i, § Ci-0.120C^ ''-"^
. _=?= Si' oil'. §1' iT*. ,.,o,.'•12811

c;-0334c
. ^ r 7 '^'^

Fig. 20— Impfclanre- Simulator for a Fig. 21 — .-Vdmittanre -Simulator for a

Loaded Lino Terminating at ff-Scction, Loaded Line Terminating at a'-Load,

with a about 0.14. (This figure indi- with a' about 0.14. (This figure indi-

cates the synthesis of the network in rates the s\nllu'sis of the network in

Fig. 14.) Fig. 15.)

But it is found that the LjC'i-portion and the L^Ci-portion can be

combined, without appreciable sacrifice of simulative precision, into

the single LsCa-portion of Fig. 14—whose synthesis is thereby indi-

cated. (See also Patent No. 1167693.)

By combining the conductance-simulator of Fig. 19 and the sus-

ceptance-simulator of Fig. 17 there results the admittance-simulator

of Fig. 21. But it is found that theL4'C4'-portion and theLs'G'-portion

can be combined, without ajipreciable sacrifice of simulative precision,

into the single L'aCi-portion of Fig. 15—whose synthesis is thereby

indicated. (See also Palciil No. H37422.)

IV\RT \ I

Nf.tworks for N(>N-Dissii'.\rivE Lo.-vuiiu Links with DisiKinuTiiD

Inductance

IVom the latter jiortion of Part III it will be recalled that the

appro.ximate effect of small distributed inductance is to alter slightly
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the nominal iinpt-dancc and the critical frequency of the loaded line

without much affecting the relative impedance when expressed as a

function of the relative frequency, over the first transmitting band"

and the lower part of the succeeding attenuating hand. Thus an

approximate way of taking account of the effects of small distributed

inductance is to deal with the constants Lo' and Coof the corresponding

"principal simulative loaded line"; since this line has no distributed

inductance it is seen that the networks described in Part V for loaded

lines without distributed inductance are adequate for loaded lines

with small distributed inductance; the design-formulas remain un-

changed beyond substituting Lo' for L' and Co for C; however, the

simulative precision of the networks is altered slightly.

A slightly better approximation may be secured by working not

only with Lo and Co but also with fictitious \alues of a and a', say

(To and at,', slighth- different from those which would be best if there

were no distributed inductance.

Owing to the presence of a certain amount of distributed inductance

in all transmission lines (even in cables), simulation of the <r'-load

imjjedance (<t'><t»') by means of a fractional-load {at) type of basic

network built out to a'-load is slightly more precise than simulation

of the o--section impedance {<j = <t') by means of a fractional-section

(at,) type of basic network built out to (7-section. This is evident

from the latter pt>rtion of Part III of this paper.

(Regarding the effects of small distributed inductance in loaded

lines. Patent No. 1167693 may be of some interest.)

P.ART \II

Networks for Dissipative Lo.\ded Lines

A natural first-approximation network for simulating the impedance
of a dissipative loaded line is the network for the corresponding non-

dissipative loaded line, the excess impedance thus being neglected;

in the case of a high grade loaded line this is a good approximation

except at ver>- low frequencies. \'arious forms and types of networks

for non-dissipati\e loaded lines having the basic relative terminations

were described in Parts \' and VI; those networks ("basic networks")

can be built-out readily to any relative terminations by means of

simple non-dissipative building-out structures.

When the excess impedance of the loaded line is not negligible

an excess-simulator is required. A first-approximation excess-

simulator for a loaded line is the excess-simulator for the correspwnding
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smooth liiii'.' Tliis is a good approximation over about tlie lower

half or two-thirds of the transmitting band; but to be adequate in the

upper part of the transmitting band it requires some modification in

its proportioning or even in its form, according to several circum-

stances, such as the relative termination, the amount and distribu-

tion of the dissipation, and the ratio of the highest contemplated

frequency to the critical frequency. The immediate neighborhood

of the critical fretiticncy is here disregarded, as ha\ing thus far been

unimportant in practice; modification of the networks to extend their

range of simulation right up to the critical frequency appears to

present much greater difficulties.

PART Mil

Applic.xtions oi' the Simcl.\tin(; and the Compens.xting

NeTWORIvS

In this Part a considerable number of applications of the above-

described networks will be outlined. (For some details and further

ai)plications, reference may be made to the patents cited in Part V

—

namely, Patent No. 1124904, No. 1167(593, and No. 1437422, per-

taining to the simulating networks; and No. 1243006 and No. 147.5997

I)ertaining to the compensating networks.)

A jiplitations of the Simulating Networks

Foremost of the uses of the simulating networks is their emjiloy-

ment for balancing purposes in connection with 22-type repealers,

already spoken of in the Introduction.

.Another application of a simulating network is for terminating an

acltial ioadiii iiiu- in ijic luld or an artificial loaded line in the labora-

i()r\' in sucli a \\a\ as lo a\()id reflection effects. For this purpose

the proper terminating impedance is e\idently one e(iuai to the

complementary characteristic im[)edance of the loaded line. .Such a

terminating impedance is often needed in the making of electrical

tests or electrical measurements on a loatled line.

l'"iirthermore, in making certain tests on apparatus normally as-

sociated with a hiadefl line, stich line may be represented conveniently

!)% the ;i|)pr(i|)ii.iic >iiun].itiiig network.

A/'pliidlioiis of the Cotiipriisdtiitg Ncl'uvrks

The compensating networks ha\e a wide \ariety of uses as neutral-

izing networks and also as simulating networks. These uses depend
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m.iinly on the fact that a omipensuting lu-twork when used as a

neutrali/er enahles the ini|H-<lanie of a loailed line to simulate ap-

j)ro\inuitely the ini|H'tlance of a smooth line and hence to simulate'

at least roui;hl> a constant resistance, and when used as a simulator

enables the impedance of a smooth line to simul.ite approximately

the impedance of a loaded line.

Foremost of the uses of the compensating networks is their etnploy-

mcnt for proix>rly connecting together a loaded line and a smooth line,

to reduce reflection eH'ects at the junction. This may be accomplished

either by means of the reactance compensator (Fig. 16) or by means

of the susceptance compens;Uor (Fig. 17) by adopting a suitable

relative termination for the loaded line in each method. In describing

these two methods, it will be assumed at first that the loaded line

and the smooth line are non-dissipative and have e(iual nominal

impe<lances. In the first method of compcnsaticm the loaded line is

terminated at (^-section with a in the neighljorhotid of 0.8, where

its curve of characteristic resistance is nearly flat; and a reactance-

compensator (Fig. 10) is inserted in series between the two lines.

This compensiitor, by neutralizing the reactance of the given loaded

line, makes that line appear like a smooth line; while, by simulating

the coniplementar\- characteristic reactance of the loaded line, it

makes the smooth line appear complementary to the given loaded

line. In the second methtid of compensation the loaded line is termi-

nated at ff'-load with a' in the neighborhood of 0.8, where its curve

of characteristic conductance is nearly flat; and a susceptance-com-

(lensator (Fig. 17) is inserted in shunt between the two lines at their

junction. This compensator, by neutralizing the susceptance of the

given loadefl line, makes that like appear like a smooth line; while,

by simulating the characteristic susceptance of the complementary-

loaded line, it makes the smooth line appear complementary to the

given loaded line.

When, as actually, the lines are dissipative, the compensator con-

tinues to make the loaded line appear appro.ximately like a smooth

line, and to make the smooth line appear approximately like a loaded

line; but now, unless the lines happen to be about equally dissipative,

there will exist at their junction an irregularity arising chiefly from

incc|uality in their "excess-impedances." This irregularity can be

largely pre\ented from occurring when the gage of either or both of

the lines is at the disposal of the designer; when this is not the case

and the irregularity is seriously large, resort may be had to sjx'cial

equalizers termed "excess-impedance equalizers."
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When tlie nominal impedances of the two lines are unequal, ad-

justment in that respect can he made by means of a transformer of

suitable ratio.

Some other uses for the compensators are as follows: (a) to properK-

connect a loaded ine to a repeater system whose impedance is nearh-

constant resistance; (b) to connect a loaded line type of filter (low-pass

filter) to an amplifying element whose impedance is nearly constant

resistance; (c) to connect a loaded line to terminal apparatus whose

impedance is nearly constant resistance; (d) to convert the impedance

of a loaded line to that of the corresponding smooth line and thereby

enable it to be simulated (or to be balanced) by a smooth-line type

of simulating network; (e) to convert the impedance of a smooth

line to that of a loaded line and thereby enable it to be simulated

(or to be balanced) by a loaded-line type of simulating network; (f)

to neutralize the characteristic reactance of an approximately non-

dissipative loaded line, thereby enabling the resulting nearly pure

resistance impedance to be closely simulated (or to be closely bal-

anced) by the network (Fig. 18) simulating the characteristic resist-

ance of the loaded line; or—though somewhat less closely—by a mere

resistance element; (g) to neutralize the characteristic susceptance of

an approximately non-dissipati\e loaded line, thereby enabling the

resulting nearly pure conductance admittance to be closely simulated

(or to be closely balanced) by the network (Fig. 19) simulating the

characteristic conductance of the loaded line; or—though somewhat

less closely—by a mere conductance element.

In applications (a), (b), (c) the irregularity at the junction can be

still further reduced by the addition of an excess simulator for simu-

lating the excess impedance of the loaded line.

APPENDIX A

The Transmitting and the Attenuating Bands of a Non-Dissipa-

TivE Loaded Link with Distributed Inductance

This Appendix contains the deri\ations of the formulas in Part III

pertaining to the disposition of the transmitting and the attenuating

bands; and also .several alternative formulas; it outlines six graphical

methods for studying the bands; and it discusses, more compre-

hensively than in the body of the paper, the salient properties

of the bands and the effects produced by varying certain of the

parameters.
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Disposition of the Transmitting and the Alleniiating Bands

The propanation ronslaiU V=A-{-iB of a non-dissipative loaded

line (pvr periodic interval) can he cxpresseii in terms of \ = L L' arid

the quantity D tlelined l)y equation (1()). From Appendix I).

cosh r = cos 2D - -^ .si n 2D, ( 1-A)

sinlv r = (sin= 2D){D tan D-\)(D cot D+ \) r- (2-A)

= (sin' 2D){D--\--2\D cot 2D)/\- (3-A)

= (-sin= 2D)(l+ l/\)Z'.l (3.1-A)

Thus, for a non-dissipative loaded line, cosh V and sinh- 1' are both

pure real.

When cosh I" is known. .1 and B can 1)0 e\aliiated In' means of the

identity

cosh r =cosh {A +iB) =cosh A cos B+ i sinh .1 sin B. (4-A)

In particular, when cosh F is pure real—as for a non-dissipative

loaded line—the values of A and B must evidently be such as to

satisfy the pair of equations

sinh A sin 5 = 0, (o-A) cosh A cos 5 = cosh T; (6-A)

with, of cf)urse, the added restriction that A must be real and positive,

and B real. Thence it is readily found that:

When cosh- r<l, that is, sinh= r<0,

then A=:Oand B = cos"' cosh F

;

(7-A)

When cosh^ r>l, that is, sinh- r>0,

then A =cosh~' [cosh r| and B = qir; (8-A)

cosh r being real, and q being an even or an odd integer according as

cosh r is positive or negative, respectively.

Before continuing with the general case (X^O) it seems worth while

to digress long enough to apply the preceding general formulas to the

limiting case where \ = 0. For it, formula (1-A) reduces to

coshr = l-2r-, (9-A)

where r=f fc = D/Dc, and fc is given by (3). Application of (7-A)

and (8-A) to (9-A) shows that

:

When 0<r<l, then A =0 and 5 = 2 sin 'r; (10-A)

When r>l, than ^ =2 cosh'r and B^qir, (H-A)

where q is an odd integer.
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For illusirau\e purposes, Fig. 22 gives graphs of A and B through-

out the first transniitling band (0<r<l) and part of the succeeding

attenualing hand, for a non-dissipative loaded line, with X = and

with X = ().12. Of course, A is zero in the range ()<;-< 1.

Returning now to the general case (X^O), we see that the trans-

mitting bands (A =0) are characterized by the inequality sinh- r<0.
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soniiU-nt. Thus, if />, (ienntt-s tlu- /ito of sinli-T situ.iti'd in llic ;;ih

segment, then

(«-l)^ <£»,<« 2- (12-A)

I'.itht-r .malytically or RraphicallN' it is rcadil\' seen that, wiien \ is

Muall, Dn is only slightly greater than (« — l)jr 2; it approaches that

\alue as a limit when « approaches infinity, for all finite values of X.

The [xnver series formula (21) for D„ is derived at a little later point

in this Appendix.

Formulated anahtically, with the arguments of the trigonometric

functions reduced to the smallest positive values that preserve the

values of the functions, the transition values of D are the values of

/?,.,+! and Z), satisfying the equations

sin=2(z?,.„+,-«^j =0. (1.3-A)

/;„tan(/)„-[//-l]y)=X. (14-A)

with «=0. 1. 2. :i. . . . in (13-A) and m = 1. 2, 3, . . . in (14-A). Equa-

tion (13-A) is equivalent to sin-2Z? = 0. With n odd and with n even,

(14-A) is equivalent respectively toDtanZ) — X = Oand to DcotD-\-\ = 0.

An equivalent of (14-A) is obtainable from the second factor of (3-A).

By (3. 1-A), still another equivalent is Z' 5 = 0; that is, the values of Z)„

are the zeros of the mid-load relatixe impedance Z' .,. and hence of

the mid-load impedance A">.

With (n — l)ir 2 denoted by d„. equation (14-A) shows that

D,-rf,<X rf„ (« = 2, 3. 4. . . .) Di<\/>^-

By insfiection of (2-A) it can be readily verified that sinh-F is

negative when D^-i„<D<Dn and positive when Z)„<£' <Z>„ „+i;

and hence that these two ranges of D are a transmitting band and an

attenuating band, respectively, the corresponding compound band

thus being the range D„_\ „<D <D„„j^^. In this connection it

may be of some academic interest to note that, strictly speaking,

£) = is not a transition value of D between a transmitting and an

attentuating band. For (2-A) shows that sinh-F does not change

sign when D passes through 0; on the contrary, sinh-F is entirely

unchanged when D is changed to —D. Thus, D=0 is a point of

symmetry, but not a transition point.

The values of £>,, namely, the roots of (14-A), cannot be written

down directly or expressed exactly. But they can be found to any
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desired degree of approximation by first developing the left side of

(14-A) into a power series involving D„; and then, by successive

approximation or by undetermined coefficients, solving the resulting

equation so as to express D„ as a power series in X (that is, "reverting"

the first scries to obtain the second).

Digression on the Reversion of Power Series

Since there will be several occasions here for reverting a power

series it seems worth while to digress sufficiently to furnish the requisite

general formulas for the reversion of power series:*

Given y = F{x) developed as a convergent power series in .v,

y = .v+a2-v=+a3.v'+a4.V+ .... (15-A)

The coefficient of x has been assumed to be unity because the formula-

tion of the reversion is much simplified thereby without any real

sacrifice of generality; for, if the coefficient of x were Oi, the equation

could be reduced immediately to the form (15-A), either by treating

CiX as the independent variable, or by di\iding through In- fli and

then treating y fli as the dependent variable.

The given equation (15-A) expresses y as a power series in x. It is

required to revert this relation, that is, to express x as a power series

in y. In the present work this was done originally by successive ap-

proximation, and was verified later by the method of undetermined

coefficients. Evidently the first approximation to the solution of

(15-A) is merely xi=y, and thence the second approximation is

X2 = y— a2Xi^ = y— a2y''. But the higher approximations cannot be

written down thus directly; indeed the labor of obtaining them in-

creases rapidly. The work was carried through the sixth a])proxima-

tion, with the result:

x = y+i-ai)y-+i2al-a3)y^+{-5al+ 5a2a3-aA)y*

4-(14a.5-21a;a3+6a204-f3a3-a5)/

+ {-i2al+ 84ala3-2Salai-28aial+ 7a2a!.+ 7a3ai-a6)f+ (16-A)

' Cf., for instance, Bromwich, "Theory of Infinite Series"; Goursat-Hedrick,
".Mathematical .\nalysis"; Wilson, ".Advanced Calculus"; Chrystal, "Text Book
of Algebra." But in none of these references is the reversion carried far enough;
moreover, the formulas there obtained do not apply directly to a series containing

only even |X)wers—one of the cases in the present application. .'\t considerable

labor, by two independent methods, I remedied both of these lacks. Somewhat
later I came U|M)n a valuable article by C. E. \'an Orstrand, "The Reversion of

Power Series" (Phil. Afag., March, 1910), where the reversion is carried to no less

than thirteen terms, but is not directly applicable to series containing only even
powers.
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This was vt-rirutl l)y tlu- iik-iIkkI of iiiuIiti'iiiiiiR-d cnotVu iiiits. (on-

sisting ill .issuiuing

x = y+ bif-\-b3y'+ bty'+ . . .

.111(1 tluii suhstiiuiiiig this expression for x into (liJ-A) to fx.iki.iti- the

b's by treating the resulting ecjuation as an identity.

In the degenerate case where only even powers of .v are present in

(15-A) the formula (1(5-.A) when applied directly does not correctly

express the solution (for reasons appearing below). However, the

given etiuation, containing only even powers of .v, say

y=x-+CiX*+C3:i^+CtX^+ (17-A)

can be correctly solved for (.v-) by direct application of (lO-.A), with

a, = c,; and then the value of .v can be expressed as a power series in

_v by extracting the square root of the power series representing (jc').

In that way the solution of (17-A) was found to be

,
/715, 143

, ,

11 , 11 , 1 \ , , / ^1»«
.

,1105, 195^ 195 ,13 .13 1 \ .
,

,,„,,
-f-gg-cjc, -^(if.-^f2C^+ ^C2fo+-jC3fi- 2<^6Jr+ • • • •

(18- •^'

This result was verified by the method of undetermined coefficients.

by writing .v in the form

x=Vy'{l+eiy+eiy'+e,y'+ . . .) (18.1-A)

and then evaluating the e's by substituting (18.1-A) into (17-A).

Still another method would be to extract the square root of (17-A)

as the first step, thereby expressing V y as a power series in x of the

form (15-A); and then reverting by application of (16-A), thereby

expressing a: as a power series in V y and thence of the form (18.1-A).

For use in this connection it may be noted that the square root of a

power series having the form

>" = l+;»,.-c+/j2.r=+/(3.v'+ . . .

will be of the form
y=l+k,x+ kix-+k^'+

The k's can be evaluated by identifying the first equation with the

square of the second; their values are found to be .

*4 = .y;4-i,*i-*i*3. ki = Uii-kik,-kik3,

kt = ^ht— hkl— kiki— kiki.
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Derivations of Formulas for the Transition Points

The above general formulas for the reversion of power series will imw

be applied in the derivation of the formulas (21) and (22) for Dn and

/^i, in the body of the paper; and also in the derivation o{ certain

other fdrnuikts, iml iiulu(k-d iIktc.

To outline the dL-ri\ati(jii of the f(jrinula (21) for /)„, denote

(m— l);r/2 by (/„ and Dn-il„ by t„. so that (14-Al becomes

{dn+ T„) tan 7„=X. (19-A)

Now replace tan r„ by its known power series expression, and divide

both sides of the resultini; equation by d„: thus (19-A) becomes

j^=r„+|r„=+ ' r,.^+,.^r,.^+,4r„^+T^r„=+ .... (20-A)
a„ d„ 6 .ia„ lo loa„

This is of the form (15-A), and hence can be reverted b>- direct applica-

tion of (16-A); the result is (21).

An alternative fornuila for />„ can lie obtained by starlini; from

Gregory's series,

tan^z) ,
tan't' tan'i'

, /.-.« i \ x

i; = tan2' s— +—h ^+.... (20.1-A)
3 5 I

Application of this to (19-A) enables the left side of that equation to

be expressed as a power series in tan r„; and when the resulting

equation is reverted by means of (16-A) and then t„ replaced b\-

D„ — d„ the result is

+(B-s^)a)'-(s-.J+i)(s)'+--- '-"'

It has already been noii<! that (21) is not \alid for » = 1 and hence

does not include the foniiula (22) for Di. To obtain this formula

for Di, start willi the eqiialinii

Di tan /),=X. (21-A)

obtained by seltiiij,' /; = 1 in (14-.A). Then replace tan Pi b\- it> known

power series expansion, thus obtainini; tiie etiuation

This is of the form (17-A), and hence can be reverted l>y direct a|i-

plication of (18-A); the result is (22).
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It may l>o noted that (22-A), when reRarded as a power series in

(/>i'), is of the form (l."i-.\) and hence that (/>i-) can he expressed

as a power series in X 1)\- diii'ct .ipplicalion of (Ki-A); the result is'

,,._. X^,4X^ lliX' lOX^ WX^
^^' - ^

- 3 + 40
-

943 + 14175 + 93555
^^^^^

In certain applications this fornuda for D\" is more usefid than formula

(22) for Du though the two are ultimately equivalent. A formula for

p^ is obtainable by dividing both sides of (23-A) by X; for p- = D\- \,

by (16).

An alternative formula for Di can be obtained by starting from

(iregor>'s series (20.1-.-\). Application of this to (21-A) enables the

left side of that equation to be expressed as a power series in tan D\\

and when the resulting equation is reverted by means of (18-.^) the

result is'

/ X X- IIX^ 1357X^ \

tanZ), = v XV'+6" 360 ~5W0+ 1814400 • J-
^^"^-^-^^

Series that are even more convergent than (21) and (22), though

much less simple, can be obtained by expanding the original function

in the neighborhood of a value of the variable known to be an ap-

proximate solution of the equation to be solved, and then reverting

the resulting series. To formulate the procedure analytically and

generally, let « denote the \ariable, and ^(h) the function; and let

the equation to be solved for u be

Hu)=q. (24-A)

Then, if U is an approximate solution of this efjuation. application of

Taylor's theorem leads to the following im|)licit c(|uati()n for u— U:

The left side of this is known. The right side is a power scries in u— U,

with U known; the better the approximation represented by U, the

more rapidly convergent is the series. This equation (25-A) in u—U
is of the form (15-A), with

and thence (25-A) can be reverted by application of (16-A). so that

u— U will be expressed as a power series in iq — 4'iU)] ^'{U).
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To apply the above general method in order to obtain for D„ a

series more convergent than (21), return to (19-A) and note that

when X is small a first approximation for t„ is T„ = \/d„. Then apply

(16-A), with y, x, and Oj having the values expressed by (26-A);

and g = X, u = t„, U = \/d„, and \l'{u) = {H+d„) tan u. The formulas

for the first few successive derivatives of !/-(/<) will be needed, of course.

Similarly, to obtain for Pi a series more convergent than (22),

return to (21-A) and note that when X is small a first approximation

for Di is Di = V^ Then apply (16-A), with y, x, and a^ having the

values expressed by (26-A); and g = X, u=Du U='V\, and ^(m) = m

tan u.

Graphical Methods for Locating the Tansition Points

The positions of the transition points D„ (n = l, 2, 3, ... ) on the

Z)-scale can be determined also graphically, in several different ways

corresponding to several different ways of writing the function

(DtanD — X) (DcotP+ X) whose zeros are the values of D„. To
formulate such graphical methods concisely, let E denote any function

of the variable D, so that, geometrically, E is the ordinate corre-

sponding to the abscissa D. Six of the various possible graphical

methods are then briefly but completely indicated by the following

respective statements that the points D„ are the abscissas of the

points of intersection of:

1. The horizontal straight line £ = X with the curves E =D tan D;

the horizontal straight line£= — Xwith the curves £ = Z) cot D.

2. The straight line E =D with the curves £ = X col D\ the straight

line E= —D with the curves £ = X tan D.

3. The straight line E=D/\ with the cotangent curves £ = cotZ?;

the straight line £= —P X with the tangent curves £ = tan D.

4. The hyperbola E = \ D with the tangent curves £ = tanD; the

hyperbola E=—\D with the cotangent curves £ = cotZ3.

5. The parabola E = D',\-\ with the curves E = 2Dcot2D.
6. The curve E = D/'2\-\/2D, compounded of the straight line

£ = Z)/2X and the hyiH-rbola £=-X 21), with the cotangent

curves £ = cot 2/^.

In nuihiHJs I, 2, .'{, 4. tin- lirsl set of intersections is situated in the

odd-numbered segments, the second set in the even numbered seg-

ments; each segment of width t/2.

Besides being susceptible of quantitative service, these graphical

methods are useful for qualitative purposes. F"or instance, they show
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clearly that: one and only one transition value of D lies within each

segment of width r 2; sinh-T <0 when i>,_i „<D <Z)„, and sinh'r>0

when D^<D<D,„j^\: the zeros of X-D tan D and of X+ ZJ cot Z>

are situated in the odd and even numbered segments, respectively

;

with increasing D, the transmitting bands continually decrease in

width and the attenuating bands continually increase in width, the

change taking place rapidly at first and then more and more slowly;

the mid-point relative impedances are pure imaginary throughout

every attenuating band and pure real throughout every transmitting

band, and. they have the ranges stated in the third and fourth para-

graphs following equation (26.1). The graphical methods are useful

also for showing the nature of the effects produced by varying the

parameter X.

Discussion of the Disposition of the Bands

The rest of this Appendix will be devoted to a discussion of the

most salient properties of the compound bands and their constituent

transmitting and attenuating bands.

The ratio of transmitting band width to compound band wiiitti

continually decreases with increasing D and becomes zero when D
becomes infinite; that is, the transmitting bands vanish and the

compound bands become pure attenuating bands. These facts can

be seen graphically, or analytically from equation (14-A).

The ratio of transmitting band width to compound band width

continually increases with increasing X; this ratio ranging from zero

when X is zero to unity when X is infinite. These facts can be seen

graphically, or from equation (14-A). When X approaches zero the

/-width of each compound band approaches infinity; the /-width of

each transmitting band approaches zero, e.xcept for the first trans-

mitting band, whose width approaches a value equal to f'\=f'c
—

for equation (14-A) shows that D„{Dn— D„_i„)/\ approaches unity,

and hence that fn(fn—fn-i.n) approaches l/7r-L'C=/'l^ whence

fn—fn-in approaches zero for w=^l and approaches /'i for n = l.

The effects of varying the parameter X will now be outlined briefly,

in the next two paragraphs, for the cases respectively of L'C fixed and

LC fixed. The conclusions reached depend partly on the equation

D = kuVLC = kuiy/xL/C defining D; partly on the fact already de-

duced that the i?-width of each compound band is an absolute con-

stant (ir 2); and partly on equation (14-A).

When L'C is fixed, increasing X reduces all of the transition fre-

quencies. The transition frequencies bounding the compound bands,
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and hence the widths of the compaund bands, decrease in direct

proportion to increase of V \. The internal transition frequencies,

however, do not decrease so rapidly; for the ratio of transmitting

band width to attenuating band width increases with increasing X.

When X approaches infinity each compound band approaches a width

of zero, but the ratio of transmitting band width to compound band

width approaches unity; so that when X becomes infinite there are

within any finite frequency range an infinite number of compound
bands which are pure transmitting bands. On the other hand, when
X approaches zero the compound bands approach infinite width and

hence move out toward infinit>', except that the left end-point of

the first band is fixed at /= 0. When X has become zero the first

compound band has expanded to an infinite width; and its critical

x'alue /i of/ has become equal to the limiting \alue /'i = l/7r v L'C

—as can be seen from (14-A) b\- putting n = \ and then applying the

relation D/V\ =hwVL'C.
When LC is fixed the /-widths and locations of the compound bands

are independent of X, but the widths of the constituent attenuating

and transmitting bands depend on X; that is, the boundary points

Jn-\.n and /n.n+i of the Hth compouud band are independent of X,

but the internal transition point /„ depends on X. With increasing

X the attenuating bands become continually narrower, and vanish

when X becomes infinite, the transmitting bands thereby coalescing to

form a pure transmitting band extending from zero to infinity. With
decreasing X the transmitting bands become continually narrower,

and vanish when X becomes zero, the attenuating bands thereby

coalescing to form a pure attenuating band extciuling from zero to

infinity.

.M'PKNDIX B

tm-loriitral b.\sf.s of the simulating networks in

Figs. 12 and 13

The Impedance-Simulator in Fig. 12

This network takes advantage of the fact, depicted in V\g. 5, that

the graph of the cr-section characteristic resistance of a loaded line,

for values of a in the neighborhood of 0.2, is nearly flat o\'er most

of the transmitting band and hence can be approximately simulated

by a mere constant resistance chosen approximately equal to the

nominal impedance y/L'fC. This is the basis for the /?i-portion of

the network in Kig. 12. The l)asis for the LiCi-portion is the fact

(proved in Appendix C) that, in the transmitting band, the (r-section
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( haracteristir reactance can l)e exactly siiniilaied (for am tivcil

value of a lietween and 12) In tin- luiwork in V'\^. Hi.

The Admiltinuf-Siruiilalor in /•Vt;. \'.i

This network takes advantage of the fact, depicted in Fig. 0, that

the graph of the (x'-load characteristic conductance of a loaded line,

for values of a' in the neighborhood of 0.2, is nearly flat over most

of the transmitting band and hence can be approximately simulated

by a mere constant conductance chosen approximately equal to the

nominal admittance v C L'. This is the basis for the d'-portion

of the network in Fig. 1.3. The basis for the L'ld-portion is the fact

(proved in Appendix C) that, in the transmitting band, the w'-load

characteristic susceptance can be exactly simulated (for any fixed

value of a' between and 1 2) by the network in Fig. 17.

APPENDIX C

Dhriv.ations of the Design'-Formul.xs for the Compensating

Networks in Figs. 16 and 17

The Reaclance-Compensalor in Fig. 16

For any values of d and L,s the reactance 7" of this network is

T =
1-w^LiCi

By equation (4) the characteristic reactance A' of the loaded line

within its transmitting band is

XT k{l—2(T)w/ci)c
iV =

;

1-4(t{1-<tW/o>c''

Comparison of these two equations shows that 7' and .V are of the

same functional form in to; and that the cf)nditions for T to be iden-

tically equal to ± A' are

L,= ±kil- 2a) 'oic, Lid, = 4(7( 1
-

(t) W,
whence Ci= ±-l<T{l-(T),'{l-2a)ko)^,

the upper and the lower sign of ± corresponding to the use of the

compensator as a reactance-simulator and a reactance-neutralizer.

respectively. These values of Ls and d are equivalent to those

appearing in F"ig. 16, because k = 'VL'/C and oic = 2rfc = 2 "V L'C.
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F"or positive values of Li the equation for Ls shows that (7>l/2,

correspontiing to ± ; and then the equation for d shows that a<?,

corresponding to ±. Hence 0<o-<l/2 for 7^=+.V, and 1 '2<ff<l

for r=-y.

The Susceptance-Compensator in /-Vg. 17

For aiu' \akies of G' and Li' the susceptancc S' of iliis network is

OiCi'
S' =

l-J'Li'Ci'

By equation (5) the characteristic susceptancc Q' of the loaded line

within its transmitting band is

A(l-2ff')a)M
^ l-4<r'(l-(7')a>Vu)/'

Thus S' and Q' arc of the same functional form in to; and the condi-

tions for S' to he idcntiralK' equal to ±Q' are that

C6'=±/!(l-2(7')/W,

L5'=±4<r'(l-<r')/(l-2a')/;uo

the upper and the lower sign of ± corresponding to the use of the

compensator as a susceptance-simulator and a susceptance-neutralizer

respectively. These values of Ch and Ls' are equivalent to those ap-

pearing in Fig. 17, because h = \'ClL' and toc = 2/ VLT.
The equations for G' and La' show that 0<ff'<l/2 for S'=+Q',

and that 1 2<a'<\ for S' = - Q'

.

APPENDIX 1)

Gener.m, F(iRMiri,.\s FOR Tiiii Cii.\r.\cti;ristic Impedances .\nd

THE PR0PAG.\TI0N' CONSTANT OF LOADED LiNES

l-'or reference purposes this Appcixlix .i;i\es the general formulas

for the mid-section (ff = 0.5) and mid-load {a =0.^) characteristic

imi)edances iC 5 and K',i and the propagation constant Y of a jwriotlically

loaded line (of the series type).

The symbols have the following meanings: d denotes the im-

pedance of each load, g and 7 pertain to the line before loading;

g denotes the characteristic impedance, and y denotes the propagation

constant of a segment whose length is eciual to the distance between

adjacent loads after the line is loaded.
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The formulas for the mid-sivlioii and mid-Io.id cliaracli'risiic im-

pi'danres A.' 5 and ^'5 arc'

(1-D)

A". = e^(l+|coth^)(l+^tanh^) (2-D)

=^^^+\{iy+i''^'^^-
(3-D)

Several imitually equivalent formulas for the propagation con-

stant r (per periodic interval) are:

cosh r=cosh T+ TT s'"h y< (4-D)
2g

sinh r = ^'^'sinh 7, (5-D)

tanh A r=— tanh J 7. (6-D)
g

The sending-end impedance J of any smooth line, of character-

istic impedance gi and total propagation constant 71, whose distant

end is closed through any impedance Ji, has the formula

This enables the formula for the <r-section characteristic impedance

K„ of a loaded line to be established by starting with the formula

(l-D) for the mid-section characteristic impedance /C.5.

' Formulas (2-D) and (^-D) for K'.5 and formula (4-D) for cosh r are given by
G. A. Campbell in his paper on loaded lines {Pliil. Mag., March, 1903) cited in

footnote 2.



Some Contemporary Advances in Physics IV
By KARL K. DARROW

ri.osiNr, Tin-: Spkctium Cap Bi'.twf.fn the Infra-khd

AND THE Hertzian Regions

AN electrical circuit hax'ing a natural oscillation-frcc|uc'iic\' an\-

where below 10' can be constructed by anyone with suitable

condensers, inductance-coils, and a few feet of wire at his disposal.

It can be set into oscillation by abruptly closing it when the condenser

is charged, by coupling it to an audion, or otherwise; and the wa\c's

which it radiates while oscillating can be detected and measured, at

least when the frequency exceeds 10". Thus it is possible to generate

perceptible electromagnetic waves of frequencies up to 10**, and hence

of waxelengths down to 3 metres, by methods that may be called

eleclrolechnical. Waves shorter than 300 cm., frequencies higher

than 10* cycles, are not easily produced by an>' such method; for if

one uses excessively small condensers and inductance-coils in the

hc)|)e of forcing the circuit-frequency much past lO", or even omils

coils and condensers altogether, it is found that the auxiliary ap-

paratus, the audion, e\en the wires of the circuit themselves, possess

capacities and inductances which cm not be annulled and which

hold the osciilation-frequcncN' down. H\' dex'ising oscillating svslems

which have scarcely any outward resemblance to the circuits of

familiar experience (although a formal analog]," can be established)

Hertz and his successors generated electromagnetic waves of fre-

quencies up to 10" and wavelengths down to 3 mm. Beyond a certain

gap there commences, near frequency 10'- and wavelength 0.3 mm.,

the far-flung spectrum of rays emitted by molecules and atoni>.

This interval is one of the two lacunae in the complete electromag-

netic spectrum extending from lO'' past 10'-" cycles, which were men-

liimed in the preceding article of this series. Unlike the gap between

the uiira-\iolet and the X-ra\'s, it is not believed to be iioi)ulatc<l

by rays resulting from important processes occurring within the

atoms, nor do we know of any other peculiar type of radiation which

shoulfi be sought within it; and perhaps the bridging of it. wiieii

finally and untiuestionably achieved, will be held notable cliielK .is

a feat of experimental technique or a tour de force. On the other

hand, so long as the gap remains unspanned, we can hardh- dismiss

the i)ossibility that something in the order of nature may reser\e

one range of wa\elengths for the "natural" rays resulting from atomic

processes, anil liinii the ".irtiricial" waxes gener.d)le li\' eleclrolechnical

46S
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iiuMii> to .1 (li>t,iiit raiim> which ni.-\c-r can In- cxli'iulfd to oxcrlap llio

OlhiT.

The ailvaiHi- into the lacuna from the- iliroclion of sliortcr vvaveS,

iliat is, from llic s|uctrum of natural rays, came almost to a stop in

191 1, at a wavclcnijlli bolwccn ()..'i and 0.4 mm. Rubens and von

Hacycr cxamiiic<l the rays emitted l)y a mercury vapor arc in a (juartz

tulx', oi)crated with a comparatively high expenditure of power;

they filtered the radiation through a succession of diaphragms and

lenses which cut out a large fraction of the short-wave radiation,

but not by any means all of it. At first they analyzed the ratliation

which came through with an interferometer, like the one which I shall

descril)e in speaking of short artificial waves; the curves indicated

that it consisted largely of two waves, one at 0.218 mm. and the

other at 0.343 mm. RuIkmis in 1921 returned to the experiments,

and diffracted the transmitted rays with a large-scale wire grating

(the wires were a millimetre thick and a millimetre apart). This

method of analyzing the radiation, in which it is spread out in a

sfHictrum, is preferable to the other. The results were quite con-

cordant with the earlier ones; the curves of intensity versus wave-

length show maxima at 0.210 mm. and 0.325 mm., and extend out

as far as 0.4 mm.' There is no sign that this is a definite physical

limit; it is merely the point at which the rays become too feeble to

protluce an unmistakable deflection of the micro-radiometer. Nichols

and Tear also have observed these long natural waves.

To advance into the lacuna from the region of artificial waves, it

was found necessary first of all to remodel the oscillator or "doublet"

by means of which Hertz had generated the first waves of this kind.

The original oscillators of Hertz were rather large; some for example,

consisted of pairs of metal plates 40 cm. square or pairs of spheres

30 cm. in diameter with arms projecring from each toward the other

and carrying knobs several mm. or cm. in diameter; their natural

frequencies were of the order 10'— 10". Their successors were made

[)rogressively smaller, and the latest oscillators are comparatively

minute—in dealing with a less exact science, one would describe

them as microscopic; for Mobius before the war used a doublet of

' It is not necessarily to be assumed that the mercury arc is unique in sending

out rays of so great a wavelength with so great an intensity; these rays may not

he more intense than a black body of the same temiwrature as the arc would emit in

this portion of its spectrum Uilthough this interpretation would involve a rather

high estimate of the arc temperature, many thousands of degrees). But if we had a

black Ixxly of this temperature available, we might not be able to detect these rays be-

lause of the flood of light of higher frequencies which could not be completely deflected

from the path of the long waves. Thus we arc led to the para<loxical conclusion

that the mercury arc may be unique not in furnishing these rays, but in not emitting

so much radiation of lesser wavelengths that the rays desired cannot be isolateil.
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platinum cylinders each 1 mm. long - and 0.5 mm. thici<, while Nichols

and Tear in 1922 succeeded in making and using tungsten cylinders

0.2 mm. long and 0.2 mm. thick. To appreciate this feat it is neces-

nary to realize that the cylinders must be sealed into a sheet of glass

with both ends projecting; as they are shown in Fig. 1, which like the

remaining figures (unless otherwise mentioned) comes from the

work of Nichols and Tear.

In Fig. 1, the oscillator-cylinders are shown at c and Ci; they are

sealed into the tips of hard-glass tubes 7" and Ti, and project outwards

Short £/eclric (*6>i? Cer<erjlor

M
viAet resistance

\ esaliotoi

Sketch of oscillator.

Fig. 1—Diagrams of the Oscillator and the Circuit Used by Nichols and Tear.

(Physdcal Review)

into kerosene oil which fills the entire cylindrical containtr up to the

level indicated by the dashed line.' The oscillator is excited by the

voltage-impulses in the secondary of an induction-coil, resulting from

' The figure given by Mobius is 1.98 mm. (last column on p. 317, l.c.infra) which

he says (on p. i02) applies to the Gesamtlange of the doublet. Theory indicates

that the wavelength of the fundamental oscillation is about twice the length of the

cylinders, but the e.\act value of the factor is in doubt.

»The kerosene, the "oil-jet" for keeping it circulating rapidly through the region

between the cylinders and the blasts of compressed air into the tubes T and 7'i

(note the spark-gaps in the le.iding in wires in these tubes) are all empirical devices

for improving the efficiency of the apparatus.
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abrupt breaks; of the priinar\ rirruit prodiux-tl h\ a mechaniial inter-

rupter at the rate of a thousand per second. Kach of these volta>;e- .

impulses exeites a spark between the doiiblet-e\ linders, accompanied

b\ a hJKhly-iiainfXMl oscillation which radiates what the authors

desirilie as "a very short \va\e-train with from tiO lo SO', of the

energy concentrateil in the first half-wavelength." This hi^h dampinj,'

is deplorable, as the waves arc inconvenient to measure and must Iw

regardetl as mixtures of sine-waves of difTerent frequencies. The
gap Ix-tween the cylinders is of the order 0.01 0.02 mm.; it changes

rapidh' and irresularK- as the opposing surfaces are eaten away by

Fig. 2—Photograph of the Oscillator I'scd by Nichols and Tear. (Physical Review)

the sparks (tungsten was chosen by Nichols and Tear instead of

platinum in the hope, justified by the event, of diminishing this

trouble).

The rays issue through a mica window in the fnjnt of the containing-

cylinder and are formed into a plane-parallel beam by an enormous
double-convex paraffin lens (these objects are shown in the photo-

graph. Fig. 2). Paraboloidal mirrors can be and have been used

insteatl of the lens. In the sketch of F'ig. 3, Li represents the lens;

the plane-parallel beam proceeds to the mirror A and thence to the

mirror B, which is really the pair of mirrors on the left-hand end of

the apparatus of which Fig. 4 is a photograph. In this apparatus,

the "Boltzmann interferometer," the upper mirror slides backward

and forward (left to right and right to left, in the picture) along the

guides, controlletl by the screw; it remains always parallel to the

lower and stationary- mirror. Half of the plane-parallel beam falls

upon each mirror, and the two reflected halves travel side by side
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to the lens Lj which merges ilicin in a coniinon fixus at .1/, where

the receiver stands.''

The intensity at M depends, by virtue of the principle of inter-

ference of periodic waves in its simplest conceivable application, on

the ratio of the distance between the planes of the two niirmrs to the

L,

v~-

t

c5;

Diagram for wave-length measurements.

Fig. ^— I'.illi 1)1 tht Radiation from Oscillator to Receiver. (Physical Rifinv)

Fig. 4—Photograph of the Hollzmann Intcrfcroiiiotcr. (Physical Review)

waxelength of the rays. // at .\f there were a receiver of which the

reading was perfectly proportional to the amplitude of the vibration

at M and if the original wave-train were perfectly sinusoidal and

' In the sketch S is a semi-transparent mirror (glass ebonite, or cardboard) which
reflects a part of the beam to a lens L-, and focus C where its intensity can be measured
at the same moment as the intensity at M. The variability of the output of the
source makes this control indispensable
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ver\' lonj;, thi-n llu- ciirvi- ohtaiiu-d liy displarini; llio iiidwiIiIl- mirror

step by step and plotting the receiver-reading against tlie inir'-or-

displacenieni would l)e a perfect sine-curve; the ilistaiice between the

positions of the mirror corresponding to two consecutive maxima of

the ciir\e woidd be half the wavelength of the wave-train. Unfortu-

nateK' neither the recei\er nor the wa\e-train is ever perfect. The
wave-train is a heavily-damptxl sinusoid, and consequently the curve

of receiver-reailing \ersus mirror-displacement flattens out before the

mirror has l)cen moved very far. Kven so, the interpretation might

not Ix? imcertain if the receiver gave a reading proportional to the

time integral of the intensity of the wa\-e-moti()n at M. This it

rarely does.

The receiver, in this region of the spectrum, must be a thermal

receiver—a short thin wire or a narrow band of sputtered metal upon

a strip of insulating substance, or sometimes a wire loop. In this the

\'i^. 5 — Thirmoflcctric Receiver Used by .Mobius. (Anmilen der Physik)

incident wa\es induce a resonance-current, of which the Joule heat

produces the directly-measured effect. -A thermojunction may be

intercalated in the resonant wire, as in Mobius' apparatus (Kig. 5;

in the middle of the transverse piece, 14 mm. long and 0.3 mm. thick,

a platinum tip is welded into a tellurium socket). Nichols and Tear,

developing a method introduced by G. F. Hull, mounted the thin

wire or the sputtered ribbon in front of a radiometer-vane; the Joule

heat warmed the front face of the vane, and the rather mysterious

agencies sometimes called '"radiometer forces" came into play. Four

of their receivers are shown in Fig. 6 at b, c, d, and e. In each of

these sketches I'l represents the edge of the radiometer vane; e in

sketch fc is a wire running from end to end of it, while e^, €>, etc., in

sketches d and e are short wires mounted vertically or horizontally

l)ehind it. The mounting is shown in Fig. 6a; the vanes are seen

front-face, one having its wire or wires in front and the other l)ehind,

so that the radiometer forces on both will produce torques acting

in the same sense. The vanes with the cross-pieces Cy and d are

mounted upon the rod q, which is suspended from a torsion-fibre;
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and from the rod is suspended a mirror m to indicate the amount of

twist. The air-pressure is adjusted to produce the maximum torcjue.

The outstanding defect of a receiver of this type is, that it imprints

its own characteristics upon the data. It will not respond efl'ecti\ely

to a wa\e-train not possessing a fretjuenry agreeing closi'ly with its

h b
^i
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CltMr smooth siiu--liko ciirNfs with the [Hriodicity of the wave-

train are obtaintHl by usiii^ a rereiver of wliirh the natural freciuent^j^

agrees with the fundamental freciiieney (or its octave) of the oscillator.

Such curves are s«x>n in h'ii;. 7; the two fiin<laineiiial fre(|uencies were

IM>
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in close agrecmciit for all except the topmost of the cur\es, for which

the fundamental of the oscillator corresponded to wavelength 4.2 mm.
and that of the receiver to wavelength 8.4 mm.

The lowest wavelength mentioned by Nichols and Tear as ha%ing

been manifestetl and visualized in this lucid fashion is 4.2 mm.; while,

replacing the two mirrors of the Boltzmann interferometer by a set

of eight mirrors forming an evenly-rising staircase or echelon, the>-

obtained curves which in one instance indicated a fundamental of

) /. 2^ J i 5 S^ 7 8 9
Spiegeryerscfiiebung Kun/e a, b, c

Fig. 8—Serrated ('iir\e^ ilicating Very Short-Waved Components of the Wave
Train. {Annalen der Physik)

l.S mm. It would be a conser\ati\e, perhaps a too conscr\ati\f,

policy to regard this as the i)resent liinil nf tlif spiTtnuii of .irtiruial

electromagnetic waves.

Whether we may believe that rays lying beyond this limit have

actually Ijeen generated depends upon the interpretation of certain

narrow sharp serrations obscr\'ed upon curves of the more uneven

sort; for example, those of Fig. 8 (Mobius) and curves A and C of

Fig. 9 (Nichols and Tear). If these are reliable indices of waves of

corresponding wavelength in the mixed radiation from the oscillator,

the frequencies in question must be considerably higher than the

fundamental frecjuencies of the oscillators heretofore made; wave-

lengths ranging down to 0.1 mm., corresponding to frequencies ranging

up to 3-10'-, have been inferred from such curves. If these are over-

tones emitted by the oscillator along with its fundamental, there would

be little objection to extending the spectrum to cover them (although
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it would Ix- (-(iiiiwilont to coiisidiTinn a tenor's range as extendinjj

In I lie hiv;hest overtone vvhiih roulil l)c detected in any of his notes,

whieh would certainly leail to asfonishinjj results). Or they may Iw*

radiated by oscillations within particles of metal torn from llie elec-

trcxles 1)\ the violence of the discharge—an idea suggested because

d
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tions arc truly due to waves issuing from the doublet and not to some

unhapin' peculiarit\' of the receiver—and the former alternative is

considered the more probable one—then there is good reason for

believing that the spectrum of artificial waves has been prolonged

to o\erlap the spectrum of natural waves, and the lacuna is closed.'

Till-: DiscovKRY OF Isotopes

Thirteen addilional elements having been analyzed into isotojxjs

by Aston, the moment is opportune for restating the two great series

of discoveries which have disclosed the hidden law and the underlying

unity of the chemical elements. Twenty-five years ago, the labors of

chemists had resulted in setting apart about seventy-five distinct,

unchangeable, non-interconvertible substances as "the elements";

anrl the ancient ambition to describe all forms of matter as combina-

tions or modifications of a single, truly fundamental element must

have seemed to be definitely frustrated. It is true that there were

undeniable signs of a family relationship among the elements. They
could be classified into groups of elements more or less alike in their

properties; and when they were arranged in the order of their com-

bining weights, there was distinctly a periodic variation of chemical

' Dr. Ernest Fox Nichols died suddenly on the twenty-ninth of April, 1924. .\

few days earlier he had very graciously offered to inform nie of his latest work in

extending the spectrum of artificial waves, hitherto unpublished except in brief

reports before the Physical Society. He discussed the matter with his collaborator

Dr. Tear, and to present his final formulation of his great achievement I can do

no better than to quote verbatim a letter which Dr. Tear kindly wrote to me on
.Jipril 29th:

"The most satisfactory data we have at present has been obtained with receivers

whose fundamental wavelengths are long compared with those to be measured.

The electrodes of our smallest oscillators are 0.1 mm. in diameter and 0.1 mm. long.

The glass seal covers approximately one-half their length. The fundamental wave-
length of such an oscillator is of the order of 1 mm. The distribution of the dielectric

and the means of excitation are such however as to accent certain harmonics and to

suppress the fundamental and other frequencies. The interference curves show
then the presence of one high frequency, usually the second or fourth harmonic,

plus the low frequency of the receiver. The interference persists for three or four

cycles and is reproducible, although the construction of such minute seals intro-

duces the element of chance, frequently making it necessary to construct several

oscillators before finding one having the right proimrtions of bare and glass-covered

electrode-surface to bring out one fre(|uuncy and suppress the remaimler.

"It is in a way jierplexing that although chance proportions of glass and metal

bring out one harmonic to a greater or less degree, the fundamentals of these smallest

oscillators do not show up at all. It is of interest, too, to note that a sheet of glass

0.2 mm. thick, such as the seals are made of, transmits but 2.S' ^ of the 0..?2 mm.-
radiation from the mercury arc. We have been led to the inUrprelation lh.it the

particular standing wa%es which can exist upon these sin, Ml oscill.itnrs .ire ileler-

mined by the l<Kation of the glass-oil boundary-surface, and ih.it the predomin.int

wavelength is the fundamental wavelength of that part of the oscillator which is

in oil between the two glass-oil surfaces. The wtwelenglhs which we have isolated in

this way extend to the 0.22 mm. limit which we reported at Boston." (That is, at

the Boston meeting of the Physical Society, December, 1922. Italics mine.

—

K. K. D.)
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and plusiral proptTtios in passing alonR the line. Indeed the jx-riddie-

it\- was s*) dear thai in thnv instances vvlieii the order of two ronsecii-

tive elenuMits was such as to ilaniage the [x-riodii- law', rhemists simply

re\ersetl the order-putting argon In-fore potassium, cobalt la-fore

nickel, telluriunt In-fore iodine, thus testifying to a faith that there

must be something go\erning the nature of the chemical elements

more fundamental than o>mbining weights. Furthermore, in several

instances where the periodic law implieil that there ought to be an

additional element iK-twecn two apparently consecutive ones, chemists

left a vacant space lietween the two for an element presumed to be

existent but unknown; and some of these elements were subsequently

disco\ered, thus justifying the faith in the most impressive way. But

of the nature of this fundamental something, there was no inkling.

It had been suggested at one time that all atoms are built up f)f

hydrogen atoms. But the most accurate measurements placed it

beyond doubt that the chemical combining weights of the elements

are not, in every' case, integer multiples of the combining weight of

h\drogen, nor of any other common divisor large enough to have a

physical meaning. As it was universally assumed that the weight

of the ultimate particles of an element is etiual to its combining

weight multiplied by some universal factor, this fact seemed to dis-

pro\e the suggestion. Yet on the other hand the measurements

established a rule that the combining weight of many of the elements

—far too many to be explained as due merely to chance—are integer

multiples of a common unit which is r^o of the combining weight of

oxygen. This can be illustrated from any group of elements, for

example from the first ten of the periodic table:

H
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element have the same weight, which (multiplied b>- the proper uni-

versal factor) is the combining weight of the element; whereas now
it is known that some of the elements ha\-e two or se\'eral different

kinds of atoms apiece, with different weights, of which the observed

cf)mbining weight of the element is merely an average. The com-

l)ining weight of an element as observed in ordinary chemical experi-

ments has no general right to the title of atomic weight; only in special

instances may the two be identified. The elements of which the

combining weights are integers—meaning, integer multiples of I'n of

the combining weight of oxygen—consist of atoms of a single kind,

the weight of which is truly and accurately given by the combining

weight of the substance. The others, or those of them which ha\e been

analyzed, are mixtures of atoms of different kinds, the weight of no

one of which isgi\en by the combining weight of the element. \\'here\er

it is actually the mass of an atom which is measured by the chemical

method, the rule is verified; where the rule is apparently infringed,

the quantity measured is merely a misleading average, and not the

mass of an atom at all. When, therefore, the rule is restated to apply

only to those combining weights which are truly atomic weights,

the conspicuous exceptions no longer militate against it, and the

supposition that all atoms ma\' I)e built of hydrogen atoms is strongly

reinforced.

When J. J. Thomson developed the technique of his "positive-ray

analysis" by which he measured the masses of fast-flying charged

atoms and molecules, he was unknowingly preparing the way for

ascertaining how many different kinds of atoms belong to a single

element. In these classical experiments the ionized particles were

those existing in a rarefied gas traversed by an electrical discharge,

and drawn to the cathode by the strong field maintaining the dis-

charge; through a narrow perforation in the cathode, a thin pencil

of the ions passed into a chamber where it was subject to crossed

electric and magnetic fields. These fields resolved it into a number
of separated and separately-directed pencils, each containing ex-

clusively atoms (or molecules) of a single uniform mass, which could

be deduced from the location of the trace made by the pencil upon a

photogra[)hic plate.'" The method was designed by Thomson as a

sensitive, indeed a supersensitive, method of chemical analysis, by

"The actuality is somewhat more comple.x, as a distinct pencil is obtained for

each value of the charge-mass ratio E m, and it is this ratio which is deducihle from
the location of the pencil. However E is either the electron-charge r or a small
integer multiple of it ((xcasionally, but rarely, as great as 8f), and the iiuilliplicity

of pencils corresponding to different values of E and a single value of m seems to

be an actual advantage to the experienced interpreter of such data.
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which jjast's |jrcsi>iU ovi-ii iti small proportions in a (!is<!iarm-lul)f

roiiid Ih' (k'tiTtwl ami idontihed. The first trials wore naturally

made ii|x>n disrharjje-tulK"s containing the commoner gases, which

as it hapfHMis nearly all consist of one kind of atom (or molecule)

apiece—oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon mon-

oxide. This retarded the great discovery. But when neon, a gas of

presununl atomic weight 20.2, was introduced into the tube in l'.tl2,

Thomson observed two pencils, of atoms of masses about 20 and 22,

resfx,'Ctively, where he h,i<l cxpi-ctod to see but one consisting of atoms

of mass about 20.2."

This observation was not immcfliatciy interpreted as we now

interpret it. The mysterious pencil might have consisted <jf molecules

of CO-j of mass 44 bearing a double charge, or of molecules of a hitherto

unknown compountl XcHj. These possibilities were tested by ap-

propriate ex|X'riments and discarded, and then for a time the gas of

atomic mass 22 was apparently regarded as a new element distinct

from neon and fortuitously mixed with it.

F. \V. Aston undertook the attempt to separate the two gases, but

they were so entirely alike in their properties that no success what-

ever was attained by fractional distillation and little by diffusion.

This was Aston's entr>- into this field, and in a celebrated series of

researches, soon interrupted by the war but resumed after six years

and still continuing, he associated his name forever with the analysis

of elements into the different kinds of atoms of which they consist.

Of the improvements which Aston made in the method of measuring

the masses of charged particles, as of the details of Thomson's original

method and of Dempster's method, it i^hardly necessary to si)eak;

for they have Ix^en admirably described, with reproductions of photo-

graphs, in several recent books. '^ The problem of generating ions

of the elements to be analyzed became progressively harder to solve.

The elements gaseous at room-temp)eraturc were easily investigated,

and those of which a high vapor density could Ix? produced either of

the element or of one of its compounds, without overheating the

tul)e, were also tractable; but when these elements had all been tested

the resistance to further advance became formidable. Ions of the

thirteen elements lately analyzed were formed as anode rays: that is,

they were charged atoms expelled from the anode of a discharge-tube

" Neon l)y virtue of its well-known chemical inertness has no "combining" weight,

but its average molecular weight was determined from its density by Watson, using

.\vogadro's principle, as 20.200. Thomson's earliest e.xperimenls were not delicate

enough to distinguish whether the atoms in the former of the two [x;ncils were of

mass 20.0 or of mass 20.2, but the difference between either and 22 was unmistakable.

" Notably in .Aston's own lxK)k Isotopes and in .-Xndrade's The Structure of the Atom.
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(luring the discliarge—not ionized atoms of a gas sustaining the dis-

charge, as pre\iously—and tlrawn to and through the cathode by the

entire voltage across the tube. The anode of the tube must be made in

a special manner; in Aston's experiments it consists of a "paste"

made of graphite, of lithium iotlide, of a halogen salt of the metal to

be analyzed, and sometimes of other salts as well. Ions of the other

elements in the paste and from the gas in the discharge mingle with

the desired ions in the pencil which shoots through the cathode per-

foration, l)Ut this is no iiunnNcnience. (juitc the reverse, as the traces
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the table, all have Intn analyzctl except nine; hut of the next twi-nty-

soven elements, only one (mercury) has been analyze<l. These

heavier elements and their comjiounds seem generally to he non-

volatile and so impregnable by the original method; while they are

difficult, if not impossible, to examine by Aston's new scheme, as

the traces of the ions ui^on the plate In-comc fainter with increasing

mass, and are already extremely faint for the elements in the fifth

row of the table.

Among the eight known elements l)eyond the eighty-second, every

one has atoms of several different kinds, alike in physical and chemical

properties but different, it is presumed, in mass; but they differ also

in another quality, a much more striking quality—they difTer in their

degree of instability. Out of a great numlwr of atoms of a radio-

active substance, existing at a moment /. one-half will have disinte-

grated at a subsequent instant t+T; the interval 7", which is calk-d the

half-period of the substance, is the measure of its instability. Like

the atomic mass, this half-[x>riod may vary from one kind of atom to

another, though lioth kinds have almost identical chemical and physical

properties and lx;long to the same element. The three isotopes

of the eighty-sixth element, "emanation." have three entirely distinct

half-peri(xls: .54 seconds. 3.8.i days and 11.2 days. Moreover, not

only the rate but the manner of disintegration may l)e different for

different isotof)es of a single element. The six kinds of atoms which

share the ninetieth place in the [xricxlic table display this (li\ersity

of properties:

Uranium A'l has a half-period of 23.8 days and its atoms emit

electrons and electromagnetic waves when breaking up;

Uranium Y has a half-jK>riod of 24.G hours and emits electrons;

Ionium has a half-perifnl of 9X 10* years and emits helium nuclei;

Thorium has a half-period of 2.2X10'" years and emits helium

nuclei;

Radiothorium has a half-jK-riod of l.itO years and eniit> helium

nuclei;

Radioaclinium has a half-jx'riod of 1!> days and emits helium

nuclei.

Nor must it he supposed that if each of two isotof)es is stated to

emit helium nuclei, they are in that respect identical; for the energies

of the emittetl nuclei generally var\- from one isotope to another, so

that ever>' one of the six kinds of atoms listed alxjve differs from

every other not only in the rate but also in the manner of its dis-

integration—and likewise in its ancestry and its posterit\', in the
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genealogical line to which it belongs. These are the conspicuous

differences between the isotopes comprised in a single element, when
the element is one of the eight final ones of the periodic table; and
they are so conspicur)Us and iniprossi\c that the indi\idiial isotopes

z—
p
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einlu oU'iiUMits and llu- prfci-din^c <mv (IinkI) each in a (-oluniii <if its

i)\vn inarkiHl with its atomic mnnhiT (ami for i(k'ntitication thi- iiaiiie

of soiiu- I'lt'iiU'iU ill the s;inu' niiunin of the periodic table), while the

mass of each kind of atom is given by its elevation above the bottom

of the hgiire (the values are written along the vertical axis).'^

In these tabulations of Fig. 10 anil I"ig. II, all the numbers rep-

resenting atomic masses are written as integers. The conspicuous

post-decimal figures occurring in the sequence of combining weights

are absent; the notorious '.ir>Ar> of chlorine, the 24.32 of magnesium,

the 10.83 of lx>ron have vanished from the scene. Are then the

masses of all atoms really integer multiples of I'n of the mass of the

oxygen atom, using "really" in its only significant sense of "within

the uncertainty of observation? " Or do some of ihcm deviate ap-

preciabK' from the rule? The triaLcan be made most exactly upon the

lightest elements, as for these a given deviation from an integer value

would bulk as a larger percentage of the totJil mass, which is the

measured quantity, than it would for the hca\y elements. It is

fjcrformed by mingling the ions under test with ions of oxygen, or of

some other element, preferably one which has previously been com-

pared with oxygen; the locations of the traces of the two pencils of

ions upon the photographic plate are compared. Mingling lithium

ions with carbon ions, Aston finds that the masses of the two kinds

of lithium atoms stand to the mass of the carbon atom as

(7.00(5 i.OOo): 12.000 and (6.008 ±.00.5): 12.000

and if the mass of the carbon atom is exactly \e. that of the oxygen

atom, then the masses of the lithium atoms are very slightly distinct

from IP. and \\; of the oxygen mass (for, little as the difference exceetis

the uncertainty of experiment, .Aston regards it as real). Beryllium,

however, yielded the values 9.003 and 9.001—indistinguishable

experimentally from 9.000—in two separate experiments, in terms of

the same assumed value 12.000 for carbon. Farther along in the

"The .itomic masses of these different kinds of atoms arc largely hy|X)thetical.

They have been measured for four single isotopes liclonging to four distinct elements;

radium (number 88, mass 226), radium emanation or niton (number 86, mass 222),

thorium (nunilxr 90, mass 232i, and uranium (number 92, mass 2.?8). Measure-
ments have also been made upon samples of lead Ijelicved to be composed almost
entirely of a single isr)to(ic, giving 2()6 for one kind of atom and 208 for another).

Each of the other atoms is a ilescendant of one or two of the four first-nametl atoms,
and its atomic mass is calculated by subtracting, from the atomic mass of its ancestor,

the masses of all the fragments which dropix'd away from the earlier atom during

its evolution. This procedure is confirmed by comparing the nteasured values

for uranium, radium, radium emanation, and one sample of lead, which all belong
to the same line of evolution: and the measured values for thorium and for another
sample of lead which is descended from thorium.
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procession of elements, comparisons with the oxygen atom become
fiifficult; hut adjacent elements can he intercompared. The eight

sorts of tin atoms lie next to the nine sorts of xenon atoms, the most

massive kind of tin agreeing closely in weight with the least massive

kind of xenon. W'luii atoms of gaseous xenon and molecules of a

volatile compound of tin are mixed together in the discharge-tube, the

beam of ions issuing through the cathode-perforation is resolved

into seventeen pencils; and the seventeen traces upon the plate are

so placed that the masses of the seventeen atoms cannot all be integer

multiples of a common unit of the order of I'l, the oxygen mass.'^

bither the tin atoms or the xenon atoms deviate aiipreciabh' from

the rule, or possibly both do.

So the common history of great sweeping discoveries in science

seems to repeat itself; the simplicity of the principle first announced
is gradually marred, its sharp lines become a triHe hazy and vague,

as experiments are multiplied and refined. Yet the principle does

not for that lose its character or its importance; the deviations of the

new group of values from integer numbers are small compared to those

of the old one, and promise to amplify the physical meaning of the rule

instead of restricting it. We should be less prepared to accept them,

were there not one of them at the very root of the system of elements;

for the mass of the hydrogen atom is not e.xactly the I'r, of the oxygen

mass which was taken for the fundamental unit mass of the system of

atoms, but is 1.008 IG of it. This seems embarrassing; the bricks of

which we intended to .say that the atomic structures are built turn out

to be smaller than the sample brick. But the embarrassment can be

removed: for it can be shown that of the mass of the hydrogen atom
is altogether electromagnetic, then the total mass of a group of such

atoms crowded closely together must he inferior to the sum of the

masses of the individual atoms when far apart. rheriforc. small

deviations from the rule of integer masses are to he anticii>aled, and

may be expected to serve as a most valuable controle of ]iroposed

models of atom-nuclei, wlu'ii the epoch of quantitative spatial models

arrives. This epoch nia\ lie distant ; or we may be upon the verge of it.

We ha\e admitted, then, that the combining weight of an element,

being in general not its atomic mass hut the average of the masses

of several kinds of at<jms, and a weighted average at that, does not have

"The c.\|)iTiiiieiU was piTfornicd with a liilx- containing the Ra-seous lonipoiind

tin tetranicthide (.SnClIjl^ and sonic .\enon from a previous e.vperiment. Kight
pencils of .SnClIa ions were oljserved, consisting of molecules comprising tin atoms of

the eight difTerent kinds; molecules containing tin atoms of mass 120 would have a
total mass of 1,?.S, and hence a pencil containing them would have fallen just midway
l)etween the pencils of xenon .itoms of masses IM and \Mt, respect ivel\': ,i( lu.diy it

fell distinctly off-centre.
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thf profiuiiul plusii-al si^jiiiruMiict.' il oiu-t- st-ciiU'd to posst-ss. Hiil this

is not all; wt- must further coiu'ede that even thi- mass of thi- atom -

or the onseniMe of masses of the atoms -of an element is not !)> any

means so distinctive and important a ciiialily of the element as one

would expect. Not only may one element have atoms of several

different masses, but two distinct elements may have atoms of, so

far as we can distinguish, the same mass; arjjon and calcium, selenium

and krypton, tin and xenon. Now if an atom of the jjaseous and inert

.irjjon may have the same mass as an atom of the metallic and active

calciimi, we cannot c\'ade the conclusion that the mass of an atom is,

in the terms of logic, an accidental property of the atom rather than

.in essential one. There must be some fundamental and essential

feature or quality of the atom, which determines its ensemble of

physical and chemical prof)erties, and which is not the atomic mass;

perhaps this quality determines the atomic mass as well, but cer-

tainK- not in so rigorous a manner that one value of atomic mass cor-

responds invariably to one set of chemical and physical properties,

and vice versa. This fundamental feature of the atom we recognize

as the charge upon its nucleus, which, expressed as a multiple of the

electron-charge e (of which it must be an integer multiple '•'') is also

the number of electrons accompanying the nucleus, and the atomic

number of the element.

This nuclear charge, or (cardinal) electron-number, or (ordinal)

atomic number, is the same for all the atoms of a single element, and

never the same for two atoms of different elements. It is 50 for all

of the eight kinds of atoms of tin, and .54 for all of the nine kinds

of atoms of xenon. It is 18 for all atoms of argon and 20 for all

atoms of calcium, though some atoms of the one have the same weight

(within one part in a thousand, Aston says) as some atoms of the

other. It is 26 for all atoms of cobalt and 27 for all atoms of nickel,

though most of the atoms of nickel are lighter and a few heavier

than the atoms of cobalt. It is the true basis for the ordering of the

elements, of which the ordering of the atomic masses is but an im-

perfect and distorted (though not a badly distorted) imitation.

Five observations or assemblages of observations, made in fields of

physics separated almost as widely as any five fields could be, sustain

this principle; and, combined with its philosophical attractiveness

for the idea of arranging the elements in a single procession and

attaching consecutive integer numbers to their fundamental qualities

is as irresistibly attractive as a scientific idea can be—make it about

"Otherwise the nuclear charge could not be exactly balanced by the charges of

the environing electrons.
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as certain as any principle not dealing with things which can be seen

and handled. I shall mention them briefly, in a nearly chronological

order.

The direct measurement of the charge of the helium nucleus. Ruther-

ford' and Regener independently measured the charge on the alpha-

particle in the simplest, most direct and most incontrovertible way;

they counted the alpha-particles emitted from a sample of a radio-

active element in a given time, and measured the total charge they

carried away from it, and divided the one datum by the other. Ruther-

ford obtained twice 4.65-10^"' (electrostatic units) for the charge of

the individual particles; Regener obtained twice 4.79-10""'. The
agreement of the latter value with twice Millikan's standard value of

the electron-charge (4.774-10""') is magical; the agreement of the

former value is also good. Though this is an average value for a

great number of particles, the fact that a beam of alpha-particles is

not spread or split by a magnetic field proves that each has the same
charge (at least, to be perfectly precise, the same charge-to-mass

ratio). It is established that the alpha-particle is the bare helium

nucleus.'"

The determination of nuclear charges by the scattering of alpha-

particles. When a beam of alpha-particles is played against a sheet

of metal foil, the nuclei of the metal atoms deflect the alpha-particles

passing very close to them, by virtue of the electrostatic repulsion

between the charge +2e on the alpha-particle and the charge -\-Ne

on the nucleus of the metal atom. The distribution-in-anglc of the

scattered alpha-particles can be calculated, assuming that the action

of the metal nuclei is not complicated by any forces due to the electrons

surrounding them. The distribution-in-anglc actually ob.served

agrees in form with the calculated niic; this pro\es ncii that ijicre

are no electrons surrounding tin- metal nuclei, but tiiai llieie is a

vacant space around each nucleus, wide enough so that llie majtn- pari

of the deflection of an alpha-particle takes place within it. .\ii this

was discussed in the second article of this series. The form of the

distribution-in-angle and its variation with the speed of the alpha-

particles pro\-e the existence of the atom-nuclei, of their positive

" l-"or heliiiiii i»as, evimi'd by its spL-ilruni, .ippcars in a tiil)L' into which alpha-
particles are fired through the wall, and is exuded from a piece of metal which is

melted after alpha-particles have heen shot into it (Rutherford's e.\|xTimentsl;
furthermore impacts between alpha-particles and atoms of helium gas show them
to be of the same mass (Blackett's experiments), and the value of the e/m ratio is

correct for doubly-ionized helium atoms but not for any other admissible variety
of atom. .-\nd the radius of the alpha-particles, calculated from the experiments on
scattering, is smaller by several orders of magnitude, than the effective radius of

any known atom having electrons in addition to its nucleus.
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charges, <if the vaeaiil spare armiiul them; and if the iHTceiitaRe of

scattered ()articles is measured absolutely, the absolute value of the

charge of the nucleus can Ix; calculated. These values have actually

been obtainetl :

"

Platinum: nuclear charge (77.4±n<' (Chadwick)

Silver; (4«.3±0.7)e (Chadwick)

Copper; (29.3±0.5)f (Chadwick)

Argon: 19e (Auger and Perrin)

"Air" 6.5c (C. T. R. Wilson)

Bohr's interpretation of the spectra of hydrotien and ionized helium.

There is a complete and perfect agreement between the observed

frequencies in the spectra of hydrogen and ionized helium, and the

frequencies predicted by Bohr. .An essential feature of Bohr's theory

is that the charge on the nucleus of the hydrogen atom is assumed

to be e, and the charge on the nucleus of the helium atom to be 2e.

.As there is no other element of which the spectrum has been perfectly

and completely explained by Bohr's theory (or any other) this affirma-

tion cannot be extended be%ond hydrogen and helium.

Thus we have excellent evidence from three distinct .sources that the

nuclear charge of helium, the second element of the periodic table,

is 2e; excellent evidence from two sources that the nuclear charge of

the first element, hydrogen, is e\ and good evidence by the alpha-ray

method that the nuclear charges of the 18th, 29th, 40th and 78th

element are as close to 18e, 29f, 4t)f, and 78f as to any other integer

multiple of e. In addition, there is evidence from two more sources

that, in passing from one element to the next along the procession of

elements, one finds the nuclear charge augmented by the amount e

at each step; thus completing the itemized evidences foregoing by a

process somewhat like what is called "mathematical induction."

The displacement-law of Fajans and Soddy. When an atom-nucleus

of a radioactive element disintegrates by shooting off an electron

bearing a charge —e, the residuum is found to be a nucleus of an

element one step farther up in the procession of elements. When an

atom-nucleus disintegrates by shooting off an alpha-particle bearing a

'"The earliest experiments ^discussed by Rutherford in 1911) demonstrated that

for several metals the nuclear charge (mcasurctl in terms of e) was alH)ut one-half

the atomic weight; and those of Geiger and Marsden ( IQl.?) were arranged primarily

to <lenion4trate the validity of the concept of the nuclear atom, but confirmeil that

statement for gold. Chadwick repeated these experiments U[>on Pi, .Ig and tu
with the object of determining the nuclear charge as accurately as possible. The
values for argon and "air" were determined by what is in principle the same method
though in a very different form; the former with alpha-particles, the latter with

fast electrons.
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charge +'2e, the residuum is found to be a nucleus of an element two

steps farther down in the procession of elements. Thus in passing

from one element to the next above it, the nuclear charge is found to

be augmented by e. This law is deduced from numerous observations

on the elements beyond the eighty-first.

Moseley's law. The square root of the fre(iuenc\- o( the A'a-ra\'

(a prominent and easily-identified member of the X-ray spectrum)

increases by' a constant amount in passing from one element to the

ne.xt above it. This law is valid from the twelfth to the ninety-second

element m the periodic table. The same law go\erns, though not

with such entire accurac\', the other ideniiriablc members of the

X-ray spectrum.

Apart from all interpretation, Moseley's law means that there is a

certain important measurable quantity which i.s very characteristic

of the elements and increases uniformly and steadily from one to the

ne.\t, over almost the entire procession. The mere existence of such a

quantity inspires confidence that there is a true physical seriation

of the elements, but by interpretation a great deal more can be added.

Bohr's theory of the atoms of hydrogen and ionized helium lead to

this result: when a single electron forms an atomic system with a

nucleus of charge Ne, one of the frequencies which this system can

radiate—and the frequency which, on the whole, it would oftenest

and most intensel\- radiate -is t-qual lo

v=~ RN-, R = 2Tr-ni e\ li\ ( 1

)

4

This is verified for h\(lrogi-n and ionized helium, each of these atoms

consisting of a nucleus and a single electron. No other such atom has

yet been isolated and made to radiate. Biii we might imagine that

in a massive atom containing many electrons, one lies deep down

beneath the others, and revolves by itself in the field of the nucleus,

undisturbed by the rest. In this case there would be an X-ray fre-

fiuenc>- emitted by the atom, given b>- (1). The difference between

the values of the sc|uare rool of tlii> frc(|ui-n(\ for conseculixe ele-

ments would be constant ami r(ni,il id

^=>/! R. (2)

Now the oi)ser\ed constant difference betweiMi tile \aiues ol the s(]uare

root of the Ka frequency for consecutive elements docs conform to

(2). But the actual value of the frequency does not conform to (1)
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imli'ss wo nvt tlu- c|iianlil\ .V r(iual, not to tlic onliT-mimlur nf tin-

tU'iiKMit ii) tlio procession, l>ut to tin- order-nunilRT minus one.

Dot's this mean that the micKMr charge of the Hth elemciii in tlu-

|HTi(Hlir tal)le is («— Df Inr all the values of « exceeding 11 (.the

\alues for which Mosi'le> 's law holds)? I fear this could not i^e

contradicted from the direct exjx-ri mental evidence, for ("hadwick's

values of the nuclear charges for the elements h — 78, 47, 21) fall just

short of iR'ing exact enougii to prove that they are 78<', 47e, 29e instead

of 77f, -Hie, 28f, respectively. However, we should do too much
violence to the Ix^auty of the principle if we admitted that there arc

only eight values lietween 2e and llf to be distributed among the

nuclear charges of the nine elements l)etween helium and magnesium,

atui happily it is not necessary, for the apparent discordance can

plausibK- 1h> blamed upon too simpe a view of the internal economy

of the atom which we took in deriving equation (1). Instead of

assimiing that the deepest-lying electron of the atom revolves in an

otherwise vacant space surrounding the nucleus, witlc enough to

contain the first two of its permissible orbits, we should do bicttcr

to assume that there are several deep-lying electrons similarly placed

and interacting with one another, or at least that there is no single

deepest-lying electron too far inw-ard to be affected b\' the others.

The effect of thus changing the assumption is to change the calculated

value of the /i a-frequency, for an atom of nuclear change Ne, from

the value (1) to a value ^R (\ — k)-; in which k depends on the par-

ticular configuration assumed for the internal electrons. It is clear,

therefore, that we are in no wise compelled by Moseley's law to

conclude that the nuclear change of the atom of the «th element is

{n—l)e when «>11, and may continue to accept the much more

satisfying principle that the nuclear change of the nth element is we."

Before stating the conclusion let me restate the evidence in a

briefer form and an altered order. Originally the elements were

arranged in the order of their combining weights. It was seen that

when they are arranged in this way, there is a periodic variation of

the ensemble of chemical and physical properties frf)m clement to

element. But to make the perio<lic variation ([uite smooth and

imbroken, it was found necessary to violate the order of the com-

i)ining weights at several places in the series; three pairs of con-

" The agreement with cxperinuTit inilced Ijccomcs very gfKxl, .it least over a
rcrtain range of elements, if we assume that there are tiormally .? electrons in the

innermost or one-quantum ring and nine in the second or two-(|uantum ring orbit

<}. KrfX)i. But nofMxIy wants to accept this particular repartition of electrons,

and it is customary to assume that the inner orbits are mostly elliptical. But it

would lie gratifying to attain a (|uantitatively successful theory.
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secuti\e elements had to be reversed, and at several points it was
necessary to leave vacant spaces between apparently-adjacent

elements, imagining undiscovered ones to separate tlicm. Thus it

became clear that the true arrangement of the elements was con-

trolled by something deeper and more fundamental than the com-
bining weights; yet there was no adequate reason for preferring one

of the measurable physical or chemical properties above all the others

as the fundamental one. Moseley then discovered that the square

root of the most conspicuous X-ray frequency increased at a steady

and even pace from one element to the next, throughout almost the

entire list of elements. \\'here the order of combining weights dis-

agreed with the order of physical and chemical properties, the order

of X-ray frequencies agreed with the latter and not with the former;

where the succession of chemical and physical properties suggested

that an element was missing from the list, the exces.sive leap of the

root of the X-ray frequency in passing from the element below to the

element above the suspected gap ga\'e a striking confirmation. This

important quality of the elements, advancing by equal steps from

one to the next, testified far more impressively than the periodic

variations of the various chemical and physical qualities to the close

affiliation among them.

Measurements of the deflections of aliilia-pariicles by atoms had

shown that the atom has a massive nucleus bearing a positive charge;

as there are also electrons surrounding the nucleus, and as no one

has proved the existence of negati\e electricity otherwise than in

electrons, it was inevitable to believe that the positive nuclear charge

is balanced by and balances the charges of the surrounding electrons,

and so is an integer multiple of the electron-charge e. Moseley 's

law could be interpreted to mean that the nuclear charge increases by

e in passing from one element to the next. Fajans and Soddy had

already found that wlien one of the radioacti\'e elements is trans-

formed into another, the transformation is always such that an

increase of e in nuclear charge goes with an advance of one step along

the series of elements. Therefore, it would be possible to assign

the nuclear charges of all tiie elements if the nuclear charge of one,

or preferably of several, could be absolutely determined. The experi-

nuiHs upon scattered alpha-particles did show for several elements

that (lie nuclear charge of the n\\\ element is at least as close to ne

as to any other integer multiple of e\ direct measurement of the nuclear

charge of the second element showed that it is quite accurately 2e;

and Bohr's theory, of which the interpretation of Moseley 's law was
an offshoot, derived its own successes partly from the essential as-
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sumption th.it tlu- nuclear oliarni-s of the first ami second elcmcni are

f and "if, resiH-etively.

Meanwhile the rombinini; weights, without losing; their practical

utility, were slipping out o( the prominence into which they had

ln-en forced. It was (lisco\ered that they were not always to he

identified with the atomic weiRhts; that an element miijht have

several kinds of atoms; that even the masses of these atoms were not

absolute characteristics of the elements, as two very ilifTercnt elements

mit;ht have atoms of apparently identical mass. In Remy cle Gour-

mont's phrase, there occurred a dissociation of ideas; the idea of

atomic weiijht was dis-associatcd from the idea of clement, and the

idea of atomic numlxT supplanted it. The eighty-sc%en (now the

eighty-eight) known elements formed themselves into a procession,

which is a procession of atoms iMjaring eighty-eight of the ninety-two

admissible nuclear charges between e and 92e, and possessing con-

secutively all except four of the possible electron-families ranging

in number from one to ninety-two. That at least eighty-eight out

of these ninety-two conceivable atoms should actually exist and ha\e

l)een disco\'ered, may seem strange; one might pxjrhaps have expected

that a stable nucleus with a net charge of ne could be built only for

an occasional value of m; but among the first eighty-two integers

there are certainly not more than two, perhaps none, which are not

represented by durable nuclei; and among the next ten at least eight

are represented by not-too-transient nuclei. We have also seen

that nuclei with certain values of charge, 54e or 90e for example, can

Ik.' constructed in several different ways. These problems of nuclear

structure are, however, problems for the future. What does seem

established at the present moment is, that if we could determine the

properties of the system formed by it electrons and a nucleus of

charge ne, we should know all the projierties of the elements except a

ver\- few having to do with intra-nuclear events. As the only case

thus far successfully dealt with is the case n = l, and we cannot even

explain what happens when two such atoms combine, this is not

meant as an augurv' of an early complete liquidation of the mysteries

of physics. Nevertheless, we have good reason to lM?lieve that,

though ours is doubtless not the generation w'hich will complete the

solution of the problem of the atom, it is the first to which the nature

of the problem has been revealed.
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Some Very Long Telephone Circuits of the

Bell System

By H. H. NANCE

RKCKXT papers' ha\e discussed at length the use of toll cables

for the handhiiK f>f certain long distance trartic. These cables,

which are i)eins used in areas of dense traffic, have been made possible

by many (le\elopments in cable design, repeaters and loading coils.

Coincident with these developments have gone others which are

finding their application in the extensive establishment of improved

open wire circuits for use over very long distances. The purpose of

the present paper is to discuss some of the considerations involved

in the overall design and maintenance of these very long open wire

circuits. These circuits are often referred to as "backbt)ne" circuits

and supply a network of trunk lines for the entire Bell Sy>tttii. The
nuist important of these routes are shown in Vig. I.

The first transcontinental line was completed in the sunmier of

1914 and early in the following year three transcontinental telephone

circuits were placed in commercial service. These circuits were con-

structed of copper wire 105 mils in diameter loaded with 2')() millihenry

coils at intervals of 7.88 miles and had telephone repeaters located

at points about .500 miles apart. The opening of these first circuits,

while marking a most important stage in the progress of long distance

telephony, has been followed by many developments which ha\e

made possible increased overall transmission efficiency and improved

quality. A discussion of these developments is given in a paper on

"Telephone Transmission 0\er Long Distances," by H. S. Osborne.

-

Two outstanding characteristics of these new open wire circuits are

that they are non-loaded and that the repeaters are of an improved

type, the number being increased in consequence of the higher attenu-

ation. With these long non-loaded circuits increased speed of propa-

gation and smoother characteristics are obtained resulting in less echo

effect and better volume. Better attenuation-frequency character-

istics are obtained and the quality is further improved due to the

elimination, to a large extent, of transients. Changes in line attenua-

' " I'hilatlclphia-Pittsburgh Section of New ^'ork-Chicago Cable," l)y J. J. I'illiixl,

Bfll .System Technkal Journal, Vol. I. No. 1. July. 1922; Journal of A.f.E.E., .XukusI,
Xtll. "Telephone Transmission Over Long ("able ("irniits," by .A. B. Clark,
Journal A./.E.E., January, 1923; Bell System Technical Journal, '\'o\. II, No. 1,

January, 192.V

-For detail discussion sec paper on "Telephone Transmission Over Long Dis-
tances," by H. S. Osborne. Journal A.I.E.E., Vol. XI. 11, No. 10. Octolwr, 1923.
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tion with weather ctxKlitions arc also ronsiclcrably reduced. Further-

more, the use of this t\pe of circuit fits in with tiie ap|)lication of

carrier current systems for which it is ad\antageoiis to use nou-'

K)ade<l Itiii mil circuits where these arr a\ailal)le.'''

With the improxi'd repe.iters and halancinj; networks it is possible

Id oi)tain a higher decree of balance at the various re[)eater points.

The improved transmission characteristics of these repeaters also

contribute toward better c|ua!ity. Both of these improvements arc

important in view of the increased number of repeaters in the circuit.

The use of this improved t\'pe circuit has been extended during the

last few years to connect a large number of the important cities in

the I'nited States. A few of the longer circuits are:

Circuit
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an H;1 Paso-Los Angeles circuit and another circuit between Denver

and Los Angeles with stations at intermediate points along the line.

l-",ast of DenxiT facilities of the same t\pe on an existing through

route \ia K.uisas ('it\- to Chicago witii four intermediate repeater

stations are used foi' liie C'hicago-Diincr poriioii of the ("hicago-I.os

angeles circuit. Tlie facilities and c(|ui|)nKni .irr.uigements permit

rapid changes at the \arious repeater stations so that the circuit lax-

out nKi\- easih- he changed to take care of temporary rearrangements

necessitated by trouble and to set up different layouts for the e\ening

and night loads which at present are heavier than the day load.

Duplex telegraph equipment has been installed at various stations

along the new route from Denver to Los Angeles for operating four

direct current telegraph circuits derived by compositing the open

wire circuits. In addition, a 10-channel carrier current telegrapli

system has been installed. Thus a total of 17 circuits, 3 telephone and

14 telegraph, operating on four wires are at present available o\'cr the

new route for liic lhr(iui.;li sc-rxice. Tliis requires a consiflerable

cjucufT wear

-Siinplilu-d l-.(|iii|
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.iinntiiit lit »'(|iiipnu'iil ,il iMcli of the rc|HMtfr slalioDs as illustralcd

In- l-iji. 2 vvliii-li shows a simplitii'd i-(|iii|)iiU'T)l la\()iit at a t\pical

n-poaliT st.ilion. In addition to this numlHT of circuits, a rarrit-r

rurrcnt ti'lcphom- systt-ni or an additional carrit-r current telegraph

s>stt'ni can hv pnnidcd and operated o\er these same wires at such

time as tratVic growth ma>- warrant.

In view of the importance and iuiml>er of ser\ices routed over the

through wires, careful consideration was j»i\en to construction fea-

tures. Copper line wire Iti") mils in diameter affording high mechan-

ical strength as well as low tr.msmission loss was provided. I'"or a

n '"'
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sary to consider the econoniical limit of attenuation loss in each

repeater section, the degree of balance to be obtained between the

line impedances of the different sections and the corresponding bal-

ancing network impedances, and the proper transmission le\eis, as

well as the limited chf)icc of points where it would be practicable

to maintain these stations from an economy and maintenance force

standpoint. Fig. 3 shows the layout of through circuits on the south-

ern transcontinental line and a transmission level diagram of the

Chicago-Los Angeles telephone circuit, indicating the location and
spacing of repeater points, attenuation losses in the different sections

and amplification of repeaters.

Impedance Characteristics. It has been practicable in the con-

struction of the new facilities to avoid long sections of intermediate

or entrance cable except at a few* points and in general, very smooth

impedance characteristics of the different repealer sections have been

obtained. At the points where appreciable lengths of cable could

not well be avoided, a special type of loading' has been designed

leoo I60O eooo

rFEQi/fNcy
1600 3200

Fig. 4—Impedance Characteristic 216 Mile Repeater Section Non-I-oa(lc<l Ui^ mil

Physical Circuit (Circuit Terminated to Appear as Infinite Line)

for the piirpiisi' of raisini; the inipt'dance of llie cabk- ciicuils lo \allies

that match the impedance of the open wire at the carrier frequencies

as well as at voice frequencies. This loading also is of particular

benefit in reducing the attenuation loss at carrier freciiiencies which

in non-loaded cable may be com|)arativeIy high-

The impedance characteristic of a typical repealer section 2H)

miles long is shown by the heav>' lines in Fig. 4. The circuit in this

case is terminated at the distant end by a network which makes it

' Refer lo paper on "Carrier Current Telephony and Telegraphy," by Colpitis

am! HIarkwrll, prcvioush' noted.
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apjx'ar as an infinitily Ioiik line. The slight irregularity indicated

by the humps in the impedance curve is due to a short section of

non-loaded entrance ial)le at the distant end. I"ig. .') shows the sante

section of line terminated at the distant end 1)\- the impedance of the

re(HMter into which it normally works. The impedance character-

$-too

IZOO I600 £000

Kig. 5—Impedance Characteristic 216 Mile Re|ioater Section Non-Loaded 16.S mil

I'liysical Circuit (Terminated at Distant Knd by Passixe Impe<lance of .Adjacent

Repeater)
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Transmission Characteristics of Line and Repeater. Fig. 7 shows

the attenuation frequencN' characteristic of a typical repeater section

expressed in TU? The ampHfication frequency characteristic of

the telephone repeater shown in Fig. 8 is such as to compensate for

the inverse characteristic of the line circuit so that the n\iT-al] trans-

mission characteristic of the circuit will be uniform o\cr the im-

Ijortant frequencies of the speech range as illustrated by Fig. 9.

Signaling^. On the shorter of these circuits employing only a few

repeaters, signaling current is relayed at each repeater point, new

energy being sent into the adjacent section of the line by the oper-

ation of relays associated with the repeater. 135-cycle current is

used for the signaling current sent over the line, this being the fre-

quency commonly used for signaling over composited circuits. On
longer circuits employing several repeaters, the time lag of the ring

can be decreased by a system employing a combination of amplified

and relayed ringing at alternate repeater stations. At points where

the ring is amplified, it is necessary to increase the repeater amplifi-

cation at 135 cycles in order that sufficient ringing energy may reach

the relaying repeater point to operate the ringing relays. This is

accomplished by making slight changes in the input circuit of the

repeater to increase its efficiency at the lower frequencies as illus-

trated by the dotted curve in Fig. 8. Best results arc obtained by

relaying at alternate repeater points.

At each relayed ringing point a certain time inlerxal is rc(|uired

f<jr the operation of the relays and for this reason the length of time

during which the ringing current is applied to the line may become

less and less for each succeeding repeater. If the ring, therefore,

is not of sufficient duration, it is likely that sufficient ringing energy

to operate the line signal will not be received at the distant terminal.

This has introduced some operating difficulties and made it neces-

sary to exert great care in the maintenance of the apparatus at the

intermediate as well as at the terminal stations invohed and careful

oNcrall checking and lining uj) of the circuit as a whole.

There has been developed a system employing signaling currents

of voice frequency which has largely oNcrcome these difficulties.

The signaling current is amplified b\' the repeaters with approximately

the same efficiency as the voice currents so that relaying is unneces-

sary. Particular attention has been given in the design of the system

to preventing false operation of the signals from Noicc or extraneous

currents.

'See article in tills Issue "The Transmission I'liit .iml l\'K|ilioiu' rr.iiisiiiissioii

Reference System," by W. H. Martin.
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At the present time this system of voice frequency signaling is

empIo\'eci for regular use on the Chicago-Los Angeles circuit and a

few others. The s\stem employing 135-cycle current alternately

relayed and am|)lified at repeater points also is installed on these

circuits and prol)al)l\' w ill \>v retained for emergency use and to permit

temporary changes in circuit layout.

Maintenance. The continuity of the many important services

routed over the facilities used in making up these long circuits is

dependent upon continuous and efficient maintenance methods and

performance. Coordination of the work of the different offices is

most essential in order to obtain best results, especially on the longer

direct circuits and on those built up by the connecting together of

several circuits, as there are a large number of variable factors. To
assist in obtaining best results, accurate records of the circuit make-up

TOLL CIRCUIT LAYOUT Ri^CORD
Chloago ^J ItOLtogslsa

Fig. 10

from end to end, including a complete description of the types of

equipnu'iu and transmission data are prepared and furnished to the

terminal and repeater stations. These are made on cards of con-

\enient size, as illustrated by Fig. 10, which is one of the five cards

for the Chicago-Los Angeles circuit. To insure proper functioning

of the circuit and satisfactory overall transmission and signaling one

of the terminal offices of each circuit is designated as the controlling

office for that circuit and is responsible for the direction and super-
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vision of tpsts and adjustments riH|iiirt'd on tht,- circuit as a whole.

In addition to the duties in connection willi the maintenance of th<',

circuit as a whole each olTice alonj{ the circuit is responsible, of »-oursc,

for the proper physical maintenance of the plant in its territorv'.

High grade maintenance is necessary to reduce to a minimum,

service interru()tions, noise and crosstalk and fluctuations in circuit

characteristics and equivalents. .An important part of this work

consists of fret|uent periwiic inspections, measurements ' of insulation

resistance, loop resistance, resistance balance, transmission, noise and

crosstalk and equipment parts which are subject to variation.

In order to make many of the measurements and tests it is neces-

sar>' to remove the circuit from service. This would result in con-

siilerable lost circuit time if each of the stations made such measure-

ments and tests independently. In order to minimize this lost circuit

time, therefore, it has been found desirable in the case of long tck>-

phone circuits of this type to institute what is known as "co-ordinated

testing" procedure. Under this procedure a definite time is set aside

for the periodic tests and all repeater stations and both terminal

stations co-ordinate their work under the direction of the controlling

office. The success of this system is dependent upon each station

doing its part of the work correctly and within a specified time al-

lowed for each test. The method of conducting the tests is illustrated

in the following description.

1. Roll Call—The tester at the controlling office first calls the roll,

starting with the first station and proceeding through to the

distant terminal, each station repl>ing b\- name and giving the

temperature and weather conditions.

2. Repeater Amplification and Vacuum Tube Tests—The tester at

each station measures the amfjlification in both directions given

by the telephone repeater at that jxiinl and checks the condi-

tion f)f the vacuum tubes.

3. Balance Tests—At each repeater station the degree of h.il.uKc

between the line circuit and the balancing network circuit is

checked in both directions. Since it is necessary that each

section of the circuit be terminated at the opposite end from

the station making the balance tests, alternate repeater stations

terminate the circuits and the other stations proceed with their

balance measurements. The procedure is then reversed.

' For description of these tests and their application sec article in this issue " Elec-

trical Tests and Their .-Xpplications in the Maintenance of Telephone Transmission,"
by W. H. Harden.
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4. Transmisson Equivalent—When the balance tests have been

completed, a measurement of the overall transmission loss is

made between the terminal stations.

5. Talking Test—In order that the quality and noIuiiu' of trans-

mission from a service standpoint may be determined, a talking

test is made over the entire circuit using standard subscriber

sets at each end.

6. Signaling—As a tinal check, ringing tests are made over the

circuit in both directions to insure that satisfactor\- signaling

is being obtained.

This testing routine has been perfected to such an extent that the

circuit need not be kept out of service for more than about lo minutes

even in the case of the longest circuits. Results of measurements
over the period of a year on the Chicago-San Francisco circuit are

shown in Fig. 11. The overall transmission measurements, which
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llu- liiu' at the time i>f tests ami llie a\era^;e total repealer aiiipiiti-

lalion from which can Ir- noted the amount of amplitiration recjiiired

to offset the \ariation in transmission e(|iii\ .ileni due to seasonal

lem|HTatiire changes.

Conflusion—As mentioned earlier in this paper the data and results

given in the foregoing, although applying particularly to circuits

on the southern and central transcontinental routes, are also repre-

sentative of the conditions on other long circuits of the same type.

The establishment of these high (iiiality circuits, which are alsf)

available for the application of carrier systems and which in certain

cases have been so e(|uipped, constitutes another important step

in bringing together all sections of the country b\' telephone.



Vacuum Tube Oscillators A Graphical

Method of Analysis
By J. W. HORTON

Introduction

THE vacuum tube oscillator is fast becoming one of our most
versatile circuits and the requirements which are being imposed

upon it are constantly increasing in severity. In some cases it is

asked to efficiently convert several kilowatts of direct current power
to alternating current power. At other times, it may be called upon
to deliver an alternating current having a frequency which shall

remain constant within extremely narrow limits. It may be required

to operate at a few cycles per second or at several million.

The question of frequency stability has recently taken on con-

siderable importance. The need for currents of accurately known
frequency is being felt in all branches of the electrical communication

art, particularly in the field of multiplex transmission over wires by
means of carrier currents and in radio broadcasting. The factors

affecting the frequency of an oscillator will for this reason be given

attention in the following discussion.

The operation of a vacuum tube oscillator or, in fact, of any system

maintained in continuous oscillation, has certain unique features.

In order for such a system to be in stable equilibrium its several ele-

ments must adjust themselves until certain necessary conditions are

established. It is important, in an analytical study of oscillators,

to know the manner in which this adjustment takes place.

If any operating condition may be defined by an equation made
up of independent variables, it is a relatively simple matter to predict

the result of changes in a single one. When, however, a change in

one quantity is accompanied by a general readjustment of all the

others, it is quite difficult to obtain a clear picture of what occurs

from an equation. Graphical methods are better suited to a study

of the manner in which a number of inter-dependent variables arrive

at an equilibrium condition. Such a graphical treatment will be

described in the following paragraphs and its application to the

design of a circuit to perform certain specified duties will be discussed.

Gr.M'HKAI, MkTHOU for DETliRMININO CONDITIONS

OF Stable Oper.\tion

It is sometimes convenient to think of an electrical transmission

system as being made up of a number of units, each deliveiing energy

SOS
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to the next suciTcdiiiR unit, and tlu-ri-hy controlling tlu- t-ncrny which

that unit, in turn, delivers to the next. In case such a unit is made

ii)) of a vacuum lube amplilier circuit with its associated i)()wer supply

batteries, it will be capable of passing; on to succeeding units a greater

amount of energy in a given time than it receives from preceding

units. If a transmission unit does not contain some source of energy,

it will, in general, deliver less power than it receives. In many cases

these units may be arranged so as to form a complicated network.

Whenever in such a network, a group of units forms a closed loop,

that particular group is said to constitute a regenerative system.

If a regenerative s\stem is capable of maintaining a continuous flow

of energy around the loop without receiving energy from any unit
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point .1 Id ilif point B. through the frequency- control unit. Due
account must he taken of any energy delivered to the load circuit.

In other words, when a gi\en amount of energy flows into the ampli-

fier across the junction B. it must be transmitted annmd the regener-

ative loop and returned to this junction unchanged in amount. The
second condition is that the phase displacement of the wave trans-

mitted from A to B through the frequency control unit must be equal

in amount and opposite in sign to the phase displacement of the

wave transmitted fiom .6 to ^ through the amplifier. That is, a

wa\e which enters the amplifier at the junction B must be trans-

mitted through the regenerative system and returned to this junction

with no resultant phase displacement.' The individual character-

istics of the amplifier and of the frequency control unit which permit

these two conditions to be satisfied fix the operating point of the system.

Although the reasoning to be used in the succeeding paragraphs

may, in general, be applicfi to any oscillatory system, it will be easier

to follow if descriijcd in terms of familiar electrical circuits. In Fig. 2

Fig. 2

—

Circiiil of :iTi L-lcim-iU.ir\

the ami)lilier and associati-d liatteries are shown in the lorni of an

elementary \acuum tube cirruii. It is necessary to use a two-stage

circuit if the voltages at ,1 and at B are to ha\'e the same sign. This

is because the grid voltage, which is obtained as a potential drop due

to current from an external source flowing through a resistance con-

nected between the grid and the filament of the vacuum tube, reduces

the current flowing from the filament of the tube to the plate, through

a second external resistance, as the current flowing from the grid to the

filament is reduced. That is, a change in the \oltage drop across

'This condition for stable equililuiuin will ,ilsi) In

shift around the loop is cfiiial to 2ir»; wlurc ii iii.n In- .ii

^.itislicil il llu- loi.il ph.isf

whole niinihcr.
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ilii- )i\k\ circuit resistiinci- causts a change <>f opposite si^n in the

Noltagc drop across the plate circuit resistance, the two voltage drops

heing referred to the potential of the filament. The freciuency contrt>l

unit is in the form of a series circuit containing inductance, capacity,

.md resistance. Two resistance elements are used for conplini; tn the

input and to the output of the amplifier.

I.et us tirst consider the properties of the vacuum tui)e amplilier.

In Fig. 3 the voltage develoix-d across the junction A is plotted as a

function of the voltage across the junction B. I.et us assume, for

the present at least, that this curve holds for all frequencies. Obviously

VOLTAGE AT B

l'"ig. S .Amplifier output cli.ir.u tiri>lic-

the voltage across the junction A depends upon the impedance looking

into the frequency control unit, but if the resistance Ri is small in

comparison with the resistance R, the voltage will be practically

independent of the frequency control unit. This curve represents

a familiar characteristic of the vacuum tube amplifier. It shows

that as the voltage upon the grid of the first tube is increased, a point

is reached where the amplitude of the output is no longer propor-

tional to the amplitude of the input. If this is carried far enough a

point is ultimately reached where a continued increase in the voltage

on the grid fails to produce any further increase in the voltage across

the output. For our present purpose the data contained in this

curve will be more useful if plotted in a less familiar form.
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In Fig. 4 the ratio of the voltage across the junction B to the voltage

across the junction A is plotted as a function of the \-oltage across

the junction A. This curve is obtained from the same data as the

curve of Fig. 3 and tells the same story. Assuming that this curve

holds for all frequencies a family of curves may be plotted for the

amplifier unit, as shown by the horizontal lines in Fig. 5. In these

VOLTAGE AT A

Fig. 4—.Amplifier gain characteristic

curves the ratio of tiie voltage recci\ed b\ the unit to the \oIiagc

deli\ered by it is plotted against frequency. The numbers asso-

ciated with each curve indicate the voltage at ^, in arbitrary units,

for which the curve holds.

A similar family of cur\es may be plotteil for tlic frcciueniN idnlrol

unit. Since the impedance of the series resonance circuit varies

will) frequency from relatively high values above and below the

resonance frequency to a minimum value at the resonance frequency,

it follows that, for a fixed voltage across the junction A, the current

through the inductance, the capacity and the resistance /?» will vary

with frequency. Consequently the voltage drop across the resistance,

which is impressed across the junction B, will \ar>- with frequency.

The relation between this \'ollage and frequency, for a fixed voltage

across the junction A, is given by the familiar resonance curve.

As the voltage across the junction A is increased, currents of con-

siderable magnitude may be caused to flow through the inductance,

particularly in the neighborhood of the resonance point. If this
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iruliutaiuf h.is an iron lore an inrriasc in tlic (urriiit will rosull

in InireaM-d damping which, at a fixed freciuency, acts to reduce the

ratio between the voltage set up across the resistance /?s and the

voltage impressed on tlie junction .1. The resonance curves gi\en

Fig. 5—Families showing relation between power gain, or loss and frequemj lor

various power levels

in Fig. 5 show the relation between the ratio of the voltage across

the junction B to the voltage impressed upon the junction A and

frequency. The numbers again indicate the voltage at A. in tiie

same arbitrary units as were used for the amplifier family.

5ielecting any of the values given for the Ncltage acr(;ss the junction

A, it will be found that there are two curves showing the relation

l)etween the ratio of the voltage at the junction B to that at the
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junction A and the frequency. One of these is a characteristic of

the amplifier, the other of the frequency control unit. It is, of course,

apparent that the \-oltage across any junction in a transmission system

may be taken as a measure of the rate at which energy crosses this

junction. Therefore, points of intersection of these lines satisfy the

first condition which was imp<3sed upon the oscillating system in

order that it should be in stable equilibrium, namely, that the in-

crease of power through one portion should be equal to the decrease

in power through the remaining portion. Such points of intersection

define values for the amplitude of the voltage at the junction A and

of the frequency for which this condition is met. Similar pairs of

lines, plotted for other values of the amplitude of the voltage at the

junction A, have intersections indicating the corresponding fre-

quency for which the energy relations are again satisfied. For each

of these points, then, the amplitude of the voltage at A, the fre-

quency and the ratio of the amplitude at B to the amplitude at .1

have the same \alucs for the amplifier unit that they have for the

frequency control unit. In liu- <iir\e .4, of l"ig. (j, the first of these

FREQUCNCy

Fit;. 6—.Amijliluilc and phase ei|iillil)riiini curves

variables is |)lolted against the second. The curve, therefore, shows

(he magnitude of the voltage delivered by the amplifier unit which,

for a given frequency of the wa\e transmitted by the system, jier-

mits energy equilibrium to be niainiaiiu-d.
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If fiiiTny considerations alone determined the stability of the

oseillalinK sNsteni, it would apix-ar that liu' o|)eratin>; ()oiiil iniglu

he anywhere alon.u this line. It is necessary, however, to considiT

the phase displacements occurring in the two units as well. The
phase difference between the voltage across the output resistance of

the frequency control unit and the voltage impressed across the

junction .1 varies with frequency as indicated by the family of curves

shown in Fig. 7. The assumption is made in drawing these curves

Fig. -Families showing relation between phase flisplacenient and fre<|uency for

various power le\cls

that the change in damping is due entirely to a change in the resist-

ance of the coil and that the inductance and the natural fretjuency

of the circuit are unaltered as the load is increased. Ff)r low damp-

ing in the resonant circuit the phase shift changes rapidly with fre-

quency in the neighborhood of the resonance point. As the ampli-

tude of the voltage across the junction A is increased, thereby
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increasing the damping, the rate of change of this phase shift is

reduced. The several curves correspond to different values of the

\oltage amplitude at the point ,1.

The phase relation between the \c)ltage wa\e imjiressed upon the

input to the amplifier and the wave delivered by it is indicated in

Fig. 7 by the single straight line. That is, we are assuming that

the phase displacement of the wave transmitted through the ampli-

fier \aries but little o\er the frequency range co\ered by the diagram

and that ii is independent of the power which is being deli\ered

b\- the amplifier. The numbers associated with the sc\"eral cur\es

have the same signilicanre as those used with the jjower ratio

families.

From these two sets of lines it is possible to determine a series of

values of the voltage at the junction A and of the frequency for which

the resultant phase displacement around the loop is zero; exactly as

we determined a series of values for which the resultant power change

was zero. These values are plotted in Fig. 6 as shown by the line P.

If the condition for zero phase shift were the only one which the system

had to satisfy, it is obvious that it would be in equilibrium at any point

on this ciir\e. .Since, however, the .system is called upon to satisfy

two conditions, one defined b>- the ciirxe .1 and the other b>- the curve

P. an\ intersections which ihey ma\' ha\e are the onK' points at

which the system can be in equilibrium.

This method of analyzing the relations between the characteristics

of the several members of an oscillating s\slem, and their mutual

adjustment to an ctjuilibrium condition may be summarized in general

terms. The system is considered as a regenerative transmission

circuit di\ided into two [jortions. For each of these portions a family

of curves is plotted showing the relation between the rate at which

energN' crosses one of the junctions, which will be used as a reference

point, the r.itio belwi'cn tlu- r.ites at which energy crosses the two

junctions .iiid tiu' lie(|iKiic\ . .\n\ two of these variables may be

chosen as the coortlinates for these families of ciirxi's, tiie rt'inaining

variable being the parameter. The intersections of ,i <iir\e in one

family with the cur\e of liie same parametei in liir oilur lamily

define jiairs of \ahies of tiie frequency and of tiie power ,ii liu' refer-

ence jiimiion for whicii the system is in energy e(|uilil)riiiin.

lor I'.u'ii |)orti()n of tiie regenerative system, a second f.iniiK' of

curves is jilotted showing the relaiiim lietwcin tin- power at the

reference junction, the phase displa( iinent of the tr.m^niiited wave
between the two junctions and fre(|iien( y. In tensed ions of a curx'c

in one of these families wiiJi the cin\e ii,i\ing the same parameter
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ill ilu- other family dt'tine pairs of valiit's of tin- frf(|uenc-y and of tht-

()owrr at thf rfftTfiirf junction for wliich \hv systi-m is in phaM"

i'(|iiilil)riuni.

Thf relations In'twivn these two (|u,ii)titii's frfiiuenr\' and power

—

may be expressed I)y two curves, one indicating the values necessary

for enerjj>' e()uilil>rium, the other indicating the values necessary for

phase e(|uiiil)rium. The intersections of these curves correspond to

the only v.ilues meeting both conditions. The se\eral elements

must, therefore, adjust themselves to operate at tlu- freciuency and

at the [K)wer indicated by such an intersection.

MfKI-.i T OF \'.\RI.\TI()NS IN ClRl IH Kl.KMICNTS

In addition to determining the fre(iuenc\' and power at which a

given system is in stable equilibrium, it is important to be able to

predict the effect upon these quantities of such changes as may be

e.xpecti-d to occur in the elements composing the s>stem. It is then

a relatively simple matter to so redesign these elements that some

jxirticular effect shall be reduced, or increased, as desired. The
circuit which has already been described may be used for illustrating

the application of the graphical method in answering some of the

questions occurring most frequentK- in connection with vacuum tube

oscillators.

One of the more important (iroblems concerns the reaction on the

oscillating circuit of the load absorbing system. Let us imagine

that an impedance, to which energy is to be supplied, is connected

across the junction A. If this impedance is a complex quantity it

will alter both the amplitude and the phase of the voltage across the

junction. This will affect both families of cur\es— Figs. 5 and 7

—

which flefine the operation of the amplifier. If, for simplicity in the

present discussion, we assume the load impedance to be a pure re-

sistance, the inajor change will be a reduction in the voltage across .-1

for a given voltage across B. The ratio of the \oltage at B to that

at ,4 will be increased and the family of curves defining the power

ratio relations between frequency and power ratio in the amplifier

will thus be movetl upward. The reaction upon the energy e(|uilib-

rium curve—cur\'e A. F"ig. 6—will be to decrease both its height and

its breadth. .Assuming that the phase equilibrium curve remains

unchanged, it is apparent that the frequency- at which the system is

in stable equilibrium will be increaseti and that the power delivered

to the junction .1 will be decreased. .Any change affecting the ampli-

fication of till' v.iiimm hibf circuit would react in much the sam',- w.iv.
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Another question concerns the effect upon the amphtude at which

the system operates as its frequency is altered by readjustment of

the frequency control elements. If, for example, the capacity in

the series resonant circuit is increased, the resonance curves of Fig. 5

will move to the left. Their shape also will be altered very slightly.

Since the power ratio curves defining the operation of the amplifier

are horizontal straight lines there will be a correspondingly slight

change in the shape of the curve indicating the possible conditions

for energy equilibrium. It will, of course, be displaced to the left

by the same amouni as are the resonance curves. If, howe\er, the

resistance of the resonant circuit varies directly with frequency, as it

might through changes in hysteresis and eddy-current losses, the

current through the series resonant circuit and through the resistance,

R-i will be increased. This increases the ratio of the xoltage across B
to the voltage across A and consequently lengthens the ordinates of

the resonance curves shown in V\g. 5. The shapes of the cur\es will

also be changed due to the change in the ratio of the reactance to re-

sistance. Under these conditions the energy equilibrium curve, in

addition to beini; nioM'd tii tiu' left, will i)f incrt-asrd both in height

and in breadth.

The |)ii,isi- (iir\c> (if the frecjuencx' icinirol unit— I-ig. 7—will

be nui\f(l to tin- lilt iiy tiie same amouni as the resonance curves.

Due to the slope of the phase famih" of tlu' ampliliiT which we ha\e

assumed to be coincident straight lines, tlu' intersections ot the two

phase families must ni(i\-e awa\' Irom tiie |)()int cil /i-ro phase dis-

placement. Tlu- si-paratioii between thi- nii'UibiTs ol the ])hase

famih' of the fre(|uenc\' control unit is greater lure .uid ((nisiciuiiitly

the ]jhase eciuilibrium curve is less nearly \erti(al tiiau liitdif. Tlu-

slojje of the phase faniiK' ol tiie anipiiiiiT also causes the phase

equilibrium curxf to mox c ici ilie ielt by a slighiK' greater amouni

ijiaii the displacement of the resonance point nf tiie tuned circuit.

It is appareiTt. therefore, since the phase e(|uilil>iiuiii lurxc iiioxes

farther than the amplitude equilibrium curve, ili.it tluir intersection

will mo\e to a position corresponding to a iowrr \,ilur ol the voltage

at the jivnction A. This is true of couisi', oiiK il ihc riiange in the

shape of the amplitude ecpjilibriuni ( ui\e due to ilu- t ii.inge in resist-

ance of the inductance coil is small. It is .ilso I'xident tli.it the

change in the fri'quency of llii' luneiit deli\i'ieil ii\ tiie osiili.ilor is

greater than tlu' cliani^e in liie ri-son.ini lre<|ueii(y ol ilu- indiu'i.nu'c

and capacity.

These two examples ari' undouiitedU' sufiicii'iit to demonstrate how
a change in the constants of a single element of an oscillating system
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iii'cessitatfs a ^;i'iUTal rfadjustim-iit ol tin- nilur tlfincnl> .md liow lliis

riM(ljustmoiit reacts upon tlu- (iptTatiiit; point.

l)uriiii,; thi- last few years tlir nri'd for oscill.iliiij; eircuils of ex-

ii'ptioiiall\- hiy;h fre{|ui"ncy stahility has Inroim.' more and more

pn's^ini;. Ihe retiiilrenients of multiplex telephony and telegrapln-

l)\ means of carrier currents si-t particularly severe limits on the

constancy of frequency of the alternating currents used. The efficient

u.so of the ether in radio communication also places a very narrow

tolerance upon any frequency variation in the carrier generators.

It may be of interest, therefore, to consider some of the fundamental

factors affecting the frequency stability of the vacuum tube oscillator.

Two lines of attack are open; we can design the se\eral elements

so as to reduce the possibility of a change in the value of their con-

stants, or we can adjust the system so that una\-oidat)le changes

priKluce the least effect. It is in this latter connection that the

graphical method of analysis is particularly helpful.

.A change in the constants of any element of the oscillating system

is going to result in a displacement or in a change in shape in at

least one of the two equilibrium ciir\-es shown in Fig. G. For a given

change in either curve the horizontal displacement of their inter-

section will depend upon the slope of the other cur\'e. The steeper one

curve is, the less will Ix" the frequency change resulting from any
variation in the other. It, therefore, follows that we should make
both curves as nearly vertical as possible.

Referring to the gain and loss families, Fig. 5, it will be seen that

the slop)e of the amplitude equilibrium cur\-e, and consequently the

magnitude of the freciuency change corresponding to a given change

in the voltage at the reference jimction. is determined by three

things:

1. The separation between the lines (letiiiiiig the i)ower gain in the

amplifier; the less this separation, the less will be the frcfiuency

change accompanying a given change in the \-oltage.

2. The separation between the resonance curves defining the

p<ivver loss in the frequency' control unit; the less this separation,

the less will t)e the fretjuency change accompan\ing a gi\en change

in the voltage.

3. The slope of the resonance curves; the steeixT these curves, the

less will be the frequency change accompanying a given change in

voltage.

It appears then, that the change in fretjuency resulting from a

given change in phase displacement, that is, accompanying any

change in the pha.se equilibrium curve. ma\- be reduced by operating
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the vacuum tubes considerably liclow their overloading point, where

the gain changes but little as the output is increased; by operating

the tuned circuit at low power levels, where the damping, and con-

sequentK- the loss, varies but little with changes in the input; and

by keeping the damping as low as possible.

The slope of the amplifier gain family is, of course, a factor, but

in practice it is found undesirable to permit the gain of the ampli-

fier to var\' with frequency. The slope of the phase equilibrium

curve, which determines the change in frequency corresponding to

a given change in transmission gain or loss, depends upon three

things, as may be seen from Fig. 7. These are:

1. The distance from the point of zero phase displacement at

which the phase family of the amplifier intersects the phase family

of the frequency control unit; the less this distance, the less will be

the fre(|uency change accompanying a given voltage change.

2. The slope of the phase family of the frequency control unit;

the more nearly vertical these curves are made, the less will be the

frequency change accompanying a given voltage change.

'i. The separation between the members of the phase family of

the freciuencN' control unit; the less this separation, the less will be

th" frequency change accompanying a given amplitude change.

If the phase family of the amplifier is not a single line, the separation

Ijetween its members would be a factor. The slope of the curve

also has a slight effect. The distance from the point of zero phase

displacement, at which the two families intersect, may be reduced

by reducing such reactive impedances as appear in the amplifier

circuit. The slope of the frequenc\- (oiiirol unit famiK- may be

increased 1)\' reducing the damjiing of the tuned circuit. It may
also be increased by reducing the phase displacement in the amplifier,

thereby operating nearer the point of zero pha.se displacement where

the rate of change of phase shift with frequency is greatest. The

separation between the members of the phase famih' of the frequency

control unit may be reduced b\' reducing the magnitude of such

changes as occur in the dam])ing. Moreo\er, since for \.irious

amounts of damping the several members of the phase famil\- aj)-

proach coincidence at the resonance |)<)int. it is again desir.ibk- to

reduce any phase disjilacenienl of llic ain|)iitiir in order to work

as near this point as possibk'.

It has just been suggested that an>' reduction in the pha.se shift

through the amplifier will make the phase equilibrium curve more

nearly vertical. It will be noticed, however, that this causes the

intersection between the pha.se equilibrium curve and the amplitude
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ninililiriiim (ur\i' lo (iciui in .1 purlioii nl ilic l.illtr w luic it .ip-

|in>.ulu's tlu- horizontal. It \\iiiil<l .ipiicu (loir.ililc, 1 lu'iclnrc. if

Irwiuency stabilitv' is to be pushed i" ilir liniii, in permit ,1 slight

phase displacement to occur in the aiiiplilur in mclci ili.ii ilu- inter-

section nn>;lu be located at a place where the aini)liliide e(|iiilil>rinni

ciir\e is sleeper. Any decrease in the slope of the phase e(iiiiiibriuni

cur\e will be more than compensated for !)> the increase in slope of

the amplitude cur\c. It will be apparent from the cur\-es that such

an adjustment reduces the amount of fre(|uency change accompanying

.u\y change in phase displacement at the expense of am[)litude sta-

l>ility. In practice, phase changes can be made smaller than trans-

mission gain changes and we are conse(|uentIy iiistified in placing

most of the burden of holding the fre<iuenc\' to ti.irrow litnit> on the

phase eiiuililirium characteristic.

As a result of the foregoing analysis it appears that tlu- .unplitier

should be designed so that, at the normal operating point, its gain

\aries but little with load and so that it iniriuliiris as small a phase

shift as [Kjssible. The tuned circuit should li.i\i' little dam[)ing and

the \ariation in damping with load should be reduced to a minimum.
Although these conclusions ha\e been based upon the characteristics

of a s|)ecitic circuit. the\' a()pK' e(|uall\' well lo other circuits of the

same general form.

I^ICSIC.N OF C'lRcriT KOK Hk.II I'RI-nt !• N( V ST.MUI.irV

The arrangement of an oscillating circuit eiub<)d\ing the features

which the preceding section has shown to be essential, if the gener-

ated current is to be maintained within narrow fre(;iuenc\- liruits,

is gi\en in Fig. S. Ttu' frequeiHA control unit is a shunt resonant

Fig. 8—Circuit of cunstaiit frci|uc-iicy oscillator
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circuit coupled to the output of the amplifier, at the junction A, by

a high series resistance, Rf, and to the input of the amplifier, at the

junction B, through a winding coupled directly to the inductance.

The amplifier is designed to have ample load carrying capacity

so that its gain varies but little with changes in load. This, as we
have seen, is necessary in order to make the amplitude equilibrium

curve steep and the frequency less subject to variation through

unavoidable changes in phase displacement. Moreover, the voltage

which appears at the junction /I, as a result of a gi\'en N'ohage im-

pressed upon the junction B, is stabilized by making the sum of the

resistances R\ and R-i low as compared with the load impedance and

with the impedance of the frequency control unit. In particular, i?2,

across which I he load is connected, is so small in comparison with

the impedance of the load that changes in the latter are entirely

negligible. Such an arrangement does not, of course, lead to high

efficiency, but we must be prepared to make concessions in one direction

in order to secure benefits in another. By making the effecti\e load

applied to the tube largely resistance the phase displacement occurring

in the amplifier is made very small.

In this circuit it is not necessary to use two tubes to obtain the

proper |)hase relations. .-\t resonance the apparent impedance of

tile siiunt resonant circuit apj^roaches a pure resistance and the

\()ltage drop across it is conseciuenth' in phase with the e.m.f. acting

in the plate circuit of the tube. The current through the inductance,

however, lags 00° behind this \-o!tage. The e.m.f. set up in the

oscillator input winding is !)()° out of phase with the current in the

priinar\', thus making it possible to secure in the frcfiuency control

iniii till' necessary 180° phase reversal between the plate and grid

circuits of the tube. Care must, of course, be exercised to connect

the windings of the oscillating coil in the proper direction.

The damping nl the resonant circuit may be made small b\' gixiiig

the primar\' wiiidini.; of tlie oscillating coil a high time constant. The

coupling impedances introduce additional damping which ma>' be

made small by making both the feed-back resistance, /?/, and the

input inipi(!an(c of the tube high. The tube imjiedance may be

made \ cr\ lii);ii li\ using sufficient negati\'e grid bias to pre\'ent the

filament-grid circuit from becoming conductive. I >f ilu- two cmiijliiig

impedances, the feed-back resistance, together witli ilu' oilur im-

pedances associated wiili ilic iiilie (uitpiii. introduces the greater

damping. Now it can ln' >ht)\\n thai Inr tlie frequency- control unit

to ha\e a given transmission efticiencN-, the total adilcd daniiiing due

to coupling is a minimum when the damping due to ihc input coupling
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is i'<|ual to thai tliu- to the output coupling. It is. thert-forf. (Ii-sirahlf

to make the oiii()hnj; to the input of the tiilie as ertirienl as [)ossil>]e

in order to (x^rniit the eouplinR 1<j the output to be reduced. F*"or this

reason the nuitual inifx-dance of the osciHatinf; coil has been kejit as

high as is practicable.

By increasing the feed-l)ack resistance the ratio of tlic \(iltage at

B to the voltage at .4 may be refluced, thereby decreasing the ordinales

of the [Mnver loss family of the fre(iuency control unit— Fig. o. This

affords a control by means of which the system may be adjusted so

that lioth the amplifier and the freciuency control unit are operated

in regions where their power outputs are nearly porportional to the

power inputs or. in other words, where the separation between the

members in the gain and loss families is practically negligible.

There is another advantage in keeping the feed-back resistance

high. In making it the major element in the network shunted across

the resonant circuit, the elTect of any variations in the output im-

jjedance of the tube or in the load imp)edance is reduced.

It is evident from an examination of the power ratio families which

define the ofieration of the two elements of the regenerative system

that before the system can come into equilibrium, at least one of these

elements must enter a region where the relation between the pf)wer

which it receives and the power which it delivers is non-linear. This

means that the wave delivered by this element does not have the same
form as the wave received by it. Distortion of this kind is manifest

in the presence of harmonics of the fundamental frequencies in the

current delivered by the oscillator. In most cases the amplifier is

the distorting element and we find in the output ail multiples of the

fundamental. It has, however, been found advantageous in some
instances to so adjust the system that the iron core of the inductance

element in the frequency control unit overloads before the amplifier.

In this case, the resulting distortion is such that only the (\dd nuiltiplcs

of the fundamental frequency are present.

By the proper choice of circuit elements, it has been found possible

to design commercial oscillating circuits, covering the range of fre-

quencies between 100 and 100,()()() cycles per second, in which the

frequency is but little affected by changes in elements external to

the frequency control unit. In one such commercial oscillator it

has been found, for example, that the average de\iation in the fre-

quency observed with any one tulie from the mean frequency ob-

tained with a number of tul)es is approximately [).Q'2'',
. In this

siime circuit, as the plate potential changes from 100 to !.")() \-olts. the

frequency change does not exceed 0.04'
i at aii>' portion of the fre-
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quency range. Similarly, if the filament current is changed from

1.1 to 1.4 amperes, the average frequency change is 0.03*^0 Changes

in the frequency resulting from changes in the load impedance are

practically negligible.

.Such frequency changes as occur in the oscillator referred to above,

are due, to a large extent, to variations in the inductance conse-

quent upon the \ariations in power level which accompany the par-

ticular circuit changes referred to. The stability of the system may,

therefore, be increased considerably beyond the limits indicated if

the electrical constants of the elements used in the frequenc>' control

unit are independent of the power level. The use of an air core coil

in place of an iron core coil improves the stability to a very marked

extent pro\ided. nf course, that the same time constant is obtained in

both cases.

In oscillators which have been designed primarily for frequencN'

stability, it is found that the largest frequency variation is due to

the variation in the electrical constants of the frequency' control

unit with temperature. When iron core coils are used, the tem-

perature coefficient of frequency of the oscillating system is approx-

imately 0.01 '^^ for 1° C. Using suitably designed air core coils,

the temperature coefficient of the oscillator becomes approximately

O.QO'.V'f for 1° C. The change in frequency in this case is due alinost

entirely to the change in capacity of the mica condensers used in the

frequency control unit.

.Although the meth(xl of analysis which we have just considered

has been discussed largely in terms of the relation of the Irecjuency

of an oscillating electrical .system to the constants of the several

members of the system, it is by no means limited to such considera-

tion. It is, in fact, applicable to practically all types of oscillating

svNtenis, including those containing mechanically resonant devices.

It should, however, be remembered that while an analytical study of

this type may assist materially in furnishing a qualitati\e picture

of the conditions existing in some piece of a|)|iaratus, it is by no

means a substitute for a rigoious quantitati\e treatment.
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'

Carrier Trii-phony on Pimrr fJurs.' N. 11. Si..\r(,ii iiu .iii<l \\ .

\'.

W'oi.Ki;. Tlu' liii)(lain(.-ntal n-iiiiiri-iiH-nls of a tck-phoiR- tirruii an-

oiitliiud brioHv- and translated into the terms of the jM)\ver line carrier

telephone problem. Considerable data on transmission line rhar-

acteristics at carrier frequencies are presented, which clearly show

the maRnitude of the transmission problem and the best frequency

values to employ. The advantages of using the "metallic circuit"

arrangement rather than the commonly emplo\ed "ground ri'turn"

arrangement are emphasized.

One of the chief problems in carrier tele[)h()n>' on jjowcr liiu's i> to

provide an efficient means of connecting the carrier equipiiu'iit to the

power line, and the various possiiiilitics .md preferred imtlKid-- .ire

discussed at some length.

The nature of the circuits and eciuipmeiit eni|)lo\ed are then de-

scribed, together with an indication of their range of usefulness in

power line telephone communication.

The Xatiire of Laiif^uaf^e.' R. L. Jom-.s. In iiilnHluclimi. the liis-

tory of human language is outlined and the manner of speech ])ro-

duction is briefly described with special reference to English. Following

this is a summary treatment of available data on the subject of speech

and hearing. Much of this is the result of investigations carried out

during the past few years in the Research Laboratories of the Amer-

ican Telephone and Telegraph Company and the Western Klectric

Company, at New York.

Human speech employs frequencies from a little below 100 (Acles

per second to above G.tXHJ cycles, a range of about six octa\es. The
ear can perceive sound waves ranging in pressure amplitude from

less than 0.001 of a dyne to over 1 .000 (Kius .md in frequency of

vibration from about 20 cycles per >((iiii(l to .ilioui JO,000, a range

(}f about ten octaves.

The intensities and frequencies used m(»t in conversation are ihoM-

ItKated in the central part of the area of audition. The energy of

speech is carried largely by frequencies below 1,000, but the charac-

teristics which make it intelligible, are carried largely by frequencies

above 1,000. I'nder quiet conflitions gcKxl understanding is possi-

' The purpose of these abstracts is to supplement the contents of the Journal
by reviewing papers from Bell System sources which relate directly to electrical

communication but which will not be reprinted in the Jnurnnl.

•Journal .A. I. K. E., Vol. XI. Ill, p. .177, .Apr., 1924.

' Journal .A. I. E. E., Vol. XI. Ill, p. M\, .\pr., 1<>24.
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hie with undislorted speech having an intensity anywhere from one

hundred times greater, to a million times less than that at exit from

the mf)uth. On the whole the sounds, ///,/, s, and i' are hardest to hear

correctly and they account for over half the mistakes made in interpre-

tation. Failure to perceive them correctly is principally due to their

very weak energy although it is also to be noted thai the\- have im-

portant components of very high frequency.

The Physical Criterion for Determining the Pitch of a Musical Tone.*

H.XRVKV FLETCHiiR. This paper describes experiments in which a

high quality telephone system was used to reproduce musical sounds

from the voice, the piano, the- \ inlin. the clarinet and the organ without

any appreciable distortion. Into tliis telephone system electrical

filters were introduced which made it possible to eliminate any desired

frequency range. Results with this system show that only the quality

and not the pitch of such musical sounds changes when a group of

either the low or high frequency components is eliminated. Even

when the fundamental and first se\cn oxertones were eliminated

from ilie xowel ah sung at an ordinary piuli for a baritone, the pitch

remained the same. These results were checked by a study of syn-

thesized musical tones produced by ten vacuum tube oscillators, with

frequencies from 100 to 1,000 at intervals of 100. It was found that

three consecutive component frequencies were sufficient to give a

clear musical tone of definite pitch corresponding td 10(1. .md that in

general when the adjacent components had a ri)ii>lant (liflcrence

which was a common factor to all coniiiomnls .i siiiLjlr nuisiial tone

of pitch equal to this common differenci' \\,i> oliiainrd. l)ul not otiu-r-

wise. Recent work on hearing has shown that the transmission

mechanism between the air and the inner ear has a non-linear response

which accounts for the so-called subjective tones. When the com-

ponents of low frecjuency are eliminated from the externalK' impressed

musical tone, they arc ai;ain iiiiroduicd as subjecti\e tones before

the sound r(.Mrhi> llu- nir\e lirniin,il>. ("alcuiation of the magni-

tude of these subjecti\e tones from ihc mm-linear constants of the ear

shows that the results on pitch ari- w h.ii might be expected.

Sound spectra of ten typical musical sounds, obtained with an

electrical automatic harmonic analyzer to be describetl by Wegel and

Moore, are given for ah sung at pitch d, a sung at a, piano ri, piano c'

,

\iolin i;', clarinet r, organ, pipe, Ci for three pressures, and oigan pipe c'

.

Ferromaiinetism and Its Dependence Upon Chemical, 'Thermal and

Mechanical Conditions.-' L. W. McKici^u.w. This review considers

' Physical Review, Vol. XXIII, .No. ,?, March, 1924.

•Journal of Franklin histitute, V. 196, pp. 58.?-601; 757-786, 1924.
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first the i;i'iu'r.il [)r<)|XTtics of ferrninaRiielic IkkIjcs and tliu particular

lorins of mai;in'tization ciir\'es and hystert'sis loops cxhihili-d hy ircn,

I nhalt, nirkfl, and thoir alloys with i-arh othiT and with other elements.

The Heusler alloys are also described. The elTects of temperature

u(>on magnetization are then fliscus.sed in detail for the case of iron

and the behavior of alloys is compared with this as a standard, both

reversible and irreversible ch.mges being discussed in some cases.

The transient effects of mechanical strains within the elastic limit

and the permanent effects of o\-er-strain of the kinds usually met
with in practice are considered. The re\'iew concludes with sjx-cula-

tions in regard to the electronic groups in the atomic structure which

are responsible for the occurrence of ferromagnetic properties. One
hundretl and forty references to recent periodical literature are in-

tenditl to give starting points for more detailed study of any of the

subjects discussed.

Permeater for Alternating Current Measurements at Small Ma'^net-

izinii Forees.' C A. Kei.I.s.m.i.. This is a description of a permea-

meter for making alternating current measurements of permealiility

on toroidal specimens at small magnetizing forces and at telephonic

frequencies. It is a special type of transformer with a single turn

secondar\-. The primary consists of a suitable number of turns of

insulated copper wire wound directly on a finely divided toroidal

magnetic core made of one of the high permeability permalloys.

The single turn secondary is an annular copper shell enclosing the

priman,- with an additional space provided for the core to be tested.

The copper shell is provided with con\enient means for opening and
closing. The sample whose permeability is to be determined is inter-

linked with the open secondary- which is then closed. The inductance

of the instrument connected as one arm of an inductance bridge is

then measured at the primary terminals. From the value thus ob-

tained, the constants of the transformer and the diniensioiis of the

sample, the permeability is computed.

Furnace Permeater for Alternating Current Measurements at Small

Maanelizinn Forces? G. A. Kells.vli,. This is an adaptation of the

permeamcter previously described for the measurement of permeabil-

ity at elevated temperatures. It consists essentially of a permeameter

with an addition of an annular electric furnace immediately surround-

ing the sample under test and suitably heat insulated from the other

parts of the instrument. Like the simpler permeameter, it measures

the permeability of ring samples for sm dl mignetizing forces at

•JOS. A. and R. S. I., 8, pp. 329-.?.?.S, 1024.

'J. O. S. A. and R. S. I., 8, pp. 669-674. 1024.
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telephonic frf(|iR'nries without the iiecessitN' ot winding magnetizing

coils upon then). The maximum temperature at which measure-

ments can lie nuuie with this apparatus is about 1,000° C. By tilling

the unhealed fuinace with liquid air, a minimum temperature of

— 190° C is attainable niakini; the whole range of the instrument

about 1,200° C.

The changes introduced in order to adapt to pernieameter for

measurements at different temperatures do not impair its accuracy,

the determination of permeability at both high and low temperature

ha\in^' the same precision as at room temperature.
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"The Stethophone," An Electrical Stethoscope

By H. A. FREDERICK and H. F. DODGE

1. AcorsTic Stethoscopes

ArSd'I.TATION is commonly practiced by means of ilic

ordinary stethoscope, a device with which the physician is

al)ie to study sounds produced within the heart, lungs, f)r other por-

tions of the btxly and to determine whether such abnormal con-

ditions exist as are evidenced by abnormal sounds. Of particular

importance are the characteristics of the normal heart sounds, heart

murmurs, breathing sounds and rales.' It is well known that the

intensity of certain of these sounds is not in itself of fundamental

significance, that, for example, certain very faint murmurs may
represent serious organic lesions; hence it is of pathological im-

portance that these sounds be heard and understood.

Most acoustic and mechanical \ibratory systems introduce dis-

tortion by discriminating in favor of certain frequency bands. Ex-

treme distortion may alter a sound beyond recognition. If a mod-

crate amount of distortion is unavoidable, it may be possible to

control it judiciously so as to give most accurate reproduction in

the frequency region of major importance.

From this standpoint it is of interest to consider the fre(|uency

characteristics of the two common types of stethoscopes shown in

Figs. 1 and 2. The stethoscopes used in these tests were equipped

with thick-walled soft rubber tubing such that the distance from

the chest piece to the ear pieces was approximately 55 cm. The
characteristic of the open bell stethoscope was obtained by picking

up sound from the surface of a piece of fresh beef and measuring

the relative intensity of sound on a condenser transmitter- with antl

' The presence of any one of several types of lesions in or near the valves of the

heart "gives rise to etldies in the bloofi current and thereby to the almornial sounds

to which we give the name murmurs." "So one of the various blowing, whistling,

rolling, rumbling or piping noises to which the term refers, sounds anything like

a 'murmur' in the ordinar>- sense of the word." (R. C. Cabot—Physical Diagnosis,

pp. 182-,?, \')2i.)

"The term 'rales' is applied to sounds produced by the passage of air through

bronchi (windpipes! which contain mucus or pus, or which are narrowed by swelling

of their walls." i R. C. Cabot— Physical Diagnosis, p. 163) Rales niay appear
either as bubbling sounds, occurring singly or in showers, or as musical squeaks

and groans.

• E. C. Wente, "The Sensitivity and Precision of the Electrostatic Transmitter

for Measuring Sound Intensities," Phys. Rev. 19, No. 5, p. 498, 1922.
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without the test stethoscope inserted in the sound path. In this

experiment, it was impracticable to set up pure vibrations in the

human body. \ piece of fresh beef was a convenient substitute and

one which for the purposes of such physical analysis appeared satis-

factory.

The fre(iu(.n(\- characteristic of the open i)ill slclhoscope is shown

Fig. 1—The open bell stelhoseope

1-ig. 2-(>n HmwIcs stethoscope

in F"ig. H, in which the ".sen.sation value" as interpreted by the ear

is plotted in transmission units,' TU,—convenient units ii>ed to

'The transmission unit used in this paper is a logarithmic function of power
ratio. The number of transmission units N corresponding to the ratio of two

p
amounts of power P\ and Pi is given by the relation A'=l() log,o— . The power

N
ratio corresponding to N units is therefore 10'». For example, an increase of

10 TV signifies 10 limes as nuich power: of 20 TV, 100 times as much power, etc.

See W. 11. Martin, "The Transmission I'nil," Journal A. /. E. E., Vol. 43, p.

504, 1924; B. 5. T. J. \ol. 3, p. 400, 1924.
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t-xpri'ss rflati\f loiidiu'ss. A powiT r.ilio sc.ili' is iilso slinwii .it llii-

li-lt ami ihf powiT .It 100 ryrli-s is assumed i(|iial lo uiiily as a ref-

finicf point.

'Phis curvi- shows tlio ri'lati\-c cflicieiiry of transmission for frc-

(|iii'ncifs up to 2,000 cycles. The successive peaks are due primarily

to resonance of the air columns anti are partly determined !)>• the

length of the stethoscope tubing. Resonance thus increases the

-2C rjv

FREQUEncr-acLts per SECono
100 100 300 400 MO TOO W 1000

miCOlC I

MlrtlCAL noTATion

Kiij. .1—Frequency characteristic of open hell stethoscope

efficiency of transmission at and above the fundamental peak fre-

(juencv-. .As the frequency scale is ascended' from this point, the

transmission falls off gradually.

In a subsequent test, the open i>ell and Bowles types of stethoscopes

(Figs. 1 and 2) were compared directly with one another. For this

test, a vigorous sound was imparted to the sternum of a patient and

the sound was picked up over the apex of the heart. Below 1.50

cycles, the Bowles stethoscope averaged approximately 1.5 TU less

etVicient, whereas, disregarding the somewhat different arrangement

of the resonance peaks, between 300 and 1,000 cycles, it varied from

.5 to 10 I'L' more efficient than the open bell type. These features

of the Bowles stethoscope are due to the chest piece diaphragm.

.As will be shown in another paper, much of the energy of systolic

and diastolic murmurs is made up of frequencies between 120 and

OGO cycles per second. Thus, concurring with obser\ali(jns macle
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li\- Dr. \i. C". ("al)(>i/ it is to be expected that many of the moderately

high and high pitched murmurs can be heard more distinctly with

the Bowles than with the open bell stethoscope. On the other hand,

for many faint pathological sounds such as presystolic murmurs
wliirh are composed primarily of relatively low frequencies, the

oijen bell stethoscope is more satisfactory for observation. The
latter introduces less distortion so that with it all sounds are retained

more nearly at their original relative intensities. These remarks

are, of course, confined to the particular designs of stethoscopes shown

in Figs. 1 and 2. It should be noted that as the length of the rubber

tubing is increased, the fundamental peak of Fig. 3 moves down-

ward in frequency, and the transmission at higher frequencies becomes

poorer. In order to retain the very high pitched components of

certain heart and chest sounds, the use of long rubber tubing should,

tiuTcfiire, be a\c)i<k-d.

The common stethoscope ser\es as a convenient means of obser\-

ing body sounds. If the available energy from a single chest piece

is subdix iiicd in order to supp]>- several indi\iduals, howe\"er, the

sounds (]bs(i\i(l by eacli are much fainter. In cases where the

sounds <if paili()liJi;ir,il interest are sufficiently near the threshold

of audibility llie ii>e nl a multiplicity of observing tubes renders

these .sounds inaudible. This is often the case.

For teaching purposes or for consultation, it is extremeh' desirable

tf) ha\e multiple listening units. In the past, it has been necessary

to handle the students of large classes either singly or in small groups.

This method naturally limits the number of cases that can be demon-

strated and makes ii impossible to gi\e each student as much practice

as has been found necessary for iiiin to become familiar with the

more ob.scure sounds. Aside from iliese factors, it has not been

feasible for a large group to cibser\e simultaneously- with the in-

structor the i^eculiarities .uid cli.iniies in murnuu-s of a transient or

evanescent character.

With the development of \acuum tube ani|)liliers, liie imssibiiilies

of lepriidui ing and magnifying body sounds electrically were con-

sidered. Ii ajjpeared that a device might be provitled which would

be useful not only in teaching but also in diagnosis, as an aid to

|)h>'sicians of subnormal hearing, in the reproduction of the \er\-

faint fetal heart sounds or e\en in fields be\'ond the scope ol the

ordinary stethoscope.

' R. t". Cabot, " Pliysicial Diagnosis," Chap. \'l, V)li.
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J. IIakiv I)ivi:i.()Pmi:n r or nil-: l-liiu tkk .\i. Si i: iiioscopk .

riie earliest ilc\elopmeiit work on eleclriral stethoscopes was
naturally centered about the carhon transmitter and other micro-

phonic contact ile\ ices. In I'.IO", Kinthoven '" made records of normal

heart sounds anil murmurs. In HMO,'' heart sounds were reproduced

!>> a tuned mechanical rela\' consisting of a sinj^le microphonic con-

tact and an electromaj;nelic element. With this device, heart sounds

were transmitted audibly but evidently with a considerable amount
of distortion, over a commercial telephone line in London. The
normal heart sounds were amplified by Scjuicr ' for a ii;roiip of physi-

cians l)y means of a carbon transmitter in 1921. It is readily possible

to amplify the fluctuations in current in a carbon microphone by

means of vacuum tube amplifiers. However, the carbon microphone

also introduces a certain amount of noise inherent in the use of loose

contacts. This noise is below the threshold of audibility for the

[lormal use of the microphone, as in the telephone plant, but when
it is amplified along with the faint sounds of interest, in auscultation

it Incomes ver\' annoying and tends to obscure these other sounds.

This "microphone roar" contains components throughout the range

of audible frequencies and hence cannot be eliminated. \'arious

experimenters have, however, attempted to perfect such a device.*'^

As far as we have been able to determine, such devices have not

satisfactorily reproduced faint heart murmurs or chest sounds.

Of the other possible types, the electromagnetic has thus far ap-

peared to offer the greatest promise. In design, this resembles

closely the ordinary telephone receiver. This type requires a more
powerful amplifier than the carbon microphone but this is not a

serious limitation. Such a combination has been used with prom-
ising results to obtain graphical records of heart murmurs.'" The
progress made with this type of equipment for teaching purposes has

been outlined." The successful application of the electromagnetic

' \V. Einthoven, " Die Reglstricrung der menschlichcn Herztone mittels des
Saitengalvanometers," Arch. f.d. ges. Physiol., 117:461 .April 1907; " Rin dritlrr

Herzton." ibid. 120:31 Oct. 1907

«S. G. Brown, ".A Telephone Relay," Journal I. E. E. May 5, 1910.

S. \V. Winters, "Diagnosis by Wireless," Scient. Amer. 124:465 June, l''.'l.

' R. B. .-\blMjtl, "Kliniinating hiterfcring Sounds in a Telephone Transmitter
Stethoscope." Phys. Rn: 21:200 Feb., 1923.

' Jarohsohn, ".Amplified .Audibility of Heart Sounds," Berlin Leiler J. .1. M. .1..

80:493 V\h. 17, 1923.

'" H. B. Williams, "New .Method for Graphic Study of Heart Murnuirs." Proc.
Soc. Exper. Biol, and Med., 18:179 March 16, 1921.

" R. C. Cabot, ".A Multiple Electrical Stethoscoix: for Teaching I'ur|)Oscs,"

J. A. M. A., 81 :298 July 28, 1923.
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Iransmiltcr lo tiMchint; was due largel\' to the work of Dr. R. (".

("alw)l and Dr. C. J. Cjainhle al tlic Massadiiiselts (ieneral Hospital

where a successful multiple electrical stethoscope was first employed

for classroom lectures in June, 1923. The equipment consisted of an

electromagnetic transmitter provided with a special form of mouth-

piece for picking up the body sounds, a three-stage vacuum tube

amplifier and a distribution system to accommodate as many as

125 students with single head receivers on which individual ordinary

stethoscopes were held.'-

The e.xperience gained with liiis equipment indicated certain

improvements to increase the sensitivity to body sounds, and at the

same time decrease the disturbances caused by extraneous noises.

Greater sensitivity required a better transference of sound energy

from the body to the transmitter. Reduced room noise required that

we couple the transmitter as closely as possible with the human body

and at the same time make it insensititive to sound vibrations in the

air. A preliminary analysis with electrical filters of the frequency

characteristics of sounds of pathological interest to the physician

showed that these sounds were composed largely of frequencies below

1,000 cycles. Inasmuch as the frequency characteristics of these

various sounds are different, it has been found very useful to permit

concentration on the sounds of interest by the use of electrical filters.

These factors led to the development of the electrical stethoscope

called the "stethophone" which is described in the following para-

graphs. This development was undertaken at the request and with

the active cooperation of Dr. H. B. Williams of the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, New York, Dr. Richard C. Cabot " of the Massa-

chusetts General Hospital, Boston, and Dr. C. J. Gamble'- of the

School of Medicine of the l^niversity of PennsyKania, Philadelphia.

The cooperation of these physicians permitted the instrument to be

gi\i-n i)ractical tests at e\ery stage of its de\clopnient.

3. Gi:m:rai. Di;si kii'uon or tiik SniriiDriKiNK

The stcthoiihone consists essentialK- of tlu' fullowinu ckMiioiits:

1. An electromagnetic transmitter.

2. A three-stage amplifier with a pnienlionieier control.

3. .A selected group of electric filters.

t. A multiplicity of output receivers for observers.

The whole is assembled in a substantial cabinet on wlueis re-

'- A detailed desiriplion of the apparatus ii.scd In this installation was presented

in a recent palmer. See (".amble and Keploglc, ".\ Multiple Electric Stethosi-opc

for Teaching," J. A. M. A., Vol. 82, p. 387, 1924.
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M'nil>lini; a "ttM-way;nn." I( rc(iiiiri-s fur its opiT.ition ,i >.i\-\()lt

storage iKitti-ry and a i;it)-v()ll "B " battery. These are housed in

roiiipartinents in the hiwer part of the cabinet. Ten jack positions

are pro\ ided to (uTiiiit tliis iiiinilter of persons to hsten simiiltaiK-oiisly

E^=Ufj
Kii;. 4—("irciiit diagram of stcthophonc

around the stcthophone. All controls arc coinciiieiiiK jjlaecd on a

single panel to facilitate operation.

.A schematic circuit diagram is shown in l-"ig. 4.

4. Tr.\nsmitter

The transmitter employed with greatest success with the stctho-

phonc thus far is of the electro-magnetic type equipped with a special

\ibrator>- element which is placed in direct contact with the flesh

of the patient.

One of the features of the transmitter is its insensitiveness to sound

waves in the air. Thus, the ratio of extraneous noise picked up

by the transmitter to the body sounds is greatly reduced so that

observations can be made with a minimum amount of interference

from rot)m noise.

The transmitter construction provides efficient transfer of vibra-

tional energy from the flesh or bony framework of the body to the

vibrator^' steel element. It provides a means for coupling which

serves as a mechanical transformer for body sound energ>' and avoids

an abrupt change in the path of the waves and large attendant losses

by reflection. The system is highly damped and minimizes the dis-

tortion of the sounds of interest.

Since the transmitter is a contact device, the physician may vary

the pressure of application at will. Firm but light contact is desirable.

The human flesh contributes damping to the vibratory system of the
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traiismiucr. I'mlouhtedK' lliis damping is nol only \arial)le for

different indi\iduals but depends upon the pressure and the nature

of the flesh and bone structure in the vicinity of the point of applica-

tion for any one individual. Thus the frequency characteristic of

the transmitter is somewhat dependent on the conditions of use.

The frequency of maximum response is slightly above 200 cycles,

and the nature of the response-frequency cur\e indicates that the

vibratory system is highly damped. A discussion of the overall

frequency characteristic of the stethophone, including the trans-

mitter, is given in a later section of the paper.

It is obvious that variations in the pressure of application will

introduce disturbing noises in the audible frequency range. Suitable

means have, therefore, been provided to eliminate the communica-

tion to the vibratory system of hand tremors, slight movements of

the patient, and friction noises of the fingers on the case of the trans-

mitter.

Another source of extraneous noise is the rubbing of the transmitter

cord on the clothing or on other surfaces. A stift cord is \cry ob-

jectionable from the standpoint of transmission of friction noises.

Insulation from these noises has been i)rovided b\- a very flexible

section of cord at the transmitter end.

."). .AMri,iiii;i<

The three-stage am|)litk'r I'liiploys one Wi-sicrn I'.lectric 102-D and

two Western Electric 101-1) \acuuni tubes. As shown in Fig. 4, the

input transformer T\ connects the transmitter to the grid of the first

tube which is coupled to the second tube through a resistance potentio-

meter. The second and third lubes are coupled through a trans-

former T2. The output circuit of the last lube may be connected

to the load directly from its plate circuit for high impedance loads,

or through an output transformer T'i for low impedance loads. The
plate circuit of the second tube is tuned by means of a condenser CI

in order to retain high amplification at the low end of the fre<iiiency

scale.

A \ery flat characteristic is obtained over the range of interest,

the maximum \arialion being only about 3 TU (See Fig. 5). A
total gain of about 80 TU is pro\idcd, that is. a power amplifica-

tion of about one hundred million times. With .ui amplification of

")() TU, about the same loudness is observed in a single receiser in

the output circuit of the stethophone as is heard by the direct use

of the open bell stethoscope. This lca\'es a rcser\e amjilification
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i>f .ihout :U)
'/'(' a\ailal)lu for olit.iiiiiiii; ^rt-atiT inli'iisity of soiiikU or

for stipplyiii^ a lar^t- iuinil>or of individual listuiiiiiK units.

The potentiometer between the lii^t .md second tulies makes it

possible to adjust the ampht'ieation in small steps, each step K'^'i'iK

•0
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The stethophone is equipped with live fillers whose cut-off fre-

quencies are based on careful anaK'ses of about 100 hospital cases

of heart murmurs, rales and breathing sounds. These analyses

showed that the sounds of pathological interest to the physician can

be grouped into fairly definite frequency regions. When sounds in

a particular range of frequencies are of immediate importance, they

may be emphasized by suppressing sounds outside of this band.

The frequency characteristics of the filters are shown in Fig. G.
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r;llfs ami ct-rtain t\|H's ot lirr.iihinn mxitkIs cm In- nliMiM-d in iln-

i^rratest a<l\antagc.

Thf low-pass 1,UX) cycli- filter passes the iii^lKT frec|uency com-

ponents of very high-pitelied nuirmurs and liiKli-pitched rAles in a

majority of cases.

The high-pass 130 cycle filler serves a iinitiiie .md important pur-

pose. It may he regarded as in value second only to the low-pass

().")() cycle filter. In many cases, the loud normal .sounds tend to

mask or obscure the faint higher-pitched murmurs. The high-pass

I'M) c\cle filter serves to weaken greatly the normal heart sounds so

that the murmur sounds occurring in the intervals between the

beats appear with its use to be relatively much louder. In this

filter, the amount of attenuation in the low frequency region has

been maile such that the residual low frequency energy and the

higher frequency components of the normal heart sounds are just

surticiently audible so that the murmurs may be timed with relation

to their positions in the cardiac cycle. This filter is also very useful

for weakening the heart sounds when rSles or pericardial friction

sounds are to be observed in areas where the heart sounds are loud.

The high-pass 130 cycle filter may be connected into the circuit

jointly with any one of the low-pass filters, thus making a\ailable

a group of band-pass filters with a lower cut-otT frequency of 130

cycles.

7. Output Receivers

When the stethophone is used for teaching or consultation pur-

poses, a number of high impedance receivers are connected in parallel

in the output circuit. Hach observer is provided with a single

receiver tcj which the f)rdinary stethoscope earpieces may be readil>'

OUTPUT RtCCIVtR-

U--^
F̂ig. 7—The output receiver

attached as shown in Fig. 7. This method of transmitting sounds

from the receiver diaphragm to the ears minimizes leakage loss of

sound energy and ser\es effectively to shut out room noises and

other annoying sounds. This result could be even better obtained
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and with less distortion by providing the receivers with small tips

to insert in the ears but at a greater cost for additional recei\'ers.

It is perhaps better to use the tubing and earpieces of the ordinary

stethoscope as this is the equipment to which physicians are most

accustomed and to which the student must accustom himself for

future practice. The receiver case is provided with a spring clip

for attachment to the clothing. This allows full freedom of both

hands for manipulating the transmitter and the control switches of

the amplifier, taking notes, etc.

The impedance of the output circuit depends upon tlic nuiulicr

of receivers in use and, for parallel connection, decreases as the num-
ber of receivers is increased. To care for the variable number that

may be used at different times, the output transformer has been

tapped and a three-way switch provided. By operating this switch,

the apparatus can be adjusted to a load varying from 1 to GOO reccixers

with a maximum transmission loss of 2.5 TV.

8. FrEQUKNCV Ch.\R.ACTERISTICS of THK -STUTIlOPHONli

The overall frequency characteristics of the stethophone, includ-

ing the transmitter, the amplifier, and the output receivers, are gix'cn

in Fig. 8. Two cur\es arc shown. The solid line cur\e reprtsenis

40 lo.ooor

lOOO
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(iptTatiiii; ronditioiis wlu-n ihc output rereivt-rs art- f(|uippt'(l with

riit)hfr tubing as in Kij;. 7, and with the binaural i-ar-piens hild in

ihi- oars. '\'\\v peaks in this curve are due principally to the resonance

in the air columns of the rubber tubing, and correspond to the sim-

ilar |)eaks of Fig. 3 for the open bell stethoscope. In order to point

out the effect of the stethoscope attachment of the output recei\-er,

a second characteiistic is shown by a dotted cur\e which represents

conditions when an output receiver of the same type is held directK

against the ear. It is noted that the stethoscope attachment in-

creases the transmission between 150 and 500 cycles per second,

and damps the sharp resonant peak of the receiver.

The overall characteristic of the stethophone as employed for

.iiiscultation is quite similar to that of the open bell stethoscope.

It is desirable that the body sounds as observed by the stethophone

shoulil appear the same as in the ordinary stethoscope, particuIarK-

in teaching work since the latter is used almost universally in regular

practice. If it were deemed desirable for special purposes to avoid

the tlistortion intnxluced by the stethoscope attachment, receivers

with small tips to insert in the ears could be used. For such an

arrangement, the overall characteristics could be further improved

by using damped recei\ers which would practically eliminate the

sharp peak of the dotted curse in Fig. 8.

0. InsT.VLLATION for Te.\( IIING PtRPOSIiS

When the stethophone is to be used for teaching purposes a perma-

nent wiring or distribution system should be installed with outlets

distributed among the seats of the amphitheatre or lecture room."

.A schematic diagram of such a system is shown in Fig. 9. A dis-

tributing pair of feeder wires, preferably shielded, is run between

alternate rows of seats below the floor casing, or suitably sheathed

to prevent damage. An outlet block "A" of six double contact jacks

is mounted on the back of each third seat of alternate rows. Thus,

one outlet block will supply si.\ seats, three in front and three in

back of the block. -Substantial jacks should be used throughout anrl

all receivers should be equipped with rugged plugs. In addition

to furnishing jack outlets among the seats, two or three multiple

nutlet blocks may be installed at the center of the amphitheatre as

shown at "B" for the use of guests or others on the floor of the amphi-

theatre. The output of the stethophone can be connected to the

distributing system of the amphitheatre at any one of these outlets.

Switch btjxes should be installed at various points as at "C" to facil-
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itate the localization of an accidental short circuit. If a short circuit

should occur in any part of the system this section can thus be dis-

connected and the balance used independentK".

C

IS
FEEDER

RECEIVERS
\_felJACK BLOCKS

SHOWIfiG DISTRlBUTIOn
OF RECELIVERS-SIX
SUPPLIED FROM OME
JACK BLOCK

mm
fe-JACK BLOCKS

STETHOPHONE
iJBM

TELEPHONE CORD
WITH PLUGS

-Wiring iiisl.ill.itioii in an aiiipliillu'atrc for U'aihinj; purposi'S

In class room lectures, tiie iiisiiucior cm make amioimcements

to the students and point out features of particular interest in a

convenient and somewhat no\-el manner \vithf)Ut reciuirinjj; the removal

of the stethoscope tubes from their ears. The liiunan body acts as

a sounding board lur sounds in air thai is, wlicn \vor<ls are s])oki'n
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ill the viriiiit\- of a patient, the flesh and Ixyne stnirtiire vil)rates to

these sounds. Tliis is particularly true of ilie areas conimonly used in

aiisiultation. The transmitter, resting on the flesh, will pick «(>

these vibrations together with those originating in the body of the

patient. The instructor may, therefore, talk to his students by

directing his words at that portion of the body to which the trans-

mitter is applied. Best results are obtained with a talking distance

of aliout ten inches. During such annoimcements, it is essential,

AMPHITHEATRE
DISTRIBUTION

SYSTEM

WARDS

Fig. 1(V—Wiring installation for the rooms or the wards of a hospital

of course, that the electrical filters be remo\ed from the circuit in

order that the important higher frequency components of speech

may be transmitted to the receivers. Because of this operating

feature, it is obviously necessary to have the patient in a reasonably

quiet place.

It is often desirable to reproduce in the lecture hall, the heart and

chest sounds of confined patients too ill to be moved. For this pur-

pose, the r(X)ms or the wards of a hospital may be connected by a pair

of wires to the lecture room. Such an installation is shown in Fig. 10.

Terminal outlets are distributed throughout the rooms or the wards

as desired and all are connected to the main feeder wires which com-

municate with the lecture hall. It is necessary to take the stelho-
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phone to the bedside. Long wires from the transmitter to the ampH-
fier cannot be tolerated on account of inductive disturbances from

neighboring telephone or other electrical circuits. If desirable,

announcements ma\' be made as before by talking close to the body

of ilu' patient under observation. In cases where exposure of a

Iiaiitnt is inad\isablc or where accurate statements pertaining to the

seriousness of a disease are preferably withheld from the patient,

announcements may be made by talking in a low tone of voice at

about one inch distance from the transmitter itself. Reasonably

satisfactory reproduction is obtained by this means.

10. OniRR .Appi.ic.\tioxs

.Aside from its application to teaching purposes, the stethophone

appears to have possibilities in fields which have not yet been thor-

oughly studied. Further experimental investigation by the medical

profession can alone bring out these possibilities.

The possibility of substituting a loud speaker for the iiuiix idual

receivers in the output circuit has been investigated in a preliminar\'

manner. This problem invol\-es certain very fundamental factors

relating to the sense of hearing which must be considered carefully.

To a remarkable extent, the ear is capable of selective observation.

Ordinarily we listen to sounds through a sea of noise to which we
become so accustomed that we fail to notice it. However, when

listening to sounds near the threshold of audibility, such as the body

sounds under consideration, this noise may render the sounds of

interest inaudible. In order to hear them, it therefore, becomes neces-

sary to increase the loudness to a point well above that commonly
observed by the ph>'sician with his stethoscope. This increase in

loudness brings within the audible range, sound components ordi-

narily not heard and changes tiie quality of the whole as judged by

the ear. Such alteration of quality is obviously very unsatisfactory

for diagnosis or teaching purposes. Assuming that we had a\ailable

a perfect loud speaker, one that would transmit the very low and the

higher frequency components of faint body sounds without distortion,

difticulties would still be presented by the acoustic characteristics

of the room in which the loud speaker was placed. All rooms are

more or less reverberant. When these sounds are reproduced by a

good loud speaker in a small hea\ily damped sound-proof room,

they appear quite natural, but such a room is seldom available prac-

tically. None of the ordinary loud speakers with horns will transmit

ilic low lri'i|urn(ir> luTc of interest and would sound \i.t\- un-
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natiir.il cxeii witli idi-.il room conciilions. While a loiiil s|)faker lias

hi't'ii used under pro|H'r acoustic conditions to reproduce fainl

patliological sounds, as nnirnuirs and rales, this does not appear in

general to he a practical arranj^ement. Most arjjiunents, except per-

haps that of economy, tend to fa\()r the use of individual output

receivers for practically all purposes where critical anaKsis of sounds

is the objective.

I-'etal heart sounds as heard throut;h the mother's alidomen are

nuich fainter and require considerably higher amplification than

adult heart sounds. Preliminary data indicate that the energy- of fetal

heart sounds is approximately only 1 50 to 1 500 of the energ\' of

average normal heart sounds. The low pass 130 cycle fdter is not

only useful for suppressing the extraneous sounds and electrical

disturbances which usually attend the use of high amplification,

but serves most effecli\ely to eliminate the voice sounds of the patient.

.-\t Sloane Hospital in Xew ^'ork City it has been found possible to

reproduce clearly on a loud speaker and with a negligible amount of

interference, fetal heart sounds which were barely audible in the

physician's stethoscope. In these cases no interference was exper-

ienced from the maternal heart sounds. However, even in surgical

work where the rate of the adult or fetal heart is alone of importance,

it is felt that the best plan is to equip an attendant with earpieces

attached to a recei\er and to make it his chief duty to ol)ser\e the

heart action.

A ver\- important application of the electrical stethoscope is its

association with a recording galvanometer for making photographic

records of heart and chest sounds. Permanent records of this sort

might constitute a valuable addition to the history records of im-

portant cases in large hospitals. Some excellent graphical records

have already been made.'" It has been found that such records

can he obtained much more easiU' with the stethophone, principalK-

liecause of the part played by the electrical filters. The low-pass

filter suppresses largely the current fluctuations caused by mechanical

\ibrations and noise at the apparatus. The high-pass 130-c\cle

filter is also valuable for bringing out very faint murmurs. By its

use, the amplitude of the normal heart sounds can be greath' reduced.

When this is done, the amplitude of the faint murmur sounds may be

m.ignified relatively and hence shown very nicely on the record.

This is illustrated in the two charts c.f I'ig. 11, which are presented

through the courtesy of Dr. H. B. \\'illiams. The stethophone

records are accompanied by simultaneous electro-cardiograms (Kl

for timing the events. The first record was made with a low pass
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650 cycle filter and the second with a band pass 130-1,100 c\cle filter

and increased amplification. The latter shows the s\'stolic niurnuir

very clcarK'. With ilic LP (JoO filter, the nuirnuir is more or less

obscured li\ siry Inw pitched sounds wliicli nia\ really be a part

E

Low pass 650 cycle filter

Band pass 1,?0-1100 cycle filter

Fig. II—Kecords of a systolic imirimir taken with the stethoplionc and a recording
galvanometer

of it, 1)111 cerlaiiily pla\- a suliordiiiaic role in pnidiicin.u llu' .uidilik'

sDtuid. Tile clU'ct ot siippri'ssiini tiii' low pitched sounds 1)\- using

lln' iiigh p.iss tilti-r is mnw pronounci'd in charts of this sort for niur-

nuirs which lia\e negligilik' sotind coniponcnts below \'M) c\-cles

per second.

Phonograph records of heail Mnuids ha\e been made i)re\ ioiisK."

With the stelh()|)hone and a special electrical recorder, records of

some 1") cases of murmurs and chest sounds ha\c recently been made.

The results are very encouraging. All nf ihc i haracteristics of these

sotmds, such as the relati\e intensities of liie dilTerenl components

" (,. !•. Keiper, Leller J. .1. .1/. .1., 81:679 .•\ug.^25, !')_',<.
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ami their quality, h.ivf Iniii retained remarkably well. The problem

i>f subsequent repriKluction of these records has i)een met satisfac-

torily in two ways, in both of which the factor of particular concern

is the elimination of "needle scratch" noises. First, an electromag-

iietic reproducer has Ix-en used in conjunction with the stethophone.

In this case, low-pass filters serve to reduce the scratching nf)ises.

Second, the records have been reproduced by attaching the ear-

pieces of the ordinar>- physician's stethoscope to a special adapter

used with a commercial phonograph reproducer. To reduce needle

scratch in this case it is only necessary to introduce some form of air

passiige between the reproducer and the binaural earpieces which acts

as a low-pass acoustic filter. The ordinary commercial phonograph

is quite unsatisfactory for reproducing these records partly for the

same reasons mentioned above relative to the use of loud speakers.

Phonograph records of heart and chest sounds can be employed

to some extent for preliminan.- teaching purposes and do not recjuire

much equipment if reproduced acoustically. No patients are required

in this case, and the records can be accompanied by the analysis or

diagnosis of an expert. It is suggested that phonograph records

might be used to advantage as permanent records to follow the progress

of disease in important cases.

11. StMXIARV

A summary of the applications and limitations of a new form of

electrical stethoscope has been given. However, the extent of its

usefulness can be brought out only after it has been placed at the

disposal of experienced men in the medical profession. With it,

heart murmurs and rales can be magnified and observed with greater

clearness than with the ordinary stethoscope. Extremely faint

sounds may be heard clearly without great acuity of hearing by

inexperienced observers, a thing which has not hitherto been possible.

In several instances, murmurs have been disco\'ered with the stetho-

phone which were not discerned initially with the ordinary stetho-

scope although discernible after having heard them with the more

powerful apparatus. In a few of these cases, very faint murmurs,

although undoubtedly present could not be heard at all with the

ordinary stethoscope. It is felt that the electrical filters have played

an important part in such cases. These facts lead us to believe

that the stethophone may have real value for diagnosis.

The field of physical research of body sounds has been touched

upon but lightly. For special purposes, an endless variety of elec-

trical fdters ran be used with the stethophone.



Mathematics in Industrial Research'

By GEORGE A. CAMPBELL

"Sf.i.i.ino" Mathematics to the Industries

THE necessity for mathematics in industry was recognized at

least three centuries ago when Bacon said: "For many parts

of nature can neither be invented [disco\^red] with sufficient sub-

tility nor demonstrated with sufficient perspicuity nor accommo-

dated unto use with sufficient dexterity without the aid and inter-

vening of mathematics." Since Bacon's time only a very small

part of nature has been "accommodated unto use," yet even this

has given us such widely useful de\ices as the heat engine, the tele-

graph, the telephone, the radio, the airplane and electric power

transmission. It is impossible to conceive that any of these devices

could ha\"e been developed without "the aid and intervening of

mathematics." Present day industry is indeed compelled, in its

persistent endea\'ors to meet recognized commercial needs, to make

use of mathematics in all of the three ways pointed out by Bacon.

The record of industrial research abundantly confirms his assertion

that sufficient subtility in discov-ery, sufficient perspicuity in demon-

stration, and sufficient dexterity in use can be achieved oiil\- with

the aid of mathematics.

There is throughout intlustry one \itall\' important common
characteristic,— uncertainty'. In (nie industry the uncerlaint\" may
be due to the supply of raw material, the suj^pK" of labor, the supply

of l)raiiis or tjie sui)pl>' of capital. In another industry the uncer-

tainty ma\- Ik- due to the arti\it\- of competitors, to ntictiiating

public demand nr ici the ]),i»,i.i;c- and siiliseqiieiit inlerpretatinns of

statutor\' laws. Siill oilur industries are the playthings of the weather.

\Vhate\er the s(iur((> of iincertaint\- it is of vital importance to the

industry to reduce to a minimum the hazards due to each of the

uncertainties to which it is subjected. To a limited extent liazar(l>

may be transferri-d b\- means of insurance; but most uncertainties

cannot be dis()osed of in this manner—the\ mu>t l)e met 1>\ tlie

industry indi\idually.

The practice of probal)ilities. iluTclore. has a pi. ice in e\ ei y in-

dustry. In fact, it occupies the lirsi place in indu>liial mathematics,

barring only the elenu'ntar\- arithnu'tical operatioii>. li is lemark-

able how subtle are the mathematical difficulties presented b\- ap-

' Paper rcatl at the International Mathematical Congress, at Toronto, .August

II, 1924.
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p.iniuK iniuuviil proMcms in the theory of proI),il)ilily. I'or tliis

ir.iM)ii, m.uheniatirians who are entrusted with the appli(ati;)ii

of probability to industry must have jjreat insijjhl and acinnen.

I'.ven so, in a|)piyin}j prol)al)ility to any iiidustr\-, a heijinninji should

lie made with the simpler problems, jjoing on by gr.ulu.il steps to

more anil more eomplirated ones.

Kach industr> has its own special mathematical problems, which

must be considered intlividually in order to determine where mathe-

matics should be applied. No iiulusirial problem can seem much

more hopeless, as a field for exact mathematics, than the subject

of electricity as understocnl in the time of Bacon. It was then a mere

collection of curious observations, such as the evanescent attraction

of rubbed amber. Persistent observation and careful ctirrelation

have, however, brought a large domain of present day electricity

under quantitative relations. Klectricity is now preeminently a

field for mathematics, and all advances in it are primarily through

mathematics.

Industrial mathematics will arliie\e but liltlc unless it is under-

taken by persons with suitable aptitudes working under favorable

coniiitions, on problems which have reached the mathematical stage.

Industrial mathematical research involves much more than the

mechanical application of established mathematical formulas. It

involves cooperation in determining the problems to be attacked,

in deciding what experimental data are necessary, in obtaining these

data, in formulating the mathematical problem, in carrying through

the analytical and numerical work, in applying the results to the

physical actuality and in practically testing the commercial results

achie%ed. In this cooperation many indi\iduals may be invoKed

and many tentative trials may be necessary in order to determine

the solution which best meets all of the commercial conditions.

The cooperation must be effective; it must produce results, and

these promptly. Mathematical deductions must be made intelli-

gible and convincing, so that they will eventuate in action even

when the indications of theory are apparently contrary to practical

experience. This is important because the most valuable theoretical

results are often revolutionary.

On the part of the industrial mathematician, powers of observa-

tion, clear physical concepts, quick resourcefulness, creative imagi-

nation and constant persistency are required. These are rare human

(lualities. Unless industrial mathematical work is made attractive

to men possessing these high talents, the full measure of success

cannot be expected. Industrial mathematics must ofTer a career in
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itself, since specialization is required—specialization of a type which

eventually disqualifies most men from undertaking other lines of

work most cfl'ecti\el\'.

MaTIIKMATU S IX Kl.KCTKICAl. CoMMlXH ATIOX

In order to make the foregoing observations somewhat more spe-

cific, I will refer to a few applications of mathematics in the industrial

research of the Bell Telejihone System. This field is selected because

I am more familiar with it than with other industrial activities.

Certainty of prediction is the basic requirement in the develop-

ment and operation of the telephone system; no vital need of the

system can be left to chance or to fortuitous development. For

this reason, the Bell System is highly organized under research con-

trol. The telephone situation is studied as a whole; all depart-

ments cooperate; each problem is considered from every point of

view. Every attempt is made to master a situation in advance

of the necessity of action, so that the most effective and economical

means for electrical communication may be adopted W'ith each ex-

pansion of the system. Much more than the immediate require-

ments of the hour must be known; preparation for all eventualities

must be made. Fortunately, the executi\es have carried out this

program with a pro|)lK'tic api)rcciati()ii of the \alue and necessity of

mathematics.

The importance of the theory and practice of probabilities was

recognized as soon as the telephone reached a thoroughly commercial

basis. It has prov'cd invaluable during the great expansion which

has already carried the number of telephones in the city of New
York to over a million. Meeting the pea'k load demand of the million-

odd telephones in New York City, on a practically no-delay basis,

with the minimum amount of e(iuipmcnt, is a highly complex and

important problem. Without probaliility studies of the situation,

the equipment installed at one point would be inadequate, while

at other points it would be superabundant. The superfluous equip-

ment would involve a waste of capital, while the inadequate ctjuip-

ment would mean inconvenience to the public and a loss of possible

revenue. K(|iiipment engineering involves a large number of prob-

ability [jroblems which arc novel, difficult, and financially most

important. The aggregate cost of all such studies is large, but the

resulting saving to the leleiihonc-using public is much greater. Satis-

factory telephone service in metropolitan areas is as deiicndrni ujjon

applied probability as is the success of life insurance.
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riu' ti-li'phonii- iik-al. wliicli is tin- perfect reproduction of speech,

with articulation which is indistinguishable from face-to-face con-'

vcrs;ition, involves extensive and exhaustive investigations in many
tields, in particular in mechanics, acoustics and electromagnetism,

since each telejihonic conversation involves oscillations in the air,

in solids and in the ether. Fortimately, the foundations of the

mathematical theon,- in these three tields had been securely laid by

the time Alexander Graham Bell effected their harmonious coopera-

tion in his first telephone. It is impossible for us to be too well

informed concerning the consequences of the mathcmatioal laws in

these three fields.

It is characteristic of many problems encountered in industry that

a great number of independent variables are involved, far too great

a number for the best solution to be reached simply by trained judg-

ment. Consider the transposition problem of the telephone system,

which is this: on pole lines, long lines between cities, for example,

several wires—sometimes a great number of wires—are strung along

in close proximity. Each pair of wires receives inductive effects

from the electric waves carried by every other pair, producing so-

called crosstalk. To reduce such effects, the pairs of wires are trans-

p<ised according to a set plan; that is, the positions of the two wires

are interchanged, an expedient analogous to the twisting of a pair

of wires. It is necessary to consider not only the ideal location of

the transpositions in each pair of wires, but also the practical irregu-

larities which occur in the actual placing of the transpositions. One
of the practical problems, in fact, is to determine the allowable tol-

erances limiting the irregularities in the location of loading coils

and transpositions, since these irregularities modify the crosstalk

and also the transmission efficiency by an amount which must be

determined by the laws of probability.

Transpositions were originally intrcxluced with complete success

about thirty years ago, and yet at the present time this subject is

lieing more actively studied than ever; this is due to the extended

use of phantom circuits and the new uses of carrier frequencies, that

is, high-frequency speech-carrying currents which are superposed

on ordinary telephony.

To illustrate the way in which problems in industrial mathematics

l)ecome, step by step, more complex by the progressive inclusion

of one factor after another, brief reference may be made to the loaded

cable circuit. The first successful telephone cable circuits could \^

treated mathematically on the basis of Kelvin's simple cable dif-

fusion theorj-. To allow for the ignored inductance and to deter-
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mine the effect of acklwl iiuluclancc, Heaviside's much more com-

plete transmission forimilas were employed somewhat later. The
next stage was to allow for the effect of inductance which was not

uniformly distributed, liui liuiiped at regular intervals. Here the

steady state solution for sinusoidal vibrations of a loaded string was

employed, and the cutoff frequency due to internal reflections at

the loading coils determined. But with loaded cables of great length,

extending from New York to Chicago and beyond, the transient

state may be of such duration as to require consideration. The
loaded line does not transmit the impulse as a whole, but breaks it

up by reflection and transmission at each loading coil. Therefore

some of the impulses arrive after a few short backward reflections,

while other impulses may travel many times the length of the line,

due to reflections back and forth at many of the thousand loading

coils in the circuit. The calculation of the transient state at the

receiving end, due to the arrival of these impulses in groups, one

after another, involved the calculation of Bessel functions up to order

2000 and subsequent integration by an application of the principle

of stationary phase to Fourier's integral.

Industri.vl AIathem.vtics as a Career

It is true that the mathematician who takes up industrial work

is not entirely free to set his own problems; the industry which

he has chosen pro\ides these and it demands concentration upon

them. Such problems are often less inviting than the clear-cut,

tractable problem which the pure mathematician is at liberty to set

himself. Industrial problems may be most complicated to frame

and they may admit onh' of aiiproximate solution Iin- laborious

numerical methods. In addition to delimiting the nature of his

problems, the imperative needs of industry set time limits for tiuir

solution, and the nature of industry demands a financial \nuhi troni

industrial mathematics. But these restrictions of industry should

not make the work less attractive. On the contrary, restrictions

disclose the master. There is an inspiration in overcoming e\"en the

humblest difficulty standing in the path of progress. Restrictions,

even in the case of the most gifted, may be beneficial in concentrating

activities, thereby making up in depth what may seem lacking in

breadth.

The industrial ni.ilhematician nun- ha\e a chance to attack many
large-scale investigations which would be impossible, except under

the patronage of industry, because of the exceptional material equip-
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nit-nt aiul wiili-ly sustaini-d oHtpi-ratioii ro(|iiiri'il. Soiiu- i>f tin- <)|)|)()r-

liinitics oflVrctl by ihcip ok-ctriral powi-r from \'ia^;ara, l)y liiRli-

voltaijo electric power lines, and by lar^e steam tiirl)ines may 'lie

mentioned. It is often left to the industrial mathematician to reap

the harvest from seeii miwu under adverse circumstances \)y pure

mathematicians.

The industrial mathematician may hope to n.ake some return for

the debt which he owes the pure mathematician. He may introduce

new mathematical problems, of which industry is an inexhaustible

source. He may point out the api)lication of pure mathematical

results, stimulating further investigations along the same lines.

He may assist mathematicians generally by promoting the prepara-

tion of needed tables and In' creating a conuuercial dem.uid for

calculating machines and other brain-saving devices.

The opportunities presented by industrial mathematics are bound-

less, because mathematics is the key to extrapolation in time, and

industr\- is absolutely dependent upon prediction. The position of

mathematicians in industry must eventually correspond with the

importance of the function which tiiev' mav' perform.

Tr,\ininc. I'"(ir Indisikiai. MAriii:M.\Tics

In industry we are concerned with mathematics not as an objective,

but only as a tool. It follows that the reciuired training in math-

ematics should develop a wide acquaintance with the available

mathematical tools and practical skill in their use. It is important

to note the distinction between the using of tools and the making

of tools. I'nder primitive conditions the workman makes his own
tools, but in a highly organized society the tools are made by spe-

cialists, who provide the workman with an endless variety of imple-

ments superior to anything which he himself could make. By long

experience the tool designer has discovered how best to adajit the

tool to its intended use in order to economize the workman's time

and energy as much as possible. Furthermore, the substitution of

one tool for another with the minimum number of motions is made

possible by the use of interchangeable parts and systematically

arranged cabinets.

But no complete line of mathematical tools is for sale across the

counter; only a limited numlx^r of numerical and algebraic tables

and a few types of calculating machines are supplied as ready-made

tools. By far the larger part of known mathematical tools must be

sought for in the literature of the subject, but there they may be
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difficult to find and isolate in the form best adapted for the purpose

in hand. What is very greatly needed at the present time is a com-

pendium or unabridged dictionary of mathematical results concisely

and uniformly stated, and systematically classified for convenient

reference. What I have in mind is not a mere handbook of applied

mathematics, but a statement of theorems and formulas and tab-

ulated results expressed in the language of pure mathematics, and

comparable in scope and size with the "Encyklopiidie der Mathe-

matischen Wissenschaften." Preparation of such a compendium

would be a tremendous undertaking, but it would also be of the

greatest value. To such a collection of tools the industrial mathe-

matician would turn for the appropriate tool as each new problem

arises.

I would have the uni\ersity training of the industrial mathematician

based upon such a compendium by means of judicious sampling,

at many points, under competent leadership. He would thus become

familiar with his source book as a whole and thereafter turn to it

instinctively and use it with confidence. At the present time, wlicn

the average text-book is held in low esteem and nothing has been

substituted which adequately fills the gap, the student of mathe-

matics leaves the university with a five-foot shelf of notebooks,

together with what he carries in his head. Neither the memory
nor the notebook is likely to be a reliable source of information when
a particular result is needed for the first time, ten years later. It

then becomes necessary for him to take the time to deduce the result

from first principles, or to hunt up lecture notes, a text-book or

original paper and waste much \aluable time picking up the thread

of the argument. The sampling to which I have referred should

not be that of a dilletante; it should be an inlcnsi\c grounding in

the fundamental concepts and iiu'thods of mathematics, and the

development ab initio of several well distributed bnuirhcs of m.ithc-

matics.

The combination of mathematical ability with an observant mind

is as desirable as it is rare. The uni\ersity training should include

non-mathematical courses adapted for de\eloping the powers of

observation, or at least an appreciation of tiie necessity of coojiera-

ting with others who are observant. A study of the natural sciences,

accompanied by experimental work, should be of great value. It is

of course, difficult to be reasonable and not ask the impossible of the

university in the training of any specialist. We recognize that, at

best, only a beginning can be made at the university, but this be-

ginning should include the fundamentals and should not attempt
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to impart (It-tails of iiirrt'nl iiidiislri.il jjrarliri-. Tlu-sr di'taiU an-

l)fst ar(|uired in tlit- iiulustriai ciu ironiiu'iit itself. Si-lf-t raining iy

funiianu-ntals, on the otlu-r hand, is nuich more difficult, and is not

likfly to go far, unless a start has been made imdcr the faxorahle

ii>nditions affonled by the university.

What I have tried to emphasize is that iiulustr%- ran realize its

greatest possibilities only with the aid of mathematicians, and that

mathematicians can tind opportunities in industry worthy of their

powers, however great those powers may be. To ensure the success

of industrial mathematics the industry must inaugurate mathematical

research as early as possible, mt that ample time may be afforded

for the gradual accumulation of information upon which mathematics

may be securely based, and for deriving quantitative results before

the necessity for commercial action arrives. The industrialist must

also be ready to give the mathematician's conclusions a sympathetic

trial even though they run contrary to established precedent. Above

all, industry needs mathematicians of an especially liroad type

—

men whose interests naturally extend beyond their special field, and

who are flexible enough to cooperate with non-mathematicians.

These industrial mathematicians must inspire confidence by their

firm grasp of physical realities, by the relevance of their mathe-

matics, and by the ability to present their results clearly and con-

vincingly.



The Building-up of Sinusoidal Currents in Long
Periodically Loaded Lines

By JOHN R. CARSON

IMPORTAX T iiiforniauon regarding llic oxccUeiiCL' of a signal

transmission system is deducible from a knowledge of the mode
in which sinusoidal currents "build-up" in response to suddenly

applied sinusoidal electromotive forces, since on the character and

duration of the "building-up" process depend the speed and iidelit\-

with which the circuit transmits rapid signal fluctuations.' The
object of this note is to disclose and discuss general formulas and curves

which describe the building-up phenomena, as a function of the line

characteristics and the frequency of the applied e.m.f., in the ex-

tremely important case of long periodically loaded lines. The formulas

in question are approximate but give accurate engineering information

and are applicable to all types of periodic loading under two restric-

tions: (1) the line must be fairly long, that is, comprise at least 100

loading sections, and (2) it must be approximately equalized, as

regards absolute steady-state values of the recei\ed current, in the

neighborhood of the applied frequency. Fortunately these condi-

tions are usually satisfied in practice in those cases where the building-

up phenomena are of practical engineering importance. Furthermore,

the formulas to be discussed suppi\' a means for the accurate and rapid

comparison of different types of loading in correctly engineered lines.

The building-up process may be precisely defined and formulated

as follows: Suppose that an e.m.f., E cos oit, is suddenK- ai)[jlied, al

reference time t=o, to a network of transfer impedance

Z(;co) =
I

Z(ia))
1

• exp [;B(a))]. (1)

The resultant current, /(/), may be written as

no =
2|2^ ' ^^+P^ """^ [<^!-Biu>)]+ <r ,sin H-7^(co)] ;

, (2)

= 2>/(l+p)=+<T=|2^cosM-/^(a>)+e], (3)

wiu-re
1 = tan~'{a p).

P'videnlly the functions p and a must be — 1 and o respectively for

negative values of /, and approach the limits +1 and o as / = co .

' For pulilishcd discussions of the "building-up" of sinusoidal currents in loaded
lines, see Clark, Joiirn. A.I.E.E., Jan., 19J3, Kupfniuller, Telegraplien u. Fernsprech-
Technik, Nov., 1923; Carson, Trans. .^.I.^:.1•:., 1919.
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In an iMi>;itu>tTin>; stmh' of the Iniilding-up process wi- arc i)rin-

( ipalK concerned with the vmclope of the oscillations, which, hy (l{J,

is proportional to

The problem is therefore to determine the functions p and a and to

examine the effect of the applied fre(|iienc\' a; 27r and the character-

istics of the circuit on their rate of buiidinn-up and iimdi' of appro.ich

to their ultimate stcad\- \alues.

Two pro(>ositions will now he slated which cover the building-up

process in the practically important cases. Since the line is assumetl

to bo approximateh' equalized, as rcgartls the absolute value of the

received current in the neighborhood of the applied frequency to 27r,

the building-up process depends only on the total phase angle B{w).

The successi\e derivatives of the phase angle with respect to w will

be denoted by B'{ij>), B"{u), B"'(u), B" (oj), etc.

Case I. B"{u>) iO and y/B"{w)2\ large C()m|)ared with \/B"'{w)/ZV.

The envelope of the oscillations in response to an c.ni.f. K cos ut ap-

plied at time t=o, is proportional to

lV{l+Pr+ <r'- (4)

'ichere

P=C(.x=)-|-5(.v=). (5)

a=C{x^)-Six^), (6)

.= -^^£a= /' . (7)

and C(.v), 5(.v) are Fressel's Integrals to argument x.

The envelope therefore reaches 50 per cent, of its ultimate steady value

at time t = T = B'(oi) and its rate of building-up is inversely propor-

tional to y/B'^w).

I
The curve n( Fig. 1 is a plot of the en\-clope function vd+ p)'^^'

to the argument .v and is therefore applicable to all l>pes of loafling

and lengths of line, subject to the restrictions noted abo\e.

Case II. B"{(ji) =0: B"'(ui)=^0 and y/B"'{w)/'i\ large compared with
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The envelope of the oscillations is proportional to

vhere A{ij.) is Airey's Inlenral" and

Hf)'
t-B'{u>)

y/B"'{o,)/V.

(O))"

(8)

(9)

(10)

At time t = B'{<ji) the envelope A' has reached 1 3 of its ultimate steady

value and its rate of building-up is inversely proportional to -s/5"'(a)).
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its proximate sleady-stali' \aliU': .md (2) its rate of luiililiii); u|i at

tillU" t = T.

As will Ik- srcri ill i-oiiiU'Ction wiili ilifpidnt i;i\cn IicIdw, tlic t'nrmulas

of tiie fi>regi)ing propositions aw approximalc. l'ro\iilc(i, however,

tluit the lines to which they are applied are long and provided that the
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where w denotes o/o),. It follows that

2.V 1
/' = /-

^c Vl-1

and tiiat the oscillations build-up to the proximate stead\--state in a

time interval* r = 2N/u>c'\/\ — 'W- after the voltage is applied.

Case I, it will be observed, does not hold for a)=o since B"{o) =o.

The condition that Case I shall apph' is that

^r8]V-(l-w=)»/'2
'"'"

{\^-2-w-yi'

shall be sul)stantiall\- j^realer than unity. Hence Case I applies only

when l/v/18xV<w< 1. This however, includes the important part

of the signalling frequency range in properly designed lines, provided

that they are long (iV>100).

In the range of applied fn'quencies, therefore, corresponding to

l/\/l8iV<w<l, the current reaches 50 per cent, of its ultimate

27V 1

steady value in a time interval /. after the voltage is applied
^c \/\ —W

and its rate of building-u]) at this time is proportional to

^4N V^

For the non-dissipative coil-loaded line B"{b))=o when oi=o, and

Case II applies. Consequently when w=o, the oscillations reach 1/3

of the ultimate stead\- \aluo at time / = 2..W, at which time their

rate of building-up is propcirtioiKd to

The forfgding formul.is ha\c bci-n ^hown to in- in good agreement

with cxptTiuHMiial results, and ha\e been applied to the design ol

loaded lines in the Bell System.

Maiiiimatical Discussion

The functions p <ind a of equations (2) and (3) can be tornml.itci

as the Fourier integrals

* It will lie iinlcd lli.it this funniila hreaks down at w=a^ or «• = 1.
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1 r" //x

p= / \ s\ixt\.[Pj\)-^r(-\)]
IT Jo n

IT »'o A

a= '

/ vsi,WX[C»„(X) + (.U-X)l

(ij.

where

PJX) = 'i^^^ COs[B(co+ X)-B(a;)l, (13)

(?„(X) = ^^^gp\sin[B(a,+ X)-5(a,)l. (14)

and.4(u.) = l/|Z(jo))|.

These formulas are directly liediRiblu from the fad tiiat ihe ap-

plictl e.m.f., defined as zero for negative values of / and E cos (at for

t>o, can itself be expressed as

I-'-'['+^"t--]-
In the practically important case where B'iw) is finite, it is of ad-

vantage to introduce the transformation l' = t — B'(w), and to write:

1 /"° ^xp=A / ''^sin/'X[rjX)+C^J-X)]
jr ^0 "

_ 1 Z'" '(^ COS t'\ [ VJ\) - VJ-\)1
T J(\ A

<,= '

/ "^ sin/'x(r„(X) + r„(-x)]
jr»'o X

/*" '^ cos /'X [i' (X)- i'„(-X)l.
«/o X

(15)

(10)

r {\) = -'^;^ coi^lB[w + \)-H{o,)-\B'(w)l (17)
^(«)

^«(M = ^%^^sin[B(a.+ X)-«(a;)-XZJ'(a;ll. (18)
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The foregoing formulas for p and o- are exact subject to certain

restrictions on the impedance function Z{iw) which are satisfied in

the case of periodically loaded lines. Their useful application to the

problem under consideration depends, however, on the following

approximations.

First it will be assumed that the line is approximately equalizeti, as

regards absolute value of steady state received currents in the neigh-

borhood of the impressed frequency a)/27r. By virtue of this assump-

tion, which is more or less closely realized in practice, the ratio

A{ci)+\)/A{o}) may be replaced by unity in the integrals (15) and

(16), and in equations (17) and (18). It is further assumed that the

function

Bi(.i+ \)-Biu>)-\B'{w)

admits of power series expansion, so that

FJ\)=sin[(/;oX)-+ (/i.X)'+ . .],

(19)

(20)

/'n"=:^:3^B(«) = ^5(")(a)).

where

;, « =
n ! f/o)"

By virtue of ihc foregoing p and c are gi\cn by

P=^ r" Vsin[/'X-(/;3X)^-(//6X)^ .] cos [(y»2X)=+(//4X)^+ .

:

" f ',^sin [/'X-(7;:,X)'-(//5X)-> . .] • sin [(/;,X)=+ (/;4X)' +
TT.'o A

(21)

(22)

Now if llu' line is \cr\- long tlie integrals (llj antl 1,12) may be

replaced !>> llic api)i(i\inialioiis

P-~ f '?^i" [/'X- (//3X)^'] cos (/;.,X)-,

c=~ /
'

sill |/'X-(/;:,\)''| • sin (/;oX)-.

m)

(24)

In (itlu-r words we ri'lain only the leading terms in the e\|)ansion

of tile function

B{w+ \)-Bioi)-\B'(w).

The jiistilicalion for this procedure depi'nds on argununis r~inniar to

those underl>ing the IVinciple of Siationar\- I'JKise (see Watson,

Theorj' of Bessel Kiuutions, p. 229). Kuniierniore the u|)per limit
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2C may be retained without serious error, even when the line cuts off

at a frequency w, 2ir, provided the line is sufficiently long, and thg

fre<|ucncy w, 2ir not too close to the cut-off frequency oijlir.

The formal solutions of the infinite integrals (23) and (24) can be

written down by virtue of the following known relations:

- /'* '^ sin t'\ cos (//.,X)^ = C(.v^) + 5(.v=)

,

(25)

-
/ ^ sin /'\ • sin (/;;X)= = C{x-) - S{x'), (26)

where C(.v-) and 5(.v-) are Fresnel's Integrals to argument .v', and
.v=/';2/i,.

-f ^sin(/'X-(/»3X)']=-5+ / ^(v)(/v (27)
f Jo f^ o Ja

where .4(3') denotes Airey's Integral (see Watson, Theory of Bessel

Functions) and y = (2i'irf'^{l','h3).

By aid of the preceding.

"=
{

^ + 11^3 +^^+ • + •

f
• '1

C(-v)=+ 5(-')
} (28)

"=
1

^ + 11^3 + ^;^,+ •• + •[•{ C(.0-5(.=)
; , (29)

where n = (h} '2//.).

This is the appropriate form of solution when {hi/hi) is less than

unity.

On the other hand when {h^'hi) is greater than unity, the appro-

pri.ite form of solution is

While no thj)rough investigation has been made, it appears prob-

able that for all values of the ratio /»3 7(2, either (28). (29) or (30), (31)

will be convergent. However, in practice it is sufficient for present
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purposes to deal only with the cases where hs/h^ is either small or

large compared with unit\% and to use the following approximations:

(1) (hi/h-^ small compared with unity.

P=C(.v=)+ 5(.r=),

<7 = C(.v=)-5(.v=),

.v=(i'/2/^2)^

t' = t-B'{oi).

(2) (hs/hi) large compared n'ith unity.

P=-\+fjA{y)dy,

a = 0,

y={2/^Y'\t'/h,).



Transmission Characteristics of

Electric Wave-Filters

By OTTO J. ZOBEL

SvNOPsis: The tr.insmi^iun loss characteristic of a transmitting network
.IS a function of frc<|uency is an index of the network's stea<ly-state selective

properties. Methods of calculation heretofore employed to determine
these characteristics for composite wave-filters are long and tedious. This
iviper gives a methtxl for such determinations which greatly simplilies

.ind shortens the calculations by the intro<liiction of a system of charts.

.\ccount is taken of the effects of both wave-filter <lissipation ami terminal
conditions. The mcthoti is Ixisetl upon formulae containing new para-
meters, calletl "image parameters," which are the natural ones to use with
composite wave-filters.

A detailed illustration of the use of this chart calculation method is given
and the transmission losses so obtained are found to agree, except for dif-

ferences which in practice are negligible, with those obtained by long direct

computation.
In the .Appendix are derived two sets of corresponding formulae which

arc applicable to a linear transducer of the most general type, namely, an
active, dissymmetrical one; the one set contains image parameters and
the other set recurrent parameters. .•\n impe<lance relation is found to

exist between the four open-circuit and short-circuit impedances of a linear

transducer even in the most general case. Reduction of these formulae to

the more usual case of a passive linear transducer is also made, those con-
taining the image parameters being especially applicable to the case of

composite wave-filters.

I. I.NTRODICTION

ELECTRIC \va\c-filtcr characteristics and systematic methods

of deriving them have been considered in previous numbers

of this Journal.' This paper deals with a simple and rapid method

of calculating the steady-state transmission losses of vva\e-filter net-

works over both the transmitting and attenuating frequency bands,

including the effects of dissipation and wave-filter terminal condi-

tions. Such transmission loss determinations are essential in showing

the selective characteristics of these networks and serve as important

guides in meeting given design requirements.

General formulae for any dissymmetrical linear transducer are

derived in terms of new parameters, called image parameters. One of

the formulae is fundamental to the solution of the present problem

and is particularly well adapted to calculations in composite wave-

filter structures. These parameters of such a composite structure,

being readily obtainable from those of its parts, are the natural

parameters to use in this case. The formula possesses, among others,

' Physical Theory of the Electric Wave-Filter, G. A. Campbell, B. S. T. J.,

.Nov., 1922; Theory- and Design of Uniform and Composite Electric Wave-I'ilters,

O. J. Zobel, B. S. t. J., Jan., 1923; Transient Oscillations in Electric Wave-Kilters,

J. R. Carson and O. J. Zobel, B. S. T. J., July. 1923.

567
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the advantage over other formulae and calculation methods of re-

quiring for every alteration in a composite wave-filter only a partial

recalculation rather than a more or less complete one. In addition,

by its use much of the otherwise necessarj' calculation can be elimi-

nated through the means of graphical representation.

The main object of this paper is to present this chart calculation

method of determining composite wave-filter transmission losses,

giving its theory, the necessary charts, and an application of its use.

Strtiditre of Wave-Filter Networks

The ladder type of recurrent network having physical series and

shunt impedances 2i and S2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1, is the

Kig. 1—Ladder Type Recurrent Network

one most frequently employed for wave-filters. Also any passive

transducer having two pairs of terminals can theoretically be reduced

to the form of the ladder type. Hence, in what follows the ladder

type terminology will be used understanding, however, that other

structural types may also be included; for example, such as are deriv-

able from the ladder type by the substitution of an equivalent trans-

former with mutual impedance for T or n connected inductances,

or the lattice type. The figure illustrates, from left to right, one mid-

series section, one mid-half section (a dissymmetrical half section

terminated at mid-series and mid-shimt points), and one mid-shunt

section all connected so as to give a uniform structure.^ The charac-

teristic impedances of the ladder type at mid-series and at mid-shunt

points are K\ and Ki, respectively.

The majority of wave-filter networks are mil miifunn iliroii^lmut

their length but have a composite structiu'e designeil as gi\en in the

paper (B. S. T. J., Jan., 1923) already mentioned. That is, the

interior or mid-part of a composite wave-filter consists of mid-series,

' The same network may also be considered as made up in other ways; for e.\ample,

two mid-series and one mid-half sections, one niidhalf antl two mid-shunt sections,

or five mid-half sections.
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mid-shunt, anil mid-lialf st^ctions, usually tlissimilar, so coniici ti.'d

s»riall>' and of surh typi-s that at any junction the torniinations of

the two adjacent t\|X's corrcsiiond to an c(iuivak'nt iniajje inii)odani"e.

The use of dissiniilar sections gives a resultant selective character-

istic ditTerent from that possii)le with a uniform tyix-. At the terminals

of the network there need not be complete full or half sections; this

Fig. 2—General Composite Wave-Filter Network

is represented in Fig. 2 by the wave-filter parts e.Mernal to the mid-

parl which latter is included between terminals a and b.

The terminations of wave-filter networks specifically considered

in detail here include all terminations which have been found to be

practical. In any particular class of wave-filter they are all closely

related to the "constant k" wave-filter (2uZ2t = *"=constant) of that

class and are of the following four types,' being designated by their

characteristic impedances in corresponding ladder type structures.

' It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the terms and notation used in

the paper. B.S.T.J., Jan., 1923.

If ru and Zu, are the series and shunt impedances of the "constant k" wave-filter,

the corresponding series and shunt impedances of the mid-series "const int *" equiva-

lent .U-type are expressible as

rii=miu.

and of the mid-shunt "constant k" equivalent .l/-type

1

mzn Am

and Zn — — z-u,-m

Here the condition Q<m ^ 1 is sufficient for a physical structure in all cases.
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1, mid-shunt of a mid-series "constant k" equi\alent .l/-type,

(Kiiini) );

2, mid-series of a mid-sliunt "eonstant k" eciuixalent .l/-lyi)e,

{Kn(m) ) ;

3, .r-shunt of the "constant k" wave-filter, (Kxi); and

4, a;-series of the "constant k" wave-filter, (Kxi)-

The terminations in K-n(»'} and Kvi{m) are employed, as stated

in a pre\ious jiaper,'' when it is desirable to obtain certain selective

characteristics and to minimize reflection losses at the important

frequencies to be transmitted, a minimum for the latter occurring

where w = .6 approximately. The .r-shunt "constant k" termination,

designated by the characteristic impedance Kx2, is a "constant k"

type termination in a shunt element, whose admittance is .v times

(.V from to 1) that of a full shunt "constant k" admittance, —

;

22*

thiit is, a shunt elenicnt whose impedance is — . Similarly, the
X

.r-series "constant k" type termination corresponding to the charac-

teristic impedance Kxi ends in a series element of impedance xzik-

In the usual case where two or more wave-filter networks having

different transmitting bands are associated together, either termina-

tion 1 or 2 is suitable for the unconnected terminals, while terminations

3 and 4 are adapted to the terminals connected in series or in parallel,

respectively. For two complementary wave-filters, thus connected,

minimum reflection losses occur at their junction with a transmission

line if .r = .8 approximately. A relation between this case and termi-

nation K\2{m) and Knim) has previously been pointed out, namely,

that the series or parallel connected wave-filters have a combined

impedance in the transmitting band of either wave-filter approxi-

mately like that of K\->{in) or Knim), respectively.

Where the termination is .v-shunt or .v-series we shall consider that

the mid-part of the wave-filter begins at the mid-shunt or the mid-

series point, respectively, irrespective of whether .v is greater or

less than .5. .Also the mid-part need not here necessarily begin in the

"constant k" tyjie, but in any wave-filter having an equivalent char-

acteristic imiX'dance.

Transmission Loss

In the design of a wave-filter network the magnitude of k for die

corresponding "constant k" wave-filter has been taken equal to the

* B. S. T. J., Jan., 1923, page 18, gives a diagram for the non-dissipative case of

R/Kn{m) and K,i(m)/R in the transmitting band.
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iiu-an resist.inro, R, of the line with which the network is to Ik- asjio-

(i.it»"<l. If the network is closed at each em! by a resistance of mag-

nitude R, as in Kijj. 2, we have not only a circuit arrangement whirFi

approximates more or less closely actual operatint; conditions,-' Imi

also a simple test circuit in which to determine the transmission loss

of the network over the desired fretiuency ranj^e.

The transmission loss of a wave-filter network, defined with reference

to A7i;. 2, is the natural logarithm, with ne»ative si,ij«. of the ratio of the

absolute value of the current transmitted from a source of resistance R
to a receiving resistance R 'when the latter are connected through the net-

work, to that transmitted luhen they are connected directly. Let E rep-

resent the electromotive force of the source, / the current trans-

mittetl to R through the network, and E'2R that transmitted 1)\-

direct connection. Then the transmission loss L, thus detineil, is

^=-'"g'i-p7opl- (1)

ind

(2)

The unit in which L is expressed, the attenuation unit,''' is the natural

unit to use here and from the above relations it is seen that one at-

tenuation unit of transmission loss corresponds to an absolute value

of current ratio of I e. The method of determining the transmission

loss under various possible conditions will be presented in the next

part of this paper.

11. TiiicoRV OF Chart C.mxul.xtion Method

The principles gi\eH here are biisic and apply to composite wave-

filters ha\ing any terminations. However, in all practical ca.ses, as

pre\iously stated, the terminations belong to the four types: 1, mid-

shunt .U-type; 2, mid-series .U-type; 3, .v-shunt "constant k;" and

4, .v-series "constant k," all related to the "constant k" wave-filter.

' It should be clearly lx>rne in niind that the unique selective properties of a
wave-filter of freely transmitting currents in continuous frequency bands and of

attenuating others arc those for the wave-filter terminated in its characteristic

impc<lance. It is practical to have approximately such a termination in the trans-

mitting band only, as when connecting the wave-filter to a transmission line, in

which case the general properties still persist. Correct termination rather than
number of sections is what brings out these properties although the degree of selec-

tivity is naturally increased by the addition of sections.

• .A svnonym sometimes uscfl is the Sa(>ier. One attenuation unit is equivalent

to 9.174 "SOO-cycle miles of standard cable," and to 8.686 TU. The TL (trans-

mission unit I is that unit which designates a power ratio of 10 ', and the numtjcr of

TU is ten times the common logarithm of the power ratio.
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These four cases will be de\-eloped in detail and eqiii\aleni-e relations

for certain sets of terminal combinations shown.

Fundamculal Formula

The formula which is general and fundamental to wiial follows is

the one giving the current received through a passive transducer in

terms of the sending electromotive force, the terminal imfjedances.

1
'»

Vb

Fig. .3—General Linear TransiJucer

and the transfer constant' and image impedances of the transducer.

F^eferred to Fig. 3 the received current is

/6 =
2Ea VWaWb e-T

(Wa+Z,) (fn+Zi) (1 -r„r6e-"-)
(3)

/Jo = sending electromotive force,

Za, Z(, = sending and recei\ing impedances,

7' = Z)+ !5= transfer constant of the transducer,

/?, .S = diminution constant and angular constant, defined as

the real and imaginary parts of the transfer constant.

H'l, TI'i, = image impedances of the transducer at terminals </ and !>>

''o, ^6 = current reflection coefficients at terminals a and b,

Wa-Za

and

rb =

^Va+Za

Wb-Zt
Wb+Zb

' The terms transfer constant, T and image impedances, \V„ and \\\, as applied
to a dissyninielrical passive transducer, are defined in the Appendix. These three
parameters are to be distinguished from another set, the propagation constant, 1',

and characteristic impedances, A'„ and A'j. In a symmetrical structure r=r and
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AiiiitluT form nliiaiiuil l)\- suitable transformaliori is

( IV,Wi+ZM) sinhr+ (WM+ WiZa) coshT (4)

Formula (3), derivfii in the Apponciix with several general trans-

ducer formulae ant! relations, is especially useful when applied to

n)mptisite wave-filter networks, since, as w'e shall see, it contains

the natural parameters for such structures. Upon comparing Fig. 2,

which represents such a general network, with Fig. 3 we find that the

two can he made to correspond exactly if the mid-part of the wave-

hlter, iK'twcen terminals a and b in Fig. 2, is considered to be the trans-

ducer of Fig. 3, and if the wave-filter terminations combined with the

resistances R are considered to be the terminal impedances Za and Zt,

of Fig. 3. The relation between the electromotive force, E, applie<J in

R and that, £«. acting through Za depends upon the particular wave-

filter termination at terminals a. Similarly, the relation between the

currents, / and h, transmitted to R and Zi,, respectively, depends

uf)on the termination at terminals b.

As already stated, the mid-part of the composite wave-filter consists

in general of mid-series, mid-shunt, and mid-half sections, properly

combined as to their impedance relations at the junction points.

The method of combination employed in a composite wave-filter consists

in connecting two sections whose image impedances at their junction

are equal. (An analogy which might be given is the matching of

(lominoes in a line by the corresponding ends, numbers referring to

image impedances.)

Let us assume for the moment that the mid-part, as thus made u[),

is lerminatetl by impedances respectively equal to its image im{x;-

dances. There is then an "image condition" for the impedances

measured in the two directions not only at each of these terminal

points but also at each junction point throughout the network; and

in this case each section transmits under the "image condition" of

its terminating impedances. As a result we obviously obtain the

following properties for the mid-part.

1. The transfer constant of the mid-part of a composite wave-filter,

consisting of mid-series, mid-shunt, and mid-half sections, is the sum

of the transfer constants of all the individual sections.

2. The image impedances of the mid-part of a composite wave-filter

are the external image impedances of the two end sections.

In addition we have the following important relations between the
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transfer constant and image impedances of a single section, and tlu'

propagation constant and mid-point characteristic impedances ol the

corresponding ladder network.

3. The transfer constant of a symmetrical mid-series or mid-shunt

section is equal to the propagation constant of the corresponding ladder

type; that of a dissymmetrical mid-half section {having mid-series and

mid-shunt terminations) is equal to one-half the above propagation

constant.

4. The image impedance of a mid-point section at a mid-series or

mid-shunt point termination is equal to the mid-series, Ki, or mid-shunt,

K2, characteristic impedance, respectively, of the corresponding ladder

network.

Formula (3) is for the present purpose superior to the well known

formula for transmitted current (derived for comparison in the Ap-

pendix) which contains the transducer recurrent parameters in the

form of its propagation constant, T, and characteristic impedances,

Ka and Kt,. The reason for this is that in a dissymmetrical com-

posite wave-filter where Ka differs from Kb, the usual case, no simple

relations exist between these latter parameters of the transducer

and the corresponding [jarameters of the individual sections com-

prising the network. In the special case of symmetrical networks,

however, the latter formula becomes identical with (3) which follows

from what has already been said.

Another method of obtaining the transmitted current, which may
be termed the "section-by-section elimination method," consists in

calculating by the aid of the KirchholT laws the current ratios and

total impedances from section to section back through the entire

network beginning at the receiving impedance. From the standjioint

of time economy certain objections may be raised to the possible use

here of this general long hand method of calculation. The melliod

carries with it the determination of the phase as well as the amiitiliide

of the transmitted current; but since the amplitude only is rctjuired

in the transmission loss formula, this method does more than is

necessary. Again, an alteration in the composite network structure

re(|uires a more or less complete recalculation when this method is

emi)loyed, whereas by the application of (3) it will be found that this

is not necessary. However, this method is useful where irregularities

exist in the network, f)r where the particular method of design which

had been followed in obtaining the composite structure cannot readily

be found, but ils impedance elements and R are known.
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Gei\eral Form of I'miismission Loss Formula

I'orimil.io (2) and (3) corresponding to l-iKs. 2 and '.\ m.iy \k coni-

l)iiK(l. If (3) is written in the general form

2RI/E=FtFaFiFr, (5)

we (ibtain with (2)

e-t- =
i

2RIiE \

= e-(t.+L.+t»+i,)^ (0)

wlure the four factors comprising the current ratio 2RI E are

F, = f-^ = the transfer factor between terminals a and b;

F.=-~r-.—'
,

"'"

= the terminal factor at terminals a;
{Wa+Za) E

,, 2\/WkR I , , f . . . • 1 A
^6 = /,,r =thc terminal factor at termmals o;

1 — Torje

at terminals a and b where the current reflection coefficients are

F, = -, ::jr~
^^'-' interaction factor due to repeated reflections

Wa-Za . Wi-Zb
'''^w:+Za^'"^"'=w;+Zb'

and the transmission losses corresponding to the absolute values of

these factors are called, respectively,

L( = the transfer loss;

La. Z.i, = the terminal losses at terminals a and /;;

and Lr = the interaction loss.

The total transmission loss is the sum of these four losses, thus,

L = U + La+ Lb+ Lr. (7)

The relative importance of the three t\pes of losses, transfer,

terminal, and interaction, is usually in the order given. Hence, as

a first approximation the transmission loss of a composite wave-filter

is given by the transfer loss, /-,, but the error due to the omission of

the other losses is often considcraHle. .\ second approximation is

obtained by including the terminal losses, La and Lj, and for many

purposes this is surticiently accurate. The final step for accuracy is

the further addition of the interaction loss, L„ whose effect on the
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total transmission loss is usually appreciable in the transmitting band

of a \va\'e-filter near the critical frequencies.

The three types of losses will now he considered separately and in

detail.

1. Transfer Losses

The transfer loss, L/, is by (6) equal to D, the diminution constant,

which is the real part of the transfer constant, T, of the \va\e-tilter

mid-part taken between mid-points.

We have previously established the following:

(1) T is the sum of the transfer constants of all the individual

sections, i.e., T = '2Tj; and (2) the transfer constant of a mid-

series or mid-shunt section is equal to the propagation constant,

V=A-\-iB per full section, of the corresponding ladder type; that

of a mid-half section is V/2.

Hence, to get the transfer loss we need to know only the attenuation

constant, A, of each full mid-section, the half or whole of which forms

a part of the composite wave-filter structure. However, since the

interaction factor which is to be discussed later requires a knowledge

of the phase constant, B, as well, we shall consider both iiarts of liio

propagation constant at this point.

Propagation Constant of Ladder Type Network. The relation between

the propagation constant T =A-\-iB. and the series and shunt im-

pedances, Zi and Zi, respectively, of the ladder type in Fig. 1 is known

to be

coshr = i+i-. (8)

Tlii> ai>plifs as well l(i an\- recurrent structure if c, and c_. c<irr('>i)nn(l

to the analytically equivalent ladder type.

Let us introduce two variables U and F by making the substitution

^ = U-\-iV. (0)

The reason for this choice is that this ratio appears freciuentK' in

impedance formulae. Then in non-dissipative wave-filters, where

V=0, the transmitting bands include all frequencies at which U
satisfies the rclatii)n

-l^U^O. (10)
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\W (S) aiul (9)

rosh (.•H-/B)=cosh .1 cos B+ i sinh .1 sin B=\+2['+i2V. (\l)

whence

rosh .1 cos B=\+2U,
.ni.l (12)

sinh .1 sin B=2V.

The solution of this pair of sinuihaneoiis i'<niations leads to separate

relations for .1 and B,

l+2U\-
, / 2V \-

and

\ cosh A/ \sinh A/

c-^BY-i^y^'-\ cos B J vsin B/

As is well known from (13) equal attenuation constant loci are repre-

sented in the U, V plane by confocal ellipses with foci at U= — l,

V = and U = 0, V= 0, thus having symmetry about the [/-axis.

The locus for A =0, the limiting case, is a straight line between the foci

and it corresponds to the transmitting band in a non-dissipative wave-

filler. Similarly from (14) e{|ual phase constant loci are represented

by confocal hyperlx)las which have the same foci as above and are

orthogonal to the equal attenuation constant ellipses. It will be

assumed that the phase constant, B, lies between — r and +5r, which

amounts to neglecting multiples of 2w. Then from (12) B has the

same sign as V, so that loci in the upper half of the plane correspond

to a positive phase constant while those in the lower half correspond

to a negative one.

It is possible, howe\er, to represent all ilii.-. in just the u()|)er li.iil

of the plane using coordinates 6' and \V[. Put

1' = <-;F1, (15)

where <= ±1, the sign being that of V. The attenuation constant is

independent of the sign of I', i.e., of c. But for the phase constant

we get from (12)

MnrB = ^^^, (16)
smh A

and
O^cB^+ir.

Thus, as here considered, the product cB, where c= i 1 has the sign of

V. is always positive with a value less than or equal to ir.
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F.xplicit lormulai- for .1 and B from (\'.\) and (14) are

A =<^\nh-'^[W{U->rW+V^y+V'\+{U+W+¥")], (17)

and

fS = sin-\'2[|V(f/+[^2+F'')2+F2|-(f^+f/='+nj- (18)

The allow fnniuilae are general and applicable to any laddiT t\pe

structure or its equivalent.

In the case of wave-filters certain approximate formulae are often

useful. At frequencies in the attenuating bands away from the

critical frequencies and the frequencies of maximum altenualion.

and u'herever V" is negligible compared with {U+lP)>0,

^=sinh-' 2VU+TP,
and (19)

cB = Oor TT.

;\t the crilical frt'(|uencies and the frec[Uencies of niaxinuini atu-iui-

ation, u'here (i'-\-i"-) is negligible compared with W,

/l=cosh-"(V'l + l^'+l V\),

and (20)

rS = cos"'±(vT+F-| V\).

In the latter the positive sign applies to a critical frequency al which

U = 0, and the negativ-e sign to one at which [/= — 1.

U and V for "Constant k" and M-lype Wave- Filters. Since the

wave-filter structures under consideration have "constant k" or

derived A/-t\pe terminations, the U and V \-ariables correspoiuling

to these wave-filters will always \>e recjuired. Hence, formulae for

the variables are given here, limiting them to the four lowest wa\e-

filter classes generally used.

Resistance in an inductance coil of induciance, L\. is taken into

account by expressing the total coil impedance as

(d+ i) L,2wf,

where (/, the "coil dissipation ctjnstanl," is the ratio of coil resist,uui'

to coil reactance. The value of d is ordinarily between rf = .004 and

d = .04, and it does not vary rapidly with frecjuency. SimilarK',

dissipation in a condenser of capacity Ci can be included b>' expressing

the total condenser a<linittance as {d'-\-i} Ct2irf, but since d' is usualK'

negligible in practice it will here be omitted.

'{"lie formulae dcrixcd from (0) are based upon those gi\en in this

I
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Journal, Jan., 1!)2.3, pages '•V^^ to 41, anti contain llu- critical frc(|ui'n-

cics and frctiuoncies of niaxinuini attenuation. Subscripts j. and „

will Ik- used to denote the "constant /f'and .U-typc t'and I \ .iri,il)l<s.

Ihe "constant k" formulae for the four classes follow.

Lmv Pass.

Hi'-h Pass.

"—(/;):

-'Q-

t'.--(^')'/(i+d').

"*-'
/./:

Band Pass.

Uk=-

* (/=-/.)^L(i+rf^)/- /Jj-

(21)

an.l
^

(22)

Low-and-Iligh Pass.

and (23)

(/2

and (24)

At the mid-frequency, -\//i/2. the point of conflucncy ol two hands

in the transmitting band of this wa\e-filter, we obtain a[)pr()Nitn,itel\-

from (19), when d is small,

.4=2</y7Z^

and (25)

B = 0.
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The derived ilf-type variables of any class are gi\cn directly in

terms of the "constant k" variables of that class anfl the parameter

m !)>• the i^cnoral relations

J,
m-{Uk+ {l-m'){Uk-+Vk')\

^'^
{\ + (\-rn')UkY+{l-m^fVk'''

and (2())

m-Vk
F„ =

[\+{\-vf~)Ukf+{\-m-)-Vk-'

This assumes that the .l/-t>pc has the same grade of coils and con-

densers as its "constant k" prototype. The parameter m has a

different formula determining its value for each class, the general

relation being (neglecting dissipation)

where /^ is a frequency- of maximum atlenualiim nf tlie J/'-t\|)e. The

particular relations for the al)()\-c four classes follow.

Loii' Pass

High Pass

' = Jl-|t. (28)

-4
Lou'-and-lli'^h Pass

Band Pass

2. Terminal Losses

Nl(-I)(-f)

N<(-fi)(-S)

(29)

(30)

(31)

The general teiiiiin.d lusses A„ and Li, an- (lelrrmiiu'd i)\' {(i) froii:

the absolute values of the terminal factors /•'„ and /•"),, which taclor?

we have asssumcd apply to the sending and receiving ends, res|iecli\ el.\-,
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That cithor factor is (k-pciuU-nl only upon its own type of tcrmina-

^tion and not ii[>on its position at the sending or receiving end, caa

reailil\- i)e shown. H\ the recii)rocal theorem tlic product F,FaFi,F,

is intle[XMulent of the direction of current propagation, and from

the forms of Fi and /•", the latter are also, whence the product Fa Fi, is

independent of direction. Since in addition Fa and Fb are inde-

pendent of each other they cannot depend upon position. This is

equivalent to the statement that the ratios £„/£ and I h which

any particular termination would give at the sending and receiving

ends, respectivel>-, arc equal. It will then be sufficient to consider

the factor for a gi\en termination at either end, say the receiving end.

The four terminations found practical give terminal losses which

are reducible to two, namely, Lm and Lx now to be derived.

Terminal Losses. L„, 'with Mid-M-type Terminations. These

terminations, already mentioned, are

1, mid-shunt of a mitl-series "constant k" efiui\alent .l/-tvpe,

(A:„(m)):and

2, mid-series of a mid-shunt "c<instaiit k" ecjuivalent .l/-tvpe,

(A',.(m) ).

The relations between the ^l/-type characteristic impedances Knim)
and Kii^m), the parameter w, and the variables Uk and F* of the

"constant k" prototype are, from formulae ' in a pre\ious paper

R _ K,,(m) _ ±Vl + Uk + iV,

Since Knim) • KzAtn) =R', Kuim) and Kiiim) are inverse networks

of imjiedance product R'. As either of these terminations is at a

mid-fxjint, it forms an end for the wave-filter mid-part and in the

terminal factor Fi,, arbitrarily chosen, Zi, = R and 7/4=1, leaving

„ 2VWR ,...,,

In this factor the image impedance Wi, is either Knitn) or A'i;(m),

tiepending upon the type of termination. By (32) the factor is the

same for both tyjies provided they have the same parameter m, so

'The radicals which occur in this and succeeding formulae are proportional to

physical impedances with positive resistance components. Hence, in each case
the double sign is to be interpreted such as to make the real part of the radical

positive.
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that we nia\' put for eiiluT of thorn the si)iiih' termimiJ loss L,„ clcfinod

by (6) as

6-i" = 2y/K«i{m)R_2\/KvAm)R\
K-2,(m)+R Kx2{m)+R

which upon the substitution of (32j gi\os

..=.,..(1 1± Vl+Uk+iVk
I

l + {l-m-) (Uk+ iVk)\

l + {l-m^)(Uk+i Vk)\^

Vl + Uk+ iVk
).(34)

Terminal Losses, Lx, villi x-"coiistaiil k" Terminations. The
terminations are

3, .v-siumt of the "i-onstani k" \va\e-fiiter, (A'.vj); and

4, .Y-serics of the "(-onslanl k" \va\'c-filtcr, (A'n).

The .v-shunt and .v-scries characteristic impedances, Kx2 and A'^i,

are related b>- the formulae

Av2 K K

and Kx 1 A'.v2 = KikKik = zikZ'ik = R-,

where K^k and A'u- are the mid-shunt and mid-series values corre-

sponding to x = .5. With either termination Kx2 or Kxi it is assumed

that the mid-part of the wave-filter begins at the mid-point, i.e., at

the position corresponding to K^k or A"]*:, respectively, even when x

is less than .5. In the latter case an impedance is theoretically added

which is sufficient to "build-out" the wave-filter to the mid-point,

and an ec|ual impi-dance is similarly subtracted from the terminal

impedance.

I'or termination 3, that is Avj, the elenieiils of factor Fi, in (6)

ha\e the values

11-6 = Ao,,

Zb=z^kR/{z,k+ {x-.o)R),

and T/h = Z2t/{z-2k+ {x - .5)A)

.

l-'or tenninaiioii I, A',i. they are

n^ = Au-,

Zb = R+ {x-.ri)z,k,

and I/Ib=l.

(36)

(37)
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The substitution of (3G) or (.S7) in Ft gives an identical loiili, as

shown by relations (JJo), provided .v is the same in both. .1 single

terminal loss I.x may then apply to either, wliicli is (IdiiuMl frum ((j) as

R'/K.i+R K,i+R
gi\ing by (35)

\^l
I
\l+ Uk+tvul /

A comparison of (34) and (38) shows tliat when w = l and x = .'•>,

Lm = Lx as should be the case.

3. Interaction Losses

The interaction loss defined in (6) is expressible in its genera! form as

Lr = \og,\l-rarte--T\. (39)

It depends not only uf)on the transfer constant 7', includiiit; both

diminution and angular constants, but also upon the complex reflec-

tion coefficients, r^ and r^, at the two ends. That is, it is a function

both of the internal structure and of the terminations of the wave-

filter. For this reason its determination offers the most complexity

of all the three types of losses and, in fact, requires a knowledge of

the transfer loss. On the other hand, it is usually the least important

part of the total transmission loss and may usually be omitted except

at frequencies within a transmitting band and near a critical frequency.

The transfer constant T = D+ iS is given by the relations aiul

formulae developed when considering the transfer loss.

The multiplication of the reflection coefiicients and the square of

the transfer factor is simplified to a problem in addition by expressing

each of these coefficients in the exponential form,

and
rt, = e-^''-'"K

Then, putting r^rtf -^ = e~''~'<',

Lr = l log, {l+e-^P-2e-'' cos Q), f lOt

where P = Ga+ Gt-\-2D.

and Q = Ha+ ni,+2S.
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The subscripts, as before, merely refer to the terminations. The G
and H expressions which correspond to the reflection coefficient with

each of the four particular types of terminations, 1, 2, 3, and 4, follow.

Reflection Coefficients, rmi and Vmi, with Mid-M-type Terminations.

For termination 1 arbitrarily assumed at b we have Wi, = K2i{m)
and Zr — R. Introducing for this case the subscript ms, signifying

il/-type and mid-shunt, it follows by (6) and (32) that

_ K2,{m)-R

and its equivalent

_c _,H ^ _ \ + {\-m-){Uk+iVk)-{±Vl+Uk+iVk) ,,..

With termination 2, Wb=Ki2{m) and Zb = R, so that by (32) the

corresponding coefficient r^i becomes

(42)

Since— 1 =

and (43)

//ml=//m2+ T.

Reflection Coefficients, r^o and rx\, with x-"constant k" Terminations.

In the case of the x--shunt termination 3, Kxi, relations (36) give

_ K^-z^kR/{z^+{x-.S)R)
''"

K,k+z,kR/{z2k+ {x-.5)Ry ^

Introducing (35) this is

rml
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IlfNie, the two members of each pair of reflection coefficients, r„;, r„i,

and r^-„ r.i, differ only in si^n so that their G's are the same but their

lis difer by ir.

I. Wave-Filter Structures Ilai'inii Equivalent Transmission Losses

There are six groups of possible wave-filter networks involviriR

the lour terminations above, each group of wliich is made up of pairs

having equi\alent current ratios 2RIE and hence equivalent trans-

mission losses. By (5) this means that the members of such a pair

have products for their four factors, F,FaFbF,, which arc equal. It

ma\- readily be shown from preceding relations that these groups,

representetl symbolically by brackets enclosing the transfer constants

of their mid-parts and the terminations, are the following:

(a) [T. K.Am), K,,{m')] = [r, K,,{m), KA'"')],

(b) [T, Ku{m), A',o(m')l = tr, K^iim), A'.,,(w')l,

(c) IT, K^iim), A',,] = [T, A.aCm). A.,],

id) [T, Kn{m), A..) = [T, Au(m), A.^J,

(e) ir, A,,. A.'U =[r, A,,, AxM,

(/) [r.A.,.A,M =ir. A.„ A/,].

(47)

This symbolic representation in (c), for example, means that a

composite wave-filter whose mid-part has a transfer constant, T,

and whose terminations are those designated by AjiCw) and Kxi,

will gi\e the same current ratio 2RI/E as another wave-filter whose

mid-part has the same transfer constant, 7", but whose terminations

are those designated by Kn{m) and Axi where m and x are respectively

the same in both networks.

III. Ch.\rts for Determining Transmission Losses

The accompanying charts apply to the three groups of transmission

losses, transfer, terminal, and interaction, and are derived froiu the

general formulae already given. The curves represent constant

parameter loci for A, cB, L„, Lx, Gmi, cHmi, Gn, cHxi, and L, as

functions of several variables and include the most practical range;

where further extension is required the original formulae may be

consulted. The U and V variables for the ladder type of recurrent

network (or its equivalent) which form the basis of this chart calcu-

lation method are to be found as a function of frequency, in the general

case from formula (9),

Zi/4zj= U+iV,
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and in the lower class "constant k" and M-type wave-filters from

formulae (21) to (31). Owing to the large number of intermediate

equations which it was necessary to obtain before direct com|)uta-

tions could suitably be made for the charts, these equations will not

be given here, but only a brief designation of the resulting charts

together with the approximations involved, if any.

The units employed throughout are the attenuation unit and the

radian. The former unit applies to A, D, Lm, Lx, Gmi, Gxi, P, L,

and L, and the latter unit to B, S, //,„.., Ih- and Q.

Transfer Loss

This is determined through the propagation constant, r=A-{-iB.\

Charts 1, 2, and '.i.—.1 and cB in and about transmitting^ band;

( = ± 1 has the sign of V.

Churl 4.

—

A in attenuating band;

V- negligible compared with {U+ JT-)>0.

Chart .").—-1 at maximum attenuation;

{U-\-U") negligible compared with 1'-.

Terminal Losses, L,„ and Lx

Chart G.

—

L,„ in transmitting band;

Vk neglected.

Chart 7.—L,„ at eritical frequencv;

Uk=-l.

Chart 8.

—

L,„ in attenuating Inind;

Vk neglected.

Chart y.

—

-Lm at maximum attenuation of M-lype;

1 — »r

Chart 10.

—

Lx in transmitting Imnd;

Vk neglected.

Chart 11.

—

Lxat eritical frequency;

Uk=-\.

Chart 12. -Lx in attenuating band;

Vk neglected.
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Rf/Ifit ion i 'orjiii irnis

N.-ir tli.u

and //„,=//„;+n-;

als«> that

and //;,, =11x1+ 1^.

Chart 13.

—

G„« and Hmi i>i transmitlinj^ band;

Vk neglected.

Chart 14.

—

G„i and dim'! at critical frequency;

Uk = — I and c= ±1 has the sign of 1'*.

Chart 15.

—

G„i and dim-: in attrnnalin'^ band;

Vk neglected.

Chart 16.

—

Gx2 and cllxi in transmitting band;

Vk neglected and c= ±1 has the sign of 1'^..

Chart 17.

—

Gx-i and cllxi at critical freqiicncv;

Uk=-l.

Chart 18.

—

Gxi and cHxi in attenuating band;

Vk neglected.

Interaction Loss, L,

Note that r = /^+ i\S' = transfer constant of mid-part of \va\e-filtiT:

P = G^+G,+2D,

and Q = IIa+ Ih-\-2S.

where a and /; refer to the terminations.

Chart 19.^Lr as a Junction of P and Q.
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III the lollowin^ illusiratioii a small iniinher of hand pass wavf-

lilUT sections ha\inK ilifferont rharaclcristirs is chosen ixirposely

so as to allow ,111 .ippreciahle interaction j'actor and llic u--f of all the

charts.

The niid-part of the composite wa\e-lilter is made up of one mid-

si-ries section of lyiK- Vl\ and one mid-half section of .l/-type IV\.

the desijinations In-ini; those of a previous paper. The termination

.It one end is made Kx\ l>y aiiding (.v— .5)sit in series with ts'pe VI

\

anil at the other is Ki\{m), as is diagramniatically represented at the

top of Fig. 4. The values of all the parameters were chosen as follows

:

R = GOO ohms. .v = .80,

/, = 4.(KM)~

.

.U-type, /,v = S.OOO - ,

/, = 7.000-,

and </ = .01 (assumed constant for computaiidii purposes).

With these values the magnitudes and locations of inductances and

capacities are as shown in the center of Fig. 4, where the series imped-

ance parts have been merged together.

The variables Uk and I'* for the "constant k" band pass wave-

hller as well as U„. T'„, and wof the .l/-t\pe arc gi\cii b\' formulae

i24l. (2tj). and (31). In the 3-element type 17,

These variables have been computed in the present case for fre-

quencies on both sides of the transmitting band and are tabulated

below. The other tables including that of transmission losses are based

u(X)n this table and the charts.

The next to the last, and the last columns give the total trans-

mission losses as obtained In- this chart method and by direct network

computation, respectively. C"omparison shows that there is a \cr\-

siitisfactory agreement In'tween them, the dilTerences al all Ire-

(luencies iH'ing negligible in practice. The greatest ditTerences of

approximately .0") attenuation units at fre(|iiencies 'M'A) and 7500

cycles [x-r secon<l, just outside the transmitting band, can reailih'

lie explained as due to the omission of dissii)ation in the two terminal

loss factors and the retUction coefficients. The lransmi>sion loss is

shown graphically at the Inittom of Fig. 4.

It is believed that the use of this chart method will result in con-

siderable time economv with calculations of this kind.
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TABLE I

U and V Variables

f
Cycles/sec.

"Constant k"

U, V,

Type VI,

U, w

M-typc, »i = .7454

U„

1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3250
3500
3750
4000
4250
4500
5292
6500
6750
7000
7500
8000
8500
9000
10000
11000
12000

-81.0
-32.7
-16.0
- S.41
- 4.46
- 3.20
- 2.25
- 1.53
- 1.00
- .607
- .329

.00031
- .534
- .752
- 1.00
- 1.58
- 2.25
- 3.01
- 3.85
- 5.76
- 7.94
-10.4

-.870
-.385
-.213
-.132
-.0868
-.0707
-.0575
-.0463
-.0367
-.0282
-.0205

.0263

.0315

.0367

.0470

.0575

.0682

.0792

.102

.127

.154

.455

.417

.364

.296
212
!l65
.114
.0586

- .0625
- .129
- .364
- .796
- .897
-1.00
-1.22
-1.46
-1.70
-1.97
-2.55
-3.18
-3.88

.0003

.0007

.0012

.0019

.0027

.0032

.0037

.0042

.0049

.0055

.0061

.0085

.0128

.0138

.0148

.0170

.0194

.0219

.0246

.0303

.0367

.0436

1.29
1.34
1.45
1.71
2.53
4.21
.36

-2.67
- .997
- .461
- .214

oooi:
- .389
- .627
- .998
-2.90

.85

4.92
3.00
2.05
1.75
1.60

.0004

.0012

.0032

.0098

.050

.220

.9

. 253

.0659

.0293

.0156

.0252

.0395

.0659

.290

.9

.329

.0866

.0234

.0110

.0065

TABLE II

Transfer Constants
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lAnii; III

Reflection Coefficients and Interaction Factor
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(X-.5)Z„

One
Mid-series

301,

Mid-half
M-type
12,

600'

05093 h.

02426m. f. .02158 m.f.

.0555611. n02728 h.

J- .06232 h.:

04823 m.f.

.03316 m.f."-

:600'

.014.52m.f

V5
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AI'I'INDIX

Dl Kl\ \TliiN Ol- I.IM AK rKANM>l(i:K I'oKNH lAl.

riu- lormiil.i iisi'd in tlu- li-xt for a (lissymiiiftriral rompositi' wa\i-

tilltT slnirturi' rontains tho iniase parameters '' and is a special case

i>f a general iDrnuiia which is applicable m any linear transducer,

acti\e or passi\e. This ^t'licral formula is derixed liere together

with other useful ones.

A linear transducer will lie detineil as an electrical network which

has two input and two output terminals and a structure such that so

far as these terminals are concerned the currents are linear functions

of the potential differences and therefore the principle of superposi-

tion holds. The structure may contain sources as well as sinks of

enerjiy; that is, the transducer may be acti\e or passive. In the

most general case, that of an active dissymmetrical linear transducer,

four in<lependent parameters are necessary to specify its electrical

properties. Two sets of such parameters will be considered in deri\-

in.;; correspondiiii; foriiuilae. the imat;e parameters and the recurrent

parameters.

I. Ima(.i-: F\\k.\.\ii;ti;ks

1. iicnrrdl I.incur Transducer. The parameters in this case are

defined with reference to the single transducer in Fig. 3. Let the

terminal impedances in this figure be so chosen that the impedances

in the two directions from terminals a are equal, that is, the latter

itni)edances are the "image" of each other, and at the same time a

similar "image condition" holds with reference to terminals b. With

the transducer so terminated, its directional transfer constants are here

defined as T.,h = \oiiAh Ih) when transmitting from terminals a to

terminals b. and 'J'ha = \i>gAh I,,) when transmitting from terminals b

to terminals a. The image impedance \Va of the transducer is the

impetlance across terminals a in either direction, and the image im-

pedance W'l, is similarly defined at terminals h. In general. Tab and

Th,, are difTerent, as are also 11',, and U'^.

The transducer is now to be terminated by the general impedances

Z„ and Zh with an electromotive force £j a|)plied in series with Za-

'The relarions among five other distinct sets of parameters for a transdiircr

(such as a (lassivc onei which can be specified liy three complex parameters were

given 1)V <<. .\. t"anipl)ell in ("isftidal Oscillations, Trans. .-X. I. K. K.. \'ol. XXX.
Part li; Table I, (). .S85, fJU. The different sets correspond to the four normal

networks designated ,is the T, the 11, the transformer, and the artificial line, and
to the simple circuit onc-[>oint and two-point im()e'lances. -A sixth set, one-p<imt

and two-(x)int admittances, was used in .Appendix 1 of my pa|XT in the H. S. T. J.,

Jan. l')2.<.
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It is desired to obtain, among others, expressions for the sending end

and receiving end currents h and h which contain the image para-

meters.

Each terminal impedance will be considered as cqui\alent to the

image impedance at that end plus another impedance whose potential

drop is to be replaced in the usual manner by an equal opposing

electromotive force. In effect this equivalent electromotive force

substitution reduces the system to one in which the transducer is

terminated by its image impedances and in which determinate electro-

motive forces are acting at both ends. From this viewpoint, the total

effective electromotive forces acting at the ends a and b of the trans-

ducer terminated by its image impedances Wa and Wi are, respectively,

Ea+ (\Va-Za)I„,
and (49)

(\Vi-Zb)h.

Superposing the currents due to these electromotive forces at both

ends we may write the current expressions immediately from the

definitions of the parameters invoked.

Thus

_Ea+ iWa-Z,)Ia {Wj-Z,)!, _j.,

2Wa
"^

2Wt ^ ''

and (50)

_ Ea+ {\Va-Za)Ia ^^^ (\\\-Zi)h
'

2Wa ^ '^ 2H'» •

Their solution gi\'es the explicit formulae '"

/. = ;

Ea {l+ne-^T-'-+^''-^)

and (51)

Ea (l+ ri,)e-^»»h =
W„ + Za (\-r„ne-^T-"'+^i»^)

where r„ and ii.. ilic current reflection coefficients at terniin.iisi; .uui b,

are

^ Wa-Z„
''" Wa+Za

and

_ Wb-Zb
" W,+Zo

'"These formiilii- may also l>e (Icrlvcd syntlu-lically l)y tlic iiinciil rcllcctioii

method.
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Although the transducer has four indepeiideiU parameters, it will

be seen that the sending end current involves but three effective trans-

ducer parameters, the sum (7,,6+7"i„,), U'^, and UV. As a resuh,

the four one-point impedance measurements which can be made upon

the transtlucer itself, the open-circuit and short-circuit driving-point

im^KHlances at both ends, must have a relation between them. Let

Xa and Ya denote the dri\inK-point impedances across terminals a

when terminals b are open-circuited and short-circuited, respectively.

Then if in (.">!) Za = and terminals b are ojx^n-circuited by putting

Zi, = x. . the impedance at terminals a, the open-circuit impedance, is

A'a = ^" = H-« COth .1 ( Ta,+ na) (52)

Similarly for the short-circuit impedance, when Zu = U and Zt,=0,

y. = ir, tanh.\(7"a^+n„). (.53)

For the other end we gel 1)\" interchanging subscripts

.V^= n't coih \{'I'ab+Tba), (54)

and
y,= \\\ tanh M7'«6+no). (55)

These give the necessar\' relation as

Xa_X,
Y, Y,-

(56)

Hence, in the most general linear transducer the ratio of the open-circuit

to short-circuit impedances at one end is equal to the corresponding ratio

at the other end.

Other important derived formulae are

7a»+7-M = 2 tanh' J 1^ = 2 tanh"' |2jl, (.57)

\Va = VXTVI. (58)

n\ = v/xa^. (59)

H ',. - W, = V{X,-X,){Ya-Y,), (60)

\VaWi = XaYi = X^V^. (61)

and

Thus the open-circuit and short-circuit impedance measurements

determine the sum of the directional transfer constants and both of

the image impedances.
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To obtain the separate \alues of '/„(, and 7'),,,, ii is neressar\- \n

make at least one two-point measurement, as seen Irimi the rorniuia

lor //, which ccjntains four distinct transducer parameters. For

example, to lind 7",,;, perhaps the simplest method is to terminate

with the image impedance at terminals h, whence

'l\,t, = \ogAL /(,). where Z,,= IT/,. I()2l

The cimstaiit Ti.,, is the difference between the sum {'r„i,+ Th„}.

iilitained from (.")7i, and 7',,;,; it may also be determined 1)\- a two-

[joint measurement similar to the abo\e for transmission in the oppo-

site direction.

h'or some i^urposes it is con\enienl to have formulae in\ol\ing the

potential differences I',, and Vb across the two ])airs of terminals,

rather than the terminal impedances Za and Zi, and the series applied

electromoti\e force E,,. Such formulae in combination with the

abo\e can be used to advantage in determining the curretits and

potential differences at points within a composite transducer. TIicn

are deri\ed re.idiK' l)\' making the siibstiiuiions in the al)o\e,

and (1)3)

Zb = Vb lb-

For cnrrcnl iransmission from terminals « to terminals/)

and I (it I

IF,, /p^'"'+ (-•''

^ ,1
= I

I

Also,

and

/,= !

. IF,,/'e^"'"+ c"'"''\ , ... (e'r'-'-f-T-\

Interchanging the subscripts and changing the signs of the cm-rents

in (()4) will also lead to (().')).

2. Passive Linear Transducer. Since the ri'iiprnc.il ilu-dicin Imld^

here one relation exists between the foin- paranuteis Icuing ilircc
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iiulf|H-n(lcnt oiu's. This rclatiiin is ni\x'ii dirirtly 1>%- the tlii-ori-m

in thf cast- wlu-rt- Z„=W., and Zi,= ]]'h. ihi- f(|ni\ak'nt transfer

turrciit- liciin;

.'11 ,.'^2 in;
"•'•'

.\lilii>n>;h an\ thrrr of ilu'sc [Kiranictcrs nuKlit l>i- assiinn-d as indi--

|H-ndi-nt, il is loiu I'liii'iit to lake as thi' indfjH'ndent parameters

r. ir„. and \\\. where

r = n+ iS='^(T,„+T,,) (67)

is thus defined for the passive transducer as the transfer constant. The

transfer constant is the arithmetic mean of the two directional transfer

constants. The real and iniaginar>' parts of 7", namely D and -V, will

he called the diminution constant and the angular constant to distin-

guish them from the attenuation ((iiisiant and ilie phase constant

of the ordinary propapalion constant lo wiiicli iluy reduce in the case

of a symmetrical transducer. riicn tlu'se paraint-ters are i;i\en by

the formulae

7-=tanh '-^1 ^ = tanh 'J-Y'

"' = \/A71\;, (68)
and

"''• = \/A'»r6.

and are com|)letel\' determined liy the open-circuit and sliorl-circuit

dri\ing-point impedances.

With these parameters the current formulae become

, ^ Ka_ d+rte-")
' Wa+Za (l-rarte-'^-ry

E.

and

'"
W'n+ Z.

liVa (l+ r,)e-T

\m {l-r„r,e-'^y
^''"'^

2 EaVW^'), e--^

i\\'„+Za)(\\\+Zb)(l-r.,r,e-^'-y

the latter being the one used in the text. Other forms are

Ea(Zhs\nhT+\Vtco<,hT)

( \VJ\\+ Z„Zh) sinh7'+(H'aZ6+ W^Za) cosh 7"

and (70)

EaVwjn
{.WaWb+ZaZb) ^inb.T+iWaZb+ WkZa) coshT'
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Introducing the potential differences, for current transmission from

terminals a to terminals b

^'^^bJ^cosh T + /" sinh T,
\ Wa VWaWt

and (71)

V.= Vb-yj^ cosh r+/,Virjri, sinh T.

I, = I AE^ cosh T y^^— sinh T,

Vt = Fa^ ^ cosh T - laVWJV,, sinh T.

Also,

Va

VWJVb
and (72)

II. Recurrent Parametkrs

1. General Linear Transducer. Here four parameters " of the

transducer in Fig. 3 are defined in terms of its properties when it is

one section of an infinite recurrent structure which is made up of

identical sections, similarly oriented. With such terminal condi-

tions for the transducer, its directional propagation constants are

defined as follows: raA = log,- {la/h) when transmitting from terminals

a to terminals b, and Tt,a=\oge {h/Ia) when transmitting from termi-

nals b to terminals a. The characteristic impedance Ka is the im-

pedance across terminals a in the direction from a to b, and the char-

acteristic impedance Kb is similarly defined for the impedance across

terminals b in the opposite direction.

Terminating the transducer by the general impcxlances Za and Zb

and applying an electromotive force £j in series with Za, the current

formulae containing the recurrent parameters may be derived in a

manner analogous to that used with the image parameters. In this

case the total effective electromotive forces acting at the ends a and b

of the transducer terminated b>' its characteristic impedances A';,

and Ka are, respectively,

E,+ {Kb-Z,)h,
and (7.3)

{Ka-Zb)h-

" These parameters may also l)e (lesignate<l in tlie general case as those of a
generalized artificial line.
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ll.n.r,

£. (l+p^e-'^^^'+'^^>)

* /Ca+ zJa (l-paP^«- "-'+'"')'

.iml (74)

^*~A:«+Z„ (l-paP»e-('--'+'-'-))'

\\ hrrc till' I'urniii ri'llrction cui't'ticiiMits ,it ti-rmiii.ils a and /) arc

_ A't-Z«
/Co+Za

and

/Ca — Zfc

Kb-\-Zt,

Introducing the open-circuit and short-circuit dri\ing-|K)int im-

(H'dances A',,, A'^ and W, Yb of the transducer it follows that

Iufr+lft.i=- tanh :^
——^ > (7o)

^.'^
I

=y[V ( A'. - X6)=+ 2{Xa Yb+ Xb r„) ± (A-„ - A-^j J

,

(76)

Ka-Kb = Xa-Xb. (77)

and

A:„A.^ = A'.r6 = A-6r„. (78)

Any three of these measured impedances are sutticient, because

of relation (56), to obtain the sum (Fot-f Fta), Ka, and A';,.

A directional propagation constant may be obtained separately

from one two-point measurement; thus

Tab = log, Ua/h), where Zb = K,. (79)

The current and potential difference at one pair of terminals in

terms of those at the other are given by the following.

For current transmission from terminals a to terminals b

, , /AV''^-j-A'ae-''»-\ . Vb , ,. _,.,
^- = ^-( A.+ A. )+K;+Kb^"^-' ^•

and (80)

/AV'"-f AV-''*-\ KaKb , ,. _,. ,
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Also,

aii.l

KI'.I.I. SYS I I'M IIUIIXIC.II. lorRX.U.

/, = / I

"
1 :. 1— ((>l6n _ £.-l,ii)

(81)

A'.A't

''
'"V A'„+A'6 ) '"Ka+Kh^

2. Passive Linear Trunsdutcr. Hecaiisf nt ilit- rfciprocal tlu'oruin

the directional ])ro|iat;alion constaiUs liecoine c(iual Kixing a sini;le

propagation conslant.

r=A+iB = ra, = T,„.. (82)

which is obtainal)le from the general formula (7')). Here .1 is the

attenuation constant and B is the phase constant.

The current fornuilae become

Io =
Ea (l + pte-^n

and

Eg (l+pt)e-''

Ka+Z, (l-p„p6(?-2'r

(88)

In the other form thev are

_ £,.[( -A",+A'i,+ 2Zt)sinhr+ (A„+A»)coshr]
" li2{KaKi,+Z„Zt)-(K.,-K,){Z,-Z,)) sinhr'

+ (A„ + A',,)(Z„ + Z,,)coshr]

and (84)

h = EaiKa+Kh)
[(2{KaKb+Z„Z,)-{Ka-Kh){Za-Zt)) ^\nhV

+ (A„+ A,,)(Z„+ Z,,)coshr]

Iivtroducing the Icnuiiial i)oUnlial dillerenccs, when iransniil lini;

from ti-rminals a lo icnninals /)

/„ = /, fcosh I- - lV~'' «inh v) + 7.-4V 2 sinh T,
\ A„+ A(, /

f- I IA. + A,

nd

V„=r,Ycosh |-+['>^!^'"sinh r) +/„,f'^".-2sinh V;

"

(80)
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.iml ,it ilu- other h-riiiin.il>

.111.1 (Sd)

16= 111 losh 1 — £^-T ,^ siiih I - /„ . - ,.2 Sinn I .

V K„-\-l\.h I i\„ + Kb

iDmpariMin slmws tli.it tin- ,i;riHT.il li)iiniilaf for tlif currents /„

.111(1 Ih niven l>y (•">!) aiul (74) in terms of tin- two sots of paramelers

.ire of the siinu- funriional form in\(il\inij their respoclixe reflection

roetVicients; the latter are of siiv;htl\' (iilTerent functional forms. This

similarity is what one expects when fieri\ int; liic formulae s\iiiliei ically

hy the current reHection method.

In .ill c.ises l)v H>1 I and iT.Sl

\lJV, = K„Ki.. (S7)

rile sum ( y'„^+ 7'',„1, Il'„, and 11'/, of an\' transducer are oln iousK-

.liso equal to the propajjation constant and respecti\e characteristic

im|-)edances of the two symmetrical transducers which can individually

he formed with two such identical transducers.

If Tab=Tba, the reciprocal theorem holds onl\- when 11'., = ir*.

for which case the transducer is symmetrical. On the other hand if

r„), = i'N,, this theorem holds irrespectixe of the values of K., and A'/,.

In each of these cases which satislies the theorem the transducer ma\-

l>e active or passi\e.

In an electrically symmetrical transducer, whether actixe or passive,

two parameters specify its properties

where

7 u/> = 7 M = lufc = Yh,i

,

an.l (88)

ir„ = ir, = A'„ = A-,„

in which case the ct)rrespondini; formulae are identical in the p.ira-

meters. Structural symmetry is not necessary here as may be seen,

for example, in the case of a composite wa\'e-filter made up of differ-

ent mid-series sections whose characteristic impedances are ec|ui\alent.

In a passive dissymmetrical transducer the formulae cnntaininn

hyperbolic functions are of simpler form with the parameters T, Wa.

and U'h than with the parameters I", A',,, and Kt,. The image para-

meter formulae are readily applicable where the transfiucer is made
up of parts whose image impedances at the junctions are equivalent.
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as in the present case of a composite wave-filter. Simple relations

exist here between these parameters of the transducer and of its parts,

as shown in the text, which is not true with the other parameters.

The recurrent parameter formulae, on the other hand, apply more

naturally when dealing with a succession of identical dissymmetrical

sections, or of different dissymmetrical sections whose characteristic

impedances in one direction are equivalent, in which cases the propa-

gation constant of the transducer is equal to the sum of the progaga-

tion constants of the parts. In conclusion, it is seen that the set of

parameters most suitable for use in any case depends upon the par-

ticular structure of the transducer.



Some Contemporary Advances in Physics -V

By KARL K. DARROW

Electricity in Solids

IN considering such topics as the flow of elcctriiil\' tlirouuli solids

and tlu' oiittlow of cii-ctricity across their boundaiies, we have to

forego the assistance of the great system of laws, models, and word-

pictures which constitutes the contemporary theory of the structure

of the atom. This imposing and truly powerful theory, which now-

adays seems to bulk larger than all of the rest of physics, is after all

limited to certain restricted fields; it deals successfully with par-

ticular properties of isolated atoms, and also with certain qualities

of atoms which seem to be localized in their inner regions; but it avails

little or nothing in the study of the behavior of liquids and solids.

Much of the present-day thcor>' of electrical conduction in solids is

based only on the very simplest assumptions as to the nature of the

atoms of which they are built, some would even remain valid under

the old-fashioned ideas of continuous electrical fluids; and profoundly

as we may believe that solids are built of atoms resembling Bohr's

famous model, it is highly doubtful whether that model has ever

helped to interpret a single one of the phenomena of conduction or

done more than to provide a new language for old ideas.

We have first to make the distinction between the substances in

which atoms migrate along the path of the flowing current and ap-

parently carr\- the moving charge, and the substances in which the

atoms stand still while the current flows past them. It is universally

conceded that elements, and likewise the alloys of metals and a num-
ber of solid compounds, belong to the latter class; whatever it is that

carries the current flows through and past the substance, leaving it

at the end as it was at the beginning. Weber said in 1858, "In the

metals there are electrically-charged particles as well as atoms; some
of the former are freely rpobile and others vibrate about the atoms;

they are the cause of the confluction of electricity and of heat, and of

magnetic phenomena as well." Considering that in Weber's day
electricity had never been observed apart from ponderable matter

and electrons were unknown, this is entitled to rank as a daring

anticipation.

N'ext we have to distinguish between conduction by metals and

conduction by non-metallic elements. Strictly we should begin by
defining a "metal"; but this task had better be left to the chemists,

as being really their affair; and they have found it no easy affair to

621
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set up a (Ictiniliiin by wliicli i'\»-r\ rk-iiK-nl can bv c<)nti(k'iill\- assi>;iK-(l

to OIK- i-las-s or to thr otliir. lii tact tht-a- is a tciuleiicy lo l)CKiii,lA

ilrtiiiiiijj metallic conduction, and then dftinc nictals as the clcnunts

which display it! The ditVlcult\-, as usual, is to make the detmition

sharp eiioui;h to decide a lew intermediate or transitional cases.

.\n>-one exeii >lii;hll\ ac(|uainted with chemistiy or physics would

instaiitK' recoi;ni/e .is mel.ds the elements in the first column of

the Peri«Klic Table, ami those at the bottom of the table in all the

columns; and as non-metals, with the same ease, the elements in the

topmost row of the table and down the right-hand side. The first

element of evcr>- column after the first two is non-metallic, and the

non-metallic character advances farther and farther down the

columns as one procei-ds across the Tabic finm left to right. One

might say that the elements which are not metals occupy the north-

east sector of the Table, and the debatable ones cross in a diagonal

band from northwest to southeast. The elements which are gases

imtler the usual circumstances of temperature and pressure are

extreme instances of non-metals; but some ol liie deliniteK- non-

metallic elements, and all of the deb.itable ones, <ire soliil nr li(|uiil

uiuler the usual conditions.

Wry little could he said about the elenunts wliicli under ordinary

conditions arc gases, for very little is known ai)out the manner in

which they conduct electricity when liciuetied or frozen. ProbabK

the reason is that the experiniental conditions wouki be unusualU

ditticult, and the substances probably very bad conductors; it is not

e.is>- to imagine solid hydrogen moulded into a cylinder, drawn into

a wire, clamped or sealed between electrodes, f)r filled into a sheath

less cf)nductive than the hydrogen itself. The difficulties ma\- not

be insuperable; but they have not been generally oxercome.

.As for the solid elements which are dehnitely not metals, or which

l)elong to the debatable group, there i> an abundance of data in

print, and yet not nearly so much as we need. In general their re-

sistances arc tremendously greater than the resistances of metals;

"tremendously" for once is not an extra\agant word, for the con-

ductivities of the elements are spread over a sweeping range of orders

of magnitufle which few if any other ([ualities of theirs can rival.

Ihe ma.ss of the heaviest knovyn atom differs from the mass of the

lightest only by a factor of '240; the densities of the solidified elements,

their compressibilities, their other mechanical and thermal proper-

ties range over not more than one f>r two, at the niost three orders of

magnitude; even the energy re(|uired to extract the innermost electron

of an atom rises by a factor of onl\- 10' in passing Inmi tin- tir-^t to
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the last element of the series; but the conductivity of silver stands

to the conductivity of sulphur in the ratio 10^'. The distance from

the sun to the nearest star is some 10'* cm.; we see that a sheet of

sulphur a thousandth of an inch thick would offer more of an obstacle

to the passage of electricity than a cable of silver of the same diameter,

extending from the earth to Alpha Centauri. The variations of

conducting-power from element to element arc thus as fantastically

great as the variations in scale from the world of common life to the

world of interstellar spaces. The conductivities of the metals, how-

ever, are confined within a narrow fraction of this range; it is between

the metals and the non-metals, and between one non-metallic element

and another, that the leaps are surprisingly great.

In general, too, the resistance of a non-metallic element decreases

as its temperature is raised; the curve of resistance versus tempera-

ture (I shall often call it characteristic, henceforward) slants down-
ward, the derivative and the temperature-coefficient of resistance

are negative. Near room-temperature this is the usual behavior,

but not always over the entire accessible range; of some elements it

is observed that the resistance declines less rapidly as the temperature

is raised, the curve is concave upward; eventually the decline ceases,

the resistance passes through a minimum value at a certain char-

acteristic temperature, and thereafter increases with the temperature

as the resistances of metals do. At least one element of the debatable

class (germanium) exhibits a characteristic curve that slants upward
instead of downward at room-temperatures; but when the curve is

followed towards lower temperatures, it too is found to be concave

upward with a minimum of resistance below— 100° C. This suggests

that for all of the non-metals the resistance-temperature curve may
be a loop bulging downward, with a minimum at a certain temperature

that varies from element to element: on this generalization f)ne of

the contemporary theories is founded.

These rules can be illustrated by mentidning briefly the heh.ixior

of the non-metallic elements one by one. Beginning at the fnni

of the procession of elements, we pass over hydrogen (no data), lithiuin

and beryllium (metals), and commence with boron. Boron has a \ery

high resistance at room temperature, which drops a hundredfold

when it is heated to 180° C. and ten-million-fold when it is raised to

a red heat. On carbon a tremendous amount of work has been done,

which unfortunately largely goes to show that the word "carbon"

usually signifies a framework of carbon atoms packed with occluded

gases, organic compounds, and impurities of divers kinds, which no

known mode of treatment avails to expel entirely, although almost
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.inythin^; whii-li is clone to the substance alters its constitution cnouKli

to affect its resistance. (We shall later see that the situation wi'h

many of the metals is almost as bad.) Most of the experiments

reveal a steady decline of resistance as the temperature is raised,

whether the sample usetl be amorphous or crystalline (graphitic)

and whatever its history; but Noyes recently traced several very

concordant curves for several samples of graphite (all however of

the same provenience) showing a minimum of resistance near 8(K)° C
Diamonds have exceedingly high resistances, wiiich f.ill wlicn tlicy

are heated.

Passing over four gases and three metals, we come next to silicon;

the curve traced by Koenigsberger shows the resistance descending

as the temperature is increased, until at a certain critical temperature

it leaps sharply upward; from the new high value it descends again

as the silicon is further warmed, only to make a second upward jump;

from this second maximum it drops steadily away, at least as far as

the highest temperature attained in the experiment. This illustrates

another perplexing property of some elements; they have several

distinct "allotropic" forms, each of them more or less stable over a

distinct range of temperature which may or may not overlap with the

ranges of the others; each must be regarded, so far as its conducting-

jKJwer is concerned, as a distinct element. In some instances the

several forms of an element are vividly contrasted in appearance and

in general behavior; such is the case with phosphorus, all of the forms

of which have high resistances, but little is known about their trends

with temperature. In other cases the anomalous changes of temper-

ature with resistance are not accompanied by other striking changes;

and there is a tendency to explain any deviation from an expected

trend—such as, for example, a maximum in a resistance-temperature

curve—by saying that the substance is gradually changing from one

form into another.

Sulphur is the extreme case of high resistance. I know of no data

for scandium, which is to be regretted, as there is some reason from

general atomic theory for supposing that this element stands at a

turning-point of the Periodic Table. Titanium, like silicon, has

several modifications, in some of which the characteristic rises while

in others it descends. Germanium has been studied lately by Bidwell;

it is the element mentioned above which displays a minimum of

resistance at — 116°C. Arsenic resembles the metals. Selenium in

the dark has an extremely high resistance; its character when il-

luminated is too much of a subject to be discussed in this place.

Zirconium was found, at least by one observer, to displa>' a minimum
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of resistance at 70° (".. ili<niu;h in condiutiN iiy ii ((unpares favorabiv

with the accepted nu-ials. Antimony, allhouijli ranked among the

metals, is usiialK- to lie found among the excei^lions to any rules laid

down for them; the same can be said of hisniitlli. Telltirium is an

outstanding instance of an elenuiu with two modifications, and a

sample taken al random is likeK lo lie a mixlure of them in un-

predictable proportions, which change when it is heated; the char-

acteristics are correspondingly crooked, wm] rareh' agree. Iodine

has a \er\' higli rt>isiance,

("om])aring the nu-lals as a grou]) with the non-metals, llie lirst

striking rule is that tlieir r(inciurti\ iiii-> ate much higher and rather

close together: Irom silver (the most conductixe of all substances at

room-temperature), to bismuth, the most resistant of the elements

commonK' accepted as metals, the conducting-power descends in the

relatixely small ratio of 7.5 to 1. The next and familiar rule is, that

increasing temj)eralure and increasing resistance always go together;

the characteristic alwaj's slants upward to tiie right, the deri\ati\e

and the temjierature-coefficient nf resistance are jxisitive. li is

eustomar\' to say that tiie resist,uux' i.s alwa\s .ippro\imati-l\' pro-

portional to tile temperature, and tiiat the temper.iture-coefhcient

of resistance' alwa\s has approximately the one uni\ersal \aiue,

which is the x.ihic of liie temperature-coefficient of volume of an

ideal gas at rdnsi.mt j^ressure {or its ienipi-i-.iiuii--((ierii(ient (if pres-

sure at const. Hit \nhime). That is id >.i\ . when \\\v temperature of a

piece of mel.il i> inm-.ised b\- a gi\cn amouiil, its resist, nice increases

approximatei\- in the >ame proportion ,is would tiie pressure of a

fixed quantity of an ideal gas. enclosed in .i non-ex|ianding container

and raised from the same initial to the s.ime linal ti-mix-ratnre as the

met.il. Were the.se statements litir.ilK true, ail the resistance-

lemjierature curves for metals would be siniighi lino intersecting the

axis of temperatures at absolute zero. But the second statement

cannot even be considered a good aiipidxim.iiion, unless one is willing

to confer the title "good approximation" on ,i numeric, il \,iluc .()(W(w

which is expected to agree with a set of oIimimiI \.iIiks wlii(li r.inges

upwards to .00.58 (pota.ssium) and .0003 (iroin. il relr.iin Irom giv-

ing a lower limit for the range, for a reason which will presentK be

made clear.) .Also the characteristic cur\rs ,irc not rigorousK

straight lines, although il is not unre.ison.ibli- to c.ill sonic of them
approximaldy straight, when oiu- considirs how wide is ilu- inicr\,il

of temperature over which some of them li.i\r bien tr.iced. In

some cases a (|uadratic term added to the linear expression, resulting

in a formula K= R.,+ at+ hl,- is sufficient to express the data. Usually,
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Ixil iiol always, the extra roctlirient h is positive; the characteristic

is concave upward. "I'sually l)iit not alwa\'s" is a phrase much
in (lenuind when one is layin>j down rules for conducting bodies.

In this case metals of the platinum triad furnish the exceptions.

In other instances (•id)ic terms must be added to the formula-, and
in still others e\en these are inade(|uate. One of the longest charac-

teristics e\er traced, the one determined by Worthing and Korsythe

lor timgsten from 14(M)° to 3250° C, conforms to the equation

R --const. 7'-.

.-\1I these details .ibont \ .dues of resistances and shapes of resistance-

temfierature cnr\es are sedate and commonplace enoujjh; but there

is one quite extraordinary phenomenon in this field, one of the strange

discontinuities which appear here and there in the theatre of nature

.md contribute more of dramatic interest to the spectacle than any
amount of smooth correlations between continuous variables. Kx-

tensions of the characteristics downwards toward the absolute zero

have to follow upon improvements in the art of producing and main-

taining ver>- low temperatures; and for the last twenty years the

advances in this art have been made in the Cryogenic Laboratory

of the I'niversity of Leyden, and there the curves have been extended

downwards step by step as additional ranges of cold were made
accessible. The temperatures down to 14° K. attained with liquefied

hydrogen did not alTect the resistances of metals in any very startling

way. although the characteristics are generally more sharply cur\ed

there than at or(linar%' temperatures; but w-hen with the aid of liquefied

helium Kamerlingh Onnes penetrated to within five degrees of the

d)solute zero, something astonishing took place.

Kamerlingh Onnes had been experimenting with platinum wire,

and he had found that over the interval of temperatures newly made
available, the interval from 4.3° to 1..5° K. (a small range when meas-

ured in degrees, but a great one when considered in terms of the dis-

tance between its lower limit and the absolute zero) the resistance of

the wire did not change. Thishe thought might mean that the proper

resistance of the metal had become exceedingly small, leaving as

the chief comixment of the observed resistance a term imaffected by

temperature and due possibly to .some such thing as discontinuities in

the wire, for example between the platinum and bits of impurities

mixed into it. To have a purer metal he replaced the platinum by

rejieatedly-distilled mercury. It was contained in a slender gla.ss

capillarv' tulie, forming so fine a filament that the resistance at room-

temperature was rather considerable; in one specified instance, 173

ohms. When he lowered this filament of mercury to the temperature
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of frozen helium, at a certain point the resistance suddenh' vanished.

I,iterally it x'anished; the word is justified, for the value to which it

had dropped was, if not truly zero, at all events not so much as one

t"i\e-hiilionth of its value at room-temperature, and not so much as

one ten-millionth of its value just before, at about 4.1° K., it suddenly

(lisapi)eared. The mercury had altogether lost what had always

seemed to be as inseparable a ciualil\' of matter as its inertia or its

weight.

.\ few other elements were later found to share this i>roperty;

tin, of which the resistance \anishes at 3.78°; lead, having its thres-

hold-temperature at 7.2°; thallium, at 2.3°. Three of these four are

C()nsecuti\'e in the procession of elements. Other elements were

definitely found not to become "supra-conductive" within the ac-

cessible range: gold, cadmium, platinum, copper and iron. In the

vicinity of the absolute zero each of these metals has a constant

resistance independent of temperature. This as I mentioned was

interpreted to mean that these metals, or at least these samples,

behaved thus because they were impure—that impurities prevented

the vanishing of resistance—but since mercury contaminated in-

tentionally with gold or with cadmium was found to become supra-

conductive, and tin amalgam likewise, it has become necessary' to

save this interpretation, if at all, by assuming that in the five specified

metals the impurities coalesce with the metal in some particular way.

It is interesting to note that the threshold-temperature of tin amalgam
lies abo\-e that of either of its components—at 4.29° K., to be com-

pared with the 4.1° of mercury and the 3.78° of tin. These thres-

holds are not entirely independent of circumstances; they diminish

when a large currenl-densit\- is used, and also when a magnetic field

is applied, possibly from the same reason in both cases.

A number of fantastic things could happen in a world from which

electrical resistance had vanished, and one of ilieni was actually

realized by Kamerlingh Onnes within tiu' ((ini|>.iss of his helium-

cooled chamber, when a current of tiircc himdrid and l\vcnt\- amperes

flowed for half-an-hour ardinui and .irnuiui a iradtn ritii^ with no

applied ii.M.i". whatever to inaintaia il, ami did nol lose as much as

one (jne-lumdredth of its initial strenglli. In .innllur exix-riment

a current of forty-nine ami)eres fiowed for an hour .uound a coil of

lead wire of a thousand turns, wound upon a brass tube, and did not

lose quite one per cent, of the intensity with which il had been started

by removing a magnet of which the field had interlaced the coil.

.\t this rate it would have taken f)ver four da>'s for the current to

drop to the 1/cth part of its initial \alue, if the coil could lia\o been
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kept ciiUI so lung. This corresponds to a rL-sislance lowi-r than

;i.lO ' ohms; the resistance of the coil at room-teniperatiire was
734 ohms. Few discoveries in physics can have been so exciting ns

this one, and further news from Leyden is awaited witii keen antici-

pation. I'ntii the present liquefied helium has been made nowhere
else, but from now on the process will be carried on at Toronto also.

I'ressure affects the resistance of a metal much less than tempera-

ture; that is to say, doubling the hydrostatic pressure upon a metal

makes no perceptilile ditTerence with its resistance if the initial pres-

sure is one atmosphere or less, and usually alters it only by a few per

cent, if the intial pressure amounts to thousands of atmosphere. The
art of applying enormous pressures under controllable conditions has

been developed furthest by Bridgman in the Physical I.aboratory

of Har\ard L'niversit>-, which through his work holds the same unique

rank in high-jiressure investigations as Kamerlingh Onnes' laboratory

at Leyden in low-temperature research. The highest pressure which

Bridgman has applied to metals during resistance-measurements

exceeds 12,000 kg cm"-, which amounts practically to twelve thousand

atmospheres. No one has ever applied temperatures twelve thousand

times as great as room-temperature, nor even four thousand times

as great as the lowest accessible temperature; but when the pressure

is altered in this enormous ratio the resistance changes only by a few

per cent. The volume likewise changes by onl\' a small fraction,

which rather suggests that it is the change in closeness of packing

of atoms rather than the creation of intense internal stresses which is

responsible for the change in conductivity: however, there is no close

correlation between relative change in volume and relative change

in resistance; sometimes the two are of opposite signs. Usually, but

not always, the conductivity increases with the pressure; as if squeez-

ing the atoms together facilitated the flow of electricity across the

metal. The rule applies to thirty-five elements, distributed as

follows in the PericKlic Table: in the first column, 11 \a, 19 K, 29 Cu,

47 Ag, 79 Au; second column, 12 Mg. 30 Zn, 48 Cd, 80 Hg; third,

13AI, 31 r.a, 49 In. 81 Tl; fourth, 0(\ 22 Ti, 40 Zr, .50 Sn, 82 Pb;

fifth. 1.5 P. 33 As, 73 Ta; sixth, 42 Mo, .52 Te, 74 \V, 92 U; seventh, .53 I

;

eighth, 20 Fe, 27 Co, 28 .\i, 45 Rh, 4(5 Pd, 77 Ir, 78 Pt; rare earths, .57

La, GO Ntl. -Several of the non-metallic elements are found in the list.

The exceptions are the five curiously assorted metals 3 lithium, 20

calcium, 38 strontium, ol antimony, 83 bismuth—five elements

distributed over three columns of the Peri(xlic Table, each of which

contains several other elements which conform to the rule. One
modification of 55 caesium belongs under the rule, another among

\
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the exceptions. This illustrates how the beha\'ior of metals in con-

ducting electricity is liable to cut across the classification of tin'

Periodic System, which controls nearly all of the properties of elements

except those that v'ary uniformly from one element to the next all

along the series.

As for the magnitude of the effect, liie re>istances of niii~t imials

are decreased through less than 10'/^ by appKing a jjrc'-snri- of ten

thousand atmospheres, some only through one <>r iwo per cenl.;

liui the decrease is 40% for sodium, 70'',' for pouissiuni. 70', alx)

for ihc "debatable" element tellurium, and '.I7' , fdr lilark phos-

phorus; bismuth gains about 2rt% in resistance and aniimon\- about

10%. The curves representing resistance as function of pressure

are somewhat cur\ed, \m\. not greatly so; howe\er the curvature

frequently varies along the curve to such an extent that a two-constant

formula is not sufficient to express the data. It is an interesting

fact that the percentage by which a given pressure changes the re-

sistance of a metal is approximately independent of its temperature,

and consequently the percentage by which a given rise in temperature

changes the resistance is approximately independent of the pressure;

so that the combined effects of a pressure-change A/> and a temperature-

change yr on a metal change its resistance from R,, to R,, (l-|-^'A/^)

(\+bM').

Tension, which is cqui\alent to negative pressure acting along a

l>articular direction (there is no way of applying a negative h\dro-

static pressure) results in lengthening the metal along one direction,

shortening it along all directions perpendicular to that one, and
dilating it as a whole. Most of the information about what it does

lo electrical resistance is owed to EBridgman. l^sually, but not always,

tension increases the resistance to current-flow along the (liitction

of the stress. The exceptions are bismuth and strontium. Cinii-

|)aring the data about the effects of pressure and of tension, we see that

\V\ and Sr are exceptions to the common rules for both, while Li, ("a

and .Sb are exceptions to the usual rule for pressure but not to the

usual rule for tension. This helps lo show why it is so diflicult to

.set up a thoroughly satisfactory theory of conduction in metals.

By melting a sulistance its density can be altered without altering

either its temperature or its pressure; of course, the balance of inter-

atomic forces is also altered in some mysterious but very potent way.
Melting a solid usually brings about a decrease in density; the solid

sinks in the licjuid; but there are exceptions (bismuth, antimony,
gallium). The conductivity always changes in the same sense as the

density; hence for most metals the solid is more conductive than the
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li(|iii(l, l>til l)i>niiilli. .iiiliini>ii\ . and gallium li.i\x- ^rc.itc-r rcsislaixcs

Irozm ill. Ill iiioltt-ii. This is oiir of llu- few nilfs in this fu-ld to whid)

nil o\ci'ptiiiiis li.ivr \t't ln'»'n <lisco\t'rf<l. Tlu" olistTNfd \.ilin."s (if tlii'

ratio (ri'sislaiiii- of li(|iiid) (n'sislaiu'O of solid), when taliulatt-d and

f\aniiiH-d. -.how a ti-ndi'iuA' to ilusltT .ilioul \aUn's which arc ratios

of sinipli- inti'i;i'rs. such as 2:1, 1 :;{, 1 :4. It w<nild proliably rtHiiiirc

a lartfnl and expert analysis to show whether this tendency is more

pronoiinred than a (piile raiuioni distribution might reasonaliK' lie

e\|K'cte<l to display. Merciir\' has the highest ratio of all, 4:1.

Other agencies which arc harder to measure or control may have

distressingly great etTccts on the conducli\ity of a metal. The various

metallurgical processes, annealing, cold-working and the rest, afTect

the resistance; sometimes the sign of the change can be explained by

sitying that the process has caused the many small crystals forming

the metal to fuse into a few large ones, diminishing the resistance

offered by the intercrystalline partitions; sometimes this explanation

fails to work. Impurities may have a serious effect; for exampli'

Bridgman remarks of bismuth that "a fraction of a per cent, of lead

or tin may change the temperature-coefficient from positive to nega-

tive and increase the specific resistance severalfold." Often im-

purities l>etray themselves by an abnormally low temperature-coeffi-

cient of the metal; this means that the absolute rate of increase is

unusually small compared to the value of the resistance itself. Tliis

is so generally the case that a value of temperature-coefficient which

(at 0° (".) is much below, say, .004 is usually taken to mean that the

sample of metal under in\estigation is impure; and the "standard"

values for individual metals set tlown in tables have often taken

sudden jumps upward, when better-purilied samples became avail-

.ible for measurements. For this reason I laid more stress, in a

preceding paragraph, on the values which far exceed .0030.") rather

than the values which fall far below it. .A metal contaminated by

.1 small admixture of another metal may be regarded as the limiting

case of an alloy. There is an enormous literature of the electrical

behaviour of allfiys, and some of the results can be extended to this

limiting case. It is found, for example, that if two metals .1 and B
form mixed crystals with one another, an alloy formed by mixing a

small percentage or a fraction of one per cent of A into B, has a sur-

prisingly greater resistance than B; and vice versa. The temperature-

coefficient of the alloy is on the other hand much smaller than that

of the metal, and may even be negative. Thus, although an alloy

of this type may seem to be as thoroughgoing a metal as either of the

|)ure elements of which it is ma«le, it has a thoroughly anoin.ilous
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electrical behaxioiir; anil the alloys as a whole, instead of assisting us

to understaiul conduction in metals, contribute generously to the

already abundant supply of difficulties. It remains to be seen whether

the measurements upon single crystals of metals, which are being

published at a steadily-increasing rate, are goini; to clarify the sit-

uation or increase the perplexity.

While I have left unmentioned a large number of the phenomena
which a theory of conduction must lie required to e.xplain, the few

which I have described will give quite an adequate basis for begin-

ning a discussion of some of the extant theories. It must be conceded

at once that the situation is bad. Perhaps there is some set of assump-

tions or of postulates by which the whole chaotic crowd of phenomena
can be unified into a harmonious system; but if so, no one has yet

formulated it. The theories, such as they are, may be divided into

two groups: theories in which the electrons are supposed to move
freely within the atoms and be stopped when they reach an inter-

space, and theories in which the electrons are assumed to mo\e freely

within the interspaces and be stopped when they collide with atoms.

Those of the first kind start out with the advantage of being better

adapted to the usual effect of pressure on resistance; most metals

become more conductive when compressed, as if conduction were

assisted by stiueezing the atoms closer together. .Still the oldest,

the best-known, and the most highly elaborated <if all the theories

belongs to the second kind. This is the one foriiuili\ known as the

electron theory of metallic conduction, or more briefly as the electron

theory of metals, and quite commonly as the "classical" theory of

conduction (it does not take an idea so long to become "classical"

in physics as it does in the arts). Founded by Riecke and by Drude
in the closing years of the last century, it was developed by Lorentz and

has since been worked over by Planck, Wien, Bohr, and other savants

of the first eminence. Its popularity is largely due, I suspect, to the

fact that it can be formulated with great if specious exactness: that is

to say, as soon as a few definite assumptions are made (such as the

simple, if unplausible, assumptions that the atoms are big elastic

spheres and the electrons little ones), numercial consequences can be

calculated with an\- degree f)f jirecision. In this resjiecl most of the

competing theories are sadh- defect i\ e. Two or three of the nmnerical

deductions made from simple au\iliar\- assumptions have agreed

rather well with experimental data; and the\- ha\c contributed to

the feeling that there must be some kernel of truth in the mathematics,

even if not in the physics of the thing, although it bre.iks down in so

many other comparisons with experiment.
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l'"uiulanicntall\- llu- tlu-ory is vt-ry simpk-, ami li.is not bvvn lH'lpr<l

It) any uri'at rxtriit by llic niori' sophisticated inathcnialics which iu

cnu'iifiators iia\c intnKhurd iiilo it. What is observed in electrical

conduction is this: when a potentiai-dilTerence is cstablisiied across

a piece of metal, the electrons do not fail freely clear across it and

enierRe at the positive end with all the kinetic energy which the IM).

should ha\e coniiminicated to theni; the\- oo/e gradually through the

metal, heating it as they go along and emerging with no unusual

amount of energy, as if the\' had rubbed along through the metal

like hea\y particles dropping at constant speed through a gas. "Rub-
bing along" being a concept foreign to the atomic scale, we have to

interpret that each electron falls freely through a small distance,

collides with something to which it gives up the energy acquired from

the field during its fall, falls again across another short distance,

gives up its new quota in another collision, and so forth from side to

side of the metal. Furthermore the energy which it gives up at each

stoppage must find its way directly or indirectly into the heat of the

metal, i.e., into thermal agitation of its atoms. Representing by 7'

the time-interval between two consecutive collisions, by E the field-

strength in the metal, by e and m the charge and mass of the electron,

by U the average kinetic energy acquired by the electron from the

field in its free fall between two collisions, we have

U=\{eET,'m)-m. (1)

If there are n electrons in unit cube of the metal, and each is stopped

1 T times in unit time, the rate at which heat appears in the unit

cube is nU/ T; but this rate is by definition the product of the con-

ductivity a b>- the square of the fieldstrength E, hence

ff= '. ne'T m (2)

The same equation (2) can be reached, if one prefers to think (jf

conductivity as the ratio of current-density to fieldstrength. In' con-

sidering that during each free fall, the field augments the speed of

each electron in the direction of the field-\'ector by the amount eET/ in,

which on the average is lost at the collision terminating the fall; so

that the result is as if the field imprinted a constant drift-speed equal

to \eE m upon all the electrons. Multiplying by ne to get the current-

density and dividing by E to get the conductivity, we arrive again

at (2j.

Kquation (2) is the fundamental equation of the electron theory of

conduction, and indeed of most of the other theories. Let us begin

b> trying the supposition that the electrons are at rest until the field
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is a|)i)li(.'(l, and arc hroiij^hl to a full slnp at t'arli iiillisiiui. Ri'iirt-si-nl

li\' / tlu' a\i.Ta^c liislaiui.' lra\ersf(l hilwiiii i nlli>iiiri>. Tlu- pm-

|)ii>fi| a'-smiipiidn K-ail> In 7' = V2h;/;' cI\. Tlie ((hiiIihi i\ ii \ i lu-rrlOiT

wniild (k-piMi(l 111! i1r' lirUlstrcnglli, wliieii would xidlatr t )linr> law.

Ohm's law beinj; rigorniisly valid except uiukr ixirenu- rondiiioiis

(Bridgnian found llie first slight deviations from it, in i;(ild and siKer,

at current-densities of the order of 10''' amps/cm") we have to discard

the idea. The lesson is, that the electrons must be supposed to be

normalh- in motion at speeds enormously greater than the speed

imparted 1)>- the field during a free fall. Let u stand for the natural

a\erage speed f)f the electrons: we ha\e T = l u. and

a — \ne-l mil, (3)

provided always that ii^eETJm.

This condition is abundantly fiillilled if we make the c)!)\iiius and

appealing assumption that the electrons are muxiiig with the same

a\eragc kinetic energy as atoms of a gas at the same temperature;

in fact, if the free path / is no longer than the average distance be-

tween atom-centres, the deviations from Ohm's law should not aj^pear

e\en under such extreme circumstances as those of Rridgman's ex-

l)eriments. Making tlicri-lore this .issuiiipiioii. which in sNiiibols is

\nin- = -^ k'T. we lind

'

'' "^
(4)

\(it nmcli attentidu >li(iuld be |)aid to the nunuTical factoi'. whiih would

be slightly dilTercnt if we should assume Maxwell's law of distribution

for the \el()cilies of the electrons; the essential factor is the last one,

nl; y/'J' . Kxamining (4) in the light of the fact that the conductivity

of most metals decreases distinctly more rapidly than 1 v 7" = in fact,

a.s rapidly as l/7"or still more so—as the temperature increases, we
sec that the product nl will ha\e to be supposed to \ary with temper-

ature. It seems natural to suppose that / depends altogether on the

distance between adjacent atoms, which \aries comijaratix el\ little

with temperature, and anyway \aries in the wrong direction Inr the

purpose of the theory; so that the burden of accounting for tin- pro-

portionality of a to the lirst or a higher power of 1 7 ntiisi Ik l.iid

upon w.

Now il has occurred to a number of people that the free electrons

are dissociated from the atoms, and the number of free electrons
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is i;i\fil li\ llir <li'j;ri'i' <il ili»<ui,ili(>n, wliicli In itiiii -IhhiIiI \,irv

will) ihf liMii|KT.ilurr in .< in,iiiiu-r |>r»-s(rilnM| ,ili(ii;ii lu-r li\ the .iiiiu.iiii

tif work iu'iH"s>.iry lo n'ni<»\t- ,in fln-lmn lioiii ,iii .iinni into ilu'

(prrsuiiifih iiitrrs|).u r wlu-ri- it pliiys iilxiiil frt'i'K . \U\\ \\v >li(Hil<l

ftTUiiiily i-\|KTl tli.il this wiirk woultl Ik- positivt-. .i> ii is lor ilic

eMrartiiMi of «.'li-rin>iis from frei- atoms; in which lasi- tlie dt'^rff of

(liss(K-iation and thi- ium)l)(.T of free electrons should increase with

teni[K'rature. The theor\ is therefore adapted to explain a resistance

which decreases steadily with increasinj; temperature, as do the

resistances of some non-metallic elements; it is adapted to explain

a resistance which at first diminishes and then, as the temperature

increases further, goes through a minimum and rises, for the decrease

in the factor / V 7" finally predominates over the increase in the factor

«; it is not adapted to explain a resistance increasing with temperature

over the whole range, as do those of the metals. One might assume

that the work of extracting an electron from an atom inside the

metal is negati\-e. This is essentially the alternati\e embraced !)>

Waterman, who postulates that the work in question is a function of

temperature, of the form ]V=\Vo — cT, c>0. For metals H',, is to

1h' chosen negative or zero, so that W shall be negative throughout;

for non-metallic elements ll'„ is to be given some jxisitive value, so

that W shall change in sign at some point in the temperature-range.

This unusual theory must be judged by its efTecti\eness; that it

should reduce conduction in all elements, metallic and non-metallic

alike, to a phenomenon of a single type is a feature appealing strongly

in its faxor; but No\es" curves of resistance versus temiKrature for

graphite did not agree with its demands in a satisfactory manner.

The a.ssumption underlying (4) has however involved us in a col-

lateral difHcultv'. If we believe that the n free electrons per cc. of

the metal have an average encrgv' 'kT and a total kinetic energy

-—nkT, we are certainK- forced to admit thai wlu-n the imit cube of

metal is heated through 1° the electrons must take their share " nk

of the heat imparted to it; but the specific heat of most metals is

such that it seems that the atoms must take it all and leave none

f>ver for the electrons. If we evade this difficulty by assuming n

to be quite small compared with the number of atoms per cc a few

per cent, of it or less, we lose certain numerical agreements which

will be mentioned later, and we have also to make / c|uite large,

amounting to several times the distance between adjacent atoms;
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\ft M tlie tciuieiuy of inoderii atomic theory is to make it seem likiK

that tlic atoms lili ahiiost the wliole space within tiic metal.

Another \va\' to a\ni(l the (lifticullx witli the specitic heats consists

in assimiing tliat the liigii natural s|)eecl with which the electrons

{\y at)oiit is altogether independent of temperature; the burden of

making cr as expressed in C.i) \ar\' in the proper manner with temper-

ature is then laid upon /, which, Wicn suggested, should be supposed

to vary inversely as the amplitude of \ibration of the atoms—that

is, a free electron collides with an atom only if and when it is in vibra-

tion, and the chance of a collision increases with the amplitude of the

vibration. The variation of resistance with pressure may then be

explained, so far as the usual sign goes, by saying that when an ordi-

nary metal is compressed the amplitude of oscillation of its atoms

diminishes, though the temperature remain the same; the frequency

of oscillation must then vary inversely as the amplitude, to keep

the average energy of oscillation constant; there is some reason for

expecting this to happen. Bridgman's theory somewhat resembles

this one, except that the electrons are supposed to glide through the

atoms and collide with the gaps; gaps between atoms are compara-

tively unusual, and occur chiefly when two atoms are vibrating with

great amplitudes in opposite senses, so that the variation of con-

ductivity with pressure again has the proper sign. But to explain

the behavior of the three metals of which the resistance increases with

pressure and with tension, Bridgman went back to the idea that in

these the electrons glide through the interspaces.

As I have gi\en only the phenomena of conduction which the

electron-theory explains with difticult\-, I must in justice mention

the ones on which its reputation chiefly depends. In the hrsl place

it is a theory of thermal conduction as well as electrical conduction;

the electrons in the hotter |)arl of a metal maintained at an uneven

temperature are a.ssumed to li.nc ,i i;rcater average energy than the

electrons in the cooler part, so that ihcv- dil'fuse down the tem[)erature-

gradient and realize a coiuiclion-cuncnt of heat. The tlieiM\- le.uls

to as definite a mmuTir.ii value of tin- one coiuhictiv itv' as of the

other. ,md the r.il io ol I'ieclrical to t hernial coiuiuctivitv' is predicted as

a imiversal constant for all metals, multiplied into the ab.solute tem-

(lerature, and devoid of the quantities m and / which have caused us

so much trouble. This is one of the predictions which is nearly

enough true to be impressive; the ratio X/trT does indeed vary sur-
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prisingly little ovi-r a \\\t\v r.inni- of mrt.ils al r()uin-u-miM.-r.itiirf .iml

over a fairly wide r-in^e of leniperatures for each of luaiu' m»'l.;J>.

It is usually some\vh.i( larger lliaii tiie predirled \alue (o); hut this

can he convenieiilly explained hy siiying tiiat there uuisl he an addi-

tional mechanism for transmiltins; heat, something; in tlie nature of

the elasticity of the sulistanre, which superposes ils conductinf;-

pf>wer ufKin the conduct ing-power of the electrons, and so inflates

the numerator of the ratio in (.i). The reason for supposing such an

extra mechanism is primarily that there must he some such mechan-

ism to perform the thermal conduction in suhstances which are

electrical insulators. \o element conducts heat as hadly as sulphur

and horon conduct electricity; and if we imagine a special elastic

mechanism for conducting heat in boron and sulphur, we can hardly

deny it to copper and silver. Bridgman found that for six metals

out of eleven tested, the thermal conducti\-ity decreased when high

pressure was applied, although the electrical conductivity incieased.

We must hope to find an explanation for this anomaly in the hehaviour

of the elastic mechanism; likewise an explanation for the de\iations

from (5) which occur at high and at low temperatures. In theories

such as the one mentioned over Wien's name in the last paragraph,

in which the average vis viva of the electrons is supposed not to vary

from a hotter place in a metal to a cooler place, we have to lay the

entire burden of thermal conduction upon the elastic mechanism.

This makes it difficult to explain the universal relation (5).

Another striking feature of the theory is that Lorentz succeeded

in deducing the Rayleigh-Jeans radiation-law from it. He obtaine<l

from it an expression for E, the radiant emissivity of a thin stratum

of metal, as a function of temperature 7' of the metal and wavelength

X of the radiation; another for .1, the absorbing-power of the metal,

likewise a function of T and X; divided the first by the second,

and obtained a definite quotient. By Kirchhoff's thermodynamic

laws, E A is equal to £,., the radiant emissivity of a perfectly black

bo<ly. The expression deduced by Rayleigh and by Jeans for £o

and the expression deduced by Lorentz for E/A are identical. Lorentz

assumetl that the collisions of the electrons with the atoms (or what-

ever it is they collide with) are very short in duration compared with

the intervals of free unaccelerated flight from one collision to the

next, and that the speeds of the electrons are distributed according

to Maxwell's law about the mean value corresponding to the mean
energy likT. 2. He also made certain assumptions which restrict

the validity of his expression for E/A to radiations of great wave-

length; the Rayleigh-Jeans expression for E., is restricted in exactly
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llic >,imc \\a\. At lr.i>l ,i> iiuirli. ll M•^m^, ^luuild In- iKin.inilcd

frnm .m\ llicorv ol ciiiKliiilinii olUrcd in ((impel ilion with llic "cl.is-

>-i( ,il" (inc.

riu- ((ini rplidn (il Irci.' ili-(lr(in> in nu'lals also j;i\fs a luMiniliil

ciualilalivc explanation ot llu- lIurmoL-lLTtric effects, alth()iii;li un-

fortunately it does not do \er\- well as a quantitati\-e theorN'. If

in two metals at a certain tempera iiirt' the densities of free electrons

are different—«i free electrons ])er ec. in one and «2 in the other

—

and these two metals are brought into contact with one another,

electrons will flow from the one where the density is greater into the

one where it is less; and this llow will continue until arrested 1)\- a

countcr-electromotive-force 1', ol which the eciuilibrium-value can

I)e shown, in an\' one of a \ariety of ways, to he

V=— ln{tii/ni)
c

Sncli ,m cleclroindliv e force would .iccouni for the Peltier effect ;

and con\ersel\', il tile liie(ir\- wvw correct, measurements of the

Peltier effect between two mi'tals at a given temperature and pres-

sure would give the ratio between the densities of free electrons in

the two metals under the specifietl conditions. Such data, combined

with data on conducti\-ity interjireted by such an equation as (4),

should give information al)out the free paths !, and l< in the inelals.

The Thomson etTect is more difhcult to deal with, as ihernial e(|ui-

libriutn does not pre\,iil; howi'\er il can be seen that there will be

a coiuiter K.M.I'', in .ui une\ enl\-lie,iled nul.il. Measureineni> on

the I'eltier and Thomson coetificienis lor ni,ni\ inetal>. over wide

ranges of tem|)eiature and pressuiH', would be \er\' x.iluable; bill

they are so exlremeh- hard to make even under the best of conditions,

that the outlook for obtaining a reall\- extensi\e set is unpromising.

Possibly there is a better chance with the indirect method (detei min-

ing the first and second derivatives of llu- curM- of therm. il electro-

motive force versus temi)erature). .Such d.il.i of the riioni-nn elTecl

as exist are not helpful to the simple iheors

.

Another phenomenon which lends itself very readily to explana-

tion by the theory, and so contributes a certain amount of support

to it, is the thermionic etTect— the spontaneous outflow of electrons

through the surfaces of hot metals. (But carbon likewise exhibits

it very efficiently, and we must beware of formulating an\' theory of

it which reposes on specific properties of metals not shared by carbon!)

|"o interpret the thermionic effect only one new feature need be added
to the theory, and (his a feature which in fact was all the time latent
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in it the idea that there is a rert.iiri fixed |)olential-(litTereiire helweeii

the interior of a metal and the region outside of it, resulting ii% a

potential-drop localized in a thin stratinii ai the surface, which an

electron within the metal must surmount in order to escape from

the ntetal into a contiguous vaciumi. Such a potential-drop woulfl

for instance result from a "double layer" alt)iiic the surface of the

met.d. a sheet of positi\e charges within and a sheet of negative

charges opposite, parallel, and close to the positive sheet on the

outside. It has Im-ou jiointed out that, since proliably half of the

tirbiial electrons In-longing to the atoms at the frontier of a metal

lie outside the plane containing the nuclei of these atoms, the>' with

the nuclei constitute a sort of double-layer; it has also been suggested

that after a certain number of electrf)ns issue from the metal, the\

are held as an electron-atmosphere above it by the forces due to the

distribution of residual positive charge within the metal (Kelvin's

electrical-image conception), and the electron-atmosphere with the

positive surface-charge together form a double-layer. However we

may conceive this double-layer, it is obvious that if we postulate

free electrons within the metal, we must also postulate a barrier

in the shape of an opposing potential-drop between the metal and

the exterior world to keep the electrons from wandering awa\ .

Designate this potential-drop by b, so that el> is the energy which

an electron must give up in traversing it from inside to outside.

.Assume further (disregarding the old specific-heat difiticulty) that

the velocities of the electrons inside the metal are distributed iso-

tropically in direction, and according to Ma.xwcH's distribution-law

3
ill s]Hitl, with the mean kinetic energy-—-^7' ajjpropri.itc to the tini-

IR-rature 7' of the metal. Imagine the metal surface to occupy the

plane .v = 0, metal to the left and vacuum to the right. Consider

the electrons which come from within the metal and strike unit area

of the boundary in unit time; those of them which have velocities

of which the .v-compoiunl lio i)ctwicii /( .md ii-\-ilit an- in number

equal to

ill = ,
e 2*r<f«, ((i)

V2wkT m

n meaning as heretofore the number of electrons per innt volume of

metal. The total numl>er which strike unit area of the boundary

from within is equal to the integral of this expression from «=() to

»< = « , which is

Io = ny/kT/27rm. (')
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Those which escape are those for which \mu- exceeds eb\ we obtain

the mmiher of them by integrating (6) from u = \/'2eb/m to u = <x>,

and find

I, = 7iVkr 2wm e-**^. (8)

This, siii)|)osing )i and b to be independent of temperature, is Rich-

ardson's well-known formula for the saturation-current from a hot

body as function of temperature. All of the multitudinous obser-

vations agree with it; but this docs not mean so much as might be

thought, for the experts inform us that all the data, no matter how
accurately taken, would agree quite as well with a formula in which

T, or T-, or even 7", stood in the place of the factor 7'' by which

the exponential is multiplied. Incidentally this would permit us to

make n vary as some small power of temperature, such as the inverse

square root, if we chose to make the resistance-temperature relation

in (4) agree with experiment at such a price. Or if we assume n

independent of temperature, we can calculate it from measurements

on thermionic saturation-currents. The measurements usualK' give

for n values of the order of magnitude of tin- number of atoms per unit

volume.

What is more definitely signilicant is, that the \elocilies of the

emerging electrons are actually distributed in a manner compatible

with the assumptions made. Let us enquire iiow many of the electrons

issuing from unit area of the metal have velocities of which the x-

comi^onent lies between /( and u+dii. These are the ver>' same

electrons which struck the surface from within, having velocities of

which the .v-component lay between u' and it'+dit'; ii' and <lii' being

related to u and ii+dit by the equations:

h)tir+ eb = hn{ti'y-, ii'dii' = itdu. (9)

'{"lie number of these electrons is by (())

dl =—-= e ZkTdu', (.10)

-y'lirkT/m

which by \irtue of the relations (it) reduces to

e *r- — /> ikTdu, V")
y/2irkTim

which is identical with (ti) except for a constant factor; wliicli means

in turn that the distribution-function of the emerging electrons is

identical with the distribution-function of the internal electrons,
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Ix-ing in fact tin- M.iwvrll (lislril)iiti<)n-fiincti()n with tin- s.inic iiu'.in

kiruMic i'iu'ri;>-
',^

A'/'. Tin- .irniiiiu-nt as i^Wvn proNcs tlit- point only

lor the cii.slrihution in the velocit\ -component ;/; but the flistrihu-

lion-fiinitions in v and «•, the \eloeity-coinp(>iunts parallel to the

Ifoumlary of the metal, are unaffected by the double-layer, since v

and K' for any particular electron are unafTcctetl by the passage

through it; and since it is the essential feature of the Maxwell dis-

tribution-law that the distributions in v and u' arc identical for each

and e\er>' value of ii, the coiulusioii follows as stated. Xe\ertheless

it does sound paradoxical.

This conclusion has been verified repeatedly by experiment.

Richardson began by simulating the simple mathematical conditions

of infinite plane electrodes as closely as practicable; he inserted a

small flat incandescent surface in an aperture in the middle of a large

flat cold plate, charged the two to the same potential, and placed op-

posite and parallel to them a large flat collecting-electrode. Charging

this latter to various potentials \' inferior to the potential of the emit-

ting surface, he plotted the electron-current which it received as func-

tion of l'; this is the distribution-function of the speed ii of equation

(6) and the following equations translated into terms of the correspond-

ing kinetic energy i mu- as independent variable. To ascertain the

distribution-functions in v and to he isolated a small area of the collec-

ing-electrode, moved it to and fro in a plane parallel to the plane of the

emitting surface, and measured the current into it in its various posi-

tions. Many measurements have since been mtide upon the currents

into cjlindrical collectors from hot wires stretched along the axes of

the cylinders; it is somewhat more difficult to w'rite out the formula

for the expected relation between current antl retarding-potential, but

the experimental conditions are much more under the experimenter's

control. All these investigations have confirmed the theorem, except

a single discordant one which was later explained away; the strongest

verification is furnished by the experiments of Ciermer, whose pre-

cautions of preparation and accuracy of measurements far surpassed

everything that had gone before.

The evidence thus is quite favorable to the idea of an electron-

gas within the metal with its electrons moving with velocities as

prescribed by Maxwell's distribution-law, and kept from diffusing

away by a double-layer covering the surface. Other evidence for

the existence of a double-layer is furnished by the photoelectric

effect and by the existence of contact-potential-difTerences. When
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light of frequency v falls upon a metal, electrons emerge from it with

\el(jcities which are distributed in a manner quite dislimt from

Maxwell's distribution and have nothing to do with the temperature

of the metal. The kinetic energies of some of the electrons attain a

certain upper limit IT,,,, but iioiie siirj^.tsses it; 11',,, is a linear fiiiirtidU

of J' i;i\ i-ii liy \\\v (•(|ii,iti<)ii

\\;„=hi'-P, (12)

// being IManck's constant, P a positive constant characteristic of the

metal. This is an exceedingly strong intimation that each t)f the

emerging e'ectrons, while still inside the metal, suddenly absorbed

a quantum of energy hv from the light and departed with it, giving

up a fixed quantity P in passing through the surface. (Those which

issue with energies clearly less than Wm can be supposed to ha\e

started distinctly beneath the surface and to have lost additional

energy in struggling through the metal to it). Translating /' into

potential-drop, we see that it represents the potential-difference or

the "strength" of the surface double layer. It may be determined

by measuring Wm for light of \-arious frequencies, plotting it against

frequency, and extrapolating the resulting straight line to its inter-

section with the axis of frequencies. Or it may, in princijile, be

determined by plotting the photoelectric current as a function of

frequency, and extrapolating the curve to its intersectit)n with the

axis of frequencies, where no electrons escape and the photosensitive-

ness ceases; but cur\es are not so easy to extrapolate as straight lines,

and there are some anomalous results which are still unexplained.

It would seem an easy matter to measure the strength of the double-

layer by both photoelectric and thermionic methods upon a single

substance. But it is rather difficult; for one rea.son, the substances

for which the photoelectric currents are easy to produce and measure

are precisely the metals upon which good thermionic measurements

are next to imi)ossible. and \ i( -e \ersa. Thi' best photdeit'Ctric meas-

urements have been iii.icii- upon tiie .ilk.ili nu-t.il-. which .ire \ei\

sensitive to visible ligiii ; i)iit they cannot he t<irnK-ii inin \\ire>, .md

\-olatilize furiously when heated enough to produce an important

thermionic effect, tilling the evacuated tube with dense vai)ors which

ruin the accuracy of the measurements. The best thermionic lueasure-

ments have been made upon platinum and tungsten, which are not

sensiti\-c at all to visible light, and begin to be sensitive far out in

the uUra\iolet where experiments with radiation are difficult. I'ur-

thermore there is the capital difficulty that the photoelectric me.ismc-

menls must be confined to temperatures where the thermionic cm rent
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is 'mpiTri-plibk'; if one wen- lo irradialc an inc'an<lfsti.-ni iiin^sii.-ii

tilaiiK'nt tlu- I'xtra current of pliotoelcctrons would lie too small to

notice. If we assume outrislit that P does not \ary greatly frtiin

riK)m-tem|H'r,iture up to the tem()eratures of incandescence, and

therefore compare photoelectric data upon cool metals with thermionic

data upon the same nu-tals when hot, we fmd that iheie is a fairly

gtKKl a^jreement. X'alues of the thermionic constant /) between l and ."»

\()lts corropond to photoelectric sensiti\eness commencing between

:M(H) and 2.."i(M) Angstrom units, and this correctly describes the

beh.uinr of several of the hea\>- high-melting-point metals: i)hoto-

electric sensiti\eness extending well up into the \isible spectrimi,

such as the alkali metals dispUu', corresponds to values of P e of the

order of '2 volts and lower, and such \alues arc indicated by the

thermionic experiments made upon sodium and potassium by Richard-

s*)n under the inevitably bad conditions.

Contact-potential-differcnce, one of the longest known ot all elec-

trical phenomena—\'olta discovered it—agrees admirabh' with this

interpretation of the photoelectric constant P. Imagine that we have

pieces of two metals, potassium and silver for example, which arc

drawn out and welded together at one end, and at their other ends

are spread out into plates and face one another across a vacuous

space. We know that the opposing faces behave as if they were at

^ssentially different potentials, the potent iaI-difTerencc V between

them being characteristic of the two metals and independent of the

size or separation of the opposing faces. Yet this potential-difference

r is not equal to, is indeed usually much greater than the potential-

ilifference between the interiors of the metal across the welded joint,

which is deduced from the Peltier effect. The only way to resoKe

the contradiction is to assume that it is the region just outside the

poiassiuni which differs by V from the region just outside the silver;

the metals themselves are at nearly the same potential, but there is

a double-layer at the surface of each which establishes a fixed potential-

drop between it and the vacuum. Representing b>- Pi e and by P2 f

the voltage-drops at these two double-layers, b\- M the potential-

(lifTerence between the interiors of the metals as inferred from the

IVltier effect, by V the potential-difference between the regions just

outside the metals which we iflentif\- with the contact potential

difference, we find

/>„ e-P, e= V+.\f (i:i)

in which .1/ is so small compared with the other terms thai hence-

forth we will leave it out.
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Xow imagine that liglu of a high freqiienc>' v,. falls upon ihe potas-

sium; it elicits electrons of which the maxinuun energy- at emergence

is }iVo — P\; these highest-speed electrons arrive at the sih'er plate

with energy {hvo — P\^e—V), having had to overcome the additional

potential-drop 1' in passing from the region just outside the potassium

to the region just outsiflc the siKer. (The reader can make the changes

in language recjuired if 1' happens to be of the sign corresponding to

a potential-rise), l-rom (13) we see that this energy of arri\al is

equal to {hvo—Pi, e)—an expression from which P\. the onl\- ciuantity

characterizing the irradiated metal, has fallen out! Therefore the

electrons arrive at the silver plate wMth the same maximum speed,

whether the irradiated metal be potassium, sodium, silver, or an\-

other metal! (unless we hit upon a metal for which hv,,<Pi c, in which

case we shall never get any at all).

This experiment is usually performed by putting a battery between

the silver and the irradiated metal, and adjusting its E.M.F. until

the fastest electrons are just turned back before reaching the siKer;

this is known as "determining the stopping potential." If our inter-

pretation of contact-potential-difference is correct, the stopping-

potential must be independent of the irradiated metal, and depend

only on the material of which ilie collecting-electrode is made: furtluT.

the diflerencc between ilu- sio])ping-potentials observed with iwn

different metals as collecting-electrodes should be equal lo ilieir

contact potential difference. These predictions ha\e been xcrilied

in se\'eral sets of experiments, notably by Richardson and C'onipton.

Millikan developed the interesting theoretical consequences which

they suggest. There should be similar relations in\olving tlurmionii-

currents; obserxations confirming them ha\e been made, bui luii so

extensi\ely published; they are more difficult to make with accurac\-

because the thermionic electrons have no definite recognizable maxi-

mimi \elocii\.

We seem to li,i\i- niaisii.iik'd a forniidaiilc .unount of e\ ideiue in

faxor of till' electron-theory of conduction witli tile associated idea

ol the suit. ICC double-la\'er. \'el it would be niisleadiiig nol to poiiil

out that an ec|uati(jn quite as satisfactor\' as (S) in representing the

thermionic current as function of temperature can be deduced b>-

reasoning in an entirely different fashion from entirely different

postulates. This, the lhermod\iiamical method of speculating about

the ihermionic etTecl, was originated !>> II. .\. Wilsiiii; ii consi-is

essentially in assuming a thoroughgoing .iii,l1(ii;\ bciwccn the nuillnw

of electrons from a hot met.il .ind the evaporation of molecules from

a solid or a liquid. We know ili.ii if an evacuated chamber is partly
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filled with litjuiil w.iitM or solid CiCOi. llir iiiii.iininK space inside

the chainhtT is quiikly pt-rvadi'd with HjO m ("(),; inoleciilcs conx-

posiiiK a gas, its pn-ssurc and doiisitN- luini; (IctiTniint'd ahsolutuly

l>y the temperature 7'. We infer thai if .m evacuated chamber,

with its walls made of some insulatinjj substance, contains a piece of

tnetal and is heated to a high temperature, the whole evacuated

space will be pervaded with electrons composing a gas, its pressure

/> and density w being determined absolutely by the temperature

of the system. T. We must assume that the electron-gas outside

the metal conforms to the ideal-gas law

p = itkT (14)

and we shall alsi) preseiilU .issiime that its specific heals have the

\alues characteristic of iimnainmic ideal gases,

C,. = 'l.\h, C, = '!^Xk. (15)

I use n to represent the luunber of electrons per unii xolume of tlu-

gas, as the number within the metal no longer enters in any way

into the reasoning; N to represent the number in a gramme-mole-

cule (Avogadro's constant). These are the only assumptions which

invoke a kinetic theory- in any way.

Imagine now a wire of which one end projects into an evacuated

chamber of the sort described, maintained at T, and the other into

another such chamber maintained at T+dT. We consider a process

which consists of increasing the volume of the first chamber by just

enough to require A' additional electrons to come out of the wire

to till the additional space, and simultaneously decreasing the volume

of the second chamber by just enough to crowd A' electrons into

the wire; so that in effect A^ electrons are transferred from the one

chamber to the other through a wire of which the two ends are at

temperatures T+dT and 7". This process will be carried on re-

versibly. Designate by L the heat which must be imparted to the

metal at T, to remove one electron from it under the circumstances

of the experiment; by sdT the heat which is absorbed when one

electron is transferred through the metal from a point where the

temperature is T to a point where the temperature is T+dT. s is

the coetlicient of the Thomson effect, referred to a single electron

instead of a coulomb. L contains a term kT, which corresponds

to the mechanical work done in forcing back the walls of the chamber

to make place for the evaporated electron-gas. Subtracting it we
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obtaiii (L

—

k'l). to Ix- falk'd ecj), as tlu- artiial i'iK'rg\' fxi)i-n(li'il in

l)ultiiiv; the electron across the boiindar\- of the metal.*

In tlu- [process which I ha\e just described, the iiipul of heat con-

sists (il llu- following; Icrnis: XL which ji"^'^ '" extract the A' electrons

uch Is hlierat(.-(lfrom the metal in the Inst chamber, — X\ L + -.'<tl')\\
^ a 1 '

when .V electrons condense into the metal in the second chamber.

and —iVirfZ' which is absorbed 1)>' the electrons in tra\ellini; throuuli

the wire. The output of work is .V^7" during the expansion of ihe first

chamber, — NkT— NkdT during the contraction of the second cham-

ber. The input of entropy is XL T during the evaporation in the

fu'st chamber. X\L 7'+ ",,,, )(/7' durinu the condt'iis.ition in the
^ dl '

second ch.unlH'r. and ( —.V.? 7")f/7' dnrini^ the flow of electrons through

the wire.

We now cnm|)Kii' tlu- cycle b\' changing llu' pressure and tem-

peratiu'e of the gr.unme-molecule of electron-gas in the fu'st chamber
from p, T to p-\-dp. T-\-dT, after which it becomes equi\-alent with

the gramme-molecule in the second chamber at the beginning of

the ]>roccss. Calculated in the usual way—isothermal contraction

at 7' from p to p+dp, isobaric exjiansion at p+dp from 7' to T+dT

—we lind: input of heat, [^^ Xkd'L - Xk'r\d{ln p) dl'\d'l'\ output of

icork. XkdT~XkT\d{ln p) dT\d'J'; input of entropy. [llXk T)dT-

xk\d(in p) dr\dr.

The two processes together constiluli' a cumplete rt'\fr>ible c\-cle.

We therefore e<|uate the sum of the inputs of enlroi)\ to zero, and
obt.iin :

<'« d<t>
,

o d(ln p) ,,

and ec|uate the difference of the inputs of he.ii .nid the oiiiputs of

work to zero, which gi\es:

-V*--v+o*=fJ (17)

'This definiti()n sugKosts a llurni.il jiuiIumI oI mrasiiriiiK /-, wliiili li.is several
limes iH'en piil into practiie. The experiments are <lirtiriill ami ihe data imisl
l)e lorrec ted fur many iiUliiences, hut the Ix-st results indicate that tL-kT) is ap-
proximately equal ti. (•/. (if (,S|. Ihe d.il.i of Darisson and (ernier indicate a slight
difTerencc. wliicli m.i\ lie .in inipiirl.ini lest of snj,'Ki'sled theorii-s of cdndiiilinn.
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.111(1 runiliini' ilu- i(iii.iti;in> im>«

';+A.=i.7'';;'f^' .,18)

which iiin-i;rali'(l. \ii'l(ls

/, = .r/v'
"-"".

(ic)

\\V still h.ivf lo make llu- hriilKf bclwcL-n tliis Idiimila. which

relates to the pressure of the eleitron-Ras in etiuilibriiim with the

metal, and the (luantity actually observed, which is the saturation-

current out ol the metal surface in an accelerating field. In the

equililmum-state. the number of electrons which issue Irom the

metal is equal to the number which, coining from the external electron-

gas, strike its boundary and do not rebound. This is indisputable:

to make it useful we have to make two new assumptions: one. that

the numl)er of electrons which issue from the metal is the same in an

accelerating field as in the eciuilibrium-siate; the other, that no

electrons rebound from the surface. The first assumption had to be

made in the preceding detluction- that is. we had to assunu- tacitly

that the uncompensated outflow of electrons through the surface of

the metal did not appreciably distort the Maxwell distribution within:

the second is a drawback peculiar to the thermodynamic method.

Accepting these two assumptions along with ail their predecessors, we

finally reach the expression for the number of electrons emitted per

unit area per unit time from the surface of the hot met.il

:

This is the equation for the thermionic saturaiion-curreni .ittained

bv the thermodynamical reasoning.

Let us finally try some hypothe.ses about the variation ol with

temperature: for a first one. the hypothesis <> = constani. The

general equation liecomes

I = Crie~kf, (21)

which is |x-rfectly identical with (S) which was deduced from the

electron-theory with the additional assumption of a double-layer

independent of temperature. We cannot however freely make an

assumption like this, for our equati.m (17) shows that an assumption

about <l<t> HT implies, and conversely is implied by. an assumption
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about the value of the Thomson coefficient s. In making 4> inde-

pendent of temperature we in effect assunud ih.u the Thomson

coefficient lias the \alue s='~-k (per electron), which iiai)pons to he

precisely the value demanded (and vainly demanded) by the electron-

theory of conduction. If on the other hand we choose to accept

from the experiments the fact that 5 is extremeh- small c()m[)ared to

'-rk, the equation (16) compels us to set

3
4> = ^kT:e+<f>o. (22)

Insertini; this into (111) we obtain

I=CT-c kf, (23)

which is conimonK' known as the 7'--law, and is at tlie moment the

favorite way of expressing the variation of thermionic current with

temperature. As I said earlier, experiment is thus far powerless to

distinguish between (8), (20) and (22).

This brief and superficial sketch of the thcrmocK naniic argument

is meant partly to familiarize the reader with the T- formula, and

partly to show that the observations upon the dependence of ther-

mionic current on temperature do not necessarily sustain the parti-

cular type of theor\' which has figured most in these pages, as against

its rivals actual or conceivable. Of course it would be unjustifiable

to say that any argument of the thermodynamical type is i{>so facto

stronger than any argument based on a physical model. It may be

true that the laws of thermodynamics are \a\\d ever\ wJHre without

exception; but it is certainly true that in an\- particular case it is

extremely difficult to feel sure just how tiie\- should be applied to

arrive at absolutely binding conclusions. In this case, for instance,

we have assumed as both possible and reversible a process which

no one has ever carried through, an<l no one, in all likelihood, ever

will; and in the course of analyzing tiu' ir.uisfirs of energ\' between

the system and the external world in this imagined ]>rocess, we have

classified some as transfers of' heat and .some as transfers of mechan-

ical work, and possibly ignored yet others, .so that the analysis re-

cjuires careful thought and has in fact been made in different ways
by different authorities. There is for example the problem of the

allowance to be made for work done in transferring the electrons

from place to place against eIectromoti\e forces, which might or

might not be nil when summed around the complete cycle; H. A.
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Wilson has ri'ccntl\- iu.kK- .i spfcitir assiiiuplion ri'^ardinj; tlu-sc.

For still further suhtli-tii-s Ikidj^nian's llu-ort'tical articles may In-

consulted. I must ho\ve\er add that an extension of the thermo-

dynamical argument, with the assistance of Nernst's "third law of

thermodynamics," leatls to the conclusion that the constant (' of

eciiiation (23) should have for all elements, if not indeed for all sub-

stances, the sanie universal value, calculable in terms of certain

universiil constants. There is some e\idence that this may he true

for emission from pure elements. Wire il ><i. ihi- result would he

of fundamental intportance; hut anotiu-r article almost as loiijf as

this one would be required to explain it properK'.

The general tone and character of this article will probably lea\e

the final impression that the electrical beha\iour of solids is an utterly

confused and chaotic ilepartment of physics, a hopeless entangle-

ment of incongruous rules diversified by numberless exceptions.

I fear that this impression—except perhaps for the hopelessness of

the situation— is substantially the correct f)ne. In fact this pres-

entation has put the state of afTairs in rather too faxorable a light,

for I ha\e passed over a number of the perplexities. I have scarcely

mentioned the thermoelectric effects, or spoken of the complexities

of the phot(K'lectric effect, or of the emission of electrons from metals

which are bombarded by other electrons or by ionized atoms; and I

have not mentioned at all the galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic

effects, the most baffling and bewildering of all. In fact it seems

only too probable that if one should succeed in erecting a theor\- b\-

which all the phenomena I have de.scribed could be brought into

one coherent system, some galvanomagnetic effect would be lying

in wait for it to bring it to the dust. Clairaut is said to have been

siiddcned by feeling that Newton had discovered all the laws of

celestial mechanics, leaving nothing for men born after him to do

e.xcept to improve the methods of calculation. Ambitious students

of physics who, through too exclusive a study of the radiations from

atoms, may have come to feel in the same way about Bohr, should

find consolation in contemplating the present status of the Theory

of Conduction in .Solids.
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supraconductivity are reported chiefly in the Leydrn Communications; Cromnielin
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the war. The conception of quantity of free electrons determined by dissociation

of atoms is presented by Koenigsberger in Ann. d. Phys. S2, pp. 170-230 (1910) and
Waterman's extension of it is in Phys. Rev. ^^, pp. 259-270 (1923). Some chapters
in J. J. Thomson's Corpuscular Theory of Matter deal with the theories; in an article

in Phil. Mag. -iH (1915) he offers a theory involving an attempt on supra-conduc-
tivity, which the others do not touch.

The field of therniionics is thoroughly covered in Richardson's Emission of Elec-

tricity from Hot Bodies (2d edition, 1921). Subsequent theoretical papers by Rich-
ardson are in Proc. Roy. Soc. AlUo, pp. 387-405 (1924) and Proc. Phys. Soc, London,
.%', i)p. 383-399 (1924), and one by H. A. Wilson on what 1 have called the "thermo-
dynaniical argument" in Phys. Rev. (2) J4, PP- 38-48 (1924). For various interpre-

tations of the surface double-layers see Debve, Ann. d. Phys. 33, pp. 440-489 ( 1910);
Schottky, ZS. f. I'hys. /.{, pp. 63-106 (1923)'; and Krenkel,'Phil. Mag. i.'.. pp.297-322
(1917). Cernier's investigation of the distribution-in-energy of thermionic electrons

is briefly reported in Science, .'f2, 392 (1923), and a fuller account is to be published;
Davisson and (iermer's determination of L in Phys. Rev. ^0, pp. 300-330 (1922).

For the photoelectric measurements establishing equation (12), consult Millikan,
Phys. Rev. 7, pp. 355-388 (1916); for the relation between values of P and contact-
potential-dilTerence consult Page, .\m. Journ. Sci. 36, pp. 501-508 (1913) and Milli-

kan, Phys. Rev. 7, pp. 18-32 (1916). Values of the thermionic constant h are tabu-
lated in Richardson's book and in Dushnian's article, Phys. Rev. (2) ^!, pp. 623-636
(1923). \alues of the photoelectric constant P arc tabulated by Kirchner, I'hvs.

ZS. ^;, i.p. 303-306 (1924) and by Hamer (Journ. Opt. S(k. .9, pp. 251-257 (1924).
For the arguments that the constant C of ecjuation (2i) is a universal constant,
consult the references given by Dushman (/. c. supra) and Richardson, Phys. Rev.
(2) :iJ, pp. 153-155 (1924); for the data, Dushman in Phys. Rev. (2) J3, p. 156 (1924).



Theorems Regarding the Driving- Point Impedance

of Two-Mesh Circuits*

By RONALD M. FOSTER

~^\^ul•^l>: The ncccssiir>- anil siifticient conditions that a drivinK-pciint

irii|>t'<lan(-e In.' rc-alizabli- by moans of a two-niesh circuit consistiuK "f rc-

sislanci-s, caivicitics. and inductances are stated in terms of the four roots

and four poles (incluilinj; the |m)Ics at zero aiul infinity i of the impedance.
The rixits ami the poles are the time coefficients for the free osiillations of

the circuit with the driving branch closed and opened, respectively. For
assigned values of the rcwis, the poles are restricted to a certain domain,
which is illustrated by ligiires for several typical cases; the case of real

jxjies which are not continuously transformable into complex poles is of

special interest. .Ml driving-point impedances satisfying the general

conditions can lie realized by any one of eleven networks, each consisting

of two resistances, two capacities, and two self-inductances with mutual
inductance between them; these are the only networks without superlluous

elements by which the entire range of possible impedances can be realized:

the three remaining networks of this type give special cases only. Kor
each of these eleven networks, fornuilas are given for the calculation of the

\alues of (he elements from (he assignefl values of the r<K)(s and poles.

1. St.\ti:mi:nt or Ricsi i.ts

TIIK object of this paper is, first, to determine tiie necessiir\- irul

sufficient conditions thai a driving-point impedance ' l)e realizal)le

!)>• means of a two-niesh circuit consisting t)f resistances, capacities,

.ind inductances, and second, to determine the networks- realizing

,iny s[X*cified driving-point impedance staisfying these conditions.

These necessary and sufficient conditions are stated in the form of

the following theorem:

Theorem I. Any driving-point impedance S of a two-niesh circuit

consisting of resistances, capacities, and inductances is a function of

the time coefficient X = ip of the form

c- „(X-ai)(X-a;)(X-a3)(X-«4)^-'^
X(X-0,)(X-^,) *'•"

_fli)X^-f-aiX'+a3X-+a3X+a4

• I'resenteil by title at the International Mathematical Congress at Toronto.
.\ugust I lit), l'J24, as "Two-mcsh Electric Circuits realizing any specific<l Driving-
point Impedance."

' The driving-|M)int im|>cdancc of a circuit is the ratio of an impressed electro-

motive force at a point in a liranch of the circuit to the resulting current at the same
point.

The networks considered in this paper consist of any arrangement of resistances,

capacities, and inductances with two accessible terminals such that, if the two
terminals are short-circuited, the resulting circuit has two independent meshes.
Thus the impedance measureiJ lietween the terminals of the network is the sanv;

as the driving-point impe<lance of the corresponding two-mesh circuit. Throughout
the fuifXT this distinction will lie made in the use of the terms "network" and
"ciniiil."

6.SI
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ichere II>{). rti+ofj<0, oioo^O, a3+ a.i<0, ajajSrO,

/j,+pi3<0, |3o/33>0, (2)

and b\-(a:i^ — Aa.4)+b-i-\{a-i— d)'- — Aai)ai\+ bj^{ai-— Aa^)

-•2b^h.\a:i{a«-d)-2a^a^\-2b^b3{alai-2d{a2-d)]

- 2h.,b,["iia.2-d) - 2cw,] = 0, (3)

for (ill values of d>{}, provided

-aibr+a3bnb3-db3->0, (4)

-(iJ)x^+ {a.-d)b,bi-atbr>0, (5)

-dbr+ a,bih-2-(h,b-y>0, (0)

and, conversely, any impedance S of the form (1) satisfying these condi-

tions (2)-(6) can be realized as the driving-point impedance of a two-

mesh circuit consisting of resistances, capacities, and inductances.

Theorem I thus gi\es the most general form of this type of im-

pedance, showing that it is a rational function of the tinu' coefficient/

completely determined, except for a constant factor, by assigning

four roots and two poles, in addition to the poles at zero and infinity,

subject to certain conditions. The assigned roots and poks arc ihc

time coefficients for the free oscillations of the circuit with the dri\ing

branch closed and opened, respecti\el\ . That is, the routs and poles

correspond to the resonant and anti-resonant points of the impedance.

The conditions are as follows; 'I'he real part of each root and pole

is negative or zero; the roots and poles occur in pairs of real or con-

jugate complex C|uantities; certain additional restrictions must be

satisfied, as stated in terms of the symmetric functions of the roots

and i)oles by formulas (3) (G).

!?>• \irtue of these restrictions, the pair of poles, for assigned \alues

of the two pairs of roots, is limited to a certain domain of \alues.

This domain is con\enientl\' illustrated by plotting, in the upper half

of the complex plane, the locus of one pole, the other pole being its

conjugate. I*"or real poles, a de\ice is used to indicate pairs of |)oiiits

on the real axis. Figs. 3-5 show the donuiin of the jxiU-, plotted

in this manner, for se\-eral t\pical c.tses.

Proxided the roots are n<it all rc.il, this domain lonsists of a con-

nected region of values, so tli.it it is possible to pass from <ine p.iir

of poles to any other pair s,ui>f\ing the same conditions li\ ,i con-

tinuous transformation. In the case of four real roots, howe\er, the

domain consists, in general, of two non-connected regions, as illus-

trated in Fig. 5. I'ndcr these circimistances there is a region of real

poles which are not continuously transformable into complex poles.

The networks realizing any specified driving-point impedance are

^ .Ml rlcctrical oscillalioiis considered in this paper are of the tcinii (*', \\ lure llie

lime coeffieienl \ = ip may have any value, real or romplex.
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li'liere //^O, nfi+aii<{), ni«o>0, a3-\-ai<Q, aja^^O,

/i,+/33< 0,(32^3^0, (2)

and b\-((ii^ — Aaid)+b-i^[(u-, — d)'-—-^U(,(ii\+ bi-{ai-— Aat4)

— '2bih-\a3{a« — d) — '2aiai\ — 2b\b3[aia3— 2d{a« — d)\

- 2/)o6,l« i(ao -d)- 2n„fl3] = 0, (3)

for all values of d > 0, provided

-aib-r-+ a3b2b3-db3->0, (4)

-a„b3-+ {a-2-d)b3bi-aibi->0, (5)

- db c+ a lb ,/), - «oft-.'- ^ 0, ((>)

and, conversely, any impedance S of the form (1) satisfying these condi-

tions (2)-(6) can be realized as the driving-point impedance of a two-

mesh circuit consisting of resistances, capacities, and inductances.

Theorem I thus gives the most general form of this type of im-

pcciaiicc, showing that it is a rational fimction of the time coefficient,''

completely determined, except for a constant facior, In- assigning

four niols and two poles, in addition to the poles at zero and infinity,

subjiTt lo (HTlaiii cnndilidns. The assigned roots and poles ,irc ilu-

time coefficients for the free oscillations of the circuit with tin- dri\ iiiii;

branch closed and opened, respecti\el\'. That is, the loots .md ])iiks

correspond to the resonant and anti-resonant points of the impedance.

The conditions are as follows: The real part of each root and pole

is negaii\-e or zero; the roots and poles occur in pairs of real or con-

jugate complex ciuantities; certain additional restrictions must he

satisfied, as stated in terms of the s\nimctric functions of the roots

and poles 1)\- formulas (3)-(()).

\\\ \irtue of these restrictions, the pair of poles, for assigned \alues

of the two pairs of roots, is limited to a certain domain of \alues.

This domain is con\-eniently illustrated by plfitting, in the upper half

of the complex ])laiH-. tin- Idcu^- (jf (uu- |)iik-, tlii' other pok' being its

conjugate. I'or real poles, a (k-\ ic e is iist-d to indicate p.iirs ol points

on the real axis. I''igs. 3-") show llie doni.iin of the polo, iilotled

in this manner, for se\'eral t>i)i(.il i .im>.

I'rox'ided the roots are imi ,dl ri.d. this domain consists of a con-

nected region of values, so that il is possible lo |)ass from one pair

of poles to any other pair satisfying the same conditions b\- ,i con-

tinuous transformalion. In the case of four real roots, however, the

domain consists, in general, of two non-connected regions, as illus-

trated in Fig. 5. I'nder these circumstances there is a region of real

poles which arc not cf)ntinuously transformable into complex poles.

The networks realizing any specified dri\ing-point impedance are

^ .Ml clnlriial oscill.itions i-()iisi(lc'rf<l In this paper are nf the hiiiii < *', uliiir I he
limr coefficienl \ = ip may have any value, real or compUx.
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i;i\in 1>> iIh' Inlliiwiii^ llu'iirrm:

Thforcm II. All driviii^-point impalancis sdlisfyini^ tin- nircssary

timt sufficient (auditions, as stated in I'heorem I, can be realized by any

one of the eleven networks shcncn by Fig,. 1, upon assig,ning to the elements

of each netuork the values i^iven by Table I. These eleven networks are

the only networks without superfluous elements by which the entire range

of possible impedances can be realized.

By Tht'orfin II, any network obtaini'd from ,1 two-mrsli circiiii
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Fif;. 1— Networks realizing any firiving-point inipc<lancc of a two-mcsh ciriiiit

consisting of resistances, capacities, sell-inductances, and mutual inductances
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consisliiij; iif ifsislaiu'fs, caparitics, and inductances can be reijlaced,

in so far as ihe impedance between terminals is concerned, by any

one of the elc\in networks shown by Fig. 1, upon assigning the proper

values to the elements. Kach of these networks consists of two

resistances, two capacities, and two self-inductances with miiuial

inductance between them.

l-'ach nf tiiese elexen neiworUs realizes impedances wiili arhiirariK-

assigned roots and with poles an\-where in the entire domain ol pos-

sibilities, subject to the general conditions stated in Theorem I.

Special cases of these networks realize, for arbitrarily assigned roots,

only critical lines and points in the domain. .\\\ these special cases

are listed in Table III, with a specification of the lines or points in

the dcim.iin reali/alile ii\ each, as illustrated by Figs. 4 and .').

Certain liniiti'd regions of the <l(imaiii cm he realized by networks

which cont.iin no mutual induct. mce and whiiii are not si)ecial cases

(if liu- networks gi\eii b\' TlK'nrem II. Tiif.-i' nclworks are ;4i\en

i)\ the following theori-m :

Theorem III. Any ilrivini^-poiiil iinpcdaiuc of a tz^-o-Diesli circuit

consisting of resistances, capacities, and self-inductances can be realized

by at least three and not more than five of the tu<elve networks shown by

/•('g. 2, upon assigning to the elements of each network the values given

by Table II. These twelve networks are the only networks without mutual

inductance and without superfluous elements by which any impedance

can, in general, be realized.

These tweKe networks, taken together, cover that portion of the

domain realizable without mutual inductance. Networks with mutual

inductance are needed In order to co\er the entire domain. Tliisc

twelve are the oni\ netwurks, without superfluous elements, rc.ili/ini;

limited regions in the domain. Kach of these networks n insists ol iwd

resistances, two capacities, two self-inductances, and one additional

resistance, ca|)acit>', or self-indurt.inre. 'V\\v twiKe networks, with

their special cases, are ail listed in Taiiit' 111, wiiii a specification of

till' regions, lines, or points reali/abie i)\' each.

In .iddiiion to the specilic formulas for the networks of Figs. 1 and 2.

it i> (onvenieiii to iia\e general formulas for the computation ol all

networks meeting the given conditions, including those networks

with superfluous elements as well as all special cases. The most

general two-mesh circuit is shown by Fig. (i; accordingly, the most

general network under consitleration is that shown by Fig. 7, I'ornnilas
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consisting of resist ancfs, caparities, and induclanccs can hv replaced,

in so far as the impedance IxHween terminals is concerned, by any

oiu- of ilie cli-\cii networks shown by Fig. 1, upon assigning the proper

\aiiies to tlie ek'nieiiis. l-'.acii of these networks consists of two

resistances, two capacities, and two self-indiictaiices witii nuitii.il

inductance between them.

\-Aub of tliese ele\en ni'tworks realizes impedances with arbitr.iriK'

assigned roots and with poles an%where in the entire domain of pos-

sibilities, subject to the general conditions stated in Theorem I.

Special ca.ses of these networks realize, for arbitrarily assigned roots,

onl\ critical lines and points in the domain. All these special cases

are listed in Table III, with a specification of the lines or points in

the diiniaiii reaiiz.ibie b\- eacli, as illustrated by h'igs. 4 and .").

Certain Hniiied ri'iLjions (jf the domain cut be realizi-d b\- networks

which contain no miiiiial in(hictance ,ind whicii are not speci.d cases

of liie networks gi\en b\ Thecireni II. These ni'tworks are gi\en

iiy liie following theorem :

Theorem III. Any driving-point iinpcilunce of a luv-niesh cireuit

consisting of resistiDiees. eiipacities, and self-indiietanees can be realized

by at least three and not more than five of the twelve networks shozvn by

/•/g. 2, upon assigning to the elements of each network the values given

by liable II. These twelve networks are the only networks without mutual

inductance and without superfluous elements by which any impedance

can. in '^owral, he realized.

These twelve networks, taken together, cover that portion of the

domain realizable w ithoiit mutual inductance. Networks with mutual

inductance are needed in order to co\ er the entire domain. These

twelve are the onl>- networks, witiiout superfluous elements, realizing

limited regions in the domain. Kach of these networks consists ol two

resistances, two capacities, two self-inductances, and one additional

resistance, capacity, or self-indiui.inci.'. Thr iwiKe networks, wlili

their si)ecial cases, are all listed in T.ible 111, witli .i specilicaiion ot

the regions, lines, or i)oints ri'ali/.ilile ii\ each.

In addition to the sjjccific formulas for the networks ol Figs. I ,md 2.

it is con\enienl to have general formul.is for the com|iutation of all

networks meeting the given conditions, including those networks

with superfluous elements as well as all special cases. The most

general two-mesh circuit is shown by Fig. (i; accordingh', tlu' most

general network under consideration is that shown by l"ig. 7. l-oiinnhiN
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liir till' cniiipiil.itinn of llif rli'iiK'iits of ihis ^I'lUT.il nriwork < .in In-

-taii'il ill ilu- form of tlu- following tlu-ort-m:

Theorem /I'. Any driving-point impedance salisfyini^ llie neres-

sitry and sufident conditions, as staled in Theorem 1. can he realized

O-r^l^— Uo

L; Rj L.- R.C. L; R. C;

Li Ri Cir'^5'''^^VWV-i Lt R,/T5W^AWHI-| Li C.KWMWWh
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13 14 tS
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Lj Rj Cj

16

Lz Rz L: R2C: Lz RiC;
Li Ri CiK^''''^^WW-i Lp RiKWMWHh R, Cif'''''^^-^VV\VHh

o-OJWMfWWH ko o-W^M/W \o o-^WWHH \-o
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I
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17 la 19
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20

L2 Cz L; RzC: Lz Rj Cz

Li RiCir^''''^ ••n L, C,K^''!'^"VVWHh R, CifW^-AVWHh
o-'TiiXr^-VWHH ko o-TWHH ho o-^WW-IH V-o

U/M II— '—VM—*-^ kiKKL-—HI—

'

9^ Cj Rj Cj Lj Cj

21 22 23

Kig. 1 —Networks without nuitual iniliKt.ince realizing .iny ilri\ iiiK-point inipcdaiue
ot' a two-mesh circuit consisting of resistances, capacities, ancl sclfiiiiluctances.
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by any network of the form of Fig. 7, provided the elements of the network

satisfy the following relations:

L,'L.'+ L/L,'+ L/L3' = aok\ (7)

R,R>+ R,R,+R-2R3=dk\ (8)

D,Di+ D,D,+ DoD,=aik-, (9)

L.'+W = b,k\ (10)

i?2+ i?3 = W-, (11)

D.+ D, = b,k\ (12)

R;D-,- RiD2= ±k-\-aJK+a-,b;b:,-dbi-yi^, (13)

D;L/-D,L./ = ±kn-aob,^+ (a.-d)b,by-aibi^''^, (14)

L!'R,-UR;=±kH-dbr+a,bibn-aob2-y'^, (15)

where D, = Cr\ Di = Cr\ D^^C^-', (16)

and Li'=L, + .U,..+ .l/i,+ .l/'..<, (17)

L2'=L.,+ .U„-J/,,-.U,;,, (18)

L..,'=La-.Ui.+ .l/,.-.l/.;:<. (19)

///e positive directions in Fig. 7 all being assigned arbitrarily to Ike right.

The signs of (13) (15) are chosen so as to satisfy the identity

(R2D,-R,D,)(L-/-\-L,')-\-{D,W-D,L,'){Ri+ R3)

+ {L.,'R3-WR.){D,+ D,)=0. (20)

'J'he value of d is given by equation (3), which may be written in the form

d:'{b-?-Ab^b3)-2d(2aJ)i'^+aib-fi-\-2a»b3^-aJ)xb..-2a«bibi-aib-,bi)

-'r\a3-br+(ai^— \a,>ai)b-r+ ai-bi^—2{a-ia:t— 2aiai)bibi—2aia3b\bi

-2(«ia2-2at,rt::)W'.i]=0. (21)

The parameter k may have any real value other than zero.

In tlifse foriiuilas the \alue of k is independent of the impedance,

but can l)e chosen so as t<j give i^arliciilar forms of the nctworl-;. If

the necessary and sufficient conditions as stated by Theorem i , in-

satisfied, the values of the elements given !)>• these formulas are

positive or zero, and the \alues of the inductances satisfy the usual

restrictions. The formulas of Tables I and II. f(ir example, can all

be computed by means of Theorem l\ .

2. Till-. I)ki\in(.-I'(iin I l\iiii)AN( !: oi- .\ r\\i>-Mi;Mi CiKiiri

Previous inxestigations of the two-mesh circuit have been directed,

for the most part, toward the determination of the free periods (reso-
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luuu fretiia-ncit's ;uul associalnl (l,ini|>iii>; nm^taiits) of tlu' circuit

from the known values of the elements. This prol)lem is intimately

relateii to the deterniination of the <lri\inj;-p"''" im|)e<iance of the

circuit, since the free ix-riods of the circuit can he found by setting

the drivinn-|X)int im|H-dance in any one mesh equal to zero.* By

this method the free iH-ri(Hls are found as the r<H)ts of an equation of

the fourth denree,^ the exact solution of which involves, in general,

cuml)ersome formulas. In order to ohtain formulas which are better

adapted to numerical computation, \arious approximations are

usually made.''

This electrical problem of the free o>ciliati<ins of a circuit is formally

the same as the dynamical problem of the small oscillations of a

system alxiiit a position of ecjuilibrium. The determination of the

free [x*ri<Kls of a circuit can be made directK' from the solution of this

d\namical problem."

The first part of this pa|)er treats a much more general problem

than the determination of the driving-point impedance of a particular

circuit from the given values of the elements, nameK', the determina-

tion of the entire range of possibilities, together with the inherent

limitations, of such an impedance. The method employed is to find

the general form of the impedance as a function of the time coefficient,

.md then to investigate the restrictions which must be satisfied by a

function of this character in order that it may represent an impedance

realizable by means of a circuit consisting of resistances, capacities,

and inductances. In the present paper, this in\estigation is limited

to the dri\ing-point inifK'dance of a two-mesh circuit; the driving-

}K>int impedance of an «-mesh circuit will be treated in a future paper.

The driving-point imiiedance of any circuit containing no resistances

has been investigated in a previous paper,"' where it has been shown

that any such impedance is a pure reactance with a number of resonant

and anti-resonant frecjuencies which alternate with each other, and

•C. A. Campbell, Transactions of the .1. /. E. B.. ii), mil, p.igcs 87,?-9(W.

'.An exhaustive discussion of this fourth degree e<|uation has Ix-en given liy J.

Soninier, Annalrn der Physik, fourth series, 58, l')I9, pages .?75-.?')2.

' For tvpiral niethcxls of solution see the [xipers of I.. Cohen, BulUlin of the Burrau

of Standards, 5, 1908-9, pages 511-541; B. .Marku, Jahrhuch der drahtlosen Tele-

graphie und Telephonie, 2, 1909, p;iges 251-293; \'. Bush, Proceedings of the I. R. E.,

5, 1917. ixiges .?6.1-382.

' Representative investigations of this dynainital problem are those of Lord
Rasleigh, Proceedin/^s of the London Mathematical Society, 4, 1873, pages 357-368,

Philosophical Magazine, fifth scries. 21, 1886, pages 369-381, anil sixth series, 3,

l'«)2. (Mges 97-117 ("Stientitic Papers." I, 17(> 181, II. 475-485, and V, 8-261;

K. J. Routh, ".Advanced Rigid Dynamics," sixth edition, 1905, pages 232 243;

.A. <".. Webster. "Dynamics." second edition, 1912, f)ages 157-164.

'K. M l..-.>.r. H.-ll sv,7,.,„ fWhnicat Journal, 3, 1924, (xiges 259-267.
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that an\- such impedance may he realized by a network consisting

of a number of simple resonant elements {inductance and capacity

in series) in parallel or a number of simple anti-resonant elemeiUs

(inductance and ca|)acit\ in parallel) in series.

With risi>t,uices added In the circuit, the impedance is, in .general,

(-(implex; that is. it has both resistance and reactance components.

I'lir ,1 two-mesh circuit the impedance is expressed as ,i luiirtioii of

tin- time coefl'icient b\- Theorem 1.

l-'ormula ( 1 ) jji\es the clri\ing-iKjint impedance of a two-mesh circuit

for any electrical cwcillation of the form e", where the time coefficient

X may ha\e an\- \.iltii\ real or complex. The time coefficients for

the free oscillations of the circuit with the driving branch closed are

the roots of the numerator (ai, ao, as, at), as given by (la); the free

periods of the circuit with the driving branch opened are the roots

of the denominator (182, 03). that is, the poles of the impedance func-

tion. For a complex value of the time coefficient, X = Xi-f/\;, Xi is

the (l,un|)in.n factor and X^ is the frequency- multiplied In- '2w.

The two forms of fornnil.i (1) are equivalent, but each has its

sjjecial achantages. Sometimis one, sometimes the other, form is

more coinenient; the>- will bi- used interchangeabh- throughout the

paper.

Formula ( la) gixes the impedance directK- in terms ol the roots ,nul

lioles. I-"ormula (lb) gives the im])edance in terms of the s\-mmetric

functions of the roots and poles, with the addition of an arbitrar>-

factor. Thus, without changing the impedance, all the coefficients

of the numerator and denominator of (lb) ma\- be multiplied by the

same constant factor ha\-ing any value other th.m zero. Formulas

slated in terms of the coefficients of (ibi .u-c in homogeneous and

s\-mmetrical form, .uid h,i\e the added ,i(l\,uii,im- nf inxoKing real

(|uantities only.

Tin- spe(-ial (-ase of one i-ixit e(|U,d to /-vvn i> cibt.lined b\' setting

a, =0 in (la) and iit=0 in (lb). l-"or one root inl'mile, howe\t-r,

ill ( la 1 it is necessary to set a\ = -c and 11 = 0, with the pro\-isioii tli.ii

Jhu be liiiite; whereas in ( lb) it is simpl\- necessary to set flo = <l.

It is sometimes (-oinenii-iii tn .idd the not.itinn )i\=0 .md /ii =^ "x
.

cori-esponding to tlu' poles at /i-rn .md iiilinitN . In lormul.i (Ibi the

corresponding addition to the iKit.itinn i-onsists of the (-oi'tVuients

60=0 and 64=0.

By the general restrictions (2) the constant 11 is positive or zero,

and the roots ;ind jioles are arranged in three (lairs, (ai, a-j), («», wi).

and f^;, fin), each i)air being the roots of a ijuadratic equation wiili

positi\-e real coelficienis. Thus each pair of the roots and jjoU-s is
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fithfr .1 pair of ronjujsate coinplex iju.iniitirs or a pair of real quan-
tities, with the added provision thai the rt'.il pan of each root and
pole is negati\e or zero.

Stated in terms of (lb), these general reslrirtions (2) reipiire all the

coetticients to Iw real and to have the s;inie sign. Throughout this

paper these signs will always be taken positive: thus all the a's and
/»'s are positive or zero. In order to provide that the real part of

each root lie negative or zero, the coethiients of the numerator must

satisfy the additional requirement

— (J4rti--f aiOoOa — aoaa=>0, (22)

ami also n." — -taoa4^(). (2:?)

The second condition (23) is satisfied aulumaiically by \irtuc of the

tirst condition (22), unless both ai and a,i are zero; in that case (23)

is re(iuired. These are precisely the necessary and suftirient condi-

tions that the numerator of (lb) be factorable into two real quadratic

factors with positive coefficients.

In addition to the general restrictions (2) upon the individual roots

and poles, there are certain additional conditions which must be

satisfied by all the roots and poles together. These conditions are

more conveniently stated in terms of the coefficients by prescribing

a certain domain of \'alues of the eight coefficients (ao. Oi, as, fla, ««,

^i. (>2. bi) such that the coefficients of any driving-point impedance

of a two-mesh circuit lie in this domain, and, converseK', any set of

values in this domain can be realized as the coefficients of a driving-

point impedance of a two-mesh circuit.

By a realizable circuit is unilerstood a circuit consisting of resist-

ances, capacities, and self-inductances, with positive or zero values,

together with mutual inductances with values such that every prin-

cipal minor of the determinant of the inductances is positi\e or zero.

In the case of two self-inductances with mutual inductance between

them, this reduces to the well known condition LxL^— M-^0.
The domain is defined analytically by formulas (3)-0)), in terms

of a parameter d. This parameter is intimately related to the resist-

ances in the circuit, as will lie shown later. In order that this domain

ma>- contain real \alues, the following relation must In? satisfied:

-(/'+ 2<j//'--(ai(i.i-f-(ir-4a,K/t)'/+( -« 411 |-+(i|(ij(ri -«,/!.r) >(), (24)

or in equivalent form,

— [d — ao{ai+at)iat+ai)][d — ao(ai+a3)(ai+aO]

ld-ao{ai+at){ai+ a3)]^0. (25)
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Provided there is one pair of conjugate complex roots of the numerator

of the impedance, ai and a.., the \ahie of d is restricted to the range

from zero to the smallest real root of (24), that is,

0^d<au{ai+a->){a3+ai). (2(i)

In the case of four real roots, ai>a2^a3^«4, the parameter d is

restricted to the values

()<(/<(/„(a,+ a,.)(a.i+ a4), 1

\ (27)
(/„( (* 1 + ttn ) ( a- + (V

I )
< r/ < «i,(Qf 1 + or.,) (ofo+ a:i) . '

Thus there are, in gener.il. iwci (ii>liiKl ranges for the \alue of d in

this case. The corresponding tloniain of \alucs of the rt)ots and poles

consists of two non-connected regions, so thai it is impossible to pass

by a continuous transformation from a set of \alues in one region to

a set in the other.

Formulas (3) ((>) are symmetrical in three tlifferenl respects, since

they remain unaltered upon interchanging certain pairs of elements,

which maN' he any one of the three following sets:

(a) bt and />.., (Z,, .uui </, a-.t and (</.. — </),

(h) hi and ft.i, «„ and ((4, fli and Us, 1- (28)

(c) b2 and b.i. a, and (/, «i and {a< — d). '

These three sets corres|)ond to interchanging resistances and in-

ductances, inductances and rapacities, ant! resist.mces ami capacities,

respectively.

Since d is always positi\e or zero, formulas (4) ((>) lead to simple

necessary conditions, nameU',

,i:,b:i-aib«>{), (2!t)

-a,hr+ a..bib:t-aJ)3-^0, (30)

aibi-a^-i>0. (31)

The first anci third of these conditions are con\eniently interpreted

in terms of the roots and |)oles: the simi of the reciprocals of the poles

is aigebraicalh' greater tli.m or t.-(\u,\\ to tin- sum of the reciprocals

of the roots; and the sum of tin- poles is algehraiially greater than

or ef|ual to the sum of liu- roots.

3. Domain ok Poi.ics iok .XssK.NEn Roots

The conditions (2) ((i) define a dom.iin of values for the roots .ind

poles without distinguishing in any way those roots and poles which

may be <lio--cn independently. |-"or many purposes it is convenient
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it> siH.riali/1- tin- proljlein to tlif t-MiMit of ,i>>ii;ninn (li'liiiilt- \alufs

to thf rtM)ts. sul)jcct, of coursi'. to the restrictions (2), and then to

inxestigate the tloinain of the poles which can Ix- associated with these

assigned riM)ts.

For the inathein.itical an.il%sis of the prol)leMi it i> (oiuenieiit to

.issign \aliies of the coefficients a„ .... Oi, siil)ject to tlie restrictions

>tate<l in the pretediiig section, and then to plot the domain for the

((H'tlicients bx, 6;, 61,—treating the latter as homogeneous coordinates '

in the plane, with x = bi bx and _v = ft:i bx.

With this meth(Kl of representation, equation (H) is. for an\- tixe<l

\.iliie of (/. the ecjiiation of a conic. Considering tl as a \arial)le para-

meter. (3) represents a one-parameter famiK' of conies. Fach curve

of this family is tangent to the four lines

arbx+ajb.. + b:x = 0. (./= 1, 2. li, 4). (32)

These lines are real lines in the plane if, and only if, the corresponding

roots are real. They are all tangent to the parabola

6.,= -46,6, = 0, (33)

which is the limiting case of the conic (3) as d lx;comes infinite. This

parabola is a critical cur\e for the poles: ever\' point in the plane alK)ve

the parabola corresponds to a pair of conjugate complex poles, every

l)oint l>elow the curve to a pair of real and distinct poles, and every

point on the cur\e to a pair of real and ecjual poles.

The complete family of conies, that is, the set of cur\es for all real

values of d. might be defined as the family of conies tangent to these

four lines, which are the four lines tangent to the critical parabola

(.33) corresponding to the four roots of the impedance.

Not all the cur\es of this family lie in the domain of poles, howexer.

since the conditions (4)-(6) must also be satisfied. For any fixed

\alue of d. each of the three equations (4) (6) is a degenerate conic,

that is. a pair of straight lines. The six lines defined by these condi-

tions are all tangent to the conic (3) corresponding to this same \alue

of d. The inet|ualities (4) (fi) thus demand, in general, that the

domain of poles lie within the area bounded by these six lines. Thus
onK' those conies of the family (3) which are real ellipst-s. or their

limiting cases, lie within the domain.

The condition that the conic (3) be an ellip.se is precisi^-ly the neces-

sar\- restriction on the value of d already stated, formula (24). Fllipses

are obtainwl for all negative values of d, but these are not in the

' I'or sonu' pur|K>scs thi- other choices of .v ;in<l v might lie iis«"<l; this choice is more
convenient here inasmuch .is — .v is the sum .ind v the profhict of the |x>les.
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(iomaiii, since b\' the conditions of the electrical problem d must he

|)()sitive or zero. Ellipses for values of d from zero up to the smallest

real root of the equation (24) are in the domain. If the roots of the

imiK'dance are all complex, equation (24) has three real roots, and

thus there is a range of \alues of d from the second to the third root,

arranged in the order of magnitude, for which the curves are ellipses,

but these ellipses are imaginar\ . liiai is, there are no real points on

them; thus there is only the one range of d which gives points in the

domain. If two roots of the impedance are real and two complex,

e(|ualion (24) has onh' the one real root, and thus there is only the

one range of d. If all four roots of the impedance are real, howe\er,

equation (24) has again three real roots, and both ranges of d give

real ellijjses. In this rase the two sets of ellipses are separate and

distinct.

For the limiting xahu-^ of (/, that is, for the roots of equation (24),

the corresponding conic (8) degenerates into a pair of coincident

straight lines. Only those segments of these lines which satisfy the

corresponding inequalities (4) -((3) are in the domain. Such segments

are the limiting cases of the real ellipses for values of d abo%-e or below

the critical values, as the case may be.

The domain of poles, plotted in terms of the coerticients in the

manner described, consists of that domain covered by these real

ellipses for rf>0, a domain bounded by the envelope of the curves.

The env elopeconsists of the conic for rf = and the four lines (32).

For the case of four complex roots of the impedance, therefore, the

domain consists simply of the region bounded by the ellipse (3) ft)r

rf = 0. For two complex and two real roots, the domain consists of

the region bounded by the ellipse with the addition of the corner

bounded by the ellipse and the two tangent lines to the elliii^c cnr-

responding to the two real roots. For four real roots, ilic (luni.iin

Cf)nsisls of the region boimded b\' the ellipse together with ilic two

corners bounded by the ellipse and the tangent lines, one i>\ ilir

two lines corresjjonding to the two smallest roots and the other the

two largest roots; and a second region consisting of the (luadril.iicr.il

bounded by the four tangent lines.

All points in the domain lying on or alio\e the critical |)arabola

lie on a single ciu-\e of the famil\- (jf conies composing the domain,

points below the paraltola on two cin\es of the family. The corner

regions and the quadrilateral are enlireh' below the critical parabola.

Where there is a corner region, ilu' I'llijise goes below the iiarabola,

otherwise not.

Tlie fori'going discussion has .ill been for the general case of un-
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rt-stricted nK>is. l-dr >jx-(:iHl cast-^ of /en), pure inuiKin.iry, or inliniii'

r(mts, tlu" rorrespDnrlinp domains art- the limiting rapes of the Rcnernl

iii)main. clfM-rilx-d afx)\-e. Such limifinp: rases may rediire to a sinRli'

>-»'t;nu'nt or to a region hounded in pari !>> the line al inhnit>'. Tht'

homoneneous coordinates emploxj-d .ire \er>' useful in dealing; with

these sfR-rial cases.

4. Ki(;iKi-.s ii.i.i siKAtiM, lilt: Domain i ii Poi.ics

The preceding section presented a discussion of the domain of the

ixiles ass<K-i.ited with any four assigned roots, the domain being

plotted in terms of the coefficients of the denominator of the impe-

dance, that is, in terms of symmetric functions of the poles. In order

to show the mutual relations between the actual \alues of the roots

anil the poles, it is convenient to plot, in the up()er half of the complex

plane, the domain of one pole, the other pole being its conjugate.

This provides a complete representation for the case of complex poles.

In order tt) include the domain of real poles, an auxiliary graph can

l>e j)ro\ided to indicate pairs of points on the real axis.

The mathematical analysis for this form of representation can be

obtained from that of the preceding section by substituting (ii+ii3 =
— b-> bt and »i</i3 = 6.T bi. For complex poles, li-> = ii+ iv and ^3 = 11 — 11',

this transformation from the x. v plane to the 11. v plane is simply

2u= —X and u''+v- = y. Thus a conic in the .v. y plane becomes, in

general, a curve of the fourth degree in the 11. v plane. The analysis

of the curves obtained in the «, i' plane is not so simple as in the other

plane, but there is a decided advantage in the interpretation of the

results in this plane, since the coordinate «, the real part of the pole,

corresponds to the damping factor, and the coordinate i", the im-

aginarN' part of the pole, corresponds to the frequency factor.

In the complex plane, the necessary conditions (29) -(;}!) rc(|uirc

the domain of comple.x poles to lie entireK' within the region bounded

by the vertical axis, a vertical line to the left of the axis, two circles

about the origin as center, and a circle through the origin with its

center on the real axis. Furthermore, the boundary cur\e of the

domain must Ik- tangent to each of these lines and circles, since the

corresponding conic (3) for rf = () is tangent to the corresp<inding

lines (4)-(6) for d = 0.

For the special case of one root a positi\e pure imaginarN-. the

second root In-ing its conjugate, the domain in the upper half of the

complex plane reduces merely to the points on an arc of a circle with

its center on the real axis. If the third root is complex with a posi-

tive imaginary- part, the fourth root l)eing its conjugate, the domain
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is the circular arc cx(ciKiiiiK In mi ilic first root to ihc third root.

For a pure iniaginarN- \aliic of the tliinl root the radius of the circle

becomes iTifiiiite. and the <i(iin,iin is the sejiineiit of the \ertical axis

between the first and third roots. This is jireciseK' the result alread\'

obtained for the resislanceless circuit.

For the limiting case of the third root real, wiili the lourili mot

equal to it, the domain is the circular arc extending from the root on

the imaginary axis to the double root on the real axis. When the

third and fourth roots are real and distinct, the domain is the circular

arc from the first root to the point on the real axis midway between

the two real roots. The complete domain also includes real poles in

the segment between the two real roots, equally spaced about the

midpoint of the segment.

This case of one pair of roots on the axis of imaginaries is illus-

trated by Fig. 3a, with the first root fixed at the point a, and the

third root lying on any one of the family of circular arcs drawn through

a, the fourth root being its conjugate; or the third and fourth roots

h'ing on the real axis equally spaced about the end-point of one of

the arcs.

Starting with one pair of roots on the axis of imaginaries. it is inter-

esting to in\estigate the changes made in the domain hy iiiii\iiig this

pair of roots off the axis. The domain broadens out into a region

King about the circular arc, as shown by Fig. 3b for four typical cases.

The first case is for the third root also near the axis (ai= — 0.5-I-/3,

oi3= — 0.5-f i9); and the second case is for the third root some distance

from the axis (ai= — 0.1-|-i3, a3=— 5+i8). The third section of

Fig. 3b shows the domain when the third and fourth roots are real

and equal (ai = — 0.1 -f!3, a3 = a4=— 9); in this case the region has

a cusp at this double root. The fourth section shows the domain
of complex poles when the third and fourth roots are real antl dis-

tinct (ai=— 0.1+x3, a3=— 6, a.i=— 10); in tiiis case the region of

complex poles terminates along a segment of the real axis l\-ing in

the interval between the two real roots, there is also a diniiaiii of ic.il

jioles which is not shown.

It is interesting to note that, when both jiairs of roots are near

the axis of imaginaries, that is, for small clamping, the frequency factor

of the pole may always be taken outside the range of the frequenc\'

factors of the roots; whereas for zero damping the pole must lie

between the roots, as noted above.

Fig. 3c shows the domain of the poles for two ])airs of equal roots.

If the first and third roots are equal, the second and fourth roots

lieing their conjugates and thus also equal, the domain is bounded
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l>\ .1 rink- taiiKiMit Id tin- xtTliial .ixis with its ii-ntrr \iTlif.iliy .i1m>\c

ilu- doiiblf r(M)t. If, for exaniplf, the rl<)iil>ii' root tli'M-rihi's a circle

alK)ut till- origin tlirouj;h tlu- [niinl a on the Ncrtical axis, the corce-

spondinK circle is taiii;cnt to the vertical axis at a. Thus in Fi({. -if,

Kig. J—Domain of the poles of the tlrix lnK-|>oint impedance of a two-mesh circuit

with (al one pair of roots on the axis of imaginaries, <l>i one pair of rootsnearthe
axis of imai;in,tries, ici two pairs of equal roots, .md i<li two p.iirs of riM>ts with

e<]ual angles.

lor df)uble roots at .ii, Bi, C\, the corresponding domain is bounded

by the circles .4, B, C, respectively. The centers of these circles are

all on the horizontal line through a. and the double roots are selected

so as to space the centers uniformly. If all four roots are real and

e(|ual, the domain is bounded by a circle P tanKeiit to the vertical

axis at a and to the horizontal axis at this fourfold r<«>l />i. If the
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pools art- all real and equal in pairs the domain is bounded by a circle

E, tangent to the vertical axis and pa.«6inR ihrongh the two double
r<X)ts, E\ and £3. and by the reflection of this circle in the real axis.

Thus the domain has cusps at the double roots. I'or two pairs of
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\'hv tilth set III roots (£i, E^) has a domain i>f iln' siiim- i\|>e as thr

torrespondinjt set of roots on FiR. 3c, since this st-t. being on the rsal

axis, is a double set. The sixth rurve f-' is the boimdarN' of ih«' domain

lor four real roots so chosen that FiF3 = E\^ and /';/''i«= Er. This is

the siime t>-pe of domain as will l>e descriJKid later under l''in. ."). The
curves of I-'ig. 'M are all tangent to the \ertical axis at the same point

o; for each of these sets of roots the distance Oa is the geometrical

inean \alue of all four roots.

The general case of four complex roots is illustrated by Fig. 4 for

the numerical values ai=— l+i'lO, ««=— 1— I'lO, 03=— 2+ tl5,

014= — 2 — I'lo. I'or all complex roots the poles must also lie complex;

the pole with positive imaginary part must lie in the region boimded
by the curve r = ri+ r2+ . . . . + r7. This curve is tangent to the

vertical axis at the point a, and tangent to a vertical line at the left

at the point d. The largest absolute value of any point in the domain

occurs at the point c, and the smallest at /; these two points are the

jx)ints of tangency of the curve T with circles about the firigin as

center. The cur\e F is tangent at the point c to a circle through

the origin having its center on the real axis. The coordinates of

these points are all given in Table V.

The general case of four real roots is illustrated by Fig. .5 for the

numerical values ni= — 1, «•=— 2, 03=— n, a4=— 7. The domain
of complex fjolcs is boimded by the cur\e F, with the critical points

defined and labeled as in Fig. 4. The domain of complex poles is

bounded in part by two segments on the real axis, one lying in the

interval between a\ and ai. the other between «j and «<. Approxi-

mately, these segments are from —1.13 to —1.93 and from — .').13

to —6.70, for this numerical example. The points on these segments

are in the domain of poles, corresponding to double real poles. The
domain of real poles is shown by the graph below the axis, each point

of this graph representing two real values, the two points on the real

axis reached by following the ±4.5° lines through the point. The
domain of real poles is bounded by the continuation of the curse F

and the tangent lines corresponding to the four roots. This gives

two corners associated with the two segments on the real axis, and

an isolated rectangle. Corresponding to the points in the rectangle,

one pole may be chf)sen an>where in the range from ai to «;, and

the second pole anywhere in the range from aj to at. Both pfiles

inay be chosen in the range from ai to 02, or in the range from a.i to

««, with certain restrictions as shown by the figure, since the curve F

cuts oflP the points of the triangles. The two corners and the rectangle

are shown by Fig. 5a on a larger scale, with greater accuracy.
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In SDllH- ri--|H( 1^. llic i.i-r ilhwIiMlrd 1 1\ Mil;. ") i- llu- mn>\ i^riuT.il

rase, from vvliiih .ill oiIut r.i^r- i ,in \n- oln.iim'rl li\- a i iiuiniiniis Iimiis-

lorniation of the n)<)i>. Iwn nl ilir adjacenl real nints may Ix- hrnught

U)j;ci1kt lo a siiiKlf ilduhlr nnit; iho corresponding boundary curve

ilu-n -lirinks lo a cusp ai tiiis poinl on the real axis, and the rectangle

Kig. S—Domain of the pdIps of the ilrivlim-point impetlance of a two-mcsh circuit

with four real roots, showing the portions of the (h)main realizable by each network
listed in Table III.
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in ilu- .iu\ili.ir\' di. 1^1.1111 n.irri>w> down in .1 >iii^;lr litir srKinrnl.

rin-ii it llu' tiiluT two ri'.il rn(ii> .irr l>rini^;lii i(>y;cilu'r. llif liimrul.ir'

ilirvf li.i^ .1 second cusp ,ind tin- (Inni.iin in llu- ,in\ili.ir>' diagram

>lirinks in ,1 sin^;K' isnl.ilid pninl. It. now. niic nl llu' pairs of c'(|lial

rt-al mots is scp.iralcd inin a pair nt (nnjuvj.iU' inia^inar>- rnnis, the

j'^
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in nunH-rator and <ieni)minalni-. When hoili poles coincide witli root?

ihc rorrespondinn; impedance evpression can be obtained li\' mf'an>

of a (ine-mesh circuit.

.'). T\\()-MkS11 ("iR( I IT> AM) AsS(H'IATKI) NkTWORKS

The second olijcct of this pa[)ei" is the determination of the networks

realizing any speciiied dri\ing-poinl impedance which satishes the

conditions eslalilished in the first part of the paper. It is neces-

sary to find tin- mniibir. character, and arrangement of the elements

in these networks. ,i> wt'll as to find the walues of these elements.

Thus the problem nut in this in\-estigation differs from the usual

network problem in that it calls for the determination of the elements

of a network which has a certain specified impedance, instead of

calling for the determination of the impedance of a network which

has certain specified elements.

The most general two-mesh lirciiii h.is tiirce branciies connected

in parallel, each branch containing resistance, capacity, and sell-

AWV

R2

^-^W<^ WAr
L3 R3

Kin. '' -M"st geiR'ial lwii-nn>ili circuit coiisislinj;

iiKliiclanccs.

ijiacil ics. .mil

inductance, with inuni.i! iiidiictanci' between I'.ich p.iir nl l)r.mc'hes,

as shown by iii;. (i.

The most general network under consideration is, therelori', the

network obtained by opening one branch of this two-mesh circiiii,

as shown by Fig. 7. All the networks considered are special cases

of this general network, obtained by making a sufficient number of

the elements either zero or infinite. If, in particular, all the elements

in one branch are replaced by a short circuit, the network splits up

into tw'o separate sections connected essentialK- onl\- b\ miiiual in-

ductance, as shown by Fig. 7a.
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It is loini-iiicnl to limit this i!ivfstit(ali()ii to tlif (Jtti'riuiiiiitii)n of

itiosf networks whirli, without supcrtluous i-lctnents, realize aiu'

tlri\in^-point iin|)e(laiue ha\ing arbitrarily assigned roots. A net-

work is considereii to li.ivf sii[HTtliious cli'nu-nts if tlit-re exist other

M
L,

M23 ho

M,3 kOQfi^—WlArHH
Li R3 C3

l-'ig. 7—Most Ki'i'iT-'l lU'tworIc ohtaiiUHi l)y iipoiiinK one liranch of a two-mesli rirriiil

networks with fewer elements wliich. iiuii\ ic!u,ill\ or (•olle('ti\ei\',

realize the same range of possible impedances. Impedances with

zero, pure imaginary, or infinite roots can be realized by the limiting

cases of these networks.

.A network realizing an impedance with .irl)ilrarii\' assigned root>

must consist of at least fi\e elements,—one resistance, two cajxicilies,

L, R, C,
^im^ WW—Ih

M,2

o

r-^my^ WW

—

\\-

L2 r\2 ^2

Fig. 7a—Special case of Fij;- ", ol)tained by replacing the elements of one br.inr

l)v a short circuit

and two self-inductances, in order that the numerator of the im|x.'dance

expression (lb) may contain odd [lowers of X, a constant term, and a

term in X\ resjiectively.

Since the general expression for the driving-point imix-ilance cf>n-

lains essentially seven constants which may be assigned arbitrarily,

subject to the restrictions already eslablisheil. it is to l)e exjjected

that the entire range of |K)ssible iin|H-dances ran lie realized by one

or more networks consisting of seven elements only. This proves

to lie the case Hence all networks with more than se\en elements
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contain suiktAuous clemenis. It is tilso to be expected tt).it oih-

additional condition must be satisfied by the roots and i)ok's in order

that an impedance may be realized by a six-element iiutwork, and two

additional conditions for a fi\e-elenient network.

Accordingly, a census has lieen made ot all iRtwurks consistint; of

not more than sex'en elements, each network ((iiuainiii.u; at least one

re>istani'i', two caiLicitic-s, and two selt-iiuluctances. This census

is siiown li\- Table 111.

l-".arh iwii-nu'sh circuit nieelini; these rc(|iiirenK'nts a> to llie nmnbi-r

ol I'knients is rei)resented in symbolical lorni in T.ible 111. The

k-tters L. R. and C, printed in the first, second, or third lines of the

symbol, indicate the presence of self-inductance, resistance, and

capacity in the first, second, or third branches of the circuit, resjiec-

lively. The letter .1/ is printed in the two lines of the symbol cor-

respondini; to the two branches which are connected by a mutual

induct, inci'. Thus I he first circnit in the tabic is represented In' the

symbol

LRCM
L CM
L

which indicates self-inductance, resistance, and capacity in the first

branch, self-inductance and capacity in the second branch, and self-

inductance in the third branch, with mutual inductance between the

first two branches.

Three networks, in general, are obtained Irom e.ich of these circuits

b\' openinjj each of the three branches. If twn of these branches are

alike, onl\- two dislinct iiclwcirks ,ire niil. lined. If one branch ol

a cii-ciiit is a shorl-circuit , there bi'inj; no elcnients ,issi,i.;ned to tjuii

br.incli, llu- network obt.lined b\- cipeniiii; one ol tlu' oilier branclu's

i> of ilu' typi' shown b\- l-"ig. 7.i: il the short-cinuiled lir.inch i;- opeiU'd,

the iH'twork consists sinipK- ol llie i>.ir,ilk'l ('(imliiii.uinii dl ilu' (ilher

two branches.

With circuits represented in this symbolical manner, there is, oppo-

site each line of the sNinbol, a reference to the domain of poles indi-

cating the ])orti()n of the domain realizable by the network obtained

by opening the corresponding branch. Two like branches in a circuit

are brackete<l together with a single reference mark, since they each

give the same network. The entire domain is indicated 1)\' i."; the

boundary curve of tlu' domain b\ I", iliis beiiii.; dixided into se\en

segments, I'l, Y«, ,
1';; ten critical lines in the domain b\- the
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iuinil)ers 1, 2 10; and seven critical ijoiiiis by tin- letters a,

h, . . .
, g, as illustrated by Figs. 4 and 5.

Networks with superfluous elements are indicated by placinij

parentheses around the corresponding reference mark, single paren-

theses for one superfluous element and double parentheses for two.

In order that a seven-element network may contain no superfluous

elements it must give the entire domain or a region in it, a six-element

network a critical line, and a fi\e-element network a critical point.

That is, an impedance with arbitrarily assigned roots, and with a

pole chosen arbitrarily in the domain corresponding to these assigned

roots, can be realized with the minimum number of elements only

by a seven-eleinent network. If the pole is chosen so as to satisf\-

one additional contiition, namely, chosen at a point on one of the

critical lines of the domain (including the boundary curve), the

impedance can be realized by the six-element network giving that

line. If the pole is chosen so as to satisfy two additional conditions,

nameK', chosen at one of the critical points, the inipcdaiuf cm be

realized b>' the corresponding five-element network.

The conditions for ihc critical lines and for the critical points are

given by Tables I\' and \ , respectively, in terms of the coefficients

of I lie inii)c(!ance.

lAHl.l-: W
Critical Lines

r. alb\+ (iaiat-2a~<Ji)bibi-2aiaJ}ibi-{-^aoai-a\)bl+ {ia,fl3-2a,a-i)h2bi-{-a\b\ = 0.

1. {'&aia\ — Aaifiiai-\-a\)b\ — (\(>atfl\-'r2a^a2a^—^a2a^-\-a^^a\)b\bi

+ (%a^ia^ — Aalata^+a^al)b\bz-\-(9:alflia^ — ^a^a!a^-\-alal}b^b\

— (>(a^\ — a\at)bibib3 — (?>a(fl\ai — ia^!fi3-\-a\a3)bibl

— (aoaj — a?U4)62 — (8(1 (pfl 1(14 — 4<io<'2«3-l-a ia.0''2''3+ ( 16(1 Ju)-t-2iioiii<'j

— 4(J 0(12 -I-" 1(1 2)62*]- (8a2(i3- 4(2oaia2-}-(/ 1)63 = 0.

2. 2aJbM,-aJ>ibl-aJb\-lrath\bi-aibJbl+axb\=Q.

3. atb\ — aib\bi — a\b\bi-\-a\btb\-\-2aiji)ibibi — atib\=0.

4. a,b\b.-a,b\hi-\-a,b,hl-athJb\ = 0.

5. (ij(i,iJ/>3 -l-(i.t''i/'a -(- (did* —a^i)b\b\ — (a lU, — (i:.U3)6i/>26i

— 2a i(ij6;/i,t — (1 lUii i/<2 4- (1 i"aii/'2''3+ '"""a — c iC 2)6 1626J

+a\bib\-\-a^tJb\ — atiiiib\bi-\-aifltb\b\ — ataibib\=0.

6. ii>tjl)\b-, — a\b\bs — a-tiijb\b\ — (a \ai —aiai)b\b-.bi+ 2a \azb\b\

+a ia4/)|/;2 — 11 iU3/»i62''3+((J«<'3 —aia-i)b\bih\ - affciAj — Oi/jjfcJ

+a,flib2b,-(,<i,^i,-ii[)blbl-aoii,btbl=0.

7. a|^l^b]bl — alb\b,—a:a^blbl + (a|a^-^a^a3)b]b3bs— 2ala3b^hj

\-ii,aJ>,b] — a,ii,btb2b3-\-{ai^ii+aia])bibjb\ — a\bib]— ai,'i,b2

+a(i(iifrjfri — aoflifriftj -l-a<)<i lij*j = 0.
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( Si; lui - 4<i j<i,<;, +dj)tl - (&i«U4 + 2a iii|(i« - ialii,+aial)b\bt

-a\a,)b\b'i-t»it,^,a,+ii\ii,)blb'2bi + (2ii^iMh+ii]ii'.Mb.h\

- of6}6j - 2uod ,04* ifcj + ( iuju,+ 2<io<i lU j)/*!*?*!

- (ajj.+ ia«a >a,)bxbibl+ la^i\b,hib\ +(1^14*^ -ii^hb%

ij^lbib] - 24iib\bA+<i]b\bl-a^ib\bl+ (a .aj+ 2a,a,ii,)b\blb,

— (2uiajU4+ajaJ)6i6i6j-(4<J,^104 -u III j)6|6j +01(146162

-(2aooj+ 2a,o,04^6,6j6,+ (8<iooyi4+a,ui)6,6|6j

+ (40^,04 — 60^jj)6i6jA| — (4<i,<ii<i4-4(ioiiia>+ai(i3)6|6j

— a^lb\+ 2a^^lJ>*bt — ^^a^l^(I,+aolll — a\a^)b2bl

— (2a^ta,-iaua^,+a\tii\b2b\ + {S)i^U+ 2ntiii(h — i<ivn2+a]<ti)bib*

- (8o5a,-4aoaiO,+a^ft5 =0.

alitj>\b,+alb\b,-iisb\b2 - 2oi«jU46'i6iAj -iuiOjifi]

+ (4o,<i4-ai<i4+«s<'jJ*i''i + (4"<i«j"4+ 3(ii03-a2Uj^fri62*>

- (uofli -ijf<j4)6{ftj65 + .<<iJ<i,6?AJ

— (4aoa»(i4 — 2a 10^04+11 111 jtft 162 ~(4<ioaiii4+3a lOj— a ia2)6i62''i

+2a«a lOjAiftj/ij — 11 [frift*+ (aoa j -OiOt^ftl+ (4000104 — 2a<ia:<ii

+a{o,1frj6, - (4aSfl4 - <ioii2 +'ifii5^*2''J +«i*2*3 - (^l^s** = 0-

TABLE V
Critical Paints
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These critical lines and jjoiius arc illustrated, for luniiciical cases,

by Figs. 4 and o. The graph showing the domain of real poles in

Fig. 5 is inaccurate to the extent that the critical line> ii.ixe liecn

spread somewhat ai)art from each other in order to show the seciuence

in which they occur. The actual cur\'es are shown accuraleK' drawn

and on a larger scale in Fig. Sa. K\-en on this scale. ("ur\e 2 cannot

be distinguished from the side of the rectangle.

The diagrams for the domain of complex poles, as illustratetl 1)\-

Figs. 4 and n, are approximately symmetrical with respect to the inter-

changing of inductances and capacities, with corresponding inter-

changes in all the cur\es and formulas. Thus b and g correspond,

r antl /. (/ and c, 2 and .3, •") and (i, S and 9, ai and aj, a-i and as; while

II. 1. 4, 7, and 1(1 remain unchanged. In ilie domain of real poles shown

by Fig. o, this symmetry does not appear. The explanation of this

apparent discrepancy is as follows: Upon interchanging inductances

and capacities, the \alues of the roots are changed to their reciprocals.

Thus Fig. .") is symmetrical with the corresponding figure drawn for

the case of roots equal to —1, —1 2, —1,5, and —1 7, and thus

symmetrical with the figure drawn for roots at —7, —7 2. —7 .").

and —1, since the relati\e distribution of the roots is the same. This

set of roots differs not very considerably from the original set of

roots, in reverse order. In the main, therefore, the two figures ma\'

be expected to be approxiinatiK the same, that is, the original figure

symmetrical with itself. In the rectangle, however, very small

numerical changes in the constants make relatively large changes in

the curves; so it is not surprising to iind a lack of symmetry here.

If the roots are assigned so tli.it the prodint of two roots is equal to

the product of the other two. there will be true s\-mnu'tr\- in the

corresponding diagram.

Table III li>ts :58 circuits, gi\iiii4 .i tni.il nf 102 netwuik^. Of these

networks, three are essentialK' thi' (.'(niix aleiii nl lutwink^ nbt. lined

horn a one-mesh circuit, one realizes oiiK tlio^e imped. mc^^~ which

have one pair of pure imaginary roots, and. of the '.IS remaining. II

have superfluous elements. This leavis .i tot.il of ")7 networks, oi

which 11 realize the entire doiuain asgi\cii li> riumiin II, 12 re.tli/e

regions in the domain as gi\en by Theorem 111. 2M re.ili/e critic.il lino

in the domain, and 11 realize critical points.

The ele\en networks of Theorem II are iiK hided in the In^t colinmi

of Table III and shown in detail by Fig. I. I'(irniiil.i> lor tlu' com-

putation of their elements are gi\en 1)\- T.ible 1. rini> the \,ilues

of these elements can be comjiuted direct l\ in teini> nl the nuttii ients

of the imiH'dance expression as slated in i he lorni ( Ibi. The follow in.i;

method of computation is convenient: I'irst coinimtt' d ,is the root
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i>l ilif i|ii.i<lrati(' r(|iialiun (21), wliicli is rrpiMU-tl .ii ilic hoitnm

of till' tal>lo. Then fiiul c li\' sulitractiiiK this \aliii- of il from u;. Xext

coinputi- 7"i. 7".. and 7"j, assij;nins siijns so that tho identity b^'^,

\-hi'l\+ hi'l'3 = is siilisfii'd; this is possil)U' siiuv the e(|iiation for

(/ was oblaininl by rationalizing; this relation anions the 7"s. There

are. in ijenerai. two sets of siijns for which this identilv- is satisfied;

it is iniinaterial wliirh set is chosen since the si^iis of all the 7"s may
he chan^;ed without chanj-inj; the values of any of the elements.

Then compute I't. I':, and I'.i. assijjnin^ positive \alues to each of

these. With the \aliies of all these ciiiantities determined, the values

of the elements of the networks can be calculated directly from the

formulas >;i\en in the Ixnly of the table. If this solution turns out to

be impossible, that is. if the \alue of an element is found to be nega-

tive or complex or if the value of a mutual inductance is ft)und to be

greater than the sciuare root of the product of the associated self-

inductances, it means that the conditions u|)(in tin- mois .iiul poles

are not satisfied. If the conditions established in ilu- \\v>[ |),iri of

this pajx^r are satisfied, the solution is possible.

These formulas gi\e all the special cases of ilu' i-k-\i-ii networks

automatically, that is. the values of the appropriate elements will

turn out to Im.' zero or infinite, as the case ma>' be. Since each of these

ele\en networks co\ers the entire domain, the>' are all miitualK'

equivalent at all fretiuencies. These are the only networks without

superfluous elements which cover the entire domain, that is, any net-

work co\ering the entire domain must be one of these eleven or a

network obtained from one of these by introducing additional ele-

ments. Kach of the eleven contains just se\en elements; thus the

prediction that a seven-element network woulfl cover the entire

domain is verifiefl. The three remaining networks of this same type,

one from Circuit and two from Circuit !> of Table III give special

cases only, in the sense that each of these can realize only those im-

(K'dances which have a pole lying on Line 2; thus each of these three

contains a superfluous element, since all the points on Line 2 can be

realized by six-element networks, as shown in llie fourth column of

the table.

Network 1 of Fig. 1 is of particular interest since it consists simply

of two branches in parallel, each containing resistance, capacity, and

self-inductance, with mutual inductance between them.'" By Theorem
II, this network can l>e m.ide ec|uivalent to any network whatsoever

obtained from a two-mesh circuit.

'° If will be shown in a sul>s«|uent paper that any (lriving-|Kiint impfflanie of an
Fi-mcsh circuit ran bo rcalizc<l by a network of n branches in fKirallel, each branch
containing resistance, capacity, and self-inductance, with mutual inductance between
each pair of branches.
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Thf U\cl\t; nclwurks of Theuit'in III arc iiuliRlcd in Llu' sctond

column of Tal)lf III and shown in detail by Fig. 2. Formulas for the

romjjutation of their element;* are gi\en by Table II. The \ahies of the

elements ran be computed b\- the same rule as that given abo\i- for

Table I.

Kach of these tweKe networks realizes those impedances which

have jx)les lying in a certain restricted area or region of the entire

domain of possibilities, as indicated for each network in the table by

a specilication of the boundary curves of the area. For each par-

ticular impedance in the domain various sets of these twehe networks

are mutually equivalent. Some points in the domain cannot be

realized by networks without mutual inductance. Of the remaining

points, each is realizable, in general, by at least three, and by not

more than five, of these tweKe networks. This region of the domain

which is realizable without mutual inductance is covered, with no

overlapping. In- each of tlie four following sets of networks: 13, 17,

and 21; i:5, 18, and 22; 14, 17, and 2:5; 15, 19, and 21; the nimibers

refer to the networks of Fig. 2.

That portion of the domain wiiicii cannot i)e realized b\ networks

without mutual inductance comprises the three regions boimded by

I'l and •'), i'j ,in(i 7, and V-, and (i, respectively, as illustrated by F'igs.

4 and 5.

The third and fourth colunms of Table 111 show a total of 23 net-

works, each with six elements, realizing lines in the domain. Of

these, eleven are derived as special cases of the networks of both

Figs. 1 and 2, six as special cases of Fig. 1 but not of F"ig. 2, and six

as special cases of F'ig. 2 alone. The fifth column of the table shows

the eleven networks, eacli with fixe elements, realizing pninis in the

domain.

(). F'oKMl l.AS FOR C.M.CfL.XTION Of ( ".ICNICRAI. Nl.IWOKK

i-"ormulas for the calculation of the xalues of the elements ot the

general network of Fig. 7 are given in Theorem 1\'. 'These are gi\cn

in the form of nine etiualions (7) (1.")), in<-lusi\T, invoking the twelve

elements of the network and two paratiieters, d and k. The para-

meter d, however, is fixed by the impedance, since the left-hand mem-
l)ers of equations (13) (lo) satisf\- the identity (20). Upon sub-

stituting the right-hand members in the identity and rationalizing,

equation (21) is obtained, this being a quadratic etiualion in d with

coeflicients which are functions of the known coefiicients of the im-

l)e<lance. Since d is fixed in this way, there are essentially eight

e(|u.ilions in thiili'en \ariablcs, the twcKc elements and the arbi-
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Iran paranicUT k. In ^;^•lu•ral. tlicrefnre. live nf thi- elements m.i\

l>e speritie<l. or h\e relations among the elements; whereupon th«-

equations ran l)e sol\ed. Thus it is to \>e exfierterl that a strven-

cli-ment network will realize, in general, any sperihed drivinp-poini

im|H'(lance.

This (nflh<Kl of solution is best illustrated \)\ considering a par-

ticular rase. Take, for example, the deri\ation of the formulas for

Network 1 of Fig. 1, as Ki\en l)y Table I. This is the special case of

the general network of Fig. 7 obtained by making L\ = Ri = C\'^ = Mu
= .l/is = 0. Substituting these values, together with the notation of

Table I. e(|uaiions (7) (lo) become

DiD3=a,k-,

R„+ R, = b.k-.

R2Di-R:,D2=l\k\

LiR3-LJii-{Ri-R2)Mij=rik\

Kliminating /?;, R3. D-i. and D3 from the second, third, lifih, sixth,

and seventh of these equations, the value of k is found to be equal to

db U i T\. Knowing the \alue of k, the equations may then be soKed
for the se\en elements, obtaining the results given in Table I. The
two sign choices for k in this example correspond to the possibility of

interchanging branches 2 and 3 in the network. The values gi\en in

Table I are computed for k taken with the negative sign.

In the general solution, the parameter d is obtained from the

quadratic equation (21). The explicit solution of this equation is

, 2a^bl--\-a•bi*+ 2a(jbr—aibxb^— 2a^b\b3— albib^±2^ ,., ,,d =
b^^^AbJ.

^-^^^

where

A- = 04-61* +a„a,6o*+ay-'6.i' — «.i«46i'62— (2<ija4—a.V')6i'6,i — a 1016165'

— aoa.i6;'6j — (2afla. — a i'}bib,' — OoU 16263'

+a2a46r6;2+ (a2'+ 2anrt4 — 2aIa3)6I'6.^-+ao0262•'63''

+(3flla^— a:Ki3)6i'6:6i— f4onrti— rti(Jj)6i62'63

+ (3flofl3-aias)6i6!6j'. (35)

=-ao'(ai»6, + a,6.4-6,)(a5=6i + a56,+ 63)

(a,«6,+ a,6.+ 6,)(a4'6, +0462+ 63). (36)

= ao»6,«(ai-^s)(ai-^i)(«s-/Ji)(«-.-/5.i)

(aj-/3j)(aj-^j)(a4-/32)(a4-^3). (37)
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In the rase of real and distinct poles, fornuila (34) gi\es, in jjeneral.

two positive values of d satisfying the necessary conditions (4)-(()),

and thus two solutions for any particular network. I'or complex

poles, only one such value of d is obtained, and there is thus a uniciue

solution in each case. For real and equal poles, ft;- — 46163 = 0, and so

formula (34) does not apply directly; in this case, however, (21)

reduces to a linear eciuation in d. so that the solution can he readiK'

found.

An ob\ious necessary condition for a solution is that A->(), for

otherwise the value of d would be complex. This condition is siitisfied

for any choice of poles provided there is not an odd number of real

roots lying between two real poles. Thus for the case of all complex

roots or for the case of complex poles with any choice of roots this

condition is automatically satisfied. It is interesting to note that

an impedance expression with poles failing to satisfy this condition

cannot be realized by any network with positive or negative resist-

ances, capacities, and inductances; it can he realized onl\- hy a net-

wiirk wiili I'k'ineiits liaving complex \'alues.

7. .\i:iW()RKs WITH .\i;(;ati\i-; Ricsisi ances

If negative resistances are allowed in liie iwd-niesh circuit, the onh'

change necessary in the statement of tiie results of this in\estigation,

as given in Theorems I-I\', is the remo\al of the restrictions ai+ as^O,
aj+aj^O, ^2+/33^0, and <f>0. This removes the restriction of

the real part of each root and pole to negative or zero values. The
removal of the restriction on d adds to the domain of poles, considered

in the x, y plane, all the ellipses of the family — t» <rf<0, thus filling

out the region above the critical parabola (33), together with the

corners in the case of real roots. In the u, v plane the domain com-
prises the entire upper half of the complex plane and, in the auxiliary

diagram, the com|)lete triangular corners and the rectangle, with the

provision that the rectangle is not included in the case of two roots

positive and two negative.

By means of a two-mesh circuit eniplo\ ing negati\e resistances,

any impedance expression of tiie.form (1) can be realized, with roots

ari)itrariiy assigned in conjugate pairs or in real pairs, subject only

to the condition that the number of positive roots is even, and with

any pair of complex poles or with a pair of real poles l>ing an\where
in the ranges from the first to the second real roots and from the third

to the fourth real roots, arranged in order of magnitude, subject onh-

lo the condition that both poles must be positive or both negative.



I'Hinxci'iiiM iMi'i.DAScr. (>/ nroMi.sii cificiiis wi

TIk' ni-twiirk (liaKr.iin> ami all llu- fiirnHila-< for I lie I'.ili'iilatinii of

the fk-nu'ius ri'iD.iin iinrlianv;»'<l.

S. MaIHI \I Mil Al 1'ROOI"

The circuits treatetl in this iincstii;,iti(in arr .-.iH'cial c.iscs of tin-

Kt-niTal circuit which has ,iin iiuniln-r of ifriiiinals m connected in

pairs by »i(»i — I) 2 branches, each of which consists of a self-induct-

ance, a resistance, and a capacity in series, with mutual in<luctance

lietween each pair of branches. The only restrictions iniposed are

those inherent in all electrical circuits, namely, that the magnetic

energy, the dissipatit)n, and the electric energy are each positi\e for

any possible distribution of currents in the branches. Circuits with

any arrangement of elements in series or in parallel or in separated

meshes can be derived as limiting cases of this general circuit by

making a sufficient number of the inductances, resistances, and capaci-

ties either zero or infinite.

This general circuit connecting in terminals or branch-points has

« = (m— I)(»i— 2) 2 degrees of freedom, that is, « independent

meshes. The discriminant " of the circuit is the determinant A
having the element Z;* in thejth row and ^th column, Zjk being the

mutual imjx'dance between meshes j and k (self-impedance when

j = k), the determinant including n independent meshes of the circuit.

The driving-point impedance in the 9th mesh S^ is equal to the

ratio ,4 ,4,,,;, where .4,,,, is the cofactor of the element in the qth

row and qth column of the determinant .4. In general, the cofactor

of the product of the elements located at the intersection of rows

j, q, s, . . . with columns k, r, t respectively, will lie denoted by

Ajt^ St,

.

..

The determinant -4 for the general circuit described aboNe is of

order « with the element

Z„ = iLjkp+Rjk+(.iC,kp) "

(38)

where L,k. Rjl-. and Cjk are the inductance, the resistance, and the

capacity, respectively, common to the two meshes j and k. The
inductance Ljk includes, therefore, the self-inductances of the branches

common to the two meshes together with the mutual inductances

connecting each branch of one mesh with each branch of the other

mesh. The determinant is symmetrical, that is Z>* = Zt->, since

Ljk = Lkj, Rjk = Rkj. and Cjk = Ckj.

" A complete disrussion of the solution of circuit-s hy means of iletcnnlnants has
iM-en given by G. .A. Campliell, Inc. cit., pages 88.?-88<>.
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These coefficients Ljk. Rjk, and C'* are siiljject to the ener^\' con-

ditions stated abo\'e, namcK'. lliai ihe magnetic energx', the dissipa-

tion, and the electric enerj:\-,

-oH ^^"'j'"- 2 2 ^*'-''*' '"^^ -9 ]S 2 7^ (
'>^' ('>-<"' (39)

^j = \k^] 3=1 k=i ^ j=ik^\ '-''' '

respectively, are each positive for any possible distribution of the

currents {ij, ik, ...)'" t^he branches of the circuits.'- In other words,

the coefficients Ljk, Rjk, and 1 Q* are subject to the condition that

the three quadratic forms of which these are the coefficients must be

positive for all real \'alues of the \ariables. All the iirinci|)al minors

of the determinants

Lii L12 . . . Lin

L21 1-22 ... Z,2„

/.„. L„ . In

Rii Rii . .

i?2i R22 . .

Rni R,r2 . .

and

1 1 .



nRiri.wi-i'oi.xi iMrii).i\cr. or tu'o-mhsii hkiiiis us.t

I'luin subslitiilinK X = //>, imilliplying nunu'ralor and (Iciinmiii.ildr

by X'. anrl dropping llu- siilxripl </, forninla (11) bccomo

_ aoX«« +o^X«- -
' +a,X2- -'+ . . .+a2,-iX+Q2,

•^"
6,X2--'+/'..X2''-2 + . . .+62, ,X

'
'*"'^'

whirh may l>e taken as the most general form of a (lrivinK-p<>'"t

im|Kdance. This formula, therefore, gives the impedanre of the

ririuit for any electrical oscillatif)ns of the form /', where X m.i\

have any value, real or complex. I'ormula (42) may In; written in the

alternative form

(X-a,)(X-a.)(X-a3) . . . (X-gg-QCX-azJ^-"
X(X-^,)(X-/3,) . . . (X-^2,-.)

^'^•^>

Thus there are '2n roots of .V, rej^arded as a function of X, whicli are

the 2h resonant points of the circuit. There are also 2« poles of S,

which are the 2m anti-resonant points of the circuit, namely, zero,

infinity, and the 2h— 2 resonant points of the circuit obtained b>-

op)ening the branch in which the driving-point impedance is measured.

Upon setting «=2 in ec|uations (43) and (42), formulas (la) and

(lb) are obtained, respectively.

From the fact that the coefficients Ljk.Rjt, and I, Qk satisfy the

quadratic form conditions (39), it can be shown mathematically

that the coefficients an. «i, . . . , Ozn of (42) are all positive and that

the roots ai, a;, . . . , a;„ of (43) have negative real parts. '^ This

can also he shown from the fact that the free oscillations of the circuit

are of the forms /'', /"' f*'"'. Thus the roots occur in pairs

each of which has negati%e real values or conjugate complex \alues

with negative real parts.

The siime restrictions hold for the coefficients 61, b-: /).•„ 1

and the poles ^:, /3j fiin-i since the denominator of S, with the

exception of the factor X", is also the fliscriniiiiaiii of a circuit. Thus

the general restrictions (2) are obtained.

In order to obtain the necessary and sufficient conditions that a

function of the type (lb) represent a dri\ing-point impedance realiz-

able by a two-mesh circuit, set this function equal to the impedance

of the most general two-mesh circuit and investigate the conditions

which must hold upon the coefficients in order that the two forms

may be equivalent.

" The mathematical work is identical with the mathematics ot the corres|K)ncliiiK

dynamical problem. A detailed proof is given by A. G. Webster, /of. cit.
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I'hc (liscriminanl of llu' mosl i;oiht;i1 two-mesh circuit is of tlu' form

LnX + /eu + /)n\ '. /.,,X+ i?,o+ £),2X '

i

^ =
I

, (44)
I Ly{K + Rv,+ Dv^ \ L,,X+ i?.,.,+ /9«,X-'

I

where the three sets of coefficients, using Djic instead of 1 Cjk, are

suliject to the restriction thai the three determinants

I

L„ Ln
I i

^11 ^12 i /)n D^i
I

i,
!, and (4."))

L,o Loo /?,, i?,, /;,, /;,,

are all positi\e or zero, as well as L\\, Rn, and Di\. This condition

retiuires La, R12, and D>2 also to be positive or zero.

The most general dri\ing-point impedance of a two-mesh circuit

may be taken as the imjjedance in the first mesh of the circuit defined

by the discriminant (44). Set A An equal to the \alue of S given

by (lb). Kxpanding into polynomials in X, and etiualing coefficients

of the numerators and flonnniinators of ilie two ex|iressi()ns, the

lollowini; rclalinn> arr iihlainrd :

LiiLoo-L;, = (/o/^-, (4())

LuR-2-2 + Li-2Ru-2Lv2Rii^aik-, (47)

LnDy,+ L.2-,Du + RnRr2-'2Li«Di.-Rl,=a2k-, (48)

RnDyi+R22Dn-2Ri2Dn=a3k\ (49)

DuDi2-D-,, = aik-, (50)

L22 = bik-, (51)

R22 = b2k-, (52)

D22 = bik-, (53)

where k has any real \alue other than zero. Intnuhue the notation

RiiR22-Ri.=dk-. (.")4)

where /I is positi\e or zero. Then, using (46), (54), and (.")(•). eliminate

All, Ru. and J)\i from equations (47)r(49), obtaining

(A ,../?,o - L,,/? ,.,)-' = k'{ - dLU+axL22Rii - chRh) . (55)

{Di2L22-D22Lii)- = k-[-aoDl^+{a2-d)D22Lt2-aiLL]. (oli)

(V?,o/?oo- /?•.,/;, 0)- = ;t-'( -aiRi,+a3R22D22-dni). (57)

Using (51) (5.'i), eliminate L..., R22, and P22 from the riv;lit-lian(l

members of (55) (57); extract the s(|uare rodi ; re.ur.miie ilie mder
of the equations, obtaining

R,2lh2- R-i«.Dn= ±k\-atb2-+a3b2b,-db3-)' '', (58)

/},oLo„-/)ooL,.,= ±P[-ra3'-|-(flo-rf)636,-a4/,,2]t'2, (.59)

Ly.R,2 - /-=/?,•• = ± kH -dbx'+d ibJ>2-ti,J)2') ''-'. «><»



/)/?/( 7.v(;-/'(»/.v/ iMi'iiD.isci: of nfo-Mrsii ciRcrns <in^

riiiis ciMulilions (4) {(») an- obtaiiu'd diai tl> frmu (.'iS) ((iO». Tin-

Ull-h.ind iiuiuIhts of ("iS) (tiO) salisfv the i(U'nlit\

+ (/.,,/?,.,. - /,,,/?,,.)/),... = 0. (til )

Sul)siiiutin^; (ol)-(n3) and (n8) -((50) in this idi-ntity ((>1 ). and r.iiional-

i/inn. i'<iiiaiit>n {'-i) and its equivalent (21) are i>l)iaine<i.

l-"i>r the jjeneral network of Kij;. 7,

Lu=Lx'+u, L„ = w. /....=/.;+/.;.

/?„ = /?,+/?;. /?,., = /?•.. Rvi = Ri+R^, ; (••2)

Dn = D: + Ih. Dvi^Ih. /)..• = />-+ /)3. •

wliere L/, L«' . and Li are defined by (17) (HI). For this set of ron-

siants. branch "2 is made the i)ranch common to tiie two meshes; the

choice of branch 3 as the common branch would not affect the final

fornuilas. Substituting these values ((52) in (4()). (o4), (oO) (o.i),

and (.")8) (60). ecjuations (7)-(15) are obtained directly.

Thus Theorems I and I\' are completely proxed. Theorems II

and III are \erifie<l by the actual formulas for the elements given in

Tables I and II, and by the census of networks presented in Table III.

I am indebted to Dr. (ieorge A. Campbell for ins()iring the writing

of this pa|x?r and for six-cific advice upon many points, and to Miss

Frances Thorndikc for the preparation of the tables and figures.
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